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AN INTRODUCTION
TO ATHARVAVEDA SAMHITA

IMPORTANCE AND UTILITY

The Vedas are the most important records of the religion and

the institutions of the Aryans The last and the latest Veda is the

Atharvaveda This Veda is not included m the TrayTvidya, which

proves its late ongin Alike every division or segment of Veda,

Atharvaveda has its some charactenstic on the basis of which a

number of Veda learned persons consider it unique The branches

of the Vedas have their own particular directions but when we
talk of Atharva Veda, it appears as it has embedded the corpus of

life with all meanings in its ambit The most cryptic mysteries of

universe, the divine prays, applications of offerings (Yajnlya),

cure for the ailments, marriage, reproduction, family, social

pattern and self- protection etc all aspects of the universe and the

human life are embedded with it Pure science with the cryptic

knowledge is include with others streams of Veda but

simultaneous to cryptic streams of the knowledge and science,

Atharvaveda is an applied science too.

Out of The four Rtvijas (performer of the offering as

suggested by the Rsis for executing perfectly the offering

ceremonies with an objective to make the life full of pleasure and

free from the pains and sorrows; the pnncipal Rtvija Brahma is

directly related to this very Veda The place of BrahmS among the

Rtvijs of Council of offering is at the top. i e he is chairperson

The responsibility assigned to BrahmS is to supervise the methods

of offenngs and rectify the errors He can only handle such

particular liability when all Vedas are well learnt to him. He
should also possess a strong will power too It has been stated in

Gopatha Brahmana at 1. 3 2 that - "Only a part of offering is

proeessed by application of the three Vedas The second part of it,

is processed by Brahma through the application of mind or mental

power.

Aitareya Bra (5. 33) declares that there are two routes for

executing the offering- first is Vak (speech) and the other is
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(mmd) Three Vedas (Rk, Yaju, Sama) processes one part of

offering through the speech and the other part is processed by

Brahma through Brahmaveda (Atharvavcda) applied through the

mind This Veda mainly contains mantras used in witch-craft or

sorcery, in the curing of diseases, for destruction of enemies etc

Actually, Atharvaveda desenbes the application of both type

of ceremonies viz Peaceful affirmation and the witchcraft

(Abhicarika) ceremonies A particular importance of such

application has been accepted for the king The king icquires

performing the Santika-Paustika deeds and Tulapurusa Mahadana
etc ‘ The priest should be expert in application of Atharva hymn
and Brahmana It has been mentioned in Atharvaparisista^ that the

nation where resides the priest, expert m Santikamia and well

learned to Atharvaveda, attains accession- to without any fear of

invasions and disturbances "Hence, it is necessary for a king that

he should honour daily with piay, donation and respect to the

priest well learned to Atharvaveda and commander of his sensory

organs

Perhaps a certain number of Acaryas have accepted it as the

first Veda on the premise of this very significance that

Atharvaveda holds Jayant Bhatta in his Nyaya MafijarT (Page
237- 38) has accepted it as the first Veda among the total four

Vedas NSgara Khanda to submits while accepting is as the first

Veda- "As Atharva is mainly used for the accomplishments of all

worldly acts, it is called as the first Veda As it is fruitful for this

material world, it would have perhaps due to this reason, called

the first Veda The other three Vedas, having their metaphysical

blessings and fruits, they come m the second number, while

writing the Introduction to Atharvaveda composed by him,
Acarya SSyana observes in the introduction of this Veda that the

three earlier Vedas are for spiritual ends while the fourth and last

Atheirvaveda is for both wordly and higher purpose.

SEVERAL NOMENCLATURE OF ATHARVA VEDA
The Vedic literature, Atharvaveda is addressed with a number

of names such as- Atharva Veda. Amrta Veda. Atmaveda, Amgiro

1. ’jfrficr (tto^o )

2 AP 4.6 see Bhasa of SSyana



Veda, Atliarvangirasa, Bhrgvangirasa, Ksatra, Bhaisajya and

Chando-Veda etc

The Atharvaveda presents its own name as Atharvangirasah

along with names of other Vedas ’ While interpreting the term

"Atharva" Nirukta of Yaska at 11 2 18 states- "Tharva" root is

applied in the meaning of rudeness, curvy, dynamically, violence

etc Hence, the term "Atharva" is meant by attainment of the

stability of mind with exercising modesty and non-violence It

leads to the conclusion that its negation must necessarily mean
one who is deprived of movement, that is to say a stable being

Atharvaveda is also addressed as Brahma Veda Actually, this

Veda IS determined for the use of Brahma, the chairperson of

Offering Council (Yajna Samsada) It has been prescnbed that

Brahma should be well learned with four Vedas but outstanding

knowledge in Atharvaveda is unavoidable for him as Brahmaveda
contains all that which is separately found in four Vedas

On account of the priority of the Brahmakamia of Brahma, it

is construed as Brahma Veda Atharvaveda has been addressed as

Brahmaveda m Gopatha Brahmana, Chandogya upanisad etc

scriptures too

The most ancient name of Athan^a is Atharvangmasa Veda
too This composite word seems containing the two words i e

"Atharva" and "Angira", two clans of Rsis As the sage Atharvan
born in the family of Angira had given this Veda in the present

form, it is called Atharvangirasa Veda
One more thing to be noted is that the hymns of Atharvan are

with the deeds of peace and confirmation and the hymns of

Angiras are witchcraft (Abhicanka) As the peace and
confirmation hymns fall first and only than the witchcraft hymns
come, the name of this Veda as Atharvangirasa (Atharva +
Angirasa) is therefore, outright Here Bloomfield states the

distinction between said two sets He says that Atharvana mantras

are for the good purposes while Angirasa mantras are for the evil.

Atharvaveda is also addressed as "BhrgvSngirasa Veda" too.

This appellation seems to bring out the importance of two priests

3 Yasmaddreo apataksan Yajuryasmadapakasan samani yasya lomani

atharvangiraso mukham X 7 20
4 Go Bra 1 5, 15
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Bhrgu and Angirasa Bhrgu was the disciple of Ahgira The Rsi

Bhrgu had played an active role in propagation and publicity of

Atharva Veda It was therefore, addressed as Bhrgvahgirasa Veda
and the supremacy among all

^

In addition to the appellation mentioned above some more
names are also given to the Atharva Veda. This appellation is

perheps unknown to many Vedic scholars Atharva itself shows
this in the text.® In Chandamsi- Atharva 11 7. 24 it is addressed

as Chandoveda and Rcah S&ma Yajurmahl- Atharva 10 7 14, as

Mahiveda In Sata BrS 14 8. 14, as Ksatra Veda and in Atharva,

11. 6. 14, it IS addressed as Bhaisajya Veda. All these names of
Atharva Veda, make very clear the wide enunciated topics of it,

but here a significant question arises, why only the name
'Atharvaveda* came into vogue? Here Dr. Karmabelkar gives the

scholarly statement that "This title is abbreviated form of the

oldest and onginal title 'Atharv'Sngirasah' which with probability,

not only includes the names of the two ancient mythical sages but

also represents their very charactenstic representations and
contributions In the later penod, the name Bhrgu replaced the

name Atharvan and the Atharvaveda came to be known as

'Atharvahgirasah' and finally this title was shortened into the

convenient and handy title 'The Atharvaveda’’

Of course, the name Atharvan, Angirasa and Bhrgu also occur

in the Rgveda many times but there they designate only some
mythic personages, nowhere do they refer to any kind of literary

composition In the period of the Brahmana literature the position

of the Atharva appears to have swung in a bewildering manner,
for sometimes it is referred to while at other times it is neglected.

At one place ^atapatha Bra. omits the name of this Veda,* but at

some places this text speaks for this Veda by its very name'*
Besides this, some of the ^rautasGtras also mention the name of
this Veda.‘”

5 Go Bra 1 3 4.

6 A V 11 6.14

7. Atharvavedic civilisation p 2
8 1 13 2 3

9. n 5 6,4-8

10 Samkhyayana ^lautastttra 16 2 2 AA S 10 7J
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SUBJECT MATTER OF THE ATHARVA-VEDA
Many scholars of Vedic literature like Macdonell, Bloomfield

etc. categorised the hymns of Atharvaveda in different classes as

the hymns are meant to secure long life (Ayusya-suktani), to get

good wishes of the deities m many household manner (Pustikam),

to ward off misfortune (Mrgara suktani), to pardon the misdeeds

(Prayascittani-suktani), to obtain the kingship (Rajakaimanl-

suktani), as well as Abhicarikani suktani and Bhaisajya suktani

are classified with their subject matter. Besides all these, a class

of hymns of cosmogonic and theosophic catagory occupies a good
place in the Atharva-Veda The subject matter of these mantras is

Brahmavidya character of Rohita (Cosmogonic power), Kala

(time) Prana and Kama (love) Kala is described such as an

important personlity as the creator, controller of the heaven,

midsky and earth

According to Kausika Shtra, there are fourteen topics worth
description in Atharva Veda These are- 1 Ceremonies and
offenngs 2 Paustika deeds 3 Amsta-nivarana and Santikarma, 4
Prosperity, 5 Administration, 6 Accession to and
.accomplishment, 7. Education, 8. Harmony-sense of unity, 9

Pharmaceutical, 10 Witchcraft applications, 11 Women Welfare,

12 Intenor decoration, 13 Provision for regret, 14 Prediction. A
broad descnption was added with these topics worth elucidation

On the basis of such elucidation made subsequently, the fourteen

topics increased to twenty nine The names of the topics were
given as-

1 Pakayajna, 2 Medhajanana, 3. Brahmacarya Siddhi, 4.

Promotion of villages and cities, 5 Prosperity of son, wife,

subjects and animals etc 6 Harmony- spirit of unity, 7. Ruling

(Raja karma), 8. Satru Sadana, 9 Victory in war, 10 Seizure of

weapons, 11. Dazzling of army (Sainya Stambhana), 12

Protection of Army (Sainya Panraksana) 13. Concept of Victory

and Defeat, 14 Deeds of Army commanders etc
, 15 Policy of

spying Army (Sainya Bhedaniti), 16. Reinstatement of King
(Reestablishment) 17. Deed of regret, 18 Promotion of

agriculture etc., 19 Accession to family, 20 Pharmaceutical

deeds, 21 Ceremony, 22 Conference- means of victory, 23. Vrst

i-Prayoga 24. Deeds for accession to (Abhyudaya Karma), 25.
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Commercial activities, 26 Discharge of debt, 27 Abhicara

Nivarana, 28 Ayusya Karma and 29 Offcnng ceremonies

The Atharvaveda Samhita has been divided m two sections- 1

Kandas, Suktas and hymns and 2 Kandas, Anuvakas, Prapatha-

kas, Suktas and hymns The entire subject maltei on Atharvaveda

IS arranged in twenty Kandas A division of Kandas, Sukta and

hymn only appeals easy and universally accepted It seems that

the second section has been made for the convenient recitals as it

incorporates Anuvaka, Prapathaka, Sukta and hymns It is not so

popular today and not so convenient The Atharvaveda can be

divided in four parts from the angle of composition

(i) First division - (from 1 to 7 Kandas) - There are small

Suktas in this section In every sQkta of first Kandas, there arc 4

hymns, 5 hymns in second, 6 hymns in third Kandas, 7 hymns in

fourth Kanda and 8 hymns in fifth Kanda. There are at least 3

hymns m each Sukta of seventh Kandas A majority of Suktas m
seventh Kanda have only one or two hymns

(ii) Second division (fiom 8 to 12 Kandas) - All these Kandas
have large Suktas but the topics of each Kandas and suktas bear

different subject

Prthvi Sukta is existed at the beginning of twelfth Kanda
There are 63 hymns and the geographical sites and political

principles have been described herein

(ill) Third division (from 13 to 18 Kandas) - Uniformity in

subjects lies in all suktas in each Kanda of this pait There are

hymns related to metaphysics m thiitccnth Kanda. The fourteenth

Kanda bears hymn related to the marriage There are metaphysical

hymns relating to the offerings of Vratyas in fifteenth KSnda. The
sixteenth KSnda bears hymns of removing the nightmares. The
seventeenth Kanda a siikta and thirty hymns in which Sammohana
hymns (Enchanting hymns) is also existed. There arc hymns
relating to funeral and offering for the appeasement of inccstors in

eighteenth Kanda

(iv) Fourth Part (19 to 20 KSndas) - The nineteenth Kanda
contains the hymns relating to cure, medicine, growth of the

nation and metaphysics. The twentieth Kanda bears the h hymns
relating to Soraa-yaga. A majonty of hymns are from ^Igvcda or

have nexus with the hymns of Rgveda.



It can be concluded that the hymns of Atharvaveda lay down
the following three main topics

(i) Pharmaceutical viz proposition of the medicines for

relieving the ailments, (ii) Immortality viz laying down the

means that can keep the death at bay (iii) Brahman, viz laying

down the supreme knowledge (see Go Bra 13 4) The author

of Atharva Pansista has stated in a single sentence while

enunciating the magnificence of the hymns in Atharva Veda- "All

industry will achieve success with the due knowledge of hymns m
Atharva Veda" The descriptive topics The scope of topics worth
description is very wide Acarya Sayana has divided it into

fourteenth sections Later on, a statement of 29 topics is found in

the list framed by the scholars who were gone in depth

These are the mam topics as laid down m Atharva Veda
These can further divided in sub- divisions, sections and thus the

number may be increased more Having gone over the entire

subjeet- matter of Atharva Veda, it ean be concluded that this

Veda embeds within its ambit, the styles of living perfect life,

effacing the hurdles with keys of a peaceful, successful and
prosperous formulae of life

THREE SAMHITAS

In Darila Bhasya of Kausika Sutras in Atharva Veda, three

Samhitas of Atharvaveda have been described, while other three

Vedas has one Samhita each as presently available The three

Samhitas enunciated in Danla Bhasya for Atharva are — (i) ArsT

Samhita (ii) Acarya Samhita and (in) Vidhi Piayoga Samhita
ArsI Samhita is a compilation of hymns received bv the seers

traditionally from one generation to another is called ArsI

Samhita The Atharvaveda as available presently duly divided in

Kandas, Suktas and hymns addressed as Saunaklya Samhita is

actually Rsi Samhita or ArsI Samhita

Acarya Samhita- It has been stated in Danla Bhasya about

this Samhita that the teaching form of Acarya applied for his

disciple after Upanayana ceremony (Sacrificial thread ceremony)

is Called as Acarya Samhita

Vidhi Prayoga Saihhita — When the hymns are applied for

any deed under ceremony, one hymn is divided in several Padas
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and the ceremonial hymn is formed The compilation of such

hymns is called Vidhi Prayoga Samhita It is the first type of

Vidhi Prayoga Samhita Similarly, it has four more types also In

the second type, new words arc added with the hymns In the third

type, the frequency of any paiticular hymn is made with the

counter hymn of that Sukta Thus, the number of hymns of Sokta

IS doubled In the fourth type This order of hymns arranged m
any Sukta is changed/altered In the fifth type, the half part of any

hymn is applied as treating it complete hymn

It can be concluded now that Arsi Samhita is the basic

Samhita Acarya Samhita is its abndged form or compendium and

Vidhi Prayoga Samhita is its expanded form

BRANCHES OF ATHARVA VEDA

Atharvaveda has more than one branches like other Vedas.

The branches of Atharvaveda have been mentioned in

introduction of SSyana Bhasya Prapanca Hrdaya, Carana Vyuha
of Vyasa and Mahabhasya of Patanjali. The renowned seer

Patanjali has stated nine branches of Atharvaveda in his

Mahabhasya Two opinions have been extracted in this regard in

Sarvanukramanl or seer Katyayana As per first opinion,

Atharvaveda has fifteen branches A senpture "Carana VyQha"
stating the authontative descnption of the branches of Vedas, as

much as nine branches have been accepted These arc- 1. Paippala

2. Danta 3 Pradanta 4 Snlta, 5. Saula, 6. Brahmadabala, 7.

^aunaka, 8 Devadarsata and 9 Carana-vidya. Acarya Sayana too

has accepted its nine branches in his Atharvaveda Bhasya
Bhilm.ika but their names are distinct than as stated in "Carana
VyGha". A majonty of scholars have considered as authontative,

the names as stated by Sayana. These arc- I Paippalada 2. Tauda,
3. Mauda, 4. Saunakiya, 5. Jajala, 6 Jalada, 7 Brahmavada, 8.

Devadarsin and 9 Carana Vaidya

Thus, as much as nine branches of Atharvaveda arc popular
but a Samhita related to two branches is only available at present.

The seven other Samhitls are not available. Out of these two
branches as available, only Saunaka Sariihita is the presently

prevailing Samhita The other Samhita i. e. Paippalada Sarhhita is

only available in any library merely to see but not for study. Thus,
the really available and prevalent Samhita is Saunaka Sarhhita. A
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bnef information about these Samhitas can be mentioned as

under—

1 Pippalada Samhita- Some mfonnation regarding this

Samhita IS embedded with a volume namely- "Prapancahrdaya"

As per that volume, the first seer of this Samhita are renowned
metaphysician "Pippalada"' Only a single copy of this Samhita,

containing twenty Kandas had been found in Kashmir It was in

Sarada scnpt and it was given as a gift to a renowned German
scholar. Dr. Rath by the king of Kashmir in 1685. Its tnplicate

copies were printed by Dr Rath m 1901 According to Mahabhas
ya the first hymn of this Samhita is Sanno devl rabhistaya dpo
etc This very hymn has been accepted as the first hymn of
Pippalada Samhita in Chandogya Mantra Bhasya The prevalent

Saunaka Samhita contains this hymn as first hymn to sixth SQkta

of the first Kandas.

2 Saunaka Samhita— Gopatha Brahmana and the Atharva
Samhita as prevalent presently pertains to this Saunaka branch.

This IS divided into twenty books or Kandas which is also divided

into Anuvakas and later into Stiktas in all about 730 Bloomfield
also gives this number as 730 but Whitney gives the number 598
while the Ajmer edition descnbes as 731 and
BrhatsarvanukrmanI contains 759 SQktas only Some scholars

recognise that the nineteenth and twentieth Kandas are "Khila

Kandas" which had been incorporated with Atharvaveda subsequ-
ently but ultimately the Samhita of twenty Kandas has been
accepted

Svami Gangesvarananda has specially contnbuted for

providing dynamicity to the tradition of Vedic study He has

published four Vedas in a single volume. The Atharvaveda so

complied by him contains 736 stiktas

An appropriate analysis of these all Samhitas goes in favour

of treating it as containing total 759 Stiktas It has been confirmed

in BrhatsarvanukrmanI, and the Atharva Samhita published with

the Bhasya of Sayana from Vedic Sodha Samsthana, Sadhu
Asrama Hosiarapura, Punjab. The Atharva Samhita published

from Sanatana Dharma Yantralaya Moradabad in 1929 also

contains 759 Stiktas. Following the same trend, present Samhita
also bears 759 Stiktas Generally it has been stated that the
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states the number of hymns 5038 A few Samhitas contain 5987

hymns but there are only 5977 hymns in the prevalent Samhita

This Samhita is specially m vogue in South India The Bhasya of

Acarya Sayana too is available in this Samhita

OTHER SAMHITAS OF ATHARVA VEDA

Apait from the abovesaid two mam Samhitas, the other seven

Samhitas are for name sake Some references of Mauda Samhita

have been given m Mahabhasya (4 1 86) and Sahara Bhasya (1 1.

30) Atharva Parishsta it has been mentioned that the persons

belonging to Mauda and Jalada Branches should not be made
pnest Doubts of nation’s destruction has been raised if such

persons are made priest (Purohita) Some information regarding

Carana Vaidya the last branch of Atharva is available from the

explanation of Kausika Sutra (6 37) and Atharva Pansista (22 2)

As per Vayu Purana there were 6026 hymns in this Samhita but

no copy of this Samhita is available. Other branches like Tauda,

Jajala, Brahmavada and Devadarsa arc in vogue for name sake

and no authoritative information is available on them

THE LITERATURE RELATED TO ATHARVA VEDA

The Brahmana texts, Upanisads Pratisakhya Siksa

Kalpasutras etc all components of Atharvavcda arc available

These Can be classified as undcr-

(A) Brahamanas- 1 Gopatha 2 Paippalada

(B) Upanisads - 1 Prasna 2 Mundaka 3. MSndukya. 4

Atharvasiras, 5 Atharvasikha 6 Brhat Jiibala, 7. Nrsimha Tapani,

8. Narada-Paribrajaka, 9 Slta, 10 iSarabha 1 1. MahSnarayana, 12.

Ramarahasya, 13 Ramatapanl, 14 Sandilya, 15 Paramahapsa
Paribrajaka, 16 Annapurna, 17 Stirya, 18 Atman, 19. Pasupata,

20 Parabrahma, 21 Tripuratapanl, 22 DaivT, 23 Bhavana, 24
Brahma, 25 Jabala, 26. Ganapati, 27. Mahavakya, 28
GopSlatapanl 29 Krsna, 20. HayagrTva, 31 Dattatrcya and 32
Garuda

(C) Pratisakhya- (a) AtharvapratisSkhya or Saunaklya
Caturadhyayika (compiled by W D. Whitney) (b) Atharvavcda
Pratisakhya Satra (compiled by Visvabandhu). (c)

Atharvaprati^akhya (Compiled by Dr Suryakanta)
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(D) Siksa - MandukI Siksa

(E) Sraurta Sutra — Vaitana Sruta Sutra

(F) Grhya Sutra — Kausika Grhya Sutra

(G) AnukramanI etc — 1 Atharva Pansista, 2 Carana Vyuha,

3 Pancapathka, 4 Dantyaustha Vidhi, 5 BrhatsarvanukramanI, 6

Naksatrakalpa, 7 Angirasa-kalpa, 8 Santikalpa, 9 Caranavyuha

Sutra, 10 Atharvaprayascitta

(H) Upaveda - 1. Sarpaveda, 2 Pisacaveda, 3 Asura Veda,

4 Itihasa Veda, 5 Purana Veda

COMMENTARIES AND TRANSLATIONS

The commentators on Atharvaveda can ,be classified in two
divisions — 1 Ancient, 2 Modem

1 Sayana- Among the ancient commentators on Atharva
Veda, the only commentary available and it also two third part

only pertains to Commentator Acarya Sayana of fourteenth

century One third part of this commentary is still out of sight

The Kandas without commentary are 5, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, and
16 'Kandas Apart from it, commentary of Sayana is partially

available on Kandas eighth and twentieth

There are three Samhitas so far published on the basis of

Sayana commentary These are- 1 Nirnaya Sagar Press, compiled
by Late shri Samkara Panduranga Pandit, 1895- 98 2. Sanatana

Dharma Yantralaya Moradabada (U P.) Compiled by Sri

Ramacandra Sarma in 1929 and 3 Visvesvarananda Vaidika
Sodha Samsthana. Hosiarapura (Punjab), compiled by Sri

Visvabandhu in 1960- 64

Among modem commentators. Western and Indian both

scholars are existed A bnef introduction of them can be given as

under-

1 R T H Griffith had published a translation of entire

Atharvaveda in English with two parts dunng 1895- 96

2 William Dwight Whitney ; It was published under Harvard
Oriental Series. The entire subject-matter on Atharvaveda was
translated with critical and exegetical commentary by W D.
Whitney in English and it was edited by Charles Rockwell
Lanman during 1905. Our translation is also based on this edition
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3. Bloomfield A substantial part of Atharvaveda was
translated into English by M Bloomfield. It was published under

the senes of Sacred Books of the East, edited by Max-MQller

4. Ludwig- Atharvaveda was translated in German by A.

Ludwig and J Grill

Besides of this, Weber's translation also available on single

books.

DEVATAS AND CHANDAS

The concepr of Rsi god and Chandas in opening the meanings

of Vedas has an important role It will be appropriate to keep an

eye on the particulanty of Rsi, god and Chandas of Atharva Veda.

p.si— The Rsi of a majority of sQktas in Atharva Veda are

Atharva (i e intelligence undeviated) The name of Atharva is

added with the Rsis of other several sQktas. For example-

Atharvacarya, Atharvakrti. Atharvahgira Bhrgvangira, BrahmS
etc. Among Rsis of Atharva Veda, there are several such names,
which are not personal but abstractional i. e. intangible. For
example- NarSyana, Brahma, Bhuvana Sadhana, Bharga, A5m,

Yaksmanasa, Surya, Savitrl etc It is clear that the scholar who
first got the hymns, treated the conscious as Ysi and not himself

It IS perhaps the conscious streams appeared them as a living

person.

God— The number of gods in Atharvaveda is more than

double than other Vedas It is so because its topics worth

description are in considerable number and to whom the hymn is

targeted is called god Its being m abstract form is common, but

an address to gods in Atharva Veda arc someway strange. For

example Aja (Ajanma), Matmama, Trsyopanayana, Yak§ma-
nasana, Krtyadusana, Kalatma, Kamatma etc.

Chanda— There is more diversity of Chandas m Atharvaveda

than other Vedas There are several Chandas about which nothing

IS written in the available volumes of the rhythemology. A few

chandas are composed by adding with several chandas Probably,

the Rsi will have felt it necessary for his efficient expression. In

Kuntapa Stikta (Kanda 20 sQ 129) bears the parts of hymns and
only one word hymns are found in somewhat places. They cannot
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be taken in any settled streams of the chandas and to understand

their meaning too is difficult

The Mantras of the Atharvaveda exhibit a different style of

expression in accordance to the contents The Sutra text of

Atharvaveda is the Kausika Sutra Special applications of hymns
has been described therein Acarya Sayana puts the meanings of

hymns on the basis of their applications as described in Kausika

Sutra

Hymns of Vedas are of multi-meanings because the learned

seers have tned their best to explain the cryptic mystenes through

application of figure of speech, by taking illustration of the formi-

dable things or the processes It is however difficult to understand

properly the illustrations refereed by so brilliant seers and it

becomes more difficult when style of language meaning is

resorted However, it can be said the grace of Vedas that enough
comments/notes are given wherever the ciux to understand the

language expressed through gemical saying in easier way Thus
the Mantras of the Atharvaveda deal with blessing, harming and
curing in the specific poetic tone

Gems (Mani) : The use of, several types of gems and their

importance has been described in number of suktas in Atharva
Veda References are found at several places regarding processing

of gems. Its receipt and method of holding on body An address of

gem has been applied in wide meanings in Veda These can be

made powerful through spell of respective hymns but some gems
automatically hold divine powers

In Atharvaveda the terms Sraktyamani (8 5 3) and Trisandhya

Mam etc are used for the gems,, which are in the form of power
seed An effort to explain the hymn with their feature has been
made wherever the of gems are given

Matrnama Matmama has been described in Sukta 4 20 in

the form of Rsi and god Some Acaryas have added this name
with the Trisandhya and Sadampuspa gems. The benevolent

/energizing medicines can be said as Matrnama (i e impressive

as mother) However is appears good to treat them as the divine

flow of mother entity on the basis of their effect as described in

several hymns The meaning of h3min are naturally understood on
the basis of this concept
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Kj-tyadusana This name is used as the god of several

suktas Krtya- dhsana or the experiments to set- aside either the

effect of Ki'tya or the Krtya itself has been descnbed at several

places The term "Krtya" is meant by a function worth doing and "

Ki'tya- dusana" is meant by a reaction for the action done The use

of term "Krtya" in this sense can be made in good and bad both

meanings However, the use of word " Krtya" is exclusively made
in the form of murdering power since beginning. Operation of

Krtya is made for destruction of enemy but such acts made with

resolution to destroy not only give favourable but also some
undesirable results also For example- The sea was churned with a

resolution to obtain gems but there also appeared the poison On
one side, the factories provide the humanity 'with comfortable

goods but they generate the pollution on the other In order to

develop the resolution of work and power to act, the body,

sensory organs and desires are necessary to be with the man
Sometimes, these means act otherwise too and at this stage, these

can be said as Krtya. The sensuality provided for reproduction is

sometime misused and called Krtya. Thus uncountable forms the

formidable and micro of Krtya can be accomplished To
compound any arisen Krtya or KrtyadQsana becomes necessary

The meanings of Vedic hymns can be made ex-facic when
resolution of Krtya is taken in such wide description It is not

good to confine it to the practices traditionally accepted Hence,
coincide the Vedic tradition, broad applications have been
embedded in this volume

Brahmajaya - A god Brahmajaya has been described in,

%tharva 5 17. Jaya is meant by the wife Its meaning as wife of
Brahma or the wife of a brahmana is not relevant here as it cannot
clear the connotation If it is understood as Brahmavidya. it

matches with the dignity of the meaning of hymns one side and
the. traditional meaning on the other

Brahmagavi A majonty of scholars construe it as the cow
of brahmana. This word has been appeared as god in sQkta 5. 18.

The obeisance for cow and a step to increase their importance, the

abnormal effects described in hymns is added with the cow but

this meaning does not explain clearly the inherent sense. It is the

loyal tendency of the cow of a brahmana who provides him
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maintenance Hence right meaning to this term will be the

profession of a Brahmana It is hoped that the meanings to the

terms "Sataudana gau, Vasa gau, Skambha etc as given in this

book by due study and taking in tradition as well will not only

satisfy but also provide a new outlook to the readers The
application of figure of speech has been made easy through the

comments/notes inserted in the middle of hymns For example- In

Atharva. 4 7 3, the patient has been suggested that he should eat

Karambha (mixture of medicated foodstuff) and the use of

Pivapaka (to cook lipid) method will save him from the poisonous

effect This explanation of cooking the lipid is necessary to be

here otherwise any person not understood it properly map cook
the lipid and prepare its mixture for effacing the effect of poison

SOME MYSTERIOUS EVENTS

Generally, all Vedas are cryptic and it is must difficult to

understand properly the senses conveyed by them yet other Vedas
except Athai'vaveda only can be partially understood on the basis

of their language Atharva holds a number of events full of

mystery and misconceptions anse due to not understanding them
properly

Misconception of Magic A number of mysterious

applications have been mentioned m Atharvaveda for avoiding

from the hurdles and suppression of the wicked Some foreigner

therefore, allege that it contains the magic while a few others

allege that it holds the meanful activities that throw others m
adversities However all such allegations are proved meaningless

when a wise analysis is made

All people are known to this fact very well that there are all

types of good and bad people and the formidable as also micro

flows of positive and negative effects are existed To make
oneself competent and politic by observance of the etiquette and
to defend from the evil tendencies and evil acts are equally

necessary Along with application of self defending measures,

sometimes one has to resort the aggressive effoits also In order to

relieve from the disease, one has to resort the preventive measures
and a strong blow on disease with equal force. The wit too

becomes conspiracy if not used properly while a hate too protects

from the evils if utilised properly. Hence, the efforts killing the
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defects and distorted processes can not be addressed as a mean
process Such learning is also worth use m regular intervals

Magic IS nothing else than indicative of our ignorance There are

several people who exhibit a number of scientific phenomenons

and the skill of their tricky hands The people who undei stand it,

appreciate them as skill and expert processes but the rest of

people say them as magic The term "magic" is not always used in

wrong senses.

There are a number of hymns in Atharvaveda whose
meanings and objectives beeome clear but the words used there

have meanings difficult to find Yaska in his Nirukta too keeps a

mum in this matter For example, it has been very clcai ly stated

that Tdbuva and Tastuva has destroyed the poison of snake but

what are these things is still unknown even to the-commentators

A certain other words are- Khrgala. Visapha Kabava
Karsapha etc The medicines like Aranghusa, Arundhatl. UpajTka
etc. as described in context to application of medicines arc not

mentioned in any of the book on pharmaceutical In same manner,
what are the Jangida Mam, Pratisaramani, Astrtamani etc which
are used for protection and killing of enemies, Sayana here

explains it as only.

The implied and ornamented vocabulary like- Kokayatu
(sensuous tendency like Cakravaka bird), Surpilyatu (Vanity like

Garuda), Svayatu (cmmity with clan like dog) etc have been
explained at the spot in parenthesis

The stiktas from 127 to 136 m twentieth Kandas of
Atharvaveda are called Kuntapa Sukta. A few scholars consider
them as Khila (added) but they have been accepted as the part and
parcel of Samhita by the flux of time. We arc giving a note on
Kuntapa Sukta from the book of C.V. Vaidya's History of Sanskrit

literature as under

.

Note - The Kuntapa Suktas
The Kuntapa stiktas are given in the Atharvaveda chapter XX

(127-136). They are not found .in the Rgveda l^akala Sarhhita as

we have it They must have been taken by the compiler of the
twentieth chapter of the Atharvaveda which, as we have said, was
added later on for sacnficial purposes, from some other ^akha of
the Rgveda or from a khila as supposed by Siyana. That they are
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33 and Kausltaki XXX 5. The former does not use the word
Kuntapa but the latter does. The former, however, gives the

particular names of the parts Narasaihsa, Raibhi, Karavya Pariks

itiya and so on which are assigned to them from actual words used

in the verses. The Gopatha Brahmana follows here the Kausltaki

almost word for word and with certain additions such as an

explanation of the name Kuntapa as will be noted in tlie section of

Brahmanas. Whether the Atharva compilation is referred to here

in the Aitareya and Kausltaki Brahmanas or whether these quote

from floating materials or from another Sakha of the Rgveda, it is

difficult to decide. It is possible to suggest that the Atharvaveda
compilation is earlier than Kausltaki alias Saiiikhayana at least, as

it gives the name Kuntapa; and even the Aitareya which, though it

doesn’t give the name Kuntapa, gives the names of the component
parts of the hymn, the mentioning of the name Kuntapa not being

absolutely necessary. But we find in Kausltai (IV 10, 11) a

mention of three Vedas only by name and the fourth priest

Brahmana is shown as knowing and working with the aid of these

three Vedas only as in the Satapatha. The mention of Kuntapa
hymns and the name Kuntapa, therefore, lead to no conclu''ion as

to priority. (History of Sanskrit Lit. pp. 1 73-74)



Atharvavedic l^is

This Index was made by Whitney and was carefully revised by Dr
Ryder and agam by Charles Rockwell Lanman (1905)

AgastyaVI133 Brhaddiva Atharvan V 1 -3

Angiras II 3, 35, IV 39. 1-8, V 12,

VI 83-84, VII 50-51, 77, 90,

XIX 22, 34-35, see also

Atharvangiras and Pratyangiras

and Bhrgvangiras

Angiras Pracehtas, with Yama VI

45-

47

Atharvan I 1-3, 9-11, 15, 20-21,23,

27, 30, 34-35, II 4, 7, 13, 19-23,

29, 34, III 1-5, 8, 10, 15-16, 18,

26-27, 30, IV 3-4, 10, 15, 22 (?

Or Vasistha*?) 3 1, 34; V 5-6, 7-8

(?), 11, 24, 23, VI 1-7, 13, 17-

18, 32-33, 36-40, 50, 58-62, 64-

69, 73-74, 78-80, 85-90, 92, 97-

99, 109-113, 124-126, 138-140;

VII 1-7, 13-14, 18, 34-38, 45, 2,

46-

49, 52, 56, 61, 70-73, 76,

78-81, 85-87, 91-92, 94, 97-99,

101-106; VIII 7, 9, IX 1-2, X 3,

7, 9, XI 2-3, 7; XII 1, XVII 1-4

(the whole Book) XIX 14-20,

23-24, 26, 37-38 see also

Brhaddiva Atharvan, also

Sindhudvipa AtharvakriU

Atharvan VStahavya VII 36-7

Atharvangiras VI 8, VI 72, 94, 101,
123-132 VII 74, 115-118, XIX
3-4, 5 C^) cf. Angiras

Atharvacarya VIII 10, cf XII 5
(KaiSyapa)

Apratiratha XIX 13

Athjarvana of Bhrgi Atharuana

Babhrupingala VI 14

Badarayani VI 37-38 VII 59, 109
Brhasehukan VI 54 cf ^akra

Brhaspati X 6

Brhman V 17, 19, 22, 24, 26, 31-

32; II 15-17, 24, 13, III 12, 14,

23, 28, 31, IV 5, 16, 21, 33, 39,

9-10, V 9-10, 20-21, 25-27, VI
26, 41, 54-55, 71, 114-115, VII
19-22, 24, 32, 33, 53, 54-1, 60,

66-67, 103, 104, 111, VIII 1-2,

IX 4, 6-7, 9-10, X 5, 37-41, XI
1, 5, XIII 1-4 i.e the whole
book XIX 1, 9-12, 21, 28-30,

36, 40-43, 51-52, 58-71

Brahman, Bhrigvangirasa III 1

1

Brahmaskanda IV 31-32

Bhaga VI 82

Bharadvaja 11, 12, Bharadvaja
Gopatha XIX 49

Bhagah VI 52

Bhargava 113-114

Bhargava Vaidarbhl X 1,

4

Bhrgi III 13, 24-25; IV 9, 14, VI
27-29, 122-123; VII 15-17, 54-

55, 84, 107-108, 110; IX 5; XII
2, XIX 31-33, 44-45

Bhrgu Atharvana II 5

Bhrgvangiras I 12-14, 25; II 5-10;

III 7, IV 11, V 14-22; VI 10,

11-13, 91, 95, 96, 127; VII 30-

31, 93; VIII 8; IX 3, 8; X 27,

39; XI 10

Bhrgvangiiias Brahmapa XIX 72
Angiras with Brahmapa

Chatana I 7-8, 16, 28; II 14, 18, 25;
IV 36; V 29; VI 32, 1-2, 34; VII
3-4
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Drdvmodas 118

Dhruvhana VI 63

Garutman IV 6-7, V 13; VI 12,

100, VII 58, X 4

Gargya VI 49, XIX 7, 8

Gopatha XIX 25, 47-48, 50

Gopatha with Bharadvaja XIX 49

Jagadbljam Purusa III 6

Jamadagm VI 39, 102

Jatikayana VI 33, 116

Kabandha VI 75-77

Kankayana VI 70, XI 9

KaQvaII31-32,V25
Kapmjala II 29, VII 95-96

Kasyapa X 10, XII 4-5

Ka^yapa MSnca VII 62-63

Kaurapathi VII 58, X 18

Kausika VI 35, 17-12, X 5, 28-35

Kutsa X 8

Mayobhtl V 17-19

Matruaman I 12, IV 20; VIII 6

Marica of Kasyapa Manca
Mrgara IV 23-29

Medhatithi VII 15-29

Naiayana X 2, XIX 6

Pativedana II 36

Prajapati II 30, IV 35, VI 11, VII

102, XVI 1, XIX 46

Pratyangirasa X 1

PramocanaVI 106

PrasocanaVI 104

Praskanva VII 39-44, 45-1

RibhuIV 12

Sambhu II 28

Saunaka V 16; VII 6, 108, VIII 5

^ukra II 11, IV 17-19, 49, V 14,

31, VI 134-5, VII 65, VIII 5,

12, 8

Saunahsepa V'l 25, VII 83

Savitrlll 26, XIX 31

Savitrl Shrya XIV (whole)

Sindhudvlpa I 4-5, VII 39, X 5, 7-

24, XIX 2

Sindhudvlpa Alharvakrti I 6 -cf

Alharvan

Smtati I 33, IV 13, VI 10, 10, 21-

24, 51, 56-59, 93, 107, VII 68-

69, XI 6

Tvastr VI 8

1

Uparibabhravan VI 30-3

1

VarunaVII 112

Vasistha I 29, III 19-22, IV 22

Vamadeva III 9, VII 57

Viswamitra II 17, V 15-16, VI 44,

141

Vdiavya X 5, 42-50 Atharvan

Vena II 1, IV 1-2 Smtati I 33, IV
13, VI 10, 19, 21-24, 51, 56-57,

93, 107, VII 68-69, XI 6

Yama VII 23, 64, 100-1, XII 3,

XVI 5-4, 8-9 C*^), XIX 56-7

Yama with Angirasa Pracchasa.



ABBREVIATIONS
AA = Aitareya-Aranyaka Ed

Bibl Ind 1876

AB = Altai eya-Brahmana Ed Th
Aufrecht Bonn 1879

Abh = Abhandlungen

ASS = Asvalayana-Srauta-Sutra

Ed Bibl Ind 1874

In the ed
,
die 12 adhyayas of the

work are divided into two
Hexads (satkas)^ a Prior and a

Latter and the number of those

of the Latter begins a new with
1 In Whitney’s citations, the

numbers run from i to xii

tlius (in his note to iv 39 9)

A^S 1 1 11 14.4 IS cited as

viii 14 4

AGS = Asvalayana-Grhya-Stltra

Ed A F Stenzler m Sanskrit

and German Leipzig 1864-5

Ed also m Bibl. Ind 1869

AJP = American Journal of
Philology Ed. B L
Gildci sleeve Baltimore 1880

Ak = Akademie
Amer == American.

Ani^kr ~ Anukramani or
sometimes the author of it

Ap^S or Ap — pastamba-^rauta-
Sdtra Ed R Garbe m Bibl Ind
1882-1902 3 vors

ApGS = Apastamblya-Grhya-
Sutra. Ed M. Wmternitz.
Vienna 1887.

Apr == Atharva-Veda Pr^tisakhya.
Ed WD. Whitney m JAOS.
(vii. 333-615) 1862 Text,
translation and elaborate notes.

Aufrecht Das XV Buch des AV
Text, translation and notes Ind
Stud 1 121-140 1849 See
below, p 769

AV = Athaiwa-Veda AV = also

Atharva-Veda-Samhila Ed by
R Roth and W D Whitney
Berlin 1855-6 Hd also by
Shankar Panduiang Pandit

Bombay 1895-8 4 voi's

-av = -avasana • see explanation

following

In the excerpts from the Anukr , the

Sanskrit eka-, dvi-^, etc.,

constantly lecuiring in

composition with avasCina and
pada^ are abbreviated by the

Aiabic numerals 1, 2, 3 etc

Thus, at p 727, the excerpt J-av,

6-p atyasti may be lead as try-

avasdnd sat-padd*tva.stih

B = Brthmana
BAU. = Brhad-Aranyaka-Upani.^

ad Ed Otto Bdhtlmgk Leipzig.

1889. Other cd’s * Calc, Bo.,
Poona.

Baudhayana = Baudhayana-
Dharma-^Sstra. Ed H, llultzsch

Leipzig. 1884.

Bergaigne see Rel V6d.

Bergaigne-llenry, Manuel -
Manuel pour etudier le Sanscrit

v6dique. By A. Bergaigne and
V. Henry. Pans. 1890

Bibl. Ind. “ Bibliotheca Indica, as

designation of the collection of
texts and translations published
by the Asiatic Society of Bengal
in Calcutta
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B1 = Bloomfield

Bloomfield (witliout fuither

designation of title) = Hymns of

the AV ,
together with extracts

from the ritual books and the

commentaries, translated by
Maurice Bloomfield Oxford
1897 This book is vol xlii of

SBE
In this work B1 Sums up a very

large part, if not all, of his

former "Contributions'’ to the

exegesis of this Veda, which he
had published in AJP, (vii , xi

,

XU
,

xvii ), JAOS (xiii , XV ,

XVI - PAOS Included), ZDMG
(xlviii ) The "Contributions"

are cited by the abbreviated

designations (just given) of the

periodicals concerned

Bloomfield, Atharvaveda = his

part, so entitled, of tlie

Grundnss 1899

Bo = Bombay
BR = Bohtlmgk and Roth's

Sansknt-Worterbuch Published

by the Impenal Russian

Academy of Sciences St

Petersburg 1852-1875 Seven
vol's Often called the (Major)

(St) Peteisburg Lexicon Cf
OB

Caland (without further indication

of title) = Altmdisches

Zauberritual Probe emer
Uebersetzung der wichtigsten

Theile des Kausika-Stitra

(kandikas 7-52) By W Caland
Amsterdam 1900. From the

Verhandelmgen der Koninklijke

Ak. van Wetenschappen te

Amsterdam Deel III No 2

Caland, Todtengebrauche - Die

Altmdischen Todten- und

Bestattungsgebrauche

Amsterdam 1896 Seep 813

Caland, Totenverehrung = Ueber
Totenverelirung bei einigen der

Indo-Germanischen Volkei

Amsterdam 1888

Caland, Pitrmedha-Sutras = The
Pitrmedha-Sutras oi

Baudhayana, Hiranyakesm,

Gautama Leipzig 1896

Calc = Calcutta or Calcutta

edition

SB = Satapatha - Brahmana Ed
A Weber Berlin 1855

SSS = Sankhayana-Srauta-Sutra

Ed A Hillebrandt Bibl Ind

1888

SGS = Sankhayana-Grhya-Sutia

Ed H Oldenberg m Ind Stud

(XV 1-166) 1878 Skt And
German

ChU = Chandogya-Upanisad Ed
O Bohtlmgk Leipzig 1889.

Skt And German Ed Also m
Bibl Ind., Bo , and Poona.

Collation-Book = manuscript

volumes containing Whitney's

fundamental transcript of the

AV text and his collations, etc

For details, see p cxvii

Comm = the commentary on AV.
(ascribed to Sayana and

published in the Bombay ed ),

or, the author thereof

Das Kar = Dasa Karmani, a

paddhati to certain parts of the

Kaus See Bl's introduction, p
xiv
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Delbruck Altmdische Syntax

Halle 1888

Denksclir = Denkschriften

Deussen, Geschichte - Allgemeine

Geschichte dei Philosophie mit

besondei er Bei ucksichtigung

der Rehgionen By Paul

Deussen, Leipzig The first vol

(parti, 1894 part 2, 1899)

treats of the philosophy of the

Veda and of the Upanisads

Deussen, Upanisads - Sechzig

Upamsad’s des Veda aus dem
Sanskrit ubersetzt und nut

Emleitungen und Anmeikungen
versehen Leipzig 1 897

Dhanvantari = Dhanvantarlya -

Nighantu Some references are

to the Poona ed.; Roth's

refeiences are, I presume, to his

transcript described by Garbe,

Verzeichniss der (Tubmger)
Indischen Handschriften, No.
230

du = dual

ed -* edition (of) or editor or edited

by or m
et al = et alibi,

f or fern ~ femmine

Festruss an Bohtlmgk - Festgruss

an Otto von Bohtlmgk zum
Doktor-Jubilaum, 3. Februar

1888, von semen Freunden.
Stuttgart 1888.

Festgruss an Roth = Festgruss an
Rudolf von Roth zum Doktor-
Jubilaum, 24, August, 1893,

von semen Freunden und
Schuler Stuttgart 1893.

Florenz = his German translation of
AV vi. 1-50, with comment, m
vol XU Of Bezzenberger’s

Beitrage Gottingen 1887 See

below, p 28

1

GB = Gopatha-BrShmana Ed
Bibl Ind 1872

Geldner see Siebenzig Lieder and
Ved Stud

Ges = Gcsellschaft

GGA = Gottingische Gcichrte

Anzeigen

GGS = Goblula-Grhya-SQtra Ed
Friedrich Knaucr Leipzig

1885 Text, transl and comment
• m 2 parts

Grammar or (Ski ) Gram Or Gr =

Whitney's Sanskrit Grammar,
2d ed Leipzig and Boston

1889 There is a 3d ed (1896),

which is essentially a icprml of

the 2d

Grassmann = Rig-Veda UebciscUl
etc Leipzig 1876-7, 2 vol's

Griffith == The hymns of the AV.,
translated, with a populai

commentary By Ralph T II

Griffith Banaras and London.
1895-6. 2 vol's. Cf. p xcv,

above

Grill = Hundert Lieder des AV. by
.luhus Gull. 2d ed Sluttgait

1888. Tianslation and comment,

Giohmann — Mcdicinisches aus

dem AV., mit bcsondcrem
Bezug auf den Takman. In Ind

Stud. (IX. 381-423). 1865

Grundnss = Grundiiss der Indo-

Arischen Philologie und
Altertumskunde. Begiiindct von
Georg Buhler. Foitgesclzt von
F Kielhorn. Strassburg. 1896.

GurupQjakaumud! = Festgabe zum
lunfzigjahngen Doctorjubilaum,
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Albrecht Weber dargebracht

von semen Freunden und
Schulern Leipzig 1896

li = hymn or hymns

Hala's Saptasataka reference is

made to A Weber's treatise

thereon (Leipzig 1870) and to

his edition thereof (Leipzig

1881)

Hardy = Die Vedisch
brahmamsche Periode der

Religion des alten Indiens By
Edmund Hardy Munster m
West-phalia 1893

lienry (without further indication

of title) = Victor Hemy’s French
translation of books vii -xm of

the AV , with commentary It

appeared m 4 vol’s (Pans,

Maisonneuve) as follows

books xm
, 1891, book vu

,

1892, books vm -ix
, 1894,

books X -XU
,
1896 For precise

titles, see below, pages 388,

471,562, 708

HGS = Hiranyakesi-Grhya-Sutra

Ed J Kirste Vienna 1889

Hillebrandt, Veda-Chrestomalhie

Beilm 1885

Hillebrandt, Ved Myth = his

Vedische Mythologie, Breslau

1891-1902

Hillebrandt, Ritual-htteratur = his

part of the Grundnss 1 897

IF = Indogermamsche
Forschungen Ed by Brugmann
and Streitberg. Strassburg.

1892

IFA == Anzeiger fur

Indogeimamsche Sprach- und

Altertumskunde "Beiblatt" to

IF

Index Verborum = Whitney's Index

Verborum to the published Text

of the AV Issued as JAOS ,

vol xii New Haven, Conn
1881

Ind Streigen = A Weber's Indische

Streifen Berlin and Leipzig.

1868 1869 1879 3 vol’s

Ind Stud = Indische Studien Ed.

Albrecht Weber Volume i

(Berlin 1849-50) to volume
xviii (Leipzig. 1898)

JA = Journal Asiatique. Pubhe par

la Societe Asiatique Pans

1 822 Cited by series, vol
,
and

page

JAOS = Journal of the Ameiican
Oriental Society New Haven,

Conn 1843

JB = Jaimimya-Brahmana- Cited

from Whitney’s transcript,

described by him at JAOS xi ,

p cxliv, = PADS For May,
1883

JRAS = Journal of the Royal

Asiatic Society of Great Britain

and Ireland London 1834

JUB. = Jaimimya-Upamsad-
Brahmana Ed H Oertel in

JAOS (XVI 79-260) 1896
(presented, 1893) Text, txansL,

notes

K = Kathaka, or, sometimes the

codex K Von Schroeder's ed of
book 1 of the Kathaka appeared

in Leipzig, 1900

Kap = Kapisthala-Samhita

KathaB = Katha-Brahmana . see

below, p 903,2
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Katha-hss ~ Die Tubmger Katha-

Hand-schriften und ihre

Beziehung zum TA By L von
Sciiroeder Sb Der k Ak Der
Wiss m Wien Vol 137

Vienna 1898

Kaus = The Kausika-Sutra of the

AV With extracts from the

commentaries of Darila and

Kesava Ed Maurice

Bloomiield Issued as vol xiv

Of JAOS 1890 For

concordance of two methods of

citing this text, see p 1012

KB = Kausitaki-Brahmana-Upanis

ad Ed B Lindner Jena 1887

KBU = KausTtaki-Brahmana-

Upamsad Ed E B Cowell

Bibl Ind 1861 Text and

translation

KSS = Katyayana-^rauta-Sfitra

Ed A Weber Berlin 1859

Kes', = Kesava or his scholia on

Kaus See Bl’s mtiod , p xvi

Kuhn's Pah-gram = Beitragc 7ur

Pali-giammalik von Ernst W A
Kuhn. Berlin 1875

KZ = Zeitschrift lur vergleichendc

Spiachforschung begiundet

von Th Aufrecht und A Kuhn
Berlin (Now Gutersloh ) 1851

Lanman, Noun-Inflection = Noun -

Inflection in the Veda By C R.

Lanman In JAOS (x 325-

601) 1880.

Lanman, (Skt ) Reader = Sanskrit

Reader, with Vocabulaiy and
Notes By C R. Lanman.
Boston 1888

LSS = Lttyayana-^rauta-SHtra.

Ed Bibl Ind 1872

Ludwig (without further indication

of title) = vol 111 of his Der
Rigveda m 6 vol's Piag 1876-

88

Vol's 1 -11 contain the translation ot

the RV , and iv -v contain the

comment Vol iii (1878)
contains many translations fiom
AV and is entitled Die Manlra-

htteratur und das altc Indien als

Emleitung zur Ueb Des RV
Where refeience to the transl of
the RV equivalent (m vol i or

11 ) of an AV passage is

intended, that fact is made clear

(as at p 118 top, 1 13, 248, etc )

Ludwig, Kritik des RV -texts see

p 860

m == masculine

Macdonell, Ved Mythol. - his

Vedic Mythology m the

Giundnss 1897

MB =" Mantra-Biahmana (of the

SV ) Cited fiom ed m
periodical called Usfi Calcutta

1891

MBh ~ Mahabh§rata. Citations

lefer to Bo ed. (or cd’s) or to

both Bo and Calc ed's

Mem Soc. Ling. - Mcmoiies de la

Societe de Imguistique de Pans

MGS. = Mlinava-Grhya-SQtra Hd.

F. Knauer St Petersburg 1897.

MP = Mantra-PStha * or, the

Prayer Book of the

Apastambins. Ed M.
Wintenutz. Oxford. 1897. Part

of the material of MP. had
already been given m tine work
cited below under Wmternitz,

Hochzeitsrituell, as explained

also below, p. 738.
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MS = Maitrayam-Samhita Ed L
von Schroeder Leipzig 1881-

86

Muir (without further indication of
title) = OST , which see

Muir, Metrical Translations from
Sanskrit Writers London 1 879

N = Nortli

n = note, or, sometimes neutei

Naigcya-kanda of SV see below,

under SV
Naks or Naks K = Naksatia-

Kalpa Sec Bl's introd to Kaus ,

P XIX

Noun-Inflection see above, under
Lanman
and L S = Oriental and

Linguistic Studies By W D
Whitney New York 1873
1874 2vors

OB = Otto Bohtlmgk’s Sanskrit-

Worterbuch in kurzerer

Fassung St Peteisbuig 1879-

89 Seven vol's Often called the

Minor (St ) Petersburg Lexicon
Of BR

Oldenberg, Die Hymnen dcs RV
Band I Metrische und
textgeschichtihche

Piolcgomena Beilm 1888

Oldenberg, Die Religion des Veda
Berlin 1 894.

Omma und Portenta see under
Weber

OST = Oiigmal Sanskiit Texts

Translated by John Muir
London 1868-73 5 vol’s

p “ pada-patha

“P (as in 3-p , 4-p ) = pada (in the

sense of subdivision of a stanza)

see explanation above, under -

av

Paipp = Paippalada or Kashmirian

AV For details concerning the

collation and its sources and the

birch-bark original and the

facsimile, see above, pages Ixxx

if

^an = Panmi's Grammar

Pandit, Shankar Pandurang see

below, under SPP

PAOS = Proceedings of the

American Oriental Society

They were foimerly issued

(with pagination in Roman

numerals to distinguish them

fiom Uie Journal proper) as

appendixes to be bound up with

the volumes of the Journal, but

they were also issued in

separate pamphlets as

Pioceedmgs for such and such a

month and year The citations

below are so given that they can

readily be found in either issue

Pans. = AV Parisista cf Bl’s

introd to Kaus
, p xix

PB = Pahcavmsa-Biahmana or

Tandya-Maha-brahmana Ed

Bibl Ind 1870-74 2 vol’s

Peterson, Hymns from the RV Ed

with Sayana’s comm ,
notes and

a tiansl by Peter Peterson

Bombay 1888

Pet Lex = the manor St

Petersburg Lexicon See BR.
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Pci Lexx = the two St Petersburg

Lexicons, Major and Minor See

BR And OB.

PGS — Paraskara-Gihya-Sutra Ed

AF Stenziei Leipzig 1876

1878 Skt And German

Pischel, Gram der PrSkrt-sprachen

= his part, so entitled, of the

Gmndriss 1 900

Pischel, Ved Stud see below,

under Ved Stud

p m = pnma manu
Poona ed = ed. of the Ananda-

Asiama Series

Ppp = Paippalada AV sec above,

under Paipp

Plat or Pr = Pratis'akhya of the

AV see above, under APr

Pioc “Proceedings.

R = Roth, or, sometimes the codex

R
Rajan == Rajamghantu Cited no

doubt fiom Roth's own ms

,

now Tubingen ms. 176 Theie is

a Poona ed

Rel Ved = Abel Bergaigne’s La
Religion vedique d'apres les

hymnes du RV. Pans 1878-83

3 vol's Bloomfield made an

Index of RV passages therein

treated Pans 1 897.

Rev = Review.

Roth, Zur Litteratur und Geschichte

des Weda Stuttgart 1846.

Roth, Ueber den Atharva Veda.

Tubingen. 1856

Roth, Der Atharvaveda in

Kaschmir Tubingen 1875.

Roth, Ueber gewissc Kurzungen
des Wortcndes m Veda

Verhandlungen des VII

Intelnationalen Oiicntalisten-

Congi esses Vienna 1887

Roxburgh, Floia Indica the

citations by vol and page relcr

to Carey's ed of 1832, but these

can easily be found in the

margin of the Calc reprint of

1874.

RPr or RV. Pi at = RV
Pralisakhya Hd Max Mullei

Leipzig 1869 Also by A
Regmer in JA

RV = Rigveda or Rigvcda-

Samhita Ed Th Aufrccht. Also

by Max Muller

RW = Roth and Whitney

s == samhilS-patha

Sachsischc Ber “ Berichtc dei

konigl Sachsischcn Gos der

Wiss.

3B = Sadvinsa-BiShmana Cited

presumably from ed. ot

Ilbananda VidySsilgaia. Calc.

1881. Bd. ol part by K. Klcmm
Gutersloh 1894.

Sb =• Sitzungsbeiichte. Those of

the Berlin Ak. Are usually

meant.

SBB. = Sacred Books of the East.

Transl. by various Oriental

Scholars and ed by F. Max
Muller. Oxford. 1879-1904. 49
vol's.

Scherman, Philosophische Ilymnen
== Phil Hymncn aus der RV.-
und AV.- Samhita verghchen
mit den Philosophemen der
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alteren Upanisad’s Stiassburg

1887

Schol = scholia of Darlia or of
Kesava or of both, on Kaus
see Bl's mtrod , p xi and p xvi

Von Schroeder see above, Katha-

hss , and below, Zwei Hss

Siebenzig Lieder des RV
Uebersetzt von Kail Geidner
und Adolf Kaegi Mit Beitragen

vonR Roth Tubingen 1875

s m = secunda manu
Speyer, Vedische Syntax = his part

of the Grundriss, entitled

Vedische und Sanskrit Syntax
1896

SPP = Shankar Pandurang Pandit

as editor of the Bombay edition

of the AV It IS entitled

Atharvaveda-samhita with the

Commentary of Sayanacarya
1895-8 4vors

SQrya-Siddhanta = Tianslation of
the Stirya-Siddhanta, a Text-

book of Hindu Astronomy, with
Notes, etc. In JAOS (vi 141-

498) 1860

SV = Die Hymnen des Samaveda
Ed Th. Benfey Leipzig 1848
Text, transL, glossary

The verses of the Prior drcika are

cited, by the numbers in natuial

sequence, as i 1 to i 585,
similarly, those of the Latter

drcika, as ii 1 to ii 1225 The
verses of the Naigeya
supplement to the Piior drcika

are cited as SV I 586 to i 641
and as edited by S Goldschmidt
m the Monatsbericht der k. Ak
Der Wiss zu Berlin, session of

Apr 23, 1868 Cf note to AV
IV 26 1 and to xiii 2 23

TA = Taittirlya-Aranyaka Ed
Bibl Ind 1872 There is also a

Poona ed

TB = Taittirlya-Biahmana Ed
Bibl Ind 1859-"^ There is also a

Poona ed

TPr = Taittiilya-Pratisakhya Ed
WD Whitney In JAOS (ix 1-

469) 1871

Trans = Tiansactions

TS = Taittiriya-Samhita Ed A
Weber In Ind Stud ,

vofs xi

And xii Leipzig 1871-2 There

is also a Poona ed

Vait = Vaitana-Sutia Ed R
Gaibe London 1878 German
tiansl by him Strassbuig 1878

Ved Stud = Vedische Studien

Von R Pischel und K F
Geidner Stuttgart 3 vol's

1889, 1897, 1901

VPr = Vajasaneyi-Pratisakhya. Ed
A Weber In Ind Stud (iv

)

1857-8 Skt and German
VS = Vajasaneyi-Samhita Ed A

Weber Berlin 1852

Vs (never v
,
winch is used as

meaning 5) = verse vss =
verses cf , for example, line 2

of note to IV 12 1

W = Whitney; or, sometimes the

codex W
Weber (without further indication

of title) = Webei’s Indische

Studien see above, Ind Stud

Weber, Omina und Poitenta in

Abh. der k Ak der Wiss for

1858 Berlin 1859
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Weber, Rajasuya = Uebei die

Komgsweihe, den Rajasuya in

Abh del k Ak der Wiss for

1893 Berlin 1893

Weber, Sb for the meaning m
book xviii , see below, p 813

Weber, Vajapeya = Ueber den

Vajapeya m Sb der k Ak der

Wiss for 1892, pages 765-813

Berlin 1892

Weber, Vedische Beitrage

Under this title was issued a seiics

of 9 articles in Sb dei k Ak
der Wiss zu Beilm, from 1894

to 1901 They are usually cited

by Sb and the dale For the

AV
,
the most important is no 4

(1895, concluded 1896),

treating book xviii , as

explained below, p 813

Weber’s Translations of books i-v

and xiv And xviii foi these,

see p evil

Wh or Whitney, Giammar . see

above, under Grammar
Whitney, Index Verborum see

above, under Index

Whitney, O. and L S : see above,

under O. and L,S.

Whitney, Roots = The Roots, Verb-

foims and piimaiy Dei ivativcs

of the Sanskrit Language
Leipzig 1885

Whitney's other contributions

1 elating to the AV tor some ol

these, see Picfacc, pages xxui,

XXV, XXVI

Wmternilz or (m book xiv cf

below, p 738) simpiv Wmt —
his Hochzcitsntucll m the

Denkschnlten der k Ak der

Wiss
,
voi xl Vienna 1892

Wiss = Wissenschaltcn

WZKM = Wiener Zeitschuft fui

die Kunde dcs Moigenlandes
Vienna 1887-.

ZDMG — Zcitschiilt der

Deutschen Moigcnlandischen
Gcsellschaft Leipzig 1847-

Zimmer (without liuthei indication

of title) = his Altindisches

Leben Beilin 1879

Zwei IIss — Zwei Handschuiten
der k k Ilolbibiiothek in Wien
mil Fiagmentcn des Kilthaka

By von Schxocdci In Sb, dei k
Ak dci Wiss ibi 1895 (38
pages). Vol cxxxui. Vienna
1896

9(c%)|c}|ca|c



ATHARVA-VEDA-SAMHITA

BOOK I-

[The first book is made up mostly of hymns of 4 verses each,

and no other ground of its existence as a book needs to be sought
It contains 30 such hymns, but also one (34) of 5 verses, two *(11

and 29) of 6 verses, one (7) of 7, and one (3) of 9 There are

conjectural reasons to be given in more than one of these cases for

the exceptional length Hymns of 4 verses are also found in books
VI. and vii (12 in vi , and II in vii.), also 9 in xix The whole book
has been translated by Weber, Indische Studien, vol iv (1858),
pages 393-430.]

1. For the retention of sacred learning

The hymn is found also near the beginnmg of Paipp i MS (iv,12 1

end) has the first two verse It is called m Kaus ^ tnsaptiya, from its

second word, but it is further styled (as prescribed m 7 8) briefly purva
‘ first, and generally quoted by that name. It is used in the ceremony for

“production of wisdom” (medhajanana: Kaus., 10 1), and in those for

the welfare of a Vedic student^, further, with various other passages, m
that of entrance upon Vedic study (Kaus , 139 10), and it is also referred

to, m an obscure way (probably as representmg the whole Veda of which
It IS the beginning), in a number of other ntes with which it has no
apparent connect (Kaus, 12.10, 14 1, 18 19, 25 4, 32.28), finally (13.1,

note). It IS reckoned as belonging to the varcasya gana And the comm
quotes it as used by a parisista (5 3)^ m the puspdbhiseka of k king. The
Vait takes no notice of it.

1

2

3

4

fsrrol =£)>=[.

'[4^ firsTRmft C^. R.t,)

^3^— wosr ct^ -#7 'SR'i’R^rg;! ^1^ -q^rai

-g I 11 (wroivnisEr)



2 Atharvaveda Samhita

[;gfir- i ^aRTT- '^rerFil^ i w^- f^Riz i]

% ^JWT: iWcT:!

cjjT<4^i|^grf^ ^ ^^snf tTh

The thrice seven that go about, bearing all forms - let the lord

of speech assign to me today their powers, [their] selves (tanu)

[Ppp leads pan^anti m a, and tanvam adhyddadhatu me for d MS
combines trisaptd in a, and tanvo dyd in d The s of our nisapta is

prescribed m Prat ii,98, vacas p- is quoted under Prat a 71 ]

Trisaptds is plainly used as the designation of an indefinite number, =

'dozens’ or 'scores’ Supposing srutd to signify one’s acquired sacred

knowledge, portion of sruti, it perhaps refers to the sounds or syllables of

which this IS made up If, on the other hand, ^ruta (as in vi 41 I) means

‘sense of hearing’, the trisaptds may be tlie healthy hearers, old and

young (so R ) R prefers to regard tanvds as gen. smg tanvo me ‘to

me’, the comm does the same, Weber understands accus, pi Read in our

edition bald (an accent-sign dropped out under -Id)

As an example of the wisdom of the comm., it may be mentioned diat

he spends a full quart page and more on the explanation of trisaptds First,

he conjectures that it may mean ‘three or seven’, as the three worlds, the

three gunaSy the three highest gods, or, the seven seers, the seven planets,

the seven troops of Maruts, the seven worlds, tlic seven meters,^ or the

like Secondly, it may mean ‘three sevens,’ as seven suns and seven

priests and seven Adityas or seven rivers and seven worlds and seven

quarters^, or seven planets and seven seers and seven Marut-troops

Thirdly, it may signify simply thrice seven or twenty-one, as twelve

IPTI. 1 % 13^ ^
I cT«n I "URT W I *RRT \ c?R?T; I ^

2 ^ntnrr vzr:

wm (^.^. feit

itcTR I^ (W
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months + five season + three worlds + one sum^ , or five mahdbhutas +

five breaths + fivejndnendriyas + five karmendriyas + one antahkarana

At any rate, they are gods, who are to render aid [Discussed by Whitney,

Festgruss an Roth^ P 94 ]

TFrer saiii

Come again, lord of speech, together with divme mmd; lord of

good, make [it] stay {ni-ram), in me, in myself be what is heard.

Two of our mss. (HO) have rdmaya in c. Ppp begins with upa
neha^ and has asospate m c, which R prefers But MS rather favours out
text, reading, for c, d, vasupate vi ramaya mayy eva tanvam mama, and it

begins a with upaprehi. The comm explams srutam as upadhyayad
vidhito ‘dhitam vedasastradikam, and adds “because, though well

learned, it is often forgotten
”

^ SITrRf^

Just here stretch you on, as it were the two tips of the bow with
the bow-string; let the lord of speech make fast (ni-yam), m me, in

myself, be what is heard.

Ppp reads, in a, b, tanu ubhey aratnl With the verse is to be
compared RV x.l66 3 Prat i 82 prescribes the pac/a-reading of drtnioiva,

and iv 3 quotes abhl vi tanu, [That is, apparently (a), "Do [for me] some
stretching [or fastenmg],’ namely, ofmy sacred learning, as also m c.]

. 3M45?t cy-diwJd^iidiH^i

^ TJT

Called on is the lord of speech; on us let the lord of speech

call, may we be united with (sam-gam) what is heard, let me not

be parted with what is heard.

Ppp has, for b ff., upahuto 'ham vdcaspatyu, see AB ii 27, VS ii 10
b, II a In AA. (li 7 I) is a somewhat analogous formula for the retention

of what is heard or studied (adhtta) . srutam me md pra hdstr anend
'dhitend ' hordtrdnt sam dadhami. The Anukr. notes the metrical

irregularity of the second p§da.
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2. Against injury and diseases : with a reed

The hymn is not found in the Paipp ms , but may have been among

the contents of the missing fust leaf In the quotations of the Kaus it is

not distinguishable from the following hynm, but the comm is doubtless

right m regarding it as intended at 14 7, where it, with^ i 19-21 and sundry'

other hymns, is called sdmgrdmika or ‘battle-hymn’, used m rites foi

putting an enemy to flight; and it (or vs I) is apparently designated by

prathamasya (as first of the sdmgrdmika hymns) in 14 12, where the

avoidance of wounds by arrows is aimed at, it is also reckoned (14 7,

note) as belonging to the apardjita gana, further, it is used, with ii 3,^ in a

healing ceremony (25 6) for assuaging wounds, etc,, and, after hymn I has

been employed in the upakarman, it and the other remaining hymns of tlie

anuvdka are to be muttered (139 11) Sayana, one more, quotes it from

Naksatra [error, for Santi, says Bloomfield] Kalpa** as applied in a

mahdsdnti called apardjitd

^ T?TT^ Iw'

^11

We know the reed’s father, Parjanya'* the much-nourishing;^

and we know well its mother, the earth of many aspects.

Vidma is quoted m Prat 111 . 16 as the example first occurring in the

text of a lengthened final a

^ tilt

ilini ^ u

1 qi# srqrpgti,! qqfere;!; 1

2

3 artrof^ fqsjqaFiTRzr i arqnt^gr' i»il Mti )

4 ci
ifiqg r qqr: ^ '

ieBRiq, (ft ^ o . ^ o ) 1

^ ^ qfet qpTtf iiqqtiitci I qsr ’jaf&i

cp^rftr qrcqcft% ’jRqrqr: 1

6 ^^qFTt: m^Fsiofi^sciTi^i 'BfteiiqRrar (1q. I



Kan^a 1, Sukta 3 5

O bow-stnng, bend about us, make yourself a stone; being

hard, put very far away niggards [and] haters.

A bow-stnng is, by Kaus 14 13, one of the articles used m the rite

with b compare ii 13 4 b Pada d is RV lii 16 5 d ‘Niggard’ is taken as

conventional rendermg of ardti The comm reads vllus, RV -wise.

When the kine, embracing the tree, sing the quivering

dexterous (P rbhu) reed, keep away from us, O Indra,^ the shaft,

the missile.

That IS, apparently (a,b), ‘when the gut-stnng on the wooden bow
makes the reed-arrow whistle’ cf. RV vi 67 II c, d The comm, explains

rbhum as uru bhdsamdnam (^), and didyum as dyotamdnam, which is

probably its etymological sense [Discussed, Bergaigne, Rel ved i 278 n
,

11 182]

As between both heaven and earth stands the bamboo
tejana), so let the reed-stalk (munjaY stand between both the

disease and the flux (asrdva).

The verse seems imconnected with the rest of the hymn, but to

belong rather with hymn 3 The comm glosses tejana with venu. For
asrdva, cf.ii3, vi.44 2, the comm explams it here by mutrdtisdra

‘difficulty of urmatmg’ or ‘painful urination’ [‘diabetes,’ rather'?]

Bloomfield understands it to mean “diarrhoea”, and bases upon this

questionable interpretation his view of the meanmg of the whole hymn,
which he entitles

‘ ‘formula against diarrhoea.’
’

3. Against obstruction of urine : with a reed

Of this hymn, only vss. 7-8 are found in Paipp (m xix ), without the

refrain It is doubtless mtended at Kaus 25 10, as used in a rite for

regulating the flow of urine, vss 8-9 are specified in 25 12. The “reed”
implies some primitive form of afistula urinaria, the vastiyantra (one of

'm^ urn ^ ^eridlfci 'm vA:

(-pr 6 ) 1
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the nadiyantrOni) of the later physicians - who, however, do not appear to

have made frequent use of iL

[^- w

<? . f|rarr TgjTW i^' i?rciianrq;i

^ ^ IL ^ ^ ^ ^rfHf 3T?|

We know the reed’s father, Paijanya of hundred-fold vmhty;
with that will I make weal (samY for the body; on the earth [be]

your out-pouring, out ofyou, with a splash !

The last pada is found also at TS. lii 3 10^; b<Sli Ui, again at

xvm.2.22.

\o

.

f|Rr fcrt'

^ ^ 1P%1. ^^ ^fejT ^ 31^ ^ II

We know the reed’s father, Mitra^ of hundred-fold virility;

with that will etc. etc.

f|RIT ^iW Wit

^ ^ lF%i ^^ ^ ifHf srg flfif^dii ^ ii

We know the reed’s father, Varuna^ of etc. etc.

ftcTt' ^«THj

^ ^ ^^ ifelT ^ iflif 3T^ ^nf^ll>f II

We know the reed’s father, the moon'* of etc. etc.

1 ^ I wi ’q fPOT ^ •‘rhtt (ft « ^ ^ ) i

2 aretPiqwl^ frtiT: 1 ^ (ft. ) I qt ST?: I -sn^ tlft:

(^.W. I

3 ^^ (fto ^ 0.^)1

4 ^a^: ^Tftraiftr: ^ (fto WM.) 1
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. -flRiT fw ^'

^ % 1%!. ^ ^ ^ aroif

wrf^imn

We know the reed’s father, the sun* of etc. etc

r>i. 5«<o^ig n^^%jRrRi§ •5?ig?rq;i

t '^' 9^^ ^ II

What in your entrails, your (two) groins (^gavini), what in

your bladder has flowed together - so by your unne released, out

of you, with a splash • all of it

The comm reads m b (with two or three of S P P’s mss
,
which

follow him) samsritam He explams the gavinyau as “two vessels (riddi)^

located m the two dies, affording access to the receptacles of unne ”

I spilt up your unnator^, like the weir of a tank - so by your
etc etc

The comm, (with the same mss as above) has m b vartam Ppp. reads

vrtram vesantyd yantyah [T pierce or open by your urethra’ - with a

metallic catheter, says the comm.]

fgrfERT %

ggrr ^ Tgotrat c n

Unfastened [be] your bladder-orifice, like [that] of a water-

holding sea'* - so be your etc etc

1 '^ctSlf Wldtldf ifcf (fHo I tctsTT ffrqTOT ^1
(clo mo ^ ^ Y) I

2 »i=n-4l ffg^i
(wm)

3 3i¥tf?r^ ijmTM: i fcrgfm srf^ arrt iRr erri-

"tvEtcPT' (TtFTor)

(Pro ^o) I 3<^Tf5l 3^: 1
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ggr % gw' wf ^ ^cScfiW||»?ll

As the arrow flew forth, let loose from the bow - so by your

etc etc.

Instead of paraopatat m a, we should expect pardopdtat, the

equivalent of a present

It IS easy to reduce this hymn to the substance of four verse, the norm
of the book, by striking out vss 2-5, as plainly secondary variations of vs

1, and combmmg vss 7-8 (as in Ppp ) into one verse, with omission of tlie

sense-disturbing refram

4. To the waters : for blessings

The hymn is not found in Paipp. It and the two that next follow arc

reckoned by Kaus (9 1,4) to both sdnti ganas, major (Jbrhat) and minor
(laghu), also (7 14) to the apdm suktdni or water-hymns, applied in

various ceremonies; and by some (18-25, note) to the salda gana^ which
Kaus begins with hymns 5 and 6 The same three are joined with otliers

(19 1) in a healing rite for sick kme, and (41 14) in a ceremony for good
fortune Again (25 20), this hymn is used (with vi 51) in a remedial rite,

and (37.1) m the interpretation of signs Hymns 4-6 furtlier appear m
Vait (16 10) as used in the vasatlvarJ water m the same sacrifice The
four verses are RV i 23 16-19, for other coixespondences, see under the

verses

[«-

[3Efw- aFtPFTKi:, ’hTw sm: ^Wcni

-if i]

The mothers' go on their ways, sisters of them that make
sacnfice, mixing milk with honey.

wg ^1 WT ^

n

They who are yonder at the sun, or together with whom is the

sun - let them further our sacrifice.^

The verse is found further, without vanant, in VS. (vi.24 e).
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90. Ttiri:

flF^: ^5^'li%:ll^ll

The heavenly waters I call on, where our kine dnnk, to the

rivers (smdhu) it to be made oblation

[Cf note to X 9 27, below ]

9 9 .

ajqrfd' 3n?R?TfHTOT ^Rraw

Within the waters is ambrosia (amrtay, in the waters is

remedy, and by the praises (prdsasti) of the waters you become
vigorous (ydjln) horses, you become vigorous kme.

The second half-verse is here rendered strictly according to the

accent, which forbids taking the nouns as vocative, SPP reads in c, with
all his mss, and the great majority of ours bhavatha (our two Bp give

bhavO), the accent is to be regarded as antithetical. RV gives prdsastaye
at end of b, and ends the verse with c, reading deva bhdvata vdjlnah

Other texts have the verse • VS (ix 6a), TS (i 7.7^), and MS (ill 1), all

lack a fourth pada, and have at end of b prdsastisu; for c, VS has dsvd
bhdvata vajinah^ TS d^vd bhavatha vdjinah, and MS dsvd bhavata
vdjinah

5- To the waters : for blessings

The first verses occur, without variants, in Paipp. xix. The whole
hymn, with the first three verses of the one next following, are, also

without variants, RV x 9 1-7 (vs 5 is here put before 4, 6, 7 are also

RV 1 23 20 a,b,c, 21), and they likewise occur m other texts * thus 5 1-3 m
SV (ii 1 187-1189), VS (XI 50-52 et al ), TS. (iv. 1 5* et al.), MS (u 7.5

et al ), and TA (iv.42.4 et al ), everywhere with the same text [for other

references, see MGS., p. 147], as to 5.4 and the verses of 6, see under the

verses Hymns 5 and 6 together are called sambhumayobhu, Kaus.9 1, for

their uses m connection with the precedmg hymn, see under that hymn.
Both appear also m the hous«-buildmg ceremony (43-12), and this one
alone m the darsapurnamdsa- or parvan-sacrifices (6.17); while the

schoL add it (42 13, note) to the ceremony on the home-coming of the

Vedic student For the use in Vait. with hymns 4 and 6, see under 4, with

6 (also under the name sambhumayobhu) it accompanies in the

pasubandha (10.19) the washmg of articles employed, and with it alone.
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m tlie agmcayana (28 11), is the lump of earth sprinkled The comm ,

finally, quotes the hymn from Naks Kalpa 17, 18, as used in a

mahdsaanti called ddityd.

[t^- (^5fcT RjfcbrHl)

\ ^[aRTT- ark sm: i

^ . 3n% f| m 4^ ^gicRi

Tgl W5 ^11

Since you are kindly waters, do you set us unto refreshment

(urjy , unto sight ofgreat^ joy.

# 4: 4: 1 ^ '»

What IS your most propitious savour (rasa), of that make us

share here, like zealous mothers

I?>f. cTW art'^^TOFT^
3ipif '4^1 ^qr:n^u

We would satisfy you in order to that to the possession of

which you quicken, O waters, and generate us.

[May notjanOyathi^, like English produce, here mean ‘bnng,’ and so

sigmfy about the same thmg asjlnvatha"^)

IviFil ^^iiTT

Of the waters, having mastery of desirable thins, ruling over
human beings (carsantf, I ask a remedy.

[The verse follows m RV our 6.1. It is found, without variants, in

TB. (ii. 5,8*) and TA. (iv.42.4); but MS. (iv. 9.27) has a corrupt third

pada, v/ith much discordance among the mss , and adds a fourth ]

1

2

3

4

®raqr;<ra aisTW i^ i

tViPT W#qFT SWetT TDTR Wthim

’’C^o-aro

xj^Bqinn fidwRisfl; |% fSrdra^li^ : I
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6. To the waters : for blessings

The hymn is not found m Paipp., but perhaps stood at the beginning

of Its text, on the lost first leaf see [Bloomfield’s mtrod. to the Kaus
, p

xxxvii and refs, esp, Weber, v.78 and xiii 43 1]. Verses 1-3 occur in RV
,

as noted under the preceding hymn, and 1-2 in other texts, as pointed out

under the verses For the use of the hymn, with its predecessor or its two
predecessors, in Kaus. and Vait , see above, under those hymns. Verse 1

IS also (Kaus.9.7) directed to be repeated (with the gdyatri or sdvitri-

verse) at the beginning and end of Mnti rites, and to be recited part by
part six times, with rinsing of the mouth, in the indramahotsava ceremony
(140.5).

[•sefir- 3T8Ioit i ^gtfr-aPTRqici:, ^
aTTT: ^arari i]

T?t ^
TFT w:ii

Be the divine^ waters weal for us m order to assistance, to

drink; weal [and] health flow they unto us.

The verse occurs further, without variants, m VS. (xxxvi 12), TB.
(i2.1^ et al.), TA. (iv.42.4), and Ap. (v.4.1); and SV (i.33) is repeated

sdm nas (instead of dpas) at beginning of b. The comm, explains abhisti

by abhiyajana !

W ^ II

Within the waters. Soma told me, are all remedies, and Agni
(fire) wealful for all.

Found also m TB. (ii.5.8^, without variants, and in MS. (iv.10.4),

with, for c, dpa^ ca vi^Qsambhuvah.

arrtf: TTifi

O waters, bestow a remedy, protection (ydrutha) for my body,

and long to see the sun.

[Only RV. has this verse.]

1 I ^ <H1SI ^hpnsr (^o

1
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"^T 5 arrrf TTf

9T 4: SIR: R: SITS^: 4 : ^¥1^

Wlf^:H'«ll

Weal for us the waters of the plains, and weal be those of the

marshes, weal for us the waters won by digging, and weal what arc

brought in a vessel, propitious to us be those of the ram

Padas a-d are nearly repeated m xix 2 2

The mss sum up this anuvdka [1 ] or chapter as of 6 hymns, 29

verses, and their quoted Anukr. says ddvaprathama rco nava svnr vidydt

1 e. the verses exceed by 9 the assumed norm of the chapters, which is 20
[Regardmg vidydt, see end of notes to i 1 1 ]

7. To Agni : for the discovery of sorcerers

This hymn and the following occur in Paipp iv , where the length of
this one is more m place than here among the hymns of four verses Belli,

with eight other hymns (mostly attributed by the Anukr to C^lana as

author), are called by Kaus (8 25) cdtandm ‘expellers’, and are used m a

few places for exorcism and such purposes

[\9- -sngsrFRT^R^]

[^- %3Rrr- sifR, ? i

^ O . aiT^
H^ ^;ii

Bring hither, O Agni'
, the sorcerer (yatudhdna), the kimln,

speaking out (stu); for you, O god, being revered, had become
slayer ofthe barbarian (dasyu).

Stu IS shown by its use also in 8 1, 20 to have here the virtual

meaning ‘confess’ [‘nainmg, i e. confessmg himseir; cf. laudare ‘praise,’

making the first Ime mean “brmg the god who praises my oblation or else

who IS praised by us, and make the ydtudhdna etc. go away’ ’
! He is never

1 SJTTCTjfcT^ I SlpiT:

sPt^mfcT R (fto vs.^v) 1
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weary, when kimtdin occurs, of repeating Yaska’s (6.1) silly etymology

from Jam idOnlm ‘what now ?’* Ppp. reads for a stuvanatdnaya, and, for

v,d, tvarh hi devdm stuto hantd tasyo ‘ta babhuvyathd

3T«^ rfttrlW HlflR hWtII ^ 11

O most exalted one (parametinYy Jatavedas^, self-controller,

Agni partake of (pra-as) the sacrificial butter, of the sesame oil

('^); make the sorcerers cry out.

The translation ‘sesame oiT follows our text, tailasya; but the reading

of all the mss, which SPP follows, is taulasya, and Ppp has tulasya The
comm, explams the word as meamng “situated in the sacnficial ladle,”

from tula ‘balance,’ used for simply avadlyamdna ‘cut ofF (in the

technical sense), since the root tul means unmdne [‘mete out’]. Ppp.
further reads m c,d prdsdnam yatudhanad vildpayah. The comm, first

t^es VI lapaya from root /f, and makes it equal vindsayaX but he adds
further a derivation from vi lap [‘make’ squeal,’ as we should say]. At end
of a the samhitd-mss,^ as usual, are divided between -sthm and -sthin^

SPP. chooses the former [cf Prat.ii.ll]. Ppp. has vasim in b.

fir

^ 3lfrf ^ 11

Let the sorcerers cry out (yi-lap), let the devouring kimldins’,

then do you, O Agni together with Indra, welcome this our
oblation.

Ppp. combines, as often, -dh&na ’ tri-, m a-b; and it reads yathd for

atha in c, and at the end haryatdm SPP. reads everywhere attrin, the

theoretically correct form, but never found m the mss.

^ ^ . sgpqr: 3TT Vim^
Let Agni'* first take hold, let Indra, having arms, push forth; let

everyone that has a demon, coming, say “here am I.”

1 (fto ^ ) i

2 WtBll

3 ^ 'Sflffipl 1^: ‘sncRIcT I^TSIcT ^ ^ o[T

^ncruHT -ar sit 'siraji^ -ar srfi^J^ra: trarra^ls;#

4 3it5^: (^o ^ ^ 3Tfi5pr%-5rq#^oRnqtq[,(^o irro
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Ydtumant^ ‘having a familiar demon (y^tuy is the equivalent of
yatudhdna ‘sorcerer,’ lit’ly ‘holding a demon.’ Ppp. has for a, b agni^

purastQd d yachatupratha indro nudadas v&humai and for d, ayam asmai
tedyd.

^RjT^ w arr^ ygqpin ^ ii

We wovild fain see^ your heroism (vTrya), O JStavedas;

proclaim to us the sorcerers, O men-watcher; let them all, burnt

about by you in front, come to this place, proclaiming themselves.

Ppp. reads in a virya; in c, taptas; in d, yOntu. The change of meter

makes the verse suspicious as original part of the hymn; but the presence

of all the verses in Ppp., in the same order, puts the intrusion, if it be one,

far back.

Take hold, O JStavedas; you was bom for our purpose;

becoming our messenger, O Agni, make the sorcerers cry out.

The comm, this time, utterly regardless of the obvious connect with
vf lapantu in 2 d, and of the general sense of the hymn, glosses vi Idpaya
only with vinysqya, Ppp. has a totally different text: d rabhasva brdhmarid
jdtavedo hfdi kdmdya randhaya * duto na agnir ut tifha ydtudhdndn ihd*"

naya.

Do you, O Agni, bring hither the sorcerers bound; then let

Indra with his thunderbolt crush in (api-vra^c) their heads.

Api vra^c (used almo^ always of the head) is perhaps more nearly

‘cut open’; Ppp. reads apa sTrsd vrScatu. In b, Qpa baddhOA would be a

more acceptable reading. T^t PrStt. '(u-27) quotes upabaddhOA as the first

instance in the text of such treatment of final -An. Our text, by an error of
the printer, reads b&jrena for v&j- in c.

1. I
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8. To Agni and other gods: for the discovery of scorcerers

The hymn, except vs. 4, is foimd m Paipp. iv also next after onr

hymn 7, but in the verse-order 1, 3, 2 For its use by Kaus with 7, see

under the latter

^T#cFT^ fsi^l]

^ ^ ^ ^:u ^11

This oblation shall bnng the sorcerers, as a stream does the

foam; whoever, woman [or] man, had done this, here let that

person speak out.

Ppp has for c, d nidam strlpuman kar yadam bhuvatdm janah [For

stu, see 1 7.1, note ]

^ d . 3TFFqrf|iT^ 3lfF

This man had come, speaking out; this man do you welcome,
O Brhaspati, taking [him] into your control - O Agni and Soma’,

do you (two) pierce [him] through

Ppp has in a, b stuvana gama tvam smo’ta prati, in c, d vase

krta’gntsomdv id dhatam The conun makes nonsense every time by
insisting on rendering stu by “praise”, here \\.yusm&n stuvan

Rr xrnrf wi^gcrrari^^ii ^ n

Of the sorcerer, O soma-dnnker, slay the progeny and conduct

[him hither]; of him, speaking out, make fall out (nis-pat) the

upper eye and the lower.

The comm fills out the ellipsis in b by makmg it mean “conduct our

progeny to obtain desired result”! and stuvanasya is bhltyd tvadvisay&m

stutim kurvatah Ppp reads nyastuvanasya. SPP’s text as well as ours

1 (to Fo I
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gives m St- (p mh st-); the sainhitd-mss,^ as everyivhere, are divided

between that and nih st-; the latter is authorised by the silence of the

PratisaMiya concerning the combination

'ifo. ^^
Wherever, O Agni, you know the births of them, of the

devourers that are m secret, O Jatavedas, them do you, increasing

through worship {brahman) ~ slay of them, O Agm, with hundred-

fold^ transfixion

The irregular meter and broken connection of the second half-verse

suggest possible corruption of the text . cf dsurdndm satatarhdn,

TS.i 5.7^. The meter (11 + 11:9+9== 40) is well enough described by the

Anukr if we may take bdrhatagarbha as meaning dvibdrh- ‘containing

two padas ofnine syllables.’ [For -tdrham^ cf Gram * 995 ]

9. For some one’s advancement and success

Found also in Paipp.i Reckoned to the varcasya garia (Kaus 13 1,

note), and further used in various ceremonies by itself, in that of the

restoration of a king (16-27); with i,35 and v 28, in two ceremonies for

fortune and for power (11.19, 52.20), with seven others, employed by a
teacher at the reception of a Vedic student (55 17). In Vait (3.1), vs 3

accompanies an oblation to Agm m the pnrvnw-sacnfices. And the comm,
quotes its use m the Naksatra Kalpa 17-19, in two mahdMnti ceremonies
called air&vatl and bdrhaspatl; and in PariiSista 5.3, in the pu^pdbhi^eka
nte

[^- 1 3TfT=r, anf^rq^io i,

1^%^, R 3#^, ^ C^SITcl^) 1 1^1]

ftTOif|rJnm^ gnr̂ r^ n v\

In this man let the Vasus maintain good things (vdsu) - Indra,

Pusan, Varuna^, Mitra, Agni; him let the Adityas and also the All-
gods maintain in superior light.

1 '?itra^'?itr5RPR

2 WT- 'fuilfd 51^ oqi^fldlfd oTWT I
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Ppp substitutes tvata forpUsd in b, and uta me devd for uttarasmm in

d The Anukr appears to sanction the metrical combination adityo *ta in c

g^FIT %%RTTU ^ 11

At his direction (pradis), O gods, be there hght^ sun, fire, or

also gold, be his rivals (sapdtna) inferior to him, to the highest

firmament (ndka) make this man ascend

The translation implies in c the obviously called-for emendation of

asmdt to asmdt^ the comm first explains it as asmadlydt purusdt, and
then, alternatively, as used for asmdt by Vedic shortening of the vowel
Ppp begins with asmin devah pradisd, and its second half-verse is quite

different uttarena brahmand vi bhdhi krnvdno anydn adhardn sapatndn
(d = 11 29 3 d)

^ If art ^ ii

With what highest worship (brdhman), O Jatavedas, you did

bring together draughts (payas) for Indra, therewith, O Agni, do
you increase this man here, set him in supremacy (srdTthya) over

his fellows (sajdtd).

Ppp reads uttarena m b, and its d is rdyas posam sraithyam d dhehy
asmai The verse is found also in TS (iii 5 4^), MS (i 4 3), K (v 6) Both
TS and MS read havisd for brahmand in b, and ague tvdm utd (for tvdm
agna iha) in c, and MS has -bharan in a, vardhaya mdm in c, and md for

enam at the end, and it inserts madhye before srdlthye m d

qrgjRfif

I take to myself their sacrifice and splendour (ydreas)^ their

abundance of wealth and their intents (cittd)^ O Agm, be his rivals

inferior to him; to the highest firmament make this man ascend

The second half-verse is the same with 2 c, d above, and the

translation makes the same emendation as there Doubtless vittdam

‘acquisitions’ should be read for cittdni m b, the comm glosses witli

buddhim. The text is defaced in Ppp., but m d can be read uttame devd
jyotisi dhatutama (2) [meaning, presumably, dadhatand]

1 var4lf?|2f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I
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10. For some one’s release from Varuna’s wrath

Found m Paipp i Used in Kaus (25 37) to accompany lavation of

the head m a healing ceremony (for dropsy, comm and schol

)

^ ^ ft WTT WTFFg- W: I

warj vnvIsjH wftii ^ii

This Asura bears rule over the gods; for the wills {vdsa) of

king Varuna [come] true, from him, prevailing by my worship

{brahman), from the fury of the formidable one {ugraY do I lead

up this man.

‘Come true.’ i c arc realized or carried out the more etymological

sense of satvd Ppp reads visdya for vasd hi The comm, explains

s'asaddna as “exceedingly sharp, having attained strength by favour of

Varuna, gratified by praise etc ” Tatas pan in c, as tlic first example of its

kind of combination, is quoted m Prtt. u 66 The Anukr ignores the first

pada as ajagati

TT^r; c(^uii^ 1|1I Ip 1^1

Homage be to your fury, O king Varuna; for, O fttrmidable

one, you do note (ni-ci) every malice idnigdhd). A thousand others

I impel (pra-su) together, a hundred autumns of you shall this man
live

The obscure third pSda is understood by the comm., perhaps

correctly, to mean “I buy off this man by furnishing Varuna a thousand
others as substitutes.” Two of our mss. (O. Op.) read ugrdm (or ugram)
m b, Ppp IS defaced m a, b; as second half-verse it reads . satam
sahasram pra suv&my anydn avam no jivdm dorado vyapdye Here, too,

pada a is an unacknowledgedjagatl. [Comm, cites, for c, AB.vii.15.]
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1|[1W If I

W3F3T ^?R5ISnfnTt

In that you have spoken with the tongue untruth*, much wrong
- from the king of true ordinances {-dharman), from Vanina, I

release you

[Read ydt tvam uvdkta dnrtam'^] The comm has in a the absurd

readmg uvakta, treating it as for uvaktha, which all the mss give

^^ WT ^ni'ifll

I release you out of the universal, the great flood (arnavd),

speak, O formidable one, unto [your] fellows here, and reverence

our incantation (brahinari).

‘Universal’ (yaisvanardf'^ i e , perhaps, dangerous to all men, and the

dropsy, Vanina’s special infliction, is probably spoken of as ‘flood’ [cf

RV vii 89 4] The (doubtful) rendenng of the second half-verse takes it as

addressed, like the first, to the patient, the comm regards it as said to

Vanina, which is not impossible [See Geldner, ZDMG lii.733 ] Ppp
reads amuncam at the beginning, and has a lacuna in place of c, d

[Render apa-ci by ‘regard’'?]

11, For successful child birth

Verses 2-4 occur together in Paipp i 5 and 6 in xx
, but at different

pomts In Kaus (33.1) it is quoted at the beginning of a long and intricate

ceremony (filling the whole section) for safe delivery, the first of die

strikarmdni or ‘women’s rites’, its details have nothing to do with the text

of the hymn, and cast no light upon the latter’s difficulties The Anukr
add to the author’s name anena mantroktdn aryamadidevan

ndrisukhaprasavdyd 'bhituye *stam ca sarvdbhir aprdrthayat

1 o|l^ 31^ (to Wo ^ ^ V9 ^ o ) I

sTicRWctT tmrt. i
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[3gfir- 3T2raf ! ^[^fTT- 3FlqT, ^<=i^|u| | W^-

^ <5fburiHI^ c^^U^cfl 3T^[f^ "Cfsqpqf^^
|]

i^ti^rW'v^'dici4in ftriT %arr:

i

fwdm ^l4dM^I^T] iI^tRrT 1^1^ 311

At this birth, O Phsan, let Aryaman [as] efficient (vedhcls)

invoker utter vasat for you, let the woman, rightly engendered, be

relaxed; let her joints go apart in order to birth.

The translation of c implies emendation of the text to vf sisftdm, Roth
formerly preferred sisrtdm narv rtaprqjdtah ‘let a timely child come forth,

O woman’, Weber leaves sisratam as pi with indefinite sub|ecl, and
understands the two following words as a parenthesis* “be the woman
properly constructed”, Ludwig renders as if sisrtdm, Roth now (as in

BR) would emend only sisrtdm, and understand it of the ‘flow’ of watci

preceding birth; but that would be rather 5rz/ and sr without a prefix in

such a sense seems very unlikely [cf, however, sdrann dpah, RV
IV 17 3], Rtdprqjdtd might also be possessive, ‘rightly engendering’ The
comm takes sutau as from suti [not siitl, fern , nor sutu, fern note accent

and gender’], and meaning the ceremony at birth; vecihds as - Dhata ‘the

creator’, rtaprajdtd as jlvad-apatvd, and sisratdm (to the plural foim of
which he finds no objection) as “may she be relieved {vinihsrtd) of the

pangs of birth.” The metrically irregular verse (9+K) : 10+ 11 — 40) is

pankti solely m virtue of the [aggregate] number of its syllables.

^ o . 3cri

^^ s^ulci^ ^ II

Four [are] the directions of thesky, four also of the earth : the

gods sent together the foetus; let them unclose her in order to birth

Or ‘unclose it,’ tarn, which SPP. reads in text and comm (the latter

omits the word itself in the paraphrase) with the minority of Ins mss , but
against all of ours, Weber and Rolh prefer tarn. The word and its

predecessor are quoted in the Prat. (1 1.30), as the earliest example m Uie

text of a combination of n and t witliout inserted s, but the form of the

quotation (samairayantddinam) prevents our seeing whether its authors
read tarn or tarn, the comm gives tdm In d, the comm, gives the false

form iernavantu.' The text in Ppp is confused, but does not appear to

intend any variants from our reading

1 -gwf 1
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^ Wprff

j^rsn caw? ^ ^ii ^ ii

Let Pusan (?) unclose [her or it], we make the yoni go aprt, do

you, susanad^ loosen; do you, biskald, let go.

The translation implies a very ventruresome emendation in a, piisa

for susa (all the authorites have the latter) Pusan, referred to in vs 1 as

principal officiatmg deity, might well be called on to do in particular what

all the gods were begged to do m vs.2 c,d [But see Bloomfield’s

comment ] The comm gives three different etymologies for siisd root su

+ suffix -sd, root su + root san, and su-usas Susand} and biskald are

possibly names of organs, for the latter, Ppp has puskale, probably an

alteration to a more familiar word, the comm understands susani and bis

kali (of course, equally possible), the former, from roots su and san^ is

name of an accouching goddess, the latter (for which are given three

diverse but equally absured etymoliges) is another deity The Anukr
apparently intends the verse to be read as 6 + 8 7 + 8 = 29, mstead of

admitting the obvious resolution tu-am m c The supplymg of garbham as

omitted at the begmnmg would make a good anustubh

3?% ^[1% ^ TTSRn^ii '€
ii

Not as It were stuck {dhata) in the flesh, not in the fat, not as it

were m the marrows, let the spotted slimy (?) afterbirth come
down, for the dog to eat; let the afterbirth descend.

SPP reads in a pivasi, with the comm and a small mmority of his

mss , three of ours (H O.Op ) have pibasi, Ppp hs a very different txt

(preserved in the ndgarl copy, though lost in the original text) ndl'va

sndvasu na parvasu na kethesu (kesesu) na nakhesu ca^ then our c, d,

without variant; then nai 'va pause (manse na pivasi nai Va kastyos

vand yutam, then our e, and with this ends the hymn as given in book i

The comm, reads m a mdnsena for manse na, and resorts to various

devices to get nd of the difficulty thus caused, two of our mss (O Op ),

and one or two of SPP’s give the same. Some of our mss. are very
awkward about combmdmg jardyu and attave^ in part omitting the v, or

(L) reading -yutt~ PGS (i.l6 2) has the verse, but in different order . first

our c, d, without variant, then our a, b, in the form nai Va mdnsena ptvari
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na kasmms cand* 'vatam, tlien oui e But for its suppoit of sevalam,^^,

might be tempted to emend to kevalam^ the comm has tlie worthless

explanation jalasyo *paristhitasaivdlavat antaravayavdsamhaddham
Further may be compared HGS ii 3 1 [MP , at ii 1 1 19, 20, has he vcise

with variants ]

Hr TTrat’’®!'^ wng qsrrHH.n ^ u

I Split apare your urmator, apart the yoni, apart the [two]

groins, apart both the mother and the child, apart the body from the

afterbirth; let the afterbirth descend

Ppp. (xx ) has for a, b vi te crtdmi tagarim c’ yom vi gavenyau, for d,

V2 garbham ca jardyujah, and TS (ni3 10^) presents a versions nearly

accordant with this, but with takarim, gavlnvan, and (at the end)jardyu ca
neither has om refrain

w^w ti^cT

Tgarr ^ qaarH,ii ^ ii

As the wind, as the mind, as fly the birds, so do you, O ten

months’ [child], fly along with the afterbirth; let the afterbirth

descend

Ppp. has the vrsion yatha v&to yath& dagha vathd sa^adrovajanta
ev& te garbha ejatu nir aitu dasam&syo bahirjardvimd saha. For ‘do you
fly’ might be give ‘do you fall’, the verb having both meanings [Ten
(lunar) months cf Weber’s second naksatra-csszy

,

p.313, Abh der
BerlinerAkad, 1861] [Cf. RV.v.78 8.]

This anuvdka [2 ] has 5 hymns, 25 verse; and the old AnukramaijI, a.s

quoted, says paiica pare tu (apparently) the vidvdt quoted at the end of
an I belongs rather here than there)

12. Aginst various ailments (as results of lightining?)

Found also in Paipp i. It is reckoned (KauS. 26.1, note) as belonging
with many other hymns, to a takmanddana or tuArman-destroying garta,

and IS used (26 1) to accompany the dnnking of various things in a
healmg ceremomy (comm, says, against disease arising from hurtful
changes of wind, bile, or phlegm), and also (38.1) in one against bad
weather (durdind), or (Ke^.) for the prevention of rain. The third verse
further is added to the Mrgara hymns in connection with lavation in

another healing nte (27.34)
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W^viT: IRTT ^ cildWr 4dH4^fd ^pf^l

^ ^'g^lf^ 1^ jfe^^TT f3T:i^'!T TjgRlqn^ fyWiHl ^11

First bomof the afterbirth, ruddy {usriyd) bull, bom of wind

and cloud (P), goes thundering with ram, may he be mericful to our

body, going straight on, breaking; he who, one force, had stridden

out threefold

The translation implies emendation in b to vdtdbhrajas^ or -jds^ as

suggested by 3 c, it is proposed by Weber, and adopted by Bloomfield,

beign a farily plausible way of genmg out of a decided defficulty Weber
renders, however, ‘^with glowing wmdbreath”; R, ‘‘with scorching

wind"’ (emendmg to -bhrajjds). The comm reads vdtavrajds (a couple of
SPP’s mss , which usually follow him, do the same), and explains it as

“going swiftly like the wind,” or, alternatively, “having a collection of
winds ” The ‘bull’ is to him the sun, and he forces this interpretation

through the whole hymn Neither he nor Kaus nor the latter’s scholia see

anywhere any mtimation of lightning; yet this is perhaps most plausibly to

be suspected m the obscruities of the expression (so R also) The first

words in a are viewd as signifying ‘just escaped from its foetal envelop
(in the cloud) ’ Ppp is wholly defaced in the second half-verse, in the first

It offers no variants, merely combmmg -jas prath- in a, and reading -

bhraja st- m b Emendation in d to yasydV kam would improve both

meter and sense. Tredha in d must be read as three syllables (as m RV ) to

make the verse a full jagatl [At OB.vi 59 b, vata-dhrajas is suggested -

byR'?]

f^lflRnnt ffW
wbriRii

You, lurking {sri) m each limb with burning (socis), we,

paying homage, would worship (yidh) with oblation, we would

worship with oblation the hooks, the grapples, [him] who, a seizer,

had seized this man’s joints.

1 sncTsrqr: cirasig; #5r sRfer qicraqi: i qgt qmFiT wiHfl

sntra^-

1
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Or vas, at beginning of d, is abbreviation for ‘when he’ or ‘with

which he’. [Render, rather, ‘had seized his (accentless) joints.’ The patient

IS m plain sight of the exorcist Emphatic pronoun is therefore needless,

so enam vs 3 ] Some of our mss , by a frequent blunder, read m a sisri-

The prolongation of the final of asya m d is noted by the comment to

Prat IV 79 Ppp has a very different (and corrupt) text *
. sisrivano

VO grhita parasva grbhiti anko tarn anko havisd vajdmi hidi srito

manasd yo jajdna The definition of this verse and tlie next as tristubh

seems to have been lost fromthe Anukr., which reads simply dvitiya

before antyd 'nustubh ^

Release you him from headache and from cough - whoever
had entered each joint of him, the blast {"> susmd) that is cloud-

bom and that is wmd-bom, let it attach itself to forest-trees

(vanaspati) and mountains

Ppp has srjatam for sacatam m d The comm, takes kasas m a as

nomm explaining it as hrtkanthamadhyavarti prasiddhah slesmarogavrscs

ah, vatajSs to him is kausthyad vSyor utpannah [For slrsakti, sec Knaucr,
Indogermamsche Forschungen, Anqeiger, vii.225; Bloomfield, AJP,
xvn416, Bohtlmgk, Bcrchte der sachsischen Gcs., 1897, xhxSO, who
takes it as ‘a stiffneck with head awry ’]

^r % Tirab ^1

T?r 4 13^ Wii

Weal [be] to my upper member (gatra), weal be to my lower,

weal to my foui^hmbs; weal be to my body.

Ppp has a quite difTerent text :'*in a, b, te both times for me, and
parOya for avardya, for c, sam te prstibhyo majjabhyah ca; in d, tava for

mama the address to a second person is decidely to be preferred. This is

found also m the corresponding verse m VS. (xxiii 44) and TS. (v.2.12^),

with readings in part agreemg further with those of Ppp. : liam te

parebhyo gatrebhyah sam astv avarebhyah :fam asthabhyo majjabhyah
sam V astu tanvai tava but TS. has for d dam u te tanuve bhuvat

13. Deterrent homage to lightning

The hymn occurs in Paipp. xix., and vs 1 also m xv. It is used by
Kaus (38 8, 9) in a charm against lightning, with vii.ll; and it also
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appears (139.8), with i.26 and vii. 11 and several other hymns, in the

ceremony of mtroduction to Vedic study

^4^ 31^ 1|[^

Homage be to your lightning, homage to your thunder; homage
be to your bold (asman), with which you hurls at the impious one

(duda^.

The version of this verse in Ppp xix is like ours; in xv , d reads vend
durdt pradijassasi (pratyasyasi?)

.

The first half-verse is found also m VS
(xxxvi 21a, b). The irregular combination duddse (p duhdase) is noted

by PrM 11.60 The comm, regards Parjanya as addressed, but then

proceeds to give another interpretation of the verse, based on the absurd

assumption that namas = annam, which appears also m numerous other

places To him, also, asman is a meghandman In our edition, an accent-

mark IS omitted over the -sma- ofasmane.

Homage to you, child of the height (pravat), whence you
gather (sam-uh) heat (tapas)-, be merciful to ourselves, do kindness

(mayas) to our offspring (toko).

Ppp has sam nos for mayas in d. The first half-verse form m VS.
(xxxvi.21 c, d) one verse with our 1 a, b, but VS has [for a namas te

bhagavann astu; and] for byatoA svah samlhase ‘from whence you stnve

after the sky,’ which indicates that our readmg is corrupt [Pischel

discusses pravat (=‘stream’) at length, Ved Stud ii 63-76, see 68 ]

%?I t «n4 5^ qrl^T: 11 ^ II

Child of the height, be homage to you, homage we pay to your

missile (hen) and heat (iapus); we know your highest abode
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(dhaman) that is m secret, you are set navel within the [cloud-]

ocean

[The le in b is superfluous ] Ppp rectifies the meter of a by omitting

eva. Its other padas aie more oi less corrupt . nameas te hete tipusvai in b

(which ends there), gandharvo ndma par- in c, mhitdsa ndbhih at the end

The comm takes tapus as adjective The verse is scanned by the Anukr

as 12+12 1 1+1 1 = 46 syllables

^ fJOcTRT STERptr

?rr ^^ ^gtrrprr

You whom all the gods did create, the bold one, [the gods]

making an arrow for hurling - do you, be sung in the council

(yidathay, be merciful to us, to you as such be homage, O
goddess.

Dhrsnum in b might qualify isum directly. The comm supplies he

asane ‘O thunderbolt’s as addressed He reads mrla in c Ppp reads for a,

b yam tvd deva ajanayanta visvesdm kmvdnd asandva trisvai, and for d

mitrasya varunasya prasrstau The Anukr. seems to scan as 1 0+ 11 1 0 (-9

= 40 syllables [Read m c mrdaya and in d uta tasyai For vidatha, see

discussions of Bloomfield, JAOS, xix.^ 17, and Geldner, ZDMG In 757,

and the literature cited by Foy, KZ xxxiv.226 ]

14. Imprecation of spinsterhood on a woman

Found in Paipp i Used by Kaul (36-15-18) in an incantation against

a woman, the details of it cast no light on those of the hymn, and the

comm defines its purpose simply as striydh puru^asva vd

daurbhdgyakaranam

[idtr- I wn 3T«raT -SFIl \ 3131^

511^^ ^11

I Tjqprr
-yKi^Ftri
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Her portion {bhagd)^ splendour have I taken to mys'elf, as from

off a tree a garland, like a mountain with great base, let her sit long

with the Fathers

Ppp has for a aham te bhagam d dade, its b is defaced, m c it gives

mahdmulai 'va The comm renders bhagam by bhdgyamj here and m the

otlier verse, recognizing father, mother, etc,” and all the translators

understand it in the same way, but it is questionable whether the plural of

pitar would ever be used m this sense, and the repeated mention of Yama
later indicates that there was at least a double meaning m the expression

Perhaps a girl remammg unmamed was called “bride of Yama,” i e as

good as dead, and her stay at home compared to that m the other world
[Cf Antigone, 816, “I shall be the bnde of Acheron,” Axspovxi
vu|Li<|)svaco ] The Anukr appears to ratify the abbreviated reading -

budhne Va in c, it counts six syllables in d

Let this girl, O king, be shaken down to you [as] bride, O
Yama, be she bound m her mother’s house, also m her brother’s,

also m her father’s.

Ppp has yat for esd at the beginning The comm foolishly interprets

rdjan as indicating Soma, because Soma is first husband of a bride (he

quotes RV x 85 40 cf AV xiv.2 3 ff ), and takes yama as his epithet, as

being her constramer (niyamaka) For ni-dhu compare in 117, at TS
V 2 5 It is used with pitrsu [Does not ni-dhu covertly suggest mdhuvana,
which m its obscene sense, may be as old as the Veda*^]

i;B[r # ^
She is your housekeeper, O king; we commit her to you, she

shall sit long with the Fathers, until the covering m of her head

The translation of d implies the obvious emendation to samopvat,
which SPP. even admits into his text, on the autliority of the comm , but

against every known ms
,
Ppp

,
however, gives samopvd The comm,

explains it by samvapandt bhumau sampafandt^Biid as equivalent to

maranaparyantam Till death’; that this last is the vimtal sense is

extremely probable That vap has not the sense 'shave’ in the compound
(cf A^S.iv 10 2) is shown by the mappropriateness of the prefixes sam
+a to tliat sense, and the frequency of the combination m the other sense

1
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[See Bloomfield, 225, a sirsnah kesam opidi^ ‘till the shed the hair from

hex head ’] Ppp has further imam u pan dadhmasi m b The comm gives

kulapd (for -pds our pada-X^yX kulapdh) in a The resolution slr-sn-ah m
d would make the verse a full anustabh, the Anukr counts only 14

syllables m the second half

wrftr % wi;ii 'ii

n

With the incantation {brahman) of Asita, of Kasyapa, and of

Gaya, I shut up {api-nah) your portion {vulva‘s), as sisters^ do what

IS within a box {-kosd).

[For the names, see Bloomfield, 255, and ATPxvii4()3] Bhaga
perhaps has here a double meaning Thiee of our mss (Hill) with one or

two of SPP’s, read in c antaskosam, against Prat.u 62, which expressly

prescribes h The comm treats antah and kosam as two independent

words, antah kose would be a not unacceptable emendation The Anukr
appears to sanction the abbreviation -kosam *va

15. With an oblation : for confluence of wealth

Found m Paipp i (in the verse-order 1,4,3,2) Used by Kaus only m
a general rite for prosperity (19 4), to accompany a douche for persons

bringing water from two navigable streams and partaking of a dish of

mixed gram, it is also reckoned (19 I, note) to the pustika mantras, or

hymns bringing prosperity

[^-3T8T3if I TTfrf^ i

-qszTTTTf^?!]

TR- ^ ^ wfgra{ ;

i

Together, together let the nvers flow, together the winds,

together the birds (patatnn); this my sacrifice let them enjoy of

old, I offer with a confluent (samsrdvya) oblation.

The verse is nearly identical with xix.1.1, and in less degree with
a 26 3. From xix.l 3 c it may be conjectured that we should read pradi^as

1 StFg StqWW'Wfr qrm: q1rr=qTRFPrqT: | H
sT'Rqq, (fro ^.q)i
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in c [If we do read pradivas^ why not render it by ‘continually’*^] Ppp
has not the second half- verse, but instead of it vs 3 c, d For b Ppp gives

sam vatd divya uta The comm, accents sam-sam m a There is perhaps

some technical meaning m samsra\^a ‘confluent’ or Tor confluence’

which we do not appreciate, but it is also unknown to the comm ,
who

explains the word only etymologically The verse is an astdrapafikti

(stnctly virdj 8+8 11+11 = 38), and its definition as such is perhaps

dropped out of the Anukr, text (which reads adya dvitlyd bhurik etc )

ftgrfW'srRT'R-ff #Trdferrf5R:i

-33^ ^ ii ^ il

Come straight hither to my call, hither you confluents also,

increase this man, you songs, let every beast {pasu) there is come
hither, let what wealth {rayi) there is stay (sthd) with him

The pada-mss. all give yah in e Ppp has m a, b idam havyd upetane
'dam, and, for c, asya vardhavato rayim The last pada is nearly

RV X 1 9 3 d [Render ‘with this man let’ etc ] The omission of eva in a
would make the verse regular

^ . % 3#it' wgTii^rrr: i

What fountains of the streams flow together, ever

unexhausted, with all those confluences we make riches {dhand)

flow together for me.

Ppp has in a, b you nadlbhyas samsravanty ucchamas saram aksikd.

The comm gives the verse twice, each time with a separate explanation

V9 0 . % ^1

^ ^^WrrafTTII'^ll

What [fountains] of butter (sarpis) flow together, and of milk,

and of water, with all those confluence we make riches flow

together for me.

Ppp reads samsrdvas for sarpisas^ in a. The comm supplies first

avayavas as omitted subject in the verse, but afterwards ulsdsas from vs

3, which IS of course right
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16. Against demons : with an amulet of lead

Found in Paipp i Kaus does not include the hymn among the

catanani (8 25), but a Paris (ib , note) reckons it to them (m accordance

with the Anuki ) Kaus' (47 23) uses it once in a rite of sorcery (for the

death of one’s enemies comm ), and its commentator (47 13, note) m
another

"sricFT I 3TP^, wit ( ^) I

31^ 1]

gwii

What devourers, on the right of new moon, have arisen troop-

wise (?) - the fourth Agni is the demon-slayer^ , he shall bless us

Vmjam in b is obscure; ‘troop-wise’ is the conjecture of BR , the

comm reads instead bhrdjam, and absurdly explains it as bhrdjamdndm
or -narn ‘shining’, and qualifying cithei the night oi the ‘"hearty” man
whom the demons have risen to injure ^ Pp has titrvas for turTvas m c,

what IS meant by it is not clear, the comm gives three different

explanations fourth after the death of his three blathers and predecessors

(quoting for these TS ii 6 6^), as the house-firc apart from the three

sacrificial; or as the dngirasas fire, as distinguished fiom the sacrificial,

the household, and that of battle - thus teaching us nothing but his own
ignonince and perplexity Grill follows Weber m understanding the word
to mean “powerful” For d, Ppp has san nah pdtu tebhvah

The lead Varuna blesses; the lead Agni favours; Indra

bestowed on me the lead; it, surely, is a dispeller of familiar

demons.

Ppp. combines mat 'ndra p- m c, and has for d amivavas tu c&tam (for

catanam) The coram ascribes the mention of Varuna to the fact that

nver-foam is one of the articles declared (Kau^. 8. 1 8) equivalent to lead,

and here intended by that name [Cf. Bloomfield, JAOS.xv.158.]

1 •‘Tl'irtI qicJ.Hl t^Tfrr'FtlTI “STp^- ^13^ cl7#?T” (llo -^To I
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few ^ 'iijdinl fMJiinT=m:ii ^ ti

This overpowers the viskandha; this drives off (badh) the

devourers; with this I overpower all the races (jata) that are the

pisdcf's^

The first half-verse is nearly repeated below, as ii 4 3 a, b The short

a m the reduplication of sasahe in c, though against the meter and m part

against usage, is read by all the mss , and in the comment to Prat in 13

Ppp has m a viskandam (but compare ii 4 3, where -dhani) The comm
explains the (more' or less fully personified) disorder as a disturbance

caused by raksas or pisdca and obstructing motion (gatipratibandhaka)

cf below 11 4 and in 9

If our cow you slay, if [our] horse, if [our] man (purusa), we
pierce you there with lead, that you be no slayer of our heroes^

Ppp has for c slsena vidhyamas tvd

The 5 hymns of this anuvaka [3 ], as of the next, have just the norm,
20 verses, and the quotation from the old Anukr. (given at tlie end of
hymn 21) is vinsakdv ato ‘nyau At the end of the present hymn is read

vmsatyd kuru, which is perhaps the statement as to the assumption of a

norm
The firstprapathaka ends here.

17. To stop the vessels of the body

Found in Paipp xix (m the verse-order 3,4, 1,2) Used once by Kaus
(26 10 the quotation appears to belong to what follows it, not to what
precedes), in a remedial nte, apparently for stopping the flow of blood
(the comm says, as result of a knife wound and the like, and also of
disordered menses).

^ 'if Tfrq^ I]

1 f4f^iai!{l: 1

2 W-d ficT I SigkfT I
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V3k. 'iilCMdi lirr

ajWr far ?ii

Yon women ivosit) that go, veins with red garments, like

brother-less sisters (jdmiy - let them stop (sthd), with their

splendour smitten

Ppp makes yositas and jdmayas change places, and has sarvds

(better) for hirds m b The comm takes yositas as gen. sing., and hcncc

naturally understands rajovahananddyas to be meant in the verse, he

renders hirds by sirds, and he explains that brother-less sisters pitrkule

samtdnakarmane pindadanaya ca tisthanti. The Anukr. refuses to

sanction the contraction -tare va m c

Stop, lower one ! stop, upper one ! do you too stop, midmost
one! if the smallest stops, shall stop forsooth the great tube

{dhamani).

The accent of tisthati seems to show ca to be the equivalent of cet

here,

V9V9. (^un'ni

3T^fR=4EqTTr 1^: ^qraPT^TT STTErarii ^ ii

Of the hundred tubes, of the thousand vcins^, have stopped
forsooth these midmost ones, the ends have rested (ram) together.

In d, emendation to antySs ‘ the end ones’ would be an improvement;
but Ppp also has antds sakam antd'ramsata, iLs c is corrupt (asthu

nibaddharndvd)-, and it inserts te ziKax datasya in a.

About you had gone (kram) a great gravelly sandbank (dhanu)-,

stop [and] be quiet, I pray (su kam).

The comm sees m dhanu only the meaning “bow,” and interprets it

“bent like a bow”: namely, a vessel containing the unne; in sikatds he
sees an allusion to the menses, or to gravel in the bladder. Kaus (26.10)

1

2 ('HN'*!)
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speaks of sprinkling on dust and gravel as a means of stanching the flow

of blood, more probably, as Weber first suggested, a bag filled with sand

was used in neither case can the menses be had m view Ppp reads

siktdyaml bunu sthiras carasthidam The third pada is identical with

RV 1 191 6 d, the comm (as Sayana to the latter) fails to recognize the

root il; and he renders itpreayata, as if root ir were m question

18. Against unlucky marks

Verses 1-3 are found m Paipp xx (but vx 2 not with the others)

Used by Kaus (42.19) m a charm against unlucky signs m a woman

[^- I ^[aRTT- fpFrFRr i r 1%^

frofft

^ Epnm sroft ^ii

Out we dnve (nir-su) the pallid sign, out the niggard; then,

whatever things are excellent (bhadro), those we lead together (2)

for our progeny. ‘

The translation implies in d the very venturesome emendation of
ardtim to sam^ the former appears wholly impracticable, and has perhaps

stumbled into d from b, Geldner conjectures instead tvd Ppp is defaced,

and gives no help The comm, reads laksmam, and explains laldmyam as

accus, sing masc laldme hhavam tilakasthdnagatam, to ydnidni m c he
supplies cihndni [makes c a separate sentence and supplying bhavantu} It

would also be possible to make the cesura after prajdyai, and read

nd^aydmasi (so R ) In our edition, dele the accent-mark under td-of tdni

m c

Co. Pic^fuj arfRii

^ arRTTf^: wfl'MJIl'mi ^ II

Savita has driven out the trouble (7arani) in her feet; out have

Varuna, Mitra, Aryaman^ [driven] [that] in her hands, out had

1 aro%: 1

2 (to sTfo ^ ^ I
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Anumati, bestowing (ra) upon us, the gods have driven this

woman forward unto good fortune

All the mass give in a savisak, which SPP very properly retains,

though the comm and Ppp have -sat (see my Skt Gr * 151a), ^sdvisak

(p as-) would be an improvement, and may be understood For c, d, Ppp
has yat dditvdmavatl rardnd prnasuvd savitd saubhagdya The comm
gives two etymological guesses at aranim (which is his reading, instead of

-mm), both worthless, and describes rardndX as accented on the final. The
separation of this verse from the otliers m Ppp indicates that it probably

has nothing to do with “marks ” It is rather unusual for the Anukr to

take notice of the occurrence of a irisiubh pada m a jagatl verse [d, no
less then c, is tnstubh, pronounce devdsdvisuh,}

^ ^ ^prf|RiT

Whatever in your self, in your body, is frightful, or what m
hair or in mien - all that do we smite away with [ourj words; let

god Savita advance (sud) you.

‘God Savitar’ or ‘the heavenly impeller,’ everywhere equivalent

Ppp begins vat td'' tman tanvd ghoram, and has for c, d tat te vidvdn

upabddhayesam pra tvd suvd savitd saubhagdya The metrical description

of the verse (ll + ll 10+10 = 42) by the Anukr is unusual and
questionable

7Tt|gn

The antelope-footed, the bull- toothed, the kinc-rcpclling, the

out-blowing, the heked-out, the pallid - these we make disappear

from us.

Designations eithet of the unlucky sings or of the women marked
with them- probably the former. The comm, prefers the latter, except for

the two last, which he blundenngly takes from the stems -<^hya and -mva,
and makes them qualify laksma understood. He explains go^edhd (p.

gosedham) as “going like a cow,” and villdha as a lock “on the edge of
the forehead, licked as it were the wrong way” - or what is called a
“cowlick” [Skt. kakapaksd] Both editions give at the beginning rUyap-,
mstead of the true reading rdyap-, which the comm, (with three of SPP’s
mss.) has, the mss bungle all the occurrences of this word In part of our
edition the m is broken off from vrsadatlm.

I ttMIl
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19. Against enemies

The hymn is found also m Pazpp i With the two that follow it (and

others), it is reckoned by Kaus (14 7) among the samgramikam or battle-

hymns, or likewise (ib , note) to the aparajita (‘unconquered’) gana,

without them, but with vi 13, it is used in several of the charms to ward
off the effects of portents (1043, 105 1, 1133) In Vait (9 12), vs 3

appears alone m the cdturmasya or seasonal sacrifice, accompanymg the

release of the two purodasa baskets

VI^PicilKOi -5^]

WT I ^g?rr- im ( ^ ^ 133^ % wot, f^^^) i

6 ^. -RT ^ Tit Srf^oMjRiqt

31JlW<oqj TmTETII ^11

Let not the piercers find us, nor let the penetraters find [us]; far

from us make the volleys (saravya) fly, dispersing, O Indra

Ppp combmes mo ‘bhi- in b. The rendermg of Saravya follows the

comm , here and to vs 3 (Jarasmhati)

TRFg^r«[Trrr%WrPIT:l

Dispersing from us let the shafts fly, those that are hurled and
that are to be hurled, you divine arrows of men (manusya), pierce

my enemies

The comm inserts an “and"’ m c “divine and human arrows”; this

IS possible, but opposed by the accent Ppp has for c, d deva manusyd
rsayo 'mitrdn no vi viddhatu; the comm also reads vidhyatu

c^, ^ g: ^ % «lTtrr: itT ^ «[wf 3Tf«R[ra%i

3^: i?k5Er RRjfilifK ^ II

Whether one of our own or whether a stranger, fellow or

outsider, who so assails (abhi-das) us - let Rudra* with a volley

pierce those my enemies.

1 frcTirfcl ^^ TTfcif I I
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Ppp’s version is somewhat different vas samdno vo \samdno*mitro

no jighdnsati rudras savyd tan amitrdn vi viddhata With a, b compare

RV vi 75 19 a, b yo nah svo arano yas ca nistvo jighdnsati (= SV n 1222

a, b, which combines svo "ranoi)^ the latter half of this verse is our 4 c, d

Two or three of our mss (P M O p m ) follow RV m omitting vo after

svo. Ap IV 16 1 has yo nah sapatno yo *rano marto ‘bhidasati devah, with

a wholly different second half The comm absurdly explains nistvas as

nirgataviryo nikrstabalah satriih

Whatever nval {sapatno)^ whatever non-nval, and whatever

hater shall curse us, him let all the goods damage {dhfirv),

incantation (brahman) is my inner defense.

Ppp. has as first half-verse sabandhus cd *sabandhus ca yo na mdra
'bhidasati The second half-verse is fund, without variant, in RV (and

SV. see under vs 3) The comm explains sapatna well as jhdtirdpah

satruh SPP. follows the very bad example of a part of his mss by reading

dvisan ch- (instead of -an or -an) in b [cf.i.33 2, ii 4.6, and sec Prat ii 10,

17, and especially 1 1 The pada-t^xi reads

20. Against enemies and their weapons

The first three verse are found m Paipp xix , and vs 4 m n see

below. For the use of the hymn by Kaus with 19 and 21, sec under 19.

And vs 1 IS used alone (so the comm ) in the parvci/z-sacnllce (Kaus.

2.39), on viewing the cooked oblation.

[^o- ipi]

[^- ^ #17, ^ (ijpl'lclfui, ^ V ^1 br;-

w^ # an?rf#rqf ^ ^ii vi

Let there be the addrasrt, O god Soma; at this sacrifice, O
Maruts, be gracious to us; let not a portent find us, nor an
imprecation; let not the wrong that is hateful find us.

The first pada is rendered on the assumption that the sdman of this

name, as described in PB xv 3 7, is intended; it might be used of the
person intended to be benefited . Met him be one not getting into a split
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(i e hole, or difficulty)’ this is the sense distinctly taught in PB , the

comm says na kadacid api svastrlsamlpam prdpnotu (madiyah satruhy

The verse occurs m TB (in 7 5^^ and repeated without change m
Ap 11 20 6) with bhavata m a, mrdata (without the anomalous accent)in b,

and vrjand in d Ppp begins with adarasur bh-, adds ayam after soma m
a, and has m d the easier readmg pro.

*

‘pad duchund for vidad vrjind The
second half-verse occurs again as v 3 6 c, d Though connected with vss

2, 3, m Paipp also, this verse does not appear to have anything originally

to do with them

What missile (senyd) weapon of the malignant (aghayti) shall

go up today, do you, Mitra-and-Varuna, keep that off from us.

The first half-verse in Ppp is yo ‘dya sainyo vadho jighdsam mam
updyatJ, which is nearly our vi 99 2 a, b The half-verse occurs also in PB
(i 3 3 a, b) and ASS (v 3 22 a, b), both ofwhich have saumyas; PB elides

VO ‘dva, ASS gives at the end -Trati Aghdyundm would be the proper
accent (and tins the comm has), unless the word were understood as

feminine

Both what [is] from here and what from yonder - keep off, O
Varuna, the deadly weapon, extend great protection (sarman),

keep very far off the deadly weapon

The pada text marks the pada-division in the first half-verse before
instead of after the second yat Ppp reads in b ydvayah The second half-

verse IS found against at the end of the next hymn - which is perhaps an
additional mdication that this hymn properly ends here The Anukr.
Ignores the metneal irregularity of the verse (9+8 7+8 = 32) [Read m a
ito yad^ and in c yacha nah ]

o . i

^ ^ ficrraqiivii

Vcnly a great ruler (sasa) are you, overpowerer of enemies,

unsubdued, whose con^nion (sakhi) is not slam, is not scathed

(jyd) at any time.

This verse is the first m RV x.152, of which the remaining verses

constitute the next hymn here, in Ppp. it occurs with them in ii
, far
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separated from the matter which in our text precedes it. RV and Ppp

both read for b amitrakhado adbhutah, and RV accents in djivate kadd

The comm paraphrases sdsas by sdsako niyo-iitd, he takes ilvate as from

rootji, which is of course equally possible

21. Against enemies

As just pointed out (under 20 4), this hymn and the last verse of the

precedmg make one hymn m RV (x 152) and in Paipp. (ii ), the latter has

a different verse-order (3, 2, 1, 4), but no various readings For other

correspondences, see under tlie several verses For the ritual use of the

hymn with the two preceding, see under 19, it is further reckoned (Kaus

16 8, note) to the abhaya (‘free from fear or danger’) gana It is the first

hymn applied (with vii 55) in the svastvayana or ‘for well-being’

ceremonies (50 1), and is, accordmg to the comm , referred to as such m
25 36 Verse 2 is also used, with others, by Vait (29 5), in the agmeayana
or bmlding of the fire-altar.

%?Tt

Giver of well-being, lord of the people (vi^O, Vrtra*-slayer,

remover of scorners, controlling, let the bull Indra go before us,

soma-dnnker, producing fearlessness

The comm renders vimrdhas by vise^ena mardhayitd satrUndm^

altliough he explains mrdhas m vss 2, 3 by sarhgrdmdn^ the word is

plainly a possessive compound [accent ! no genitive], expressing in form
of epithet the action of 2 a and 3 a RV reads m a vidas pads. The verse

occurs further in TB (ui.7.U4) and TA (x.l 9); botli have vidas,, and, m
d, svastidas for somapds,

wiT^ ^ ii

Smite away, O Indra, our scomers (mrdh); put (yam) down
them that fight (prtany) [us]; make go to lowest darkness who so

vexes us.

1 fst ^ %T. I "itsr mi •3??Tfer: srgt: i

“
4^ 3ra#qc(

‘ *

’
(to ^o W %\-R)
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RV reverses the order of c and d, and reads adharam^ and with it

agree precisely SV (Ii 1218) and VS (viii 44 a et al ), while TS (i 6 124)

and MS (iv 12 3) have for c adhaspadam tarn Tm krdhi [Cf MGS ii 15 6

h and p 155 ]

fir

Smite away the demon, away the scomers; break apart Vrtra’s

(two) jaws, away, O Indra, Vrtra-slayer, the fury of the vexing

enemy

RV and SV (ii 1217) have the same text, TX (i 6 125) reads satrun

for raksas, nuda forjahi, and bhamito for vrtrahan

9i>s. 31^ fggwT isrq;i

far angarr

Off, O Indra, the mind of the hater, off the deadly weapon of

him that would scathe; extend great protection, keep very far off

the deadly weapon.

RV reads manyos for mahat in c, and yavayd for ydv- in d

TS (ill 5 8, only a, b) supplies in the first half-verse the missing verb, 7a/zz,

putting it in place of vadham Unless we resolve sarma into three

syllables, the anustubham is defective by a syllable [Add nah after

yacha

The 5 hymns of this anuvdka [4.] again have 20 verse, the norm see

the conclusion of the precedmg anuvdka (after hymn 16)

22. Against yellowness (jaundice)

Found m Paipp i Used by Kaus (26 14) in a remedial rite (against

heart disease and jaundice [kdmala, Kes 1, kdmila, the comm ])

[^- WTi afr?: I

7Tt ^^ Trfr'^^sqftril ^11
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Let them (both) go up toward the sun, your heart-burn (-dyota)

and yellowness, with the colour of the red bull, with that we
enclose (pari-dhd) you

Ppp reads m a udetam^ its c is vo rohitasva gor vamas, which

construes bettei with d The abbieviatcd writing hrdvot- for hrddvot- (sec

my Skt Gr 232 a [and Roth, ZDMG, xlviii 102]) bctiays the padaAcxi

into dividing hfdvotah (cf tad yam, iv 19 6, so even the RV pada-Xcxi

has jaratvisam from jaraddvisam at v 8 2) SPP has propcily in his text

the unabbreviated fonn hrddvo- U^davatam in the AV Index Veiborum

in an erratum for ud avatdm the comm takes the foim, doubtless

wrongly, as 3d sing mid instead of 3d du active Kaus follows the

indication of c, d and of 3 a, b, by prescribing the use of pioducts of a red

cow, hair and skin etc , m the healing rite

zrqppkqr ^ ii

With red colors we enclose you, in order to length of life, that

this man may be free from complaints (-rapas), also may became
not yellow.

Ppp has a different second half-verse, vatha ivam ampu'so atho
'harito bhava The third pada is iv 13 4 d (or RV.x 138 .‘i d) 'fhe comm
explams rapas as = papa

They that have the red one for divinity, and the kmc that arc

red - form after form, vigor {vayas) after vigor, with them we
enclose you

The translation implies the easy emendation in a to rohmfdevatvds, in

accordance with the universal use oi devatya elsewhere The "red one’ is

perhaps the red star (or lunar astensm) RohinI, our Aldcbaran, Ppp reads

rohinir devatyd^ and m b rohinir uta, in d it has tena tvd

d . % ifjRTot'

In the parrots, in the ropandkOs, we put your yellowness;
likewise in the haridravas wc deposit your yellowness.

Not one of our mss. gives at the beginning the true reading s'uke$u, as

found m RV. i 50.12 [and Ppp ] (and TB iU.7.6^“), but it is presented by
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the comm , and by three of SPP’s authorities RV. and TB have me for ie

both times, and accent haridravesu The names are understood by the

comm as those of birds ropanakd = kasthasuka, apparently a kind of

parrot, and haridrava — gopUanaka, apparently a yellow water-wagtail,

[Ppp has m b prapandkdsa ]

23. Against leprosy : with a healing herb

Found m Paipp i , but defaced, so that for the most part comparison is

impossible Also, with vs 3 of the next hymn, in TB (ii 4 4^““) Used by

Kaus (26 22-24), m company with the next following hymn, in a

remedial nte (against white leprosy, svetakustha, schol and comm )

[R^- ^^ TO]

arsrgf i cnwfci i ws;-

WT W qrril ^11

Night-bom are you, O her, O dark, black, [and] dusky one; O
colorer (rajani), do you colour this leprous spot and what is pale

(palita)

According to the comm , the herb addressed is the haridrd (Curcuma
longa) R Wntes “The rajam is known to the lexicographers, and has

later as principal name parpatl [an Oldenlandia dyeing red, OB ], Madana
46 47, Dhanvantari (ms ) i 27 In Bhavapr. i.l94 (where, according to my
old and good ms , ranjani is to be read mstead of -nd)^ it is noted that this

remedy is fragrant, and comes out of the north It has a dark aspect The
species not to be determined, because the later identifications are entirely

untrustworthy” [See Dhanvantari^ Ananda-asrama ed
,
p^7] The

causative stem rajaya (the meter calls for rdj-') is found only here

^oo. wq%cr If RiRilii qrfvr^qj

arr^ w htcRtii ^ ii

The leprous spot, what is pale, do you cause to disappear from

hence, the speckled; let yours own colour enter you, make white

things (s'ukld) fly away.

TB has na (nah"^) for tvd and asnutam for visatdm m c, and in d
svetani for sukl&ni The comm gives prthak for prsat m b, and has the

usual support of a small minority of SPP’s mss.
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Sifw %

m'j?r5n ii

Dusky' IS your hiding-place, dusky your station (asthana),

dusky are you, O herb, make the speckled disappear from hence.

TB has the easier reading mlayanam m a The comm again gives

prthak in d, he holds that the plant here addressed is the indigo {mil)

fchHI-M-W W^ c§f%n

SiglW WT ^d4^lHVT»in'!in

Of the bone-bom leprous spot, and of the body-bom that is in

the skin, of that made by the spoiler {dusi) - by incantation have I

made the white {svetd) mark disappear.

Ppp has in c dhusya, TB. reads mstead krtyayd, the comm explains

diisi as datrutpadita krtyd Ppp has at the end anenasam

24. Against leprosy

Found m Paipp i , but not m connection with the preceding hymn
For tlie use of 23 and 24 together by Kaus , see under hymn 23

[^- WTi arrgtl cUFMfd i ^

^g5tiTf ^

^ %cIT^^ ^ll

The eagle {suparnd) was bom first, of it you was the gall, then

the Asura-woman, conquered by fight (yudh), took shape as forest-

trees.

Ppp. reads at the end vanaspatih, which is more m accordance with
the usual construction of rupam kr (mid ) and the like Ppp has also

jighansita for yudhd jitd m c. R. suggests tlie emendation tad dsurl
(instr ) jighatsitam ru-, ‘that attempted to be eaten by the Asurl took on
vegetable form’ : i.e. became a healing plant. The comm, still regards tlie

mdigo as addressed. He coolly explains jitaby its opposite, Jitavatl All
our mss have in d the absurd accent cakre (emended m the edition to

cakre), SPP reports the same only of two pada-mss.

1 ^TSrf?ri (^HFTvr)
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3Rl^r?T^ferrg

The Asura-woman first made this remedy for leprous spot, this

effacer of leprous spot, it has made the leprous spot disappear, has

made the skin uniform (sarupd)

Ppp has again (as in 23 4) anena^at in c, in d it reads surupam

\o\. TFT ^ ^ % fWI

Uniform by name is your mother; uniform by name is your

father^; uniform-making are you, O herb, [so] do you make this

uniform

Found also, as noted above, m TB (li 4 4~), which has for c sarupd
'sy osadhe Ppp reads throughout surup- It inserts between this verse and
that next yat tanujam yad agnijam citra kildsa jajnise tad astu sukrtas

tanvo vatas tvd ’pi naydmasi

T TT TrWr TTT wftrf chc^^ll'^tl

The swarthy, uniform-making one [is] bought up off the earth,

do you accomplish this, we pray, make the forms right again

All our mss have at the beginning sdmd, and also very nearly all

SPP’s but the latter very properly admits syd- into his text, it being read

by the comm with a couple of mss that follow him, and being found in

Ppp also. Ppp once more has surup-, it corrupts b into

prthivydbhyarbhavam, and gives sadaya at end of c The phrase idam u s

u is quoted m Prat iii 4 and iv 98, which prescribe the protraction and
hnguaiization, and words of the verse are repeatedly cited m the

commentary to other rules

25. Against fever (takman)

Found in Paipp i Used by Kaus in a remedial rite (26 25) against

fever, in connection with heating an ax and dipping it m hot water to

make a lotion, and leckoned (26 1, note) to the takmandsana gana

1 '4- ft?rr
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c|%n Gl[g?TT-q^HI^H 3Tpq I IF?- ^ fqgq,

^oV9. rn^nqTfq^ 3T?iq;Mf^VM 'Mit'l'tia'srq HMi'Rsi

m q ^gfqf
"q" ^5i%irir trfr' dcwnn v\

As Agm, entering, burned the waters, where the maintainers of

duty {dhanna-) paid acts of homage, there they declare to be your

highest birth-place, then do you, O fever (taknian), complaisant,

avoid us

The comm explains pada a in accoi dance with the ceremonial act

founded on its mechanical mtci-pietation, c [cf. RV i 163 4 d] shows that

It IS part of the heavenly waters that is intended Samvuhan (occurring

nowhere else) he renders “fully knowing your cause, the fire (oi Agni)”

the translation takes it as equivalent to the not uncommon samviddna

Adahat he quietly turns into a future “shall burn you, () fever’”’ Pp

reads aduhat instead, and in c combines to td **huh [Cf Chohmann’s
interpretation, 1 c , 403, 404 ]

If you arc flame {aicis) or if heat {sods), or if your birth place

seeks the shavings (*?), hradii by name arc you, O god of the

yellow one, then do you, O fever, complaisant, avti^ J us

The pada-vc&d.m% s'akalvaest m b is assuied by Piul ui.52, but the

meaning is extremely obscure Ppp. has the bcUei reading sdkalvefnt

‘among the shavings’, jamtram rather requires a locative The comm,
guesses it as loc. of sakalves, fiom sakalvu c.xplained as a “heap of

shavings,” and root is ‘seek’, and so an epithet ot fire, HR. conjecture

“following the shaving, ic glimmering” Ppp reads in a dhiimas for

socis The name at the beginning of c is of quite unccitam form, the ms
readings are hnldu, hrOdru, hrudu, hCidu, radit, hrudhhu, hrudu, rtidhu

[hrCtdhu], SPP adopts in his text the same form as we, and, it so to be
hoped, on the authority of his oial reciters, which in such a case must be
better than mss , Ppp has (m both verses) kudu, which is a word
occurring also elsewhere, and meaning “ram”; the comm, reads rfidhii,

explaining it as = rohaka or purusas'arlre utpddaka ‘producing in the

human body.’
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[Henry, Journal Asiatique, 9x513, suggests that the problematic

word may be connected with the Assyrian hurasu and the Hebrew harus,

and so go back to a proto-Semitic "^harudu^ ‘gold ’ J Halevy, however,

1 c
,
pxi320 ff, suggests that it may be rather a Sanskritization of ,

‘greenish-yellow,’ and compares the relation of vaidurya, Prakrit velurva

(veruliya) Cf further, Bartli, revue de Vhistoire des religions^ xxxix.26 ]

^ riwTii ^ ii

If heating (sokd) or if scorching [abhisokd), or if you are son

of king Varuna Arwi/w by name etc etc.

Ppp has for b the more sensible version rudrasya prdno yadi vdruna
(va ’runo^si

’

Homage to the cold fever, homage I pay to the fierce (rura)

heat (socis), to the one that befalls on every other day, on both

days, to the third-day fever be homage
Ppp reads in b durdya krnvd vayam te, and c ubhayebyas ca hatas

The compound ubhayadyus is noticed in Prativ2L [As for rhythmical

fevers - tertian, quartan, etc , see Grohmann, 1 c., 387, 388 ]

26. For protection from the wrath of the gods

Found in Paipp xix., but vss 3-4 elsewhere than 1-2 The hymn
appears to be called (so schol and the comm ) apanodandni ‘thmsters

away’ in Kaus (14 14), and quoted and used as such in 25 22 and (with

iv 33) m 42 22, it is further applied (with 27 and vi 3, 76) at the beginning

of the svastyayana rites, on going to bed and getting up again (50 4), and

(with 1 13 and other hymns) in the rite of entrance on Vedic study (139 8)

C^)irrfe

[^- -^1 ^ ^ I W^-

^ Q^noRIFn RiM<I 'WRt 1]

3;n^ 31^ ^11

Far be that form us - may [your] missile (heti) be, O gods, far

the bolt (as'man) which you hurl
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The last pada is identical with RV i 172 2 c; tlie other two padas (for

which Ppp has no variants) sound in part like a misunderstood echo ot

the RV text are sa vah sudanavo maruta rnjatl s'aruh For c Ppp has

are mantam, for marutdm^) asastih The comm foolishly supplies an “O
our enemies” in c, adma he explains as vantradivmirmuktah pasanah

The Anukr ignores the defectiveness of b

Be you Rati (‘liberality’) a companion (sakhi) for us, a

companion [be] Indra, Bhaga, Savita of wondrous favours

Rati seems to be made a personification here, as m iii 8 2 and vii 17 4

below, the comm makes it equal to Mitra or Suiya Ppp has a very

different text sakhe 'va no rdtir astu sakhe 'ndras sakhd savitd sakhd

bhagas satyadharma no^stu, which is better as regards both sense and

meter The tripada of the Anukr is probably a misreading for dvipadd,

the mss agree witli it is using no avasdna-sign in the verse, and SPP very

properly follows them; the pada-mss mark a caesura after rdtih The

comm, makes citrarddhds^ - bahuvidham dhanam vclsvo

irasrf: II ^ II

May you, issue (napai) of the height, sun-skinned Maruts,

yield us breadthful protection.

The mss all read at the end saprathds, and SPP letains it in his text,

the comm has saprathas, in accordance witli our emendation [Cl

Lanman, Noun-Inflection, p. 560 ] The comm further has yncc/id/a m c

\Vi- '?fii

Do you advance [us], be gracious; be you gracious to our

selves itanu), show kindness {mayas) to our offspring (tokd).

Ppp. fills up the deficiency of a, reading su mrdata susudaid mrdd no
aghabhyah stokdya tanve dd (perhaps defective at the end). The mss.,

supported by the Anukr., make no division of the verse before mavas, and
SPP follows them, the meter, however, is plainly gdyatrl. The name give

by the Anukr is not used by it elsewhere, it doubtless signifies, as m the

VS Anukr. 7+7+7 = 21 syllables, the resolution -bhi-as being refused in

b and c

1 m-lW' ffet (f+o V ) I «fgic(£T 'GR cT#?!)- I
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27. Against various evils

Found m Paipp xix For the use of the hymn with its piedec. Nsor by
Kaus , see under 26, it is also reckoned to the svastyayana gana (25 36,

note), and vs 4 appears by itself near the beginning of the svastyayana

ceremonies, in the same rite as hymns 26 and 27

3TKraf 1 I w^- ^ -qgzrr qf^ i]

m^Tt' qy cq^R^rapir: ^11

Yonder on the further shore are she-adders, thrice seven, out of

their sloughs {-jarayii), with the sloughs of them do we wrap up

{api yyd) the (two) eyes of the malignant waylayer.

Jarayu in the sense ‘cast-off skin of a snake’ appears to be quotable

only here, the comm regards the word as so applied by a figure

jardyuvat sarlrasya vestakds tvacah Ppp reads imds pare in a, and
jarjardyuvah in b, the comm has mstead nirjard iva, explammg as

jardrahita devd iva

Let the cutting one (krt) go asunder, she who bears as it were a

club (pindka), asunder [go] the mind of her that returns to life

(punarbhu); unsuccessful [are] the malignant one.

Ppp has no variants to cast light on this very obscure verse, it adds at

the end ape'tas paripanthino *po *ghdyur arsatu. The comm reads

punarbhavd m c, he supplies “ the army {send) of our enemies” as the

missing noun in the verse, and explains the epithet as “reassembling after

dispersal ” He paraphrases krntatfwiXh chmdatl [SPP’s paJa-reading is

punahbhuvdh, against Index Verborum^ p 184 (corrected p 383), and

against Ski Gr 352 a, which should be corrected by p. 41 1 of Lanman’s
Noun-Injlection ]

u ^ II

The many have not been able together; the few have not
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ventured on [it], like the sprouts (Jadgd) of a bamboo {yemt) round

about, unsuccessful [are] the malignant ones

The first half-verse m Ppp. is defaced, but apparently its text agreed

with ours, except that at the end stands abhi dhrsnuvam As the second

half IS wanting, tliesc two padas probably form one verse with the two

reported above, under vs 2. The comm reads dadrsus at end of b, and

has udga iva paritas in c, explaining udga etymologically as = sakhd

The comment to Prat in 13 quotes dadhrsus, and that to ii 38 gives adgds

among its examples, neitlier adga nor udga appears to be quotable fiom

elsewhere

Go forward, you (two) feet; kick (sphiir) forward, carry to the

houses of the bestower (pr), let Indrani go first, unscathed,

unrobbed, m front.

Ppp has grham and vahantuiycX pddau) in b, and for d, jihitvd

muktvd pathd The comm reads ajitd m d, he ingeniously quotes from

TS (n.2.8’) “Indrani is deity of the army” in explanation of her

introduction here. [Cf Bergaigne, Religion Vedique^ in 1 55 n ]

28. Against sorcerers and witches

[^- "ErRHl l[grIT- 3#^, ^tSnRtl

Ii qfe I]

gjqjfg(4|

Hither had come forth god* Agni, demon-slayer, diseasc-

expellcr, burning away deceivers, sorcerers, kimldins

In our text, upa is a misprint for lipa (an accent-sign slipped out of

place to the left) The comment on Prat, iv 3 quotes the first lliree words
as exemplifying the disconnection of prefixes from a very.

1 gi (ftro vs.^q) i
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irarra^ icj^ -sn^gpr: II ^ II

Bum against the sorcerers, against the kimldins, O god; bum
up the sorceresses that meet you, O black-tracked one

In c the comm
,
with two or three of SPP’s authonties that follow

him, reads krsnavartmane (treating it as a vocative)

m yviiH ^
^ iWsT vncPqf^ ^11 ^ II

She that had cursed with cursing, that had taken malignity as

her root (? mura), that had seized on [our] young to take its sap -

let her eat [her own] offspnng.

The verse is repeated below as iv 17 3, and has there a parallel in

Ppp The comm first takes muram as for mulam (as rendered above), but

adds an alternative explanation as murchakaram, adjective to agham, he

has ddade in place of -dhe Jdtam is metncally an intrusion, but

completes the sense.

arar ^ irat 'Ui^yj^iiV^ ^ ^lRiFrn7ar:ii-isii

Let the sorceress eat [her own] son, sister, and daughter

(7napti), then let the homd-haired sorceresses mutually destroy

(yi-han) one another, let the hags (ar&yi) he shattered asunder

The comm explains naptl as pautrasya (putrasya "?) apatyarupa

samtati He reads ydtudhdnl (for -nis) m a, and atha m c

The 7 hymns of this anuvdka [5 ] have 28 verses, as determined by
the quoted Anukr pancame ‘stau

29. For a chieFs success : with an amulet

Found (except vs 4) m Paipp.i , and (with the same exception m RV ,

chiefly x 174 [ namely, AV verses 1,2,3,6 correspond respectively with

RV verses 1,2,3,5 See Oldenberg, Die Hymnen des RV

,

i 243] Kaus
uses the hymn in the ceremony of restoration of a kmg, with preparing

and bmding on an amulet made of the nm of a chariot-wheel (16 29 the

comm says, vss 1-4), the last two verses are specifically prescribed for

tlie binding on The comm quotes the hymn as employed by the Naksatra

Kalpa (19) in a mahdddnti called mdhendrl.
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I ^[^RfT- 3T^c<dlHl^l, ^W’TPrfcI I ^5^— 3TJ^i]

5!^^.

%^nw^ WORi^sfir ^ofFT w
With an over-rolling amulet (mam), wherewith Indra increased

- therewith, O Brahmanaspati, make us increase unto royalty (rdst

ra)

Abhi, literally ‘on to,’ so as to overwhelm Our version spoils the

consistency of the verse by reading -vavrdhe and vardhava m b and d foi

RV (x.174 1) -vavrte and vartaya, which Pp also gives (Ppp vartayah)

Ppp further has imam for asmdn in c. RV reads havisd for manmd m a

The long / of abhivarta (p abhiv-) is noted by Prat ii 12

MMr^nRr ^TT % 3TO?rST:l

^ ^ gi-wldiRii

Rolling over our nvals, over them that arc niggards to us, do
you trample on him who fights - on whoever abuses (durasy-) us

RV (x 174 2) has m d uasvati, Ppp, by a not infrequent blunder,

reads durasyatu Pada a lacks a syllable, unless wc resolve -patndn into

three syllables

?qr ^ Ii

You had god SavitS, had Soma made to increase, you have all

existence (bhuta) [made to increase], that you may be over-rolling.

The connection is again spoiled m our text by the substitution of
avivrdhat in b for avivrtat (which is read by RV. x. 174.3), with the

former it is impossible to render the prefix abhi This time Ppp gives

abhcbhrs'at instead, doubtless a mere corruption

^J§di arm^: ^Tot:!

'crg^u'sii

The over-rolling, overcoming, rival-destroying amulet be
bound upon me unto royalty, unto the perishing (parabhn) of
rivals.

The verse is wanting in both RV. and Ppp. Its excision, with the
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following verse (which, however, Ppp has), would leave the hymn of
normal length, and composed of four out of the five verses ofRV x 174 [,

of the fourth ofwhich the excision is called for]

Up had gone you sun, up this spell (yacas) of mine, that I may
be slayer of foes, without nvals, nval-slayer

RV.x 159 1 a, b IS to be compared (b reading ud ayam mdmako
bhagah), Ppp. appears to mix the versions of b, giving, ungrammatically,

ayam with vacas [Cf also MP 1.I6.I ]

1|TO3fnt|

A rival-destroying bull, conquenng royalty, overpowering -

that I may bear rule over these heroes and the people (jana),

RV (i 174 5) has instead of a and 5 d (found also as x 6 30 c, and
XIX 46.7 b), m c it reads bhutdndm [Cf MP 1.I6 5,]

30. For protection: to all the gods

Found m Paipp 1 , but damaged and only in part legible The hymn
belongs, according to the comm to the dyusya (‘for length of life’) gana
although not found among those mentioned (Kaus 54.11, note) as

composmg that gana; it is used in ceremonies for long life by 52 18 and
59 1, also, with i 9 with other hynms, m the reception of a Vedic student

(55 17), and in dismissal from Vedic study (139.15) And vss 3, 4 appear

m Vait (4 4, 15) in coimection with different parts of the parvan-

sacrifices. The comm further quotes it from Naks Kalpa 17 and 18m
two mahdMnti rites, styled airdvati and vaisvadevl, and from Pansista

5 4, in the puspdbhiseka ceremony

[^o- ^N%5nf^cf

^ 3ng;g|^ ^:n ^11

O all you gods, you Vasus, protect this man; likewise you
Adityas, watch you over him; him let not one related (sanabhi) nor

one unrelated - him let not any deadly weapon of men (pauruseya)

reach.
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Ppp has in b the false fonn jagrata The comm, paraphrases -nabhi

m c by garbhdsaya. [For the syntax, cf Caland, KZ xxxiv 456 ]

Whoso of you, O gods, are fathers and who sons, do you,

accordant (jsacetas), hear this utterance of mine, to you all I

commit this man, happily unto old age shall you carry him.

Ppp. has at the end nayatha. The comm, reads in b ultham

^ iNr ^ y%oMi %

You, O gods, that are in the heaven, that are on earth, that are

in the atmosphere, in the herbs, in the cattle, within the waters - do

you make old age the length of life for this man; let him avoid the

hundred other deaths.

The mtmsion ofpasitsu and apsu m b spoils the meter [or wc may
Tc&d you’ntariksa osadhtsv apsu antah\, Ppp , omitting pasu$u and antar,

makes it good. The Anukr requires us to scan the pSda as of 14 syllables

Prat 11.101 notes tlie lingualization m forms of as after Jivi, and the

comment cites this passage (a) as example. The comm, has m d vrnakta,

and renders it as causative. [As to 101 deaths, see Zimmer, p 400 ]

§!cT £ii^«n''4T 3T|cn'43ar %^:i

Wg:W 3lf^ ^ : ^FTtft'll'lfH

Whose are the fore-offenngs and whose the aftcr-offenngs; the

gods that share the oblation and that eat what is not made oblation

of; you among whom the five directions are shared out - you do I

make sitters at the session (sattra-) of this man.

Ppp reads m d tdn no’smai satrasadhah k-. The comm, explains

ahutadas as baliharanddidevOs, in sattra he secs nothing more than

simple sadana Both editions read satra-, in accordance with universal

manuscript usage.

31. To the divine guardians of the quarters

Found in Paipp.i. The hymn is called in Kaul (38.11) ddapdlXyam,

and is also reckoned by the schol. (8.23, note) to the vdsto^patlydm or
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vdstu gana It is used with xii 1 in the ceremony (38.16) for establislhng a

house, and agam, except vs. 3, as dmhanam 'estabhshers’ in a like nte

(38 1 1), it appears in one of the s-ave-sacnfices (64 1) with an offering of

four dishes (catuhsarava), and in the portent ceremony (127 6) agamst

obscuration of the ‘‘Seven Sages” (the Dipper, or Charles’s Wain) by a

comet Verse 2 (32.27, note, but the comm says mstead vs 1, quotmg its

pratika) is reckoned among the anholingds, and applied m rites for

healing, security, long life, etc , and vs. 4 (50.1 1) in one for good fortune

in the night. In Vait. (36.20) the hymn (as dsdpaltya) accompanies m the

asvamedha the tummg loose of the sacrificial horse. And the comm
quotes it as used in Naks. Kalpa 14 m the adbhuta mahdsdnti.

nn I ^ararr- afTRirocrrar i

flW
To the four immortal region-guardians of the regions (dsaY, to

the overseers of existence (bhutd), would we now pay worship

(yidh) with oblati<^n.

The verse occurs also m TB. (u.5.3^) and A^S. (ii.lO 18) • in the

latter, without variants; TB inserts tva after dsdndm m a. The conun
paraphrases d^ds by prdcyddidis'as, which is plainly its meaning here

You, O gods, who are the four region-guardians of the regions

- do you release us from the fetters (pasd) of perdition (nirrtif,

from every distress (anhas).

The comm reads stana for sthana m b. The Anukr. does not note b
as metncally deficient, doubtless making the harsh resolution ca-tu-d-ro.

2 Piskid; i
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Unlamed I sacnfice to you with oblation; unmaimcd I make
oblation to you with ghi, the god that is fourth region-guardian of

the regions, he shall bnng hither to us welfare {subhuta).

At the beginning, asrdmas is read by half the mss. (including our

E.I.O Op.K.Kp ) and by the comm , SPP gives asr- in his text, as we m
ours. A^lonas in b m our edition is an erratum for as'lonas Ppp has for a,

b a^ronas te havisd vidhema masramas te ghrt-, the comm also reads

asronas. Ppp gives turyas in c the word perhaps means simply ‘[any]

one of the four ’ The Anukr appears not to sanction the resolution to tu-a

which would fill out a and b The pada-mss. mark the division between c

and d after devas, as the sense, but not the meter, demands

Well-being (svasti)' be to our mother and father, well-being to

kine, to creatures (jagat), to men (puru^a); all welfare [and]

beneficence (?suvidatra)^ be ours; long may we see the sun.

Forjagate in b Ppp. has uta, with manifest advantage to both meter

and sense; and it reads pUru^ebhyas (with our H s.m), and in d drdeva

Many of the samhitd-mss~ (including our H.K.) give no after pitre in a.

The comm, gives three different interpretations (takmg it always,

however, from vid and not from dd) for die ambiguous suvidatra. The
Anukr. appears to read no 'stu in c, and je-og and su-n-am m d [rather,

jyog and suryam, so as to make 1 1+1 1 : 1 1+8?]. [As toJagat, see Zimmer,

p.150]

32. Cosmogonic

Found m Paipp.i., next after our hymn 31. Used by KaUiS. in a

women’s nte (34.1), against barrenness, and iigain (59.3) in a ceremony
for prosperity, to heaven and earth; and the fimt verse (so the comm )

further (6. 17), as alternate to x.5.23, with conducting water into the joined

hands of the sacrificer’s wife, in the porvan-sacrifices.

1. fcnri^BiR (i%o 5 1

2 ^ (fSfo ^ tii) I ^ 1
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WfiT I 1 3^- siggH, ^

^^V9. gi^

w

^ f§f% %f 3[wf% ^^:ii ^11

Now, you people, take knowledge; he will speak a great

mystery {"^brahman), that is not on earth nor in the sky whereby
the plants breathe.

With a, b IS to be compared the very similar line xx 127 1 a, b tdam
jand upa sruta ndrdsansa stavisyate^ which makes it probable that the

ungrammatical vidatha means vidata or vedatha (accent is unmotived),

and suggests also vadisyate, passive, the former seems confounded with

the noun vidatha, of which vidathe, or, as Ppp reads, vidatham, would
make fairly good sense ‘will now be spoken at (or to) the council ’ Ppp
reads yatas for yena md [For prdnantiy see Prat iv 57 ]

arret

w q ^ii ? ii

In the atmosphere is the station of them, as of those sitting

weaned, the station of this that exists {bhuta); that the pious know
- or they do not.

‘Of them’ (asam, fern) m a the comm explains to mean “of the

plants,” and then, alternatively, “of the waters”; doubtless the latter is

correct, the waters being that “whereby the plants live” (1 d^ Ppp reads

in a antariksam, which means virtually the same as our text . the reservoir

of the waters is the atmosphere or is m it (not m heaven nor earth, 1 c)

The analogy of vii.95.2 suggests gavdm as wanting at the beginning of b .

the waters are ordinarily as quiet as cows that he restmg a comparison

from the usual Vedic source Weber suggested that sthdma be read twice;

and this R favors The Anukr ignores the deficiency in the pada For d,

Pp has Vidus krd bhesatodanah

arrt crgir

What the (two) quaking firmaments (rodasi) - and the earth -

fashioned out, that at present is always wet, like the streams of the

ocean.

In b the translation implies emendation to ataksatam, as favored by
the Ppp. reading nara-caksatam, there remains the anomaly of letting the
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verb agree with rodasi (Ppp has rodhasf), perhaps we ought to read

bhumes ‘out of the earth.’ The comm, with a disregard of the accent

which IS habitual with him, takes rodasi and its epithet as vocatives, and

then supplies dyaus^ vocative [JAOS xi 66], m b to help make a dual

subject for the verb * for d Ppp has vidurassevavartasi [P'or c, cf

SB VI 6.3^ ]

The one had covered all, this rests upon the other; both to the

heaven and to the all-possessing earth have I paid homage
The first pada is translated according to the Ppp. version visvam

anya’bhi vavara, which is quite satisfactory; Weber had suggested

abhl'vd”ra The pada-reading is abhivdra, and the word is quoted under

Prat iii 12 as an example of a compound showing protraction of the final

vowel of the first member. TB (iii.7 10^) and Ap. (ix 14.2) have the

verse, and both have anyd’bhivdvrdhe. The comm, gives abhlvdras, and
explains it m three ways, as abhito varanam chddanam, as abhivrtam, and
as abhitah sambhajanavuktam For b, Ppp. has visvam anyasydm adhi

sratam For vidvavedase in c (Ppp vts'vavedhase, TB. Ap. vtdvakarmane)

the comm also gives two interpretations, from vid ‘acquire’ and from vid

‘know’

33. To the waters : for blessings

Found m Paipp.i , and also in TS. (v.6.1), MS (ii 13.1), and the

MantrapStha [i.2.2-5] (Wmtemitz in Denksch d. Wiener AkadxlA4)
[See also MGS.i.2 1 1 and p.l58.] Reckoned by Kau5. to the apdrh sdktdni

‘hymns of the waters’ (121.1, and 7 14, note), also to both the ddnti ganas
(9 1, 4), appears further, with several other hymns, in a rite for good-
fortune (41.14); and m the goddna ceremony to accompany bathing after

the shaving (54.5), also in the feet-washmg of a guest (90.9), against the

portent of the appearance of water in a waterless place (121.1), and
against that of the causeless breaking of water-jars etc. (136.8). And the

comm, quotes it as employed by Paiisi§ta v.2 m the pu^pdbhiffeka rite.

mm
[^- ^l=dlfd I ^5RTT- ^ aiFT: I 0=?-

w :^f5qr -^ejujlwi 5 antr: ^
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Of golden color*, clean (suci), purifying, m whom [was] bom
Savita, in whom Agni, who, of beauteous color, assumed Agni as

embryo - let those waters be weal, pleasant to us

[In c, for dadhire, better, ‘conceived’"?] TS and MS read in b jatah
kas'vapo yasv indrah, and Ppp agrees with them, MP has agnih instead

of indrah In c TS MS give virupds for suvarnds, and TS omits yds, and
hence has dadhire (unaccented), MS puts yds after agnim MP offers te

for nas m d [As to savitr = kas'vapa, cf Bloomfield, AJP xvii.403 ]

^ciuiTwi 5 an?:

In the midst of whom goes king Vanina, looking down at the

tmth-and"falsehood of men, who, of beauteous color, etc etc

The first half-verse is found also in RV (vii.49 3 a, b), without
difference of reading, MP agrees through tlie whole verse [except in d, te

for nas]^ TS MS have a wholly different c The comment to Prat nil
gives avapasyan jananam as example of the general requirement that

final n be assimilated to a following initial palatal, and half or more of our

mss so read, but SPP , as elsewhere, gives -an j- [cf note to i 19 4].

They ofwhom the gods in heaven make [their] draught (bhaks

a), they that come to be abundantly in the atmosphere; who, of

beauteous color, etc etc.

Agam TS MS. have a different c(ydh prthivlm payaso 'ndanti

sukrah). Our O has at end of c virupdh (as TS MS. m 1 c) MP
substitutes nivistds for bhavanti in b. The comm renders bhaksam by
upabhogyam.

^'tTi

W: '4W4.IWI 5 arm:

With propitious eye behold me, O waters, with propitious

body touch my skin; they that are ghi-dnpping, clean, purifying -

let those waters be weal, pleasant to us.

1 cTT cm? "qraT cITt?r«^rtKT: I

1w?iw4 cji ett wg, (fyo

^ ^°) 1
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The first half-verse appears again below as xvi 1 12 It alone is found

m TS and MS , but our c is RV vii 49 3 c, and the two other texts have it

after our 2 a, b [ail reading madhu-- for ghrta-’\ MP reads sivena tva caks

usd pasyantv dpah, and m b sprs'antu and te AB (via 6 10) quotes the

whole verse in its TS and MS version Our Bp K read -scyutas in c,

Ppp has -s'catas. The Anukr ignores the redundancy of one syllable (or

more) in b.

34. A love-spell : with a sweet herb

Verses 1, 2, 5 are found in Paipp li , vs 3 m vi
,
and vs 4 m part m

via It IS used by Kaus. m a ceremony for superiority m disputation

(38 17) : the ambitious disputant is to come into tlic assembly from the

north-east chewing the sweet plant; again, twice in the nuptial

ceremonies, once with tying a madugha amulet on the finger (76.8), and
once (79 10) on crushing tlie amulet at the consummation of the marriage.

The comm further declares it used at the disputation m the asvamedha
sacrifice; but he quotes no authority for it All these applications are

evidently imposed upon die hymn, not contained m it

3r51Tcflfg 'OT % ^11

This plant is honey-(madhu-) bom; with honey we dig you;

forth from honey are you engendered, [so] do you make us

possessed of honey.

The comm, calls the plant madhuka, and uses that form of the name
also in the quotations from Kau§. (instead of madugha, madhugha, etc ,

the mss. vary greatly in their readings).

TTtr fifTfymJrHii ^ ii

At the tip of my tongue honey, at the root of my tongue

honeyedness; may you be altogether in my power (kratu), may you
come unto my intent (citta).

The second half-verse agrees nearly with that of iii.25.5 and vi.9.2, in

both ofwhich theyatha, here unexpressed, helps the construction (though
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the accent of asas does not absolutely need it, being capable of being

viewed as antithetical) Ppp. has for ajihvdyd 'gre me madhu, and for c, d
yaihd mam kdminy aso (our 5 c) yam vdcd mam anvdyasi The comm
explains madhulakam by madhurarasabahulam jalamadhulakavrksapus
pam yathd^ he understands the plant to be addressed m c, d - which is

plainly wrong

MiwuiHji

gprr

Honeyed (jnadhumant) [is] my in-stepping, honeyed my forth-

going; with my voice I speak what is honeyed; may I be of honey-

aspect.

Vadani might be a better readmg in c The first half-verse resembles

RV X 24.6 a, b {m m. pardyanam madhumatpunar dyanam). Ppp. has for

second half-verse vdcd madhumad ubhydma akso me madhusamdrst. The
comm takes madhu and samdrsas in d as two independent words.

^ wq: 9m?F

Than honey am I sweeter (madhu), than the honey-plant more
honeyed; of me venly shall you be fond (pvan)^ as of a honeyed
branch.

The majority of our mss (not Bp I E D) read here madhughat in b, as

do also the Prat. mss. in both places (ii 5 c; iv 16 c) where the verse is

quoted; but at vi 102.3 all read -rfi/-; SPP. reads -du- (as does our text),

and makes no report of discordance among his authorities; the comm has

-du-, and derives the word from madhudugha All the mss., and both texts

give the unmotived accent vands in c; the comm, explams the word by

sambhajes. He again regards the plant as addressed m the second half-

verse. Ppp. (in viii ) has a and b, with [aham for asmi and] madhumdn for

madughat,

ww w ar^:nmi

About you with an encompassing (paritatnu) sugar-cane have I

gone, in order to absence of mutual hatred; that you may be one

loving me, that you may be one not going away from me.

The second half-verse is found repeatedly later, as ii 30 1 d, e and

vi.8.1-3 d, e The parfa-reading m d is apagS, and the word is quoted

under Prat.iii.34 as one of the cases of mregular hiatus to which the rule
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refers Disregarding this, SPP alters the padaAext to apagah, against all

our pada-mss and most of his, for no better reason than that the comm
seems to read so Our Bp (both copies) accents here apagd^ as also at

VI 8 1,3, but not at ii 30 1 The comm allows this time that the address is

to a woman [Ppp has for b-d yaksandkam avidvise yathd na vidvdvadvi

na vibhdva kadd cana As for the nte, cf Paraskara’s Grhya-satra, in

and Stenzler’s note ]

35. For long life etc. : with a gold amulet

Not found m Paipp. [Of vss 1 and 2, Schrocder gives the Katha
version, with variants, Tubinger Katha-hss , p 36 ] Used by Kaus , with

1 9 and v 28, in two ceremonies for fortune and for power (11 19, 52 20),

and the comm considers it involved also at 57 3 1, in the upanayana The
comm further quotes it from the adityd mahdsdnti m Naks Kalpa 19;

also from Pansista 4 1 and 13.1.

[^- aixraf I ^^RTT- ftTcrq, I ^SFTcrf',

What gold the descendants of Daksa, well-willing, bound on

for SatSnlka, that I bind for you, in order to life (ayus), splendor,

strength, to length of life for a hundred autumns.

It would rectify the meter and improve the sense (considenng that

dlrghSyutva follows) to onut dyu^e m c; the Anukr. notes the redundancy
of the pada (14 syllables). VS. (xxxiv.52) has the first half-verse, with a

different second half; and so has a RV khila to RV.x.128 (9, Aufirecht, p.

685) The Kaus speaks of vugmakf^i^ala as the amulet * probably a pair

of beads of gold like kr^^ala berries. The comm, quotes AB.viii 215 for

^atSnlka.

5m 5>. % ^ ftivudi:

% fWft

Not demons, not pi^acas overcome him, for this is the first-

born force of the gods; whoso bears the gold of the descendants of

Daksa, he makes for himself long life among the living.
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VS. (xxxiv 51) has the verse, reading tad for enam and taranti for

sahante m a, accenting bibharti in c, and giving devesu for jivesu in d,

and It repeats d with manusyesu instead, and the RV khila (8, as above)

follows It very nearly (but caranti in a, and daksayana hir- m c) The
Anukr ignores the metrical irregularities of a and b.

t£n filial ^fRrort

The waters’ bnlliancy, light, force and strength, also the heroic

powers (ylryd) of the forest trees, do we maintain in him, as m
Indra Indra’s powers (indnya); this gold shall he, being capable,

bear.

The comm, explains daksamdna in d by vardhamana Omission of

the superfluous indnyam m c would rectify the meter, the pada-text

marks the division wrongly before asmin instead of after it, [the Anukr.

likewise reckons asmin to d and descnbes the pada as one of 14

syllables']

w>s\\

With seasons of summers sama), of months, we [fill] you,

with the milk of the year I fill [you], let Indra-and-Agm, let all the

gods, approve you, not beanng enmity.

Emendation to tvd 'ham at the end of a would rectify both meter and

construction Between c and d the pada-Xext wrongly resolves te ‘nu mto

te anu (as again at viii.2.21), and the pada-mss put the sign of pada

division before instead of after te, apparently the Anukr makes the true

division [after te, accentless] The comm
,

too, understands te The

combination -bhis tva is quoted as an example under Prat ii.84

The concluding anuvdka [6 ] has agam 7 hymns, with 3 1 verses, and

the quoted Anukr. of the mss says ekddas'a co ’ttare pard syuh

Some of the mss sum the whole book up correctly as 35 hymns, 153

verses

Here ends also the second prapdthaka.

11^ WT



Book II.

[The second book is made up mostly of hymns of 5 verses

each It contains 22 such hymns, but also five hymns (namely 3, 4,

14, 15 and 32) of 6 verses each, five hymns (namely 5,17, 27, 29

and 33) of 7 verses each, and four hymns ( namely 10, 12, 24 and

36) of 8 verses each. Compare page 1 The possibilities of critical

reduction to the nomi are well illustrated by hymns 10, 12, 14, 27,

see, for example, the cntical notes to ii.iO.2

The whole book has been translated by Weber in the Monatsbenchte

der Kon Akad der fViss zu Berlin, June, 1870, pages 462-524. This

translation was reprinted, with only slight changes, in Indische Studien,

vol xiii (1873), pages 129-216. The following references to Weber have

to do with the repnnt ]

1. Mystic

Found in Paipp ii , and parts of it in other texts, as pointed out under

tlie several verses [Von Schroeder gives what may be called a Katha-

recension of nearly all of it in his Tubm^er Kafha-hss., pp. 88, 89.] Used
by Kaus (37.3) in addressing various articles out of whose behaviour

afterward signs of success or the contrary, and the like oracular responses,

are to be drawn (the comm, gives them in a more expanded detail). And
Vait (29 14) applies vs. 3 in the upavasatha nte of the agnicayana,

[^ qRwiw

Vena (the longing one?) saw that which is highest in secret,

where eveiything becomes of one form; this the spotted one

iprsni) milked [when] bom, the heaven-^svar-)* knowing troops

(yra) have shouted at it.

1 Wlfc;r4l ^ 3RTII; (1%0
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A bit of labored obscunty, like the verses that follow, books iv and
V begin similarly, no attempt will be made here to solve the nddles The
comm explains at great length (nine 4 to pages), but evidently without
any traditional or other understanding, he guesses and etymologizes this

way and tliat, giving in part wholly discordant alternative interpretations

In this verse he first takes vena as = Aditya,^ and then, after a complete
exposition on this basis, he says yadvd venah parjanydtmd
madhyamasthano devah, and gives another, j!7r/nz to him is ‘"the common
name of sky and sun

The translation given implies emendation in c ofjdyamdnds to -nd,

but the epithet might belong to vrds (so Ludwig and the comm ), or be tlie

second object of aduhat (so Weber) The variants of the parallel versions

of other texts make the impression (as often in otlier cases) of rather

aimless stumbling over matters not understood VS (xxxii 8) and TA.
(x 1 3) have the first half-verse, VS reads in a pasyan nihitam guhd sad,

and TA pasyan visvd bhuvandni vidvan^ both have ekanidam at end of b
The pratilka is quoted in ^SS xv 3 8, with the addition iti panca,
apparently referring to this hymn Ppp has padam for guhd in a,

ekanadam in b, dhenur for prsnis in c (with -nds at the end), and, for d,

svarvido *bhyanuktir virdt The phrase abhy andsata vrdh occurs also in

RV IV 1 16 d, Pischel (Ved Stud ii.l2i [and 321]) takes vrds to mean
“women”; the comm etymologizes it as dvrtdtmdnah prajdh [Cf RV
X 123 2 ]

3r^ snrff wt

^

^ ^ ii

May the Gandharva,^ knowing of the immortal, proclaim that

highest abode that is in secret; three quarters (pada) of it [are]

deposited in secret; whoso knows them, he shall be the father’s

father

Ppp begins with prthag (forpra tad), and for amrtasya has -tarn na,

probably intending the amrtam nu of VS. (xxxu.9) and TA (x 1 3-4 TA
reads also voce) In b, TA gives ndma (for dhama), and for paramam
TA has nihitam, and VS. vibhrtam, while VS ends with guha sat and

TA with guhOsu. In c, Ppp and TA give pada, and Ppp. mhata, and TA

,

3 I ^ i ‘-qqf
’

(Ifo -^o ^ V3
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this time witli the concurrence of Ppp , ends the pSda again with guhdsu

In d, TA. has tad for tarn, and saviius for sa pitus, while Ppp gives vas

for yas at the beginning. Prat ii 73 prescribes the combination pitus p- (in

d), and both editions read it, though nearly all our samhitd-rass , and part

of SPP’s, read -tuh p- instead. To make a good tristubh pada, we must

resolve pr-a at the beginning [Hillebrandt, Ved Mvthol i 433, discusses

the verse.]

7?t ct TiW ^1% Tie'll ^ II

He, of us the father, the generator,^ and he the connection

(bandhu), knows the abodes, the beings all; who of the gods is the

sole nomenclatox, of him all beings come to inquire

Here, as usual elsewhere [cf, BRiv.1088, citations from TB , TS ,

AB ] -prasnam is of infinitival value Ppp begins quite differently . sa no

bandhurjanitd sa vidhartd dhdrmam veda etc.; its c, d are our 5 c, d, with

vanants for which see under vs 5 VS (xxxii 10) and TA (x 1 4) have a

verse made up like that of Ppp., differing from the latter m the first half

only by having vidhdtd and dhdmdni ^ A corresponding verse in

RV (x 82.3) reads in a yas for sa and again for sa uta^ accents of course

veda in b, and has ndmadhds in c and anyd for sarvd in d; and with it

agrees in all points VS.xvii 27; while TS (iv 6 2) and MS ii 10.3) also

follow it closely in a, c, d (MS vidhartd in a) but have a different b . yo
nah sato abhy d saj jajdna Our O. has the RV, readings, veda in b and
ndmadhds in c, and the latter is given by the comm and by nearly half of

SPP’s authorities, the latter’s text, however, agrees with ours. The verse is

nojagatl at all, but, ifwe make the frequent (RV.) combination so *ta m c,

a perfectly regular tristubh

^n€{fi|c| ^rf^^Tni^sii

About heaven-and-earth at once I went; I approached (upa-

sthd) the first-born^ of righteousness (rta), abiding in beings as

speech m the speaker; eager (?) is he; is he not Agni (fire)?

1 vrlRui vinRldl <icMlc;eh: |

arrtftci;' ("sgo i

TJjTRqTI ‘Utrom’l: fl-qgrcfrrr?! StlcT:
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Of this verse, only the first pada is found m VS (xxxii 12 a) and
TA (x 1 4), VS reading itva for dyam^ and TA having at the end yanti

sadyah Ppp has for first half pan visvd bhuvandny dyam updcaste
prathamajd rtasya^ and for d dhdsram nesana tveso agnih. The accus

vdcam in c suggests emendation to -sthdm, m apposition with
prathamajdm, but then the comm agrees with Ppp in reading instead -

jds, and emendation without any traceable sense to guide us is of no avail

The combination bhuvanesthd (p -nesthd) is noted under Prat ii 94 In the

pada-iQXt of b is noted from our mss no other reading than upa atisthe,

but SPP gives upa dtisthe, and reports no various readings, as dtisthe

(without any accent) is an impossible form [Skt Gr §1083 a] this is

perhaps simply a blunder in his text, the comm
,
with a minority of SPP’s

mss ,
has -tisthet

Tift iirOT ^ ^
Around all beings I went, the web (tantuy of righteousness

stretched out for beholding, where the gods, having attained

immortality (amrta) bestirred themselves (piraya-) upon the same
place of union (yom)

The proper rendenng of d is especially doubtful, but adhi^ by its

independent accent (which is established by Prat iv 5), is clearly only a

strengthener of the locative sense oiyonau In b, perhaps better To behold

the web’ etc (the comm absurdly explains the particle kam as

sukhdtmakam brahma) The second half-verse is, as noted above, found m
VS ,

TA , and Ppp , combined into one verse with out 3 a, b, Ppp has m it

dnaMnd samdne dhdmann addhi ''rayanta, VS reads trtiye dhaman for

our samdne yonau, TA , trtiye dhdmdny abhy airayania Ppp has as vs.

5

something quite different for a, pan dydvaprthivl sadya ‘'yam

(exchanging 4 a and 5 a see under 4), for b, our own b, for c, d devo

devatvam abhiraksamdnas samdnam bandhum vipancchad ekah The
first pada requires the harsh vi-su-d to make it full [visvani would be

easier]

2. To Gandharvas and Apsarases

Found in Paipp i (only in the ndgarl copy) Called by Kaus (8 24),

with vi 1 1 1 and viii 6 (and the schol add iv 20 : see ib., note),

mdtrndmdm ‘mother-names’ (perhaps from the alleged author); they are

employed in a remedial rite (26 29 . “against seizure by Gandharvas,

1 \o ^ Y) I
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Apsarases, demons etc ” comm), and several times (94 15, 95 4, 96 4,

101 3, 114 3, 136 9) m charms against various portents (adbhutdni) And
verse 1 is allowed by Vait (36 28) to be used in the asvamedha sacrifice

as alternative for one given m its text (27) Further, tlie comm quotes the

matrnaman hymns from tlie Santi Kalpa (16) as accompanying an

offering in the sacrifice to tlie planets igrahayajnd), and from the Naks
Kalpa (23) in the tantrabhutd. mahdsdnti

fgo^ -tpg# qyPTt I

The heavenly Gandharva, who is lord of being (bhuvana), the

only one to receive homage, to be praised (foO among the clans

(vis) - you being such I ban (yu) with incantation, O heavenly god,

homage be to you, in the heaven is your station

Ppp reads in c deva dn^a The comm understands vaumi in c as

‘‘join” {samvojaydmi) [BR vi 138, ^festhallcn’]; RV i 24 1 1 a, tat tvd

ydmi brahmand, suggests emendation The combination y^as p- in a is by
Prat 11 70.

o .

Touching the sky, worshipful, sun-skmned, dcprccator of the

seizure (haras) of the gods-gracious shall be the Gandharva, who
is lord of being, the only one to receive homage, very propitious

Ppp. begins with diva sprsto, and inverts the order of c and d. The
comm explains sUryatvac by suryasamdnavarna, and haras by
kordha The Anukr does not heed that c is ajagatl pada.

sirgr ^ arr w -qRT w ^ it

He has united himself (sam-gam) with those irreproachable

ones (f ), m (api) among the Apsarases was the Gandharva; in the

ocean is, they tell me, their scat, whence at once they both come
and go
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Ppp combines jagmd' 'bhih in a, and has in b apsardbhis for -rdsu,

its second half-verse reads thus samudrd sam sadanam dhus tatas sadvd
updcaryantT Weber takes sam jagme in a as sing The comm gives

two diverse explanations of the verse, the first taking the Gandharva as

the sun and the Apsarases as his rays

^ Ijnrtftu 'is ii

O cloudy one,* gleamer (didyut)^ starry one - you that

accompany (sac) the Gandharva Visvavasu, to you there, O divine

ones, homage do I pay.

All those addressed are m the feminine gender, i e. Apsarases Ppp
has namaitu for nama it m. c The Anukr [if we assume that its name for

the meter (as at i 2.3; iv 16 9) means 1 1+1 1+1 1] passes without notice the

deficiency of two syllables m a

They that are noisy, dusky, dice-lovmg, mind-confusing - to

those Apsarases, that have the Gandharvas for spouses, have I paid

homage.

Ppp. reads in a tdmis-, and two of our mss (PM) give the same Ppp
has also aksikdmds in b. Our W.I. combine •-bhyo akaram m d The verse

is not bhurji (as the Anukr calls it), but a regular anustubh On account of
the epithet dice-loving” in b, Weber calls the whole hymn
‘‘Wurfelsegen” (‘a blessing for dice’)

3^ For relief from flux : with a certain remedy
This hymn in Paipp also follows the one that precedes it here; but in

Paipp. vss 3 and 6 are wanting, and 4 and 5 are made to change places,

and vs. 1 is defaced. Kaus. employs it only once (25 6), in a healing rite

for various disorders and wounds (jvaratlsdrdtimutranadlvranesu,

comm.), with i 2.
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^ Ijnftfir ^larraftrn Vi

What runs down yonder, aiding (?), off the mountain, that do I

make for you a remedy, that you may be a good remedy

At tlie end, asati would be a very acceptable emendation 'that there

may be’. Avatka (p avatokam quoted m the comment to Prat i 103, ii 38,

1V.25) IS obscure, but is here translated as from the present participle of

root av (like ejatka, v 23 1 [cf abhimadyatka, SB , viksinatka, VS ]), this

the comm, favours (yyadhipariharena raksakam)^ PpP* has m anotlier

passage twice avatakam (but evidently meant for avatkam avatakam

mama hhesajam avatakam parivdcanam) In a, our P M read -dhdvasi

Now then, forsooth! how then, forsooth ? what hundred

remedies are yours, of them are you the chief (uttama)^ free from

flux, free from disease (arogand)

In b, me ‘are mine’ is an almost necessary emendation Yet Ppp also

has te ad angas' sdtam yad bhesajdni te sahasram vd ca vdm tei and, in

d, arohanam, cf. also vi 44 2 he obscure first pada is here translated as

if uttered exclamatorily, perhaps accompanying some act or manipulation
Asrava is rendered by the indefinite term ‘flux,’ its specific meaning
bemg uncertain, it is associated with roga also in i.2.4; the comm
explams it as atisdratimutranadlvranddi [Cf, Zimmer, p392 ]

The Astiras dig low down this great wound-healer, that is the

remedy of flux; that has made the disease (roga) disappear.

The pada-text m b xs aruhsrO^am, and the word is quoted under
Prat., h.40 as an example of the assimilation of a final A to an initial

sibilant; there can be no question, therefore, that die proper reading is

arussrana or aruhsrdna, yet the abbreviated equivalent (see my Skt

Gram 232 a) arusrana is found m nearly all the mss., both here and in vs.

5, and SPP. adopts it m his text The comm, gives two discordant
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explanations of the word • vranasva pdkasthdnam vranamukham [‘place

where it gets ripe or come to a head’*^], and aruh srdyati pakvam bhavaty

anena At the end, the comm has asisamat (as our text m 4 d)

The ants (upajikaY bring up the remedy from out the ocean,

that IS the remedy of flux; that has quieted {sani) the disease

The comm explains upajlkds as valmikamspadikd vamryah^ Ppp- has

instead upactkds, elsewhere is found upadikd (see Bloomfield m AJP vii

482 ff ,
where the word is ably discussed), [cf also PMi upacikd] The

Ppp form, upactkd, indicates a possible etymology, from upa + cz, Ppp
says in book iv yasyd bhumyd upacikd (ms -kad) grham kmvatd'Jmane
tasyds te visvadhayaso visadusanam ud bhare The earth which ants

make their high nests of, and which contains their moisture, has always

been used as having remedial properties The “ocean” here (cf udaka in

VI 100 2), if not merely a big name for the reservoir of water beneath the

surface, is a tank or pool Ppp has an independent second half-verse

aruspdnam asy dtharvano rogasthdnam asy dtharvanam

This IS a great wound-healer, brought up from out the earth,

that IS the remedy of the flux; that has made the disease disappear

Ppp reads aruspdnam (or -5yd-) in a, and in b prthivyd *bhy

^ %^:l

SHT 3^ 3TR1^

3^rith:ii^ii

Weal be to us the waters, propitious the herbs; let Indra’s

thunderbolt smite away the demoniacs (raksas);^ far away let the

discharged arrows of the demoniacs fly.

In a all the mss, read apas, which SPP. rightly retams m his text,

other examples of the use of this accusative forni an nominative occur m

1

2

51^:1

(fto X \C) I
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the text (see the Index Verborurn)^ the comm has dpas, as our edition by
emendation We may safely regard this unmetncai ‘‘verse’ as a later

additional to the hymn, so far as regards the number of syllables (12

12+14 = 38), It IS correctly descnbed by tiie Anukr , as tlie name
mahdbrhatl is elsewhere used m the latter, but apparently by no other

similar treatise

4. Against various evils : with a jangida amulet

Found also (except vs 6 and parts of 1 and 2) in Paipp ii

Accompanies in Kaus (42 23) the binding on of an amulet “as described

m the text” (iti mantroktam\ against various evils (tlie comm says, “for

thwartmg witchcraft, for protecting one’s self, for putting down
hmdrances”)

['ii -

3T«Rf I

M'WKM'Rti I]

qfor ^ii

In order to length of life, to great joy, we, taking no harm, all

the time capable (daks)^ bear the Jangiday the vi^’to/i^/Aa-spoilmg

amulet.

Ppp. has 1 a, b with 2 c, d as its first verse; very possibly the two
half-verses between have fallen out m the ms ; it has m b r^yambho rks

amdnd (for raks-) s- The comm has rak^amdnds also; it is the better

reading The comm, gives no further identification ofjangida^ than that it

is “a kind of tree” (adding vdrdnasydm prasiddhahy ‘familiarly known at

Benares’!); he defines viskandha m the same manner as above, to i.l6 3.

^\9 55 .

From jambha, from visara, from viskandha, from scorching

(abhisocana), let the jangida, the amulet of thousand-fold valiance

(^-vlrya), protect us about on every side.

1
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Jambha is perhaps ‘convulsion,’ or lockjaw; at Ppp xi-2 10 it is

mentioned with hanugraha, below, at vni 1 16, it is called samhanu ‘jaw-

closing’, the comm gives two discordant and worthlessly mdefinite

explanations. Visara should signify something crushmg or tearing to

pieces, Ppp XI 2 3 names it with vijrmbha, the comm says

sarlravisaranatd Ppp has of this verse (see under vs 1 ) only the second
half, and combines mams sahasravirvaspan nas p-

^ n ^ n

This one overpowers the viskandha, this dnves off the

devourers; let this jangida, possessing all remedies, protect us

from distress

The first half-verse we had above as i 1 6 3 a, b, with idam for ayam
Ppp begins this time also with idam, has sate (mate ?) for sahate, and for

b reads ayam rakso ‘pa bddhate, it gives viskandham with our text

gnjR]

^oirrqpr

With the amulet given by the gods, the kindly jangida, we
overpower in the struggle (vydydma) the viskandha [and] all

demons.

Ppp reads for d dhydyase sdmahe The comm explains vydydme first

by samcarane, and then by samcaranaprades'e

Let both the hemp and the jangida defend me from the vis

kandha ; the one brought from the forest, the other from the juices

(rasa) of ploughing.

This IS, from cultivated ground The “hemp” is doubtless, as the

comm defines it, that of the string by which the amulet is bound on Ppp
has at the beginning khanas ca tvd ja-, and its second half-verse is

corrupted into aranydd abhy dbhytas krsyd ‘nyo rasebhyah

ytunssi

Witchcraft-spoiling is this amulet, likewise niggard-spoiling;
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likewise shall the powerfuljangida prolong our hfe-times

The absence of this verse m Ppp indicates that the hymn originally

consisted of five verses, in accordance with the nonn of the book The
verse is very nearly xix 34 4 Emendation to aratidusanas (as m xix ) in b

would rectify the meter; the Anukr takes no notice of its irregularity At
the end, two of our mss (El) and three of SPP’s read tarsat [For his

sahasvdn, see note to i 19 4]

5. Praise and prayer to Indra

Verses 1, 3 and 4 are found Paipp ii and 5-7 elsewhere m its text

(xm ) Verses 1-3 occur also m SV (ii 302-4) and SSS (ix 5 2), and the

first four verses form part of a longer hymn in ASS (vi 3 1) KB (xvii 1)

quotes by way of pratika vs 1 a, b (in their SV and SSS form), and

speaks of the peculiar structure of the verses, as composed of twenty-five

syllables, with nine syllables interpolated (three at the end of each of the

first three five-syllabled padas) cf Roth, Ueb d AV

,

1856, p 1 1 ff, and

Weber, notes to his translation At TB ii 4 may be found RV x.96 1

treated in a somewhat similar way (four syllables prefixed to each jagatU

pada), the first five verses of RV x 77 itself are another example, [yet

others are AV vii 14 (15) 1, 2, v 6 4 a, c, RV i 70 1 1 as it appears at

ASS VI 3 1; cf furtlier RV x21, 24, 25] [I suspect that these

interpolations were used as antiphonal responses ]

They hymn is used once in Kaus (59 5), among the kdmya rites, or

those intended to secure the attainment of various desires, it is addressed

to Indra, by one desiring strength (palakdmd). In Vait, (16 11), it (not vs

1 only, accordmg to the comm,) accompanies an oblation to Soma m the

agmstoma sacnfice, and again (25 14) a soda^igraha And the comm,
quotes It from Naks Kalpa 17 and 18, m a mahdddnti to Indra None of
these uses has about it anything special or characteristic

[k-

^ ^ i]

5'V9^. ^ TT giT^
O Indra, enjoy you - drive on; - come, O hero - with your two

bays; - drink of the pressed [soma] - intoxicated here- loving the

sweet [draught], fair one, unto intoxication.
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Ppp omits the three interpolations (as Weber reports certain Sutra-

works to assert of the Atharvan texts in general), and reads indra jusasva
ydhi sura pibd sutas sa madhos cakdna cdrum madathah The second
interpolation in ASS is hart iha, apparently to be read as hari'ha, for

which then SV and ^SS give the senseless hariha The third, in all the

three other texts, is matir na (Tike a wise one’'?), the translation above
implies the heroic (or desperate) emendation of mater iha to matta iha (to

be read /wa/re'/ia), Weber conjectures /za ASS and SSS have the

older madhvas for madhos The comm has no notion of the peculiar

structure of these verses as, mdeed, he has no phraseology in his

vocabulary to suit such a case, he explains mates first as mananlyasya,
then as medhdvmas, and cakdnas as either tarpayan or stuyamdnas The
Anukr implies that the second half-verse scans as 8+11 syllables, instead

of 9+ 10.

^V9V9
. ^ ^ ^fOT^ TraVficit m

O Indra, [your] belly - like one to be praised - fill you with the

sweet [draught] - like the heavens - with this soma - like the sky
(svar) unto you have gone the well-voiced^ intoxications

The omission of this verse m Ppp is perhaps only an accidental one,

due to the scribe. The first mteipolation in the other texts is navyam na, to

get a sense, Weber boldly emends to navyam na Tike [the hold] of a

vessel’; the comm explams by nutanas (anend* *dardtisaya uktah^),

taking no heed of the accent - which, however, requires to be changed to

navyas, whichever sense be give it, perhaps nadyo na Tike streams,’

would be most acceptable. In the third interpolation, SV combines svar

na and ASS. I§SS. svar na; and the mss vary between the two, our edition

reads the former, with the majority of our mss ; SPP. has the latter, with

the majority of his; one or two of ours corrupt to svar mo 'pa The three

other texts have at the end asthus The comm takes divas as gen

,

supplying amrtena to govern it; and he takes svar as of locative value

The Anukr. scans the verse as 8+8:8+10 = 34 syllables

Indra a swiftly-overcoming friend, who slew Vrtra - like

moving [streams] - [who] split Vala - like Bhrgu - who
overpowered his foes in the intoxication of soma.
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The translation follows closely our text, though this, as the other

versions show, is badly corrupted in a, b, even to the partial effacement of

the first interpolation The others read accordant^ indras turasdn mitro

najaghana vHram yatir na, our vatlr may possibly be meant for vatIn ‘as

he did the Yatis’ The comm explains vans first as asiirvah prajah, then

as parivrdjakah Ppp agrees with the otlier texts, only omitting the

interpolations indras turasad jaghana vrtram, it llicn omits tlie third

pMa, and goes on thus sasahd satrun mamus ca vajrir made somasya

All the AV. mss, reads sasahe^ unaccented, and SPP admits this into his

text; our edition makes the necessary emendation to ssahi [in some copies

(and so the Index Verborum); m others the accent-mark has slipped to the

right], the other texts rectify the meter by reading sasahi (our O agrees

with them as regards the a) Words of verses 2 and 3 are quoted m the

Prat comment, but not in a way to cast any light upon the readings [SPP.,

with most of his authorities and our Op., reads i^a/am.] The metrical

definition of the Anukr. is of course senseless, it apparently implies die

division 9 + 7. 8 + 10 = 34 syllables

^ %% f|%rT ^:i

^ ^ ^ TcnTFrii-^ii

Let the pressed [somas] enter you, O Indra, fill your (two)

paunches, help, O mighty one ! for our prayer {d/u) conic to us;

hear [my] call, enjoy my songs; hither, O Indra, with sclf-

hamessed [steeds]; revel here unto great joy.

This verse is really, as aSS. plainly shows, made up of two like the

preceding three, of five fivc-syllabied pSdas each, but without

interpolations The first half-verse is vs. 5 m ASS., where it reads thus d
tvd visantu kavir na sutdpa indra tvastd na ’ pri^asva kufqil soma
nd "vidhdhi sura dhiyd hivdnah Of the two versions of the last pSda, that

ofA^S IS doubtless the original, though ours (the pada has dhtyd d idi d

nah) is ingenious enough to give a fair sense, the reading dhivehi is

authenticated by the Prtt comment, which quotes it more than once (to

iii.38, IV 113-115). The translation implies the restoration of aviddhi, as

the only true reading [namely, an aonst imperative from av - see Skt

Gram^ 908]; the mss all read vidhdhi, which SPP’s edition as well as

ours properly emends to viddhi [My copy of the printed text reads

vidhdhi; but Whitney’s Index Verborum and his Roots, Verb^orms, etc

have viddhi, under vis-.] The comm, reads vrddhh explaining it by
vardhayat The second half-verse is rather more altered in its AV, version;

m A^S (as vs.4), witli the mlerpolations, it runs thus . drudhi havam na
indro na giro jusasva vajri na indra sayugbhir didyun na matsvd
maddya make raridya Ppp. has only this half-verse (without the
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interpolations), reading thus sruti hava me kiro jusasya indrasya gubhir
matsa madaya make randya The Anukr would doubtless have us divide

10 + 13 : 10 + 13== 46 syllables [As to vidhdhi^ see notes to Prat,i.94.

Accent of matsva. Gram §628 ]

We may conjecture that the hymn originally ended here, as one of
five verses; the appended three verses that follow are of a wholly other

character. ASS. adds one more verse, which is RV i 70.11, with similar

interpolations after each of its four five-syllabled padas

\co. ^ m wsm wqiN

Now will I proclaim the heroisms of Indra, which first he of
the thunderbolt (yajrin) did; he slew the dragon (ahi), he
penetrated to the waters, he split [forth] the bellies (yaksana) of
the mountains.

Verses 5-7 are RV i 32 1-3; and found also in TB (ii 5 4^‘^); vss. 5

and 6 further in MS. iv 14 13, and vs 5 in SV. (i 613) in these texts

without any variant from the RV reading; they all have in 5 a pra, and

put virydni^ before it. Ppp. also offers no variants from out text. SPP
reads prd m a, with all the mss. [except our O ], and out text should have
done the same. The comm renders anu m c by tadanantaram, and
tatarda byjihinsa * also vaksands in d by nadyas

He slew the dragon that had resorted (/n) to the mountain;

Tvasta fashioned for him the whizzing ('^) thunderbolt; like lowing

kine, flowing (syand), at once the waters went down to the ocean.

The text is precisely the same as m the other passages. The comm
explams svarya as susthu preraniya (from su + root r), and tataksa as tlks

nam cak&ra !.

Acting like a bull, he chose the soma; he drank of the pressed

. .. .

?•«*> ^

1 I
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[draught] m the trikadrukas,^ the bounteous one (ntaghavan) took

his missile thunderbolt; he slew that first-born of dragons.

RV (and TB ) combines m a -no 'vrnlta^ and some of the mss
(including our O ) do the same The comm undei stands the trikadrukas

as the three abhiplava days [For d, rather, "smote him, the first-bom of
dragons ’ The difference is, to be suie, only a rhetorical one ]

In the first anuvaka, ending here, here, are included 5 hymns, of 29
verses; the old Anukr says paficarcadye (i e hn the first division of the

5 verse book’) vinsateh svurnavo "’rdhvam

6. Praise and prayer to AgnI

Found in Paipp iii ; also VS (xxvii 1, 2, 3, 5, 6), TS (iv 1 7) and MS
(ii 12 5) Used by Kaus , with vii 82, m a kamya rite for success (sampad,

59 15), and also, m the chapter of portents, alone, m one against bad years

(samds) Vait has it m the agnicayana ceremony (28 4), at the beginning,

and a little later (28 10) vs 3 alone, on depositing the lump of earth on a

lotus-leaf The comm, quotes if from the Naks K (17 and 18), m a

mahdfdnti called dgnevi:, and, from Parisista 7 2, vs. 5 (with vii 35), in a

nightly nte [Observe (note to vs. 3) that Ppp agrees with the Yajus-texts

and Kaus m associating our vu.82 with this hymn ]

sr:-

Iff feOT arr

Let the summers (samd), O Agni, the seasons, increase you,
the years, the seers, what things are true; shine you with the

heavenly bright space (rocana); illuminate (a-bha) all the four

directions.

TS. reads at the end prthivyds (for c&tasras). Ppp. has for b
samvatsara rsayo yd nu salAyd, and in c gives dyumnena for divyena
The comm, glosses samds by samvatsards. [If the translation implies that

rocanena is an mstru of accompaniment, it is less apposite than Mr.

1 'jqlfd’fftliiRRi I tfgRRRiRr ^
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Whitaey’s earlier version, ‘shine together with heavenly brightness’ -

which I take to be Agni’s own (cf RV x 4 2) His bnghtness is nil by day-

time The “together” were better left out ]

TT ST ^ ^ TJ^ TfNWri

Both do you become kindled, Agm, and do you increase this

man, and anse unto great good fortune, let not your attendants

{upasattar) he harmed, O Agni, be your worshippers {brahman)

glorious, not others

The other texts are in accordance in reading bodhaya (for vardhaya)

m a, and Ppp nearly agrees with them, having prati bodhaye’nam, for c

the others give ma ca risad upasatta te agne

^^UII pr 37^wM TRT ^:i

a7f*7T7lf||filcl^ ^ II

You, O Agm, do these Brahmans choose; be propitious to us,

O Agni, in the [sacnficial] enclosure (p samvarand), nval-slayer,

Agm, conqueror of hostile plotters, be you, watch unremitting over

yours own household.

MS has the same text, the two others give a slightly different c

sapatnahd no abhimdtjic ca Ppp has for b sivo *gne prabhrno nedihi,

and for d sve ksa dldihy aprayuchan^ it then mserts, before vs 4, our

vii 82 3, and it is very noteworthy that the three Yajus-texts do the same
The comm renders samvarane bhava by vidyamanasya 'pi pramadasya
samchddane vartasva ‘hide any oversight of ours ’ The Anukr passes

without notice the twoyagarf-padas in the verse

^6 ^, %!5|uu'A T7 fqW
^viTidi^ri' wf^

Take hold of your own dominion {ksatrd), Agm; with [your]

friend, Agni, stnve [yai] in friendly wise; [as one] of midmost

station among [his] fellows {sajata), [as one] to be severally

invoked of kings, Agni, shine you here.

VS. TS reads svOyus for svena m a, and all the three parallel texts

have mitradheye (for -dha) in b, while Ppp gives mitradheyam, and the

comm -dh&s. In c, VS. TS. fill out the meter by addmg edhi after -sthd,
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MS has instead -stheyaya, Ppp -stheha masya. Ppp. also has vacasva at

end of b The three other texts accent vihawas in d The comm, joins

rdjndm to what precedes, and sagely pomts out that Brahmans are Agni’s

‘fellows’ because, like him, bom from the mouth of Brahman, and hence

that sajdta here means Bralimans The metncal definition of the verse (1

1

+ 11 8 + 11=41) is wholly artificial and bad

:»

Over enviers, over delinquents, over the thoughtless, over

haters - verily all difficult things, O Agni, do you cross; then may
you give us wealth accompanied with heroes

The translation implies emendation of the impossible mhas to nidas;

the comm shows his usual perverse ingenuity by giving two different

etymologies of nihasy from m + han and from ni + hdi neither of them is

worse than the other The three parallel texts all have mhas, Ppp. nuhas
Both editions read srdhas^ but it is only a common error of the mss

,

putting r for ri; nearly half of SPP’s mss. (though none of ours) have the

true reading srdhas^ which is that also of VS. and TS. (MS. srdhas). In c,

all the pada-mss present the absurd reading visvdh; and nearly all the

mss. leave tara unaccented, m spite of /zi, and both printed texts leave it

so, although three of SPP’s mss have correctly tara^ as also MS ; VS, and
TS. give sahasva for tara tvam^ and Ppp has cara tvam For a, b, Ppp, has

ati nuho *ti nmrtir aty ardtlr ati dvi^ah; for b, VS TS. ‘(y acittim aty

ar&tim agne, and MS. aty acitiim ati mrftim adya The comm, explains

sridhas by dehasosakdn rog&n. In the metrical dellnilion of the verse,

prastdra- must be a bad reading for dstdra.

7. Against curses and cursers : with a plant

Not found in Paipp, .Used with other hymns (ii.25; vi,85, etc.) m a

healing rite (Kaus. 26.33-35) for various evils, and accompany especially

(ib 35) the binding on of an amulet. And the conom. reports the hymn as

employed by ISWc^ Kalpa (17, 19) in a mahd^dnti called bhdrgavt

[\9- writER
I cRCTfcl I srsgf- ^

sifsfir
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Hated by mischief, god-bom, the curse-effacmg plant has

washed away from me all curses, as waters do filth.

Ap (vi 20 2) has a verse much like this atharvyusta devajuta vidu

sapathajambhanlh dpo malam iva prd 'nijann asmat su sapathdn adhi

The comm explains -yopani m c [discussed by Bloomfield, AIP, xii.421]

as vimohanl nivdrayitrl The comm states durva (panicum dactylon) to be
the plant intended, and the Anukr also says durvam astaut In our edition

read m d machapa- (an accent-sign slipped out of place) The Anukr
refuses tins time to sanction the not mfrequent contraction malam 'va in c

Both the curse that is a nval’s, and the curse that is a sister’s,

what a pnest ipbrahman) from fury may curse - all that [be]

underneath our feet

Sdpatna perhaps here ‘of a fellow wife,’ and jamyas perhaps

‘of a near female relative’; the comm explains Jdmi as “sister,*

but connoting one’s fellows (sahajdta).”

^ xrfr'w; %w:ii^ii

From the sky [is] the root stretched down, from off the earth

stretched up; with this, thousand-jointed (-kanda), do you protect

us about on all sides.

Compare xix 32 3, where darbha-giass is the plant similarly

described and used.

Protect me about, my progeny, [and] what nches are ours; let

not the niggard get the better (tr) of us; let not hostile plotters get

the better ofus.

Our text reads at the beginning pari 'mam, with the majonty of our

mss (only P p.m. W.K.Kp. are noted as not doing so); but pan mdm.

1 3rT«II: ^#1^1
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which SPP. gives, and which all his authorities, as reported by him,

support, IS doubtless better, and tire translation follows it Two of our mss
(H K ), with one of SPP’s, give aratir no m- in c The inegular meter of

the verse (8 + 8 7 + 10 = 33) is veiy ill described by the Anukr [The

avasana of c is put after tarlt, but the accent of tansus inai-ks that as the

initial of d RV ix 1 14 4 suggests that our c is in disorder ]

Let the curse go to the cursor, our [part] is along with him that

IS friendly {suhard), of the eye-conjurer {-mantra), the unfriendly,

we crush in the ribs (prsti)

Nearly all our mss. (except P.MK), and part of SPP’s, reads in b

suhat, many also have m d prsthis, but the distinction of st and sth is not

clearly made m any of the mss. The comm takes caksns and mantrasya

m c as two independent words [See Griffith’s note, and mine to xix 45 2 ]

8. Against the disease k§atriya : with a plant

Verse 1 occurs m Paipp. i It is reckoned (Kaus 26.1, note) to the

takmanasana gana, and is used in a healing ceremony (against

kulagatakusthaksayagrahanyddirogds, comm ), accompanying various

practices upon the diseased person, which are evidently rather adapted to

the words of the text than represented by them (26 41-27 4), and,

according to the comm, are rather alternative than to be performed
successively.

[i-

[^- I ^gcTT- -iTTFlfcl, zrWTIJ'lT I ? TS^IFT^IW, 'k

^

Arisen are the (two) blessed stars called the Unfasteners

(yicrt); let them unfasten (yi-muc) of the k^etriya the lowest, the

highest fetter.

The disease ksetnya (litTy, ‘of the field’) is treated elsewhere,

especially in iii.7. (mentioned also m ii.lO; 14.5; iv.18.7). The comm
defines it here as ksetre paraksetre putrapautrOdi^arlre cikitsyafi (quoting
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for this interpretation Pto.v.2 92) ksayakusthadidosadus
itapitrmdtradisarlravayavebhya dgatah ksayakusthapasamaradirogah -

apparently an infectious disorder, of various forms, appearing in a whole
family, or perhaps endemic The name vicrtau ‘the two unfasteners’ is

given later to the two stars in the sting of the Scorpion ( X and v

Scorpions see Surya-Siddhanta, note to viii 9), and there seems no good
reason to doubt that they are the ones here intended, the selection of two
so inconspicuous is not any more strange than the appeal to stars at all,

the comm identifies them widi Mula, which is the astensm composed of
the Scorpion’s tail The verse is nearly identical with iii 7 4, and its first

half is VI 121 3 a, b. Ppp has for c, d suksetriyasya muncatdm
samgranthya hrdayasya ca [“Their [the two stars’] healing virtue would
doubtless be connected with the meteorological conditions of the time at

which their heliacal rising takes place.” - Surya-siddhanta, 1 c
, p 337 ]

Let this night fade away (apa-vas), let the bewitchers (f,

abhikrtvan) fade away, let the ksetriya-effacmg (-ndsana) plant

fade the ksetriya away

The night at time of dawn is meant, says the comm (doubtless

correctly) He gives two renderings of abhikrtvarls one, from root kr,

abhito rogasdntim kurvdndh, the other from krt ‘cut’, kartanaslldh

pisdcyah. According to Kaus the hymn accompanies a dousing with

prepared water outside the house (p bahis)^ with this verse it is to be done
at the end of the night

With the straw of the brown, whitish-jointed barley for you,

with the sesame-stalk (p -piiyi) of sesame, let the ksetriya-effacmg

etc. etc.

The comm understands arjuna- in a as a tree so named “ with a

splinter of it”, tilapinjT^ is to him tilasahitamanjan With this verse

“what IS mentioned m the text” is directed by Kaus (26 43) to be bound
on, and also (so the comm understands the connection) a clod of earth

and stuff from an ant-hill etc.

1 1
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Homage to your ploughs (langald), homage to your polcs-and-

yokes let the ksetriya-cff^oing etc. etc

Comm makes Idngala = vrsabhavuktasira “homage to tlie

specified parts of the plough or to the divinities of them ” With this verse,

he says, the sick person is put underneath an ox-hamessed plough for his

dousing (Kaus “witli his head under a plough-yoke”) Some allusion to

the name of the disease as coming from “field” is peihaps intended The
Anukr strangely forbids the resolution -bhi-as m a and b

Homage to them of constantly falling eyes, homage to them of

the same region samdesya), homage to the lord of the field . let

the ifcye^nya-effacmg etc etc

With this verse, according to Kaus (27 2-4) the patient is pul in an

empty house (jsiinyasdld), and further m an old hole (jaratkhdtd) that has

house -grass (sdldtrna) in it, and is there doused and mouth-iinscd In

accordance with this, the comm declares sanisrasdk^ds to signify “empty
houses,” as having their round windows {gavdksa) and other openings m
a state of dilapidation He reads in b samdesebhyas, making it mean “old
holes’ ’ (jaradgartaX because samdisyante tya/vanie tadgatamrddddnena -

which IS hardly mtelligible; and both words are of obscure meaning. In a

charm against all sorts of hurtful beings, Ppp (iv.3.4) reads as follows .

abhihastam sarlsrpam bhrastdk^am mrdvangulim^ and ddsagranthyarh
sdmsrasam ud ranve dafisdrusyam tdm. In this verse again, dyhvas in b is

read as one syllable by the Anukr [SPP. divides the verse after

samdesyebhyah with most of his mss., but three of them make avasdna
after pataye Comm, and all five translators take .va/ii-as a possessive

compound (sanisrasa + aksan) : accent. Gram §1298 b, end ]

9- Against possession by demons : with an amulet

Found in Paipp li (in the .verse-order 1, 5, 4, 2, 3). Reckoned, like the

next preceding and the next following hymn, to the takmand.<ana gana
(Kaus 26 1, note), and made (27.5, 6) to accompany the binding on of an
amulet composed of splinters (from ten different trees . the comm.), beihg
muttered by ten fnends who lay hands on the patient.
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[^- ^^ •0
1 qsFRT^R, ciq^fd I ^ f^rrz

aWKMiRb I]

^9, 6 .

3wf Tj;;^ gFTPRr ^^goRt' cfraBgvRni ^ii

O you of ten trees, release.this man from the demon, from the

seizure (grdhi) that has seized him m the joints, then, O forest tree,

conduct him up to the world of the living

The first half-verse is quite different m Ppp dasavrkso sam ce "mam
ahinsro grahyas ca The comm takes parvan m b as either the jomts of
the body or those of the month, new and full moon The Anukr. scans the

verse as 10+12 8 + 8 = 38, making the first pada-division after raks

asas (and the pada-mss. so mark it), but it is rather a regular pankti, with

the easy resolution munca imam in a

3ii^i]^4=ni§'4 <ifl^RT

3T^ ^ qJrcJ-dM:ll II

This man has come, has ansen, has gone unto the troop (yrdta)

of the living; he has become of sons the father and of men (nr) the

most fortunate.

Ppp has in c abhuta (for abhUd u), and in d nmam [Pronounce d
agad\

? o o . <^<agTr

He has attained (adhi-gd) attainments, he has attained

(adhigam) the strongholds (-purd) of the living, for a hundred

healers are his, also a thousand plants.

The ‘attainments’ (adhlti), according to the coram are the Vedas and

objects formerly learned (adhlta), and now, by restored health, recovered

to memory. Ppp. reads instead adhltam in a, andpwra ’gat m b, and its c, d

are s'atam te 'sya vlrudha sahasram uta bhesajah Emendation to bhesaja

in our c would improve both sense and meter. The comm here, as in

sundry other places, drives vlrudh from vz + rudh, on the ground that they

virundhanti vmddayanti rogdn
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I" ^ ^UiJ qfifll '>su

The gods have found your gathenng (? cHi), the pnests

(brahman) and the plants, all the gods have found your gathering

upon the earth

In a, our Bp has citim, and Op citam (both cTtim in c), Ppp reads

cdtam in both a and c, either wt is elsewhere unknown The comm
denves clti either from the false root civ 'take, covci,’ or fiom cit

‘observe,’ and fabricates his alternative explanations accordingly If it

comes from ci, theie is hardly another example of a like formation Ppp
has for a cdtam te deva 'vidant, and in c, d, cdtam tcbhvo tu mam avidam

bhu

Whosoever made, he shall unmake; he vcnly is best of healers,

he himself, clean, shall make for you remedies, with the healer.

The application of the pronouns here is more or less questionable

Ppp reads su for sa in a, and has a more intelligible second half-verse sa

eva tubhyam bhesajarh cakdra bhimjdii ca; our bhisajd m d is probably to

be emended to -jam [‘the clean one of the healers’*^] The comm
understands sa at the beginning eitlicr as ^"the great sage Atharvan”^ or

as the creator of the universe, and mskarat as grahavikdrasva samanam
or mskrtirn karotu Weber renders the latter “shall put it to rights

“

10. For release from evils, and for welfare.
V

Found m Paipp ii (with vs.8 preceding 6 and 7, and the refrain added
only to vs 8) The hymn occurs further in TB. (u.5.6''*), and parts of it in

HGS. (xi.3 10; 4.1) [And its original structure is doubtless clearly

reflected by the MP. at ii.l2 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 Cf. note to our verse 2 ] It is,

like the two next preceding, reckoned (KauS. 26.1, note) to the

taktnanddana gana, and it is employed (27.7) in a healing ceremony,
performed at a cross-roads, while chips of kdmplla are bound on the joints

of the patient, and they or he are wetted with bunches of grass Accordmg
to the comm , the nte is intended against ksetnya simply.

I. -sfsiFt (to tsio xh.? 7 ) 1
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[^o- xn^TiTrcRr

[5gf%- ’fTcri^
I
%grIT- ^-6 'Slloliyf^, ^ -pliliRi, ^ 3Trq>^c| ,

3lff^

feiiyl ^iciMeil, I ^mq<i

% f’flT:, ^ TFcRT^, ^ fl'<m<l Slrqfe l]

Ro^. %f|rqri^c^ "5^0% wnci^i

^Rpm Wnn^ ijnTtft f|r% | W!:ii v\

From ksetriya,^ from prediction, from imprecation of sisters

(jdmi-), from hatred (druh) do I release you, from Varuna’s fetter;

free from guilt i-dgas) I make you by [my] incantation, be heaven-
and-earth both propitious to you

TB HGS have for a only ksetriyai tvd mrrtyaj tva, m c brahmane
and karomi, and in d ime instead of stam Ppp has at the end -thivl ‘ha

bhut&m

^o'iS. -91# arfJq: 9T #4:

^ 1^ j^ifg

wk.1
^ liOTtfiT %% t irrarjfe^ wi;ii ^ ii

Weal to you be Agm, together with the waters; weal [be]

Soma, together with the herbs : so from ksetriya^ from perdition,

etc etc

The repetition (with evd'ham prefixed) of the whole first verse as

refrain for the following verses is not made by TB and HGS except after

our vs 8, and there only to pa^at, and in Ppp it forms (complete) a part

only of the same verse 8 (though this stands before our vs. 6) Its

omission from vss. 2-7, and their combmation mto three whole 4-pada
verses [and the omission of padas e and f from vs. 8], would reduce the

hymn to the norm of the second book, and is recommended not only by
that circumstance, but by the [wordmg m vss 2-3, the construction in vss.

1

I ^ (arr^o ijo
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4-5, the conciirrent testimony ofTB and MP ,
and also of HGS so far as

it goes, and by tlie] plain requirements of the sense also [Cf the

analogous state of thmgs m iii 31 and the note to ui 31 1 1 ] For a, b TB.

HGS. substitute s'am te agnih saha 'dbhir astu sam dyavdprthivl sahau 's

adhlbhih, and Ppp differs from them by having dhlbhis instead of adbhis,

and gavas for dy vf (also saho 'sa-) The comm, reads tvd for tvdm in vss

2-7 at the beginning of the refrain. This refrain is scanned by the Anukr
as7 + 7+ ll:ll+ll = 47, and the addition m vs 2 of 9 + 8 makes 64

syllables, a true asti; but the other verses it is not possible to make agree

precisely, m any natural way, with the metrical definitions given, 3-7 are

of 69 syllables, 8 of 71 [By beginnmg pSdas a and b with sam tubhyam,

and pronouncmg both saha's with hiatus, and combining 2 ab and 3 ab,

we get a perfectly regular tristubh ]

Weal to you may the wind in the atmosphere bestow {dha)

vigor; weal to you be the four directions . so from ksetnya, etc.

etc.

TB. HGS have for a sam antarik^am saha vdtena /e, Pp. differs by

reading sahavdtam astu te; the two former, in b, put bhavantu last The
comm, has in a [for vavo dhdi\ the better reading vayodhds, but he makes
it mean ^‘sustainer of birds [‘Weal to you [be] the wind m the

atmosphere, the vigor-'bestower.’]

^ O ^ .
§TITW ^TchcTkfiT fexlifl

ganf ran |it ^ssrifg

mwqi

^ ifi'uitft %% I irrafyfl# 3«r

These four heavenly (deva) directions, having the wind as lord,

upon which the sun looks out - so from k?etriya etc. etc.

TB, HGS. (4.1) have for a yd daivld catasrah pradidafy; Ppp also

omits imds, and combines devlf pra-, combining the p&da immediately
with our 3 b. HGS makes one verse of our 4 a, b and 5 a, b, and puts it in

4, after all the rest.
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:?oV9.^ TT^ TT| -q^:!

g^ r^t ^sriftr^reT^ ift jjocrrfy

tn^TT^i

^aFgjrgww^ ^'h^^ %% % \ ii

Within them I set you in old age, let the yaksma, let prediction

go forth far away so from ksetriya, etc etc

Ppp has at the beginning tasv e ’dam jarasa d, TB HGS give tdsdm

tvdjarasa d, both the latter read m b nirriim

Tn?n^ iii :

i

iaiT ^IlFEnfrtm gfWw

y^uii ^ %% % •arraigfell w^n^ii

You have been released from yaksma^ from difficulty (durita),

from reproach (avadya), from the fetter of hatred and from seizure

have you been released * so from ksetriya etc. etc.

Ppp has both times amoci for amukthds TB likewise, and also, in a,

b avartyai druhah pasam mrrtyai co ‘d am- HGS has neither this verse

nor the next, that Ppp puts our vs 8 before it was noticed above The
comm explains avadyat byjdmyadyabhisansanarupan mndanat [TB., in

comm to Calc ed., and m Poona ed , has avartyai ]

t? O <? . 31^ 3RTf|Trf^:

gj^ ^ ^ssnlg

1 VIhi

OTFrg ’gptiTT^ fgT% t 'ehiivaii

You have left niggardly, have found what is pleasant, you

have come to be in the excellent world of what is well done so

from ksetriya, etc. etc.

Nearly all the samhitd-mss onut the final visarga of avidah before

syonam. The comm reads abhut m b; TB does the same, and,

correspondingly, avidat m a, with avartim (better [cf. iv 34 3, x.2 10]) for

ardtim. The comment to PrSt ii 46 quotes ahds m this verse as not ahdr,

1 e as from ha, not hr
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rPT# Tnurr aiiir^
^ ^'fl^rfli^^T ^snfw^n^ |^ 45c(ify

mw^\

g^rnrg ^ f|T% t aidilylyt^^ 5^ ^IfTii 6 n

The gods, releasing from the seizure of darkness the sun whom
it had befallen, let him loose from sm (enas) so from ksetriya,

etc etc.

It was noticed above that the other texts add the refrain (TB HGS
[MP ] only to pasat) only to this verse, where alone it is in place Ppp has

yatha for adhi at end of a, and the other texts yat, b m Ppp is deva
muheantu asrjan paretasah, m the other texts deva arauheann asrjan

vyenasah

[For rtam, cf rtva, iv 40 1 Most of SPP’s mss and our M I.H O K.

read nir enasah For enas, W’s first draft has ‘evil,’ which is better See

Lanman, Festgruss an Roth, pp. 187-190 If, witli the other texts, wc drop

e, f and omit mrrtyas from c, we get a perfect meter 12+12 11 + 11 The
other texts spoil the refrain by beginning evam aham imam ]

The anuvdka [2 ] has again 5 hymns, with 28 verses, the quotation is

asta kuryad dvitlye

11. To counteract witchcraft : with an amulet.

[The hymn is not metrical ] Not found in Paipp , nor elsewhere
Reckoned as first of the h^tydpratiharana (‘counteraction of witchcraft’)

gana (Kaus 39.7 and note), used in a charm for protection against

witchcraft (39 1), with bmdmg-on of a sraktya amulet; and again later

(39 13; the comm says, only vs 1), in a similar rite The comm quotes it

further from Naks K. (17, 19), in a mahd^dnti called bdrhaspatt

3nftr

- - - L _ r\ «L * |||
|-,-|-,|,|,r'

- .. - f\ “IX iMqlH'h l]

sKmil

Spoiler’s spoiler (dusiy are you; missile’s missile (heti) are

1
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you, weapon’s weapon {meni) are you * attain (ap) the better one,

step beyond the equal {sama).

The body of the verse is addressed to the amulet, the refram more
probably to its wearer (so, too, Weber), but the comm assigns the latter

also the amulet, and quotes to show it TS ii 4 1^, which rather supports

the contrary opinion He calls mem a vajranaman, derivmg it from root

ml ‘damage’ [See Geldner’s discussion ofmem (‘hurt done to another in

vengeful anger’), Festgruss an Bohtlingk, p 31, 32 ]

Sraktya are you; re-entrant (pratisard) are you, counter-

conjunng are you * attain the etc. etc.

The comm says that srakti is the tilaka-Xxte} ^ and sraktya means
made from it, pratisara is somethmg by which sorceries are turned back
(upon their performer), it seems to mean virtually a circular amulet -

[such as a bracelet ^ For re-entrant, Whitney has mterlmed revertent

(sic), better, perhaps, reverting, trans. or intrans ]

Conjure (abhi-car) against him who hates us, whom we hate ;

attain the etc. etc.

arngff Wtrii'ifii

Patron (siiri are you; splendor-bestowing are you; body-

protecting are you : attain the etc. etc.

The comm without explaining why, glosses sun with abhijfia

‘knowmg’.

Bright (s'ukrd) are you; shining iphr&jd) are you; heaven {svar)

are you, light are you : attain the etc. etc.

1 C’TTo 1^0)
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The comm tliinks svar to be jvaradirogotpadanena tapakah, or else

“the common name of sky and sun
”

The Anukr scans vsl as 6 + 6 + 6 12 = 30, and the other verses as

8 + 8 12 = 28, exceptmg vs 4, which is 9 + 6 . 12 = 27 (restoring tlie a

of asi in b)

12. Against such as would thwart my incantations-

Found m Paipp ii ,
but m the verse-order 1, 3, 2, 4-6, 8, 7. The hymn

is called by Kaus (47 12) bharadvajapravraskam ‘Bharadvaja’s hewer-

ofr [or’ cleaver’] (from expressions m the verses), and is to accompany
the cutting of a staff for use in ntes of witchcraft (as at 47 14, 16, 18,

48.22); and its several verses are applied through an extended incantation

(47 25-57) agamst an enemy; the details of it throw no light upon their

mterpretation

Translated : E. Schlagmtweit, die Gottesurtheile der Indier

(Mimchen, 1866, Abh der bayer Akad der JViss ), p 13 ff, Weber,
xiii 164, Ludwig, p.445, Zimmer, p. 183, Gnll, 47, 85, Griffith, i.55,

Bloomfield, JAOS. xiii
, p ccxxi f (=PAOS, Oct 1887) of AJP xi 334-5,

SBE xlii.89, 294. The first four mteipreted it as accompanying a fire-

ordeal, but Grill and Bloomfield have, with good reason, taken a different

view. The native mterpreters know nothing of any connection with an
ordeal, nor is this to be read mto the text without considerable violence

[lefir- ’TTSRi ^

3n%5Fror, fw h fw ^

Heave-and-earth, the wide atmosphere, the mistress of the

field, the wonderful wide-going one, and the wide wind-guarded
atmosphere - let these be inflamed (tapya-) here while I am
inflamed.

All thepada-mss read at the end tapyamdne iti, as if the word were a
dual fern or neut : a most gratuitous blunder; SPP’s pada-text emends to -

ne Ppp reads m d tesu for ta iha (which is, as m not mfrequent other
cases, to be contracted to te 'ha, the Anukr at least takes no notice of the
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irregularity here, but it also ignores the jagatl value of b). The conim
naturally explains the ‘‘wide-goer” as Visnu, he does not attempt to

account for the mention of ‘'the wide atmosphere” twice in the verse,

though sometimes givmg himself much trouble to excuse such a

repetition. The last pada he paraphrases by ‘

‘just as I am endeavoring to

destroy the hateful one, so may they also be mjurers of [my] enemy, by
not giving him place and the like” which is doubtless the general

meanmg.

«crr^ 1% ^ 'CR ^ II

Hear this, O you gods that are worshipful iyajhiyd),

Bharadvaja^ sings {sans) hymns {ukthd) for me; let him, bound in a

fetter, be plunged {ni-yuj) in difficulty who injures this our mind.

That is, probably, our design or intent, the comm says

(inappropriately) idam purvam sanmdrgapravrttam manasam * i e

seduces us to evil courses All the mss chance to agree this time m
omittmg the visarga ofyajmydh before stha in a But Ppp reads tu mstead

of stha^ and in b uktydni s'ansatu, as it often changes -ti to -tu, but here

the imperative (or Weber’s suggested sansat) would improve the sense

[Pronounce devadh and reject stha, the meter is then m order - 12 + 12

12 + 11 .]

^^6 .

Hear this, O Indra, soma-drinker, as I call loudly to you with a

burning (sue) heart; I hew (vrasc) him [down], as a tree with an ax,

who injures this our mind

Or (m b) ‘call repeatedly*^, the comm says punah punah Ppp has in

c vrs'cHsi The comm paraphrases kuli^ena with vajrasadrs'ena paras'unS.

[An orderly tristubh is got by addmg tvam after somapa ]

With thrice eighty sdman-smgeTS, with the Adityas, the Vasus,

the Angirases - let what is sacrificed-and-bestowed of the Fathers

aid us - I take yon man with seizure (haras) of the gods.

1 ’TtSR: ’TCf^STRt '^1^1
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Istdpurtam m c has probably already the later meaning of ment
obtained by such sacred acts, the comm says tadubhayajamtam sukrtam

Haras he calls a krodhandman He understands the ‘three eighties’ of a to

be the triplets (trca) in gdyatrl, usnih, and brhatl, eighty of each, spoken

of in AA 1 4 3^ - simply because they are the only such groups that he

finds mentioned elsewhere, the number is probably taken indefinitely, as

an imposmg one

^ ^ O . 3T| w ag tjt

O heaven-and-earth, attend (a-dldhi) you after me, O all you
gods, take you hold (a-rabh) after me, O Angirases, Fathers, soma-
feastmg (somya), let the doer of abhorrence (apakamd) meet with

(u-r) evil

Ppp reads m a dldhyatam [cf Bloomfield, AJP,xvii 417], and in d
papasdncchetv ap- The comm does not recognize dldhl as different

from dldl, rendermg adipte bhavatam [In a, the accent-mark under -vf is

missing.]

^[f^qrrPr

Whosoever, O Maruts, thinks himself above us, or whosoever
shall revile our incantation (brahman) that is being performed - for

him let his wrong-doings be burnings (tapus), the sky shall

concentrate its heat (sam-tap) upon the brahman-hatov.

The verse is RV vi 52 2, with sundry variants. At the beginning, RV.
has the better reading ati vd; m b, kriyamdnam nintsdt, for d, brahmadvis
am abhi tarn socatu dyauh Ppp follows RV m d (but with idea for

socatu)^ in c it reads vrajandni The comm renders vrjindm falsely by
varjakdni bddhakdni

? ^ ^ .W 3ipTR# wnrri

araf ai^^d tiivan

Seven breaths eight marrows . them I hew [off] for you with
[my] incantation; you shall go to Yama’s seat, messengered by
Agni, made satisfactory.

1 I ("^o aiTo ^ x^)
2 mcnfT: (to
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The last pada is xviii 2 1 (RV x 14 13) d All our mss and about half

of SPP’s have m a majnas (for majjhas)^ yet SPP adopts in his text the

reading manyas, because given by the comm, which explains it

artificially as for dhamanyas, and signifying “a sort of vessels situated m
the throat”, no such word appears to be known elsewhere in the language,

and some of the mss have m the othei passages of the text manyas for

majnas Our Bp gives ayd at beginning of c, the word is translated above
as [ayds\ subjunctive of i with doubled subjunctive-sign (see my Skt

Gram §560 e), or of its secondai> root-form ay, the comm takes it from
vd, which makes him no difficulty ace m his view imperfect and
imperative are equivalent, and he declares it used for vdhi Ppp reads for

c yamasya gacha sadanam [In many parts of India today jit and ny are

phonetically equivalent Cf SPP’s mss forixS 23 ]

^ . srr ^ ^
6 II

I set your track in kindled Jatavedas,^ let Agni dispose of vis

) the body, let speech go unto breath ('^ asu)

The verse is m part obscure, the comm sets it in connection with one
of the details of the Kaus ceremony ‘T set or throw in the fire the dust

from your track combined with chopped leaves i e I roast it m the

loaster, let Agni, through this dust entering your foot, pervade or bum
your whole body”, he takes asu as simply equivalent to prana, and
explains sarvendriyavyavaharasunyo bhavatu, become mcapable of

acting for the senses i e become mere imdifferentiated breath - which is

perhaps the true meanmg [Quite otherwise A Kaegi - citation m
Bloomfield, p 294 ] The Anukr apparently expects us to resolve d at the

beginning into a-d Ppp has mad dadami, and for d imam gachatu te

vasu

The last two verses are so discordant m style and content, as well as

m meter, with the rest of the hymn that we can hardly consider them as

properly belonging to it Their omission, with that of the borrowed RV
verse (our 6), would reduce the hymn to the norm of this book

13. For welfare and long life of an infant.

Verses 1, 4, 5 are found in Paipp xv Though (as Weber points out)

plainly having nothing to do with the goddna or tonsure ceremony, its

verses are applied by Kaus to parts of that nte Thus, it accompanies the

preparations for it (53,1) and the wetting of the youth’s head (53 13), vss

2 and 3, the putting of a new garment on him (54 7), vs 4 making him

1 See Nimkta 7 19
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stand on a stone (54 8), vs 5, taking away his old garment (54 9). And the

comm, quotes vss 2 and 3 from Paris'ista 4 1 as uttered by a purohita on

handing to a king in the morning the garment he is to put on, and vs 4

from ibid 4, as the same tluows four pebbles toward the four directions,

and makes the king step upon a fifth

[^- 3TST^ 1 % 3Tf^, ffFlfcf, 3TF^, I

<^un4^ lydMdlrSbi

Giving life-time, O Agni, choosing old age, ghi-fronted, ghl-

backed, O Agm - having drunk the sweet pleasant (cam) ghi of the

cow, do you afterward defend (raks) this [boy] as a father his sons

The verse occurs also in various Yajur-Veda texts, as VS (xxxv 17),

TS. (i 3 14'* et al ), TB (i 2 l"), TA (ii 5 1), MS (iv 12 4) [MP ii 2 1],

and in several Sutras, as ASS (ii 10 4), 6GS (i 25), and HGS (i 3 5),

With considerable variations TS (with which the texts of TB
, TA , and

ASS agree throughout) has in a haviso jusdnas, which is decidedly

preferable to jarasam vmdnas [,which is apparently a misplaced

reminiscence of RV.x 18 6 or AV xii 2.24], at end of b, ghrtayonir edhi,

anfi, m d, putram for putrdn VS has for a dyusmdn agne havisd

vrctndnas, and agrees with Ts etc in b, and also m d, save that it further

substitutes imdn for imam MS reads deva for agne in a, and pibann

amrtam for pltvd madhu of c [thus making a good tnstubh pida], and
ends d with putram jarase ma e "mam Ppp agrees throughout with MS

,

except as it emends the latter’s corrupt reading at the end to jarase

naye "mam^ and HGS corresponds with Ppp save by having grndnas m a

[MP follows HGS ] SGS gives m a havisd vrdhdnas, m b agrees with

TS etc
,
and has m d pite Va putram iha r- The last pEda isjagatl

[The Anukr counts 11 + 11 10 + 12 = 44 as if 10 + 12 were
metrically the same as 11 + 11 ^ or as if the “extra” syllable in d could

offset the deficiency m c ’ The impossible cadence of c is curable by no
less radical means than the adoption of the Ppp reading. All this

illustrates so well the woodenness of the methods of the Anukr and its

utter lack of sense of rhythm, that attention may well be called to it,]
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^'sTfr ITnJr^

crftkra'^i 3ii ? ii

Envelop, put you him for us with splendor, make you him one

to die of old age, [make] long life; Brhaspati furnished (pra-yam)

this garment unto king Soma^ for enveloping [himself]

The verse is repeated below, as xix.24 4 It is found also m HGS
(i 4 2) [MP 11 2 6], and a, b m MB (i 1 6). HGS in a omits nas, and reads

vdsasai 'nam for varcase 'mam, and in b it has satdyusam forjardmrtvum,
MB agrees with this, only making the verse apply to a girl by giving

endm and satdyuslm There appears to be a mixture of constructions m a

pan dhatta varcasd is right, but dhatta requires rather varcase Emending
to krnuta would enable jardmrtyum to be construed with imam in a [, but

cf 11 28 2] Verses 2 and 3 are apparently lost out of Ppp ,
not originally

wanting

^ ^ ^ 3Tf«rerr:

g^ TP®

You have put about you this garment m order to well-being,

you have become protector of the people ('^) against imprecation,

both do you live a hundred numerous autumns, and do you gather

about you abundance of wealth

The translation implies emendation of grstinam m b to krstinam, as

given by Ppp and by PGS (i 4 12) and HGS (i.4 2) in a corresponding

expression to xix 24 5 below [MP., ii.2.8, reads dpinam ] Such

blundering exchanges of surd and sonant are found here and there,

another is found below, in 14 6 b [so our ii 5.4, Ppp ]. All the mss., and

both editions, read here grs-, and the comm explams it by gavdm, and

with absurd ingenuity, makes it apply to the asserted fear of kme, on

seeing a naked man, that he is going to take from them the skin which

formerly belonged to him, but was given to them instead by the gods, the

legend is first given in the words of the comm, himself, and then quoted

from SB in 1 2 13-17. For comparison of the Stitra-texts in detail, see

under xix.24 5, 6 In c, our O Op. read jtvas [Cf. MGS i9 27 a and

p 152, sv paridhasye With c, d cf PGS ii6.20] The first pada is

properlyjagatl {su-astaye)
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^ 311^
Come, stand on the stone; let your body become a stone, let all

the gods make your hfe-time a hundred autumns

The second pada is nearly identical with RV vi 75 12 b, with a, b

compare also AGS i 7 7 and MB i 2 1, similar lines used in the nuptial

ceremonies [With a, c, d compare MGS. i.22 12 and p 149 ] Ppp has for

a, b imam asmanam a tistha’sme ‘va tvam sthiro bhava pra mrnlhi

durasyatah sahasva prtanayatah, which differs but little from the AGS
verse The Anukr. apparently expects us to resolve vi-su-e in c

R’RC. "STW t ^

i

t^ Wt: citiItiHii'4 ^iTRRIT h ii

You here, ofwhom we take the garment to be first worn, let all

the gods favor; you here, growing with good growth, let many
brothers be bom after, [[after you,]] as one well bom

This verse makes it pretty evident that m vs 3 also the garment is the

first that IS put on the child after birth. But the comm
, ignoring Uic

gerundive -vdsyam^ thinks it a “ formerly worn” garment that is “taken

away”, and Kaus misuses it correspondingly IIGS (i7 17) has a

corresponding verse, omitting vdsas m a, combining visve av- in b, and

reading suhrdas for suvrdhd in c [Nearly so, MP ii 6 15.] In Ppp the text

IS defective; but savitd is read instead of suvrdhd Some of our samhitd-

mss (P M.W.I H ) lengthen to -vdsyam before hardmas m a. The verse is

very irregular m the first three padas, though it can by violence be
brought into tristubh dimensions, it has nojagatl quality whatever

14. Against sadanvas.

All the verses are found m Paipp , vs 4 in v , the rest (m the verse-

order 1, 5, 6, 2, 3) m ii It is reckoned by Kaus , to the cdtandni (8 25),

and also among the hymns of the brhachdnti gana (9 1), it is used m the

women’s ntes (strikarmdni) to prevent abortion (34 3), also in the rite for

expiation of barrenness m cattle (yas'dsamana; 44.11, and m the

establishment of the house-fire (72 4), with sprinkling of the entrance, and
finally m the funeral ceremonies (82.14) with the same action The comm
further refers to the use of the cdtana and mdtrndman hymns m Naks
.K 23 and Santi K.15. All these uses imply simply the value of the hymn
as exorcising evil influences or the bemgs that represent them, and do not

help us to see against what it was originally directed ’ Weber suggests rats
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and worms and such like pests, perhaps, rather, troublesome insects as

usual, the indications are so indefinite that wide room for conjecture is

left open

^ncH 1 c^gciT- idiidiRn i ^

^ ^ fwj 1yc*uit)chcy^l

qjviilW: II ^11

The expeller, the bold, the container, the one-toned, the

voracious- all the daughters (napti) of the wrathful one, the

sadanvas^ we make to disappear.

By the connection, the obscure words in the first half-verse should be

names of individual sadanvas} but dhisanam (the translation implies

emendation to -nam) is masculme (or neuter), and dhrsnum (for which
Ppp reads dhisnyam) not distmctively feminine Nissdld (SPP’s text

reads, with the samhitd-mss generally, mhsd- p mhsdldm) is taken by
the letter of the text, as if from nih-sdlay = nih-sdray^ the comm gives

first this derivation, but spoils it by adding as alternative ‘‘originatmg

from the sdla^ a kind of tree ” R suggests mhsdlam “out of the house”,
adverb The comm shamelessly derives dhisanam from dhrs, and

explains it as “a seizer with evil, so named”,^ he also takes -vadya as =
vacana All our pada-mss commit the gross blunder of dividmg
jighaisvam, as if the word were a compound, SPP lets the division stand

in his pada-tcxt Ppp reads m c napatiyas

^ ii

Out of the cow-stall we drive you, out of the axle, out of the

wagon-body (^); out of the houses we expel you, you daughters

(duhitr) of magundi.

1

2

3

1 (Rfo I

Shorid Rabusta ( ’tTo pfo )

t:wn
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The comm understands upanasat (for which two of our mss P M.,

read upamdnasdt) to mean “a granary” - or else “a wagon full of

gram”, and aksa “a gambling house ” He does not venture to

etymologize magundl, but calls it simply the name of a certain pisdcl The
pada-mss read magundya, which SPP properly emends to -yah Ppp has

for b the corrupt nir yoninnrpdnaca, [in c magundyd] and at end of d

cdtavdmasi The Anukr takes notice of the metncal iiregulanty of c

gwW I

^ II ^ I

You house that is below - there let the hags be, there let

debility {sedi) make its home (ni-uc), and all the sorceresses .

Ppp has a different version of the first three padas amusminn
adhare grhe sarvd svanta rdyah tatra pdpmd m yacchatu. The comm
renders sedi by nirrti

[Our accent-notation does not here distinguish a ksaipra circumflex

(ny-ucyantu) from an enclitic circumflex (sedir nyucyantu - as if it were
the impossible ni-ucyantu, accentless), nor do the mss. of SPP but in his

text, he here employs the stroke, like ‘Tong” or the sign of integration,

which does distinguish them ]

Let the lord of beings drive out, also Indra,' from here the

saddnvds, sitting on the bottom of the house, let Indra subdue them
with the thunderbolt.

The omission of this verse, as being not found with the rest in Ppp ii.,

would reduce the hymn to the norm of the second book. Ppp. (in v )

rectifies the meter of d by omittmg indras The metrical definition of the
Anukr is mechanically correct The comm understands bhutapati to

designate Rudra

If you are of the endemic (? ksetriyd) ones, or if sent by men;
if you are bom from the barbanans (dasyu) - disappear from here,

O saddnvds.

1 See Nirkuta 10 8
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All the mss , both here and in the next verse, accent at the end
sadanvas, tliough the word is plainly a vocative, and is so understood by
the comm (who says nothing of the accent, and indeed m general pays no
heed to it), SPP retains the manuscript reading Ppp has for a yd deva
gha kseiriydd, and for c yad astu dasvibhojatd

art? ^
I have gone around the abodes (dhaman) of them as a swift

[steed about] a race-course, I have won (ji) all your races (aji),

disappear from here, O sadanvds.

The translation implies the evidently necessary emendation asaram at

end of b, Ppp has it, and also the comm, both editions give asaran^ with

all die mss But Ppp. agrees with the mss in giving just before it the false

reading gdsthdm for kd^ (our text emends, but, by an oversight, gives -sur

instead of -suh before it), and SPP retams gd- The comm has instead

gldstdm, and explains it as “the further goal, where one stops (sthd)

weaned (gldna) ”

15, Against fear.

Found also m Paipp vi , but m a much fuller form, with thirteen

verses, of which our six are, in their order, vss 1. 4, 3, 7, 12, 13; the

others deal with wind and atmosphere, cow and ox, Mitra and Varuna,

Indra and Indra’s might (indiryd), hero and heroism, breath and
expiration, and death and immortality (amrtam)^ after bibher is added in

vs 1 evd me *pdna md risayd, and, at the end of the hymn, the same, but

with risa for risayd. In Kaus (54 11), the hymn is used, with vi 41, at the

end of the goddna ceremony, on givmg food to the boy It is also counted

by the Schol (ib , note) to the dyusya gana The comm, makes no
reference to the goddna rite, but declares the use to be simply by one

desiring long life {dyuskdma).

im I ^^-TTFr, srqR, i W3~ i]

^ Wr TTT 1^:11

As both the heaven and the earth do not fear, are not harmed,

so, my breath, fear not
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[MGS ,
at 1 2 13, has evam me prana ma bibha evam me prana ma ns

ah ]

^ 4 TITW m ^ 11

As both the day and the night do not fear etc etc.

The comm here applies for the first time the term parydya to these

sentences, correspondent but with elements m part different

1prr SITOT ITT

As both the sun and the moon do not fear etc. etc.

•^^ 6 .W WrT:!

"^f TOW m U n

As both sacrament (brahman) and dominion (ksatra) do not
fear etc etc.

That is, the Brahman and Ksatnya castes (bramanajati and ks
atnyajati, comm ), as the words might properly enough be translated

.W^ xn# ^ ^

wr ITT 1^: H mi

As both truth and untruth do not fear etc. etc.

^ 'if O .W^ W «15Et'g ^ fW?r: I

TgW TfTtq qr li ^ n

As both what is (bhuta) and what is to be (bhavya) do not fear
etc. etc.

The comm, paraphrases bhutam by sattdm prdptam vastujdtam, the
past would seem to be a better example of fixity than the future; but
neither is untruth” (vs 5) to be commended as an example. [Weber
would read ca rtam ]

16. For protection

[Not metrical.] Found (except vs. 5) m Paipp. ii. (m the verse-order 2,
1, 3, 4) The hymn, with the one next following, is used by Kaus (54.12)
immediately after hymn 15; and the comm, adds quoting for it the
authority of Paithlnasi, to accompany the offenng of thirteen different
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substances, which he details Both appear also in Vait (4 20), in the

parvan sacrifices, on approaching the ahavaniya fire, and vss 2 and 4
further (8 7, 9) m the agrayana and cdturmdsya sacrifices

[^- WTI 3IFI, 3nH, 3IFJ1

MIOINrI ^11

O breath-and-expiration, protect me from death hail (svdha) ^

The first extension of the notion of prana ‘breath/ lit. ‘forth-

breathing’, IS by addition of apdna^ which also is lit ‘breathing away/
and so, when distinguished from the generalized prdna^ seems to mean
‘expiration.’ The comm here defines the two thus prdg urdhvamukho
*niti cestata iti prdnah, apd'mty avdnmukhas cestata ity apdnah For

svdha he gives alternative explanations, followmg Yaska The verse

(without svdhdy is found also in Ap xiv.19.3 m the Anukr is

doubtless a misreading for pankti, as the verse has 1 1 syllables, and 1 and

3 would have been defined together ifviewed as of the same meter

awiylym -qrw
O heaven-and-earth, protect me by listening {upasruti) : hail !

The pada-ixiss read upasrutyd (not -ydh)^ and, in the obscurity of the

prayer, it is perhaps best to follow them [‘by overhearmg’ the plans ofmy
enemies?], otherwise, ‘fiom being overheard’ [by my enemies*^] would
seem as suitable; and this is rather suggested by the Ppp. readmg,

upasrute (for -teh

Ppp, has after this another verse : dhanaya ‘ 'yuse prajdyai md pdtam
svdha.

O sun, protect me by sight • hail !

Ppp has cakstisi ‘(protect my) two eyes’ Our O.Op., with some of

SPP’s mss , read suryas for -ya.

1. at^fet q tstt ciHll^Id '51
"SiTtfct 'qt qii (fto

e.Ro-)
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O Agni Vaisvanara, protect me with all the gods • hail ’

Ppp makes, as it were, one verse out of our 4 and 5, by reading agne

vis'vambhara visvato ma pahi svahd The comm gives several different

explanations of vaisvanara^ ‘belonging to all men,’ one of them as

visvan-ara = jantun pravistah '

O all-beanng one, protect me with all bearing {bharas) , hail ^

The sense is obscure, at xii.L6 the epithet ‘all-beanng’ is, very

properly, applied to the earth; but here the word is masculine The comm
understands Agni to be meant (and this the Ppp reading favors), but he
relies for this solely on BAU.i 4 7 (which he quotes), and that is certainly

not its meaning there, Weber conjectures Prajapati [The BAU passage is

1 4 16 m Bohtlmgk’s ed. See Whitney’s criticism upon it at AJP xi 432 I

think nevertheless that fire may be meant - see Deussen’s Sechzig

Upamshad's, p 394.] It does not appear why the last two verses should
be called oftwo padas

17. For various gifts

[Not metncal.] Paipp. has a similar set of phrases in ii. For the use of
the hymn by Kaus. and Vait , see under hymn 16 It is also, with 15 and
others, reckoned by the schol. to Kaus. (54 11, note) to the dyusya gana

[g[%- WT I iiggr- 3IM, air^i

vs ^ichj]

Force are you; force may you give me ; hail'

The Ppp has no phrase correspondmg to this. Some of our mss , as of
SPP’s, read da mstead of dah before svahd, in this hymn and the next,

where they do not abbreviate the repetition by omittmg both words. The
comm regards them both as addressed to Agni, or else to the article

offered (h&yamanadravyam). [Cf. MGS. i.2.3, and p. 149 and citations.]

1 See Nirukta 7 23
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Power are you, power may you give me ; hail'

Ppp has sahoda agnes saho me dha svahd

Strength are you, strength may you give me : hail!

Ppp gives balada agnir balam me svahd

Life-time are you; hfe-time may you give me hail'

The corresponding phrase m Ppp is dyur asyd dyur me dhd svdhd

Hearing are you, heanng may you give me hail!

There are no phrases in Ppp, answering to this and tlie two following

verses, but others with varcas and tejas as the gifts sought.

Sight are you, sight may you give me hail'

yRmuhirr wfiiivaii

Protection (paripana) are you, protection may you give me :

hail!

The anuvaka [3.] has 7 hymns, with 42 verses, the Anukr says ast

onam tasmdc chatdrdham trtlye

Here ends also the thirdprapathaka.

18. For relief from demons and foes

[Not metrical ] Ppp has some similar phrases in ii. The hymn
belongs to the cdtandni (Kaus 8 25 the coram. regards only the last liiree

verses as cdtana, because vs 3 is the one whose pratika is cited in the

Kaus text, but it is perhaps more likely that ardyaksayanam is an

oversight for bhrdtrvyaks-'), it is used by itself also in one of the

witchcraft rites (dbhicdrikam), while addmg fuel of reeds to the fire

(48 1)
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[^1%- "ETTcR I ^gRlT- 3Tf?^ I W^- l]

^ng^gpcncR ^

Adversary-destroying are you, adversary-expulsion may you
give me haiU

‘Adversary’ is ht ‘nephew’ or ‘brother’s son’ (bhratrvya) The Ppp
phrases are after this model bhratrvyakslnam asi bhratrvvajambhanam

asi svaha, and concern successively the pisacas, sadanvas, and

bhratrwas The Anukr supports the comm m regarding the hymn as

addressed to Agni, and agrees with Kaus in regard to the accompanying
action, saying sapatnaksayanih samidha ddhdya ’gmm prdrthaniyam

aprarthayat [Instead of “destroying” W has interlined “destruction ”]

TTtRqpEn^ ^ -tcgTBTmil

Rival-destroying are you, nval-expulsion may you give me
hail'

Wizard-C*^ ardya-) destroying are you; wizard-expulsion may
you give me : hail!

Piidca-destroying are you, pwdca-expulsion may you give me
: hail!

^k^. TR[r:qraRR ^ ^^TiTUkii

5u<idnv<5-destroying are j'ou, s'af/iSnvd-expulsion may you give
me haiU

Read in our edition saddnvdcat-

19. Against enemies : to Agni (fire)

[Not metrical.] This hymn (but not its four successors and
counterparts) IS found in Paipp ii, also in MS. (i.5 2 m verse-order 1 , 4,

3, 2, 5) and Ap. (vi.21 1 m verse-order 3, 4, 1, 2, 5); further, in K Its

first pratika (but regarded by the schol and by the comm, as including all

the five hymns) is used by Kaus. (47.8) to accompany the purastdd homas
in the witchcraft ntes The Anukr has a common description of the five

hymns, 19-23, aspanca suktdni pancarcdni pancdpatydni (P or -catapdty-

) tripOdgavatrany ekdvasdndni [The mss blunder, but pancdpatvdni is

probably nght, see note to Kaus. 47 8]
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[^fSr- 3TSTcrf I ^cidl- 3iRd I SRf- U,chlc)<HMI f^TfcT f%^FIT fdMdi k

Rmqi ttft^ I]

O Agm' with the heat that is yours, be hot against him who
hates us, whom we hate.

MS leaves (in all the verse) tlie a of asmdn unelided, and both MS.
and Ap insert ca before vayam

?k<?. 3T%^ t ^^ IT Ifg 4^ flER-: II ^ II

O Agni* with the rage {harasY that is yours, rare against him
who hates us, whom we hate.

Prati hara has to be strained in rendering, to preserve the parallelism

of the expression [Or, ‘with the seizmg-force that is yours, force back
him’ etc

O Agni' with the gleam (arcis) that is yours, gleam against

him who hates us, whom we hate

O Agni’ with the burning (socisY that is yours, bum against

him who hates us, who we hate.

^ ^ ^ . 3T% CR!; rf rn%3RT ^ ^
ffornmu

O Agni' with the brilliancy (tejasy that is yours, make him

unbrilliant who hates us, whom we hate.

Ppp. has jvotis for tejas, and prati daha for atejasam kmu, for the

latter, MS and Ap read prati titigdhi (also K , tityagdhi)

1 ft:

3 ^a?nr TroRr^d't'WRiwlT^i tcR Rr?n% i
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The meter is alike in the four hymns 19-22, the Anukr restores the a

of asmdn, and in vss 1-4 scans 6 +7 + 10 = 23, and in vs 5, 6 + 9 10 =

25

20. The same : to Vayu (wind)

This and the three following hymns are mechanical variations of the

one next preceding, diffenng from it only by the name of the deity

addressed, and in hymn 23 by tlie pronouns and verbs being adapted to

the plural deity They are wanting m the other texts The comm does not

deign to explain them in detail, but prefixes a few introductory words to

the text of this one For the Anukr descriptions of the meter, and of the

use of Kaus , see under hymn 1 9 It would be space wasted to write out

the translation in full [They should all be regarded as non-metncal ] They
are briefly treated (not translated) by Weber, xiii 182, and Griffith, i 62

o-

O Vayu ' with the heat that is yours etc. etc

^ tff ^ ^ II

f|5q‘:ll'8U

^1% -gii; Iff ^ ^
2-5. O Vayu ! with etc. etc.

21. The same ; to Sfirya (sun)

[^- 3T«raf I |3RiT-^ I 15pf^fwn flrqcawT^,

^PlcfFTFI^]

W 3ri^ rif ^ITHT^Iff 4^ ffOTrH

O Sfirya ! with the heat that is yours etc. etc
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^^ i ^ 3rf^ IT ^3wi|:®T:ii:?ii

t 3IrJff ^ f|EtT:ll^ll

^ ^ ^ t 3rf?f ^Ttg tfe ^ 1^
fl^rtii'jfii

^V9^. ^ li rrq|3rg' ^ %fi ^ 1^
fgarriimi

2-5 O Surya ’ with etc. etc

22. The same : to the moon

[?d^- 3TST^ 1 %g?n--^ I W^- -f^^-fWlT f3R^

tTqFRWTT ^3^^f%Wt3R^T]Tq^|]

^ W T[f^^ 1|®T;n ^11

O moon ! with the heat that is yours etc etc.

W 3rfw IT II ^11

^v^^.^ t ^lTtrR;|f| ^ f|tiT:ll^ll

:?V9^. tTS ^ ^ t Tlf^ tff ^ 1^

f|aT:ll'>JII

T'ava. ^ ^ crq|^' IJtJ til ^

iftirrumi

2-5. O moon ' with etc. etc

23. The same : to water

?lfTT?R^]

[jef^-ST^raf I t^-snu: I QR'-'qi^ncraHT TFTfwrr fpRIFlFT^,

’^^6. 1|ht:ii^>u

O waters ' with the heat that is yours etc. etc.
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f|EtT:ll^ll

•^6R. arn^ ^ -4: ^ Tifir ‘^rraff ^wr Ifg ^

fpcrtiixii

3n% ^ Iff 4

ffscrniMi

2-5. O waters ! with etc etc

Here the meter, owing to the plural verbs, is different, the Anukr
calls that of vss 1-4 (6 + 8+ 10== 24) samavisamd, a gdyatrl ‘of uneven

members’, and vs 5 (6 +10 + 10 = 26) the same, with two syllables in

excess [svarad-visama ]

24. Against kimidins, male and female

[Not metrical ] Part of the hymn is found m Paipp ii , but m a very

corrupt condition, see under the verses below Kaus makes no use of it

that IS characteristic, or that casts any light upon its difficulties, but

prescribes it simply as to be employed in a certain ceremony (19 9-13) for

prospenty (according to the comm , for removal of a bad sign), called “of
the sea’ ’ {samudra the comm, says, offering in a sdpetastha fire, in the

midst of the sea), it is also reckoned (19.1, note) to the mantras called pus
tika ‘for prosperity’ The word that precede the refrain m each verse are

apparently the name of kimidins The Anukr says that Brahman m each
verse praised with verses tlie deity mentioned in it; and gives a long
description of the meters that is too confused and coirupt to be worth
quoting in full.

WT I 3rr5i Tjsqprfw, ix-R
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O serabhaka, serabha f back again let your familiar demons
go, back again your missile, you kimldins^ whose you are, him eat

you, who has sent you forth, him eat you; eat your own flesh

Ppp reads sarabhaka serasabha punar bho ydnti yddavas punar
hatis kimJdinah yasya stha dam atta vo va prdhi tarn uttam mdsdnsd
manyatd. The comm, in the last phrase gives sd instead of svd, and has
much trouble to fabricate an explanation for it (as = tasya, or else for sd
hetih) Serabhaka he takes as either sukhasya prdpaka or sarabhavat
sarvesdm hinsaka, but is confidcp' that it designates a “chief of
vatudhanas^'^ Of the refrain, the first part seems metrical, and the second
prose, in three phrases; and it may be counted as8 + 8:6 + 7+ 5 (or 7) =

34 (or 36) * the prefixed names add 7 syllables (vss 1, 2), or 5 (vss 3, 4),

or 3 (vss 6-8), or 2 (vs 5) [Bloomfield comments on ahait and the like,

ZDMG xlviu 577.]

3n|^ W -

qj^RlTlU U ^ H

O sevrdhaka, sevrdha f back again let your familiar etc etc

3n|^ ciww ^ 14-d ii ^ n

O mroka^ anumroka' back again let your familiar etc. etc

w'tpiRkruii'ifu

O sarpd?-, anusarpa ' back again let your familiar etc. etc.

W rTOff% 3n|ii; W ^ 1

1

O jurnl ! back again let your familiar demons go, back again

your missile, you shc-kimidins, whose you are etc etc.

Tsar ¥tT5 ^ 3n|^^rtTfw
1 ¥t5rfcr W: ^'I'OEd^fct 1 "il ’’'=^3^ I

2 tT'ffcT I
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O upabdi' ' back again let your familiar etc etc.

^
51^ ^ ^ g: ^rtfgW Hi'MI'ii-dli ll'ail

O arjunl

'

back again let your familiar etc etc

^5=}^^ Wf : o4^fd:

O bharujfi f back again let your familiar etc etc

To represent all these verses, we find in Ppp sevrka sevrdha sarpdn
sarpa mrokdn mro jyarnyatro jarjiinvapaprado punar vo vanti yadavah
punar jutis Jamldinah yasya stha dam atta yo na prdhi tarn utvas sd

mdnsdny attd It has not seemed worth while to try to translate tlie names,
though most of them contarn intelligible elements [see Weber, p 184,

186], and the comm forces through worthless explanations for them all

In vs 8 he reads bharuci, and makes an absurd derivation from roots bhr
and a«c (“going to take away the body”) [In the first draft, W notes that

the four femmine names of vss. 5-8 might be combined to one tristubh

pada, which with the common refrain would give us the normal five

“verses ”]

25. Against kanvas : with a plant

Found m Paipp iv Both Weber and Gnll regard the hymn as directed

against abortion, but no sufficient indications of such value are found in

Its language, though some of the native authonties intimate their

discovery of such. Kaus (8 25) reckons it to the cdtana hymns, and it is

employed, with ii 7 and other hymns, m a remedial ceremony (26 33-36)
against various evils, specially accompanying the smearing of the

designated plant with sacrificial dregs (sampdta) upon the patient.

^SncRI ^gcTT- i V

^rrtwf|r

Weal for us, woe (as'am) forNirrti (‘perdition’) had the divine
spotted-leaf made; since it is a formidable grinder-up {-jambhana)
of kanvas; it, the powerful, have I used (bhaj)

1 I

2 ct^ arafcT
-

J
'

rsgRilfd i
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The comm makes no attempt to identify^ the prsniparni as any
particular plant/ but simply paraphrases it with citraparny osadhih R
discusses the word as follows “the prsniparni is, 1 according to the

commentary to KSS xxv 7 17, the same witli mdsaparnl^ i e Glycine

debiliS:, 2 according to other schol
,

tlie same with iaksmand, a plant

having upon its leaves red spots, in which the form of a child is claimed

to be seen Bhavapr , i 208, calls it also putrajam, and Rajanigh , vii 1 14,

putrakanda, or putradd, or pumkanda, mdicatmg a bulbous plant, it is

credited with tlie power to cure barrenness of women; 3 accordmg to

Am Kos and the other Nighantus, it is a legummous plant, identified by
Chund Dutt {Mat medica) with Uraria lagopodioides Dec

,

having hairy

leaves without colored spots The second of these identifications would
suit the hymn ” Abhaksi might mean ‘I have partaken of or drunk’, but

neither Kaus nor the comm know of such a use of the plant The strange

appearance in this hymn (only) of kanva as name of evil beings is passed

by the comm without a word of notice, he simply paraphrases the word
witli papa [But see Bergaigne, Rel ved ii 465, and Hillebrandt, Ved
Mythol 1 207 ] Ppp reads m b nirrtaye karat, and m d tvd 'harsam for

abhaksi

This spotted-leaf was first bom overpowering, with it do I hew
[off] the head of the ill-named ones, as of a bird {sakuni).

{Saku- IS misprinted sakr-} The reading yrscdmi, without accent

(which IS given in both editions, on the authority of all the mss ) implies

diat the fourth pada begins with siras^ the preceding three words bemg (as

IS easy) resolved into eight syllables, and the pada-mss also mark the

pada-division before siras The Anukr , however, regards the verse as a

simple anustubh, which it plainly is, siras belonging to c, the accent

should therefore be emended to vrscdmi Ppp reads sadanvdghni pr~ for

a, and in c, d tayd kanvasydm s'lras chinadmi sak- The comm explains

the “ill-named” as dadruvisarpakas'vitradikustharogavi^esds, or varieties

of leprosy.

44^4^ =Erii ^ n

1 Urana Picta, Urana Logopoides ’pfo )
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The blood-dnnking wizard, and whoso wants ever to take

away fatness, the embryo-eating kanva do you make disappear, O
spotted-leaf, and overpower

One or two of our mss (W I ), and several of SPP’s, read in b jthins

ati [I has -fris'-] Ppp has at the end sahasvatl

3TT ch?T5 chUcJ I'oiyi)

ciRc^^ y 1 1 IS n

Make them enter the mountain, the hfe-obstructmg (-yopana)

kanvas, do you, O divine spotted-leaf, go burning after them like

fire.

[As to kanvan, cf i 19 4 n As to -yopana^ see Bloomfield, AJP
xii.423.] This verse and the next are too much defaced in Ppp to admit

comparison m detail, but its text differs somewhat from ours The Anukr
refuses to sanction the common abbreviation to agnir'^va in d

war ^
Thrust them forth to a distance, the life-obstructing kanvas,

where the darknesses go, there have I made the flesh-eaters go.

26 . For safety and increase of kinc

Found in Paipp.ii. Used by Kaus (19 14), with lii 14, iv 21, and ix.7

[not VI 1 1.3 - see comm, to ix.7 = 12], in a ceremony for the prosperity of
cattle.

H 31^1]

igiir
'-

tiRidi Rr ^egfii ^ii

Hither let the cattle come that went away, whose
companionship (sahacara) Vayu (the wind) enjoyed, whose form-

givings Tvasta knows; in this cow-stall let Savita make them fast

(ni-yam)
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Or, ‘whose forms,’ rupadheya being vii:;]^ally equivalent to simple
rupa Ppp reads m b sahataram. The “cow-stall” does not probably
imply anything more than an enclosure The Anukr passes without notice

thejagatl pada d

To this cow-stall let cattle flow-together [stream together]

{samsur)\ let Brhaspati, foreknowing, lead them hither; let

SinTvall' lead hither the van {agrd) of them, make them fast when
they have come, O Anumati

[In the prior draft of 3, Mr. Whitney has ‘stream’ ] Ppp has at the

cnAyacchdt, one of SPP’s mss ,yacchat The comm gives anugate (= he
anugamanakarini) m d The value of pra m the common epithet

prajanant (rendered ‘foreknowing’) is obscure and probably minimal [As
to the deities here named, see Zimmer, p 352, and Hillebrandt, Ved
Mythol 1 422 ]

^ . TT TT I

qpgrg ^ 'Mblfd: WT%DT ^ II

Together, together let cattle flow [stream], together horses, and
together men, together the fatness that is of grain, I offer with an
oblation of confluence

For the oblation called ‘of confluence’, to effect the streaming

together of good things, compare i 15 and xix 1 The change of meter m
this hymn need not damage its unity, m view of its occurrence as one

hymn in Ppp Ppp reads in b paurusds^ and m c sphdtibhis {fox yd sph-)

The mctiical definition of the Anukr seems to reject the obvious

resolution -vi-e-na in d

. Ti fferfHW^ TrqFi%^ W];i

^ -qfg Thxicfl-H'iJll

I pour together the milk (ksira) of kme, together strength, sap,

with sacrificial butter; poured together are our heroes; fixed are the

kme in me {rather, with me] [as] kine-lord

1 I^Rlcn^i 3T^ ^TorfcTi RiTifcT pitcrFrif^i^isrorat err
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Ppp reads valam m b, combines -kta^smdkam in c, and has for d
mayi gdvas ca gopatau The redundant syllable in d (notices by the

Anukr ) would be got rid of by changing mavi to the old locative me [, but
with better metrical result, by adopting the Ppp reading] With tlie second
half-verse is to be compared ASS ni 1 1 6 arista asmdkam vJra mayi
gdvah santu gopatau The comm says tliat gavdm m a means grstinam
‘of heifers (having tlieir first calf)

’

^ o o . 3ir fTiftw qpstl? wq;

I

OTIHT 3IT X|^i2<q-W=bHLII ^ II

I bring {a-hr) the milk of kine, I have brought the sap of gram,
brought are our heroes, our wives, to this home (astaka).

Ppp has aharsam in b, in c dharisam (for dhrtds) and vlrdn, and in d
d patnim e 'dam Our Bp gives ahdrisam (and H ahardrisam) in b, and
dhdtds in c.

The anuvdka [4 ] has this tune 9 hymns, with 48 verses, the old
Anukr s2Lys dvyunam [satdrdham[ turlyah

27. For victory in disputation : writh a plant

Found m Paipp ii Kaus uses the hymn m the rite or charm for
overcoming an adversary in public dispute one is to come to the
assembly from the north-eastern direction (because of its name apardjita
‘unconquered’), chewing the root of the plant, and to have it m his mouth
while speakmg, also to bind on an amulet of it, and to wear a wreath of
seven of its leaves (38 18-21) Verse 6, again, is reckoned (50 13, note) to
^e raudra gana. The comm further quotes from the Naks. [error for
^anti] K. (17, 19) a prescription of the use of the hymn in a mahdsdnii
called apardjitd

Translated . Weber, xiii 190, Ludwig, p461, Gnll, 1st edition, 18,
51, Bloomfield, JAOS, xiii

, p xlii (PAOS. May, 1885), or ATP vii 479,
Gnll, 2"*^ edition, 23, 93, Gnffith, i.66; Bloomfield, SBE xlu 137, 304 -

Bloomfield was the first to point out (on the authonty of Kaus' ) the
connection ofprdd with root prach, and to give the true interpretation of
the hymn Gnll follows him in the second edition.

chRlo'JlcI
I ^gRlT- ^ V9^ 1

srr?r
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May [my] foe by no means win (ji) the dispute, overpowering,
overcoming are you; smite the dispute of [my] counter-disputant,

make them sapless, O herb.^

“Dispute” (praf^ is literally ‘questioning^ The comm renders the

word m a by prastar ‘questioner’, but m c gives us our choice between
that and prasna ‘question’, and in 7 a acknowledge only the latter

meaning Pratiprasas is translated here as genitive; the comm takes it

secondly as such, but first as accus pL, the Ppp. reading favours the latter

sd *mun pratiprdsojava rasa hr-. With either understandmg, the accent is

anomalous, we ought to have pratiprasas Arasdn also is in favour of the

plural If we could emend prdsam in c to prdsi ‘in the disputation’, it

would make tilings much easier For a Ppp. has yas catrun samjaydt, Ned
in a IS simply the emphasized negative

The eagle discovered {anu-vid) you, the swine dug you with

his snout : smite the dispute etc etc.

Pada b shows that the root is the part of the plant employed. If we
stmck off the impertment refrain from vss. 2-5, and combined the Imes

into two verses, the hymn would conform to the norm of the second book
(as m more than one case above [p 37])

^ o ^ ^ Ksn

Indra put (Ar) you on his arm, in order to lay low (str) the

Asuras smite the dispute etc. etc.

The comm , both here and in the next verse, understands -bhya (h)

starttave as -bhyas tart-, though he then explains tarltave by starttum

Pada a is rendered in accordance with the comm and with Weber; Gnll,

‘took you into his arm.’

^o>£.

3tT?t aRi
'gmt

Indra consumed {vi-aT) the pata, m order to lay low the Asuras

• smite the dispute etc etc.

1
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The comm reads in a patham, and uses that form m all his

explanations, patam seems to be given in all the mss , and in Ppp
, and

both editions adopt it, but the mss are very little to be trusted for tlie

distinction of t and th “The plant is the Clvpea hernandifoha, whose
bitter root is much used It grows all over India, and is said to be applied

to ulcers in the Punjab and in Smdh (W Dymock, Vegetable mat med )”

(R ) [In his note, Roth gives patam as Ppp form, but in his collation, he

gives as Ppp reading m a, b p^ -'idro] vyasnan hantave as- The
Anukr apparently expects us to resolve vi-a-s'n-at in a

^ o ^ . rPJjt TnHIfSFT ^1
•arm 'srf^nrmt h n

With It will I overpower the foes, as Indra did the sdldvrkas

smite the dispute etc etc

The translation implies emendation of tlie inadmissible sdkse to sdks

ye, than which nothing is easier (considering the frequent loss of y after a

lingual or palatal sibilant) or more satisfactory, for both sense and meter,

It IS favoured, too, by the Ppp reading, saksive No othei example of long

a m a future form of this verb appears to be quotable, but the exchange of

a and a in its inflection and derivation is so common that this makes no
appreciable difficulty The comm accepts sdkse, rendering it by abhi

bhavdmi The Anukr notes no metrical irregularity m the verse In our
text, accent sdldvrkdn (an accent-mark out of place) [To Weber’s note on
sdldvrka, add Oertel, TAOS xix " 123 f This allusion adds to tlie

plausibility ofW’s suggestion about the Yatis, note to ii 5 3 ]

^ ii

O Rudra, you of healing (?) remedies, of dark (nlld) crests,

deed-doer ' smite he dispute etc. etc.

Ppp has for c, d pmam durasvato jahi vo smdn abhidasati, which is

plainly much better than the repetition of the refrain, and for which the

latter has perhaps been substituted m out text The comm draws out to

great length a series of derivations for rudra^
, and gives two forjaldsa^,

and three different explanations of karmakrt [Bloomfield discusses jal-

etc at length, AJP xii 425 ff.]

1 See Nirukta 10 5

2 31^ c#- ET3i_i TUBm zrt^r i
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sifir ^^ T?rf^kfiT: 3n% nij^-di ^iivaii

Do you smite the dispute of him, O Indra, who vexes us; bless

us with abilities (sakti), make me supenor m the dispute

Ppp reads prstam forprasam tvam in a, and ends b with -dasate The
comm has prasam mstead of prd^i m d and is supported m it by two of
SPP’s authorities The prds'am m a he explams by vakyam, and that m his

d byprastaram

28. For long life for a certain person (chUd ?)

Found m Paipp (vss 1-4 m i , vs 5 m xv) Used by Kaus m the

godana ceremony (54 13), as the parents pass the boy three times back
and forth between them and make him eat balls of ghi, and the same is

done in the cudd or caula (hair-cuttmg) ceremony (54 16, note), the

schol also reckon it to the dyusya gana (54.1 1, note).

[iBfsr- ^ 3TT^ ^ t^raiwr, ^ ^3Tfw, V-H

sTrji

H

^0 6 . ^ %l

For just you, O old age, let this one grow; let not the other

deaths, that are a hundred, harm him; as a forethoughful mother in

her lap a son, let Mitra protect him from distress that comes from a

friend (mitriya).

Ppp has m b tvat for s'atam ye, and combmes in d mitre ’nam. The
omission of either imam or anye would rectify the meter ofb The comm
most foolishly takes jariman^ first from jr ‘smg,’ and explams it as he

stuyamdna agnel then addmg the tme etymology and sense. The ""jagatf’

is quite irregular :12-t-13. 11 + 12 = 48 [Bloomfield cites an admirable

parallel from RV. iv 55.5, but m his version he has quite overlooked the

verb-accent ]

1 See Nirukta 10 8
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^ o ^ "aRiPf^ 4iW|«si 4iS«<»^4^i

-gfA ^5if^ -R u

Let Mitra or helpfial (^ risadas) Varuna in concord make him
one that dies of old age, so Agm the offerer (hotar), knowing the

ways (yayuna), bespeaks all the births of the gods.

All our pada-mss read m a risada instead of -dah, SPP properly

emends to -dah This wholly obscure word is found independently only

here in AV., its rendermg above is mtended only to avoid leaving a blank,

the comm, gives the ordmary etymology, as hmsakdnam and, Gnll,

emendmg to aris'ddas, bnngs out an ingenious but unconvincing

parallelism with Gr epikudeis, and, as noticed by him, Aufrecht also

would understand arisddas ‘very promment ’ Ppp reads for a mitras ca

tvd varunasca risddau, and has at the end of d -mdni vakti

tW TipiTt ^ II ^ ii

You are master (Ts) of earthly cattle, that are bom, or also that

are to be bom; let not breath leave this one, nor expiration, let not

fnends slay (yadh) this one, nor enemies.

All the mss , and the comm , read at end of b janitras^ which SPP
accordmgly retains, while our text makes the necessary emendation to

jamtvds, which Ppp. also has. Ppp. [omits vd in b,] elides die initial a of
apdno and amitrdh after mo; and it puts the verse after our vs 4 Pada b
lacks a syllable, unnoticed by the Anukr [readjdtdsas ?}

W HlUliqj^lW'^gfW: •?RTf|qT:U'8U

Let father heaven, let mother earth, in concord, make you one
that dies of old age; that you may live m the lap of Aditi, guarded
by breath and expiration, a hundred winters.

Ppp. reads te for tvd m a, and dirgham dyuh for samviddne m b; also

rtyd for adites m c The Anukr. takes no notice of the irregulanty of the

matter (9 + 11 : 10+12 = 42,

a

poor trisfubh !); the insertion of ca after

prthivl in a, and emendation tojivdsi m c, would be easy rectifications [In

order to brmg the cesura of a m the nght place, read dyaus and fvd each as

one syllable and msert a ca also after pitd. Thus all is orderly, 11 + 11 11

+ 12. The accent-mark overpr- is gone.]
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^ i|^^
Hi^grrwT 31% -ynl'w 1%^^ ^ »i

This one, O Agm, do you lead for hfe-time, for splendor, to

dear seed, O Varuna, Mitra, king ’ like a mother, O Aditi, yield

(yarn) him refuge, O all you gods, that he be one reaching old age

All the pada-xass read at end of b mitrarajan, as a compound, and

SPP so gives it, the comm understands rdjan correctly as an mdependent
word, but perhaps only as he m general is supenor to the restraints of the

parfa-readmgs Ppp. (in xv ) has priyo for -yam in b The verse is found

also in TS (u.3 10^), TB (ii l.l\ TA (ii 5 1), and MS (ii 3 4) All these

give krdhi for naya at end of a, TA MS have tigmain ojas instead of

privam retas m b; TS TB MS read soma rdjan at end of b, while TA
offers instead sam s'lsadhi, all accentjaradastis in d, and MS leaves asat

at tlie end unaccented In SGS. (i 27), again, is a version of the verse,

omitting naya in a, reading (with MS ) tigmam ojas and soma in b, and

having aditih sarma yamsat me [Von Schroeder gives the Katha version,

Tubinger Katha-hss , p.72-3 ]

29. For some one’s long life and other blessings

Found m Paipp , but in two widely separated parts vss 1-3 m xix ,

and vss 4-7 m i (next followmg our hymn 28) Used m Kaus (27 9 ff ) in

a curious healing rite for one afflicted with thirst the patient and a well

person are set back to back, wrapped m one garment together, and the

latter is made to drink a certam potion apparently prepared for the other,

tlius the disease will be transferred to the well person a total perversion

of the proper meaning of the hymn. Agam, it is used (54 17) m the

goddna and cudd ceremonies, and, according to the schol (58 18, note),

in that of name-giving, and the schol (42 15) further add it m the rite on

the return home of a Vedic student And vs 3 accompanies m Vait

(22 16) the pouring of the dslr milk into the clanfied soma in the putabhrt

at the agnistoma sacrifice [cf. comm and Hillebrandt, Ritual-litteratur,

p 129].

STST^I \

3RT, Tm, TTfen, ^RTTi, ^ F?, TftsRT,

"ii yWRqf^ i]
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^ ^ wv^ 3^k
ari^^jmw arfr^: sit qi^ ^g4^fd:ii ?ii

In the sap of what is earthly, O gods, m the strength of Bhaga’s

self (tanu) - length of life to this man may Agm, SQrya - splendour

may Brhaspati impart

Or It might be ‘ in the sap of earthly portion, m strength of body’ (a,

b), ‘what IS earthly’ would refer to some characteristic product of earth

applied m the nte, the comm understands the god Bhaga, but his opinion

IS of no authority As Weber suggests, the exchange of dyusyam here in c

and dyus m 2 a would rectify the meter of both verses m neither case

does the Anukr note an irregularity Ppp. has here dyur asmai, but

follows It with somo varca dh&td brh- Some of our mss , with two or

three of SPP’s, accent dyusyam The comm, takes devSs in a for a

nominative

^ iff?

Length of life to him assign you, O Jatavedas; progeny, O
Tvastar^ do you bestow on him; abundance of wealth, O Savita^

(‘impeller’), do you impel to him; may he live a hundred autumns

of you

The construction of a dative with adhi-ni-dha m b seems hardly
admissible, BR [iii 917], in quotmg the passage, reads asme, apparently

by an mtended emendation, which, however, does not suit the connection;

asmin is the only real help

^ wapiti ^ U

Our blessing [assign him] refreshment, possession of excellent

progeny; do you (two), accordant, assign [him] dextenty, property

(dravmay, [let] this man [be] conquering fields with power, O
Indra, putting (Ar) other rivals beneath him.

2 (-360 q.4;^.^)
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The verse is difficult, and, as the parallel texts show, badly corrupted
Asir nas (for which Weber ingeniously suggested dsirne) is supported by
aslr nas m MS. (iv 12 3) and dsir me m TS (in 2 85) and KSS (x 5 3),

and all these versions give it a verb m b, dadhatu, instead of the

impracticable dual dhattam^ with which our sceetasau is in the same
combination The alternation of this to the savarcasam of TS. MS , or the

suvarcasam of KSS and Ppp , would indicate that of dhattam to -tarn (as

middle), and allow sense to be made of the pada All the other texts,

including Ppp ,
give in a suprajastvam mstead of the anomalous and bad

saupr- TS MS KSS have isam for daksam m b The translation implies
emendation ofjayam m c tojayan m accordance with the samjayan of the

other texts, but Ppp has sam jayat^ which would be even more acceptable
- only not with aham, as all the four read for ayam TS MS., finally,

combine anydn adh- in d, KSS elides ^nydn In K§S-, as m Vait
,
the first

word is to be understood as dsir, the comm interprets both ways [as from
dsis ‘blessing’ or from dsir ‘milk’] He regards ^e au of saupra- m a as

simply “Vedic,” and heaven and earth as addressed in b

Given by Indra, instructed by Varuna, sent forth by the Maruts,

had the formidable one come to us, let this man, in your lap, O
heavcn-and-earth, not hunger, not thirst

The “thirst” of the patient m Kaus has no more substantial

foundation than the last two words of this verse The text is Ppp is

defaced, but shows srstas for sistas in a, and m c, d, after -thivi, pan
daddmi sa md. The Anukr would have us scan 11 + 11 * 8 + 9 = 39,

dividing before upasthe, but the pada-mss. mark the division correctly,

after that word

ci.rWiT sifW gri^i

^ : 11 h ii

Assign refreshment to him, you (two) that are nch in

refreshment, assign milk to him, you nch in milk, refreshment

have heave-and-earth assigned to him, [have] all the gods, the

Maruts, refreshment [have] the waters

‘Refreshment’ is the conventional rendermg selected for the

ambiguous word ttrj and its varieties Nearly all our mss (all save P M.),

and all of SPP’s, have the false accentuation devas in d, both editions

emend to devas, which the comm, also understands So also with

dyOvaprthivl in c, for which the mss. have either dyavdprthivl (so nearly
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all of ours and one of SPP’s) or dydvaprthivl (so, according to SPP , all

his save one, witli our O D ), only our H has the true reading, which is

given by emendation in both editions The verse (10 +10 12+11 = 43)

IS far from bemg a good tnstubh

With propitious things (f ) I gratify your heart, may you enjoy

yourself (mud) free from disease, very splendid, let the two that

dwell together savdsin) drink this stir-about (mantha), putting

on [as] magic the form of the (two) Asvms.

The second half-verse is said apparently of a married pair, who are

by supernatural means to become as beautiful as the Asvms Of course,

the comm follows Kaus m understandmg it of the sick and well man,

and taking savdsin as ‘‘dressed in one garment.” The comm supplies

adbhis m a, which is plausible (so Weber) Ppp. reads in a tarpayantu, in

b modamanas care 'ha, and m d asvinau Several of SPP’s mss give

matham in c.

^ ^ l?t arsr tit tt gmi

TIT § 3TT 3T^|| \3 1|

Indra in the beginning, being pierced, created this refreshment,

[this] unaging svadha; it is yours here; by it live you for autumns,

very splendid, be there no flux of you; the healers have made [it]

for you

In d, d susrot is here rendered as if it involved the idea of dsrdva
‘flux’, the d seems to forbid its bemg taken to mean “let it not be
spilled”, the comm., however, so understands it pracyuto md bhut
Some of our mss. (M P.W ) read tvayd at beginning of c. The comm, has
urjam in b. Ppp gives, m a, b, vidyo agram urjam svadhdm ajatdm etam
esd

30, To secure a woman’s love

Found in Paipp. ii (in the verse-order 1, 5, 2 4, 3) Used by Kaus
(35 12 ff ), with vi 8 and other hymns, in a rite concerning women, to

gam control over a certain person a mess of various' substances is

prepared, and her body smeared with it - which is much like the

proverbial catching of a bird by putUng salt on its tail
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5RTqf% 1 arf^Ffr^TTR, h i

^ WTFTf^i, ^

^ ^ o
. ^ gtrj -qwraf^l

i;gT wftr % i#w m w irarw 3^:11 ?>n

As the wind here shakes the grass off the earth, so do I shake

your mind, that you may be one loving me, that you may be one

not going away from me

The last half-verse is the same with the concluding padas of i 34 5

and vi 8 1-3, SPP again alters the pada~text to apagdh (see under i 34 5),

Ppp has here for e eva mama tvdyasi Ppp reads m a, b bhumyd "dhi

vatas (0 We should expect m a rather bhumydm^ and this the comm
reads, both m his exposition and m his quotation of the pratika from
Kaus , but Bloomfield gives no such variant m his edition

3d%RT •<a^^T ^ ^ 1

^TW arnqf ^ ^ ItTni 11

May you, O Asvins, both lead together and bnng [her] together

with him who loves her The fortunes (bhaga) of you (two) have

come together, together [your] intents, together [your] courses

(yratd)

Notwithstanding the accent of vaksathas, it does not seem possible to

understand ced in a as ‘if (Gnll, however, so takes it, Weber as above),

smce the second half-verse has no application to the Asvins (we should

like to alter vdm in c to nau) [But see Bloomfield] The translators take

kdmina m a as for kdminau ‘the (two) lovers,’ which it might also well be,

the comm says kamind mayd He also calls vrata simply a karmandman,

which IS very near the truth, as the word certainly comes from root vrt

(seeJAOS xi., p ccxxix = PADS Oct 1884) Ppp reads /zejito m b for

vaksathas, and m c, d, sarvd ‘hgandsy agmata sam caksunsi sam etc

Both here and in vs 5 bhaga might possibly have its other sense of

genitalia, or imply that by double meanmg, but the comm , who would be

likely to spy out any such hidden sense, says simply bhdgydni [In a,

advma is misprinted - W’s imphcations are that if vaksathas were

toneless it might be taken as a case of antithetical construction and that

there would be no need to join it with ced ]
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^ ^ ^ SUMldT I

djf ^r ^ ^r4cd Wu ^ tl

What the eagles [are] wanting to say, the free from disease

[are] wanting to say - there let her come to my call, as the tip to the

neck of the arrow (kulmala)

The first half-verse is very obscure, and very differently understood

by the translators, the rendenng above is stnctly literal, avoiding the

violence which they allow themselves, the comm gives no aid, he

supplies strivisayam vdkyam to yat, and explains anamlvds by arogino

‘drptdh SPP understands drptdh) kdmijandh Ppp has an independent

text . yas suparnd raksdna vd na vaksana vd trdtdnpitam manah salye

‘va gulmalum vatd - too corrupt to make much of The Anukr. declines to

sanction the contraction salye 'va m d

dd’diH.I

%^[wnniT iRf

What [was] within, [be] that without, what [was] without, [be]

that within, of the maidens of many forms seize you the mind, O
herb

In the obscure formalism of a, b the comm thinks mind and speech
to be intended [Why not retas and sepas '^] ‘Of all forms,’ i e , as often

elsewhere, ‘of every sort and kind ’ [Ppp reads abdhyam for bdhyam yad
bdhyam ]

Hither had this woman come, desinng a husband, desiring a

wife have I come, like a loud-neighing (krand) horse, together

with fortune have I come.

That is, perhaps, ‘I have enjoyed her favour’. None of the mss fail to

accent yarAd in c

31. Against worms
Found also m Paipp li Used by Kau^. (27.14 ff ) in an extended

healing rite agamst worms; the detail of the ceremonial has nothing to do
with that of the hymn, and does not illustrate the latter.
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[^f^- 'til'Jcl 1 iTlt 3T2RT ^ERTtTT I W^~ I

W f^nfw ^ ^ c^T'^11 ^11

The great mill-stone that is Indra’s, bruiser (Jarhand) of every
worm - with that I mash (pis) together the worms, as khalva-greans

with a mill-stone

Our mss and those of SPP , as well as Ppp , vary, m this hymn and
elsewhere, quite mdiscnmmately between krimi and krmi, so that it is not

at all worth while to report the details, SPP agrees with us in pnntmg
everywhere Arz/M! Two of our mss (O Op ), with one of SPP’s, read J/zrs

at in a Ppp gives at the end khalvan iva The comm explams krimln by
s'arlrdntargatan sarvdn ksudrajantun

The seen, the unseen one have I bruised, also the kururu have

bruised, all the algandus, the ^alunas, the worms we grind up with

our spell (vacas).

The distinction of -Iga- and -la- m the manuscripts is very imperfect,

I had noted only one of our mss as apparently havmg algandun, here and

in the next verse, but SPP gives this as found in all his authorities,

including oral ones, and the comm presents it, and even also Ppp , so that

it IS beyond all question the true reading. The comm explains it here as

etannamnah krimivisesdn, but m vs. 3 as sonitamdnsadusakdfi jantun -

which last IS plainly nothmg more than a guess Instead of kururum m b,

he reads kurlram, with three of SPP’s mss , and Ppp ,
other mss differ as

to tlicir distribution of u and w in the syllables of the word, and two of

ours (Op Kp.) give kururam Two of SPP’s authonties give varcasd m d

Ppp. further has adraham for atrham both times, and daluldn m c. The

omission of krimln in d would ease both sense and meter [As to sarvdn

ch-, cf 111 1 1 5, IV 8 3, and Prat ii 17, note.]
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I smite the algandus with a great deadly weapon, burnt [or]

unbumt, they have become sapless, those left [or] not left I draw

down by my spell (vac), that no one of the worms be left.

It seems hardly possible to avoid amending at the end to uchisyMai,

passive. Ppp reads m b dunadduna, and its last half-verse is defaced.

osrsgt

The one along the entrails, the one m the head, likewise the

worm in the nbs, the avaskava, the vyadhvara the worms we grind

up with our spell iyacas).

The comm, and two of SPP’s mss , read in b pdrsneyam ‘m the heeP;

and SPP. admits into his text after it krimin^ against the great majority of

his mss and against the comm ,
none of ours have it, but three (O Op

Kp ) give krimin^ which looks like an abortive attempt at it For

vyadhvaram m c Ppp hasyaram, ail the mss have vvarf/zvaram, unless it

is to be emended to vyadvaram (cf vi 50.3, note), it must probably be

denved from vyadh ‘pierce’, but the pada-rQa.dmg viadhvaram points

rather to vi-adhvan, the comm takes it from the latter, and also,

alternatively, from vz and a-dhvara, avaskava is, according to him,

avdggamanasvabhdva, it seems rather to come from "^sku ‘tear’ The

expression prdgukta ‘as heretofore defined’ is not used elsewhere in the

Anukr ,
it is used by abbreviation for uparistadvirdd (vs 2); but why the

two verses were not defined togethei, to make repetition needless, does

not appear. [In d, again, krimln is a palpable intrusion ]

^ ^ % l5pk: I

The worms that are in the mountains, in the woods, in the

herbs, in the cattle, within the waters, that have entered our selves

(tanu) - that whole generation (faniman) ofworms I smite.

Two of SPP’s mss. agree with the comm, m reading te for ye at

begmnmg of c, and the comm has further fanvas for tanvam. Ppp. inserts

ye before vanesu, and ye (with an avasdna before it) also before osadhI?u,

for second half-verse it gives ye ’smdkam tanno (i.e. tanvo) sthdma caknr
(i e cakrur or cakrire) indras tan hantu mahatd vadhena Prdgukta m the

Anukr. apparently repeats this time the superfluous dr^T of vs. 3.

The anuvdka [5 ] has 5 hymns and 29 verses, and the extract from the

old Anukr says tato ‘paratai or ‘pardnte
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32- Against worms

This hymn occurs m Paipp u (with vs 3 put last), next befoi>. the

one that here precedes it Kaus applies it (27 21 ff) in a healing

ceremony against worms m cattle

[The material appears m Ppp in die order 1, 2, ab, 4 cdab, 5 ab, 6, 3

abc 5 d The expression of Kaus' 27.22, “with the words te hatah (vs. 5

d) at the end of the hymn,” suggests the reduction of the hymn to the

norm of the book, 5 vss (sep p 37) This is borne out by Ppp , where the

material amounts to 5 vss and ends with our 5 d But what the intruded

portions are it is not easy to say The parts missing in Ppp. are our 2 cd, 3

d,5 c]

Tf9qf«T:l

% ^H^ll

Let the sun (aditya), rising, smite the worms, setting, let him

smite [them] with his rays - the worms that are within the cow

The change of adityas to suryas in a would rectify the meter But

Ppp has adityas^ its b reads surya nimrocan rasmibhir hantu, and for c it

has ye *ntas krimayo gavl nah

%gW
^uuui-w n ^ ii

The worm of all forms, the four-eyed, the variegated, the

whitish - I crush (sr) the nbs of it; I hew at (api-vrasc) what is its

head

The mss , as usual, vary between prstls and prsthls m c Ppp has a

different version of the first half-verse yo dvislrsa caturaksas krimis

ddrgo arjunah, with our 4 c, d as second half The Anukr. expects us to

make the unusual resolution a-si-a in c
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apiw^ ^ n

Like Atri I slay you, O worms, like Kanva, like Jamadagni,

with the incantation ofAgastya I mash together the worms

Ppp rectifies tlie meter of a by reading tvd krme, it has agastyam in

c, and for d, our 5 d The Anukr ignores the redundant syllable in our a

Compare TA iv 36 (which the comm quotes, though the editor does not

tell from whence) atrind tvd krime hanmi kanvena jamadagnind

visvdvasor brahmand, also MB ii 7 1 a, b hatas te atrind krimir hatas te

jamadagnind Spp writes in a attrivad Vss 3-5 are repeated below as

v23 10-12

TFSTT fihtfiunjW WMfd|cl:l

IrnTRiT Rhfiifci'yidi icrdkrTii'tfu

Slam IS the king of the worms, also the chief (sthapati) of

them is slain, slam is the worm, having its mother slam, its brother

slam, its sister slam

Ppp has m b sthapacis, and m c, d (its 2 c, d) -trdtd for -mdtd, and -

mahatd for bhrdtd TA (iv 36) has again a parallel verse hatah krimlndm
rdjd apy esdm sthapatir hatah atho mdtd *tho pita, cf also MB ii 7 3 a,

b hatah krimlndm ksudrako hatd mdtd hatah pita The comm explains

sthapati by saciva

^ RhMij) fdrnimi

Slam are its neighbors (? vesas), slam its further neighbors (2

parive^as), also those that are petty {ksullakd), as it were - all those

worms are slam

The translation of d implies the emendation of te to te, all the mss
have the former, but SPP receives the latter into his text on the authonty
of the coram , who so understands the word. Ppp. reads in a, b ‘sva vesaso
hatdsas p-, our c is wantmg in its text, our d it puts in place of our 3 d
Our ksullaka is a kmd of Prakritization of ksudraka, quoted from MB
under vs 4; TA. (ib ) also has atho sthurd atho k^udrdh. The comm
explams vesa^as as “pnncipal houses,” and panvedasas as “neighboring
houses ” We might suspect -ves-, from root vis, and so ‘attendants,

servants
’
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^ 15514^ f%5gn4 : u ^ n

I crush up (pra-s>) your (two) horns, with which you thrust; I

split your receptacle which is your poison-holder

The decided majority, both of our mss and of SPP’s, give m c kus
umbham, which is accordingly accepted m both editions, other sporadic

readings are kumsumbham^ kusabham, kasabham, kusubham, kus
ambham, and two of SPP’s mss give sukumbham^ nearly agreemg with
the sukambham of the comm Our PM E have vinud- in b Ppp’s version

IS as follows . pa te ssmdmi srnge ydbhydyattam vitadayasi atho
bhmadmi tarn kumbham yasmin te nihatam visam, which m c is better

than our text, and is supported by the MB (ii 7 3) form of c, d : athai *sam

bhinnakah kumbho ya esdm visadhanakah. The metrical definition of the

verse (7 + 7 7 + 6 = 27) given by the Anukr is only mechanically
correct

33. For expulsion of yaksma from all parts of the body

Found m Paipp iv Corresponds, with important variations, to most
of RV.x 163 (found also m MP, the mantra-X&xX to ApGS. see

Wmtemitz, 1 c., p 99) [Namely, our vss 1, 2, 4 ab with 3 cd, and 5

correspond to MP i, 17.1, 2, 3 and 4. the MP version follows most nearly

that of RV ] The hymn is called by Kaus (27 27) vlbarha (from vs 7d),

and is prescribed m a healmg ceremony, it is also reckoned (54 1 1, note)

to the dyusya gana^ but the comm makes up an anholinga gana of it and
in 1 1, iv 13, V 30; ix 8, which is quite different from the one reported by
Bloomfield from the gana-mdld in note to Kaus 32 27 [on page 89, but

agrees with the one reported m B’s supplement, page 334, except that for

1 10 4 should be put iii 1 1 1] It (or vs 1) is also employed by Vait (38 1)

in the purusamedha.

[55f%- WTI sn^l 31^

vs -qszirql^ i]

graifW
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Forth from your (two) eyes, (two) nostnls, (two) ears, chin,

brain, tongue, I eject (vi-vrh) for you the) for you the yaksma of

the head

The verse is RV x 163 1, without variant. Two or three of SPP’s

mss , with the comm read in b cubukat, MP has cibukat [in the Whish
ms ], Ppp substitutes for it nasvdt (i e Osydt), has uta for adhi, and has

for d lalat&d vi vayemasi

From your neck {grlvds)^ nape {usnihas^,^ vertebrae (klkasd),

back-bone, (two) shoulders, (two) fore-arms, I eject for you the

yaksma of the arms.

This, again, is precisely RV x 163.2 Ppp reads in b anukyds, and m
d urastas (for bdhubhydm) and vrhdmasi. The PI grivds for ‘neck’

designates, according to the comm., the 14 small bones found there; and
he quotes SB xii.2.4 10 for authority. The usnihds he declares to be

certain vessels (nddi)^ the kikasds, to be jatruvaksogatdsthlni^ which is

quite indefinite.

Forth from your heart, lung {klomanf^ hallksna^ (two) sides,

(two) matasnas^ spleen, liver, we eject for you the yaksma.

Weber conjectures “gall” for hallk^na (Ppp halik^ma\ and
“kidney” for matasna The comm, defines kloman as “a kind of flesh-

mass in the neighborhood of the heart,” hallksna as etatsamjnakdt
tatsambandhan mansapindavisesdt, and matasndbhydm as

ubhayapdrsvasambandhabhydrft vrkydbhydm
tatsamlpasthapittddhdrapdtrabhydm vd For a, Ppp, has klomnas te

hrdaydbhyo Of this verse, only the latter half has a parallel m RV.,
namely x 163.3 c, d, where d is varied to yaknah pld^ibhyo vz vrhdmi te

The Anukr. foolishly rejects all resolution in b.

%U>fH
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Forth from your entrails, guts, rectum, belly (two) paunches,
plasi, navel, I eject for you the yaksma.

The comm explains guddbhyas by dntrasamlpasthebhyo
malamutrapravahanamSrgebhyah, and places by bahucchidran
malapdtrdt, and he quotes SB xu 9 1 3, where many of the names m the

verse occur RV. (also MP ) has the first half-verse, as 163 3 a, b, readmg
hrdaydt for udardt. For b, c [d], Ppp substitutes our 6 b, c [d, but with
pdnyor m c and vrhdmasi at the end]. The Anukr agam rejects all

resolutions, which would make the verse a fair anustubh, and counts 7 + 8

7 + 7 = 29

^'80 . TnffcfT 3rT<;i^iH,i

From your (two) thighs, knees, heels, front feet, hips,

fundament (? bhansas), I eject for you the yaksma of the rump*

In the translation here is omitted bhasadam, the pure equivalent of
bhasadyam^ and hence as superfluous m sense as redundant in meter. [Is

not prapada ‘toe’?] The verse is nearly RV x 163.4, which, however,
omits bhasadyam^ and reads, after ^ronibhydm, bhdsaddt, indicating the

whole region of anus andpudenda. Ppp ends the verse (like 2 and 4) with

vrhdmasi Several of our mss , with two or three of SPP’s, carelessly

begin with uru- MP has in b jahghdbhydm for pdrsmbhydm, and in d
dhvansasas The verse seems to be scanned by the Anukr. as 8 + 7 • 11 =
34

TCTssTwr:

From your bones, marrows, sinews, vessels, (two) hands,

fingers, nails, I eject for you the yaksma.

Pam is distinctively ‘palm’, and might properly be so rendered here

Nearly all our samhitd-xnss., with most of SPP’s, omit the visarga before

sndvabhyo Ppp has a different a, c, d hastebhyas te mdhsebhyas .yaks

mam pr^tibhyo majjabhyo nddydm virvahdmasi The Anukr scans as 7 +
7-9 + 8 = 31

What [yaksma is] in your every limb, every hair, every joint -

the yaksma of your skin do we, with Klas'yapa’s ejector (vibarha)

eject away (yisvanc).
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The first half-verse corresponds to RV x 163 6 a, b, which (as also

MP.) reads thus angad-angal lomno-lomno jatam parvani-parvam, and

Ppp. agrees with it, except m having baddham toxjatam, Ppp also omits

d In d our P M ,
with some of SPP’s mss , read vibar-, as does also the

comm \yivarham1 In our edition, as accent-mark has fallen out under -

ncam in e

34. Accompanying the sacrifice of an animal

Found m Paipp m., and also m the Black-Yajus texts, TS (lu 1 4'"^),

and K (xxx 8, m part) Used by Kaus (44 7) in the vasdsamana
ceremony, accompanymg the anomtmg of the vasd, in the same, vs 5

accompanies (44 15) the stoppage of the victim’s breath; and the same
verse appears in the funeral ntes (81.33), with verses next followmg are

further employed Agm, by one who “desires the world” (59 21

“desires over-lordship of all the world,” comm) In Vait (10 16), the

h5nnn (so the comm.) is said on the relejise of the victim from the

sacrificial postm the pasubandha

[^>s-

^ ^ ^

PlEbhId: TT TraRIP^n ^11

The lord, of cattle, who rules over (Id) the cattle, the four-

footed, and who also over the two-footed - let him, bought off, go
to [his] sacrificial portion; let abundances of wealth attach

themselves to (sac) the sacnficer.

In the TS. version, this verse comes second (the verse-order 5, 1,3,4,
2). Both TS. and K. have at the beginning yesdm, which Ppp supports by
readmg esdm, and which rectifies the meter of a : this gives quite a

different application to c, and a different cast to the meaning of the verse

TS. has also ca for yas m b, ayam Qyam) for sa in c, and it ends (better)

with yajamdnasya santu K (Weber) has for b catuspdda uta ye
dvipddah, and for c niskrltds teyajniyam bhdgam yantu', and Ppp. differs

from It only slightly, adding vd after uta in b, and ending c with yajniyd

ydnti lokam Apparently it is the lord of cattle who is to be bribed to

content himself with his sacrificial share, in lieu of taking the whole. The
Anukr does not heed the uxegulanties of meter m a, b [The Ppp. form of
b seems to be catuspaddm uta vd ye dvtpadah '].
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^ -rnf gw g^'mqi ig

y tyiH iH W:irii

Do you, releasing (pra-ntuc) the seed of being, assign progress

{gdtu) to the sacnficcr, O gods, what had stood brought hither

{updkrta), strenuous (sasamdna), let it go upon the dear path of the

gods

TS (and K rectifies the meter of a (whose irregulanty the Anukx
Ignores) by reading pramuficamdnas, it also has jTvam for priyam in d
Ppp gives gopa for retas in a, and in b makes dhatta and devas change
places, in d it reads eit Priyam may qualify the subject in d : ‘let it, dear

[to the gods], go’ etc. Upakrta and sasamdna have their usual technical

senses, ‘brought to tlie sacrifice’ and ‘efficient in the performance of
religious duty’, tlie latter is explamed by the comm alternatively, as

“being put to death” or “leaping up” (root saiy Devas is, according to

him, first “the breaths, sight etc then “the gods, Agni etc ” [E Sieg

discusses pdthas, GurupujakaumudT, p 98 ]

^ weaFrhpcg wi

They who, giving attention to (anu-dhf) the one being bound,

looked after [him] with mind and with eye - let the divine \gni at

first (agre) release them, he the all-working, in unison with (sam-

ra) progeny.

TS and MS (i.2.15) have badhyamanas for dldhyanas, and TS.

follows It with abhyaiks, and in c combines agnis tan; MS also has tdn.

Both read in d prajdpatis for vidvakarmd; and TS ends witli samviddnas.

Ppp ahs in c mumukta devds, and, for d, prajdpatis prajdbhis

samvidandm, it then adds another verse yesdm prdno na badhnanti

baddham gavdm pasundm uta paurusdndm indras tdm (i.e tdn agre pra

etc ) The comm reads in a vadhyamdnam, which is better, he explains

samrardnas by saha sabddyamdnas, as if from the root rd ‘bark’!

Comparison with the next verse seems to show the other animals,

comrades of the victim, to be aimed at m the verse [Cf Weber’s notes,

p 209, and esp his reference to SB iii.7 45 -MS has tan, p. tdn :
' see

above, page xc.]

% wgr: %gW faW :

The cattle that are of the village, all-formed, being of various
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forms, manifoldly of one fonn - let the divine Vayu at first release

them, Prajapati, m unison with progeny

TS. and K have aranvds ‘of the forest’ m a, for grdmvas, and TS
combines vdyus tan in c, and ends again with -viddnah TA (ui 1 1) has

two versions (vss 29, 32), of which the second precisely agrees with TS ,

while the lust has like our text (and agnis tan in c) Ppp is quite

different : va aranvds pasavo visvarupd uta ve kdrupdh mumukta
devah prajdpaiis prajdbhis samviddndm

Tiiw ^
^ ^ r 1/*^ r-~ I

TTc® Trtt wt:

Foreknowing, let them first (purva) receive the breath (prana)

coming to [them] forth from the limbs. Go to heaven; stand firm

with your bodies; go to paradise (svarga) by god-traveled roads.

Ppp has devds for purve in a, tdbhydm for dtvam in c, and at the end
-bind sivebhih. TS reads grhnanti in a, and TS K MS (u.5 10 c, d)

invert the order of c and d, and give the better reading osadhisu for dtvam
gacha [cf RV x 16 3], MS also has hutas for svargatn The comm
makes pdrve mean “the gods previously stationed in the atmosphere”,
perhaps it is ‘before the demons get hold of it

’

35. To expiate errors in the sacrifice : to Vi^vakarman

Found (except vs 5, and in the verse-order 2, 3, 1, 4) in Paipp i The
same four verses are found in TS (iii 2.8’"^ m the order 2, 4, 3, 1), and
the first three m MS (ii.3 8 m the order 1, 3, 2). The hymn is used by
Kaus (38 22) in a nte intended, according vent rain,” vrstimvdrandva^

perhaps his text is corrupt), accompanying the eating of something in an

assembly Its employment (59 21) with the hymn next prcccdmg was
from the edited text of Kaus ) declares it to be used m all the sava
sacrifices, to accompany the purastdd homos (59 23-4 . uttarena

savapurastdddhoman), and vs 5 is used (3 1 6) with a purastdd homa in

the parvan sacrifices. In Vait the hymn appears respectively, and again

(29.22) in the agnicayana In all these applications there is nothing that

suits tlie real character of the hymn

^aRTT- ^
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^ ^ «Fg?rcq^ •{i»BHTT:l

w ^11

They who, partaking [of soma] (bhaks)^ did not prosper (rdh)

m good things, whom the fires of the sacrificial hearth were
distressed about {anu-tapya-) - what was the expiation {avayd) of
their ill-sacrifice, may Visvakarman (‘the all-worker’) make that

for us a good sacrifice

The translation implies emendation ot duristis in c to -tes, and of tan

in d to tdm, 1dm is read by the comm , as well as by TS and MS , and
SPP even admits it into his text, tliough nearly all his mss , as well as

ours, read tan Our P and M read dvrdhus at end of a, TS has dnrhus,

MS dnasus TS elides the a of ami in b, it begins c with ivam for vd, and
ends it with duristyai^ thus supporting our emendation Both TS and MS
give krnotu in d, and MS puts it after visvakarmd The pada-mss read in

c avayd, but SPP alters his padaAcxt to ava-ydh, on the authority of the

comm ,
It IS a matter of indifference, as tlie concluding element, in spite

of the native grammarians, is doubtless the root yd Ppp gives duristd svis

tarn in c, d The various readings, here and in tlie following verses, are in

good part of the kind which show that the text-makers were fumbling

over matter which they did not understand The comm is no better off

Here, in a, he is uncertain whether to take na as ‘as if or ‘not/ and to

make vasimi object of bhaksayantas or of anrdhus (= vardhitavantas,

which is not bad) [The fires, pada b, are personified m like fashion at

AGS IV 1 2, 3 ] The verse (12+12 9+11= 44) is much more irregular

than the definition of the Anukr admits

The seers declare the master (-pati) of the sacrifice by reason

of sm disportioncd, distressed about [his] offspring. What honeyed

drops he offended in apa-radh), with them let Visvakarman

unite (sam-srj) us

MS. has in a the equivalent yajamAnam, its b reads vihdya prajam

anutapyamandh, while TS has prajd(h) mrbhaktd(h) anutapyamdndh,

and Ppp nirbhdgatd bhagdd anutapyamdnd TS and MS make the lost

diops only two : madhavyau stokau tdbhydm, with tau instead of ydn,

and hence rarddha The translation implies correction to madhavy-, as

read by both the parallel texts and the comm. SPP’s text agrees witli ours

in reading the matha\'v- of all the mss (except three of SPP’s, which

follow the comm) All the samhitd-mss. make tlie absurd combination
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nas tebhih in d, seeming to have in mind the participle tiasta, SPP retains

nastebhis in his text, while ours emends to nas tebhis, as given in the

comment to Prat ii 3 1 Ppp has our second half-verse as its 3 c, d, it reads

madhavvan stokdn upa vd rarddha saw md tarais srjad visvakarmd The
comm takes aim and tapv- in b as two independent words, he explains

apa rarddha in c by antaritdn kriavdn, which is doubtless its virtual

meaning [W’s prior draft reads “what honeyed drops he failed of’ - that

IS, ‘missed.’]

-g? t tx ii ^ ii

Thinking the soma-dnnkers to be unworthy of gifts

adanyd)^ [though] knowing of the sacrifice, [he is] not wise (clhira)

in the conjuncture (sama^)^ m that this man is bound having

committed a sin, do you, O Visvakarman, release him for his well-

being

The offense here had in view is far from clean Instead of adanva
(which occurs only here), TS has the apparently unintelligent ananvdn^
MS reads ayajfiivdn vajmvdn many- ‘thinking the unfit for offering to be
fit for offering’ (or vice versa); both have in b prdnasya for vajnasva, and
samare for -ye Ppp gives the second half-verse as 2 c, d, and ends it with
pra mumugdhv enam. TS MS have no vat at beginning of c, TS gives

enas' cakrvdn mahi, and MS eno mahac cakrvdn b-, and TS esam for

a The comm explains addnvdn as ajnatvdropena ddndnarhdn^ takes na
in b as paiticle of comparison, and makes samaya equal samgrdma “as
if one by confidence in the strength of his own arm should think the

opposing soldiers despicable”! The verse (11 + 11:10+12== 44) has
marked irregularities which the Anukr, ignores

Terrible [are] the seers, homage be to them ! what sight [is]

theirs, and the actuality (satvd) of their mind. For Brhaspati, O bull

(mahisa), [be] bright {dyumant) homage; O Visvakarman, homage
to you* protect you us.

The translation follows our text, though this is plainly corrupted TS
makes b less unmtelligible by reading cdksusas for cak?ur vat, and
samdhau for satyam\ Ppp has in the half-verse only minor variants
bhlma for ghords, ‘stu for astu, samdrk for satyam. In c, TS has mahi $at
for the senseless mahisa, and the comm presents the same, Ppp reads
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brhaspate mahisava dive namo visv- TS gives for d namo
visvakarmane sa u pdiv asmdn. In d all the pada-mss have the strange
blunder pdhi, for pdhi as required by the sense and by the samhitd-teia,

and SPP adopts the blunder, thus giving a puda-reading that is

inconvertible into his own samhitd The comm, takes rsavas in a as “the
breaths, sight etc and satvam in b as yalhdrthadarsi, and he founds on
this interpretation the use in Kaus 38 22, “against faults of vision ”

flT^ ^^ ^flRFTqRTtllMI

The sacrifice’s eye, commencement, and face with voice,

hearing, mind I make oblation. To this sacrifice, extended by
Visvakarman, let the gods come, well-willing

The verse is found m no other text, and is perhaps not a proper part

of the hymn, it is repeated below as xix 58 5 A few of the samhita-mss
(including our O.) ignore the d at beginning of d The comm, is not

certain whether the three nominatives in a designate Agni or sacrificial

butter, but he has no scruple about making lliem objects tojuhomi

36. To get a husband for a woman

Found (except vss 6, 8) in Paipp ii (in the verse-order 1, 3, 2, 4, 5,

7) Used by Kaus. (3113 ff.) among the women’s rites, m a ceremony for

obtaining a husband, vss 5 and 7 are specially referred to or quoted, with

rites adapted to the text It is further regarded by the schol. and the coram.

as signified by paiivedana (75.7), at the begmning of the chapters on
nuptial rites, accompanying the sending out of a wooer or paranymph.

[sKfir- Tfci^ I ^ ^ sFfiqi, «ncTT, ^ ^ s

^ «Frqtcr, \9 ^fir, ^

3TT ^ n «rhi

^^ W ^11

Unto our favor, O Agni, may a wooer come, to this girl, along

with our fortune (phagd) Enjoyable (ju$td) [is she] to suitors

(vam), agreeable at festivals {samana), be there quickly good-

fortune for her with a husband.
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The text is not improbably corrupt Ppp reads in a, b sumatim

skandaloke idam am kuman’dmdno bhagena, but it combines c and d

much better into one sentence by readmg for d osam patvd bhavati (-tii '^)

subhage ‘vam The comm explains sambhalas as sambhasakah samadata

vd, or else, he says, it means hmsakah pur^’am abhildsaMghdti kanvdm
amcchan purusah He quotes ApGS i 4 to show that vara also mean-,

paranymph Ju<!td he quotes Panim to prove accented justd In d he reads

Osam, and declares it to signify sukhakaram [Bergaigne, Rel ved i 159,

takes samana as = ‘marriage’.]

flint(il ^ n

Fortune enjoyed by Soma, enjoyed by Brahman, brought

together by Aryaman,* with the truth of divine Dhata, the husband-

finder I perform (kr)

Ppp has a mutilated first half-verse somajusto arvamna sambhrto
bhaga, and at the end patirvedanam The comm understands in a

brahma- to mean the Gandhaiva, who and Soma are the first husbands of
a bride (xiv 2 3, 4) He docs not sec m bhaga anything but kanvdrupam
bhagadhevam\ but the meaning “favor” is not impossible

[Both bhagam ("fortune” or “favors”) and pativedanam (the

ceremony called “husband-finder”) are objects of krnomi^ which,
accordingly, needs to be rendered by ‘make’ or ‘procure’ for the one
combination and by ‘perform’ for the other It is hardly a case of zeugma
- Bloomfield notes that sambhrta contains a conscious allusion to

sambhala,vs L]

May this woman, O Agm, find a husband; for king Soma
makes her of good-fortune, giving birth to sons, she shall become
chief consort (mahisi), having gone to a husband, let her, having
good-fortune, bear rule (yi-rdj).

Three mss (including our P.O ) read ndri in a. [For videsta in a
{Grammar! §850 a),] Ppp. has videstu; at end of b it reads -gam kpiotu;
and it changes the second half-verse into an address by reading bhavdsi.

1 3 ( 3ir«o tJo
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and subhage vi rdja ,Thc comm explains mahisT as mahanivd srestha

bhdrvd The fourth pada is best scanned as jagatT, with resolution ga-tu-d

[oi mseits’a before subhagd]

ft# -IJTnTrT'

ggiT ^ #T#IT

As, O bounteous one (maghavan), this pleasant cover has been
dear to the well-settled {susad) wild beasts, so let this woman be

enjoyed of Bhaga, mutually dear, not disagreeing with her

husband

The translation here involves emendation of the unmanageable sus

add in b to susadam, as suggested by in 22 6. SPP. has m his pada-lQxX

susaddh (as if nom of susadas)^ and makes no note upon the word -

probably by an oversight, as of our pada-mss. only Op. has such a

reading, the comm understands susadds, and explains it by sukhena
sihdtum yogvah ‘comfortable to dwell in’, which is not unacceptable. The
comm also has in a maghavdn, and in d abhiradhayaniJ (=

abhivardhayantl, or else putrapasvadibhih samrddha bhavantl) Ppp has

at the beginning vathd khamram maghavan edrur esu, and, m c, d, vam
vayam justd bhagasvd ’stu sampr- All our samhitd-mss save one (H.),

and half of SPP’s, give esah pr- in a-b, but the comment to Prat ii 57
quotes this passage as illustration of the loss of its final visarga by esas

Kaus (34 14) evidently intends an allusion to tins verse in one of its

directions mrgdkhardd vedvdm mantroktdni ‘the articles mentioned m
the text on the sacrificial hearth from a wild beast’s covert,’ but the

comm does not explain the meaning. The Anukr ignores the redundancy

of a syllable in c [Pronounce justd lyam and reject ndri The use of

sampriya m dual and plural is natural its extension to the singular is

rather illogical (cf TS iv 2 4), unless we assign intensive value to sam
(‘very dear’) ]

ff?

# IT: M(dcbi*^:iimi

Ascend you the boat of Bhaga, full, unfailing, with that cause

to cross over hither a suitor who is according to your wish.

Or pratikamya may perhaps mean ‘responsive to your love ’ Ppp has

mad ruha, m b anuparas-. and for c, d trayo pusa hitam yas patis

patikamyah. The comm, understeinds upa- in c as an independent word.

With this verse, according to the comm the girl is made to ascend a

properly prepared boat.
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^ ^ • 3Tr

^ ^ IT: «fcicbjiiy :ii^ii

Shout to [him], O lord of riches, make a suitor hithcr-minded,

turn the nght side to every one who is a suitor according to your

wish

Circumarabulation with the nght side toward one is a sign of

reverence A krandava in a is perhaps a real causative, ‘make him call out

to us’, the comm takes it so His explanation [page 332] of the

accompanying rite is “offenng ricc in the night, one should make the

girl step forward to the right
”

31^ ^:l

Here [is] gold, bdellium, here [is] auksa, likewise fortune,

these have given you unto husbands, m order to find one according

to your wish

Auksa (cf auksagandhi^ iv 37 3) seems to be some fragiant product

of the ox, or it may perhaps come from uks ‘sprinkle’, but not through uks

an. The mss vary here, as everywhere else, in an indiscriminate manner
between guggulu and gulgiilu^, here the majority of ours have -/g- and
the great majoi-ity of SPP’s have but -gg- is accepted (as elsewhere)

in our edition, and -Ig- in the other, Ppp reads -/g-, the comm, -gg- Ppp
has further vayam ukso atho bhagai and, in c-d, adhuh patik-- The comm
defines guggulu as “a well-known kind of article for incense,” and for

auksa he quotes from Kesava {kaudikasuirabhdsvakdrds) the couplet

given m Bloomfield’s Kausika on p 335 (but reading surabhm gandhdn
ksTram), The comm p 332, explains that with this verse is to be
performed a binding on and fumigation and anointing of the girl with
ornaments, bdellium, and auksa respectively. [BR-, iv,947, suggest

pratikdmydya ]

Hither let Savita conduct for you, conduct a husband that is

according to your wish; do you assign [him] to her, O herb.

1 Tifes i
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The second navatu is a detriment equally to sense and to meter, the

Anukr counts it to a, and the pada-mss mark the division accordingly
Emendation of ivam m c to tarn is strongly suggested The verse hardly
belongs to the hymn as originally made up, there has been no reference

elsewhere to an “herb”, nor does Kaus introduce such an element

In the concluding anuvaka [6 ] aic 5 hymns, 31 verses the Anukr
says accordingly trinsadekadhiko

11^
This IS the end also of the fourth prapdthaka.

[One or two mss sum up the book as 36 hymns and 207 verses ]



naisr gjrnswn

Book III

[The third book is made up largely of hymns of 6 verses each.

It contains 13 such hymns, but also six hymns (namely 4, 7, 13, 16,

24, 30) of 7 verses each, six hymns (namely 5, 6, 11, 15, 19, 29) of

8 verses each, two hymns (namely 12, 17) of 9 verses each, two
hymns (namely 20, 21) of 10 verses each, one hymn (namely 31)

of 1 1 verses, and one hymn (namely 10) of 13 verses. See Weber’s
introduction to his translation, p. 178. The possibility of critical

reduction to the norm is well illustrated by hymn 3 1 - compare
pages 1 and 37. The whole book has been translated by Weber,
Indische Studien, vol.xvii. (1885), pages 177-314.]

1. Against enemies

Found in Paipp. iii., next after the one which here follows it. In Kaus.

(14.17) this hymn and the next arc called mohan&ni ‘confounders’, and

are used in a rite (14 17-21) for confounding an enemy’s army; its details

have notliing to do with those of the hymns.

[

TT %tt' friWsr ^TCJra^raeli^i:ii tin

Let Agni,' knowing, go against our foes, burning against the

imprecator, the niggard; let him confound (mohaya-) the army of

our adversaries (para); and may Jatavedas make them handless.

Ppp. makes satrun and vidv&n in a change places. SPP. reports that

the next used by the comm, reads nah after agnir both here and in 2. 1 a.

The comm, signalizes the beginning of the book by giving absurd

1 3T^ ^ -BqrcM^ 3#^: I 31^ ^iTqT-T: I StBRlTTI

I ^ ^ I (f%o Is.^V)
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etymologies ofagm at the length of nearly a page. Pada c lacks a syllable,

unless we allow ourselves to resolve se-na-dm 'w
You, O Maruts, are formidable for such a plight, go forward

upon [them], kill, overcome » The Vasus have killed [them];

suppliant [arc] these, for let Agni, their messenger, go against

[their foes], knowing

The second half-verse is rendered literally as it stands, but is certainly

badly corrupt Ppp has amJmrdam vasavo ndthitebhvo agnir hy esdm
vidvan pralvetu satrun, which is much more acceptable, /zdr/j-would be
‘for [us] who supplicate ’ Dutas seems to have blundered m here out of 2.

1 a Ludwig emends ndthitds to -tan^ which would improve c, but leave it

unconnected with d In our edition praty etu is an erratum for pratyetu^

which ail the mss read The comm , with his cutjiuiuary neglect of accent,

takes ugrds in a as vocative He takes idrse as a locative (= apradhrsye
samgrdmalak^ane karmani\ against the testimony of the otlier passages

where the woid occurs, and supplies matsahdyds In b, he reads (with a

couple of SPP’s mss that follow him) mrnatas, and takes it (again against

the accent) as accus pi Amimrnan m c he renders as an imperative The
meter of the verse (11+11 12+13 = 47) is capable of being fitted to the

description of the Anukr [11 + 10 12+12 = 45] by duly managmg the

resolution [Aufrecht, KZ. xxvii219 (1885), reconstructs the vs
,
putting

mrdayaia for mrnafa in b and reading c, d thus amimrdan vasavo

ndthitdso agnir hi satrun pratyeti vidhyan Cf Bloomfield, 326 - Rotla

gives (in his notes) mrdata for mrnaia and (m his collation) yesdm for hy
esdm^ as Ppp readings ]

The army of enemies, O bounteous one, playing the foe against

us - do you (two), O Vrtra-slaying Indra, Agm also, bum against

them

The verse is found also as SV u.1215, which reads chatruyatTm in b,

and begins c with ubhau tam {tarn is read by the comm , and is called for

as an emendation in our verse), it also has the correct accent

amitrasendm, which is found in only two ot our mss (O.Op ) and three of

I (f^To ^ I
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SPP’s; both editions read -senam In our text, agnis in d is a mispiint for

agnis [SPP combines asman ch~, badly : cf i 1 9 4, note ]

^ 5^111 ifW TT I 31^01%

^
Impelled, O Indra, forwards pravata) by your (two) bays -

let your thunderbolt go forth, slaughtering {pra-mr) the foes, smite

the on-eoming, the following, the fleeing {paranc)\ scatter their

actual intent.

The verse is RV m 30 6, which, however, reads at tlic beginning pra

su te (as does also the comm ), accents in c pratico anucah (and the

comm claims the same for our text), and -has for d vtsvatn satvam kmuhi
vistam astu, which is even more unintelligible than our text Weber
proposes visvaksatvam as a compound, “turning itself in every

direction”; this, however, makes nothing out of -satyam Ludwig
translates “fulfil their design in all [both] direction,” which is not very

clear Ppp. reads vis'vam vistam kmuhi satyam esSm; also quite obscure

The comm takes satyam as “established, settled,” and visvak kmuhi as

“scatter, unsettle, make uncertain ” One would like to take visvak- as

something like ‘contrariwise’, with the general sense “turn their plans

against tliemselves ” Ppp- has further niia/i for arnicas in c

^Aejid^ SfTiqT 4?RTnmi

O Indra, confound the army of our enemies, with the blast of

fire, of wind, make them disappear, scattering

The defective first half-verse is completed by Ppp m this form
manomohanam krnva (i.e krnavas ?) mdrd *mitrebhyas ivam The second
half -verse is also 2.3 c, d The comm explains dhrdjvd by dahanavisayc
yd vegitd gatis tathavidhaya vegagatyd tayor eva vd gatyd

Let Indra confound the army; let the Maruts slay with force,

let Agni take away its eyes; let it go back conquered.

All the mss. read indra, vocative, at the beginning of the verse; but

SPP’s text, as well as ours, emends to indrah s-, and this the comm also

has The comm further in c dhattam instead ofdaUQm
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2. Against enemies

Found in Paipp in , next before tlie hymn here preceding Used in

Kaus only witli the latter, as tliere explained

3tst^ I ^grrr- s ^ i

T( 1%Tnf? -q^ fri-idiar i>ii

Let Agni our messenger, knowing, go against [them], burning

against the imprecator, the niggard, let him confound the intents of

our adversaries, and may Jatavedas make them handless.

All the mss have in a the false accent praty etu (seemingly imitated

from 1 2 d, where hi requires it), and SPP retains it, our edition makes
the necessary emendation to praty etu. Ppp appears to have satrun

instead of vidvan at end of a

^ 3r ^ II ? II

Agni here has confounded the intents that are in your heart; let

him blow {dham) you away from [our] home, let him blow you
forth m every direction

Ppp has dham&lu for -matu both times The comm, renders

amumuhat by mohayatu, in accordance with his doctrine that one verbal

form IS equivalent to another

^ ^ ^ ^1

mFJqr^ l^rfl W?Tll ^ II

O Indra ! confounding [their] intents, move hitherward with

[their] design {akuti), with the blast of fire, of wind, make them

disappear, scattering.

The second half-verse is identical with 1.5 b, c Pada b apparently

means ‘take away their design, make them purposeless’, the comm
,

distorting the sense of arvan, makes it signify “go against [their army[,

with the design [of overwhelming it] ” Ppp reads akutva’dhi (i e -tvds
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adhi In our edition, restoie tiie lost accent-mark over the -dra of indra

in a

^v9o. %ttiM ^gficri

Go asunder, you designs of them; also, you intents, be

confounded, also what is today in their heart, that smite you out

from them

All the mss. have in b cittdni^ as if not vocative, and SPP letains the

accent, while our text emends to ciitam, the comm understands a
vocative The comm further takes vvdkutayas as one word, explaining it

as either viruddhah samkalpah or else (qualifying devas understood) as
satrunam vividhakutyutpadakah [For d, rather, ‘that of them smite you
out from [them] ’]

Confounding the intents of those yonder, seizing their limbs, O
Apva’, go away, go forth against [them], consume [them] in then
hearts with pangs (soka), pierce the enemies with seizure (grdhi),

the foes with darkness.

The verse is RV x 103 12, which leads in a cittam pratilobhavantl,
and, for d, andhend ‘mitrds tasmasa sacantdm, and SV. (ii 1211) and VS
(xvii 44) agree with RV Both /^aefa-texts give m b grhana, as impv , but
the word is tianslated above (in accordance with Grassmann’s suggestion)
as aor pple, fe grhdna, because this combines so much better with the
following pare ‘hi A number of the samhitd-mss. (including our
P s.m E s ml H p m ) make the curious blunder of accenting apve in b
the comm explains it as a pdpadevatd, adding the precious etymology
apavdvavati apagamavati sukham prdndns ca [Weber, ix 482, thinks
apvd has reference to impurity (root pu) and to diarrhoea as caused by
fear To Weber’s citation (xvii 184) from the Purana, add the line near the
beginning of the Bhisma book, MBh. vi 1 18 , srutvd tu mnadam vodhdh
sakrn-mutram prasusruvuh ] The Anukr. ignores the redundancy in a,

emendation to cifld would remove it

1 37isrr^’Q3r4Tl%tr5''t#^’54Tf^ ^ cTT (1?fo ^ ^:^) 1
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Yonder army of our adversaries, O Marats, that comes
contending against us with force - pierce you it with baffling

darkness, that one of them may not know another.

The vcisc IS an addition (as vs 14) to Rv.x 103 [Aufrecht, 2d ed’n,

vol 11 p 682], but forms a proper part of SV (ii 1210) and VS. (xvii 47)
RV VS read in b abhyati nas (for asman aitv abhi), SV has abhyeti, all

have in c guhata for vidhyata, and with tlie latter Ppp intends to agree,

but has guhata For esam in d, RV gives amlsam, SV etesam, and VS
ami and accordingly at the endjanan It takes violence to compress our b
into a tristuhh pada

3. For the restoration of a king

Found in Paipp ii (our vs 5 coming last) Used by Kaus (16 30),

with the hymn next following, in a ceremony for the restoration of a king

to his former kingdom In Vait. (9 2), vs 1 accompanies a morning
oblation to Agni anlkavant in the sakamedha nte of the caturmasya
sacrifice, and again (30 27), vs 2 is used at the end of the sautramani
ceremony

WtR
[^- 1 \ ^ ? WIT, -^TR, F?, ^

WTT If

^ 3Trj% rW
He had shouted krand); may he be protector of his own

here, O Agm, bend apart the two widened firmaments (rodasi), let

the all-possessing Maruts harness (yuj) you, lead you hither with

homage yon man of bestowed oblation

This IS a very literal translation of the obscure verse, which is plainly

an adaptation or corruption, or both, of a RV verse m a hymn to Agm
(vi 11 4 , it is repeated, without vanant, m MS.iv 14 15) adidyutat jv

apdko vibhdvd 'gne yajasva rodasi urucl ayum na yam namasa
ratahavya anjanti suprayasam panca jandh, and, what is very

noteworthy, the latter half-verse of RV is decidedly more closely

reflected m the Ppp. version . amum naya namasa ratahavyo yujanti

suprajasam panca jandh, Ppp has also bhavat at end of a. It could not be
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expected to find concinnity and sense m a verse so originated the address

seems to be changed from Agni to Indra, and some sort of comparison

aimed at between the latter and the reinstated king* The pada-t^yit divides

in a svapaK and, as the word may be a part of tlie adaptation [of the

original to the purpose of this hymn], the translation so treats it, instead of

substituting, as Weber and Ludwig do, suapdh, the comm explains it

both ways svaklvdndm prajdndm pdlakah sukarmd vd The comm
makes the king subject of acikradat in a, apparently takes vyacasva in b

as one word ( —y’vdpnuhi)^ tvd in c as designating Agni {yunjantu =
prdpnuvantu, tvatsahdyd bhavantu)^ and amwm in d as the king The
Anukr ignores the jagatJ pada (c) [or lets it offset a counted as 10^] [The

usual compound is sv-apds^ but sv-apds, though not quotable, is quite

possible ]

^ 1|rt wira

Indra, the inspired one, however far away, let the ruddy ones

set m motion hither (d-cydvaya-) in order to friendship, when the

gods venture for him a gdyatri^ a brhatiy a song (arka), with the

sautrdmanl (ceremony)

This verse is nearly as obscure as the preceding and probably as

hopelessly corrupt The “ruddy ones” m a are, according to the comm
priests Crtvij), Weber understands “horses,” Ludwig “somas ” The
comm takes dadhrsanta m d first from root dhr == adhdravan)^ then

apparently from dhrs (purvam visrastdvavavam mdram punah
sarvdvayavopetam akurvan^ citing TS.v 6.3'^), Ppp has dadrdanta,
perhaps dadrhanta might be made to yield the best sense, restoration of
the augment would fill out the deficient meter, which the Anukr fails to

remark R conjectures “made firm for him the mighty gayatrl as bol
”

About half the mss. (including our Bp.E I H K ) accent m b sakhydva, the

same uncertainty as to this word appears elsewhere.

SrpKT: ?§^'^f^3TrTT|TTT:ll^ll

For the waters let king Varuna call you, let Soma call you for

the mountains, let Indra call you for these subjects (vii); becoming
a falcon, fly unto these subjects.

“For” may of course be “from” m a and b, as preferred by [the

four] translation and comm Ppp reads, in a, b varuno Juhdva somas
tvd 'yam hvayatv, and again in c, indras Ivd 'yam hvavati With the proper
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resolutions, this verse is a decent tristubh; the Anukr scans it as 1 1 + 10 *

10 10 = 41 The verse m our text are wrongly numbered from this one
on.

Let the falcon lead hither from far (para) the one to be called,

living exiled in others’ territory (ksetra); let the (two) Asvins make
the road for you easy to go, settle together about this man, you his

fellows

The translation follows both previous translators, and the comm (=

hvdtavyam)^ in implying havyam in a mstead of havyam ‘oblation’, yet

Ppp reads havis, which supports havyam The comm with several of
SPP’s mss ,

has avaruddham m b, for [the technical] aparuddhas caran

(and ava-gam^ 6 d) compare especially PB xii 12.6.

f|l% mi

Let your opponents call you, your friends have chosen [you]

against [them] (? prati); Indra-and-Agni, all the gods, have

maintained for you security (ksema) m the people (vis).

The comm , and a few of SPP’s mss that follow it, have at the

beginning vayantu (= sdmtatyena sevantdm) Several samhitd-mss.

(including our P M O Op.) read pratijandh, Ppp has the easier readmg
pancajandh, with hvayanti for -ntu, and, in b, varsata for avrsata; also it

ends with adtdharas As in more than one other case, all the mss accent

te in the second half-verse, and the pada-t&xt puts its double stroke of

pada-division before the word, and both editions read te, but it should

plainly be te, as our translation renders, and as the comm, also explains it

The comm, combines in b pratimitrds, makmg it mean “opposmg
friends”, the combmation of vr ‘choose’ with prati is strange and

obscure

t wni ^11

Whatever fellow disputes your call, and whatever outsider -

makmg him go away (apdfic), O Indra, then do you reinstate (ava-

gamaya) this man here.
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The comm, eicplams sajata .and msh^a as samabala and nikrstabala

(0 at i 193], and avxi gamay^a as badhava The Anukr« lakes no notice

of the metrical deJQcieancy m a, emendation to --vjadad would fairly rectify

if [For ^Vi2-"g'a/7t, see note to vs 4 ]

4, To establish a king

Found m Paipp.iii Used m Kaus only with the next preceding hymn
(as there explamedX although tlie two are of essentially different

application, this one referring to a king who has been called or chosen,

and has to be inaugurated as such In Vait (13 2), m the agnistoma

saciifice, vs 7 accompanies, with vii 28, oblations to pathyd svasfi and
other divinities

['a - TFsrnTSRTJT

[^- aT«r^
I ^ ^

3TT ^ flwt rt TMl

•^rafW TTSFr ^11

Unto you has come the kingdom; with splendour nse forward,

[as] lord of the people (vis'as), sole king, bear you rule (yi-raj), let

all the directions call you, O king; become you here one for

waiting on, for homage

The translation implies m a agan, which is very probably the true

rcadmg, though the pada-mss divide tvd gan The metrical redundancy
in a, b IS best removed by omitting prdn (for which Ppp. and the comm
read prdk), which seems (as meaning also Tn the east’) to have been
added in order to make yet more distinct the comparison with the sun
implied in nd ihi, the pada-tQxX. reckons the word wrongly to b, and the

comm renders it purvam ‘formerly’, he takes vz rdja as “be
resplendent,” which is of course possible The verse has but one real

jagatl pSda (a) [With d (=vi.98 1 d), cf namasopasadyas, used twice in

RV]

^ 60 . ^ TpETR Mlfym: xrsef ^:l
^ ^ ^ ^^11 ? II

You let the people (vz/a^') choose unto kingship (rdjya), you
these five divine directions; rest (sn) at the summit of royalty, at

the pinnacle (kakud); from thence, formidable, share out good
things to us.
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The verse is found also m TS (m 3 9“) and MS (ii 5 10), with nearly

accordant differences of reading gdvo ‘vmata ravjava m a, tvdm
havania (MS vardhanti) marutah svarkah for b, ks-atrasva kakubhi (MS
kakubbhih) sisrivdnas in c TB , moreover, has the second half-verse (in

ii 4 7^, the first half is our iv 22 2 a, b), agreeing with AV except by
giving ksatrasya kakubhis. Ppp further varies the word by reading

kakudhi, it also has m a vrnutdm^ and for d ato vasimi vi bhajdsy ugrah A
number of the mss (including our O Op ) read in a rdjydva, as, indeed,

they generally disagree [m threefold wise] as to the accent of this word
P M W have in a vrsaidm The comm renders varstnan by sarTre,

srayasva by dssva

It g?:|i ^ II

Unto you let your fellows come, calling [you], Agm shall go
along as speedy messenger, let the wives, the sons, be well-

willing, you, formidable, shall see arrive (prati-pas') much tnbute

Ppp has in a, b vantu bhuvanasva jala 'gnir ditto ‘va jarase dadhati,

and combines in c jayas p- The comm finds in b an incomplete simile
‘

‘your messenger, unassailable like fire, shall’ ’ etc

^i%Rr ferrafWtm ^
Let the (two) Asvins you first, let Mitra-and-Vanina both, let

all the gods, the Maruts, call you; then put {kr) your mind unto the

giving of good things, from thence, formidable, share out good

things to us.

With c compare RV i 54 9 d, which rectifies tlie meter by reading

krsva The second half-verse is quite different in Ppp . sajdtanam

madhyamesthe 'ha masya (cf ii 6 4 c, in 8 2 d) sve ksetre savite vi raja

The third pada is made bhurij by the change of krsva to kmusva

^ 6 ^. TT^ wiwf: M<jcrrr: t aic<{yty4) 5^

Run forth hither from the further distance, propitious to you be

heaven-and-earth both; king Varuna here says this thus, he here

has called you, [therefore (5a) do you come to this place.

Ppp has babhutdm for uhhe stdm at end of b, and ahvat svenam ehi

at end of d SPP reports all his pada-mss as reading aha mstead of aha

in c, no such blunder has been noted in ours His ms of tlie comm also
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appears to have ahvat in d, but doubtless only by an oversight of the

copyist (under the next verse it gives ahvat m an identical phrase of
exposition) MS. (ii2 1U P 24 3) gives a pratlka reading a prehi

paramasyah pardvatah, while no corresponding verse is found in its text -

or elsewhere, so fai as is known, unless here

wrw^fW:
^ ^ i fM: u ^ II

Like a human Indra, go you away, for you have concurred

(samjnd) in concord with the castes (?); he here has called you in

hts own station, he shall sacrifice to the gods, and he shall arrange

the people (visas)

The translation of this obscure and difficult verse implies much and
venturesome emendation m the first half namely, in a, indra iva manus
yah^ and in b varnais Weber also takes manusyds as meant for a nom
sing, and renders it “menschei|gestaltet’% the other translators

understand manusyd visas, as does the Pet Lex The Ppp version, indro

idam manus-ya pre 'hi, suggests -syah, and is decidedly better in prehi (to

be resolved into pr-e-hi, whence perhaps the corruption of parehi); the

repeated vocative indraindra (so the joa^a-text) is not to be tolerated For
b, Ppp has sam hi yajniyds tvd varunena samviddnah, which is too

corrupt to give as aid, the emendation to varnais is a desperate and purely
tentative one, as there is no evidence that varna had assumed so early the

sense of ‘caste ’ Weber suggests that varuna here is equal to varana
‘elector’, Zimmer takes it as virtually for devais : both entirely

unsatisfactory Ppp ends tlie verse with so kalpaydd disah To the comm
there is no difficulty; the repeated vocative is out of reverence
(adarartham); manusyds is a Vedic irregularity for -sydn, or else qualifies

prajds understood, the plural varunais is plur majestaticus for varunena,
kalpaydt, finally, is svasvavydpdresu niyunktdm. The Anukr. passes
without notice the jagatl pada d, it being easy to read the verse into 44
syllables

WIT fgW: ’Eraf: sTaF^i

TTTW W: ^^livsll

The wealthy roads, of manfoldly various form, all, assembling,
have made wide room for you; let them all m eoncord call you; to

the tenth [decade of life] abide here formidable, well-willing.

Pathya revatis,^ divinities of good roads and welfare, are explained

1 I ^qt^: STTT: I cRfWTpRTt ^oRTT: I

‘ 3tRt ’ ('^o ^tlo
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by the comm as paiho *napetd mdrgahitakdrmya etatsamjnd devaidh; or

else pathyds is pathi sadhavah and revatis is dpas Both editions read in d
vase ha, but the comm , with SPP’s srotriyas V and K , read vase 'ha,

and the translation implies this Ppp. offers no variants for the verse

Many of our samhitd-mss. (P MW E I H ) retain the final visarga of
samvidanah before Av- m c, SPP does not report any of his as guilty of
such a blunder. [V and K recognize vaseha as a variant ]

Ppp appends another verse yadi jarcna havisa datva gamaytoasi
atra ta indras kevalir viso balihrtas karat (cf RV x 173 6 c, d)

5. For prosperity : with a parna-amulet

Found (except vs 8) in Paipp iii Used by Kaus (19 22), with viii 5

and x3, 6, to accompany the binding on of an amulet for general

prosperity (tejobalayurdhanddipicstave, comm ) And the comm, quotes it

from Naks K [comm, should say Santi K - Bloomfield] as employed in

a mahdsdnti named dhgirasL [In the prior draft, W wntes “For success

of a king with” etc. as title of this hymn Its place m the collection, next

after iii 3 and 4, and its second vs , seem to justify that title ]

- TOT TOfiii

STSTorf I ^^ I \ V

1]

Hither has come this parna-amnlet, strong, by strength

slaughtering our rivals; force of the gods, milk of the herbs, let it

quicken me with splendour unremittingly.

Ppp has for d mayi rastram jmvatv aprayucckan Aprayavan in d,

which IS read by all the mss (hence by both editions) and the comm , is

unquestionably to be emended (as suggested by BR., v 1015) to -y&vam

[5*1 Gram ^ § 995 b, root yu\ cf. yuchl, the word is quoted m the Prat

text (iv 56), but not in a way to determine its form (aprayavadi-') As the

later verses show, parna is to be understood here as the tree of that name
{Buteafrondosa : comm. palO^avxksd) The comm, raises no objection to

apravdvan, and explains it as either mam vihdyd’napagantd san (with

irregular exchange of case-forms), or else apraydtar, i.e sarvadd

dharyamdna.
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iifir siRJTdT^’d^i

In me [maintain] dominion, O parna-^mnl^t, m me maintain

wealth, may I m the sphere of royalty be familiar (? nija),

supreme

Compare the nearly corresponding vi 54 2, which suggests

emendation of nijas to yujas [‘may I be supreme above [any] ally or

fellow-kmg’ {yujas as abl ) Ppp has rdstram for ksatram m a, and its d
reads vajd bhuvdsam uttard, supporting the emendation Our Bp reads in

evargre, as some of the mss do m the other occurrences of this obscure

word: the comm explains il by dvarjane svadhlnt-karane ‘appropriation’,

and mja by ananyasahdya [BR give ‘bestandig’ for nija ]

The dear amulet which the gods deposited hidden in the forest-

tree - that let the gods give to us to wear, together widi length of
life (dyus)

Ppp has for b vdjim devah priyam nidhim, and its second half-verse

IS tarn ma indras sahd ’

'yusd manim daddtu bhartave

'^ 6 ^. 5^1; TT? 5# f^JS:

I

The parna, Soma’s formidable power, has come, given by
Indra, governed {sds) by Varuna, may I, shining greatly, wear it in

order to length of life for a hundred autumns.

The translation implies emendation me of the unmanageable
priydsam to bhrivdsam, an obvious improvement, adopted also by Weber,
and supported by the readmg of Ppp , tarn ahatn bibharmi^ the comm ,

too, though readmg priy-, glosses it with bhriydsam dhdraveyam In b,

Ppp. has sakhyas for sistas The comm finds in somasya parnas in a
allusion to the origin of the pama-\x&& from a leaf (parna) of soma, and
quotes for ii TS lii 5 Rocamdnas m c he uses as -nam, qualifying tarn.

The metrical definition of the verse is wanting m the Anukr mss., we
may call it a nicrt tristubh [See Weber’s note on parna.)

aTriTre^Ti a?»jtui4^i ar^dd^ i
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The parna-aranlct has ascended me, in order to great

unharmedness, so that I may be superior to patron (aryaman) and
to ally (samvid)

Samvid is here taken as corresponding noun to the common adjective

samvidana (tire Pet. Lex, “possession”, Weber, “favor”), the comm,
makes it samdnajnandt or samabaldt, and aryaman, accordmg to him,
comes from arln yamayati, and means adhikabalah purupraddtd ca Ppp.
combines mahyd 'rist- in b, and has for d manusvd adhi samsatah (or

sammatah) All the mss , and SPP’s text, read uttaras in c, our uUaras is a

necessary emendation [As to aryaman, cf Weber’s note ]

They that are clever chariot-makers,^ that are skilful smiths -

subjects to me do you O parna^ make all people (jana) round
about

Ppp begins vat taksdno rath-, and its second half-verse is sarvdns tvd

*nrna randhayo 'pastim krnu medinam. The comm renders dhlvdnas by
dhlvard mdtsikdh ‘fisher-men,’ and gives the technical definition of the

caste of rathakdras Weber (9 196 ff ) treats with much fullness of these

and other caste matters Upastln the comm explains, nearly enough
correctly, by sevdrtham samlpe vidvamdndn updstndn vd,

^ ^ % TiWrt toukT:^
They that are kings, king-makers, that are chanoteers and

troop-leaders -subjects to me do you, O parna, make all people

round about.

Our Bp reads in b grdmanyah, emended to nyah, Kp has

grdmanyah. Op and D (and, so far as appears, all SPP’s pada-vass )

grdmanyah, the word is divided by the RV puda-text (grdmanlh), as m
all reason it should be; and its division seems favoured, ifnot required, by
our Prat 111 76 Ppp has a quite different text * upastir astu vais'ya uta

s'udra utd
'

‘rvah for a, b, with c, d as in its version of vs 6 (but with idn

ma [intending tan parna ?] instead of tvd ‘nma). Weber, on authority of

iii 4 1 7, proposes to emend a to ye ‘rdjdno, the comm explains the

rdjdnas by anyadedddhipdh, and rdjakrtas by rdjye ‘bhisihcantl 'ti

1 if ^ ^eiciTRT. TqpTRfcTRl v^
lRl[4%t|T: I cidchl-rkl -qnq: (3TO)
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sacivdh [In SPP’s Corrections (to p 364), his J P , are reported as
dividing grdmanyah ]

^ ^ Wi
flrgrw susiift ^ TTotn c ii

Parna are you, body-protecting, a hero, from the same womb
iyoni) with me a hero, with the year’s brilliancy - therewith I bind
you on, O amulet.

Wanting in Ppp The second pada is damaged, m meter and in sense,
by the apparently intruded vlras

The anuvaka [1 ] ends here, having 5 hymns and 33 verses, the old
Anukr says trinsannimittdh sadrcesu (mss -dare-) karyds iisrah

6. Against enemies : with asvattha

Found (except vs 6) m Paipp in Used by Kaus (48.3 ff ) m a rite of
sorcery against enemies; vss 7, 8 are specially quoted (48 6, 5), with
actions adapted to the text The comm also describes it as employed by
the Naks [comm again errs, should be Santi - Bloomfield] K. (17, 19) m
a mahdsdnti called dngirasi

^1 C^RFTfcf) I

^ ^ ^>11

The male (pumans) [is] born out of the male- the asvattha^

forth from the khadira\ let it smite my foes, whom I hate and who
[hate] me.

A very acceptable emendation would be pan jdtas, since pan is

plainly accessory to the ablative pumsas, as adhi to khadirdt in b (cf
asatas pan jajnire, x.7.25) Ppp retains the initial a of a^vatthas, and
begms d with ydn^ cd ‘ham The asvattha begins as a parasite, usually on
the fami (fem.), this time from the hard khadira (masc.).

1 3T«lcei: 3Tp^TfelSrEr§ffcr 3T?RCr: I atfll
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Crush them out, O asvattha^ our violent foes, O expelling one,

allied with Vrtra-slaymg Indra, with Mitra, and with Vamna
The translation implies the reading of vaibddha in b as an

independent word; it is so regarded by BR , Weber, the later translators,

and the comm., all the pada-mss make it into a compound with dodhatas,

and both editions so write it Ppp reads instead, for b, satrun mayi badha
todhata Some of our mss. (P M.W.E ) lead in a ni sr-, one of SPP’s has

srnJhi The comm explams dodhatas as bhrsam kampayitrn, [but see Ved
Stud 11 10]-

Ppp adds a verse of its own yathd 'svattha nisndmi purvdn jdtdn

utd 'pardn (cf x 3 13-15) evd prdanyatas tvam abhi tistha sahasvatd.

'Engt ^ ^ ^11 ^ u

As you, O asvattha, did break out [the khadiray within the

great sea, so do you break out all these, whom I hate and who
[hate] me.

“The sea,” doubtless the atmosphere, as explained by the comm
(and Weber). The comm reads abhinas in a, and two or three of SPP’s

mss so far agree with him as to give the (blundering) mrabhmnas, this

reading exhibits a much less startling and anomalous crowding-out of the

root-final by the personal ending than does -abhanas (see my Skt Gr §
555), and so is more acceptable Some of SPP’s mss similarly mix up

bhindi and bhandhi in c, the comm
,
of course, has the former A part of

the mss (including our Bp P M E H ) leave mahati in b unaccented (as

again at xi.8 2, 6) Ppp* yathd ’svattha vibhmaccham iahaty arnave evd

me satro cittdni visvag bhidhi sahasvatd (cf our vs 6 c, d)

You that go about overpowenng, like a bull that has over-

powered— with you here, O asvattha, may we overpower our

nvals

Ppp reads m a carati, as does also the comm ,
followed by two or

three of SPP’s mss Ppp further combmes m b sdsahanai’ va rs-, and

ends d with samvisTvahi [The samhita-mss all combmc iva rs- m b; see

note to Prat in 46 ]

1 Acacia Catechu
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Pi^la mvV<Hlci^:i

3PS^ ^ ^ H

Let perdition bind them, with unreleasable fetters of death -

my foes, O asvattha, whom I hate and who [hate] me

Ppp has avimok\^ais m b, and (as m vs 1) begins d with vans cd

'ham Several of our mss. (P M W E.) have at the beginning the senseless

reading simdtu

As, O asvattha^ ascending them of the forest-trees, you do put

them beneath you {adhara)^ so the head of my foe do you split

apart and overcome

Ppp (as we saw above) has the second half of this verse, with
variants, as its 3 c, d What the vdnaspatva is, as distinguished from
vanaspati, is as obscure as the similar relation of rtu and drtava [in 10 9
note], possibly ‘they of that sort, they and their kind’, our translation

marks, rather mechanically, the distinction The comm says that here
vanaspati means “the place where trees grow,” and vdnaspatva the trees

themselves - which is an explanation quite after this kind

'noo. %5y<roiy: 3r viej^i

Let them float forth downward, like a boat severed from its

moonng (bandhana)\ of them thrust forth by the expelling one,
there is no returning again.

Ppp. reads m c nurbadha, our Op has vaibddha pranuttandm Astu
m d, for asti, would be an improvement The comm, gives a double
explanation of bandhana, as either place or instrument of fastening [The
vs. recurs at ix 2 12, witli sdyaka- for vaibddha - W’s Collation of Op
gives pra, notpra^}

Wi; 3I -ffTOT -g WTJTTI

I thrust them forth with mind, forth with intent and
incantation, forth with branch of tree, of asvattha, we thrust them.

Ppp has m s-prai ’ndn nuddmi (which makes the meter easier), and at

the end correspondingly the active nuddmasi, for b it gives pra s'rtyena
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brdhmana The hngualizaiton of the first n of enan is noted in Prat in 80,

and the comment on that rule quotes the instance in c, but not that in a

Accordmg to Kaus the thing “mentioned in the text” (perhaps an effigy

of the person aimed at, in the “vitals” of which something has been
buried by the preceding rule) [having been put upon a boat] is with this

verse and ix 2 4 pushed forth with a bianch, and with vs 7 made to float

away

7. Against the disease ksetriya

Found in Paipp iii , witli few variants, but with vs 5 at the end Used
by Kaus (27 29) m a healing ceremony (its text does not specify tlie

disease), and reckoned (26 1, note) to the lakmanasana gana And the

comm quotes it as employed by the Naks [Santi‘7] K (17, 19) in the

mahdsdnti called kaumdrl

[V9- ^]
^RFFT. K aiN-, e>-V9

On the head of the swift-runmng gazelle {harina) is a remedy,

he by his horn has made the ksetriya disappear, dispersing.

Visand is divided {yisdna) m the pada-lQyX, as if from vi + sd

‘unfasten’ - which is, indeed, m all probability its true derivation, as

designating primarily a deciduous horn, one that is dropped off or shed,

and in this peculiarity, as distinguished from the permanent horns of the

domestic animals, perhaps lies the reason of its application to magical

remedial uses The verse occurs also in ApSS xin.7 16 [where most mss
have raghusyato] For the ksetriya, see above, ii 8 [See p. 1045 ]

>£o^. 315 ^
^rf|RT ^ It

After you has the bull-gazelle stndden with his four feet; O
horn, do you unfasten (yi-sd) the ksetriya that is compacted (2) in

his heart.

Ppp has a different d . vadi kimcit ksetriyam hrdi The word-play in

c, between visdnd and vi-sd, is obvious, that any was mtended witli
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uclna in 1 d IS very questionable This verse, again is found in Ap^S ib
,

but with considerable variants . anu tvd harino mrgah padbhis' caturbhir

akramlt visdne vi syai ‘tarn granthim yad asva gulphitam hrdi. here it is

a “knot” that is to be untied by means of the horn One of our mss (O )

has in c padbhis, like ApSS The comm , followed by a couple of SPP’s

mss ,
further agrees with ApSS by readmg gulphitam in c, and explains it

as gulphavad grathitam. The occurrence of the rare and obscure guspita

[misprmted gustitaml in SB iii 2 2 20 is also m connection with the use

of a deer’s horn

^ t HivroTJrfwii ^ II

What shines down yonder, like a four-sided roof (chadis)^

therewith we make all the ks-etriya disappear from your limbs

In our edition, tena in c should be tend, as read by nearly all the

samhitd-mss. (all save our PM), and by SPP The sense of a, b is obscure

to the comm , as to us, he guesses first that it is “the deer-shaped thing

extended in the moon’s disk,” or else “a deer’s skin stretched on the

ground”, chadis is “the mat of grass with which a house is covered ”

Weber takes it as a constellation. Grill (mistranslating paksa by “post”),

as the gazelle himself set up on his four legs, with his horns for roof If a

constellation, it might be the Arab “manzil” yQr\7i Aquarii, which its

shape and name connect with a tent see Surya-Siddhanta, note to vni 9
(under 25^^ asterism), tins is not very far from the stars mentioned in the

next verse [k and u Scorpions]

^ •gqri- ^
1% ^(flRTW Wgi'^'H.ll'iJII

The two blessed stars named Unfasteners (yicrt), that are

yonder m the sky - let them unfasten of the ksetriya the lowest, the

highest fetter

The verse is nearly identical with ii 8 1 above, which see [b recurs at

VI 121 3 b, V Schroeder gives the Katha version of a, b, Zwei hss
, p 15,

and Tubmger Katha-hss
, p 75] Ppp makes it m part yet more nearly so,

by beginmng with ud agdtdm bhagavati, but reads m c vi ksetriyam tvd

‘bhy dnas'e [cf our 6 b], and its end and part of vs. 6 (which next follows)
are defaced

^3 3rterRnV:i

3n% ^OjiiidLnmi
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The waters verily [are] remedial, the waters diseasc-expelhng,

the waters remedial of everything, let them release you from ks

etriya

The first three padas are RV x 137 6 a, b, c, save that RV has

sarvasya in c, but vi 91 3 below represents the same verse yet moie
closely

feWarrar: ^
^ ^11 ^ II

If from the drtnk (7 asuti) that was being made the ksetriya has

come upon {vi-as) you, I know the remedy of it, I make the ks

etriya disappear from you

The word dsuti is of doubtful and disputed sense, Weber says

“mfusio scmims” [as immediate cause of the “Erb-ubel,” which is

Weber’s veision o£ ksetriya']. Grill, “gekochter Zaubertrank”, the comm
dravlbhiitam annam ‘liquidized food

’

In the fading-out of the astensms, in the fadmg-out of the

dawns also, from us [fade] out all that is of evil nature, fade out

{apa-vas') the ksetriya

Ppp has tato 'sasam at end of b, and in c ainayat for durbhutam
Emendation of asmat m c to asmat (as suggested by Weber) would
notably improve the sense The second pada has a syllable too many,
unless we make the double combmation vdso ‘sasam

8. For authority

Verses 1-4 found in Paipp i, but defaced The hymn is used by
Kaus (55 17-18, also 55 1, note), with i 9, 30 etc , in the ceremony of

reception of a Vedic student, and according to the schol (10 19, note), in

that for the generation of wisdom (the comm says, as belonging to the

dyusya gana) Verses 5 and 6 are the same with vi 94 1, 2, and it is vi 94,

rather than these verses here, that is used in Kaus 12.5 (the comm
blunderingly prescribes the use under both passages) Verse 4 has the

same pratika as xiv.l .32 and one or the other of the two verses is taught m
Vait (2 1) as used “by Kausika” m the agnistoma' but our Kaus has no

such use, and it is doubtless xiv I 32, 33 that he prescribes (79 17 ff ) m
the nuptial ceremonies, but the comm reports the use here, as if it

referred to vss 4 and 5 The comm further regards the hymn as employed
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by the Naks. K (18), in tlie airavatl nte, and by Pansista 5 3, xn both

cases as an a^nisya hymn

- iiesifRxn

[^- 3TST^ I ^criTr-#r5r ( ^ wit, ^ wt,

c^, 3Tf^, ? -^rriT, lafw, snf^, arP^f, tpt)
i w^-

«o<? . SIT^ 51%: y(y<flyf«dpT:l

srqjw? wort ^ ^snfii ^ii

Let Mitra^ come, arranging with the seasons, uniting (psam-

vesaya-) the earth with the ruddy ones (usriyd), then to us let

Vanina, Vayu, Agni, assign great royalty of union {"> samvesya)

The verse is very obscure, and probably corrupt, though found almost

without variant (only tat for atha in c) in Ppp also The epithet samves'va

(found only here) seems fashioned to correspond to the participle

samvesavan in b; but Weber renders the ppL by “umlagemd” and the

epithet by “ruhsam”, the comm, by “pervading” {vydpnuvan) and
“suitable for abiding in” (surnvesdrham avasthdnayogy^am) The comm
takes usriyds as gdvas, i e kirands ‘rays ’ R ventures heroic emendations
• “Let Mitra come after ordenng of the time, enlivening (^samhdpavan or

something equivalent, since ‘putting to rest’ is no result of the action of
Mitra’ s rays) the earth with his rays, but let Varuna make wind and fire

(vdyum agnim), make our great realm go to rest ” The liist pada is

redundant, unless v/e make the double combination mitra rtubhih [BR
take kalp- as ‘sich nchtend nach ’]

gpr TtPi: teiPt % •g^:l

^qTdTRi''tiai^5i 'apyraiPiii ? ii

Let Dhata, Rati, Savita enjoy here (zc/arm), let Indra, Tvasta,

welcome my words (vacas); I call the divine Aditi, mother of

heroes {sura-), that I may be midmost man ofmy fellows.

The first pada is also vii 17 4 a, and VS. viii.17 a The plural verb in

b seems to imply that all the deities mentioned in the line are to be
regarded as its subjects MadhvamesthO. (like madhyamasl, iv 9.4),

1 PPppyriti, jtp# ifcT Pf3 1 ‘iT#PT pit 31? lTT5rq; (to

?)
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probably the one whom the others gather about as chief, the comm has
nothing valuable {samrddhakamah san svasamdnaih sevvah) The comm
takes rail in a as = Aryaman Ppp has grhnantu for haryantu m b The
meter of d would be rectified by reading svd?7t (or asam, as is perhaps
assumable in this stage of the language) for asdm The verse as it stands

(114 12 11 + 12 = 46) is ill described as ajagatl,

I call, with acts of homage. Soma, Savita, all the Adityas, in

the contest for preeminence, may this fire shine for very long,

kindled by [my] fellows who gainsay not

The translation implies m b emendation [cf lii 18 4] to

ahamuttaratve (against all tlie mss and both editions), as proposed by
BR ,

1 89 1 ,
the comm, also takes it as two words, and renders uttaratve by

vajamdnasya sraisthye Ppp reads devan for adityan in b The comm has

didavat in samhitd; our pada-tQxt has it, and Prat in 22 and iv 89 deal

with Its conversion to didayat m samhitd

^ 4m^ %Tr: Tjgtif^'4 3Tr4i;i

May you be just here, may you not go away (paras)-, may an

active herdsman (gopa), lord of prosperity, drive you hither; do

you, with [your] desires, [attend] upon (?) his desire; let all the

gods conduct you together hither.

The translation implies emendation in d of -yantu to -nayantu, as

called for by both meter and sense, and also the addition of a verb, sta or

ita, at end of c, for a like reason. If, as seems very probable, the verse is

onginally addressed to kine, kdmmiS m c is quite natural, if not, we may
regard visas as understood the sense is ‘be your desires subject to his.’

Ppp has a different reading asmai vas k&ma upa kdminlr vis've deva.

upasatyam iha The comm regards kaminls as addressed throughout, and

explains it finally as meanmg striyah gdyah (perhaps the text is defective

or mcorrect; the general explanation of the verse implies striyah) The
comm reads puras for paras m a, and m b divides Iryas, denvmg it from

root Ir, and rendering it mdrgaprerakas \pada has iryas) The Anukr calls

for 1 1 + 1 1 9 + 1 1 = 42 syllables, and strictly requires at the end -i-aniw,

but no inference as to a difference of readmg is to be drawn from this.

[Ppp combmes in b vdjat - Weber says '‘‘asmai diesem, dem Hausherm,

kdmaya zu Liebe, oder gehort asmai zu kdmdya selbst"?”]
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^ TRife

We bend together your minds, together your courses (vrata),

together your designs, you yonder who are of discordant courses,

we make you bend [them] together here

This and tiie following verse, not found with the other in Ppp
,
occm

again below as iv 94 1, 2 [cf also ii 30 2], and vs 1 occurs m Ppp xix ,

with the other material of our sixth book, they are so far discordant m
subject with the preceding verses that we may fairly call them out of place

here This one exists in MS (ii 2 6), witii anamsata for namdmasi, and

stha for sthana A RV khila to xl91 has jdnatam m a for sam
vrata,akutis in b, and for c, d, asau yo vimana janas tarn

samavartayamasi The first half-verse further, nearly accords with*

VS XU 58 a, b, Ts iv 2 5^ a, b, MS ii 7 11 a, b (they have vam for yas,

and, for b, sam u cittdjiy d karam) Nearly all our samhitd-m^s. lead -tdh

before sthana^ nor is there anything in the Prat to prescribe the omission

of the yisarga m such a situation, while the comment to ii 40 expressly

quotes the passage as an example of the assimilation of it to a following

initial sibilant The comm reads stana instead of sthana Three of our

mss (P M E ) read at the end -naydmasi

^ ‘dm

I seize [your] minds with [my] mind; come you after my intent

with [your] intents, I put your hearts m my control, come with

[your] tracks following my motion (yata).

The comm reads grhndmi in a, and three or four of SPP’s mss
follow him, he also makes m b a compound of anucittebhis. Quite a

number ofmss (including our PMWIIsmI) very strangely combine at

tlie end -manar eta MB has a somewhat similar verse at i 2 2 1 How
heedless the Anukr is of metrical irregularity is well illustrated by c,

where the desirable alteration of vasesu to vase, and tlie abbreviation of

hrdayam to the equivalent -yd (both suggested by Weber) would leave a

good tnstubh pada, there is no jagatl character to any part of tire verse.

[The combination, -manareta looks as if it had blundered in from the end
ofb]
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9. Against viskandha and other evils

Found in Paipp in (with vs 6 at the beginning) Used by Kaus
(43 1 ) m a charm against demons and the hindrances caused by them

[^f%- 4W^<=l I ^srrrT- I

3T3^1]

fgrg-qr^ -qmTi

wtoiE ^^TRTZIFf g4:ll ^11

Of the karsapha^ of the visrapha, heaven [is] father, earth

mother ' as, O gods, you have inflicted {abhi-kr)^ so do you
remove (apa-kr) again

The whole hymn contains much that is obscure and difficult, and the

comm gives no real help anywhere, bemg as much reduced to guessing

as we are Ppp begms with karsabhasya visabhyasya, which rathei

favours Weber’s opinion, that the apha of the two names is a suffix,

related with abha, probably two varieties of viskandha are intended,

though none such are mentioned in the later medicine The conjn finds

sapha ‘hooT m both one = krsasaphasya (vyaghradeh), the other either

vigatasaphasya or vipastasaphasya SPP reads m b dyauh p-, which is

doubtless preferable to our dyaus p-; it is read by the majority of his mss
and by part of ours (H I K ), Ppp also has it Ppp further omits abhi m c,

and reads apt for apa m, d.

^ "r ii

Without claspers they held fast (dharaya)-, that was so done by

Manu; I make the viskandha impotent, like a castrater of bulls

Ppp. begins with aslesamdno ‘dh-, some of the mss (including our

O ) also give as'lesmdnas, and it is the readmg of the comm , he gives two

different and equally artificial explanations; and, what is surpnsmg even

m him, three diverse ones of vadhn, without the least regard to the

connection; one of the three is the right one Ppp adds ca after vadhri in

c Weber plausibly conjectures a method of tight tying to be the subject of

the verse, castration is sometimes effected m that way
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lsw:l

^' <*ra'4

On a reddish stnng a khrgala} - that the pious {yedhas) bind

on, let the binders (“?) make impotent the flowing (?), puffing

kdbava

All obscure and questionable. Ppp’s version is for a, si4tre pisuhkhe

khugilam^ m b, yad for tad\ for c, sravasyam susma kabadam (the nagarl

copyist writes kavardham) The comm also has in c sravasyam^ and three

or four of SPP’s mss follow him; the translation assumes it to be for srav-

The comm explains khrgalam by tanutrdnam ‘armour% quoting

RV 11 39.4 as authonty, sravasyam by bdlarupam anrtam arhati (since

sravas is an annandman *), susmam hy sosakam [see Bloomfield, ZDMG
xlviii.574]; kahava as a hindrance related with a kabu^ which is a

speckled (karburavarna) cruel animal; and bandhuras is eitlier the amulet

bound upon us, or it is for -rds^ “the amulet, staff, etc , held by us ”

cbTfcjw

Wherewith, O flowing one, you go about (car), like gods with

Asura-magic (-mayo), like the ape, spoiler of dogs, and with the

binder (?) of the kdbava.

Or ^ravasyu is ‘quick, lively’ (Pet Lexx.), the comm., “seeking
either food or glory “ Ppp. reads in c, d dusanam vandhard kdbhavasyam
ca. The comm explains bandhurd by sambaddha dhrtd khadgadirupa
hetih The verse is scanned by the Anukr. as 9 + 9:9 + 8 = 35, the usual

abbreviation of iva to Va would make b and c good anustubh padas
[Read sravasyds, voc., m a

w^ ^ II

Since I shall bind you [on] for spoiling, I shall spoil the

kdbava-, you shall go up with curses, like swift chariots.

The translation implies emendation of bhartsydmi (our edition) or
bhatsydmi (SPP’s and the comm.) to bhantsydmi, from root bandh, which
seems plamly indicated as called for; the comm, explains bhats- first as

badhndmi, and then as dlpaydmi, the great majonty of mss. give bharts-.

Ppp is quite corrupt here
. justl tvd kdmcchd ’bhi josayitvd bhavam The

1 !|UtHH,cI35[Tvrq;i (5€o ^ I
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comm has at the end carisvatha (two or three of SPP’s mss agreeing

with him), and he combines in c uddsavas into one word, “harnessed
with speedy horses that have their mouths raised for going

’ ’

A hundred and one viskandhas [are] distributed over the earth,

you have they first taken up, of them the viskandha-spoilmg

amulet

That IS, ‘an amulet that spoils those viskandhas' (Weber otherwise)

In c, for the jaharus of ail the mss and of both editions, we ought of
course to have jahrus, this the comm reads such expansions of r with

preceding or following consonant to a syllable are not rare in the

manuscripts Ppp has a different second half-verse tesdm ca sarvesdm
idam asti viskandhadusanam The second pada is found, m a different

connection, as MB,n 8 4b The comment on Prat ii 104, m quoting this

verse, appears to derive viskandha from root skand The verse is made
bhurij only by the false formjaharus, [For “101,” see note to iii 11 5 ]

10. To the ekastaka (day of moon’s last quarter)

Found, except vss 9 and 13, in Paipp i
,
but with a very different

order of verses (1-4, 6, 11, 10, 8, 5, 12, 7) Used by Kaus. in connection

witli the astaka ceremony, or celebration of the festival of the moon’s last

quarter (19 28, and again, witli more fullness, 138 1-16), or of a particular

last quarter, regarded as of special importance The details of the Kaus.

are expanded and explained by the comm., they are not of a nature to cast

light upon the interpretation of the verses Weber (pp 219 ff) discusses at

considerable length the questions connected with the festival Vait , which

does not concern itself with the dstakd, yet employs vs 6 (13 6) at the

agmstoma sacrifice, in connection with the somakrayani cow, and also vs

7 c-f (9 4) in the sakamedha rite of the cdturmdsva sacrifice The comm
quotes vss. 2, 3, 7 as employed by Parisista 6.1

3Tsraf 1 ^ ^ ^

vs Tiflr, 51^

5^? TTJirqf^) l
vs

d^MTlilHTlTt WtTII ^11
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She first shone out, she became a milch-cow at Yama’s; let

her, rich in milk, yield (duh) to us each further summer sama)

The verse occurs also in several other texts in TS (iv 3 11^), MS
(ii 13 10), K (xxxix 10), PGS (ill 3 5), and MB (ii2 1, 8 1), and its

second half is RV iv 57 7 c, d, and MB i 8 8 c, d, ii 2 17 c, d, and also

found below as 17 4 c, d The version of K agrees (Weber) throughout

with ours, TS has, for a, vd prathamd vvauchat,with dhuksva at end of c,

and PGS agrees with it, MS has duhe at end of c^ MB (m ail four

occurrences) has duha utt-, and in 8 1 also arhana putra vdsa for a The
comm takes samdm in d as an adverbial accus (= sarvesi^ vatsaresu)^ as

does Weber [Cf Hiilebrandt, Ved Mvthol i 500 ]

TTf^'

The night which the gods rejoice to meet, [as] a milch-cow
coming unto [them], which is the spouse (patnf) of the year - let

her be very auspicious to us

The verse is found also m PGS (iii 2 2), HGS (ii 17 2) [MP
(ii 20 27) and MGS (ii 8 4^")], and its second halfm MB (u 2 16 c, d), the

first four have the better readings jands in a and ivd '*yatlm m b [and
MGS has rdtnm] Ppp has m b dhenu rdtrim up-^ and at the end -’gala

¥or samvatsarasya patnt (cf vs 8 a, b) the comm quotes TS vii 4 8^

^^ TT5|qw{%l

^ SRIT ^ ^ II

You, O night, whom we worship {upa-ds) as model (pratima)

of the year - do you unite our long-lived progeny with abundance
of wealth

Or, perhaps better (so the comm and Weber), ‘do you [give] us long-
lived progeny, unite [us] with abundance of wealth ’ Ppp. has for b ve tva

ratrim upasate, and in c tesdm for sd nas [MGS. has the vs ii 8.4‘’ (cf.

p.l56), agreeing nearly with Ppp ] The first half-verse is read also in TS
(v 7 2’), K (xl 2), PGS (ill 2.2), and MB (ii.2 18) TS gives at end of b
upasate, MB vajdmahe, PGS has pratima yd tdm rdtrim updsmahe In
our edition, restore a lost accent-mark over the sr ofsrja in d

in ^ Trcfg
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This same is she that first shone out; among these other ones
(f ) she goes about {car), having entered, great greatnesses [are]

within her, the bride {vadhu), the new-going generatnx, has
conquered

This verse is repeated below as via 9 1 1 It occurs, with considerable

variants, in a whole senes of other texts TS (iv 3 11^), MS (ii 13 10), K
(xxxix 10), SGS (ill 12 3), and MB (ii 2 15) For dsv itardsu, TS and
SGS have antar asvdm, MS , also Ppp ,

sd 'psv antas^ MB se yam apsv
antas All of them, with Ppp., invert the order of c and d, and they have a

different version of our c traya (but Ppp trita) endm mahimdnah
sacante (SGS -ntdm), but MB. visve hy asydm mahimdno antah, while

for jigdva in d, TS and SGS give jajdna, and MS. and Ppp. mimdya,
SGS following it with navakrj, and MB reads prathamd for our navagat

SGS , moreover, has m a vyuchat These variants speak ill for tlie

tradition The comm gives four diverse explanations of navagati going

in company with each new or daily rising sun, pervading the new
ongmalmg kind of living creatures, going to a daily originating new
foim, or, finally, going to the nine-fold divisions of the day, and the

comment to TS [report by Weber] adds a fifth, ""newly mamed”, if the

last IS the meaning, jajdna is better with it than jigdya “as soon as

wedded to the new year, she bears the days that follow
’

’ The meter is

really redundant by a syllable in a [lyaiva "?] [Further, MB has in a esai

‘va sd yd purvd yy-, and Ppp. ends d with janitnm - BR, v 1538, give

"erst-gebarend’ for navagat ]

The forest-tree pressing-stones have made their sound, making

the oblation of the complete year (parivatsarina), O sole astaka,

may we, having good progeny and good heroes, be lords of

wealths.

“Stones”; i e probably, blocks of wood used instead of stones [see

Hillbrandt, Ved Mvthol i 162, 161]; or the wooden mortar and pestle (so

the comm ) Ppp reads for c ekdstakayl (= -kayai) havisa vidhema Some
of the mss. combine havih kr- m b, the comment to Prat. ii.63 requires

havis k-, which both editions accept Some of our mss (PM W.Op ) gives

in c suprajdsas HGS. (u.14.4) and MB (u2 13) have a correspondmg

verse . HGS begms with ulukhalas, combines havih k- and reads -rlnam

in b, and has suprajd vlravantas m c, MB gives for a aulukhalah
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sampravadanti gravanas. ends b with -rlnam, and has for djyogfivema

balihrto vayam te [It recurs also at MP ii.20.34 and MGS a 8 4'’
] The

first pada is jagati, unnoted in the Anukr [As to astakd, cf Zimmer,

p365 ]

% W2TT:

The track (pada) of Ida [is] full of ghT, greatly trickling, O
Jatavedas, accept you the oblations The cattle of the village that

are of all forms - of those seven let the v^illing stay (ramti) be with

me
Versions are found in ASS. (ii 2 17), ApSS (vi.5,7), HGS (ii 17 2),

and MB (ii 2.14), and of the latter half in TA (m 11 12, vs 3 1 a, c) MB
agrees with our text tliroughout, tire three others have cardcaram at end

of a, and all three havir idam jusasva (for prati etc.) m b, HGS begins

with idayai srptam, and ApSS combines iddydh p-, tiien, m d, ApSS
,

HGS., and TA. read iha instead of mavi^ and ASS pustis for ramtis, HGS
ends with ramtir astu pustih The comm reads ildvds in a, he renders

sarisrpam by atyartham sarpat, ramtls by pritis, and specifies the seven

village (ie domestic) animals as cow, horse, goat, sheep, man, ass,

camel; but the number seven is doubtless used only as an indefinite sacied

one. Pada a is again jagatl, as m vs 5 [pada c is our n 34 4 a; between
visvarupds and tesdm ApSS inserts virupds (a fragment of our u 34 4 b^
- Prat, li 72 requires iddyds p- ]

m^ ^ w Tifir Will

gtnf^ww ^5^ wi

[Set] you me m both prosperity and abundance; O night, may
we be m the favour of the gods.

O spoon, fly away full, fly back hither well-filled, jointly enjoying all

sacnfices, bring to us food (is), refreshment (urj)

The first two padas, which seem to have nothmg to do with the rest of
the verse, are wanting in Ppp What follows them is a complete anustubh,
and quoted by its pratDca m Vait (see above); its first half is found in

several oilier texts : VS. (iii.49), TS (i 8 4’), MS (i.lO 2), K (ix 5), ASS
(ii. 18.13), of these, VS. TS ASS read darvi for darve, as does also the

comm , with a few of SPP’s mss. Ppp. has samprncatJ isam in the last

half-verse The comm, understands a sthdpaya m a, as in the translation.
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bhaja would answer an equally good purpose He explains that the spoon
IS to go fortli with oblation and to return with tire answering blessings

Sambhunjati he renders by havisd samyak pdlayantl prlnayantT Finally,

he points out that, as c is quoted as a pratika, a and b have a right to the

character of a separate verse, but that m the pancapatalikd tire whole is

made a verse, with three avasanas, the statement, but not the title, appears

to fit our Anukr , this scans as 8+10 8 + 1 8 + 8 = 50, needlessly

countmg only 10 syllables in b In our ed , read md for me [Cf iv 15 12

n]

Tar j ^ ^
8. Hither had come the year, your spouse, O sole astakd; do

you unite our long-lived progeny with abundance of wealth.

Instead of repeating the second half-verse of vs. 3, Ppp gives for c, d

tasmaijuhomi havisd ghrtena sau nas sarma yacchatu Against his usual

habit, the comm explains c, d anew, but quite m accordance with his

fomier explanation

W: ^11 ^ II

I sacrifice to the seasons, the lords of the seasons, them of the

seasons (drtava), and the winters (hdyana)^ to the summer (samd),

the years, the months, for the lord of existence I sacrifice.

The change of case, from accusative to dative in d, doubtless mtends

no change of construction The verse, as noted above, is wanting in Ppp ,

It IS m part repeated below, as xi 6 17 According to the comm , the

“lords of the seasons” are the gods, Agni etc
,
the drtavas [cf in 6 6

note] are “parts of seasons’ other unspecified divisions of time,

sixteenths, kdsihds, etc and although samvatsara, and hayana are

synonymous, yet hdyana here signifies “days and nights”, and samd
“half-montlis.”

II

To you for the seasons, them of the seasons, the months, the

years, the Creator (dhatar), the Disposer (yidhatar), the Prosperer

(Psamrdh), the lord of existence, do I sacrifice

All the samhitd-mss. combme m a -bhyas tvd, and SPP accepts tlie

reading m his text, ours emends to -bhyas tvd, such treatment of final as is
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common m Ppp ,
and spoiadic examples of it are found among the AV

mss , but It IS hardly to be toleiated m a text like ours, and the comment to

Prat IV 107 quotes the passage as -bhvas tva The comm [at xix 37 4]

deems this verse [and not v 28 13] to be one repeated as xix 37 4, see

under the verse Ppp has, for a, b, va)ur rtvigbhva artavebhvo mahhvas
samvatsarava ca, which at any rate rids the text of the embarrassing tva

Here the comm declaies the artavas to be ‘"days and nights etc ”,

samrdh he explains as samardhavitre etanndmne devava

^debr

’TWcr:ii ^^11

We, making oblation with idd - I sacrifice to the gods with

what IS rich m ghi, unto houses not disorderly {lalubhyant), rich in

kme, may we enter together

Or, It might be, ‘may we he down, go to rest’, the translation would
imply more naturally sam upa visema [the Index Verbal um takes i4pa as

an independent “case-governing” preposition], the comm says iipe *tva

sam visema sukhena ni vasema^ he comfortably removes the anacoluthon

in a, b by declaring vaje = yajdmahe^ and takes alubhyatas as either nom
{gardhyam akurvands) or accus {gardhyarahiian) Ppp reads for d drs

adesvpagomata

rTTOT fTzrcTRl TTlfTTHfiT^

The sole astakd, paining herself itapya-) with penance,

generated an embryo, a greatness, Indra; by him the gods
overcame their foes, slayer of the barbarians became the lord of
might (sad-)

The verse is found also in TS (iv 3 11^), K (xxxix 10), PGS
(ill 3.5), and MB (ii 3 21), and a is identical with HGS ii 15 9 a {and MP
11 20 35 a]; TS accents tapya- m a (the comm does the same), and its c, d
read tena dasvun vv asahanta deva hantd 'surdndm abhavac chacTbhih^
and K PGS have the same version, Ppp agrees with them in reading
asurandm for dasyunam, and MB has their d, but our c, except asahanta
for vy asah-. The ^ of yy as- is distinctly required by Prat ii.92, but SPP
gives in his text vy <2^'-, against a majority of the mss reported by him
Our PM W are corrupt at the end, but P M show distinctly -ibhih,

indicating the reading of TS. etc The comm gives tliree different

explanations of garbham in b, adding garaniyam or stutyam (from gi

‘sing’), and then garbhasthavad adrsyam (from gr ‘swallow’), to the true

meaning The ekdstaka he defines to be “eighth day of the dark half ol

Magha ” The concluding pSda isjagatT
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^1|
-

dinj TTSfry
-

^ :!

grgi i5rf?f g^rfl "Tt ii ii

You whose son is Indra, whose son is Soma, daughter are you
of Prajapati, fulfil you our desires, accept our oblation

Wanting m Ppp , as above noted

The second anuvdka contains 5 hymns, 40 verses, and the quotation

from the old Anukr is simply dasa

11. For relief from disease, and for long life

The first four verses are found in Paipp i
,
with the bulk of the 4

verse hymns, they are also RV x 161 1-4 (RV adds a fifth verse, which
occurs below as viii 1 20) The hymn is used by Kaus (27 32, 33) m a

general healing ceremony (without specification of person or occasion,

the schol and comm assume to add such), and, m company with many
othcis (iv 13 1 etc etc), in a rite for length of life (58 11), and it is

reckoned to the takmandsana gana (26 1, note) and to the dyusya gana
(54 11, note, but the comm ignoring these, counts it as one of the

anholifiga gana) In Vait (36 19), vs 8 accompanies the setting free of
the horse at the asvamedha sacrifice, and the hymn (the edition says,

1 10 4, the pratikas are the same) is employed, with ii 33 etc., in the purus
amedha (38 1) - [See also W’s introduction to ii 33,]

[n -

WT, I srra,

iiif^vjing 3r ^gTK^Frq;ii

I release you by oblation, m order to living, from unknown

yaksma and from royal yaksma, if now seizure (grahi) has seized

him, from it, O Indra-and-Agni, do you release him

RV inserts va after yadi in c Ppp has, in the second half-verse,

grahyO. grhJto yady esa yatas tata ind- The comm explams rajayaksma

as either' “kmg ckyaksmas’’’ or else “they, that seized king Soma first,”

quoting for the latter TS ii 5 6 5 [see references m Bloomfield’s

comment] The first pada isjagatl

1 fpiTdr i
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w ijn% f^r^^TtR8rR[wM^ ^wir^rtii ii

2. If of exhausted life-time, or if deceased, if gone down even

to the presence (antika) of death, him I take from the lap of

perdition, I have won (spr) him for [life] of a hundred autumns.

The translation implies m d aspdrsam, which is che reading of our

edition, supported by RV , and also by the comm ( = prabalam karomi^),

and two of SPP’s mss that follow the latter, the aspdrsam of nearly all the

mss (hence read by SPP ), and of Ppp , can be nothing but a long-

established blunder Ppp has at the beginning yad ukhardyur y- [At

11 14 3 SPP used tlie ‘Tongs “to denote the ksaipra circumflex, with

equal reason he might use it here for the praslista ofnita = ni-ita ]

?TT% TT!Tti;il ^ II

With an oblation having a thousand eyes, a hundred heroisms,

a hundred life-times, have I taken him, m order that Indra may lead

him unto autumns, across to the further shore of all difficulty

{durita)

RV has in a satasdradena for satavTryena^ and makes much better

sense of c, d by reading satam for indras^ and indras for ati (it also has

imam for enam )

?pT ^^ «rfR: iil^di ^err^ ffewr^^FTirn'^ii

Live you increasing a hundred autumns, a hundred winters,

and a hundred spnngs, a hundred to you [may] Indra, Agni, Savita,

Brhaspati [give], with an oblation of a hundred life-times have I

taken him

Our text, m the second half-verse, ingeniously defaces the better

meter and sense given by RV., which reads mdraganl for ta indro agnih
in c, and ends with havise ‘mam punar duh The verse is fairly correctly

defined by the Anukr its c havmg 14 syllables {sakvart), and making the

whole number 47 syllables (jagatl less 1)

wnqRTciq^eir̂ ifaci f^rq^i
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Enter m, O breath-and-expiration, as two draft-oxen a pen
(vraja), let the other deaths go away (v/), which they call the

remaining hundred.

In this verse, as m the preceding and in vs 7 and elsewhere, SPP
makes the indefensible combmation n ch, instead of n ch, as the result of
mutual assimilation of n and s [cf note to i 19 4]

[As to the “one hundred and one deaths,” cf vm 2 27, xi 6 16;

1 30 3, ekasata in Index, and the numbers m the notable passage, xix.47.3

ff
,
Kuhn’s most interesting Germanic parallels, KIZ, xiii 128 ff ,

Wuttke.
Deutscher Volksaberglaube^, 301, 335, Hopkms, Oriental

Studies papers read before the Oriental Club of Philadelphia, 1888-

1894, p 152, Zimmer, p 400 Cf also the words of the statute, 18 Edward
I

, §4, concerning the “Fine of Lands,” “unless they put m their claim

within a year and a day ”]

^ViTiTrcrnl tTR

Be you just here, O breath-and-expiration, go you not away
from here, carry his body, his limbs, unto old age again

At the end of b, the comm readsjavam (= ^ghram, akale) mstead of

yuvam, and two or three of SPP’s mss , as often, follow him.

qfr inf 1%

Unto old age do I commit you, unto old age do I shake you
down (ni-dhii); may old age, excellent, conduct you, let the other

deaths go away, which they call the remaining hundred.

The Anukr scans the verse as 9 + 8. 7+ 8 + 8 = 40, not admittmg

any resolution m c.

Old age had curbed (abhi-dha) you, as it were a cow, an ox,

with a rope; the death that curbed you, when bom, with easy fetter

- that Brhaspati released for you, with the (two) hands of tmth.

The verb-forms represent the noun abhidhanl ‘halter, or bndle, or

rope for confinmg and guidmg.’ [A case of “reflected meanmg”
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discussed, Lanman, Transactions of the Am Philol Association, vol

XXVI, pxni (1894) Cf note of iv 18 1 ] As m many other cases, the

comm renders the aorist ahita (for adhita) as an imperative, baddham
karotu. On account ofjdvamdnam m d (virtually’ at youi birth’) Weber
entitles the hymn “an occasion of difficult parturition,” which is plainly

wrong Perhaps it is for the same reason that the comm regaids it as

relating to a child, or to a person diseased from improper copulation In

our text, at the beginning, read abhi (an accent-sign lost under a-) There

IS no brhatl clement m the verse

12. Accompanying the building of a house

The first eight verses are found m Paipp , but not only 1-5, 7

together, in lii vs 6 being in xx ,
and vs 8 m xvii [More or less

correspondent vss recur at MP ii 15 3 ff. and at MGS ii 1 1 12 ff [cf

p 148 ihaivd) ] The hymn is reckoned by Kaus (8 23) to the vdstospatJya

hymns, and is used with them m a house-building ceremony (43.4 ff
, the

“two dhruvas''\ mentioned m 43 11 [are doubtless the same as the “two
dhruvas^'* mentioned in] 136 7, [and the latter] arc, according to the

comm to vi 87, not vss 1 and 2, but hymns vi 87 and 88), vss 6 and 8

are specially quoted (43 9, 10) Vait (16 1, in the -agmstoma sacrifice)

gives a pratika which is nearly that of vs 8, but with adhvaryo for ndri

[Vs 9, q V ,
occurs in Ppp with others of our ix 3.]

[^- TOl 1 ^ fgioz ^JFRTt, ^ ^

^ wg^ friglfci

cit -m ?I1% 35 lET tT^TTII ^11

Just here I fix (ni-mi) [my] dwelling (said) firm, may it stand

in security, sprinkling ghl, unto you here, O dwelling, may we
resort (sam-car) with all our heroes, with good heroes, with

unharmed heroes

Ppp. reads abhi instead of upa m d. padas a, b arc found in PGS
111 4 4, with tisthatu for -ati, and b in ^GS.ui 3, with ti$tha for the same,
HGS. (i.27.2) has the whole verse, with tisthati in a, anu (for upa) in d,

and suvtrds before sarvav- m c.
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pn- irf^ ^n^sjgiHfcft Titq^

^cicidl ^ffNiwrii ^ it

Just here stand you firm, O dwelling, rich in horses, in kme, in

pleasantness, in refreshment, in ghi, in milk, erect yourself (ut~sri)

in order to great good-fortune.

Ppp leaves tlie a of asvdvatl in b unelided PGS (ibid ) has padas b

and d, making one verse of them with 3 c, d, padas a, b are also found in

SGS (ibid), with considerable variants sthiine for dhruva, dhriivd for

sdle^ and silamdvati for sunr-^ and HGS (ibid ) has again the whole verse,

with urjasvatl payasd pinvamdnd for c The comm., with the usual queer

perversion of the sense of sunrtd, renders sunrtdvatl by bahubhih
priyasatvavdgbhir bdladlndm vdnibhir yuktd Padas b and c arejagatJ

3IT^ 3rr wmTw^wr:ii^ii

A garner (pdharuni) are you, O dwelling, of great roof, of

cleansed gram, to you may the calf come, may the boy, may the

kme, streaming m at evening.

This translation of the difficult and doubtless corrupt first half-verse

implies emendation of --chandas to -chadis^ and ofputi- to puta- - which
latter is, in fact, the Ppp reading In d, SPP adopts the bad reading

aspandamands^ claiming to find it in the majority of his mss
,
but the

scribes are so wholly untrustworthy m their distinction of s'v and sp that

tlie requirement of the senses is sufficient to show that they intend sy

here, the conam reads -syand-, and so docs SGS (in 2) in the parallel

passage endm sisuh krandaty d kumdra d synadantam dhenavo

mtvavatdh, PGS (ibid) has d tvd sisur d krandatv d gdvo dhenavo

vdsyamdndh, [MGS nil 12^ reflects our vs 7] The comm lets us

understand by dharunl either bhogajdtasya dhdrayitrl or prasastai

stambhair upetd, and by brhachandds either prabhutachadana or

mahabhis chandobhir vedair upetd, putidhdnya is “having com
malodorous from age”- a sign of stores unexhausted The Anukr
apparently scans as 74-8. 10+1 1=36. a very poor sort of brhati [Note that

of SPP’s authorities for dsyand , K and V were men, not mss., none of his

living authorities gave aspand- The blunder is easy for the eye, not for

the ear ]

flit WHt'
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This dwelling let Savita, Vayu, Indra, Brhaspati fix, fore-

knowing, let the Maruts sprinkle it with water, with ghl, let king

Bhaga deepen {ni-tan) our ploughing

Ppp reads m a, b vdvur agnis tvastd hota ni, and has somas (which

suits raja better) for bhagas in d In c it begins with the true reading uks

antu, this is so natui-ally suggested as emendation of the iichantu of the

mss that all the translatois assume it (Weber, strangely mistaking the

plain statement of tlie Index Verboriim^ accuses us of having wrongly

altered uksantu in our edition to uchantu f), uksantu is also read by the

comm ,
and by two or three of SPP’s mss that follow him, and SPP very

properly admits it into its text SPP also reads after it luind^ with the

comm, but against all his mss [except the srotnya K], there is no
instance where udnd and udnas are correctly read in any of them (here,

our Bp O.Op. have utnd^ P M utvd^ the rest "^unnd our edition gives

unna^ and Weber has failed to see that it was corrected in the Index

Verborum ([under udan]) The comm makes d refer to the ploughing of

the site of the house sdlabhumeh karsanam niiardm karotu

[*E H D K Kp and Ppp have untidy I has uttd^ W has -tn tvd ] [For

uchantu^ see x 9 23 n ]

xnw^ ?RtrTT

O mistress of the building (P mdna)^ as sheltering, pleasant,

have you, a goddess, been fixed by the gods in the beginning;

clothing yourself in grass, may you be wcll-willmg; then may you
give us wealth together with heroes

Pp has, for c, d, unnam vasajid sumand vasas tvam ravun no dhi

subhage suvTram “Grass” m c refers probably to a thatched roof Mdna
the comm, gives two explanations for either “of the reverend
(mananiya) lord of the site (vdstupati),''^ or else “of the ispoilmg ('^

miyamdna) gram etc ” (patni in this case signifying /avzrrjf) In b the

comm reads nirmita HGS (i 27 8) has a, b, c (with a wholly different d)

in a corrupt form md nah sapatnah saranah syond devo devebhir
vimitd'sy agre trnam vasdndh sumand asi tvam^ but our d (with -vlrdm
r-) occurred just before (i 27 7)

flRFpnr -91^1

w ^ wait' -911^ T?[[t

With due order, O beam (varis'a), ascend the post; formidable,

bearing rule, force away (apa-vrj) the foes; let not the attendants
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{upa-sattaf) of your houses be harmed, O dwelling, may we live a

hundred autumns with all our heroes

Ppp reads sthvna ’dhi m a, and m c, d has -taro 'tra virdjam jivam
saradas satdni Both metei and sense indicate that grhdndm is an
intrusion in c, and suvirds at the end would rectify the meter of d The
first pada is the beginning of a verse m AGS ii 9, and HGS (i 27 7) has

the first half-verse, with sthunau in a, and urdhvas and apa sedha m b [cf

MP 11 15 6, MGS 11 1 1 14 IS corrupt] The comm reads arsan for risan in

c, he explains rtena by abadhyena rupena saha^ and upasattdras by
upasadanakartaras The verse (11 + 11.14 + 12^= 48) is defined by the

Anukr with mechanical correctness

QTTT an ff# ^n+TT ^1
•qqt anisT;

To It the tender boy, to it the calf, with moving creatures

(jagat)^ to it the jar ofparisrut, with mugs of curd, have come

Ppp has tvd for imam m a and c and m c parisrtas^ and it ends d with

kalasas ca yd The mss vary between parisrutas and -s>ut- (our

Bp H.O Op Kp have s)^ the comm, has 5*, and renders the word by
parisravanasllasya madhunah ‘foaming over sweet ’ The word is quoted

m tlie comment to Prat ii 106 as an example of s' after i protected from
lingualization by a following r The comm reads in c kumbhds, and m d

kalasls, half the mss (including our Bp E I H K ) accent kalasais The
comm explains jagatd as gamanasllena gavadma, which is doubtless its

true sense The verse is found also in AGS (ii 8 16), PGS (iii 4 4), SGS
(m 2 9), and HGS (i 27 4) the first two and the last have (like Ppp ) tvd^

and SGS reads enam (for e 'mdm)^ for jagatd^ PGS has jagadais and

AGS jdyatdm^ SGS gives bhuvanas, with pan for saha, all differ again

as to tlae last word, presenting upa (PGS ), ayan (AGS ), ayann iva

(HGS ) or gaman (SGS ), and SGS. has further kumbhyds in c, while for

parisrutas AGS has parisritas and HGS hiranmayas [see also MP
11 15.4 and MGS nil 12^] The epithet drsT, added by tlie Anukr to the

metrical definition of tlie verse, is without meaning as distinguishing it

from vs 9 [cf in 14 6, note].

51TT

Bring forward, O woman, this full jar, a stream of ghT

combined (sam-bhr) with ambrosia {amrta), anoint these dnnker

P) with ambrosia, let what is offered-and-bestowed defend it (f •

the dwelling'"'’).
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The well-mgli universal reading of the mss m c is imam patrn, which
SPP according by presents in his text, in spite of its giammatical
impossibility (of our mss E gives pdtren, -tren being a misreading of -trn

found also more tlian once elsewheie, P has padan, and W patraii), we
emended imam to iman^ but peihaps imam pdtrim ^tiiis drinking-vessel’,

which the comm has, would be preferable, as better suited to sam aadhi,

and endrn at the end would then refer to it The comm has sam indhi

instead of sam andhi^ he makes endm imply sdldm. The corresponding
verse in Ppp (xvii ) is quite different, and corrupt, purndm ndbhin pra
hard'bhi kumbham apdm ramant osadhJndm ghrtasva imdm pdtrer
amrtair d sam agdhi sthird virds sumanaso bhavantu * this suggests imdm
pdtrair amrtasya in c ‘anoint this [dwelling] with vessels of ambrosia’,
but also Its separation from the p'ccedmg verses makes uncertain its

belonging to the same ceremony with them. In the ceremonial use, it

accompanies the entrance into the new dwelling, the wife first, carrying a
water-jar.

o
.
ftrr srra-: i

3r II

These waters I bring forward, free from yaksma, yaksma-
effacing, I set forth pra-sad) unto (upa) the houses, along with
immortal iamrta) fire

The verse, as already noted, is wanting [in this connection] in Ppp ,

and neither Kaus nor the comm specify anything as to its use It appears
again below as ix.3 23 [with Ppp. version] The comm gives no
explanation nor paraphrase of pra sTddmi. [“Prepositions” discussed.
Prat iv 3, note.]

13. To the waters

The first six verses occur in Paipp iii , and also m TS (v 6 1 ), MS
(ii 13 1), and K. (xxxix 2) The hymn is used by Kaus in a ceicmony for
directing water mto a certain course (40 I ff ); ihe padas of vs. 7 are
severally employed in it (see under that verse), it also appears, with other
hymns (i 4-6, 33, etc etc), in a nte for good-fortune (41 14) And the
comm describes it as used by one who desires rain Verse 7 is further
employed, with a number of other verses, by Vait (29 13), in the
agnicayana, accompanying the conductmg of water, reeds and a frog over
the altar-site - [Berlin ms. of Anukr. reads sindhvabdaivatam.]

[
- STFir

[3d^- ^ I -Rpg;, 3TTq ^ I ^ pTfet^
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Since formerIy(‘? adas), going forth together, you resounded
(nad) when the dragon was slain, thenceforth you are streams

(nadi) by name • these are your names, O rivers

The pada-mss all commit the very gratuitous blunder of writing tah

instead of td at the begirmmg of d, as if it belonged to sindhavas instead

of to ndmdni, SPP emends to td^ and the comm so understands the word
The comm takes adas as Vedic substitute for amusmin, qualifying ahau
None of tire other texts gives any various reading for this verse. Pada d
sets forth, as it were, the office of the first four verses, in finding punning
etymologies for sundry of the names of water

^ Id I

When, sent forth by Varuna, you thereupon (at) quickly

skipped (valg) together, then Indra obtained (dp) you as you went,

therefore are you waters (dp) afterward

TS. and MS have in d dpas (nomin ), and this is obviously the true

reading, and assumed in the translation, both editions follow the mss
(except our Op ) m giving dpas MS begins the verse with samp^dcyutds,

for dt m b MS has yat and TS ids In d, Ppp elides the a of anu, TS
leaves sthana unlmgualized. The comm reads instead stana

'8^^. ^3jcW'4 3ralW % n 4^51

^ fl^ll ^ II

As you were flowing perversely (apakamam), since Indra

venly hindered (yar) you by his powers, you, you divine ones,

therefore the name water (ydr) is assigned you

Ppp has for c indro vas saktabhir devais TS combines m d

varndma The comm, appaicently takes hikam as a smgle word (the TS.

pada-XexX so regards it), quoting as his authority Naighantuka m.l2, and

again m d, if the manusenpt does not do him mjustice, he reads hikam for

hitam
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The one god stood up to you, flowing at [your] will; great

ones have breathed up (ud-anX’^^ said he; therefore water (udaka)

IS [so] called

The name here really had m mind must be, it would seem, udan, but

udakam has to be substituted for it m the nominative, none of the other

texts offer a different form TS improves the meter of a by omitting vas,

and TS and MS leave the <3 of unelided Ppp differs more seuously

eko na deva updtisthat syandamand upetvah Yathavasam m b might be

‘at his will,’ opposed to apakdmam in vs 3 The sense of c is rather

obscure, the comm understands “saying ‘by this respect on the part of

Indra we have become great,’ they breathed freely (or heaved a sigh of

relief ucchvasitavatyasY" - which is senseless R suggests “Indra put

himselfm their way with the polite address and inquiry ‘their worships

have given themselves an airing’, and conducted them on their way
again”, Weber understands tliem to sigh under the burden of the god
standing “upon” {api) them. The comm decalres api to have tiie sense of
adhi.

arnif^
arr ttt Mjut4^ n

The waters [are] excellent, the waters verily were ghi, these

waters verily bear Agm-and-Soma; may the strong (tivra)

satisfying savour (rasa) of the honey-mixed (-pre) come to me
along with breath, with splendour

TS reads dsus for dsan at end of a, and both TS and MS
, as also the

comm have gan at the end (MS p agan) MS combines differently tlic

material of our vss 5 and 6 first our 6 a, b with 5 c, d, then our 5 a, b
with 6 c, d, and for our 5 a it reads dpo devtr ghrtaminvd u dpas This last

seems also to be intended by Ppp , with its dpo devir ghrtam itdpdhus^

and It has ityd instead of it tds at end of b, and combines -gamd md m c-d
The comm renders madhupredm by madhund rasena samprkidndm, the

description in pada c almost makes us fancy some kind of mineral water
to be had in view

^ ^ ^:ii ^ ii

Then indeed I see, or also hear; unto me comes the noise, to

me the voice of them; I think myself then to have partaken
ambrosia (amrtd) when, you gold-coloured ones, I have enjoyed
{trp) you.
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TS has the inferior readings nas for md at end of b and yad for yadd
in d MS IS corrupt in b, its pad'a-text reads vdk nu asam, but the editor

gives in samhitd-t^xt vdr nv dsdm The comm combines vag ma Ppp has

at the beginning yad foi ad The comm takes the opportunity of the

occurrence of hiranya- in d to bring forward an etymology of it which he
here and there repeats, it is hita-ramamya ! The verse is improperly
reckoned as nicrt [In the edition amrtastha is a misprint for -sya ]

This, O waters, [is] your heart, this your young (vatsa), you
righteous ones; come thus hither, you mighty ones, where I now
make you enter

The preceding verses have been simple laudation of the waters, this

appended one (which is found neither in Ppp nor in the other texts) adds

a practical application, and is the sole foundation of the employment of

the hymn of Kaus With the first pada a piece of gold is buried in the

desired channel, with b a prepared frog is fastened there, with c the frog is

covered with a water-plant, with d water is conducted in

k I W=^- 31^1% ^ 3TT^

14. A blessing on the kine

The hynm (except vs 5) is found m Paipp ii (m the verse-order 2, 4,

6, 1, 3) It IS used by Kaus , with other hymns (ii 26 etc ), in a ceremony

for the prospenty of cattle (19.14) In Vait (21 26), vs 2 accompanies the

driving of kine in the agnistoma The Vait use does not appear to be

mentioned by the comm ,
and his report of the Kaus use is mostly lost

from the manuscript (but filled in by the editor)

si^^fafTg ^ TT 44^wire n ?tn

With a comfortable {susad)^ stall, with wealth, with well-

being, with that which is the name of the day-bom one, do we
unite you

1 Pia'-aPtt I
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Ppp reads m b sapustva for subhutya The obscure third pada is

found again below as v 28 12 c, it is altogether diversely rendered

(conjecturally) by the translators (Weber, “with the blessing of

favourable birth”, Ludwig, “with [all] that which one calls day-bom”.

Grill, “with whatever a day of luck brings forth”); R suggests “with all

(of good things) that the day brings, or that is under the heaven” none of

these suits the other occurrence

Let Aryaman unite you, let Pusan, let Brhaspati, let Indra, who
IS conqueror of riches, in my possession gam you what is good

‘In my possession,’ lit ‘with me’ (bei mir, chez moi) The comm,
takes pusyata as = posayaia^ and so do the translators, unnecessarily and

therefore madmissibly, or, we may emend to pusyatu^ with vasu as

subject “Unite” calls for the expression of with what, this is not given,

but the verse may be regarded as (except d) a continuation of vs 1 The
three padas a-c are found as a gav^i/n-verse m MS (iv 2 10 with posa
for pixsd in b) Ppp has iha pusvati at beginning of d

TTsgqfrg^ 5^11 ^11

Having come together, unaffnghted, nch in manure, in this

stall, beanng the sweet of soma, come you hither, free from
disease.

Three of the padas (a, b, d) again form, with considerable vanants, a

gayatrl m MS. (ibid ) immediately following the one noted above . MS
have avihrutas for abibhyusis, purismis for kar-, and, m place of our d,

svoveda na a gata Ppp gives, as not seldom, m part the MS readings,

corrupted it begins samjanSn&m vihrtdm, has havis for madhu in c, and
for d, svavesasa etana The combination of p upaetana into s upetana is

one of those aimed at by Prat iii 52, according to the comment on that

rule, but it would equally well fall under the general mle (iii 38) as to the

order of combination when d comes between two vowels (upa-d-itana
like mdra-d-ihi etc ). [Cf also Lanman, JAOS, x 425.]

Tik

fl^d If W: II 'If II

Come you just here, O kine, and flourish here like sakd; also

multiply (pra-jd) just here, let your complaisance be toward me.
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Sake 'va (p sakaiva) m b is very obscure Weber renders “like
dung” (as if sakd = sakrt), Ludwig, “with the dung” (as if saka =
saknd), Grill, “like plants” (implying sdkam iva or sdkd iva), the comm
says “multiply innumerably, like flies” {saka = maksika), this last is, so
far as can be seen, the purest guesswork, nor is anything brought up in its

support; and the “dung” comparisons are as unsuitable as they are

unsavory The explanation of the comm accords with one among those

offered by the commentators on VS xxiv 32 (=MS iii 14 13) and TS
v5 18\ where sakd also occurs Ppp reads sakd iva SPP reports his

pada-mss as accenting gdvah in a, but emends m his padaAext to gdvah,
the latter is read by all ours, so far as noted

^ ‘qgf vnR^ll^ci

Tf W ^ ^-snuf^ ii H II

Let your stall be propitious, flourish you like sdrisakd, also

multiply just here; with me we unite you

There is no Ppp text of this verse to help cast light on the obscure

and difficult sdrisdkd (p s'drisdkd iva) The comm (implying -kds)

explains the word as meaning “kinds of creatures that increase by
thousands m a moment,” but offers no etymology or other support, the

translators supply a variety of mgemous and unsatisfactory conjectures

(Weber, “like s'drz-dung,” s'dri perhaps a king of bird, Gnll “ [fatten

yourselves] like the s'drikd"' or hooded crow, Ludwig simply puts a

question-mark in place of a translation) R offers the conjecture sdrih (=

s'dlih) saka iva Tike rice m manure’ Our P M E I accent sdrisdke \a

[Bloomfield emends to sdri-sukeva (
= -kds zva), ‘thrive you like

starlings and parrots ’ Tme, these birds are habitual companions in

literature as m life (see my translation of Karpura-manjarl^ p. 229, note),

loquacity being their salient characteristic; but what is the tertium

comparatioms between the thriving ofcows and of starlmgs'?]

'diet'd) ^11

Attach yourselves, O kine, to me as lord of kine, this your stall

here [be] flourishing, to you, becoming numerous with abundance

of wealth, to you living, may we living be near (upa-sad)

Bhavantas in c would be a desirable emendation Upa-sad may be

rather ‘wait upon’ (so Gnll), only then we should expect rather saddma

(comm, upagacchema). [W’s implied difference between sadema and

saddma is not clear to me.] Ppp reads in a gopatyd, and its b is mayi vo
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gostha iha posav&ti [The epithet arsi seems to be as meaningless here as

at 111.12 7 - see note, end ]

15. For success in trade

Four of the verses are fotmd in Paipp xix (1, 4, 6, 2, in this order)

The hymn is used by Kaus' in a rite for good-fortune in trading (50 12),

and agam (59 6) for a similar purpose, also (or vs. 1) in the

mdramahotsava ceremony (140 16); also vss 7 and 8 in tlie appeasing of

tlie flesh-eating fire (70 13, 14) In Vait (6 9), vs 7 is employed in the

ceremony of establishmg the sacrificial fire. The usual statement of these

various uses appears to be lacking m tlie manuscript of the comm and is

supplied, only m part, by its editor

[^- I (T^, -qsT, 3#T, WT,

«F=r, 5RF[f%, Tff%cIT, #4, 1

^ f^RTZ3T??#,

K f^Rie ^FT^, V9 31^

'>s^>s. yfaitiii' xh'djtnfn ^ ^ ytpT ^ srgi

MRyry^'^ ^ I^irT ang 11^11 ^11

I Stir up (cud) the trader Indra, let him come to us, be our fore-

runner, thrusting [away] the niggard, the waylaying wild animal,

let him, having the power (is)^ be giver of riches to me.

Or paripanthmam and mrgam in c may be independent of one
another (so comm and translators except Weber and Zimmer) Ppp has,

for a, b, indram vayam vanijam havdmahe sa nas trdtd pura etu prajdnan
The Anukr. notices c as jagatl pada [“India, the trader”: cf Bergaigne,
Rel ved

,
ii.480 - Many Jataka tales (e g no’s 1, 2) give vivid pictures of

the life of the trading caravans ]

% m ^3^wm 1%W qwirrftnn ^ h

The many roads, travelled by the gods, that go about (sam-car)
between heaven-and-earth— let them enjoy me with milk, with ghl,

that dealing (kri) 1 may get (a-hr) riches.

Ppp’s version is very different : lAai ’voj panthd bahavo devav&n&m
anu dydvaprthivi supranltih tesdm ahndm varcasy A dadhAmi yathA
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klitvd dhanam dvahdmi. The comm allows us alternatively to understand
deva- m a as ‘^by traders”, he rendersjusantdm m c by sevantdm, as if it

were causative His text has at the beginning ve te panth- The
emendation, suggested by Weber, of md in c to me would help the sense

The first half-verse is found agam below as vi 55 1 a, b To make a

regular tristubh^ we must contract to -prthvi in b, and expand to krl-tu-d m
d, the Anukr perhaps regards the two irregularities as balancmg one
anotlier

^ foJj

With fuel, O Agni, with ghi, I desinng, offer the oblation, m
order to energy (taras), to strength, - revering with worship
{brahman)^ so far as I am able - this divine prayer {dhi), in order to

hundred-fold winning

The verse is RV m 18 3, without vanant - save that RV accents of

course juhomi, as does our edition by necessary emendation, while SPP
follows all the mss in giving juhomi (the padaA^xi puts a sign of pada-

division after tlie word, but also before it) The verse is not at all likely to

have been an original part of our hymn, the word ^ataseydya in d has

caused its addition. The comm renders tarase by vegdya

sighragamandya, and applied ydvad Ise m two ways, to the winning or to

the worshipping

^ ^ wnt 3rf?r5tiT: 4,1^4
'

*tt fiurJHi

This offense (? sarani) of ours may you, O Agm, bear with

(mrs), what distant road we have gone. Successful (s'una) for us be

bargain and sale, let return-dealing make me fruitful; do you two

enjoy this oblation in concord; successful for us be our going about

and nsing.

The first two padas are wanting in the Paipp version of the hymn
(though they occur, m another connection, m Ppp i ), and they are plamly

an intrusion here, due to the mention of distant travel m b; they form the

first half ofRV i3116(butRV reads for b imam ad/ivdnain yam agdma
dur&t, LSS , in its repetition of the RV. verse at iu.2 7, agrees with AV m
preferring duram). The msertion dislocates the comm’s division of the

hymn; he reckons only the first 4 pSdas as vs 4, then the last two with the
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first two of our 5 as vs 5, and the latter half of our 5 witli the former half

of our 6 as vs 6, making a vs 7 of only the two concluding padas of our

6, and numbering the two remaining verses as 8 and 9 Some of our mss

(P.MW E 1.) divide and number in the say way to the middle of our vs 6,

then making vs 7 consist of 6 padas and end where our vs 7 ends Ppp

has for its verse a different version of our c-f pano for sunam at the

beginning (with "stu after no), godhani nas forphalinam md, and, for our

e, samrarana havir idamjusaniam The Anukr. seems to scan the verse as

11+9 12 + 1 1 : 1 1 + 12 = 66, though c and f arc properly to be made
regularly tristubh by elision to ‘stu The comm renders sarani in a by
“injury” (hinsa), and explains it as either that arising (to Agni) from the

intermission of sacred rites m consequence of the householder’s absence

from home, or else that to the absentee from his long journey as expressed

mb- mlmrsas being in the first case = ksamasva, and in the second =

marsaya or tiUksaya ‘cause us tlie endure’ perhaps the second is, after

all, the better. [For d, rather, ‘may barter make me abounding in fruit,’ i e.

‘may barter bring me its reward.’]

3r3tit tRTft ^
^ m ^imn

With what nches I practise (car) bargaining, seeking riches

with nches, you gods - let that become more for me, not less . O
Agni, put down (m-sidh) with the oblation the gain-slaymg gods.

Or, possibly, ‘the gods of the gain-slayer’ (sdtaghnas as gen. sing ;

the comm takes it as accus. pL, and Zimmer and Ludwig so translate)

The omission of devan would rectify the meter and better the sense, and
Weber and Gnll [and Hillebrandt] leave it out. The Anukr gives a

mechanically correct definition of the verse as it stands.

% Sl^hrHW xRT% €1^^
^ 3pii<Jfd: «%rn

With what riches I practise bargaining, seeking nches with

riches, you gods - therein let Indra assign me pleasure (? ruci), let

Prajapati, Savita, Soma, Agni.

Ppp. has a better version of a: yat panena pratipanam cardmv, and it

arranges c differently * mdro me tasmm ream d; and reads brhaspatis for

prajdp- m d. HGS. (i.IS.l) has a kindred verse, and second pada nearly

identical with ours, and rucam in c [See also MP.ii.22.4.] Ruci, lit.

‘brightness’, is variously understood by the translators : Zimmer,
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‘‘attractive power”, Ludwig, “pleasure”, Weber, “understanding”;
Grill, “consideration”, the comm, explams it by sarvajanapritim
dhanapraddnend '

'ddneccham [Ppp. seems to omit dhanena m b.]

4: ^ q!Tijf|llV9U

To you with homage do we, O priest Vaisvanara (‘for all

men’), give praise; do you watch over our progeny, our selves, our
kine, our breaths

Two of our pada-mss (Bp Kp., also D p rri^) divide vaisvdnarah
tumah in b, P M W give sam for sa at begmnmg of c This verse and the

next seem to be additions to the original hymn [Under stu^ BR and Index
Verborum join upa with stu\ correct Index under upa accordmgly ]

TRRql^faj TlfW TTT ^ 31% qfd^VH 6 II

Every day may we bring constantly for you as for a standing

horse, O Jatavedas; rejoicing together with abundance of wealth,

with food, may we your neigbours, O Agm, take no harm.

The verse nearly accords with xix 55 1 , below, the second half is the

same as there, the first half here is more unlike the parallel verse in other

texts (VS XI 75, SBvi6 4 1, TS iv 1 lO’, Kxvi7, MS ii.7.7) than is

XIX 55 1 ab - see under xix 55 1, in the second half they vary only by
putting agne at the beginning of d; they make a more manageable

sentence by furnishing an object, ghdsam ‘fodder’, for bharema The
comm, renders tisthate by svagrhe vartamdndya

Here, at the end of the third anuvdka^ of 5 hymns and 38 verses, the

old Anukr says simply astau (but O R give astatrinsat)

The fifth prapathaka also ends with this hymn

16. Morning invocation to various gods, especially Bhaga

Found m Paipp. iv , witli very few variants. It is a RV hymn (vii.41),

repeated also m VS. (xxxiv 34-40) and TB. (n.8 9^^) [and MP.i 14 1-7, in

the same order as here] It is used by Kaus [with hymns vi 69 and ix 1],

in the rite for generation of wisdom (10 24), to accompany washing the

face on arising from sleep, also in certain ceremonies for “splendour”

(yareas ' 12,15; 13 6), with hymns vi.69 and ix.l, and it is reckoned to the

varcasya ganas (12 10, note, 13 1, note). In Vait (5.17), vs 6

accompanies, in the agnvddheya^ the horse’s setting his foot on the

boundary; and its latter half, an oblation in the cdturmasya sacrifice [Vait.

8 14].
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[^5
-

[3Ef^-3T2Rf l^gRTT-^ 3#^, fil^rraW, ^,
srrfe^,

'
2^ 1^, •^f^rarrar, vs

OTT 1 W^- % 3TT^ '^Mdl, 1]

>i\3 "R . yjrlTfT-^ MJdR'^' lclTO% jydttstici-b^il ITIcRRfTTI

^duj-wfd w: =M>4gcr ^ I^FlIll ^11

Early {pratar) do we call Agni, early Indra, early Mitra-and-

Varuna, early the (two) Asvins, early Bhaga, Pusan,

Brahmanaspati, early Soma and Rudra do wc call

The other texts, and Ppp with them, read at the end of d huvema

. MldRSct ^TTTjtr ^ I

tst M TT3TT f|r^^W H^ftrEIT^lR II

The early-conquenng formidable Bhaga do we call, the son of

Aditi who IS disposer (yidhartar), to whom every one that thinks

himself weak [or] strong, [to whom even the king] says

“apportion [me] a portion.”

Bhaksi in d might also be r‘ sing mid of the 5-aorist, ‘may I obtain’

(so Weber, etc.), the comm, explains it both ways Again all tlic other

texts, includmg Ppp , have huvema for havamahe m a; the Anukr ignores

the metrical irregularity caused by our reading [Note the play on the

god’s name ‘portion’ is bhaga.']

^ 3nifd% Tirq<iyr ^^:i

^ 3r Tirf TT wrii ^ ii

O Bhaga, conductor, Bhaga, you of true bestowal,' Bhaga, help

upward this prayer (dhi), giving to us; O Bhaga, cause us to

multiply with kme, with horses, O Bhaga, with men, rich in men
may we be

In this verse AV and R'V agree throughout; TB reads ava with

unlenglhened final in b, and VS no with unlmgualized nasal in c

1 (f^o If-ii )
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TprnrRT ^ily^ci 5?r tr^ sifiH*

cr£i^^4''W ^ ^^rnt'^g^ w^rii'^ii

Both now may we be fortunate {bhagavant), and m the
advance prapitva) and in the middle of the days, and, bounteous
one, at the up-going of the sun, may we be m the favour of the

gods
As to the difficult word prapitva, see Bloomfield, JAGS xvi 24 ff

,

"‘up-going” IS probably here "out-going, disappearance’, the comm
renders prapitve by sdydhne, his understanding of uditau is lost out of the

manuscript The other texts read udita [For this vs
, see especially p 35

end, 36 top, of Bl’s paper ]

. 'fiPT aang ^ w^ri

t^ ^ ^ ^ vriT ]gT5rrr h II

Let the god Bhaga himself be fortunate; through him may we
be fortunate; on you here, Bhaga, do I call entire, do you, O Bhaga,

be our forerunner here

RV (with VS and TB ) leaves the final of tena unlengthened at

beginning of b, and RV and VS make the sense of c better by reading

johavlti, all the three have at the end of a the voc devds [Comm to TB.
makesjohavimi = dhvayati ']

'rs\9\3

.

lEnfeRrtftW 5^1
W% art

The dawns submit themselves sam-nam) to the sacrifice

(adhvara), as Dadhikravan to the bnght place, hitherward let them

convey for me Bhaga, acquirer of good things, as vigorous (yajin)

horses a chanot

All the other texts, including Ppp , read nas instead ofme at end of c

The comm, renders sum namanta by sam gacchantdm, calls dadhikravan

a horse’s name, and explains the action of the obscure pada b by sa yatha

suddhaya gamundva samnaddho bhavati The Anukr appears to sanction

the abbreviation ratham ’va m d

titans. grai^dlrtrtfqiTt^

Let excellent dawns, rich m horses, nch in kine, rich m heroes,

always shine for us, yielding (duh) ghi, on all sides drunk of do

you protect us ever with well-beings
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TB read praplnas at end of c, Ppp has instead pravlnd's, the comm
explains by dpyavitas ‘filled up, made teeming’, which is very possibly to

be preferred [Delete tlie accent-mark undei gomatlr ]

17. For successful agriculture

Four verses of tins hymn are found together in Paipp u
,
in the order

2, 1, 5, 4; vs 3 occurs in Paipp xix , and theie are verses m Paipp xii

and XIX resembling our vs 6 Much of its material appears also in RV
X 101, IV 57, and parts in VS , TS , TA , and MS sec under the several

verses The hymn is used by Kaus (20 1 ff ) in an extended ceremony for

success in plowing, tlie details of which, however, do not help the

interpretation of the verses, vs 8 (ib 10) is specially quoted as

accompanying an oblation to Indra at the further end of a furrow, or of

each one of three furrows, the comm, also regards it as intended by
sunasirdm at 1 06 8, in the book of portents, in a charm against Uie portent

of mixed-up plows (whatever that may be*), vs 4, again, accompanies

the marking out of tlie sacrificial hearth at 137 19 In Vait (28 30-32),

vss 1,3, and 2 b appear in the agnicayana, in the ceremony of plowing

the sacnficial hearth, and vs 7 (9 27) at the end of the caturmdsva
sacrifice, with an oblation to the sunasird. *[“Wcnn 7wei Pfluge sich

verstricken beim Ackem,” says Weber, Omina, p 368 ]

I I ^ 3TT# TFT#, ^ TSTlTf#, Z,

V9 -f^ns -jc

TTkr <*£(#'^ gsl^l

The poets (kavi) harness the plows (slra), they extend

severally the yokes - they the wise ones {dhird), with desire of

favour (?) toward the gods

The verse seems to imply a hidden comparison of the poet’s work
with the plow-man’s The otlier texts (RV x 101 4, VS xu.67, TS
IV 2 5^, MS.11.7 12, K xvi 11, Kap. xxv 3) read sumnavd (but K has -vuh .

Kap. not noted), which the translation adopts, -vau seeming an
unintelligent corruption of it, but the comm gives a double explanation of
-yau, one as “desinng a happy-makmg sacrifice” and qualifying

yajamdne understood, the other as fiom sumna-va (-va for root vd) and
qualifying balivardau understood' He makes sira equivalent with
Idfigala, and takes vi tanvate as = “put on the oxen’s shoulders”, vi-tan
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as here applied seems imitated from its use of strmgmg a bow, m
TB 11 5 8^^ we have even vz tanoti sfram

fiRM: ^gfs: sra# H'<aF^T "Era^iRll

Harness you the plows, extend the yokes, scatter (yap) the seed

here in the prepared womb, may the bunch ('?) ofviraj be burdened

for us, may the sickles draw in (a-yu) the ripe [grain] yet closer

In the first half-verse, RV (ib 3) and VS (ib.68) have tanudhvam for

ianota, the rest (ibid ) agreeing with our text (but K has krto yomr), Ppp
reads ksetre instead of yonau, yonau, of course, involves a hidden
comparison of sowing with impregnation In the difficult and obscure

second half, the other texts (not Ppp.) give gira ca for the unintelligible

virdjas^ and asat (with accent apparently meant as antithetic) for asat,

which IS read in all the mss
,
but m our edition (not in SPP’s) emended to

asat^ the same texts accent srustis (and our edition was emended to agree

with them; SPP accents the first syllable, widi all the mss ) SPP reads

s'nustis^ with the majority of his authorities (including oral reciters), and

with the comm among his mss are found also srustis, slu~, sru-, snu-, and

snustls Part of our mss also (E I H Op ) are noted as seeming to intend

snu-, and, as Pp supports it by readmg sunistis sabh-^ the reading snustih

is adopted m the translation [as also at viii 2 1] The manuscripts are not

at all to be relied on for dislinguishmg snu and sru [cf in 30 7 and note]

The comm explains it by dsuprapakah stambah, and sabharas as

phalabhdrasahitas ‘heavy with fruit’, of viraj he makes easy work by

identifying it with anna, on the authority of TB in 8 10"^ annam vai virdt

f In d, finally, the chief discordance of the versions is at the end, where,

for d yavail (Ppp. dvuvani)^ RV VS.Kap read e ydt, and TS MS K d ’yat

But TS has srnvd (instead of -yas), and some of our mss (P.M W ), with

the majority of SPP’s, combine ichrnyas or icchrnyas, implying srnyas

The Anukr does not heed that pada d is, as it stands, jagati [W
, in his

own copy and m Index, seems to approve the accentless asat - Comm
has d yavam in d ]

Jiiq fg y ^

Let the plow (langala), lance-pomted, well-lying, with well-

smoothed handle, turn up (ud-vap) cow, sheep, an on-gomg

chariot-frame, and a plump wench
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That IS, apparently, let ail these good tilings come as the reward of
successful agriculture The verse, not found m RV , but occurring in VS
(lb 71, and thence quoted in the Vasistha Dharmasutra ii 34 and
explained in ii 35), as well as in TS MS K (as above), has many difficult

and questionable points For pavlravat (Ppp puts it before Idngalam) VS
accents pavlravat^ and TS MS K substitute paviravam^ for siisJmam all

have susevam ‘veiy propitious’, the Pet Lex suggests suslmam ‘having a

good parting’ i e of furrows, or ‘even-furrowed’, and R refers to

MB 1 5 2, sTmdnam navdmi Ppp reads suvesam, which probably means
susevam The impracticable somasat-saru (so m padaAcxi) is somapit--

saru in VS
, MS , K , and Vasistha and somapitsalam m Ppp

, Vas
renders it “provided with a handle for tlie drinker of soma,” implying the

diMSion somapi-tsaru, Weber conjectures a noun uman ‘strap,’ and
emends to soma (

= sa-uma) satsaru, “witli strap and handle ” But TS
reads sumatitsaru, and this is adopted in the translation, mati being taken
not as fiom man but as the word found in matikr and its derivatives, and
related with matva etc (Weber also refers to this meaning and
connection) The comm explains suslmamhy karsakasva sukhakaram^
without telling how he arrives at such a sense, and somasatsaru
(disregarding the pad'a-division) as from tsaru^ either “a concealed going
m the ground” (root tsar^ explained by chadmagatau), or else “a kind of
part to be held by the plowman’s hand”, in either case “a producer of the

soma-sacrifice” (i e soma-sa) For ratha-vdhan

a

‘the frame that carries a
chariot when not m use’, and prasthdvat, here virtually ‘with the chariot

on It,’ see R. in the Festgruss an Bohtlmgk^ p 95 ff , the comm interprets

as asvaballvardadikam rathavdhanasamartham VS reads at the
beginning of c tad ud vapati, and TS ud it krsati, Ppp has dadata krsata,

VS TS MS Ppp give for e prapharwam (Ppp -yam) ca pivarim [and
VSTS invert the order of d and c], the comm also has plvarlm (

=
sihulam), prapharvi he explains as prathamavavdh kanya The first pSda
is defective unless we resolve la-dn- [Zimmer, p 236, refers to Sir H M
Elliot’s Memoirs, ii 341, for a description of the Punjab plow ]

Let Indra hold down the furrow; let Pusan defend it; let it, rich

in milk, yield to us each further summer.

This verse is found only in RV (iv.57 7), which reads anu vachatu
for abhi raksatu, Ppp. has mahvam instead of abhu We had the second
half-verse above, as iii 1 0 1 c, d
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^^raifTI ffw ^lt?PTRT ^ 11

Successfully (sunam) let the good plowshares thrust apart the

earth, successfully let the plowmen follow the beasts of draft; O
SunasTra, do you (two), dripping (?) with oblation, make the herbs

nch in berries for this man.

VS (xii.69) and MS (ii 7 12) have the whole of this verse : RV
(iv 57 8) and Ts (iv 2.5^), only the first two padas For suphdlas m a, VS
(also our 1 ) has su phdlds^ and RV TS nah phdlds^ both preferable

readings; RV VS have krsantu for tudantu In b, TS gives abhi for anu
(our P.M have abhinu), MS has kindso abhy etu vdhdtih, RV.VS

, -sd

abhi yantu vdhdtih. In c, the comm gives tosamdnd, explainmg it by tus

vantau In d, the mss vary (as everywhere where the word occurs)

between -pippalds and -pispalds^ about half are for each, VS.MS end the

pada with kartand *sme Ppp has a peculiar version sunam kendso anv
etu vdham sunam phdlo vinadann ayatu bhumim sundsird havisd yo
yajdtrai supippald osadhayas santu tasmai. The comm, [quoting Yaska]

declares Sundsirau to be Vayu and Aditya (wind and sun); or else, he

says, Suna is god of happmess and Sira of the plow

^ ^T?r: ^ ^

Successfully let the draft-animals, successfully the men,

successfully let the plow {langald) plow, successfully let the straps

be bound; successfully do you brandish the goad

This IS RV IV 57.4, without variation; it is also found, with the two

following verses, in TA. (vi 6 2, vss 6-8), which reads naras instead of

naras at end of a Part of our mss (P M W.E.) have ustram in d The
comm, declares Suna to be addressed in the last pada Ppp has m xii.

sunam vrtr&m ayaccha sunam astram ud ingayah sunam tu tapyatam

phdlas sunam vahatu langalam, and in xix. the same a, b [endmg -va],

but, for c, d, sunam vahasya suklasya 'straydjahi daksinam

rM<>cidH.n^n

O SimasTra, do you (two) enjoy me here, what milk you have

made in heaven, therewith pour you upon this [furrow].
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‘Milk’, le nouri^mg ftmd Webfx imphes at the end “earth”
(instead of “furrow”), which is perhaps to be preferred RV (iv 57 5)
reads for a sundsirdv imam vdcam jit-, TA (as above) the same, except
that It strangely omits the verb, and thus reduces the tristubh pada to a
gdyatrl; botli texts mark the pnncipal pada-division after b The comm
changes all the three verbs to 3d dual The Anukr forbids in a the

resolution -sird iha. In our edition the verse is numbered 6, instead of 7

Wc^l W:ii<iil^ — V» ~ >3

O furrow, we reverence you, be [turned] hitherward, O
fortunate one, that you may be well-willing to us, that you may
become ofgood fruit for us.

RV (iv 57.6) inverts the order of a and b, and both it and TA (as

above) end c and d respectively with subhagd "sasi and suphald sasi. All
the pada-mss. have the blundering reading suphaldh m d The Anukr.
perversely refuses to make tlie resolution tu-d in a.

With ghi, with honey (madhu) [is] the furrow all anointed,

approved (anu-man) by all the gods, by the Maruts, do you, O
furrow, turn hither unto us with milk, nch in refreshment, swelling

with fullness of you

The verse is found also in VS. (xii.70), TS. (iv.2 5*), and MS
(11.7.12) VS MS read -ajyatam for -akta in a, all make c and d exchange
places, and at the beginning of c read asman for sa nas; and VS TS. put
payasa in place ofghrtavat in d, while MS. gives urjo bhagam madhumat
pmv-

18. Against a rival wife : with a plant

This peculiarly Atharvan hymn has found its way also into the tenth
book of *he Rig-Veda (as x.l45, with exchange of place between vss 3
and 4, it is repeated in RV order at MP i. 15. 1-6). Only three verses (our
4, 2, 1, in this order) are found in Paipp (vii.). Kaus uses it, among the
women’s riles, m a charm (36 19-21) for getting the belter of a rival, vs 6
a and b accompany the putting of leaves under and upon the (rival’s) bed
And the comm (doubtless wrongly) regards vss. 5 and 6 to be intended
by the pratika quoted m 38 30, instead of xii.1.54, which has the same
beginning
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"cRWfd

3TST^ I ^3RTT- (gFrquff 3fp#r) i wsi-

^ -^fOTi^qfqgzijqflp |]

'€6 6 . 7§Hr»4lMl2|

Wwf ^msj|W VI

I dig this herb, of plants the strongest, with which one drives

off (bddh) her nval, with which one wins completely (sam-vid) her

husband

RV reads in b the accus vlrudham For d, Ppp gives kmute kevalam
patim The comm (with our Op) has osadhim m a; he understands
throughout the herb m question to be the pathd (cf ii 27 4), though Kaus
and the Anukr speak only ofbandpami ‘arrow leaf (not identified)

-€6 % .

iiMHl'%w 135 trf# % Idn iifini ? II

O you of outstretched leaves, fortunate, god-quickened,

powerful, do you thrust away my nval, make my husband wholly
mine.

"Outstretched,’ lit. supine; horizontal, with the face of the leaf

upward RV has dhama for nuda in c, and the modem kuru for krdhi at

the end Ppp offers only the first half-verse, m this form uttdnaparndm
subhagdm sahamdndm sahasvatTm^ MP also has sahamdne instead of

devajute.

o . qfirf Tldl

M-gcTd -gtirfij' ^ ii

Since he has not named (grah) your name, you also stay {rani)

not with him as husband; unto distant distance make we my rival

go-

This translation of the first half-verse follows closely our text RV
has a very different version nahy asyd ndma grbhndmi no asmin ramate

jane ‘since I name not her (its 'f) name, she (it*^) also does not stay with

(find pleasure m) this person (people?).’ Wintemitz applauds and accepts

his commentator’s explanation of b “nor finds she pleasure in me”
(takmg ayam janas in the much later sense of “I”), but it seems wholly

imsatisfactory. The meter calls for emendation in a to jagraha ‘I have
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named,’ equivalent to RV reading, and R. makes the emendation, and

retains the jane of RV., rendering (as addressed by the woman using tire

charm to the plant) “I have not named [to her] your name; and you stay

(stayed) not with the person (bei der Person).” Tlie comm regards the

rival as addressed, and conveniently makes ramose = ramasva “stay

you not with this my husband ” Weber renders ramose by “kosest,” you
dally not No satisfactory solution of the difficulty is yet found.

Supenor [am] I, O superior one, superior, indeed, to them (f

)

that are supenor; below [is] she that is my nval; lower [is] she than

they (f.) that are lower.

RV. has the better reading athd for adhas m c, allowing c and d to be

combined mto one sentence; and the comm gives correspondingly adha
Ppp is more discordant and corrupt . uttard'ham uttarabhyo uttaro ed

adharabhyah adhah sapatm sdmarthy adhared adharabhyah R
conjectures in a uttardhdhamuttare, for uttard'ham ahamuttare [cf

iii.8.3] The verse, even if scanned as 7 + 7 8 + 7 — 29, ought to be

called bhurij

I am overpowering; likewise are you very powerful; we both,

becoming full of power, will overpower my rival.

The verse xix.32 5 is a variation on this. RV. reads atha for atho m b,

and the older bhutvi for bhQtvd m c

TT t airag:w ^ ii

I have put on (abhi) for you the overpowering one (f); I have
put to (upa) for you the very powerful one; after me let your mind
run forth as a cow after her calf, run as water on its track.

RV reads upa for abhi in a, and has for b abhi tvd ’dhdrh sahtyasd.

The application of a and b as made by Kau^. (see above) would suit the

prepositions as foimd in RV. decidedly better than as m our text; but
much more appropnate is the use made by MP., elements of the root

being secretly bound on the arms of the wife, with which she embraces
the husband below and above [so that one arm is under him and the other
over him]; then in abhy adhdm is further implied (as elsewhere [e.g.
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111 1 1 8]) the value of abhidhani, the halter or bridle with which a horse is

controlled The Anukr does not sanction the resolution ma-dm m c

19. To help friends against enemies

The verses are found in Paipp m* (in the verse-order 1, 2, 4, 3, 5, 7,

6, 8) The hymn is applied by Kaus (14 22-24) in a rite for gaming
victory over a hostile army, and reckoned (14 7, note) to the apardjita

gana The Vait uses vs 1 m the agmcayana (28.15) m connection with
liftmg the ukhya fire, and vss 6-8 in a sattra sacrifice (34 16, 17), with
mounting a chariot and discharging an arrow

[left’- giw I ararar ^

ftuzaTRcfR'qfw, d qsqiM’f^ i]

Tgfth ^ -^rtw

Sharpened up is this incantation brahman) of mine,

sharpened up [my] heroism, strength, sharpened up, victonous, be
the unwasting authority {ksatra) [of them] of whom I am the

household pnest (purohita).

Or brahman and ksatram may signify respectively the Brahman and
Ksatnya quality or dignity of the purohita and his constituency. The verse

IS found also in VS (xi81), TS (iv 1 10^), TA (ii 5 2, vs. 15), MS
(ii 7.7), and K (xvi 7, Weber) The first two of these agree m all their

readmgs, omitting idam m a and ajaram astu in c, and reading m c, djis

nu yasya 'ham asmi, and TA.MS. differ from them only by adding me
before jisnu, Ppp has ksatram mejisnu, but agrees with our text m d. The
comm moreover has jisnu, and the translation implies it; jisnus can only

be regarded as a blunder Ppp further gives mayi ’dam for ma idam m a,

and mama for balam m b Our origmal c has apparently got itself mixed

up witli vs 5 c

^ Wft «rcTq[l

^arftr ^TfcriT ^ n

Up I sharpen the royalty of them, up their force, heroism,

strength, I hew [off] the arms of the foes with this oblation

The translation implies emendation of the sydmi of all the mss and of
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botli editions to syami, it is obviously called for (suggested first by the

Pet Lex ), and the comm reads fydmi, Ppp probably intends it by
pasvami The latter half-verse is found again beloiv as vi 65 2 c, d, its text

is confused here m Ppp, {yrscdmi satrundm bahu sam asvdm asvdn

aham) The Anukr ignores tlie redundant syllable in a

%aTrf5 si^uufiidjdy’MTfH ^ ii

Downward let them fall, let them become inferior, who shall

fight against (prtany) our bounteous patron (stlri), I destroy the

enemies by my incantation; I lead up our own men

Ppp reads adhas pad- at the beginning, and indram for surim in b

The second half-verse is found in VS (xi 82 c, d), TS. (iv.l 10^), and MS
(11.7 7), with the various readings ksinomi and svdn^ the comm also gives

ksinomi. The comm, renders surim by kdrydkdryavibhdgajnam The
Anukr should call the verse virdt prastdrapankti^ since it properly scans

asll + 11 8 + 8 = 38

Sharper than an ax, also sharper then fire, sharper than Indra’s

thunderbolt - [they] ofwhom I am the household priest.

Emendation to indravajrdt would rectify the meter of c; but the

Anukr apparently accepts the redundancy there as balancing the

deficiency in a.

l^rt §[5PT3Rxn^ 11 k II

The weapons of them I sharpen up; their royalty having good
heroes, I increase; be their authonty unwasting, victorious; their

intent let all the gods aid.

The translation agam (as m vs 2) implies emendation ofsydmi m a to

svdmi, which is read by Ppp. and by the comm. Most of our mss. (all save

O.Op.), as of SPP’s, accent m b suvlram, and both editions have adopted
the reading, but it ought, of course, to be suvlram, as always elsewhere
(and as the comm here desenbes the word). Ppp. has vardhayasva at end
ofb, and its d is ugram esdm cittam bahudhd vidvarupd. The definition of
the verse as tristubh is wanting m the Anukr. [London ms ], doubtless by
an error of the manuscripts, which are confused at this point. [The Berlm
ms. does give it.]
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^s^m:

^ "3^^ %^ll ^ II

Let their energies iyajind) be excited, O bounteous one
(maghavan), let the noise of the conquering heroes anse, let the

noises, the clear {ketumant) halloos, go up severally; let the divine

Maruts, with Indra as their chief, go with the army

With the first two padas compare RV x 103 10 a, d ud dharsaya
maghavann dyudhdni ud rathdndm javatdm yantu ghosdh Some of our
mss (P M W O Op Kp ), as of SPP’s, read in c ululayas, but both editions

give -lul-y the comm has ullulayas^ and declares it an imitative word The
omission either of uluayas or of ketumantas would make ajagatl pada of
c, and that of devds would do the same for d, as the verse stands, the

Anukr scans it 11 + 11 8 + .6+8 = 52 Part of our mss. (I.O Op ) agree

with the comm in ending this verse with ud Tratdm, and throwing the two
remaining padas into vs.7, to the great detriment of the sense, as well as

against the probable earlier form of the verse Ppp. reads uddharsantam
vdjindm vdjindbhy ad vairdndm jayatdm etu ghosdh prthag ghosd
ulalayas ketumantu udiratdm^ with e and f as m our text

o * ^RTT vflJdT ^ ^T^:l

Go forth, conquer, O men; formidable be your arms (bdhu),

having sharp arrows, slay them of weak bows; having formidable

weapons, having formidable arms (bdhu\ [slay] the weak ones

The first half-verse is RV.x.103.13 a, c (found also in SV ii 1212;

VS. xvii.46), without variation; TS (iv.6 4"^) has the same two padas

together, but reads upa pre *ta jayatd nara sthird vah etc Ppp. has the

first half-verse (with pra yatd and va^), adding as second half indro vas

sarma yacchaty anadhrsya yathd 'satd The verse is not virdj [7 + 8 : 11 +

12], if the obviously proper resolutions are made

3r g^ii c ii

Being let loose, fly you away, O volley, you that are sharpened

up by incantation; conquer the enemies, go forth;slay of them each

best one; let no one soever ofthem yonder be released
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Padas a~c and e are RV vi.75.16, a verse found also m a number of

other texts SViil213, VSxvu45, TS iv 6 4^ TB m 7

ApSS 111 14 3 RV SV VS agree tliroughout having gacha for jaya at

beginning of c, and for d, md 'mJsdm kam cano *c chisah, the others have

this d, except that they put esdrn in place of amTsdm, they also give visa

for padyasva at end of c, and TS has the nom -sita^ which is better, at

end of b, while TB and ApSS. alter to avasrstah para pata saro (for

s'aro"^) brahmasamsitah Our d is found again as xi.10 21 b, our e, as

viii 8 19 d, xi 9 20 d, 10 19 d The presence of -sams'ite in this verse gives

It a kind of right to stand as part of the hymn, of which sam-s'd is the

unifying word, vss 6 and 7 are probably later additions In Ppp , vss. 6-8,

with RVx 103 10, form a piece by themselves, vs. 8 ends with pra
padyasva sd maisdm kam cano 'c chisah (nearly as RV ) Correct the

accent-mark m d so as to read varam-varam

20. Ta Agni and other gods : for various blessings

Excepting the last verse, the hymn is found m Paipp iii (in the verse-

order 1-3, 7, 4, 6, 5, 8, 9). It includes (vss 2-7) a whole RV hymn
(x.141), with a single RV. verse (iii 29 10) prefixed, and only the last two
verses occur nowhere else It is used m Kaus (18 13) in the nirrtikarman,

with an offering of rice mixed witli pebbles, again (40.1 1), m the rite of
the removal of the sacrificial fire, with transfer of it to tlie fire-sticks or to

one’s self; again (41 8), wit v 7 and vii 1, m a rite for success in winning
wealth, and the comm, directs vs 4 to be used in the sava sacrifices {itv

anayd bhrgvahgirovidas' catura drseydn dhvayef). In Vait , vs 1 appears

m the agnistoma sacrifice (24 14), and again in the sarvamedha (38 14)

with the same use as in Kaus 40.1 1, and also m the agmeayana (28 25),

with the laying of the gdrhapatya bricks, further, verses 2-4 and 7 and 8

in the agmeayana (29 19); vs. 4 a, b m the agnistoma (15 16), as the

adhvaryu follows the fire and soma, vs. 5 in the same (23 20), with
certain offerings, and vs 6 in the same (19.2), with a graha to Indra and
Va3m.

o-

[^- 3^, % sBfqr, v

3#^, w, ^ V3 3t4ht, -fg'Fifci, -ciTcr,

\o rasri^- 3131^ ^ Wiqfe,
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This IS your seasonable womb (yom), whence bom you did

shine; knowing it, O Agni, ascend you; then increase our wealth

The verse is found in numerous other texts besides RV (lii 29 10),

m VS (lii 14 et al ), TS (i 5 5^ et al ), TB (i 2 1^^^ et al ), MS (i 5 1 et

aL), K (vi 9 et al ), Kap (i 16 et al ), JB (i 61) m nearly all occurring

repeatedly VS TS TB JB. differ from our version only by reading athd

for adha at beginning of d, Ppp and the comm have atha * MS. K
substitute tatas; but RV gives further sida for roha m c, and giras for

rayim m d. The comm
, m accordance with the ritual uses of the verse,

declares ayam at the beginning to signify either the fire-stick or the

sacnficer himself

3r tirf -ET^ 9 II

O Agni, speak unto us here; be turned toward us with good-
will; bestow upon us, O lord of the people (vi^), giver of riches are

you to us.

RV.x 141 begins with this verse, and it is found also m VS (ix.28),

TS (i 7 10^), MS (i.l 1 4), and K (xiv 2) RV.VS MS K. have pra no y-

m c, and for vi^dm pate, RV MS K read vi^as pate, TS bhuvas p-, and
VS. sahasrajit, VS goes on with tvam hi dhanadd asi for d, VS TS
further have prati forpratyah m b Ppp combmes m d dhanadd ‘si

IT xrif TT

3r I#: ^ ^^ tTii ^ ii

Let Aryaman bestow upon us, let Bhaga, let Brhaspati, let the

goddesses; let the divine Shnrta also assign wealth to me.

Found also m the other texts (RV x 141 2, VSix29, tlie rest as

above, and Kap 29.2) All of these, excepting TS., leave no m a agam
unhgualized; VS K substitute piisd for bhagas in b, and omit c; the others

have devds mstead of devis, for d, RV gives rdyo devl dadatu nah, while

the others vary from this only by pra vdk for rdyas By Sunrta (lit

‘pleasantness, jollity’) the comm, understands Sarasvatl to be intended

King Soma* [and] Agm we call to aid with [our] songs (gi>),

[also] Aditya, Visnu, Stirya and the pnest (brahman) Brhaspati

1 TRI C&O '?io ^
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Found m RV. (x 141 3), SV (i 91), VS (ix.26), and TS MS K (as

above) The only variant m RV is the preferable adityan in c, it is read

also by the other texts except SV K ;
but SV TS MS K give varunam for

avase m a; and they and VS. have anv a rabhamahe for girbhir havamahe
in b The comm takes brahmanam m d as “Prajapati, creator of the

gods
”

^ ^ #2(2111 k II

Do you, O Agni, with the fires (agni), increase our worship

(brahman) and sacnfice, do you, O god, stir us up to give, unto

giving wealth.

The second half-verse is of doubtful meaning - perhaps ‘impel to us

wealth for givmg’ etc - bemg evidently corrupted from the better text of

RV. (x 141 6, also SV ii 855), which reads in c devat&taye for deva

datave, and m d rayas for rayim, even Ppp has devatdtaye The comm
has danave (rendering it “to the sacnficer who has given oblations”) for

datave, also nodaya for codaya

ko\9. ?2m#i

W?: msHi pRT
Indra-and-Vayn, both of them here, we call here with good

call, that to us even every man may be well-willing in intercourse,

and may become desirous ofgivmg to us.

Found also (except the last pada, which even Ppp. repudiates) in RV
(x 141.4), VS (xxxm.86), and MS.K. (as above). For ubhdv iha m a, RV
reads and the other texts S'ws’amJr/d Ford, VS hzs anamtvah
samgame for samgatydm^ and MS. the same without anamivas; TS. has

(in IV 5 r^) a nearly corresponding half-verse : yathd nah sarvam tjjagad
ayaksmam sumand asat. Ppp. omits a, perhaps by an oversight. The
comm, takes suhavd in b as for suhavau^ which is perhaps better. In our
edition, the word is misprinted susav-.

ko<i. 2(RFr #^1
w w ^nftrP!;iiv3ii

Do you stir up Aryaman, Brhaspati, India, unto givmg; [also]

Vata (wind), Visnu, Sarasvatl and the vigorous (ydjin) Savita.

Found also in RV (x.141.5), VS. (ix 27), and TS.MS K. (as above).
All save RV. read vdcam mstead of v&iam in c, and so does the comm., K
puts vdcam after visnum [and for a U has our vs 4 a].
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^ ^ ^g^fgf^Trr ^ fern ^^i^jj^c i

3r3TpT^^ w 5 : ft q^ii<in

In the impulse (prasavd) of vigor (Ivdja) now have we come
into being, and all these beings within. Both let him, foreknowing,
cause him to give who is unwilling to give, and do you confirm to

us wealth having all heroes

The verse seems to have no real connection with what precedes and
follows nor do its two halves belong together. They are m other texts, VS.

(ix 25 and 24) and TS. (m i.T.lO^), parts of two different verses, in a

group of three, all beginning with vdjasya followed by prasava^ and all

alike of obscure and questionable interpretation, and belonging to the so-

called vajaprasavlydni, which form a principal element in the vdjapeya
sacrifice (see Weber’s note on this verse [also his essay Ueber den
Vdjapeya, Berliner Sb

,

1892, p 797]). Instead of nu in a, Ts, and MS K.
(as above), as also Ppp , have the nearly equivalent idam, and all (save

Ppp ) read a babhuva mstead ofsdm babhuvima at end of a, and sarvatas

instead of antar at end of b, omitting the meter-disturbing uta at

beginnmg of c, VS K read m c ddpayati for -ru, and all save K. give the

preferable yachatu at the end (the comm has yacchdi)^ then VS. gives sa

no rayim m d, and K. has a peculiar d * somo rayim sahavlram m yamsat
Ppp IS defective m parts of this verse and the next, it reads at the end of c

prajdndm Pada a is the only one that has a jagatl character. [TS has

sarvavlrdm ]

^ . lit %
’Em R II

Let the five directions yield (duh) to me, let the wide ones

yield according to their strength; may I obtain all my designs, with

mmd and heart

All the pada-xass divide and accent pra apeyam^ but SPP emends
to pra dpeyam [see Sansk Gram §850], the comm reads apeyam The
comm, declares urvis to designate heaven and earth, day and night, and

waters and herbs.

%?ift qpcgf^i

arr 4ft' cjsnf 4rii n

A kine-winnmg voice may I speak, with splendour do you

anse upon me; let Vayu (wind) enclose (a-rudh) on all sides; let

Tvasta assign to me abundance
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Several of our mss (P.MW O Kp ) read rudhdm in c The comm
explains d rundham by prdndtmand *

*vmotu

This fourth anuvaka contains 5 hymns, with 40 verses, and the

quotation from tlie old Anukr is simply dasa

21. With oblation to the various forms of fire or Agni
The whole of hymn is found in Paipp , vss 1-9 m iii

,
vs 10 in vii

The material is used by Kaus m a number of rites it is reckoned (9 1 , the
comm says, only vss 1-7) to the brhachdnti gana^ it appears m tlie charm
against the evil influence of the flesh-eating fire (43 16-21, according to

the comm vss. 1-7 are quoted in 16, and the whole hymn m 20), again, m
the establishment of the house-fire (72 13, vss 1-7, comm ), again, in the
funeral ntes (82.25), on the third day after cremation, with oblation to the
relics, once more, in the expiatory ceremony (123.1), when birds or other
creatures have meddled with sacrificial objects. Moreover, vs 8(the
comm says vss 8-10), with other passages from xii 2, in a rite of
appeasement m the house-fire ceremony (71 8) In Vait , vss 1-7 arc used
in the agmstoma (16 16) on occasion of the soma becoming spilt, and vs
7 in the sdkamedha part of the cdturmdsya sacrifice [9.17],

[^- ^ k

^ f^<ld

The fires that are within the waters, that are in Vrtra,* that are
in man, that are in stones, the one that has entered the herbs, the
forest-trees - to those fires be this oblation made.

Verses 1-4 are found also in MS (li 13 13) and in K. (xl 3); both
texts read yas for ye through the first half-verse, and asmani for asmasu,
MS begins yo apsv antar agnir, and K yo apsv agnir antar, K further
has bhuvanani visva for osadhiryo vanaspatins. Ppp. reads yo apsv antar
yo vrtre antar yah puru?e yo ‘s'mani yo vives'a o?a-, and combines m d
tebhyo ‘gni-. Part of the mss. (including our P M.W.I.) combine vives" o?
adh- m c, and both editions have adopted that reading - doubtless
wrongly, since the Prat prescnbes no such irregularity, nor is it elsewhere

I See Nirukta 2 16
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found to occur with osadhi The comm explains what different “fires”

are intended the vadava etc m the waters, that m the cloud (by Nir.

11 16) or else in the body of tlie Asura Vilra, m man, those of digestion, in

stones, those in the suryakanta etc (sparkling jewels), those that make
herbs etc ripen their fruits Weber regards the stones that strike fire as

intended, which seems more probable. The division of the verse by the

Anukr ,8+11 114 11, is not to be approved [Padas a and b rather as

11 + 8, padas c and d are m order, 12 + 11. - In c, correct to dvivesaus

adhlr, as MS reads.]

^ . •JT: + 5451

[The jfire] that is within soma, that is within the kine, that is

entered into the birds, mto the wild beasts (mrga)^ that entered into

bipeds, into quadrupeds - to those fires be this oblation made.

MS and K begin b with vaydnsi ya dvivesa, Ppp with yo visto

vayasi The comm takes the kine m a as representing the domestic

animals in general, the fire being that which makes their milk cooked
instead of raw, as often alluded to SPP follows the mss in reading in b
vayahsu, our alteration to the equivalent vayassu was needless The verse

(10+11 13+11= 45) IS bhurij, but also irregular enough [Padas b and
d are in order, each a tristubh, and c, if we throw out the second yas, is a

goodjagatl, a is bad ]

^ ^ ^

He who, a god, goes in the same chariot with Indra, he that

belongs to all men (yaisvdnara) and to all gods (‘^), whom, very

powerful in fights, I call loudly on - to those fires be this oblation

made

MS and K have for a.yene ‘ndrasya ratham sambabhuvur, and Ppp
partly agrees with them, reading ye 'ndrena saratham sambabhuva. In b,

the translation ventures to follow Ppp’s reading visvadevyas instead of -

davyas, because of its so obvious preferability m the connection, -ddvyas

is quite in place in vs. 9, and may perhaps have blundered from there mto

this verse, but MS and K have -davyas
'

they further exchange the places

of our 3 c and 4 c Pada b is a very poor tristubh, though capable ofbemg
read into 1 1 syllables [read uta vd
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•5Tt ^jau: II

He who IS the all-eating god, and whom they call Desire

(kamd), whom they call giver, receiving one, who is wise, mighty,

encompassing, unharmable - to those fires be this oblation made

MS begins the verse with visvadam agnim, K , with hutadam agmm^
of b, both spoil the meter by reading pratigrahltaram, MS begins c with

dhiro vah^ K’s c is corrupt Ppp reads aha for ahus m a (not m b also)

The comm simply paraphrases pratigrhnantam by pratigrahitaram^ the

reference is probably to the offerings which Agni receives in order to give

them to the various gods In our edition, an accent-mark belonging under

a of dhus m a has slipped aside to the left

-pdlci^ mi

You on whom as priest (Jtotaf) agreed with their mind the

thirteen kinds of beings {bhauvand)^ the five races of men
(mdnavay * to the splendour-bestowing, glonous one, rich in

pleasantness - to those fires be this oblation made

The unusual and obscure number “thirteen” here seduces the comm
into declaring fii*st that bhauvana signifies “month,” coming from
bhuvana “year”, and then the mdnavds arc the seasons ^ But he further

makes the latter to be the four castes, with the msddas as fiftii, and the

former the thirteen sons, Visvakarman etc , of a great sage named
bhuvana (because of visvakarman bhauvana in ABviii21 8-11) Ppp
reads bhuvana for bhauvands The Anukr. does not heed that the last pada
IS tristubh

K^\3. %ST%

To him whose food is oxen,^ whose food is cows, to the soma-
backed, the pious to those of whom the one for all men
iyai^yanara-') is chief - to those fires be this oblation made.

The first half-verse is RV vui 43.1 1 a, b (also found, without variant,

in TS. i3 14^) MS (ii 13.13) has the whole verse as pSdas a, b, d, e,

interposing as c the pada istomair vidhemd 'gnaye) which ends the

1 See Nirukta 4 27
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gdyatrl in RV TS The meter (8 + 8 8 + 1 1) is, as brhatl^ rather nicrt than
virdj

^ ^ |w^4^dd iiv9ii

They who move on along the sky, the earth, the atmosphere,

along the lightning, who are within the quarters, who within the

wind - to those fires be this oblation made.

Our P.MW read in b vldyutam^ and P M W I end the pada with -

carati SPP regards the exposition of the comm as implying that the

latter takes anu m b as an mdependent word anu same- In the definition

of the Anukr , virdj appears to be used as meanmg "a pada of 10 syllables’

(11 + 10 10+11 = 42) [Ready^ ca vdte

The three remaining verses of the hymn are plainly mdependent of
what precedes, concerning themselves directly with the appeasement of

an ill-omened fire, but the combmation of the two parts is an old one,

being found also m Ppp The ejection of the evidently patched-together

vs 6 would reduce the first part [vss 1-7] to the norm of this book

Gold-handed Savita, Indra, Brhaspati, Vanina, Mitra, Agni, all

the gods, the Angirases, do we call; let them appease {sani) this

flesh-eating fire.

Ppp inverts the order of a and b [MGS has the vs n 1 6 ] The
comm gives a double explanation of “gold-handed” either “having

gold in his hand to give to his praisers,”* or “ havmg a hand of gold”, he

also allows us to take angirasas either as accusative or as nominative,

“we the Angirases ” The Anukr notes that c isjagatl

k^o. WRTl ^-(35^401:1

Appeased is the flesh-eating, appeased the men-mjuring fire,

so also the one that is of all conflagrations, him, the flesh-eating,

have I appeased.

Ppp. has atho purusaresinah for b, and this time visvadavyas m c

The anustubh is rather virdj than nicrt
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The mountains that are soma-backcd, the waters that he

supine, the wind, Parjanya, then also Agni - these have appeased

the flesh-eating one

All our mss save one (O ), and all SPP’s save two or three that

follow the comm ,
read asisamam (apparently by infection from the end

of vs 9) at the end, both editions emend to -man, which is the leading of

the comm [Ppp has the vs m vii (as noted above), and combines -prstha
‘

‘pa m a-b and parjanva “ d m c - For “soma-backed,” sec Ilillebiandt,

Ved Mythol i 60 f ]

22. To the gods : for splendour (varcas)

Found also (except vs 6) m Paipp iii Is reckoned to the varcasva

gana (Kaus 12 10, note), and used m a charm for splendour (13 1), with

binding on an amulet of ivory The comm quotes the hymn also as

employed by tne Naks K in a mahdsdnii called hrdhml, for attainment of

6ra/2m£3r/2-splendor, and by Pans iv 1, in the daily morning consecration

of an elephant for a king

[^- -gf^i ^

^ M^q<l 'ij •q-^qrc;i |]

'STsmt

Let elephant-splendor, great glory, spread itself, which came
into being from Aditi’s body; that same have all together given to

me - all the gods, Aditi, in unison [Cf. vii.17.3 n.]

A number of tire mss (including our Bp.Op.) read dditvds [accent']

m b, and several of ours follow it with yam instead ofyat Ppp rectifies

the meter of d by reading devSsas. Emendation in a to brhadyasas would
be acceptable. (iii.l 3 4, perhaps on the basis of b'?) has a legend of
the production of the elephant from something bom of Aditi (sec R. in

Ind Stud XIV 392) The comm explains prathatdm in a by asmdsu
prathitam prakhydtam bhavatu ‘be proclaimed as belonging to us.’ In our
edition, an accent-mark has dropped out from under the ba of -babhuva
An irregular verse, scanned by tlie Anukr as 12 + 10 . 10 + 10 = 42, but
convertible into 45 syllables by resolving tanu-as, saru-e, visu-e (of
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which only tlie first is unobjectionable) [If we read devdsas in d, the vs

IS in order (12-i- 11 ’? + 11), except m c {tad it san^e^l) J

-qrsiri

Let both Mitra and Varuna, Indra and Rudra, [each] take

notice, the all-nounshing gods - let them anoint me with splendor

All the mss *read cetatus at end of b, and so does Ppp
, and our

edition has it, but SPP follows the comm and substitutes cetatu, SV i 154
has somah pusd ca cetatuh, the translation implies cetatu, the other being

probably a false form, generated under stress of the difficult construction

of a singular verb with the precedmg subjects Weber takes it as cetatus,

3d dual perf of root cat “frighten into submission ” The Anukr takes no
notice of die deficiency of a syllable in a *[So W’s two drafts, but his

collations note P MW as reading cetutah (’) and Op as reading cetatu ]

% TTSTT I

^^ -qigir ^ ii

With what splendour the elephant came into being, with what

the king among men {manusya)^ among waters, with what the gods

in the beginning went to godhood - with that splendour do you, O
Agm, now make me splendid

Apsu, in b, IS an impertinent intrusion as regards both sense and

meter, it is wanting in Ppp In c ail the mss give dvam {samh
,
dyam); our

edition makes the necessary emendation to dyan, and so does SPP m his

padaAexX, but m samhitd (perhaps by an oversight) he reads dyan,

unaccented, the comm has dyan (accent doubtful) cf iv 14 1 c, where

the mss again read dyam for dyan m the same phrase Ppp has a very

different second half-verse yena devdjyotisd dyam uddyan tena md 'gne

yarcasd sam srje 'ha The comm makes apsu m b mean either

“[creatures] in the waters/’ or else “[Yaksas, Gandharvas, etc ] m the

atmosphere.” The metncal definition of the Anukr is mechanically

correct [52 - 2 = 50] if we count 13 syllables in b [and combine

yarcasdgne] ^

^ ifeR:r

What great splendour becomes yours, O Jatavedas, from the
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offering, how great splendour there is of the sun, and of the asura-

like elephant ~ so great splendour let the (two) Asvins, lotus-

wreathed, assign unto me
All the mss. read m b bhavati, and SPP. accordingly adopts it in his

edition, ours makes the necessary correction to bhavati. The comm reads

dhute^ vocative, at end of b; Ppp has instead dhutam; and then adds to it,

as second half-verse, our 3 d, e (with abhya for adya^ and krdhi for krnu\
putting also the whole [i e our 4 a, b + 3 d, e] before our vs. 3, and then it

gives the remainder (c-f) of our vs 4 here, with kmutam for d dhattam^

and in c yavad varcah sur-,

11% crssf%ra#?iiTiimi

As far as the four directions, as far as the eye reaches (sam-as)^

let so great force {indriyd) come together, that elephant-splendor,

in me
The comm reads sam etu m c

wm «T% f?bcnf5 ^ ii

Since the elephant has become the superior (atisthdvant) of the

comiortable susad) wild beasts, with his fortune [and] splendour
do I pour (sic) upon myself

That is, T shed it upon me, cover myself with it.’ The comm
understands the somewhat questionable susad nearly as here translated,

“living at their pleasure in the forest”, and atisthdvant as possessmg
supenonty either of strength or of position

Weber entitles the hymn, without good reason, “taming of a wild
elephant ’ ’

23. For fecundity

Found m Paipp lii Used by Kaus. in the chapters of women’s ntes,
in a charm (35 3) to procure the conception of male offspring, with
breaking an arrow over the mother’s head etc.
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^ r^r^l

1^ r!5^ ^ 1^ ^jsqftni 5111

By what you have become barren (yehat), that we make
disappear from you; that now we set down elsewhere, far away
from (apd) you.

Vehat IS perhaps more stnctly ‘liable to abort’, the comm gives the

word here either sense. Ppp is defective, givmg only the imtial words of
vss 1 and 2

arr ^^5=1 iR II

Unto your womb let a foetus come, a male one, as an arrow to

a quiver; let a hero be bom unto you here, a ten-months’ son.

This verse and the two followmg occur in SGS. (i 1 9.6), and this one
without variant. Also this one m MP. [i 1 2.9] (Wmtemitz, p 94), and m an
appendix to AGS i.l3 6 (Stenzler, p.48), with yonim after garbhas m a
(and AGS. reads aitu), and omittmg atra in c; and further m HGS.
(i 25.1), like MP. in a, but retammg atra

%lcliRi ^:4iun vjUdHt' ^11 ^ II

Give birth to a male, a son, after him let a male be bom; may
you be mother of sons, ofthose bom and whom you shall bear.

All the mss save one or two (includmg our E.) read at the end ydm^
both editions make the necessary emendation to yan^ which the comm,
also gives At beginning of b, Ppp- reads tvam, as do also the comm and a

couple of SPP’s mss., and Ppp ends with janayami ca. MB. (i 4 9 c, d)

has the first half-verse, readmg vindasva forjanaya, and MP (as above)

[i 13 2] also, with pumdns te putro nan for a. And SGS (as above) has

our a, b, with for c, d, tesdm mdtd bhavisyasi jdtdndm janaydnsi ca [the

end cormpt, as in Pppd*

And. what excellent seeds the bulls generate, with them do you

acquire (vid) a son; become you a productive milch-cow
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SGS. (as above) has &r b purMsajanayanU Tiah:, it rectifies the meter

of c by reading tebhis £ar tazs (and it hasjanaya for vindasva), in d, it

gives suprasus, which is better than onr sa MP, <as above) £i 13.3]

repeats our verse very .closely, only with ^nas for ca in b, and puirdzi m c,

and It has, just before, the line tani bhadrmii bljany rsabha janavantu

nau A verse in HGS (as above) is qmte similar ’vdni prahhum viry^dnv

rsabha janavantu nah tais tvam garbhim bhava sa jayatam viratamah

svandm^ and it offers a little later sd prasur dhenuga bhava Our reading

tais tvam in c is assured by Prat ii 84, the resolution tu~am makes the

meter correct

k ^ ^ ^

^^^ ^ ^11 mi

I perform for you the [ceremony] of Prajapati, let a foetus

come to your womb; acquire you a son, O woman, who shall be

weal for you, weal also for him do you become

The accent of bhava at the end is anomalous HGS (as above) has the

first half-verse [and MP , at 1 13 1, concordantly], it reads karomi at the

beginnmg, and m b puts yonim after garbhas, this latter Ppp does also

The comm understands prdjdpatyam as above translated, other

renderings are possible (“das Zeugungswerk,” Weber,
“Zeugungsfahigkeit,” Zimmer) The metrical definition of the verse (8 H-

8 8 + 5-f8 = 37)is not good save mechanically

TTRTr

htW HlferW 3rT§^Eiai^i:ii^ii

The plants of which heaven has been the father, earth the

mother, ocean the root - let those herbs of the gods {daiva) favour

you, in order to acquisition of a son

The first half-verse is found agam later, as viii 7 2 c, d, in both
places, part of the mss read dyaus /7-(here only our O , with half of
SPP’s), and that appears to be required by Prat li 74, although the looser
relation of the two words favors m a case like this the reading dyauh,
which both editions present Ppp has an independent version ydsdm pita
parjanyo bhumir maid babhuva * with devis in c (this the comm also

reads) and osadhis in d. The verse is irregular, and capable of being
variously read; and what the Anukr means by its definition is obscure
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24, For abundance of grain

Found (except vs 7) m Paipp v Used by Kaus (21 1 ff ) m rites for

the prosperity of gram-crops, and icckoned (19 1, note) to the pustika

mantras The comm declares it employed also in the pitrmedha ceremony

(82 9), but doubtless by an error, the verse there quoted being xviii 3 56
(which has the same pratika)

[^- ^1 arsrar SRrqfH i

31^ ^11

Rich in rnilk [are] the herbs, rich in milk my utterance (yacas),

accordingly, of them that are rich in milk I bring by thousands.

The first half-verse occurs again, a little changed, as xviii 3 56 a, b, it

IS also RV X 17 14 a, b, etc see under xviii 3 56 The comm reads m d-

bhareyam for bhare *ham, he understands “be” instead of “are” in a, b

For second half-verse Ppp has atho payasvatdm paya a harami

sahasras'ah

^5^ qpt H'
^ 4t % 3t43^ 'g%n ^ ii

I know him that is rich in milk, he had made the gram much,

the god that is “"collector” by name, him do we call, whichever is

m the house of one who sacrifices not

That IS, away from the service of the impious to that of us, the pious

A god “collector” (sambhrtvan) is not known elsewhere Ppp reads for a

aham veda yathd payas, and in c-e, yo vedas tavam yajamalhe sarvasya

yas ca no grhe In our edition, an accent-mark has slipped from under -

dd- to under ve- at the beginning. It is the fourth pada that is nicrt [read

tam-tam^\

ftrrm: TTsr|Ji4:l

^ ym4Mi=rii ^ II

These five directions that there are, the five races (Jcrsti)

descended from Manu (manavi) - may they bring fatness (sphati)

together here, as streams [bring] drift when it has rained.
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Or nadls might be nom sing ,
the comm of course takes it as plural,

sapam he understands as ‘‘a kind of animals” (pranijatam) Our O Op
have at the end -vahdm Ppp reads for b mdnavaih pafica grstayah (cf

grsti for krsti in ii 13 3), and for c, d sarvas sambhur mayobhuvo vrse

sapam nadir iva

As a fountain of a hundred streams, of a thousand streams,

unexhausted, so this gram of ours, in a thousand streams,

unexhausted

The metrical deficiency m a calls for a change of reading, and the

usual correlation of eva m c suggests yathd; and, as Ppp reads yathd^ the

translation ventures to adopt it, as ut mstead is hardly better than

unmanageable Weber supplies aca^ Ludwig, ‘T open, as it were”, the

comm says that ut means udbhavati, and does not trouble himself about

Its construction with an accusative; we may take the verse as a virtual

contmuation of vs 3, and the nouns as governed by samdvahdn Ppp
makes the verse easy by reading yathd rupas satadhdras sahasradharo

aksctah eva me astu dhanyam sahasradharam aksatam

^

O hundred-handed one, bring together; O thousand-handed

one, pile together, of what is made and of what is to be made do
you convey together the fatness here

Ppp has for b sahasrai *va samgirah, for c yathe 'ya sphdtir dyasi^

and for d and c. The comm reads samdvaham at the end, rendering it

samprdpto 'smi; to the adjectives in c he supplies dhanadhdnyadeh [Sam
lora, ‘overwhelm,^ 1 e ‘bestow abimdantly.’]

Three measures of the Gandharvas, four of the house-mistress,

of them whichever is richest in fatness, with that one we touch

you.
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Ppp reads at the end marsdmasi; the comm regards the gram as the

object of address m d, and the intent to be “increase you by the act of
touching’ % Weber understands rather the master of the house, or perhaps

the harvest-wagon The “meausres” and doubtless those of gram set

apart, the comm calls them samrddhihetavah kaldh, and he gives as

alternative explanation of “house-mistress” the Apsarases, spouses of the

Gandharvas’

^Trrrff ^ ir5ir#i

Bnnger (upoha) and gathered {samuha) [are] your (two)

distributors, O Prajapati, let them convey hither fatness, much
unexhausted plenty

Two or three of our mss. (P s m M W) read in c vahatam, as does the

comm ,
with one of SPP’s mss The comm explains ksattarau by sdrathi

abhimatakaryasampadakau

25. To command a woman’s love

Not found in Paipp Used by Kaus. (35.22) m the chapters of
women’s ntes, m a charm for bnnging a woman under one’s control, by
pushing her with a finger, piercmg the heart of an image of her, etc

^ ^ ff^li ^11

Let the up-thruster thrust (tud) you up; do not abide (dhr) in

yours own lair; the arrow of love (kamd) that is terrible, therewith I

pierce you in the heart

Pada a evidently suggests the finger-thrust of Kaus ; what uttuda

really designates is matter for guessmg, and the translators guess

differently, the comm says “a god so named ” The comm has the bad

readmg drthas m b

m r^r ff^n -r ii

The arrow feathered with longing {adhi), tipped with Jove,

necked with resolve (^sarhkalpd) - having made that well-

straightened, let love pierce you in the heart
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According to the comm adhT means mdnasi pida, salvam is bdnagre

protam ayasam, kulmalam is darus'alyavoh samslesadravyam [thing (like

a ferrale'^) to fasten the tip to the shaft] Our P MW reads ta for tarn at

begmmng of c. Pada c requires the harsh resolution ta-am

^

The well-straightened arrow of love which dries the spleen,

forward-winged, consuming (vyosa) - therewith I pierce you in the

heart

The accent of ayosa is anomalous [5^ Gram § 1 148 n], being rather

that of a possessive compound [§1305 a]; [cf vs 4] The comm appears

to take pllhan as signifymg ‘lung’, the obscure praclnapaksa he makes
equivalent to rjavah paksd yasydh

Pierced with consuming pain (sue), dry-mouthed, do you come
creeping to me, gentle, with fury allayed, entirely [mine], pleasant-

spoken, submissive.

The great majonty of mss (including our Bp P M W E I ) accent

vyosa in this verse, which is preferable; but both editions give vyosa^

because the mss. are unanimously for it m vs 3 c The comm renders it

by vidahayukta [I cannot make out from W’s collations that MW read
vyosa ]

fiR:i
•IM. _ ....SS

I goad you hither with a goad (djani), away from mother,
likewise from father, that you may be in my power (kratu), may
come unto my intent.

The second half-verse is identical with vi.9 2
1.34.2 c, d.

IJrar ^u^ii

c, d. and nearly so with

Do you, O Mitra-and-Varuna, cast out the intents from her
heart; then, making her powerless, make her [to be] in my own
control.
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P MW begin c with yathd Asyai m a is doubtless to be understood

as a genitive (cf iv 5 6X though the comm says “a dative m genitive

sense ” [Cf Lanman, JAOS,x 359, end,]

The fifth anuvaka has 5 hymns and 35 verses. The quoted
Anukr, says panca ca rcah

26, Homage to the gods of the quarters etc. [snake charms?]

A prose hymn, found also in Paipp iii. (except vs. 2, perhaps

accidentally omitted, and vs 6) A similar invocation occurs further m
TS V 5 10^"^, not so closely related that the readings need to be compared

in detail Hymns 26 and 27 are called m Kaus digvukte ‘connected with

the quarters,’ and are used (14 25), with vi 13, m a battle-nte, for victory

over a hostile army, and also (50 13), witli vi.l etc, in a ceremony for

good-fortune (and the comm regards them as signified by yukiayos m
50 17, in a charm agamst serpents, scorpions, etc., but this is probably a

mistake [‘^]), yet again, the comm adds them m a ceremony (51 3-5) of

tribute to the quarters.

[“Serpent-mcantation” (Schlangenzauber) is the title given to this

hymn and the next by Weber Roth (m his notes) rejects Weber’s view,

but Gnffith accepts it I think the two hymns are snake charms for the

following reasons They are employed by Kaus. (50 17) m connection

with VI 56 and xii 1 46, which latter are clearly directed agamst snakes

etc See also Kesava on Kaus. 50 17, 18, 19, Bloomfield, p.354 f Kesava

shows, I think, that the comm is not mistaken about yuktavos, Weber, in

his valuable notes, observes, p 292, that the schol to TS v.5.10 reckons

that passage as belongmg to a sarpdhuti. It is likely that the bali-harana

(of Kaus. 51 3, 4), with which this hymn is employed (see Kesava), is a

sarpabali.- This hymn and the next are reckoned to the raudragana (note

to Kaus 50 13), cf Anukr Weber’s note, p.297, that these hymns are not

used by Kaus , should be deleted Whitney in his note to vi.56 duly

reports the connection of iii.26 and 27 with that snake charm. That he

does not do so here and at xii.i 46 is, I think, an oversight ]

[With all this accords Ppp’s colophon, raksdmantram. The hymn is

virtually a paritta - cf Jataka, ii p 34^^. What seems to be a very old snake

paritta is found in Cullavagga, v 6, and Jataka, li p.l45, no 203, and in

the Bower Manuscript, ed Hoemle, part vi, p.234 - Note that the

sequence of the quarters in this hymn and the next, as also in the parallels

thereto cited from AV.TS TB MS , is in pradaksina-oiAox ]
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[•ad^- 3Tsi^ I ^ '?TTiT^, ^ ^'Jif<^ii TtwnsTf^ci,

? TTcMf^r -ItR, -Ji -3^ ^HdldlSlfSlsq, k

^ -^^-wfd gw w^- wmt, % f^rg^ ?-'*f

%iw 'm 3iTwit‘^;f^ |rr%^
^ ^ gsg % ^^1if ^ ^:r5P^^ g: Wffii w

You gods that are in this eastern quarter, missiles by name - of

you there the arrows are fire do you be gracious to us, do you
bless {adhi-bruY us; to you there be homage, to you there hail!

The corresponding utterance m TS reads : ‘‘missiles by name are

you, your houses there are m front (in the east), fire is your arrows, ocean
(salilay^ “ and similarly m what follows Ppp. prefixes raksa (once raks

ah) at the beginning of each verse The comm appears to take devds
throughout as a vocative (^he devah); he defines it as meamng
“Gandharvas”; the arrows are either fire or else Agm. The Anukr
apparently restores ye asydm, and also makes the refram to be of 1 1 + 10
== 21 syllables, then the initial “padas” of 1, of 3 and 4, of 5, of 2 and of
6 count respectively as 23, 24, 25, 26 and 27 syllables, and the complete
numbers vary from 44 to 48 syllables. [The Anukr. ought to call vs 2
mart and vs 5 viraj. - For “gods” as an address to the serpents, cf.

VI 56 1, where they are called “god-people.”]

^ wr^gdcr:!

You gods that are in this southern quarter, impetuous
(? avisyu) by name - of you there the arrows are love ikOmd) . do
you be etc. etc.

The comm reads avasyavas instead of avisyavas. In TS., the name in
this quarter is “smearers” (nilimpd), and the arrows are “the Fathers, sea
{sagard)."

^ sng ^:i
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ -qcgifril ^ II

1 Sreqqt^arfstcTfPT'SISintrtsqt'Pt^l (^O -^To V.q ^
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You gods that are in this western quarter, vairdjas by name -

ofyou there the arrows are the waters : do you be etc etc.

The name m Ppp is virajas In TS., the name is “thunderbolt-
wielders” (yajrin), and the arrows are “sleep, thicket (gahvara) ”

You gods that are in this northern quarter, piercing by name of
you there the arrows are wind do you be etc etc.

In the north, accordmg to TS., the name is “down-standers
(avasthdvan)” and the arrows “the waters, ocean (samudra).”

% ^ ^ ^ W^II q li

You gods that are in this fixed quarter, smearers {nilimpd) by
name ~ ofyou there the arrows are the herbs : do you be etc. etc.

Ppp. reads vilimpds for ml-, and makes the arrows to be food {anna)

TS calls the quarter “here {ihd)^'*'* and puts it after the one “above” (our

vs. 6); the name is “fleshly, earthly,” and the arrows (as in Ppp.)

“food.” The comm explams nilimpds as nitaram liptdh

% ^ % ^stif^ ^ g: T^TiTii ^ II

You gods that are in this upward quarter, helpful {avasvanf) by
name - ofyou there the arrows are Brhaspati * do you be etc. etc

In this quarter {upari) accordmg to TS., the name is “overlords,” and

the arrows “rain, the helpful one.” Ppp adds at the end iti raks

dmantram, and our verse viii 3 1 follows TS adds an imprecation, nearly

like that m our hymn 27 . tebhyo vo namas te no mrdayata te yam dvismo

yas ca no dvesti tarn vojambhe dadhdmi.

27. The same : with imprecation on enemies

[A prose hymn ] Found (except vs. 3, apparently omitted by accident)

in Paipp iii
,
after h 26, but at some distance from it. Compare xii 3.55-

60, where the quarters are rehearsed with the same adjuncts Compare
further TS.v.5.10^’^ (a passage immediately preceding that parallel with

our h.26, a bit of brdhmana between the two explains that these divinities

are to protect the fire-altar when constmcted), and MS.n.l3 21 : both

these omit all mention of arrows A yet famter parallelism is to be noted
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with TB lii 11.5. For the concluding imprecation, compare also VS xv 15.

For the use m Kaus with h 26, see under that hymn [For the general

significance of the hymn, see my addition to the introduction to h.26.]

[^V9-

[^- 1 ^[srcTT- % 3n^ sTfecr,

fcRfSTT^, fcraRJFT, ? TtcfHt ^5^
%fT, 3mPr, ^ ^ 1^, 1%^ S, t§[w,

•q^TT^T sTcqfs, h =h^J^dVi^ i]

^ f|aT^ ^ ^:n Vi

Eastern quarter; Agni overlord, black serpent defender, the

Adityas arrows . homage to those overlords, homage to the

defenders; homage to the arrows; homage be to them, who hates

us, whom we hate, him we put m your jaws (jambha).

Ppp. has rsibhyas instead of isubhyas^ and vas instead of ebhyas^ and
it adds further to the imprecation tarn u prdno jahaiu^ which our text has
in a similar connection at vii 3 1.1, x 5 25-35, xvi.7 13 The “defender’ ’ is

in each case a kind of serpent, and this, which is but an insignificant item
in our two hymns, has a more important bearmg on the application of the

corresponding TS and MS. passages The TS. passage mns thus “you
are the eastern quarter, convergent by name, of you there Agni is

overlord, the black serpent defender, both he who is overlord and he who
IS guardian, to them (two) be homage, let them be gracious to us, whom
we hate and who hates us, him I put m the jaws of you (two)”, and the

MS. version differs only in one or two slight points. The comm supplies

each time to the name of the quarter asmadanugrahartham vartatdm or
something equivalent. There seems to be no natural way of dividing these

verses into 5 padas, the refrain is probably counted by the Anukr as 42
syllables, and the addition of the other part brmgs the number in each
verse up to from 62 to 66 syllables (asti is properly 64)
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Southern quarter, Indra overlord, cross-lined [serpent]

defender, the Fathers arrows homage to those etc. etc

Ppp makes the Vasus arrows MS calls the serpent tirasclnaraji, TS
makes the adder iprdaku) defender here

^ ^ ^ 13?=^ 3T^|

Western quarter, Varuna overlord, the adder {prdaku)

defender, food the arrows homage to those etc etc

The comm explains prd&kus as kutsitasabdak&n an absurd fancy

TS and MS give here Soma as overlord, and the constrictor as defender.

Ifg 4 1 1 n

Northern quarter; Soma overlord, the constrictor (svaja)

defender, the thunderbolt (asani) arrows : homage to those etc etc

The comm gives for js-vq/a a double explanation, either “self-bom”
(sva-ja) or else “inclined to embrace” (root svaj) Both the other texts

assign Varuna as overlord, for defender, TS designates the cross-lined

serpent, MS the prdaku (m the corrupt form srdaku or -agu the editor

adopts the latter) Ppp. makes wind (ydta) the arrows

^ ireit sRf 1

fgBqTCfT ^ ^:l| qil

Fixed quarter, Visnu overlord, the serpent with black-spotted

(kalmasa-) neck defender; the plants arrows homage to those etc.

etc

Ppp. reads kulmasa-; the comm explams the word by krsnavarna.

TS calls the quarter lyam ‘this’, in MS it is avdcl ‘downward’, TS. treats

of it after the upward one, and makes Yama the overlord. In our edition,

an accent-mark under the -ksi- of raksita has slipped to the right, under -

ta
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TJTtsfinTf^^^ ^ ^ 13?3it 3T^I

^^^inqr %% ^^ Q,tM^ ^ ^3!T^ ^:ll^ll

Upward quarter; Brhaspati overlord, the white (svitra)

[serpent] defender; ram the arrows . homage to those etc etc

Ppp has here tlie thunderbolt (asani) for arrows Part of the mss
(mcluding our E O K Kp ) give citra instead of svitra as name of the

serpent, TS reads svitra^ but MS (probably by a misreading) citra TS
calls the quarter brhatl "great’ TS (after the manner of the AV mss )

leaves out the repeated part of the imprecation m the mtermediate verses

(2-5), MS. gives it in full every time [Reference to this vs as made by
Hergaigne, Rel ved in. 12 (cf Baunack, KZ xxxv 527), is hardly apt ]

28. To avert the ill omen of a twinning animal

Not found in Paipp. Used by Kaus , m the chapter of portents, in the

ceremonies of expiation for the birth of twms from kme, mares or asses,

and human bemgs (109 5; 110.4, 111 5)

[•?<;-

^ W 'SRd'RMFcb i]

RT fg^aW : I

W =yta'y|: RJT 1^{nTT% Ry>d1 'Wcftii ^ii

She herself came into being by a one-by-one creation, where

the being-makers created the kine of all forms; where the twinning

[cow] gives birth, out of season, she destroys the cattle, snarling,

angry

The translation implies emendation of rusatl at the end to rusyatl or

rusatl [rather rusyatl, so as to give a jagatl cadence] - which, considenng
the not mfrequent confusion of the sibilants, especially the palatal and
lingual, m our text and its mss , and the loss of y after a sibilant, is

naturally suggested [cf iv 16 6*’] The comm makes a yet easier thing of
taking rusatl from a root rus ‘mjure’, but we have no such root Some of
our mss (P MW E ) read esdm in a, and two (P.O.) have srstva * The
comm understands srstis with esa in a, and explains ekaikayd by
ekaikavyaklyd. Perhaps we should emend to ekai ‘kayd ‘one [creature] by
one [act of] creation’ [and reject esa?, as the meter demands] See
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Weber’s notes for the comparison of popular views as to the birth of
twins, more generally regarded as of good omen The Anukr apparently

counts I^IS*^] +15 12 + 12 = 50 [52*?] syllables, either bhutakrtas or

visvarupds could well enough be spared out of b [better the former, but it

is bad meter at best] *[Shown by accent to be a blunder for srstyd, not srs

tvd ]

-gerr

She quite destroys the cattle, becoming a flesh-eater, devourer

(2 vy-advari), also one should give her to a pnest {brahman), so

would she be pleasant, propitious

The pada-text divides viadvart, evidently talcing the word from root

ad ‘eat’, the Pet Lex suggests emendation to vyadhvarl, from vyadi

‘pierce’ The comm reads vyadhvarl, but he defines it first as commg
from adhvan, and meaning “possessed of bad roads, that cause

unhappiness,” or, second, as from adhvara, and sigmfymg “havmg
magical sacrifices, that give obstructed fruit”’ [See note to vi 50 3, where
W corrects the text to vyadvara accent of masc and fern , Gram §1171
a,b.]

f5[raT

f^r^rr ^ illirii ^ ii

Be you propitious to men (purusa), propitious to kine, to

horses, propitious to all this field {ksetra), be propitious to us here

‘Field’ seems taken here m a general, sense, and might be rendered

‘farm.’ The Anukr takes no notice of the irregularities in c and d,

probably because they balance each other

If If

Pi TTt^iiifn

Here prospenty, here sap - here be you best winner of a

thousand; make the cattle prosper, O twinning one

The comm supplies bhavatu to the first pada All the mss agree m
giving the false accent sahasrasdtamd m b, it should be sahasrasdtamd -

or, to rectify the meter, simply -sd Its /?a^/a-division, sahasrasdtama is

prescribed by the text of Prat iv 45 Kakubh properly has no need of the

adjunct yavamadhya, it is very seldom used by our Anukr as name of a

whole verse [8+12.8]
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Tm ’yficTT fr«t'gp4j: W5JT:i

W eTT^ ^ % TTT fi'4^ gWi, ?^sfll V II

Where the good-hearted [and] well-doing revel, quitting

disease of their own body - into that world has the twinning one

come into being, let her not injure our men and cattle

The first half-verse is also that of vi 120 3 (which occurs further m
TA ) Some of SPP’s mss write m b tanvds, protracting the kampa-
syllable

t f m % TTT ^ H

Where is the world of the good-hearted, of the well-doing,

where of them that offer the fire-offenng (agnihotra-) - into that

world has the twinning one come into being; let her not injure our

men and cattle

The omission of the superfluous yatra m b would rectify the meter
The Anukr should say astarapafikti mstead of prastara-i its viraj means
here a pada of 10 syllables

29, With the offering of a white-footed sheep

Like the preceding hymn, not found m Paipp Used (according to the

comm vss 1-5) by Kaus (64 2) m the sava sacrifices, in the four-plate

(catuhsardvd) sava^ with setting a cake on each quarter of the animal
offered, and one on its navel, and vs. 8 m the vasd sava [66 21], on
acceptance of the cow. Further, vs. 7 (according to schol and comm

,
vss

7 and 8) appears m a nte (45 17) at the end of the vasdsmana, for

expiating any error in acceptance of a sacnficial gift m the parvan
sacrifices.

[The Anukr. says Udddlako ‘nena sadrcena sitipddam avim astaut,

thus supportmg the reduction of the hymn to the norm of six vss , see note
to vs 7 From that phrase, perhaps, comes the blimdenng reading of the

London ms. sitipddam avidevatyam emend to sitipad-avi-devatyam or

else as above*^ - Weber entitles the hymn ‘‘Abfindung mit dem Zoll im
Jenseits-”]

i Rifciqrq^arfg, wr, c ^ i

'SqETfTHT
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^ ^ H . ^ TFjTT^ ^TT^qpqt I

3Tf%^<rOT|^ TT 5^: ^’yin ^ii

What the kings share among themselves - the sixteenth of what
IS offered-and-bestowed - you assessors {aabhasad) of Yama ;

from that the white-footed sheep, given [as] ancestral offenng
(svadha), releases

By this offenng, one is released from the payment otherwise due to

Yama’s councillors on admission into the other world the ideas are not
familiar from other parts of the mythology and ntual [But cf Hillebrandt,
Ved Mythol i511, Weber, Berliner Sb

,

1895, p. 845] The comm!
explams thus • ubhayavidhasya karmanah sodasasamkhyapurakam yat
papam punyaraser vibhaktam kuryanti, as if the sixteenth were the share
of dement to be subtracted from the ment, and cleansed away (pari-
sodhay-) by Yama’s assistants, etc In c he reads muncatu for -ti. sitipad
m d he renders svetapad The last pada lacks a syllable, unless we make a
harsh resolution Our text reads m b -purttasya, [for consistency, delete
one t\

cb'iqiw Wn

All desires {kamd) it fulfils, arising (a-bhu), coming forth

ipra-bhu), becoihing ibhu); [as] fulfiller of designs, the white-
footed sheep, being given, is not exhausted (upa-das).

The precise sense of the three related participles m b is very
questionable (Weber renders “da seiend, tuchtig, und kraftig”, Ludwig,
“kommend, entstehend, lebend”), the comm says “penneatmg, capable
[ofrewarding], mcreasmg ’ ’

He who gives a white-footed sheep commensurate (sammita)
with [his] world, he ascends unto the firmament, where a tax is not
paid (At) by a weak man for a stronger.

“Commensurate” i.e. apparently, “proportioned in value to the
place m the heavenly world sought by the giver” (so Weber also), R
suggests “analogous (as regards the white feet) with the world of light

that IS aspired to”; the comm., on his part, gives two other and discordant
explanations • first, lokyamanena phalena samyakpancchinnam.
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amoghaphalam, second^ Mnena hhuSokefia sudrswn^ bhulokavat

sarvaphalapradam. botii veiy bad For nakm he gives the derivation na-a-

kam ‘non-un-happmess, which he repeats here and there in his

expositions The translation implies in c the reading sulkas, which (long

ago conjectured by Muir, OST v310) is given by SPP. on the authonty

of all his mss , and also by the comm., and is undoubtedly the true text

Only one of our mss. (Kp ) has been noted as plainly reading it, but the

mss are so careless as to the distmction of Ik and kl that it may well be the

intent of them all. The comm, paraphrases it as kind of tax (kara-) that

must be given to a king of superior power by another king of deficient

power situated on his frontier.” As pomted out by Weber, the item of

description is very little m place here, where the sacrifice is made
precisely m satisfaction of such a tax. [W’s prior draft reads ‘To a

stronger,” - Note that SPP’s oral reciters gave sulkas.]

Mcydtq fq|«TiT

The white-footed sheep, accompanied with five cakes,

commensurate with [his] world, the giver lives upon, [as]

xmexhausted in the world of the Fathers.

That IS [the giver lives upon the sheep], as an inexhaustible supply

for his needs The comm, explains d by vasvddirupam pr&ptan&m
somalokdkhye sthane.

The white-footed sheep, accompanied with five cakes,

commensurate with [his] world, the giver lives upon, [as]

unexhausted in the sun and moon
The five cakes are those laid on the victim as prescnbed m Kaus (see

above) In our edition, suryamdsayor is a misprint for suryam-

Like refreshing drink (irO), it is not exhausted; like the ocean,
a great draught (payasy, like the two jointly-dwelling gods, the

white-footed one is not exhausted.

The comparison in c is so little apt that what it refers to is hard to see
the comm regards the Asvins as mtended, and Weber does the same.
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understanding savasin as “dressed alike” (the comm says samanam
nivasantau)^ Ludwig thinks of “heaven and earth”, one might also guess

sun and moon. R. suggests the sense to be “he has gods for neighbours,

right and left ” The Anukr appears to sanction the contraction samudra
Va m b

^ 31^ 13^1% V3 n

Who has given this>to whom ?'L0ve has given unto love; love

[is] giver, love acceptor; love entored into the ocean; with love I

accept you; love; that for you !

[Not metrical.] This “verse” and the following appear to have
nothmg to do with the preceding part of the hymn, which has 6 vss.*

(according to the norm of this book). This “verse” is found in a whole
senes of texts, as a formula for expiatmg or avoiding what may be
improper m coimection with the acceptance of sacnficial gifts. The
version of TA. (iii.lO.i-2, 4: also found, with interspersed explanation, in

TB. li 2 5^, and repeated in ApSS.xiv 1 1.2) is nearly like ours, but omits

the second adat, and reads kdmam samudram d visa; that of ASS
(v.13,15) has the latter readmg but retains the adatThsX of PB. (1.8 17)

and K-(ix.9) differs from ours only by havmg d \isat instead 01 d vivesa

MS. (1.9.4) omits the phrase kdmah samudram d vivesa^ and reads kdmdya
for the followmg kdmena. And VS (vii 48 : with it agree SB.iv3.4^^ and
SSS.iv.7 15) has as follows ko ^dat kasmd adat: kdmo *ddt kdmdyd *dat

kdmo data kdmah pratigrahttd kdmai *tat te [See also MGS.i-8.9, and

p 149-] Of course, the comm, cannot refrain from the silimess of taking

kas and kasmai as signifying “Prajapati,” and he is able to fortify himself

by quoting TB.ii.2.5^, as he also quotes 5^ for the general value of the

formula; and even 5^ for the identity ofkdma with the ocean, although our

text, different from that of TB., does not imply any such relation between

them. The Anukr. scans thus .7 + 6: 11 + 9. 9 + 4 = 46. ’*'[Cf.

introduction to this hymn.]

3rf^

Tqri 30% w Mfgqir fe TTliif?ii4n

Let earth accept you, this great atmosphere; let me not, having

accepted, be parted with breath, nor with self, nor with progeny.

Addressed to the thing accepted (he deya dravya^ comm.). The
Anukr regards pada c as ending with dtmand^ and the pada-Xe:Xt divides

at the same place.
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3®- F^or c®3icord

Foimd m Baipp v Reckoned m ELaus. <12.5), with various other

passages, to the sammanasy&ni^ and used in a rite for concord, and the

comm regards it as mcluded under the designation ganakarmani in the

updkarman (139 7).

[^o- WFTFST

[5Ef^-3T2i^ 1 WFTFfi K i^TCiz^^ral, ^

5R<TruTf%r, V9 f^rg^i]

Like-heartedness, like-mmdedness, non-hostility do I make for

you; do you show affection (hary) the one toward the other, as the

inviolable [cow] toward her calfwhen bom
Ppp. has sdmnasyam m a, and m c artyo ‘nyam, as demanded by the

meter The comm also reads the latter, and for &e former sdmmanusyam,
and he ends the verse with aghnyds

. sgggr: 1^: -gtr tTrar Tiihr:!

Be the son submissive to the father, like-minded with the

mother, let the wife to the husband speak words (vac) full of
honey, wealful.

The translation implies at the end s'amtivam [BR vii.oO], which SPP.
admits as emendation into his text, it bemg plamly called for by the sense,

and read by the comm (and by SPP’s oral reciter K, who follows the

comm.), this [not sdntivam] is given also by Ppp. (cf xii 1.59, where the

word occurs agam) The comm further has m b mdtd (two of SPP’s
reciters agreemg with him).

TTT Wt
-«j3r3Er:

Let not brother hate brother, nor sister hate sister, becoming
accordant (samyanc\ of like courses, speak you words
auspiciously (bhadraya).

The coimn. reads dvisydt m a. The majority of SPP’s pada-mss, give
savratd (instead of --tdh) in c. The comm, further reads vadatu m d,

explammg it to mean vadantu
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^^ ^ f|ra% ^ ^
TRT ^ "5% "i^ni

That incantation in virtue of which the gods do not go apart,

nor hate one another mutually, we perform in your house, concord

for [your] men (purusd)

Weber suggests that “gods” here perhaps means “Brahmans,” but

there is no authority nor occasion for such an understanding, the comm
also says “Indra etc

”

tcit T3W^: T3^w^:i

Having superiors (jydyasvant), intentflil, be you not divided,

accomplishing together, moving on with joint labour (sadhura),

come hither speaking what is agreeable one to another, I make you
united {sadhrlcind)^ like-minded

Ppp. reads sudhiras in b, combines anyo ‘nyasmai (as does the

comm , and as the meter requires) m c, and inserts samagrastha before

sadhriclndn in d, the comm further has ailta for eta m c (as have our

PE). Jydyasvant was acutely conjectured by the Pet Lex to signify

virtually ‘‘duly subordinate”, and this is supported by the comm jyest

hakanisthabhdvena parasparam anusarantah, Ludwig renders

“iiberlegen ” Sadhura^ lit. ‘having the same wagon-pole% would be well

represented by our colloquial
‘ ‘pullmg together

’
’ Cittinas m a is perhaps

rather an adjunct of vi yausta = ‘with, i.e m your intents or plans ’ The
verse (11 + 11 12+12 = 46) is ill defined by the Anukr , as even the

redundant syllable in d gives no proper jagatl character to the pada
[Reject vah or else lead sadhrlco ? thus we get an orderly tristubh ]

TnrfenT qTf^rfwf^Tcf: ii ^ ii

Your drinking (prapd) [be] the same, in common your share of

food, in the same harness (yoktrd) do I j’oin [yty] you together;

worship you Agm united, like spokes about a nave.

The comm, explains prapd as “drinking saloon” (pdmyasdld) Two
of our mss (PM) read at the begmnmg samdnlm [To reproduce (as W
usually does) the radical connection (here between yoktra and ywj), we
may render ‘do I harness you ’ The Anukr. seems to scan 12 + 11 : 9 + 8

= 40, the vs IS of course 11 + 11 :8 + 8]
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W^nnT: •qprak: ^ ar^iivsn

United, like-minded I make you, of one bunch, all of you, by

[my] conciliation, [be] like the gods defending immortality

{amrtd)\ late and early be well-willing yours

We had the first pada above as vs 5 d, emendation to sadhricas

would rectify the meter; the Anukr takes no note of the metrical

irregularity, it is only by bad scannmg that he makes out any difference

between vss 5 and 7 The translation implies m b -snustln, which is read

by SPP ,
with the majority of his mss , and supported by the comm’s

ekasnustim (explamed by him as ekavidham vydpanam
ekavidhasya *nnasya bhiiktim v<5), part^of our mss also (Bp E H.Op ) read
clearly while others are corrupt, and some have plamly -sr- cf the

note to 17 2 above Ppp has at the end susamitir vo 'stu.

31. For welfare and long life

Not found m Paipp Reckoned, with iv 33 and vi.26, to the pdpma
(papmahd gana (Kaus 30.17, note), and used by Kaus. (58.3), with

several others, m a ceremony for long life following initiation as a Vedic
scholar, and vs 10 (vss. 10 and 11, comm.) also m the dgrahdyanl
sacrifice (24 31) In Vait (13 10), vs 10 is uttered m the agmstoma
sacrifice by the sacnficer (the comm says, by the hra/iwan-priest) as he
nses to mutter the apratiratha hymn And the comm (without quotmg
any authority) declares the hymn to be repeated by the brahman-pn&st
near water m the pitrmedha rite, after the cremation

[ WI

I

^ Sffnr, ^

k cEUT, ^ ^ 6-\o

HCO. ^^ 3rW|

Tipidi fk

The gods have turned away from old age; you, O Agni, away
from the niggard; I away from all evil [have turned], away from
yaksma, to rmion (sam) with life-time.

The acrtan of our text is an error for avrtan, which all the mss. (and,
of course, SPP.) read, vi-vrt is common in the sense ‘part from.’ The
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comm gives mstead avrtam, which he takes as 2d dual, rendenng it by
vivojayatam, and understanding devd (p devaK) as devau, vocative,

namely the two Asvins > and he supplies a yojavdmi also m the second
half-verse, with an imam [referring to the Vedic scholar] for it to govern

^IToqf Wn% qfqfioMtqi' i

wjm ii ? ii

The cleansing one [has turned] away from mishap (drti), the

mighty one {sakrd) away from evil-domg; I away from etc. etc

Pdvamana in a might signify either soma or the wmd, the comm,
understands here the latter

HFr-lI ^ II

The animals (pasu) of the village [have turned] away from

those of the forest; the waters have gone (sr) away from thirst; I

away from etc etc

All the mss leave dpas in b unaccented, as if vocative, our text

makes the necessary correction to dpas, and so does SPP m his pada-tQXt,

while m samhitd he strangely (perhaps by an oversight?) retams dpas
The comm paraphrases vi asaran with vigatd bhavanti, not venturing to

turn it into a causative as he did vy avrtan. The Anukr takes no notice of

the redundant syllable in a

-^UlT^IIXIl

Apart [from one another] go heaven-and-earth here {ime\

away the roads, to one and another quarter; I away from etc etc.

Itas m a IS here understood as 3d dual of z, with Weber and with the

comm. (= vigacchatas), smce the meaning is thus decidedly more
acceptable; its accent is easily enough explamed as that of the verb m the

former of two successive clauses mvolving it (though avrtan was not

accented in vs 1 a) The redundancy in a is easily corrected by
contractmg to -prthvl, the Anukr ,

however, does not sanction this

mcBFg ^ ii
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Tvasta harnesses (yuj) for his daughter a wedding-car

(vahatu); at the news, all this creation (bhuvand) goes away, I

away from etc. etc

[Discussed at length by Bloomfield, JAOS, xv.181 ff] An odd
alteration of RV x.l7 1 a, b (our xviii.1.53, which see), which reads

krnoti for yunakti^ and sam eti for vi ydti\ and it is very oddly thrust m
here, where it seems wholly out of place, vi ydti must be rendered as

above (differently from its RV value), to make any connection with the

refram and with the receding verses Weber’s suggestion that it is Tvast

a’s intent to marry his own daughter that makes such a stir is refuted by
the circumstance that the verb used is active According to the comm
vahatu is the weddmg outfit (duhitrd saha prltyd prasthdpanlyam
vastralamkaradi dravyam)^ and yunakti is simply prasthdpayati The
pada-mss., m accordance with the later use of iti, reckon it here to pada a

t?PRr ^ ii

Agni puts together the breaths, the moon is put together with

breath : I away from etc. etc.

In this verse and those that follow, the refrain has hardly an
imagmable relation with what precedes it; though here one may
conjecture that analogies are sought for its last item, sam dyusd
According to the comm , Agm m a is the fire of digestion, and the breaths

are the senses, which he fits for their work by supplying them
nourishment; and the moon is soma [considered as food, for which he
quotes a passage quite like to SB xi 1 6^^].

vjamj 1% jqimaii

By breath did the gods set in motion (sam-lray) the sun, of
universal heroism I away from etc etc.

The comm treats visvatas and viryam m a as independent words, and
renders samairayan m b by sarvatra prdvartayan.

^ m Trar:!

dll

By the breath of the long-lived, of the life-makers (ayuskrt), do
you live, do not die : I away from etc. etc.
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In this and tlie following verse, the comm regards the young Vedic
scholar (manavakd) as addressed.

^ 66 . TmqpTT in^|cj in

-qprRT fk II

With the breath of the breathing do you breathe; be just here;

do not die . I away from etc. etc

Our Bp., with two of SPP’s pada-mss [s m '], accents ana at end of
a The comm allows the first part of b to be addressed alternatively to

breath

t^i

^^1^ manj iTHijm ii II

Up with life-time; together with life-time; up with the sap of

the herbs I away from etc. etc

The first half-verse, with the first half of our vs 11, makes a verse
occurring m several texts TS (i 2 8*), TA (iv42, VS 31 agrees

precisely with TS ), VS. (Kanv ii VII 5), ASS (i.3.23), PGS (ui.2 14).

All these read svdyusd mstead ofsam dyusd in a, and VS and PGS lack

the second pada The comm pomts out that asthdma is to be understood
from vs. 11.

STT 1^1
jfftbr TTnxRT% ^^ii

Hither with Parjanya’s rain have we stood up immortal : I

away from etc etc

The other texts (see under the preceding verse) all begm with ut

mstead of a, for vrstyd, TS TA have susmena, VS ASS* dhamabhis, PGS
drstyd^ for b, PGS. gives prthnydh saptadhdmahhih^ all the others ud
asthdm amrtdn anu [Here the comm., m citing the refram, reads vydham^
which, as implymg vy-d-vrt, is equally good ]

As m several cases above, it is obvious that this hymn has been
expanded to a length considerably greater than properly belongs to it by
breakmg up its verses into two each, pieced out with a refram. It would be
easy to reduce the whole matenal to six verses, the norm of this book, by
adding the refram in vs 1 only (or possibly also in vs. 4, with ejection of
the senseless and apparently mtruded vs. 5), and then combining the lines
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by pairs - as the parallel texts prove that vss 10 and 1 1 are rightly to be

combined [The critical status of ii 10 is analogous; see the note to

11 10 2 ]

The sixth and last anuvaka has 6 hymns, with 44 verses; and the old

Anukr reads caturdasa ‘ntyah (but further -ntyanuvakasas [-/os' ?] ca

samkhyd vidadhyad adh^kanlmltta^.^f^h.lch.is ohscme) [Seep cxl,top]

Here ends also the sixthprap&thaka.

Not one of our mss adds a summary of hymns and verses for

the whole book

11-?% Wit yHIMtlU.
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Book IV

[The fourth book is made up of forty hymns, divided into eight

anuvaka-^OMp^ of five hymns each The normal length of each
hymn, as assumed by the Anukramani, is 7 verses, but this is m
only partial accord with the actual facts. There are twenty-one
hymns of 7 verses each, as against nineteen of more than 7 verses

each. Of these nineteen, ten are of 8 verses each, three are of 9 and
three are of 10, two are of 12, and one is of 16 verses. The seven

hymns which make the Mrgara group (hymns 23-29) have 7 verses

each. And they are followed by a group of four Rigveda hymns
(30-33) The last two hymns of the book (39-40) have a decided

Brahmana-tinge. The entire book has been translated by Weber,
Indische Studien^ vol. xviii. (1898), pages 1-153 ]

[Weber’s statement, that there are twenty-two hymns of 7 verses each

and two of 9, rests on the misprinted number (7, for 9) at the end of hymn
20 .]

[The Anukr states (at the beginning of its treatment of book ii.) that

the normal number of verses is 4 for a hymn of book i , and mcreases by
one for each successive book of the first five books That gives us, for

Book i. ii lii. iv. v., as normal number of

Verses : 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, respectively

In accord therewith is the statement of the Anukr. (prefixed to its

treatment of book iv.) that the seven-versed hymn is the norm for this

book * brahma jajhanam iti kdndam, saptarcam suktam prakrtir^ anyd

vikrtir ity avagachet ]

1- Mystic

Foimd m Paipp. v (m the verse-order 2, 1, 3, 4 cd 5 ab, 6, 4 ab 5 cd,

7) Reckoned by Kaus. (9 1) as one of ^e hymns of the brhachanti gana,

and used m various ceremonies : with i.4-6 and other hymns, for the

health and welfare of kine (19 1), for success in study and victory over

opponents m disputation (38.23 f.), at the consummation of marriage

(79 11; the comm says, only vs 1), and vs 1 on entering upon Vedic

study (139.10) These are all the applications m Kaus that our comm,
recognizes, m other cases where the pratika of vs 1 is*^uoted, the v 6 1,

which IS a repetition of it, is apparently mtended : see under hymn v 6.
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The editor of Kaus regards the rest of the anuvdka, from vs 2 to the end
of h 5 , to be prescribed for recitation m 139.1 U btit this seems in itself

highly improbable, and the comm does not sanction it In Vait. (14 1 ),

vss. 1 and 2 are added to the gharma-hymxi given for the pravargy^a rite

of the agnistoma^ and vs. 1 appears again m the agmcayana (28 33 )

accompanymg the deposition of a plate of gold. And the comm further

quotes the hymn as employed by the Naks K (18) m the brahml
mahasanti, and by Pans 111m the tulapurusa ceremony There is

nothmg at all characteristic or explanatory m any of these uses The hymn
is quite out of the usual Atharvan style, and is, as it was doubtless

intended to be, very enigmatical, the comm does not really understand it

or illummate its obscurities, but is obliged at numerous pomts to give

alternative guesses at its meanmg; and the translation offered makes no
pretense of puttmg sense and connection into its dark sayings

I ^gRTT- I

^ WIT WFET fegT: 4:11 ^«l

The brahman'^ that was first bom of old (purastat, in the east?)

Vena has unclosed from the well-shining edge (simatas, horizon?),

he unclosed the fundamental nearest shapes (yisthaY of it, the

womb (yoni) of the existent and of the non-existent ^

The verse occurs in a large number of other texts SV (i.321), VS
(xin.3), TS. (iv.2 8^), TB (11 .8 .8*), TA (x 1, vs 42), MS. (11 7 15), K (xvi

15 et al ), Kap (25 5 et al ), SSS (v.9 5), ASS (iv 6.3), and its pratika in

AB (i.l9), GB (ii2 6)
- and, what is very remarkable, everywhere

without a variant, it is also repeated below as v.6.1 Vena is, even m the

exposition of the verse given by SB (vii 4 1 14), explained as the sun,

and so the comm, regards it, but very implausibly, the moon would better

suit the occurrences of the word The comm, gives both rendermgs to

purastat m a, and three different explanations of the pada In b, the

translation takes surucas as qualifying the virtual ablative simatas [which
Weber takes as slm atas f see also Whitney’s note to Prat, iii 43], the

comm views it as accus pi , and so does SB.; the latter makes it mean

1 W* ("to

2 f4^l: 1 o«H|c*Rfci 1

3 "'m (^o STTo <:.^) 1
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“these worlds,” the former either that or “its own shinmg brightnesses
”

Pada c IS the most obscure of all, SB simply declares it to designate the

quarters (disas)^ the comm, gives alternative mterpretations, of no value,

upamds (p upamah^ as if from root md with upd) he paraphrases with
upamiyamdndh parichidyamandh

H ^ . f4- tor 3rawr 13^'
I

IRW -fif gnu'll ^ II

Let this queen of the Fathers (p pitrya) go m the beginning

(agre) for the first birth (janus^ race*^), standing m the creation, for

it (him"^) have I sent (hi) this well-shming sinuous one (Ihvdra);

let them mix (srf, boiP) the hot drink for the first thirsty one (P

dhasyu)

The connection of the padas is here yet more obscure than their

separate interpretation, the third pada may perhaps signify the hghtnmg
The verse, with variants, is found m SSS (v 9 6) and ASS (iv 6 3), and its

pratika in AB (1 19) and GB. (li 2 6); the first three read m a pitre for

pitryd and eti for etu^ and AB. mserts vai after lyam^ and Ppp also has

pitre In b the two Stitra-texts give bhumanesthdh, which is perhaps

intended by the bhuminastau of Ppp ; in d, the same two have srlnanti

prathamasya dhaseh, and Ppp. -ntu prathamas svadhasyuh The comm,
takes pitryd to mean “come from Prajapati”, “the queen” is the divinity

of speech - or else “this earth”, pitryd relatmg to its father Kasyapa;

dhdsyu is the god desiring food m the form of oblation, and surucam
hvdram is susthu rocamdnam kutilam vartamdnam, qualifying gharmam;
ahyam is an adjective, either gantavyam, from the root ah ‘go’, or

“daily”, from ahan ‘dayM and srl is either “mix” or “boil ”

3T ^^ l^^^l

3r ^f^ii ^ 11

He who was bom forth the knowing relative of it speaks all the

births (jammati) of the gods; he bore up the brahman from the

midst of the brahman, downward, upward, he set forth unto the

svadhas.

This IS found elsewhere only m TS. (ii 3.14®), which, in a, b, has the

less unmanageable asya bandhum vi^vdni devojan-, and, m d, nlcdd ucca

svadhayd’bhi Ppp. seems to aim at nearly the same readings with its

bandhum visvdm devdjan-, and nlcdd uccd svadhayd ’ti Most of the mss.

(mcludmg our P M.W.E.I.KKp ) read yajhe iox jajne m a, our O. omits

the h of uccaih, and Op. omits that of svadhdh The comm, gives

alternative explanations of various of the parts of the verse, trying pra
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jajne both fromjan and from jfid (the translation takes it from jan^ as no
middle form from pra-jnd occurs elsewhere m the text), and svadhds as

either object or subject ofpra tasthau (in the latter case tasthau bemg for

tasthire by the usual equivalence of all verbal forms), and at any rate

signifymg some kind of sacnficial food

TjTrat ITTW ^:ll>ill

For he of the heaven, he of the earth the nght-stander, fixed

(skabh) [as his] abode (ksema) the (two) great firmaments

(rodasl);^ the great one, when bom, fixed apart the (two) great

ones, the heaven [as] seat (sadmari) and the earthly space (rajas) ^

Ppp , after our vs 3, makes a verse out of our 4 c, d and 5 a, b, and
then, after our vs 6, another verse out of our 4 a, b and 5 c, d, and TS
(11 3 14^), and ASS. (iv.6 3) combine our 4 c, d and 5 a, b m the same way
(omitting the rest), while AB (1 19 3) virtually supports them, by giving

our c as a pratika All the tree read m c astabhdyat (TS without accent),

and ASS. intrudes pita after dyam in d In our text we ought to have not

only (with TS ) askabhdyat m c, but also ask- m b, the accents seem to

have been exchanged by a blunder The comm makes the sun the “he”
of a, he renders ksemam m b by avindso yathd bhavati^ and vr m c

apparently by vydpya vartamdnah The Anukr. passes unnoticed the

deficiency of a syllable (unless we resolve pa-arth-) in d [In a

supplementary note, R reports Ppp as reading m a, b sa hi vrtha- rces

thd mayi ksdmam bhrajasl viskabhdyati^ and as giving jz^a/z for sadma in

d]

He from the fundamental birth (janus) has attained {af) unto
(abhi) the summit, Brhaspati, the universal ruler, [is] the divinity

of him; since the bright (sukra) day was bom of light, then let the

shining (dyumant) seers (yiprd) fade out (P vi-vas) [shine out?].

[Whitney’s pnor draft reads “dwell apart ’’ This he has changed (by
a slip? cf ii.8 2) to “fade out,” from vas ‘shme’. In this case vi \>asantu

would be irregular, for vi uchantu, see Weber’s note, p.7 ] The other two
texts (see precedmg note) read our a thus sa budhnad dsta janusa 'bhy

agram, and TS. has yasya instead of tasya m the next pada, no vanants

1 (-to sTTo ^ V)

2 cil=hl ^l CPTo 'ti
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are reported from Ppp Some of the AV mss also (mcludmg our

p M W I K Kp ) give budhnad, but all have after it tlie impossible form as

tra, which SPP accordmgly retams m his text, though the comm too

gives dsta, this is read by emendation m our text Vasantu, of course,

might come from vas ‘dwell’ or vas ‘clothe’ [for vas-atam'^^, the comm
apparently takes it from the former, paraphrasing the pada by dXptimanta

rtvijah svasvavyaparesu vividham vartantam, or, alternatively, havirbhir

devan paricarantu There is no reason for callmg the verse bhurij [ASS
reads ugnam (misprmf^) for agram ]

^ gn4i

Verily does the kdvya further (hi) that of him - the abode
(pdhaman) of the great god of old (purvyd), he was bom together

with many thus, sleeping now in the loosened (yi-si) eastern half

No other text has this verse - save Ppp , which has for d purvadarad
aviduras ca sahruh The comm, reads m b purvasya^ and two or three

mss (mcludmg our P ) agree with him Some mss (includmg our O Op )

have at the end sasam nu, and the comm also so reads, explammg sasa as

an annanaman^ the truel’eadmg is possibly sasann u (but the pada-texi

divides sasan nu) The comm explains kdvya as yajfia (from kavi =
r/vzy), dhaman as tejorupam mandaldtmakam sthdnam, esa m c as the sun,

and the “many” his thousand rays, and visita as visesena sambaddha
The last pada lacks a syllable, unless we resolve pu-ru-e

fw ^ -41^ Id I

^ ^srfqRTT wm: ^ vs ii

Who shall approach (7ava-gam) with homage father

Atharvan’, relative of the gods, Brhaspati— in order that you may
be generator of all, poet, god, not to be harmed, self-ruling (?

svadhavanf)

The translation implies m d emendation of dabhayat to dabh&ya,

both editions have the former, with all the mss. and the comm (who

comfortably explams it by dabhnoti or hinasti) The comm, also reads m
b brhaspatis; and this is supported by the Ppp version yathd vd ’tharvd

pitaram visvadevam brhaspatir manasd vo datsva • and so on (c, d

defaced) The comm takes ava gachdt as = janlyat, and svadhavan as

‘jomed with food m the form of oblation
’

1 ‘3TS!Tclf-^-5RTq1%:’ (nto -^o ^
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2. To the unknown god

Found in Paipp iv (in the verse-order 1, 2, 4, 3, 5, 6, 8, 7) The
hymn is mostly a version, with considerable vanants, of the noted RV
X 121, found also m other texts, as TS (iv 1 8), MS (ii 13 23), and VS
(m sundry places), and K xl 1 It is used by Kaus in the vasdsamana
ceremony (44 1 ff ), at the beginning, with the preparation of consecrated

water for it, and (45 1) with the sacnfice of the foetus of the vasd-cow^ if

she be found to be pregnant In Vait (8 22), vs 1 (or the hymn"?)

accompanies an offering to Prajapati m the cdturmdsva sacrifices, vs 7

(28 34), the setting of a gold man on the plate of gold deposited with

accompaniment of vs 1 of the preceding hymn (in the agmcayand), and
the whole hymn goes with the avaddna offerings in the same ceremony
(28.5)

[?- sircqfell

[^- -^1 ^gfcTT- 3TT?P[TI ^^5^

-ST STTcqgT ^qm'ct wf 1^: I

ifW ^11

He who IS soul-giving, strength-givmg, of whom all, of whom
[even] the gods, wait upon the instruction; who is lord (f^) of these

bipeds, who of quadrupeds - to what god may we pay worship

(yidh) with oblation*^

In the parallel texts, our vs 7 stands at the beginning of the hymn
They also combine differently the material of our vss 1 and 2, making
one verse of our 1 a, b and 2 c, d and another of our 2 a, b and 1 c, d, and
m this Ppp agrees with them RV and VS (xxiii 3) read in c Ts'e asya
The comm renders dtmadas “who gives their soul (or self) to all

animals”, of course, with the native authorities everywhere, he explains

kasmai in d as “to Prajapati ” The Anukr. ignores theyag^atf-character of
c [RV TS MS VS omit the second yas of our c MS has Iseyo asya, TS
has ya Ts'e asya at iv 1 8, but asya at vii 5.16 Padas a-c recur at xiii 3 24 -

In view of the history of this hymn in Hmdu ritual and speculation (cf

SBE xxxii 12, AB iii 21), it might be better to phrase the refrain thus

‘Who is the god that we are to worship with oblation'?’]

"IT:
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He who by his greatness became sole king of the breathing,

winking animal creation (jagat), of whom immortality (amrtam),
ofwhom death [is] the shadow - to what god may we pay worship
with oblation

RV VS (xxiii 3) TS rectify the meter of b by adding id after ekas,

VS has the bad reading nimesatas MS gives a different version nimis

atas ca raja patir visvasya jagato b-, and Ppp agrees with it, except as

substituting vidharta for ca raja “His shadow” (m c), the comm says, as

bemg dependent upon him, or under his control The Anukr passes

without notice the deficiency in b

z,oo. -q-

qwjffl' XRJJ f|ptTR: ^ ii

He whom the (two) spheres {krandasi) favour when fixed,

whom the temfied firmaments {rodasi) called upon, whose is yon
road, traverser of the welkin (rajas) - to what god may we pay
worship with oblation

The translation implies m b ahvayetdm^ as read by the comm , and by
one of SPP’s mss that follows him, all the other mss , and both editions,

have -ethdm. The first half-verse is a damaged reflex of RV 6 a, b, with

which VS (xxxii 7 a, b) and TS agree yam krandasi avasd tastabhdne

abhyaiksetdm manasd rejamdne, MS and Ppp. have yet another version

ya ime dydvdprthivl tastabhdne (Ppp. -nd) adharayad (Ppp dhdred)

rodasi (Ppp avasd) rejamdne For c, Ppp gives yasminn adhi vitata eti

surah^ and MS the same (save sura eti)^ our c agrees most nearly with

RV 5 c (TS and VS xxxii 6 the same) . yo antarikse rajaso vimdnah
The comm apparently takes avatas as ava-tas = avandt “by his

assistance fixed”, he offers no conjecture as to what “road” may be

meant m c, but calls it simply dyulokasthah

WJ#^ ffw' U'Ull

[By the greatness] of whom the wide heaven and the great

earth, [by the greatness] of whom you wide atmosphere, by the

greatness of whom you sun [is] extended - to what god may we
pay worship with oblation

The translation follows the construction as understood by the comm ,

It might be also “whose [is] the wide heaven etc etc ,
extended by his
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greatness.” “Extended” applies better to earth etc (a and b) than to sun,

comm, says vistlrna jata etc The verse resembles only distantly RV 5,

with which, on the other hand, Ppp nearly agrees, reading vena dyaur
ugrd prthivi ca drsa (RV VS MS drdha^ TS drdhe) yena sva stabhitam

vena ndkam (the rest -kaK) yo antariksam vimame varlyah (so MS , the

others as reported above, under vs 3) Our third pada most resembles RV
6 c yatrd *dhi sura udito vibhdti (so also VS xxxii 7, TS uditau vyeti)

[Cf MGS 1 11 14 and p 154, yena dyaur ugrd ] The Anukr ignores the

marked irregularity of b

iW ^ ^^11 mi

Whose [are] all the snowy mountains by [his] greatness,

whose, venly, they call Rasa^ in the ocean, and of whom these

directions are the (two) arms- to what god may we pay worship
with oblation"^

The comm extends his construction of vs 4 through a, b here, and is

perhaps right m so doing, the translation assimilates them to c The verse

corresponds to RV. 4 (with which VS xxv 12 precisely agrees), m a,

RV VS TS. have ime for visve, and MS ime visve girayo m-, for b, all of
them read yasya samudram rasayd sahd ’

*hus (save that MS puts yasya
after samudram, and Ppp has the same b as Ms ), m c, RV VS TS begin
yasye ’ mdh pr-, while Ms , with Ppp , reads diso yasya pradisah (Ppp -

sas') pafica devlh The “ocean” is of course the atmospheric one, and
Rasa, the heavenly nver, can hardly help having been originally the Milky
Way, but the comm takes it here as simply a nver, representative of
rivers m general Padas b and c are irregular, being defective unless we
make harsh and difficult resolutions

a#

ffW 1^^ii ^ II

The waters in the beginning favored (av) the all, assuming an
embryo, they the immortal, order-knowing ones, over whom,
divine ones, the god was - to what god may we pay worship with

oblation ?

Here a, b correspond to RV 7 a, b and c to RV 8 c, all with
important variants, which are in part unintelligent corruption’s RV reads

1 Ttrr ^^ iftri (i5ro i art rst

(Tfo -^JJo •S’
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apo ha yad brhatlr vis'vam ayan g- d- janayantlr agnim, and yo devesv
adhi deva eka aslt. VS (xxvii 25 a, b, 26 c) agrees throughout, TS has
mahatir m a, and daksam (for garbhani) in b; MS also has mahatlr, and it

lacks c Ppp has a text all its own : apo ha vasva vis'vam ayur dadhana
garbham janayanta matara tatra devdnam adhi deva dstha ekasthune
vimate drdhe ugre And TA (i 23 8), with an entirely different second
half, nearly agrees in a, b with RV , but has garbham for vis'vam* and
svayambhum for agnim All the mss (except, doubtless by accident, our

1 ) give m c asTt, with SPP accordmgly adopts in his text, ours makes the

necessary emendation to aslt The comm reads m c devesu, as a Vedic
irregularity for -visu, he renders avan m a by araksan or upacitam
akurvan, perhaps we should emend to a vran ‘covered’ *[Further, TA.
has daksam for garbham ofRV ]

TT ?d«nT Uj -3^' ffW l^^livaii

The golden embryo was evolved (sam-vrt) m the beginning, it

was, when bom, the sole lord of existence (bhuta), it maintained
earth and heaven - to what god may we pay worship with oblation
9

As noted above, this is the first verse m the other continuous versions

of the hymn (it is VS xiii 4) The others agree m reading at the end of c

prthivim dyam ute 'mam, and, in addition, PB (ix.9 12) gives bhutdndm
m b, some of the texts contain the verse more than once But Ppp. is more
ongmal, readmg hiranya ulvd "sid yo 'gre vatso ajayata tvam yo
dyorvrbhra (^) vamtyospa vy apasyad udur mahih The comm
understands hiranyagarbha as “the embryo of the golden egg ” [MGS ,

1 10 10, cites the hymn as one of 8 vss and as beginning with
hiranyagarbha; see p 158, sv -Kirste, WZKM ix 164, reviewing
Deuseen, suggests that the golden embryo is the yolk of the mundane
egg ] The Anukr. makes no account of the deficiency of a syllable in c.

The waters, generating a young (yatsd), set in motion (sam-

Tray) in the beginning an embryo, and of that, when bom, the

foetal envelop (ulbd) was of gold - to what god may we pay
worship with oblation
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Ppp makes vatsam and garbham change places, and reads Irayan^ it

also omits the refrain, as it has done m vss 6 and 7 GB (i 1 39) appears

to quote tlie pratika with garbham^ or m its Ppp form [as conjectured by
Bloomfield, JAOS xix^ 11] The comm paraphrases garbham sam
airayan by Isvarena visrstam vlryam garbhasayam prapayan The verse

(8 + 8 8 + 8+11= 43) is ill defined by the Anukr

3- Against wild beasts and thieves

Found m Paipp ii (except vs 5, and m the verse-order 1-3, 7, 6, 4)

Used by Kaus (51 1) in a rite for the prosperity of kine and their safety

from tigers, robbers, and the like, also reckoned (50 13, note) to the

raudra gana

[^- sTSRrfi ^cRiT- I ^ ? 'Tnw; vs

i]

^1% fl+i; qxTf T?T5ra^:ii ^ii

Up from here have stndden three - tiger, man (purusa), wolf,

since hey! go the rivers, hey^ the divine forest-tree, hey! let the

foes bow.

Ppp reads for a ud ity akramans trayo^ m c-d it gives hrk each time
for hiruk, and for c has hrg deva suryas The comm understands hiruk to

mean ‘‘m secret, out of sight,” and hiruh namantu as antarhitah santah
prahva bhavantu or antaritdn kurvantu The forest-tree is doubtless some
implement of wood used in the rite, perhaps thrown m to float away with
the nver-current, it can hardly be the “stake of khadira^'' which Kaus
(51.1) mentions, which is to be taken up and buned as one follows the

kine

q^uiiyj^Mdll ? It

By a distant (para) road let the wolf go, by a most distant also

the thief, by a distant one the toothed rope, by a distant one let the

malignant hasten (rs).

The latter half-verse is found again as xix 47 8 a, b. Ppp’s version is

paramena patha vrkah parena steno rarsatu tato vydghras paramo. The
comm naturally explains the “toothed rope” as a serpent, arsatu he
simply glosses with gacchatu
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Sod. w t ^

^

tsq^mn^ i

3TT^ gwR;ii ^ ii

Both your (two) eyes and your mouth, O tiger, we grind up,

then all your twenty claws {nakha)

The majority of mss (mcludmg our Bp.I O Op K D ) read at the

begmnmg aksau, as do also Ppp and the comm , but only (as the accent

alone suffices to show) by the ordmary omission of v after / or s, both
editions give aksvau All the mss. leave vydghra unaccented at the

begiimmg of b, and SPP retams this madmissible reading, our text

emends to vyaghra, but should have given mstead vyaghra (that is, vz-

aghra see Whitney’s Skt Gr §314 b) Ppp. reads hanu mstead of
mukham in a [Anukr , London ms , has aksyau.\

^ O <? . oE[pi- WT

The tiger first of [creatures] with teeth do we gnnd up, upon
that also the thief, then the snake, the sorcerer, then the wolf

The conversion of stenam to ste- after w is an isolated case The verse

in Ppp IS defaced, but apparently has no variants

iFf h n

What thief shall come today, he shall go away smashed, let

him go by the falhng-off (padhvansa) of roads, let Indra smite him
with the thunderbolt

The first half-verse is identical with xix 49 9 a, 1 0 d The comm
separates apa from dhvansena, and construes it with etu, dhvansa he

renders “bad road” {kastpna mdrgend)

^ %n- 1 1 ^ 1

1

Ruined (murnd) [are] the teeth of the beast {mrgd), crushed in

also [are its] nbs, disappeanng be for you the godha, downward go

iayai) the lurking (? sasayu) beast.

The comm takes miirnds from murch, and renders it mudhds, in b he

reads api slrsnds, the latter being horns and the like, that grow “on the

head.” The second half-verse is extremely obscure and doubtful : Ludwig
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translates “into the depth shall the crocodile, the game go springing deep
down”, Gnll, “with lame smew go to rum the hare-hunting animal ” Ni-

mruc is used elsewhere only of the ‘setting’ of the sun etc , the comm
renders it here “disappearing from sight”, and he takes sasayu from si

‘lie’, godha is, without further explanation, “the animal of that name ”

The translation given follows the comm ; it does not seem that a “hare-

hunting” animal would be worth guarding against. R conjectures a figure

of a bird of prey, struck m flight
* “the smew be your destruction, down

fall the hare-hunting bird
’

’ Pada a lacks a syllable [W takes murna from
mr ‘crush’; cf xii 5 61 and Index - In a and b, supply “be” rather than

“are”*?]

What you contract (sam-yani) may you not protract {vi-yam),

may you protract what you do not contract; Indra-bom, soma-bom
are you, an Atharvan tiger-crusher {-jambhana)

The sense of a, b is obscure, the comm takes viyamas and samyamas
as two nouns Ppp makes one verse of our 7 a, b and 6 a, b (omittmg the

other half-verses), and puts it next after our vs. 3, its version of 7 a, b is

yat sam naso vi yan naso na sam nasa The verse is scanned by the

Anukr as 8 + 8 6 + 12 = 34 syllables [Read indraja asi'^ - For a, b see

Gnffith ]

4. For recovery of virility : with a plant

Found m Paipp iv (except vs 7, and in the verse-order 1-3, 5, 8, 4,

6) Used by Kaus (40 14) m a nte for sexual vigor.

[jgfir- I ^SRTT- I ^

^ ci^uu^i -grr^t

rit cgf gtr

You that the Gandharva dug for Vanina whose vmlity (?-

bhraj) was dead, you here do we dig, a penis-erecting herb

The meanmg of bhraj [cf vii 90 2] has to be mferred from the
connection, the comm paraphrases by nastavirya The plant intended he
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declares to be that called kapitthdkd*^ (JFeronia elephantuni) The pada^
reading of the last word is sepahharsanim^ and Prat ii 56 prescribes the
loss of the visarga of sepah in samhita\ the comment to Prat iv 75 gives
the readmg thus sepoharsanlm iti sepahharsanlm, and one of our pada-
mss presents it in the same form, adding kramakdle ‘this is the krama-
readmg’, and the comm has sepoha-^ but Ppp , sepaharsinl As sepa is as
genuine and old a form as sepas, there seems to be no good reason for the
peculiar treatment of the compound.

efjftRTn ^ II

Up, the dawn; up, too, the sun; up, these words (vacas) of
mine; up be Prajapati stirring, the bull, with vigorous (ydjin)

energy (susma)

Ppp has a different b, uc chusmd osadhmdm (compare our vs 4 a),

and it has at the end of d vdjindm^ it also mserts between our 1 and 2 this

verse vrnas te khanatdro vrsd tvd pasy osadhe vrsd 'si vrsnydvatl vrsane
tvd khandmasi^ and this is a verse given m full by Kaus (40 14) after the

pratika of vs 1 of our hymn (with the corrections vrsanas and khani- in a

and vrsd tvam asy m b, and the vocative -vati in c) The editor of Kaus
fails to understand and divide rightly the matenal, and so does not

recognize the quotation of this hymn The first two padas of the added
verse are as it were the reverse of our iv.6 8 a, b, which see

As forsooth of you growing up (? vi-ruK) it breathes as if

heated (7 abhi-tap') - more full of energy than that let this herb

make for you.

Altogether obscure, and probably corrupt No variant is reported

from Ppp , which, however, inserts urdhvasrdnim idam krdhi at the

beginning, before yathd The comm, is unusually curt, attemptmg no real

explanation of the verse : he reads virohitas mstead of -hat-, and
paraphrases by putrapautradirupena virohanasya mmittam
purhvyanjanam, abhitaptam he glosses byphanyangam, and anati by cast

ate; he makes tatas means “so”, as correlative to yathd, supplies

pumvyanjana as object of kmotu, and regards the vlryakdma person as

addressed throughout. [Bloomfield discusses susma, ZDMG xlviii 573,

and cities it from TB.i.b.l"^ as referrmg to Prajapati’ s sexual force - For

virohatas, see BR. vi418, and Bloomfield’s note - With anati, cf

svasihi, VI. 10 1.1.]
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-^TR bfeWloifjTI

IT ^ TTJ^f^ll'iill

Up, the energies (susma) of herbs, the essences (sdra) of bulls,

the virility (vrsnya) of men (pums) do you put together in him, O
Indra, self-controller

The corruption of a, b is evidenced by both meter and sense,

probably we should read uc chusmd (i e. -mas, Ppp has this reading m 2

b) osadhlndm ut sard rsabhdndm (read -na-dm), both editions follow the

mss (p s'usmd and sard) The Prat takes no notice of the passage The
comm, has at begmnmg of c the unmanageable readmg sampusdm
(deriving it from root pus ^*pustau*\ and at the end tanuvasami and m
each case he is supported by one or more of SPP’s mss. He takes susmd
and sdra as adjectives fern., qualifymg lyam osadhis of 3 d. In our text,

the accent-mark under the -sa- in b has slipped out of place to the left

The Anukr scans 12 : 8 + 8 = 28 syllables

^ ^ TIT:

Of the waters the first-bom sap, likewise of the forest-trees,

also Soma’s brother are you, also virility are you of the stag.

Ppp. has m a rasau *sadhlndm, and in d artsyam for drsam which
should have been emended m both editions to the evidently tme reading

drsyam; it is another case (as in 7 c) of the loss ofy after s'. The comm
evidently reads drsam (the word itself is lost out of the text of his

exposition), and he explains it as ‘‘belonging to the seers, Angiras etc.”^

^ irferpr^ niT^i

girri?i isiqRcji cTFraj w:!! ^ ii

Now, Agni! now, Savita! now, goddess Sarasvatl! now,
Brahmanaspati, make his member taut like a bow.

Ppp. reads me instead of asya in c. The verse is bhurij only ifwe do
not abbreviate iva to ‘va m d [Our c, d is nearly vi 101 .2 c, d ]

ant t gF^i

iT^iivsn

I make your member taut, like a bowstring on a bow; motmt
(h-arn), as it were a stag a doe, unrelaxingly always (?)
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The verse is repeated below as vi 101 3 It is wanting (as noted
above) m Ppp All our pada-xass make m c the absurd division krama
svarsahiva, instead of kramasva rfyahiva, but SPP strangely reports no
such blunder from his mss All the mss agree m rsa instead of rsya [both

editions should read rsya], the comm has again rsa (cf 5 d), and declares

It equivalent to vrsabha ! The Pet Lex takes sadd at the end as mstr of
sad “position in coitus,'’'* and the connection strongly favors this; but the

accent and the gender oppose it so decidedly that the translation does not

venture to adopt it The conun takes sadd as “always,” and reads before

it anu valguyatd (for anavagldyata), supplymg manasd for it to agree

with The verse is bhurij only if we refuse to make the common
contraction -rsye ’va in c.

Of the horse, of the mule, of the he-goat and of the ram, also of

the bull what vigors there are - them do you put in him, O self-

controller

The omission of tdn would rectify the meter of d, and also make
more suitable the accentuation asmin The great majority of mss favour

m c the readmg atha rs-, which SPP has accordmgly adopted (our edition

has atha rs~) The comm again (as m 4 d) has at the end tanuvasam,

understandmg it adverbially (s'arlrasya vas'o yathd bhavati tathd)

5. An incantation to put to sleep

Found in Paipp. iv., next after our hymn 4 Part of the verses are RV
vii 55 5-8. Used by Kaus among the women’s ntes, m a nte (36 1 ff ) for

puttmg to sleep a woman and her attendants, m order to approach her

safely

[^- Tfarm -sgrB]

[^- WTl wmi ^

The thousand-homed bull that came up from the ocean - with

him, the powerful one, do we put the people to sleep.

The verse is RV. vii 55 7, without variant Ppp reads at the beginning

hiranyaJrngas The comm, takes the “bull” to be the sun with his
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thousand rays^~ but that is nothing to make people sleep, the moon is

more likely, but even that only as typifying the night

^ ^ ^ . qr ^ ^^1

The wind blow not over the earth, no one soever sees over [it],

both all the women and the dogs do you make to sleep, going with

Indra as companion

Ppp has m b the preferable reading suryas for kas cana Part of our
mss (P M.W E I H K ), with apparently all of SPP’s, read svapayas"*" at

end of c, but both editions accept svdpaya, which the comm also has The
comm, understands the wmd to be meant as Indra’ s companion m d The
verse is not bhurij^ ifwe read vdto ‘ti m a *[And so Op ]

fenit wprRrsrerr: ?raf: ip=rn4qi*iftTn ^ ii

The women that are lying on a bench^, lying on a couch, lying

in a litter; the woman that are of pure odour - all of them we make
to sleep

For talpes'ayas m a, Ppp has pustis-^ and RV. (vii 55 8) vahyes-^ both
give talpasivaris (Ppp -rf) at end of b RV further mars the meter of c by
givmg -gandhds

Whatever stirs have I seized, eye, breath have I seized, all the

limbs have I seized, in the depth (atisaj^ard) of the nights.

Ppp reads in d uta sarvare, the comm explams atis- by tamobhuyist
he madhyaratrakale

"sr aTr%

%iqT fH? Wll H II

Whoso sits, whoso goes about, and whoso standing looks out -

of them we put together the eyes, just like this habitation {harmyd).

1 fqW: -gfet -sBTqHt 'sn 1
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RV (vn 55 6) rectifies the meter of a by adding ca before carati (the

Anukr takes no notice of the deficiency of a syllable m our version), its b
IS yas ca pas'yati no janah, and m c it has hanmas for dadhmas, and (as

also Ppp.) aksani The comm gives no explanation of the obscure
comparison m d, nor of the word harmya, but simply says “as this

harmya that we see is deprived of the faculty of sight ” [Is not the tertium
comparatioms simply the closing? We close their eyes as we close this

house The comm renders sam dadhmas by nimtlitani kurmas - For the

loss of ca before carati, cf. iv 18.6 a = v 31 11 a {sa before sasaka ?),

and VI 91 2 a (‘va before vatit) Other cases (vii 811 c, etc ) cited by
Bloomfield, AJP. xvii.418 ]

Let the mother sleep, the father sleep, the dog sleep, the house-

master (yispati) sleep; let the relatives (jndti) of her sleep; let this

folk round about sleep

For svaptu (5 times) and svapantu, RV (vii 55 5) gives sastu and
sasantu^ also, in c, sarve ‘all’ for asyai ‘of her’ - which latter is to us a

welcome mdication of the reason for all this puttmg to sleep, and marks
the Atharvan application of the hymn, whether that were or were not its

original intent In b, all the mss have svd instead of svai both editions

emend to the latter, which is read also by the comm [For asyai, cf

ill 25 6 ]

3rirf^:l|V3U

O sleep, with the imposition {abhikarand) of sleep do you put

to sleep all the folk, till sun-up make the others sleep, till dawning

let me be awake, like Indra, uninjured, unexhausted.

Several of SPP’s mss. have at the begmnmg svapnas Ppp reads

svapnadhik-, and so does the comm (explaining adhik- as adhisthdnam

sayyadi), the latter has in d dvyusam, and Ppp gives caratdt forjdgrtdt A
khila to RV vii 55 has a correspondmg verse, reading for a svapnah

svapnadhikarane (thus rectifymg the meter), in c a suryam^ and for d

dvyusam jdgriydd aham The Anukr. uses the name jyotis so loosely that

It IS difficult to say precisely how it would have the verse scanned, it is

really a bhurij pankti

The 5 hymns of the first anuvdka contain 37 verses; and the

old Anukr., taking 30 as norm, says simply sapta
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6. Against the poison of a poisoned arrow

Found (except vs 1) m Paipp v Used by Kaus (with, as the schol

and the comm say, the next following hymn also) m a rite (28 1 ff ) of

healing for poison, with homage to Taksaka, chief of the serpent gods,

and the schol (but not the comm ) declare it to be employed elsewhere

(29 1, 32.20) in similar ntes involving Taksaka There is no specific

reference m the hymn to serpent poison, but distinctly to vegetable

poison, and the comm regards kanda or kandamula (‘tuber’ and ‘tuber-

root’) as the plant intended

^ f^l 3T^i]

1ET xichKK-H ^11

The Brahman was bom first, with ten heads, with ten mouths,

he first drank the soma, he made the poison sapless

The absence of this verse in Ppp , and the normal length of the hymn
without It, together with its own senselessness, suggest strongly the

suspicion of Its imongmality. To put meanmg into it, the comm
mamtains that the serpents have castes, as men have, and that their primal

Brahman was Taksaka ^

diW ^ II

As great as [are] heaven-and-earth by their width, as much as

the seven rivers spread out (yi-sthd)^ [so far] have I spoken out

from here these words (vac), spoilers of poison

Tdvatim m d for tdm itas would be a welcome emendation The first

half-verse occurs in VS (xxxviii 26 a, b not quoted m SB ) and TS (m
ill 2 6^) . VS. omits varimnd, TS has instead mahitvd; both rectify the

meter of b by adding ca ‘^fter ydvat (Ppp. adds mstead va); and for our
rather fantastic vitasthire (p. vitasthire) VS has -tasthire and TS -tasthus

The comm also reads -sthire; the lingualization is one of the cases falling

under Prat ii 93. The comm, glosses in b sindhavas by smaudrds, and

'^rmi 1
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vitasthire by vydvartante This irregularprastdra-pankti is over-looked by
the Anukr in its treatment of the meter

^^nWr sww: 155:11^11

The winged (garutmant) eagle consumed (^v) you first, O
poii:»on, you have not intoxicated (mad), you have not racked (rup)

[him], and you became drink for him

At begmnmg of b, visa is read only [by Ppp and] by the comm and

by one of SPP’s mss that follows him, all the rest have the gross blunder

visah (both editions emend to visa). Ppp gives adayat m b, and its second

half-verse reads nd *ropayo nd *mddayo tdsmd bhavan pituh, thus

removing the objectionable confusion of tenses made by our text Our
arurupas is quoted as counter-example by the comment to Prat iv 86

The first pada might be rendered also ‘the well-winged Garutmant,’ and

the comm so understands it, adding the epithet vainateya to show that

garutmant = Garuda He also takes the two aonsts and the imperfect m c-

d alike as imperatives (nd 'rurupas = vimudham md kdrslh) The Anukr
does not note a as irregular

sfcR:!

He of five fingers that hurled at you from some crooked bow -

from the tip (salya) of the apaskambha have I exorcised (mr-vac)

the poison

Apaskambha is very obscure; the Pet Lex suggests “perhaps the

fastening of the arrow-head to the shaff*% Ludwig guesses “barb,” but

that we have m vs. 5 - as we also have salya, which seems therefore

premature here; and, m fact, Ppp. reads instead of it bahvos, and, as it has

elsewhere apaskantasya bdhvos, we might conjecture apa skandkasya

etc
, ‘from shoulder and arms’ : i.e. from wounds in them Or, for

apaskamha as a part of the body might be compared Susruta i 349 20 -

unless apastambei (which at least one good manuscript reads) is the true

text there [Calcutta ed reads apastambhau] The comm, has no idea what
apaskambha means, but makes a couple of wild guesses it is the betel-

nut (kramuka) -tree, or it is an arrow (both based on senseless

etymologies) In a, Ppp reads -gulis.
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5n33{q||rT

From the tip have I exorcised the poison, from the anointing
and from the feather-socket, from the barb (apastha), the hom, the
neck have I exorcised the poison

Ppp reads vocam instead of avocam in a and b, and its b is aiyandt
parnadher uta Prat ii 95 regards apastha as from apa-stha, doubtless
correctly, between the “barb” and the “hom” there is probably no
important difference To the comm , the apastha is a poison-receptacle
(apakrstavasthdd etatsam visopdddndt)

Icnprw gTTOTw^n^n

Sapless, O arrow, is your tip, likewise your poison is sapless,
also your bow, of a sapless tree, O sapless one, is sapless

The comm strangely takes arasdrasam at the end (p arasa arasam)
as a reduplicated word, “excessively sapless.”

^1^ ^ ^iTT ^BcTrilvsn

They who mashed, who smeared, who hurled, who let loose -

they [are] all made impotent; impotent is made the poison-
mountain

That is, as the comm is wise enough to see, the mountain from which
the poisonous plant is brought “Let loose” {ava-srj') probably applied to
arrows as distinguished from spears; though “hurl” might be used
equally of both Ppp has in c santu mstead of krtds According to SPP ,

the text used by the comm, combines ye ‘pTsani apisan is an anomalous
form for apinsan, with which the comm glosses it

IT ftMdi ^iUd(M4 d il

Impotent [are] your diggers; impotent are you, O herb;
impotent [is] that rugged (parvata) mountain whence was bom this
poison.

As was pomted out above (under iv.4.2), the first half-verse is a sort
of opposite of one found m Ppp

, and quoted by Kaus. (at 40.14). [With
parvata gin cf mrga hastin, xii 1 25 ]
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7. Against poison

Found m Paipp , but not all together, vs 1 occurs in v
, vss 2-6 m u ,

and vs 7 m vi Not used by Kaus unless it is properly regarded by the

schol and the comm (see under h 6) as included with h 6 by the citation

(28 1) of the latter’s pratika (the comm puts it on the ground of the

paribhdsd rule grahanam d grahandt^ Kaus 8 21)

[\9-

cRTiTT^e^jpriifi

This water (ydr) shall ward off (ydray-) upon the Varanavati;
an on-pourmg of ambrosia {amrtd) is there; with it I ward off your
poison.

The significance of the verse lies m its puiming upon vdr and var, the

name varanavati is not found elsewhere, but has sufficient analogies

elsewhere, it is formed, as the comm points out, from the tree-name
varana {Crataeva Roxhurghii). Ppp has m b a different pun varunad
dbhrtam, and for d it reads tac cakdrd *rasam visam The first pada lacks

a syllable, imless we resolve va-dr [Cf x 3 1 n ]

^ II

Sapless is the poison of the east, sapless what is of the north;

also this that is of the south is exchangeable with gruel

{karambhd) ^

.

That IS, is no stronger or more harmful than gruel Except our Bp
,

which has adharacyam, all the mss. accent -racyam and SPP follows

them, our edition emends to -rdcyam^ to accord with the two adjectives of

like formation m a, b. Ppp puts arasam after visam m a

Ilf

^ ^ 11

Having made gruel of sesame (?), teeming with fat, steaming

(y), you do not rack, O ill-bodies one, him that has eaten you
merely from hunger.

1 (3TFTO -jf I
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The verse is full of difficulties and doubtful points The translation

implies in d emendation ofjaksivdnt sa to jaksivansam^ as suggested by
BR 5 s V. rup (Grill rejects it, but unwisely), Ppp readsjaksivlpyasya The
construction of the augmentless aonst-form rurupas with na instead ofmd
IS against all rule and usage, the easiest emendation would be to nd
'rurupas, Ppp gives nu rurupah SPP unaccountably reads rurupah m
pada~text, both here and in 5 d and 6 d, against all but one of his pada-
mss in this verse, and also against Prat iv 86, which distinctly requires

rurupah, and (in all the three cases alike) the pada-mss add after the

word the sign which they are accustomed to use when a pada-readmg is

to be changed to something else in samhitd In c, the pada~XQz.dmg is

dustano iti duhtano, the case is noted under Prat n 85 Tiryam in a, is

rendered as if tilyam, from tila (so the Pet Lex ), the comm derives it

from liras, and renders it tirobhavam ‘vamshmg’, which is as senseless

as It is etymologically absurd, Ppp rea mstead turlyarn According to

Rajan xvi 23, a sort of rice (as ripening in three months) is called tinya
{tirima^'), but the word appears to be only a modem one, and is hardly to

be looked for here [I cannot find it in the Poona ed *] Grill makes the

very unsatisfactory conjecture atiriyam ‘‘'ruimmg over ” In b, all our mss.

(as also the comment on Prat ii 62) read plbasphdkam (p pibahphdkam,
which the comment just quoted ratifies), as our edition reads, SPP

, on the

other hand, prints plbaspdkam (comm pivaspdkam, explained as “fat-

cooking”) and declares this to be the unanimous reading of h’ls authorities

this discordance of testimony is quite unexplainable. The translation

implies emendation of the ^aJa-reading to pihahsphdkam Ppp reads

uddhrtam for the problematic udarathim; but the latter is supported by
RV 1.187 10 (of whose first two padas, indeed, our a, b seem to be a

reminiscence) karambha osadhe bhava pTvo vrkka udarathih The
comm explains the word as udriktartijanakam (Sayana to RV entirely

differently). [In a supplementary note, Roth reports Ppp has
pivassdkam, R has, p m ,

pibaspd-, corrected to pibasphd-, T has
plvaspd- ] [Correct the verse-number for 6 read 3 ] *[Or is nirapa, at p
220^"^, a variant of tiriya"^ The two are easily confused m ndgart ]

Away we make your intoxication fly, like an arrow (sard), O
intoxicating one (f ); we make you with our spell (vacas) to stand
forth, like a boiling pot.

The comm (with a pair of SPP’s mss ) reads ^arum m b*, it also

(alone) hasjesantam ( = prayatamOnain) m c; one of our mss (Op ), with
two or three of SPP’s, give mstead pesantam. Ppp has a peculiar c pan
tva varmi ve^antam The verse is regular if we make the ordinary
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abbreviation of iva to ’va in b and c *[The reciters K andV gave sarum
comm renders as if s'arum ‘arrow ’ BR render the verb m d by
‘wegstellen ’ When you set the pot aside (take if off the fire), it stops
boilmg, and so the poison is to stop workmg But see also Weber’s note ]

With a spell we cause to stand about [you] as it were a

collected troop {grama), stand you, like a tree in [its] station;

spade-dug one (f ), you rack not

The comm here and m 6 d, reads abhrisate {-sate = -labdhe), which
looks like a result of the common confusion of kh and s SPP reads in

pada-texi rurupah, and this time without any report as to the readmgs of
his pada-mss - doubtless by an oversight, as all but one of them give rur-

in both 3 d and 6 d The true scanning of c is probably vrkse ’va sthd-mn-i

pRtrfe r 1 1 ^ 1

1

For covers (p pavastd) they bought you, also for garments (?

dursa), for goat-skins, purchasable (? prahri) are you, O herb,

spade-dug one, you rack not.

The conun. knows nothing of what pavasta and dursa mean, but

etymologizes the former out of pavana and asta (pavandyd *staih

sammdrjamtrnaih), and the other out of dus and rsya (dust

arsyasambandhibhihy Prakris he renders byprakarsena hrltd,

. 3RTW ^ 4 : WTT cbMltui

Slim Silvan

Who ofyou did what first unattained deeds - let them not harm
our heroes here, for that purpose I put you forward.

This verse occurs agam later, as v 6.2, and m Ppp makes a part of

that hymn alone Its sense is veiy questionable, and its connection casts

no light upon it, either here or there, and Gnll is justified m omittmg it as

havmg apparently nothing to do with the rest of this hymn All the pada-

mss save one of SPP’s read anaptd (not -tdh); and all save our Bp. read

prathamdh (Bp -ma), SPP gives m his pada-t^nt -tah and -md/i, the

translation here given implies -td and -wd, without intendmg to imply that

the other readings may not be equally good, the comm takes andptdh (
=

ananukuldh [‘unkmdly’]) as qualifymg satravas understood, and

prathamd as qualifymg karmdni
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8. Accompanying the consecration of a king

Found m Paipp iv (m the verse-order 1-3, 7, 4-6) For occurrences

m other texts, see under the verses Used by Kaus (17 1 ff ), and also in

Vait (36 7) in connection with the rajdhhiseka or rajasuya ceremony,

and Vait (29 12) further employs vs 5 m tlie agmcayana, with pouring

of water around the erected altar

[^- 1 ^gcTT- "£RFfT, 3TN:, ^ TRT, ^

k fgnZlIWCTTfel]

. wr TTsr arr •2^1% tft

^ ywa'ifd TF3r^ ^ TRT Vi

The being (bhutd) sets milk m beings; he has become the over-

lord of beings, Death attends (car) the royal consecration

(rajasuya^ of him; let him, as king, approve this royalty.

The meaning is obscure Very possibly bhuta is taken here m more
than one of its senses, by a kmd of play upon the word Weber renders it

the first time by “powerful” (kraftig)^ nearly as the comm
, whose gloss

is samrddhah^ the latter gives it the same sense the second time, but the

third time simply prdmndm. The introduction of “death” m the second
half-verse suggests the interpretation (R ) that the deceased predecessor of
the prmce now to be consecrated is besought to give his sanction to the

ceremony from the world of the departed (bhuta) The comm regards
death as brought in the character of dharmardja, as he who requites good
and evil deeds. TB (in ii 7 15^) is the only other text that has this verse,

readmg in a carati pravistah (for paya d dadhdti) and in c mrtyau the

variants are of a character to make us distrust the value of the matter as

admitting any consistent interpretation Ppp. reads mcsate for tasya

trf|^ %r 3^1^ Tahiti

3TT^ ^ arfif sra^ii ^ ii

Go forward imto [it], do not long (p ven) away, a stem (ugra)

corrector (cettar), nval-slayer, approach (a-stha), O increaser of
friends, may the gods bless (adhi-bru) you

Found, with vs 3, in TB (in li 7 8*), and also, with the remainder of
the hymn, m K (xxxvii.9) [It seems to be a remmiscence of the Indra-
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verse, RV v.3 1 2, applied, like vs 3 of this hymn, to the kmg ] TB reads

m a (for md *pa venas) virayasva, and Ppp has vJdayasva, TB gives, as

also the comm ,
the nom mitravardhanas (a later repetition of the verse,

in 11 7 16\ presents vrtrahantamas mstead), and it ends with hravan,^
which IS better, and might have been read in our text, as near half the mss
give it, but SPP also accepts bruvan, with the comm The comm takes

the “throne” as object of the first verb, and renders md ‘pa venas by
apakdmam amcchdm md kdrsTh [cf vi-ven in BR ] (Weber renders ven

by “see” ) *[But the Poona ed
, p 716, has bruvan ]

Him approaching all waited upon (pari-bhus), clothing himself

in fortune, he goes about (car), having own brightness, great is that

name of the virile (yrsan) Asura; having all forms, he approached

immortal things.

This IS a RV verse (m 38 4 • repeated without vanant as VS
XXX111.22), transferred from Indra to the king, RV reads, as does Ppp.,

sriyas m b TB (as above) has svarocds at end of b, and asya for vrsnas

m c At the beginnmg of c, the comm has mahas (but explains it as =

mahat) tad visno, and a couple of SPP’s mss support him He renders

pan abhusan either alamkurvantu or sevantdm that the form is

imperative is the pomt he is sure of; and as alternative value of asurasya

he gives satrundm nirasituh f [Is not asurasya ndma a simple periphrasis

of asuryam, ‘the divinity’ that “do hedge a kmg,” m which gods are said

to clothe themselves at RV .111.3 8 7? Ndma might then be construed with

vasdnas, or else as above.]

A tiger, upon the tiger’s [skin], do you stride out unto the great

quarters; let all the people (visas') want you, the waters of heaven,

nch in milk.

That IS, let the rams not desert you (so the comm also). This verse

and the two followmg are found, m the same order, m TB ii 7 1 5^"^; it

puts adhi after vaiyydghri (sic) m a, reads srayasva in b, and has for d ma
tvad rdstram adhi bhrasat (found below as vi.87.1 d, and in other texts :

see under that verse). Ppp gives yanti [or ydnti^) mstead of vdnchantu m
c.
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^'isva . ^ smJf -flsTT: WTT m m
TwqRr ft|o€nfy cixllynji ^ iirirn'r^

The waters of heaven that revel with milk, in the atmosphere

or also on the earth - with the splendour of all those waters do I

pour upon (abhi-sic) you.

The version of the first half-version given by TB is quite different

yd divya dpak payasd sambabhuvuh yd antarikse uta pdrthivTr yah, and
Ppp so far agrees as to have uta pdrthivd ydh, TB also reads rued for

apdm m c The comm renders madanti as if causative * prdninas
tarpayanti The abhiseka process, instead of an anomtmg with oil, is a

pouring of water upon the person to be consecrated The verse (11 + 10
8 + 8 = 37) lacks toee syllables of bemg complete, rather than two [Put

another at the beginnmg ofb and the verse is orderly, 11 + 11 8 + 8]

[Perhaps mad here approaches its physical meanmg, ‘boil (cf SB
iii 4 3 end, and my Reader, p 211), bubble over, overflow’; used of the

rams that ‘dnp abundantly with’ payas or life-givmg moisture W’s prior

draft rendered mad by “mtoxicate”, over this he mterlmed “revel ” -

This, says Weber, is the verse of the act of consecration proper The
celebrant transfers to the kmg the varcas or glory-givmg vigor of the

waters of all three worlds.]

The heavenly waters, nch in milk, have poured upon you with
splendor, that you be an increaser of fnends, so shall Savita make
you-

Instead of our asihcan, SPP. gives, as the readmg of all his

authorities, asican, which is decidedly preferable, and implied m the

translation (our Bp. is doubtful; other mss possibly overlooked at this

point), TB has instead asicam, Ppp. and the comm , asrjan. Then, for b,

TB and Ppp. give divyena payasd (Ppp pay-) saha, and m c TB has rdst

ravardh-, which is better, and before it yathdsd (regarded by its

commentary as yathd dsa)

. Ijn- -sqm fit 111% ^fft+TPri

Thus, embracing the tiger, they incite (hi) the lion unto great

good-fortune; as the well-being ones (subhu) the ocean that stands,

do they rub thoroughly down the leopard amid the waters
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Found also m TB (ii 7 16"^) and MS (ii 1 9 : besides K ) In b, MS
has mrjanti for hinvanU^ and dhanaya (which rectifies the meter) for

saubhagdya For c, MS has a much less unmanageable version, mahisam
nah subhvam, and Ppp supports it by givmg mahisam nas subhavas
thus, m each pada the king is compared to a different powerful animal -

which IS the leading motive of the verse But TB differs from our text

only by givmg suhavam^ for subhuvas Subhvam, with a further slight

emendation of samudram to -dre^ would give a greatly improved sense

‘‘him who stands comfortable m the ocean, as it were”, or bears himself

well under the water poured upon him The phrase samudram na subhvah
occurs also at RV i 52 4 b (and its occurrence here m such form may be a
remmiscence of that), Sayana there understands subhvas of the

“streams” that fill the ocean, and our comm gives a correspondmg
mterpretation here {nadirupa dpah')^ samudram he allows us alternatively

to take as = varunam He also, most ungrammatically, takes end at the

beginning as ends “those [waters] ” Ppp further has pan mrjyante for

marm- m d *[Poona ed
, p 750, reads sunvvam ]

9. For protection etc. : with a certain ointment

Found mostly m Paipp viii (in the verse-order 9, 3, 2, 5, 6, 8, 10, 4,

7) Used by Kaus (58 8) with the bmding on of an omtment-amulet, in a

ceremony for long life of the Vedic pupil after his imtiation And the

comm, quotes it from the Naks. K. (19) [error for Santi, says Bl.], as

employed m the mahdsdnti called airdvatt

^ 1

j

yiJqiqr

1 . Come you, rescuing the living one; of the mountain are you

for the eyes (‘^), given by all the gods, an enclosure (paridhi) in

order to living.

Jlvam m a might also be coordmate with trayamanam, the comm,

understands it as translated The meter indicates that the true reading at

the end of b is aksyam, and this is read by SPP , with the alleged support

of all his authorities save one, which follows the comm m givmg aksam,

our Bp has aksam, and our edition accepted that (our Op has aksyam, our

I aksyam), but aksya is unknown elsewhere, and its meaning in this

connection is quite obscure; perhaps allusion is mtended to a legend
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reported m MS m 6 3 (p 62.8, cf also TS vi i 15 and SB m 13 12)

“Indra venly slew VrP’a, his eye-ball flew away, it went to Tnkakubh,
that ointment of Tnkakubh he spreads on ” The omtment of this

mountain is most efficacious for the eyes, and hence also for the other

purposes here had m view. The comm gives caksus as the value of his

aksam Gnll suggests emendation to aksayyam or aksaram We have to

make the harsh resolution vi-su-e- m c or leave the pada defective

M liq iui gRmuj

Protection (paripdnd) of men (purusa), protection of kine are

you; in order to the protection of coursing (arvant) horses have
you stood.

The comm, says in c “or horses and of mares (yadav3.ndm)’' The
resolution ar-va-ta~dm fills up c quite unsatisfactorily; the Anukr refuses

all resolution, and counts the pada as of 6 syllables

Both are you a protection, gnnder-up of familiar demons
(ydtu\ O ointment, and of what is immortal you know; likewise

are you gratification (-bhojana^ of the living, likewise remedy of
jaundice [harit-').

Contrary to rule, the a of asi m d has to be elided after atho m d,

probably emendation to atha 'si is called for, one of our mss (O.) reads
atho *si Ppp- rectifies the meter of a by giving ute Vd 'si^ for c, d it has
utd 'mrtatvesye "sisa utd 'sas pitrbhojanam The comm takes amrtasya
as the drink of immortality, and -bhojana as either amstamvartanena
palaka or bhogasadhana The last pada hardly belongs with the rest

^k^.wrilgR

Of whomsoever, O ointment, you creep over limb after limb,

joint after joint, from then you drive away the yak^ma, like a

formidable mid-lier (madhyamasiy

.

Found also as RV x.97 12 (repeated, without variant, as VS. xii.86),

which version, however, begms with yasyau ’sadhih prasarpatha, and has

1 -trsq^ ^ -grg: i
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in c correspondingly bddhadhve The comm has in c bddhate, but regards
it as for bddhase Ppp reads tasmdt for tatas Afadhyamast is of obscure
meanmg, “arbiter,” as conjectured by BR , seems very implausible [BR.
express their conjectural meanmg by the Latm word intercessor, by
which, I suspect, they intend, not ‘mediator’, but rather ‘adversary’ or
‘preventer’ of the disease, which would be plausible enough], more
probably “mid-most man,” like madhyamestha or chief (see imder
111 8 2), and madhyamddl used especially of the leader about whom his

men encamp, for his greater safety, m the mght JB. has madhyamastvan
at 11 408, but the passage is too corrupt to cast valuable light upon the
word To the comm , it is either Vayu, the wind in tmd-air, or else the
kmg, viewed as surrounded first by foes, and further by their foes, his

friends (on the prmciple of arir mitram arer, mitrarri) {mitra-mitram atah
param etc I find the verse at Kamandaklya Nltisara, viii.l6. To j'udge

from the Later Synac Version (Kalllah and Dimnah, Keith-Falconer, p.

1 14), one would expect to find it m Pancatantra u , colloquy ofmouse and
crow, m Kosegarten’s ed, p 110 or thereabouts. Cf. Manu vu.l58 and
the comm ]

Curse attains him not, nor witchcraft, nor scorching, viskandha
reaches him not who bear you, O ointment

Ppp. reads tarn for enam m a, and niskandham m c [It inserts just

before our vs. 7 the vs given under vi.76 4 and endmg with yas tvdm
bibharty dnjana ]

xn^n^n ^ ii

From wrong spell from evil dreaming, from evil deed, from
pollution also, from the terrible eye of an enemy - therefrom

protect us, O ointment.

Ppp has, for b, ksetriydc chapathdd uta. The Pet Lexx understand

asanmantra as simply “untrue speech” (so Grill, “Liigenrede”); the

comm reads instead -ntrydt, as adjective qualifymg dusvapnydt, and

sigmfymg “produced by base bewitchmg spells.” Durhdrdas m c rmght

well be adj., ‘hostile’ (so comm.).

xrrqgxnctTR^
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Knowing this, O ointment, I shall speak truth, not falsehood;

may I win (san) a horse, a cow, your soul, O man (purusd)

The latter half-verse is RV.x 97 4 c, d (which is also, without variant,

VS xii 78 c, d), where we read vdsas instead of aham^ Ppp , too, gives

vdsas All the mss and the comm have at the end the absurd foim purus
as (nom., but without accent); the comm, (whose text, as SPP pomts out

in more than one place, is unaccentuated) understands ‘T, your man
(retamer).” Both editions make the necessary emendation to purusa [s

purusd] Ppp. gives paurusa, SPP makes a note that saneyam is so

accented by all his authorities - as if anything else were possible [does he
have m mmd saneyam ? see Whitney, Roots

^

p 183] The first pada is

defective unless we resolve vi-du-dn [or d-anjana]. - [R’s supplementary

report of Ppp readmgs ends a with dnjanas and has for d dnjana tamva
paurusah. As noted above, this vs stands at the end m Ppp and before it

IS mserted the vs. given under vi 76 4.]

M4dHi % fwii 6 u

Three are the slaves (dasa) of the ointment - fever (takman),

baldsa, then snake . the highest of mountains, three-peaked

{trikakud) by name, [is] your father

For the obscure baldsa^ the comm, gives the worthless etymology
balam asyait, and adds samnipdtddih *collision [of humors] or the like%

‘‘snake” he explains as for snake-poisoning; perhaps, if the readmg is

genuine, it is ratiber the name ofsome (constrictmg*^) disease

The ointment that is of the three-peaked [mountain], bom from
the snowy one {himavant) - may it grind up all the familiar demons
and all the sorceresses.

Pada b is repeated below as v 4 2 b. The first half-verse is, without
variant, TA. vi.10.2, vs 9 a, b; and it occurs also m HGS. (i.l 1.5), which
reads upari at the end for pari [and so at MP. ii 8.11 a, b]. The second
half is VS. XV1.5 c, d, and also found in TS. iv.5.1^ and MS u.9 2, all

these have ahln mstead of ydtiin, and readJambhc^an (pres pple ); and
om jambhayat may, of course, be pres. pple. neuL; some of the mss.
(includmg our Bp.M.I.) indeed read -yan here, though no masc subject is

implied; the comm paraplrases with nOiayad vartate. SPP., with his

customary defiance of grammar upon this pomt, reads sarvdn mstead of -

an or -dfi [cf 1.19.4, note]
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^^ ^Tpcfr tn^n^sRn ^oii

If you are of the three-peaked [mountain], or if you are called

of the Yamuna - both your names are excellent, by them protect

us, O ointment.

Temc might perhaps be emended with advantage to te. The Yamuna
IS not elsewhere mentioned m AV Namni is to be read, of course, as of
three syllables, and there is no reason why the text should not give as

ndmam

10. Against evils : with a pearl-shell amulet

Foxmd (except vs.5) m Paipp. iv Used by Kaus (58 9) m the same
ceremony with the preceding hymn, but with an amulet of mother-of-
pearl, the schol (not the comm ) also add it m an earlier part of the

ceremony (56 17) The comm quotes it further from Naks.K (19), as

employed m a mahdsdnti named vdrunl.

[Although ram-drops are not expressly mentioned in this hymn nor
m XIX 30 5 (which see), I think it safe to say that the bit ofHmdu folk-lore

about the origin of pearls by transformation of ram-drops failmg mto the

sea (Jndische Spruche, 344) is as old as this Vedic text and the one m xix

The references here to sky and sea and lightning, and m xix to Pai^anya

and thunder and sea, all harmonize perfectly with that belief, which is at

least ten centuries old (it occurs m Rajasekhara, 900 AD) and has lasted

till today (Manwaring’s Mardthl Proverbs^ no 1291). See ray translation

ofKarpura-manjart, p 264 f , and note 5 Pischel, l.c
, reports as follows

“Accordmg to Aelian (Tcepi (pen zoon) x.l3), a pearl forms when
the lightning flashes into an open sea-shell; accordmg to an Arabic writer,

when rain-drops fall mto it, or, according to Pliny (ix 107), dew.” - The
persistency of popular beliefs in India is well illustrated by the curious

one concemmg female snakes : see my note to Karpura-manjarU p. 23 1 .]

[Ro -

I l;gRIT- I ^

Bom from the wind out of the atmosphere, out from the light

of lightning, let this gold-bom shell, of pearl, protect us from

distress
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Of course, all the four nouns in the first half-verse may be coordmate

ablatives The beauty and sheen of the matenal connect it traceably with

gold and lightning, but how even a Hindu rsi can brmg it into relation

with wmd from (or and) the atmosphere is not easy to see Krsana ought

to mean the pearl itself, and is perhaps used m the hymn appositely =

“which IS Itself virtually pearl”; the comm explams it m this verse as

karsayitd satrundm tanukartd Ppp has m c hiranyadas

You that was bom from the top of the shimng spaces (rocana),

out of the ocean - by the shell having slain the demons, we
overpower the devourers

Ppp combines m ayo ‘grata r- Grill takes agratas as “first”; and
the comm as = agre, and not quahfymg “at the top or front of
shmmg thmgs, such as stars

’ ’

By the shell [we overpower] disease, misery, by the shell also

the sadanvaas', let the all-heahng shell, of pearl, protect us from

distress

Ppp has m a avadyam mstead of amatim The comm takes amatim
from root man [see BR’s note, s v 3 amati\ “ignorance, the root of all

mishap {anarthd)"

,

and, forgettmg his explanation of only two verses

ago, he this time declares krsana a “name ofgold ”

Bom m the sky, ocean-bom, brought hither out of the nver,

this gold-bom shell [is] for us a life prolongmg amulet.

Ppp has samudratas at end of a, and in c again (as in 1 c)

hiranyadas Nearly all our mss (except O.K.), and some of SPP’s, with
the comm , read m d dyuhpr- [cf Prat, li 62 n.], but the point is one in

regard to which i^ach ms is wont to follow its own course, regardless of
mle, and both editions very properly give dyuspr-, as required by the Prat.
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The amulet bom from the ocean, bom from Vrtra, making day
- let It protect us on all sides from the missile of gods and Asuras

The comm makes Vrtra here sigmfy either the demon Vrtra or the
cloud, doubtless the latter is mtended, then he explains divakara as the
sun, andjata as “released,” and renders “as brilliant as the sun freed
from the clouds,” which is extremely artificial, divakara need mean no
more than ‘flashmg with light ’ The comm also foolishly understands m
d toyd mstead of-ay (p hetyah) [Dev-, ablative by attraction, from gen

-

cf Skt Gram § 982 a ] The first pada is deficient by a syllable, unless we
resolve samudrat mto four syllables.

Tt 3r vr 311^ wrf^ii ^ II

One of the golds are you; out of soma were you bom; you are

conspicuous on the chanot, lustrous irocand) on the quiver you
May It prolong our lives '

The last pada, which occurs m four other places (ii 4 6 etc ), looks
like a late addition here, as elsewhere, some of the mss (five of SPP’s)
read tarsat. Except our Op , all the pada-ras&. blundermgly resolve

somdtvam (as it would be permissibly and customarily read by
abbreviation" see Whitney, Skt Gr §232) into soma tvam instead of
somat tvam, the comm understands somdt, and both editions give the

full reading. Here one is strongly tempted to translate soma by- “moon,”
and the comm takes it so{amrtamayat somamandalaf), but Ppp.
discourage it by readmg sa hosad (for -mdcP) adhi. The comm glosses

rocana by rocamdna dlpyamana For c, Ppp has rathesu darsatam.

The gods’ bone became pearl, that goes about within the

waters, possessing soul; that do I bind on you in order to life-time,

splendor, strength, to length of life for a hundred autumns; let [the

amulet] of pearl defend you.

Karsanas in e, though read by all our mss and nearly all of SPP’s, is

hardly to be tolerated; we should have either krdanas, as above, or

karsanas, which the comm offers, with two or three mss that follow him.
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and which SPP accordingly adopts [kdrsanas}, our edition gives kars~,

Ppp. has karsmas Ppp also has simply ca for our whole d (after balayd)

The comm reads asti mstead of asthi in a The verse (11 + 11 14+11 +

8 = 55) lacks a syllable of bemg a full sakvarl. [Reject either ayuse or

varcase and the meter is good - in c, te ‘for you’ (conam , as gen ), is, I

suppose, virtually = ‘on you ’]

The second anuvdka, ending with this hymn, contains 5 hymns
and 39 verses, the Anukr quotation is nova ca.

!!• In praise of the draft-ox

Found m Paipp iii (m the verse-order, 1, 4„2, 5, 3, 6, 11, 12, 9, 8,

10, 7) Used by Kaus (66 12) in a sava sacnfice, with the draft-ox as

sava The hymn offers an example of that characteristic Hindu
extollation, without any measure or limit, of the immediate object of
reverence, which, when applied to a divinity, has led to the settmg up of

the baseless doctrme of “henotheism ”

The draft-ox sustains earth and sky, the draft-ox sustains the

wide atmosphere, the draft-ox sustains the six wide directions, the

draft-ox has entered into all existence

That is, the ox m his capacity of draft-animal: the comm says, sakat

avahanasamartho vrsabhah, later m the hymn he is treated as female,

without change of the name to a femmine form (the fe. -duhi or -dvahi

does not occur before the Brahmana-penod of the language) But the

comm, also allows us the alternative of regarding dharma^ m ox-form, as

subject of the hymn The “directions” (pradif) are, according to him,
“east etc ”, and the “six wide” are “heaven, earth, day, night, waters,

and plants,” for which ASS i.2 1 is quoted as authority With the verse

compare x.7 35, where nearly the same things are said of skambha. Ppp.
reads m a -vfm dyam utd 'mum. In the second half-verse, two accent-

marks have slipped out of place m our edition : in c, that under sa should
stand under du; and, m d, that under md should stand under na The verse
is jagati by count, but not by rhythm. [If, with Weber, we pronounce
nadvdn, it becomes a regular tristubh.l
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The draft-ox [is] Indra, he looks out from (for?) the cattle;

tnple ways the nughty one {sakrd) measures out (traverses?);

yielding {duh) the past (p.bhutd), the future, existing things
(bhuvand), he goes upon (car) all the courses (yratd) ofthe gods.

Ppp reads m a indrasya for indrah sa, and m c it adds sam before
bkutam, and has bhuvanam instead of -nd The comm has m b the
curious readmg stiyan for traydn, and hence we lose his guess as to what
may be meant by the “triple ways ’’ He takes pasubhyas m a first as
dative, and then as ablative He understands bhuvand as virtually

“present”; more probably it has its usual sense of ‘existences,’ and the
two precedmg adjectives qualify it distnbutively, or are m apposition with
It “all existmg &mgs, both what is and what is to be.” [Ifwe pronounce
agam nadvdn, the vs. loses its bhurij quality. The cadence of b is bad ]

Bom an Indra among human beings {manusya)^ he goes about

(car) shining brightly, a heated hot-drink (gharma); he, being one

of good offspring, shall not go in mist (?udara) who,
understanding (it), shall not partake of (a^ the draft-ox.

The verse is obscure, and the translation in various points very
doubtful The second pada is apparently a beginning of the identification

of the ox with the gharma, a sacrificial draught of heated milk, which we
find further m vss. 5, 6, he is, smce his kind yield warm milk, as it were
an incorporation of that sacrifice. And the second half-verse is then a

promise to whoever shall abstam from using the ox as food. Ppp reads es

a mstead ofjdtas m a, an sam^isdnas at end ofb In c, d the comm reads

sam for san, ud dre as two words, and no ‘snlyat, and of course makes
very bad work of its explanation, finding metempsychosis m sam sarsat

(na samsarati punah samsdradharman na prdpnoti). Gharma he takes

first as ^‘blazmg sun,” and then, alternatively, in its true sense There is

no other occurrence of an ^r-aorist from sr, and it is altogether agamst rale

and usage to employ a subjunctive and an optative (asmydt) in two co-

ordinate clauses [this seems to me to be a slip - see Skt Gram §575 'b;

and the clauses are hardly co-ordinate]; so that the reading is very

suspicious. A few of our mss (P.M.W.E.) read na after uddre [Ludwig
conjectures suprayds for ’•jds ]
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^\3 o . ^ xziFra% xraTTR: ^T'Wld,!

gTRT 31^1^: TJ% cd^Knj Sl^ll'iJII

The draft-ox yields milk (duh) in the world of the well-done,

the purifying one fills him up from m front; Prajanya [is] his

streams, the Mamts his udder, the sacrifice his milk, the sacrificial

gift the milking of him

Ppp appears to have read m b pydet, which would rectify the meter,

m c It combmes maruto'^dho Pavamdna m b might signify the wmd
(then purastdt ‘ from the east’*?) or soma, the comm takes it as the latter

(pavitrena sodhyamdno *mrtamayah somah), and “the sacrifice” m d as
‘

‘ the sava sacrifice now performed ’
’ The verse is rhythmically a tristubh

with redundant syllables (11 + 13 12+11= 47) [On daksind^ see

Bloomfield, AJP xvii 408 f ]

Of whom the lord of the sacnfice is not master (r^O, nor the

sacrifice, not the giver is master of him, nor the acceptor; who is

all-conquering, all-beanng, all-working - tell you us the hot-dnnk
which [is] four-footed

“Which m d IS yatama^ lit ‘which among the many ’ The mtended
answer, of course, is that this wondrous sacrificial dnnk is the ox, Ppp
begms c with yo visvadrg virvakrd v- The comm, declares the first-half-

verse to convey the umversal master-hood and not-to-be-mastered-hood

of the ox, m d gharma is, accordmg to him, “the blazmg sun, which the

four-footed one tells us” (bruta is read, but declared equivalent to brute f)

^^ 1% tT+lT II ^ II

By whom the gods ascended to heaven (svar), quitting the

body, to the navel of the immortal, by him may we go to the world
of the well-done, desiring glory*, by the vow (yratd) of the hot-

dmik:, by penance.

Ppp. appears to have read m a suva ruhanta, in b it has dhama
instead ofn&bhim\ and it ends d withya/ai'd tapasvyd The comm hasjes
ma (^jayema) m c [instead ofgesma (Skt. Gram §894 c)]; gharma is to

1 (^o aiTo I
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him once more the blazmg sun ” [As to the stock-phrase m c, cf.

Bloomfield, AJP xvu 419 ] The verse (10+11-10+13 = 44) is a very
poor tristubh

^SSlTl^dl 1 V9 H

Indra by form, Agni by carrying (yaha), Prajapati, Paramesht
hin, Viraj^ m Visvanara he strode, m Vaisvanara he strode, m the
draft-ox he strode, he made firm, he sustained

This IS the obscurest verse of this obscure hymn, and no attempt will

be made to solve its riddles Ppp. has a quite different text indro balena
"sya paramestht vratenai 'na gaus tena vaisvadevah yo 'smart dvesti

yam ca vayam dvismas tasya prdnan asavahes tasya prandn vi varhah
The two concludmg clauses of our text most obviously belong with vs 7
rather than vs 8, and both editions so class them, but SPP states that all

his authorities reckon them to vs 8, endmg vs. 7 with the third akramata
(which some of the mss , mcludmg our P MW E O.Op , mutilate to

akramat) He adds that the Anukr. does the same, but this is evidently an
oversight, our mss of the Anukr calling vs 8 a simple anustubh
(madhyam etad anaduha iti pancd 'nustubhah) and givmg of vs 7 a
lengthy definition (see above), implymg the division 9+10 8 + 8 + 8

12 = 55 (restoring both times the elided imtial u m f); perhaps, then, SPP.
IS also mistaken m regard to the unanimity of his “mss and Vaidikas”; at

any rate, part of our mss (Bp LH Op K.) divide with the editions The
comm , however, does not, as, mdeed, he is repeatedly at discordance

with the Anukr on such pomts He explams vaha m a as “the part that

carries (yahati) the yoke, the shoulder,*’ and has nothmg of any value to

say as to the general sense of the verse. [The identification of the draft-ox

with Agni seems to rest on Agm’s chief function of “carrying”, cf.

RVx51 5 d, 52 1 d, 3 d,4a]

That IS the middle of the draft-ox, where this carrying (yaha) is

set, so much ofhim is m front (pracina) as he is put all together on
the opposite side.

The virtual meanmg of the second half-verse appears plamly to be

1 ‘ (to 3TTo 1
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that the two parts of the ox, before and behind the point, where the pull

comes (i e where the yoke rests) are equal, but it is strangely expressed,

and the reason why the point is insisted on does not appear The comm so

understands it evam prdkpratyagbhagdv ubhdv apt samdnau, he renders

vaha this time by bhdra, Ludwig takes it as "‘the hump ” [In this verse, b

can hardly mean “where the pull comes,'’ but rather ‘where the burden is

put,’ i.e the back, cf Deuseen, Lc
, p231 Nevertheless, see BR. under

vaha, 2 a and 2b]

jsn ^ W 1^:11 ^ II

Whose knows the milkings of the draft-ox, seven, unfailing,

both progeny and world he obtains so the seven seers know

Ppp reads anapadasyatas both are (b) and at 12 d, it also combines
saptars- in d, as does the comm

,
and a couple of SPP’s authonties For

consistency, our text ought to combine m a-b dohdnt s-, SPP also leaves

out here the connectmg t The comm explains the seven milkmgs or

yields of milk alternatively as “the seven cultivated plants, nee etc ” or

“the seven worlds and oceans’ ’-not happening, apparently, to think of
any other heptad at the moment. He quotes the names of the. seven seers

from Asvalayana [The number of this vs. is mispnnted ]

With his feet treading down debility (sedi), with his thighs

(Jangha) extracting (ut-khid) refreshing dnnk - with weanness go
the draft-ox and the plowman unto sweet dnnk {klldla).

The verse seems rather out of place here As both n and m final are

assimilated to an initial palatal, the pada-Xext commits the blunder m b of
understanding iram to be for iran, and, as is usual m such cases, a part of
our mss read iran j- (so P MW E.I); SPP. very properly emends his

pada-texX to ir&m. The comm, reads in d Tdnadasya for-s'os ca (one of
SPP’s authorities followmg him "with the old accent.” SPP remarks, as

if the change of readmg mvolved a change of accent), and makes
gachatas a genitive agreemg with it - agamst the accent, but this he
regularly ignores Irdm, it may be added, he glosses with bhumim '

sn Tl:J\#ci|! Sllf:

^ ^ 1^11 ^^11

Twelve, indeed, they declare those nights of the vow (yratya)
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of Prajapati, whose knows the brahman with them {tatro ‘pa) -

that venly is the vow of the draft-ox.

Or, “those twelve nights they declare to be for the vow”^ etc. it is

uncertam what is object and what objective predicate m the sentence. Ppp.
reads and combines vrdtyd

‘

‘hus pr- m b; for the imusual phrase tatro ‘pa

m c It gives tad vd ‘pi, and m d it has balam instead of vratam For
Weber’s conjectures as to the twelve mghts and the draft-ox of this hymn,
see his Omina und Portenta, p. 388, compare also [Weber’s other
references, Ind Stud xviii 45, and] Zimmer, p.366. The comm glosses

vratya by vratdrha, and quotes TS.v 6 7’ as to the twelve nights of
consecration.

He milks (duh) at evening, 'he milks in the morning, he milks
about midday; the milkings of him that come together, those

unfailing ones we know.

Ppp. has for a, b duhe vd 'nadvan sdyam duhe prdtar duhe diva, and
at the end (as above noted) anapadasyatas The comm supplies to duhe
either anadvdham as object (with the worshipper as subject), or anadvan
as subject (with the performer of the sava sacrifice as beneficiary), sam
yanti he explams by phalena samgacchante

12. To heal serious wounds : with an herb

Found in Paipp. iv. (in the verse-order 3-5, 1, 2, 7, 6) Used by Kaus
(28 5) in a healing rite Kesava and the comm agree m saymg, for the

prevention of flow of blood caused by a blow from a sword or the like,

boiled /dfod-water is to be poured on the wound etc The schol to Kaus
28 14 also regard the hymn as mcluded among the Idksdlihgds prescribed

to be used m that mle.

’gjH]

I ciHwfd I s; flrw ^TFrat,

^11

1 IKfr sPTRfl '5r5[?T 'Trat; I 'H'=lcy<l fg^l ifcTI

(^o •fto
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Growler are you, grower; grower of severed bone; make this

grow, O arundhatl,

Arundhatt, lit ‘non-obstructing/ appears to be the name of a

climbing plant havmg healmg properties; it is mentioned more than once
elsewhere, and m v,5 (vss. 5 and 9) along with laksd (vs 7) 'lac’ and the

comm to the present hymn repeatedly declares Idksa to be the healmg
substance referred to m it; probably it is a product of the arundhatl, Ppp
has every time rohini mstead of rohant^ and so the comm, also reads; the

manuscripts of Raus , too, give rohinl m the pratika, as does the schoL
under 28.14. There is evident punnmg upon the name and the causative

rohaya- ‘make grow’, perhaps the true readmg of a is rohany asi rohini

‘you are a grower, O red one,’ bnngmg m the colour of the lac as part of
the word-play; the comm assumes rohini^ voc

,
at end of a (he

lohitavarne Idkse') Ppp. further reads ^rnasya mstead of chinnasya^ and
has, m place of our c, rohinydm arha dtd 'si rohinya *sy osadhe^ makmg
the verse an anustubh The comm, gives asnas for asthnas m b

^60. -5^1^
It

What of you is tom what of you is inflamed (pdyut), is

cmshed (Ipestra) in yourself - may Dhatl excellently put that

together again, joint with joint.

Ppp, reads in a sln^am for ristam\ it reads ta
'

'tmanah m b, and m c,

d it has tat sarvam kalpaydt sam dadat. The comm (with one of SPP’s
mss.) reads prestham (= priyatamam) for the obscure pestram m b (found
elsewhere only m vi.37.3 below, where the comm, has pestam), the

conjecture “bone” of the Pet. Lex. seems altogether unsatisfactory; it is

rendered above as if from pis The comm, paraphrases dyuttam by
dyotitam, vedanaya prajvalitam zva, which seems acceptable.

^ ^ -qnrw -^nr^sqlxf ^ ii

Let your marrow come together with marrow, and your joint

together with joint; together let what ofyour flesh has fallen apart,

together let your bone grow over.

Ppp rectifies the meter of a by omitting te, and has for d Pb?]
samstravam asu parva te A few of the mss. (mcludmg our H.O.Op.) give
visrastam in c. The comm reads fam mstead of sam m every p3.da. A
couple of SPP’s mss , by a substitution found also elsewhere [see ii.l2 7,
note], have manyd for majjna m a. The Anukr ignores the redundant
syllable in the first pada.
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3T^t ^afm^ tM ^w'tsn

Let marrow be put together with marrow; let skm (carman)
grow (ruh) with skin; let your blood, bone grow, let flesh grow
with flesh.

The third pada is translated as it stands [cf. vs. 5 c], but we can hardly
avoid emending asrk to asthnd, or else asthi to asnd, to agree with the
others, the comm [as an alternative] fills it out to two parallel
expressions, for both blood and bone Ppp. has, for b-d • asthnd 'sthi vi

rohatu sndva te sam dadhmas sndvnd carmand carma rohatu.

t ^^ 1 1M

1

Fit you together hair with hair; fit together skin (tvac) with
skm; let your blood, bone grow; put together what is severed, O
herb.

The prolongation of the final vowel of a pada is so anomalous tliat

we can hardly help regarding kalpayd m a as wrong, perhaps imitated

fi-om b; Ppp avoids the difficulty by reading in a saih dhlyatd n. [For c,

compare vs. 4 ] Ppp. also has for d our 4 d

^ ^ 3r^ Tsf: ^=Tlf»r:l

3rf^

Do you here stand up, go forth, run forth, a chariot well-

wheeled^ well-tired, well-naved; stand firm upright.

Ppp. IS very different . ut ttstha pre *hi samudha hi te paruh sath te

dhdtd dadhatu tan no viristam rathasya cakrapy upavaryathair yathai 'ti

sukhasya ndbhis prati tistha evam. The Anukr. scans the verse as 9 + 1 1 :

5 = 25 syllables.

^ Mfdcci i ^ wiyg

^ Tl^:UV9il

If, falling into a pit, he has been crushed (sam-dr), or if a stone

hurled (pra-hr) has smitten [him] - as a Rbhtf the parts of a

chariot, may it put togetherjoint with joint.

2 I (SeeNirukta 11 16)
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A number of the mss (mcludmg our P M.O Op,) read kartum for

kartam m a; the comm explains kartam as meaning kartakam chedakam
ayudham, and makes it subject of samsasre = samhinasti\ he takes rbhus

as one of the three Rbhus (quoting RV i.l 1 LI), not giving the word any
general sense Ppp, agam has an independent text yadi vajro visrsta

sthdrakd jdtu patitrd yadi vd ca ristam vrksad vd yadi vd vibhyasi slrsa

rbhur iti sa evam sam dhdmi te paruh. The verse is a brhati only by
number of syllables (10 + 10 . 8 + 8 = 36) [The comm makes the

“Atharvamc spell” the subject in d ]

13. For healing

Found in Paipp. v. (in the verse-order 1, 5, 2-4, 6, 7). Vss 1-5, 7 are

in RV X.137, and vs 6 occurs elsewhere m RV x Only vss 1-3 have
representative in Yajur-Veda texts The hymn is called samtdtlya m Kaus

(9.4), in the list of the lagbusdnti gana hymns; and our comm to i.4

counts it also to the brhachdnti gana (reading in Kaus. 9.1 uta devas for

the tad eva of the edited text), but he makes no mention of it here, he

further declares it to belong among the anholingds (for which see Kaus.

32 27, note); the schol., on the other hand, put it in the dyusyagana

(54 11 , note) It is used (58.3, 11) in the ceremonies for long life that

follow the initiation of a Vedic student. In Vait. (38.1) it appears, with

ii.33 and iii.ll etc , m a heahng ceremony for a sacnficer [see comm.]
who falls ill.

- TiFfT f^ROT

^ ^cniu|,

W 'jaWyj 34:11

Both, O you gods, him that is put down, O you gods, you lead

up again, and him that has done evil (agas), O you gods, O you
gods, you make to live again.

Found without vanant as RV.x.137.1, and also in MS (iv.l4 2 ) But

Ppp reads uddharatd for un nayathd in b, and its second half-verse is tato

manu?yajh tarn dev& devd? kmuta jivase The comm, explams avahitam

as dharmavisaye sdvadhdnam, apramattam, or alternatively,

avasthdpitam, supplying to it kuruta, and making of b an independent

sentence, with double interpretation; and he says something m excuse of

the four-fold repetition of the vocative.
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^ Sprif ^^ 7TT:ll ? II

These two winds blow from the river as far as the distance; let

the one blow hither dexterity for you; let the other blow away what
complaint (rapas) [you have].

Besides RV (vs 5), TB (ii4 17 and TA (iv42 1, vs 6) have this

verse Both accent m c avatu^ as does SPP’s text, and as ours ought to do,
since all the mss so read, and the accent is fully justified as an antithetical

one, our text was altered to agree with the a vatu of RV , which is less

observant of the antithetical accent than AV,, as both alike are far less

observant of it than the Brahmanas All the three other texts have para for

VI at beginning of d; and TB TA. give me mstead of m c The second
pada IS translated m attempted adaptation to the third and fourth; of
course, the two ablatives with a might properly be rendered co-ordmately,

and either ‘hither from’ or ‘hence as far as’, the comm, takes both in the

latter sense

Hither, O wind, blow healing; away, O wind, blow what
complaint [there is], for you, all-healing one, go [as] messenger of

the gods.

TB TA (as above) put this verse before the one that precedes it here

and in RV. All the tree read m c visvabhesajas^ and Ppp mtends to agree

with them (rbkejajo c/e-). The comm, offers an alternative explanation of
devandm m which it is understood as == indriyanam ‘the senses.’ [Von
Schroeder gives a, b, Tubinger Katha-hss , p 1 1 5 ]

^ 6 ^. 5ii^'^ify*i

Let the gods rescue this man, let the troops of Maruts rescue,

let all beings rescue, that this man may be free from complaints.

In RV., this verse and the following one change places In a, RV.
reads iha for imam, and in b the sing trayatam ganah Ppp ends b with

maruto ganah, and d with agado ’sati The first pS.da is defective unless

we make a harsh resolution of a long a. We had d above as 1 22.2 c

o . STT 3t(<8tul(df5l:l

^ w ^ii mi
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I have come unto you with wealfulnesses, likewise with

uninjurednesses; I have brought for you formidable dextenty; I

drive {su) dway for you the yaksma.

The RV text has in c te bhadram a 'bhdrsam, both editions give the

false form d "bhdrisam^ because this time all the mss (except our E.p.m )

chance to read it; m such cases they are usually divided between the two
forms, and we need not have scmpled to emend here, the comm has -rs

am Ppp. reads mote bhadram drisam and, for d, para suvdmy dnuyat

arg if %ciif5qV^!q:n^n

This is my fortunate hand, this my more fortunate one, this my
all-healing one; this is ofpropitious touch.

This is, without variant, RV x.60.12, it takes m our hymn the place

ofRV X.137 6

wf«!r cnw'iErrfir wmftruvsn

With (two) ten-branched hands - the tongue [is] foremnner of

voice— with (two) disease-removing hands : with them do we touch

you

RV. (vs 7) has for c, d andmayitnubhydm tvd tdbhydm tvo ‘pa

sprsdmasi The Anukr, takes no notice of the redundancy m our c.

14* With the sacrifice of a goat

Verses 1-6 are found also m Paipp. hi (m the verse-order 1, 2, 5, 4,

6, 3), and in various Yajur-Veda texts (vss 1 and 6 not in company with
the rest); vss 7-9, m Paipp xvi The hymn is used in Kaus (64.23 ff ) in

the sava sacrifices, with goat or goat-nce-mess iajaudand) as sava : vss.

2-4, at 68 27-27 (and also, the comm, says, in recitation in all sava
sacrifices), vs. 5, at 63 9 (the comm says, with oblation m all), vs 6, at

64.17; vs. 7 (vss 7 and 8, accordmg to the comm.), at 64 18-20 (with
setting up the goat); vs. 9, at 64 22 (with offering the skm having head
and feet left attached to it). In Vait vs 1 is used (29.3) m the agnicayana^
with buildmg in a goat’s head; vss 2-5 (29 17), in the same ceremony as

the priests moimt the altar; vs. 5 (8.17), in &e parvan sacrifices, with
transfer of the fires, and agam, m the agnistoma (15 9), when the fire is

brought to the uttaravedi, and the comm regards vs. 3 as quoted at 27,6,
m the vdjapeya nte.
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[^'jf - mfccT

[^- ^TII STRl, a#^l ^

\9,'^ ^^Flcft, ^ T'3^M<1 3lf?r?I5RRt 1]

^ ^ Chicly 3hl?^f33rfq?npT^I

^^ |gc[pnr

Since the goat has been bom from the heat ofAgni (the fire), it

saw [its] generator in the beginning, by it the gods m the beginning
attained (z) [their] godhead; by (with?) it the sacrificial ones
{medhya) ascended the ascents (rohd)

Found also m VS. (xui,51), MS. (ii.7.17; like VS. throughout), and
TS (iv.2-104) VS and MS have m c, d devatdm agram dyans tena

roham dyann upa medh-, TS. has at the beginning o/a, and
correspondingly, sd (with vai added) m b, and tayd in c and d, it also

reverses the order of c and d, agreeing otherwise with VS MS. m d, but

having agre, like AV , in c, it also replaces sokdt by garbhdt in a. We
have a again below as ix 5 13 a; and c is nearly equivalent to in 22.3 c:

moreover the pada-mss , here as there, mismterpret dyan before tena as

dyam, which SPP. properly corrects to dyan in his pada-tcxt, all our

samhitd-mss read dyan. The comm, declares Ai m a to be mtended to

mtimate that the same statement was made m another text also; and he
quotes TS.ii.l 14; roha he explains by svargddiloka\ tena he takes both

times as designatmg the means The Anukr. takes no notice of the

deficiency of a syllable m b [As to q/a, see Weber, Berliner Sb , 1 895, p.

847 n.]

Stnde you with the fire to the firmament (nakd), bearing m
your hands vessel-[fires] (ukhya); having gone to the back of the

sky, to the heaven (svar), sit you mingled with the gods.

The other texts (VS. xvii.65; TS iv.6.5^; MS ii.l0 6) differ but

slightly from ours : all have the smg ukhyam at beginning of b, and

TS MS. combine divah p-m.c Ppp. reads agnibhis in a, and eJcsdrh for

ukhydn m b, for the latter, the comm, (with one of SPP’s mss.) gives aks

dn, which he defines as aksavat prakdsakdn anusthitdn yajndn. As usual,

the mss vary at the end between the eqmvalent ddhvam and dddhvam;

our text reads the latter, SPP’s the former.
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From the back of earth I have ascended to the atmosphere,

from the atmosphere I have ascended to the sky, from the back of
the sky, of the firmament (naka)^ I have gone to heaven (svar), to

light

The other three texts (VS. xvii 67; TS. and MS. as above) agree m
omitting prsthat m a and adding ud after aham before antariksam In this

verse, the comm, takes svar as the sun (m vs 2, as the svarga loka) It is

too irregular (14 + 9.7 + 8 = 38) to be so simply dejfined as it is by the

Anukr [If we omit the first aham^ and combme divaruham in b and
resolve -aat suar in cd, we get an orderly purastadbrhati.’]

SIT ?it

Going to heaven (svaf) they look not away; they ascend to the

sky, the two firmaments (rodasi) - they who, well-knowing, have
extended the everywhere-streaming sacrifice.

The other texts (VS. xvii.68; TS and MS as above) have no variants,

but Ppp. ends b with rohantu rddhasah. The comm agam takes svar as

svarga\ and visvatodharam as either sarvato dharakam or else sarvato
'vicchinnaphalaprdptyupdyd yasmin

aT% 3>fg 3rg+i tnjmm i HL.i

^^j^nTTOTT wrFTT:

O Agni, go forth first of the divinities, eye of gods and of
human beings (manusd) - pressing on (?iyaksa-) in unison with the

Bhrgus, let the sacnficers go to heaven (svar), to well-being

The other texts (VS. xvu.69; TS. and MS. as above) all read
martyanam at end of b, and for devatOnam m a VS TS. have devayatam,
MS devdyatanr, and Ppp. also reads martyanam and devayatam, m c,

MS has saha for sajosds. The comm paraphrases caksus by caks
unndriyavatpnyah, and lyaksamdnds byyastum icchantah

WIT

With milk, with ghi, I anoint the goat, the heavenly eagle.
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nulkyj great, by it may we go to the world of the well-done,
ascending the heaven (svar), unto the highest firmament (naka)

TS. (iv 7 13) and MS (li 12 3) have a parallel verse, with which Ppp.
also corresponds in the first half agnim (Ppp -nlrfi) yunajmi Savasa
ghrtena divyam supamam (Ppp samudram) vayasd (MS vayasam; but
Ppp. payasam) brhantam (Ppp ruhantam), as second half, they read .

tena vayam patema bradhnasya vistapam suvo (MS svd) ruhana adhi
ndka uttame, while Ppp differs from our text only by havmg at beginnmg
of d saruhana adhi The second half-verse is repeated below as xi.L37 c,

d. The comm reads m b payasam, but regards it as vayasam with Vedic
substitution of p for v, svar this time is either svarga or sUry&tmakam
paramamjyotih The tristubh is irregular m its last two padas. pPronounce
gd-isma in c (?in spite of Gram §894 c, end) pSda d is simply acatalectic

Ought we perhaps to read sudroh-, i.e. suar roh- (root ruh without d, as at

x.2.8; xii 3 42; xix.6.2)‘>]

q3ieafl'<4

UTEsit' f|% ^ ^f^uirar ^
Tg^iivsii

Accompanied by five rice-messes (rodand), by the five

fingers, with the spoon, take you up five-fold that nce-mess. In the

eastern quarter set you the head of the goat, m the southern (daks

ind) quarter set his nght (daksind) side.

Verse 7-9 are not found in other texts, not even m Ppp * The comm
(against the accent) explams pancaudanam as pancadha vibhaktam

odanam, uddhara as “take out of the kettle (sthdli) and set on the

barhis^"; and, both here and m the following verse, he substitutes for the

actual part of the animal the cooked meat taken from such part, with the

share of rice-mess that goes with it. The verse is ajagatl only by number
of syllables (11 + 13 : 11 + 13 = 48; each pada [save b] has trochaic

close). [Reject disi m d and scan as 11 + 12 *11 + 11.] *[In a

supplementary note, Roth says that they do occur (as noted above) in Ppp.

xvi.]

V90 o . pWt 11% ^
TIS+TPril II

In the western quarter set his rump (bhasad); in the northern

(uttara) quarter set his other (uttard) side; in the upward quarter
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set the goat’s back-bone, m the fixed quarter set his belly

(^pdjasya); midway in the atmosphere his middle.

The comm explains pdjasyam thus . pdja iti balandma . tatra hitam

udaragatam uvadhyam, and dhehi m connection with it as meanmg ni

khana - which looks quite improbable It is only by violence that this

verse can be extended to 60 syllables, as the Anukr requires [Reject disi

in b and c, as m vs. 7, and combme bhasaddsya, and we get five good tris

tubh padas ] Our edition mserts afterpdjasyam an avasdna mark which is

wantmg m the mss. and m SPP’s text.

O cfcIT yfq-:

Do you envelop with cooked skin the cooked goat, brought

together with all his limbs, all-formed. Do you rise up from here

unto the highest firmament (ndka), with your four feet stand firm

in the quarters.

One would expect m a rather asrtayd^ as the hide can hardly have
been cooked; the comm, reads instead ^rathayd^ explainmg it as

visasanena vibhaktayd\ but no such word as sratha appears to be found
elsewhere, and both it and its interpretation are very implausible. To tvacd

he adds ‘‘having the feet, tail, and head on,” The verses read as if the

goat himself, after cookmg whole, were set up m position, the head to the

east The Anukr. does not head that the second and fourth padas are tnst

ubh [Ppp. has srutam ekam srutayd ]

15. For abundant rain

Found (except vss 2 and 15) in Paipp. v. (m the verse-order 1, 3, 6,

5, 4, 7, 9, 10, 8, 11-14, 16). This hymn and vii 18 appear to be called

mdrutdni m Kaus. (26 24 : see note to this rule); they are specified as used
together in a rite for procuring rain (41.1 ff); also m expiation of the

portent of upatdrakds ‘inundations’ (103.3); fiuther, vss.lO and 11, with
oblations respectively to Agm and Prajapati, in expiation of the portent of
obscuration of the seven seers (127.8, 9). In Vait. (8.9) vs 6 appears m
the preparations of the cdturmdsya sacrifice. And the comm, quotes vs, 1

1

as employed by the Naks. K. (1 8) m a mahdsdnti calledprdjdpatt.

3#;t, TRNfW, fqcfFFT,
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1 's-6,

3T3g% "^ssirqfw, %o ^Rctj^-fll^ ^=>^4<l

•?T^qd1

\9o^. t!!i^'^ TO[T% gd^cnf^

4<dl ^wTcf^t ^Tsrr aiFr: ?fei^ii ^u

Let the directions, full of mist (nabhasvant), fly up together;

let clouds, wind-hurried, come together; let the lowing [cows] of
the resounding misty great bull, the waters, gratify the earth.

Ppp. combines m d va/ra ”pah; the comm, in c, mahars- [as the
meter requires]; this happens to be a case where all the mss agree in
mahars-. The meaning m a probably is the confusion of the directions by
reason of the mists; the comm renders nabhasvatls m a by nabhasvatd
vayuna yuktah and nabhasvatas m c by vdyupreritasya meghasya
sambandhinyah. [The second half-verse recurs at 5, below, see note.]

V9o^ . •gc[R%5tlt TW TfcRfF^l

Let the mighty (tavisd)^ liberal {sudanu) ones cause to behold

together; let the juices {rasa) of the waters attach themselves {sac)

to the herbs, let gushes {sarga) of ram gladden {mahay-) the earth;

let herbs of all forms be bom here and there {prthaK),

The ‘‘mighty ones” m a are doubtless the Maruts, iksay- is perhaps
an error which has blundered in from the next verse, for uksay- (though
no causative of uks occurs elsewhere m AV ); the comm, supplies for it

vrstim as object; the translation implies something like “attract every

one’s attention ” It would be easy to rectify the meter of d by reading os

adhlr virupdh^ a is the only real jagati pada, and even by coimt the verse

is only men (12 +11:11 + 13 = 47).

v9o>f. Wsff: ^jspg^

Do you make the singers (gdyanf) to behold together the mists;

let rushes (vega) of waters rush (vij) up here and there; let gushes

of rain gladden the earth; let plants of all forms be bom here and

there.
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Ppp has for a samiksad visvag vdto napdnsy; at end of b, patantu for

vijantdm, m d, osadhayas (as m 2 d [of the editions]) The comm, regards

a as addressed to the Maruts (he marudgand)^ and “the smgmg ones” as

“us who are praismg”, and vega as “swift stream ” The Anukr ignores

the extra syllable in d [rectify as m 2 d, virupds ?]

V9 o JTRTf m-bdl:

Let the troops of Maruts sing unto you, O Paijanya, noisy here

and there, let gushes of raining ram ram along the earth.

Prthaky lit ‘severally, separately’, is used m these verses rather m the

sense of ‘all about, everywhere ’ Ppp. has m d srjantu for varsantu The
Anukr makes the pada-division after mdrutds, and the pada-mss. mark it

accordmgly, thus leavmg parjanya without excuse for its accentlessness,

but all the mss. read so, and botih. editions follow them Doubtless either

mdrutds or parjanya is an mtrusion, so the meter indicates The comm
gives in c varsantas

grpT:

Send up, O Maruts, from the ocean; brilliant [is] the song; you

make the mist fly up, let the lowing [cows] of the resounding

misty great bull, the waters, gratify the earth.

We had the second half-verse as 1 c, d; but Ppp. gives an ongmal
half-verse instead ' pra varsayanti tamisd suddnavo ' pam rasir osadhi

sacantdm. The first half is translated literally as it stands; but it is pretty

certainly cormpt. Ppp. reads trayanta, tvesd 'rkd, pdtayantu*; and the true

readmg is perhaps tvesd arkd nabha ut pdtayantu ‘let our brilliant songs

make’ etc The comm, finds no difficulty, smce his ideas of grammar
allow him to make tvesas and arkas qualify nabhas (tveso dlptimad arko

'rcanasadhanam udakam tadyuktam nabhah) TS. (in ii4.8^) and MS. (m
11 4 7) have a first pMa nearly agreeing with our a (TS. irayathd, MS. -

yatd\ the rest of the verse being wholly different A couple of our mss.

(O.Op.), with two or three of SPP’s, read samudrajas at end of a. *[Roth,

m his collation, gives pdtayanta^ m his notes, -tw.]

V9o\9. ^ "qw

Roar on, thunder, excite (ard) the water-holder; anoint the
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earth, O Paqanya, with milk; by you poured out, let abundant rain

come, let him of lean kine, seelang refuge, go home
That IS, let the herdsman whose animals have been thinned by the

drought, now be even driven to shelter by the abundance of ram. Ppp
makes srstam and varsam change places, and is defaced at the end The
first three words are those of RV. v 83 7 The comm, (with two or three

of SPP’s mss that follow him) reads m d dsdraisl, and renders it

“seekmg concurrence of streams”, out O Op. have -raiJl. The comm,
makes krsagus signify “the sun, with his rays made slender”' and, of
course, he is to “set” (astam z), or be made mvisible by the clouds. The
Anukr makes no account of the fact that a is jagatl [For d^ara, see

Lanman, Trans American Philological Association, xv. (1884), p. vii ]

^ 06 . ^ arsnpr 3rri

Le the liberal ones favour (sam-av) you, also the fountains,

great serpents {ajagara); let the clouds, started forward by the

Maruts, rain along the earth

Ppp omits vas m a, and combines sudanavo 'tsd "jagardi and its

second half-verse is vdtd varsasya varsatus pravahantu prthivlm anu
The comm renders avantu by tarpyantu, ajagards here by ajagardtmand

vitarkyamdndh, and under vs 9 by ajagarasamdndkdrdh : i e. “that look

like great serpents as they wmd sinuously along”; he takes suddnavas in a

alternatively as vocative, notwithstandmg its accent.

V9o<?. aH!?TPTT?TT ^
%^T: iff zill

Let it lighten to every region (asd), let the winds blow to

(from?) every quarter, let the clouds, started forward by the

Maruts, come together along the earth

Ppp has m d varsantu, as our text m the preceding verse The comm,
also pomts out the possibility of takmg dis'as as either accus pi or abl.

smg. The Anukr somehow omits to define the metrical character of this

verse and ofvs 14

gRrf^: TT^cfT %5TT: 311^ yMtiJu II

Waters, lightning, cloud, rain - let the liberal ones favour you.
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also the fountains, great serpents, let the clouds, started forward by
the Maruts, show favour (pra-av) along the earth

Ppp. beings with vatas instead of apas, and omits (as m 7 a) vas m b,

and, for the last two padas, it reads pro. pydyasva pra pitrsva sam bhumim
payasd srja The comm agam takes suddnavas as vocative, and makes
the elements mentioned m a subjects of sam avantu, m d he reads

pldvantu but regards it as for prd ’vantu [parallel with paldyate etc (W’s
Gram §1087 c), for which he cites Panmi vui 2 19]

?r^^ 4|d2(i^i: 3ipit II

Agni, who, in unison with the waters’ selves (tanu), had
become overlord of the herbs - let him, Jatavedas, win (yari) for us

rain, breath for [our] progeny, amrta out of the sky

The comm paraphrases amrtam with amrtatvaprdpakam. The Anukr
duly notes the redundant syllable m d

VS . 5^3ntf%: TgfgiFfRfT JlisilldlM

3r tzihdj ^^ii

May Prajapati from the sea, the ocean, sending waters, excite

the water-holder, let the seed of the stallion (vrsan asvd) be filled

up; come hitherward with that thunder.
To this verse really belongs the first pada of our vs 12, as tine sense

plainly shows, as well as its association m RV (v. 83 6 b, c, d) with the

two closing padas here. [Cf Lanman, Reader^ p 370, misdivision as

between hymns.] But the mss , the Anukr , the comm ,
and both editions,

end vs 11 with e "hi RV. reads m our c pinvata for pydyatdm, and
dhdras for retas, Ppp combmes mb dp" Trayann, and begins c with prd
py- The comm, gives visnos mstead of vrsnas in c, and explams both it

and salilad in a by vydpanasila^ which is one of his standmg glosses for

obscure words, ardaydti he paraphrases with rasmibhir adanena
pTdayatu^ and udadhim simply byjaladhim. This verse is as much bhurij

as vs 10, unless we combme dpe ""rayan m b. [For -nunehi^ see Prat
lii 38, note.]

V9 l^ffecRT^: fw <^011^ 4^41p:

^1 ^ufaKi ^nj ii II

Pounng down waters,* our Asura father.

1 3TNPPT- IBM: CMo
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Let the gurgles of the waters puff, O Varuna, let down the

descending waters, let the speckled-armed frogs croak (yad) along
the water-courses (irind)

What IS left of the verse after transferring its first tristubh pada to vs
1 1 ,

where it belongs, is (but for the intruded word varuna, which is

wantmg m Ppp ) a regular anustubh, having its avasana division after

srja, and this is the division actually made in all the mss , and m SPP’s
text PpP- combmes gargara ‘p&m The comm declares gargar an
imitative word (Jdrgdhvaniyuktah pravdhah), and the translation so
renders it; as second pada of the anustubh he reads avaniclr (avanim
ahcanti, i e bhiimim gacchanti i) apa srja, his first account at asvra is as

from as ‘throw’ (meghanam ksepta) [Discussed and translated, apropos
of irina, by Pischel, Ved Stud u 223 ]

Having lam for a year, [like] Brahmans performing a vow, the

frogs have spoken forth a voice quickened by Parjanya,

The mss. (except one of SPP’s, which follows the comm ) absurdly
read vdtam at begmnmg of c, both editions emend to vacant, which the

comm gives, and which is also read m the corresponding RV verse,

vii.103 1 Ppp. has manduka} m d In our edition, correct two printer’s

errors, reading samvatsaram and brahmana [Bloomfield discusses this

vs and the followmg, JAOS. xvii 174, 179 ]

McBrcJ Ip: -5^:11 ^'811

speak forth unto [it], O she-frog; speak to the ram, O tadurf;

swim in the midst of the pool, spreading your four feet

Many of our mss. (P M.E.I.H.K.) accent upa [cf Prat, iv 3] at the

begmnmg Ppp reads manduki m a, and tamdhuri m b The comm,
defines tadurf as “she-offspring of the tadura,"^ but gives no explanation

of tadura The verse is also found in a khila to RV. vii 103, readmg in a

upaplavada, and m c plavasva. [For 14, 15, see Weber, Berliner Sb

,

1896, p.257 As to metrical definition of 14, see vs 8 n ]

^
1 See Nimkta 9 6
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O khanvakha^ O khaimakha^ in the middle, O tadurV win you
ram, O Fathers; seek the favour Qnanas) of the Maruts

The verse (as already noted) is unfortunately wantmg m Ppp The
first pada is misprinted as regards accentuation m our edition, being

marked as if the final syllables were kampa^ mstead of mere protractions

[That IS, the honzontal under the first syllable kha- should be deleted, and
the signs above and below the two 3’s should also be deleted They are

printed aright, khanvakdSi khaimakhaSi m ndgarl^ by Whitney, Prat

p 392, footnote, and on p 400, and by SPP ] Prat i 105 quotes the words
(with the two that follow) in its list ofwords showmg protraction, and i 96
pomts out that the final i in each is grave The comm, says that the three

vocatives (he quotes the stems as khanvakhd saimakhd taduri) axe special

names for kmds of she-ffogs - which seems likely enough, the two former
appear to mvolve imitations of croakmg (but m LSS iv3 18 the

householder’s female slaves are to call out haimahdS, as they

circumambulate the mdrjdllya^ fillmg new water-holders) SPP (p 598,

note) asks why, if the words are vocatives, they are not accented simply
khanvakhdSi khai makhdSi - bemg apparently ignorant of the fact that a

protracted final syllable is regularly and usually accented, without regard

to any other accent the word may have (see Whitney, Skt Gr §78 a)

Several of our mss (E.LH O Op ), and a couple of SPP’s, leave the first

syllable of each word unaccented It would much help both meter and
sense to supply hradasya (or else plaasvd) after madhye m b, the comm
either supplies hradasya or reads it m his text. All our mss., and our
prmted text, have at the end ichatah, SPP. follows the comm and about a

third of his manuscript authorities m readmg ichata^ which is doubtless

the true text, and implied as such in the translation above The comm
explains pitaras as pdlayitdro mandukahf SPP regards him as readmg
mdrutam in d, but this appears doubtful [The Anukr scans 8 + 5 8 + 8 ]

The great vessel (kos'a) do you draw up (ud-ac); pour on, let

there be lightnings; let the wind blow; let them extend the

sacrifice, being manifoldly let loose, let the herbs become full of

delight.

Ppp reads mahantam at beginning of a, and visrstam at end of c The
first pSda is nearly RV v 83 8 a, which, however, reads ud acd ni sinca

Our P MW read tanvantdm m c The comm., doubtless correctly,

understands the waters as the “them” of c, iid aca he explams as

samudrQd udakapurnam uddhara, he supplies antanksam to savidyutam'.
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the expression is better understood as an impersonal one. [With b d cf
RV V 83 4 a, b ]

Here ends the third anuvaka, having 5 hymns and 51 verses;
the quoted Anukr says ekaviMatih

16. The power of the gods

Five verses of this hymn (m the verse-order 3, 2, 5, 8, 7) are found
together m Paipp. v , and parts of vss 4 and 6 elsewhere in the same
book It IS used by K.aus (48 7) in a nte of sorcery agamst an enemy who
“comes cursmg”; and vs 3 also m the portent-ceremony of the seven
seers (127 3), with praise to Varuna

By reason of the exceptional character of this hymn as expression of
the unrestricted presence and mfluence of superhuman powers, it has been
a favonte subject of translation and discussion Translated Roth, Ueber
den AV., p 29, Max Muller, Chips from a German Workshop, i41
(1867), Muir, OST v 63, Ludwig, p 388, Muir, Metrical Translations, p.

163, Kaegi, Der Rigveda^, p 89 f (or p 65 f of R Arrow-snuth’s
translation of Kaegi), with abundant parallels from the Old Testament;
Gnll, 32, 126, Griffith, i 153, Bloomfield, 88, 389, Weber, xviii 66 Some
of the above do not cover the entire h3nnn - See also Hillebrandt, Veda-
chrestomathie, p 38, Bergaigne-Henry, Manuel, p.l46, further,

Grohmann, Ind Stud ix406, Hermann Brunnhofer, Iran und Turan
(1 889), p 188-1 96, Weber, Berliner Sb

,

1 894, p. 782 f

[Weber entitles the hymn “Betheuerung der Unschuld,
Eidesleistung”, see his mstructive note, Ind Stud xviii.66, note 2.

“Come cursmg” hardly takes account of the voice of sapyamdnam as

used by Kaus 48 7 ]

[ 51V

[^- WTI WT! 0=?- ^ 31^ q ^ ^

f%:u 5^11

The great supenntendent of them sees, as it were, from close

by, whoever thinks to be going on in secret, all this the gods know.

The verse is altogether wantmg m Ppp. All the mss. read in a-b -ta

ant- (p -ta ant-), with irregular absence of combmation across the

cesura; the case imght be one of those contemplated by Prat iii 34,

although not quoted m the comment on that rule; SPP. reads with the
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mss , and our edition might perhaps better have done the same (it is

emended to -ta 'nt-) But SPP also reads m c yas tayat, mstead ofy

a

(i e

yah) stdyat*, while nearly all his pada-mss (with all of ours) require the

latter; his wholly msufficient reason seems to be that the comm adopts

tayat^ the comm, also has, as part of the same version, carat, and views

the two words as contrasted, "stable” (sdmtatyena vartamanam
sthiravastu) and “transient” (caranasilam nasvaram ca vastu), which is

absurd
'

‘he is great, because he knows (manyate = jdnati 0 all varieties

ofbeing.” The comm understands esdm as meanmg “of our evil-minded

enemies,” and keeps up the implication throughout, showmg no manner
of comprehension of the meanmg of the hymn *[See Prat ii 40, note,

p 426 near end.]

^ cjocifd ^ •JT:

Whoso stands, goes about, and whoso goes crookedly {vane),

whoso goes about hiddenly, who definitely (Ipratankam) -what

two, sitting down together, talk, king Varuna, as third, knows that

Ppp reads in a manasd instead of carati, and m b praldyam instead

ofpratahkam, and for c it has dvau yad avadatas sammsadya The pada-
mss give m b nildyan, as if the assimilated final nasal before c were n

mstead of m; and SPP unwisely leaves this uncorrected in his pada-Xo^X,

although the comm correctly understands -yam The comm, regards a and
b as specifymg the “enemies” of vs 1 a, vancati he paraphrases by kaut

ilyena pratarayati, and pratahkam by prakarsena krcchrajivanam
prdpya, nilcyam* he derives either from ms + i or from ni + It The true

sense ofpratahkam is very obscure, the translation seeks in it a contrast to

nildyam, the translators mostly prefer a parallel “glidmg, creeping,” or

the like The Anukr apparently balances the redundant a with the

deficient c ^[Note that W’s version connects it with ni-lina of vs. 3, cf

Gram §995 a, and my Reader, p 394 ]

Both this earth is king Vanina’s, and yonder great sky with
distant margins (-anto);* also the two oceans are Vanina’s
paunches; also in this petty water is he hidden.

Ppp has, for a, b ute ’yam asya prthivi samici dyaur brhatlr antariks

am, and, at end of d, udakena maktdh The comm, declares that the

1 •o ^ ^o)
I
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epithets m b belong to “earth” as well as to “sky”, Awfar he paraphrases
by daksmottaraparsvaShedena. ’vasthite dve udare

scT ^ ^ -g^snt niu
W?T: Tf aifif

Also whoso should creep far off beyond the sky, he should not

be released from king Varuna; from the sky his spies go forth

hither; thousand-eyed, they look over the earth

Only the second and third padas are found in Ppp (and, as noted
above, not in company with the mam part of the hymn), which gives iha

for divas and ime ‘sya for idam asya (both m c). The samhitd-mss., as

usual, vary between divah and diva before sp- The comm has purastdt m
a

^ TFSTT ^ ^
'5wrqiq^iric( -pr

All this king Vanina beholds (yi-caks) - what is between the

two firaiaments (rodasi)^ what beyond; numbered of him are the

winkings of people; as a gambler the dice, [so] does he fix ni-

mi) these things.

Ppp. reads for d aksdn na svaghni bhuvand mamlte, whicn gives a
rather more manageable sense, onr text is probably corrupt (yi cinoti?);

the comm, explains ni minoti by ni ksipatVy and to the obscure tdni (not

relating to an5^thmg specified m the verse) he supplies pdpindm siks

dkarmdni. He has again (as m 4 a) purastdt in b; and m c he understands

samkhydtd (not -tdh\ as ‘‘enumerator,” and nimisas as gen with asya.

He also reads in d svaghnt^ and quotes and expands Yaska’s^ derivation

ofthe word from sva + han. The verse is bhurij ifwe insist on readmg iva

instead of 'va in d. [Read Va, or aksdn svaghnlva, or with Ppp.?]

V9^^. % % wf |«IT (d8f% fBrf^RTI W^:l

i|pF| wraraft t ^ »

What fetters (pdsa) of yours, O Varuna, seven by seven, stand

tnply relaxed (yi-si% shining - let them all bind him that speaks

untruth; whoso is truth-speaking, let them let him go.

Our sinantUy at beginning of c, is our emendation, obviously

necessary; a few mss. (including our Bp EH) have sinantu, and the rest

1 Nirukta 5 22
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chin- (our P.M dhin-^ doubtless meant for chin-), which SPP accordmgly
retains; the comm has chinattu, explammg it as for chindantu, Ppp’s

version of the verse is found with that of the half of vs A, it reads

chinadya, it also has saptasaptatis in a, and rusata rusantah at end of b,

and its d is yas sabhyavdg ati tarn srjdmi The comm also reads m b
rusantas, which is, as at iii 28 1, an acceptable substitute for the mept
rus-, m b he apparently has visitds, and takes it as tatra tatra baddhas,

while the true sense obviously is “laid open ready for use”, the “triply”

he regards as alludmg to the three kinds of fetter specified m vu 83 3 a, b

With a hundred fetters, O Varuna, do you bndle (abhi-dha)

him, let not the speaker of untruth escape you, O men-watcher, let

the villain sit letting his belly fall [apart], like a hoopless vessel,

being cut round bout.

The two editions read m c sraniayaitvd, with the majority of the

mss., but nearly half (mcludmg our P.MW H Op ) have sransay-, and
two of ours (K Kp ) sransay. - all of them imsreadings for sransay-,

which the comm, gives Q=jalodararogena srastam krtvd) [The disease

called “water-belly,” to which c and d refer, is dropsy, Varuna’

s

punishment for sm ] In d SPP. reads abandhas with the comm., but
agamst all his mss. and the majonty of ours (Ppm M.W.O Op have -

dhas\ which have -dhras, bandhra (i e banddhra, from bandh + tra) is

so regular a formation that we have no right to reject it, even if it does not
occur elsewhere Ppp. puts varuna in a before abhi, omitting enam, thus

rectifying the meter (which might also be done by omitting the

superfluous varuna), and it omits the n of -van in b There is not ajagatl
pada in the verse, and d becomes regularly tristubh by combming kose
*vd-

The Veinma that is lengthwise (samdmyd), that is crosswise
(yydmya); the Varuna that is of the same region (samdesya), that is

of a different region {vide^a); the Varuna tiiat is of the gods, and
that is ofmen -

If the word varunas, thnce repeated, were left out, there would
remain a regular gdyatri; and the meaning would be greatly unproved
also; if we retam it, we must either emend to varuna, vocative, or to

vdrunas ‘of Varuna’, i e. ‘his fetter,’ or else we must understand varunas
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as here strangely used ui the sense of varuncts the comm makes no
difficulty of domg the last [Ppp reads m a, yas samdnyo; m b, yas
syamde^o (or cyam-'), in c, yo daivyo varuno yad ca m&nusassa, and adds
pjdns tv etani prati muncamy atra ] For the first two epithets compare
xviii 4 70, the next two are variously understood by the translators, they
are rendered here m accordance with the comm Though so differently
defined by the Anukr [cf ii 3 6 n ], the verse as it stands is the same with
vs 9, namely 11x3=33 syllables

With all those fetters I fasten {abhi-sd') you, O so-and-so, of
such-and-such a family, son of such-and-such a mother, and all of
them I successively appoint for you.

If the verse is regarded as metrical, with three padas (and it scans
very fairly as such), we ought to accent asau [voc of asau\ at beginning
of b The comm perhaps understands anu m c as mdependent, anu (SPP
so holds) The last two verses are, as it were, the practical apphcation of
vss 6 and 7, and probably added later [As to the naming of the names,
see Weber’s note, p 73 ]

17. Against various evils : with a plant

Verses 1-6 are foimd as a hymn m Paipp v , and hymns 18 and 19
follow it there, with some mixture of the verses. Vs 8 is found separately

m u Hymns 17-19 are called by the comm avapantya ‘of strewmg’
They are used together by Kaus (39 7), with ii 1 1 and iv 40 and others, m
the preparation of consecrated water to counteract hostile sorcery, and vs.

17 5 IS reckoned by the schol (46 9, note) to the duhsvapnanOsana gana

[^V9 - srqrqpf

[5Ef%- ^1 arRFiFf

\9^V9. 'li^lHi ^ SIT 'Wl^l

^ 3^5% rgril ^11

You, the mistress of remedies, O conquering one (ujjesd), we
take hold of; I have made you a thing of thousand-fold energy, (-

vfj^a) for every one, O herb.

Ppp reads for b nijesd ’’gmimahe We should expect in c -vlryam,

and three of SPP’s mss (none of ours) so read, but he has not ventured to

admit it mto his text, the comm gives -yam, but explams as if -yam
(aparimitasdmarthyayuktd.m). The comm regards the plant sahadevT
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(name of various plants, mcludmg Sida cordifolia and rhombifolia^ OB )

as addressed He takes ujjese in b as dative = ujjetum.

WTRt

i: •tTRqrf^ll ^ il

The truly-conquenng, the curse-repellmg, the overcoming, the

reverted one (punahsara) - all the herbs have I called together,

saying "‘may they save us from this.”

The last pada is translated m accordance with the better readmg of
Ppp ato md pdraydn iti In b, Ppp gives punascard, SPP presents

punahs-, m closer accordance with the mss. than our punass- The comm
does not recognize the meanmg ‘reverted’ (i.e ‘havmg reverted leaves or

fruit’) as belonging to punahsara^ but renders it as
‘
‘repeatedly applied’

’

{dbhiksnyena bahutaravyadhinivrttaye sarati) He reads m a
sapathayopamm^ and m c abhi (for ahvi): and one or two of SPP’s mss
support him each time, our O Op. give addhi^ by a recent copyist’s

blunder; the comm supplies gacchanti for his sam-abhi to belong to. The
Anukr. takes no notice of the excess of two syllables in a

m '?r?n]g ^

She that had cursed with cursing, that has taken malignity as

her root, that has seized on [our] young to take [its] sap - let her eat

[her own] offspring.

The verse is a repetition of 1 28 3, and the comm, agam, as there,

reads ddade at end of b He notes that a full explanation has been already

given, but yet allows himself to repeat it in brief, this tune he gives only
murchdpradam as the sense of mdram. Ppp. (which has no version of
1 28) gives here, for c, d, yd vd rathasya prdsdre hy ato ‘gham u tvasah.

As i.28 3, the verse was properly called virdtpathydbrhatl. [Correct the

verse-number from 6 to 3 in the edition.]

V9^o. ^ ^ -qilW
^

What [witchcraft] they' have made for you in the raw vessel

(pdtra), what they have made in the blue-red one, in raw flesh

what witchcraft they have made - with that do you smite the

witchcraft-makers.
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The verse is nearly accordant with v 3 1 1 below Ppp. reads in b yd
sutre nil A raw vessel is one of unbumt clay (apakve mrtpdtre^ comm ).

The comm defines “the blue-red one” as fire, blue with smoke, red with
flame*, and the “raw flesh” as that of a cock or other animal used for the

purposes of the charm The krtyd appears to be a concrete object mto
which an evil mfluence is conveyed by sorcery, and which then, by
depositmg or burymg, becomes a source of harm to those against whom
the sorcery is directed (mantrausadhadibhih satroh pXddkarim^ comm to

iv 1 8 2) The comm reads tvayd m d, and first pronounces it used by
substitution for tvum, then retains it m its proper sense and makes jahi

mean hantavyds : both are examples of his ordmary grammatical
prmciples The Anukr ignores the metncal irregularity of c [reject yam
* [Bloomfield, on the basis of Kaus , mterprets it as a thread of blue and
red, and this is confirmed by the Ppp sutre,\

Evil-dreaming, evil-living, demon, monster (abhvdy^ hags, all

the ill-named (f.), ill-voiced - them we make disappear from us

Ppp has m a dussvapnam durjlvatam, and for c, d, durvdcas sarvam
durbhutam tarn ito nds- A couple of our mss. (I H.p m.) read abhum m b.

The comm gives -jlvatyam m a (with two of SPP’s mss.), and (with our

P MW E ) asmin mstead of asman m d. He first defines abhvam simply

as “great,” and then as a special kmg of demon or demoniac (quotmg

RV 1 185 2); and the durndmms as pisdels having vanous bad
appellations, such as chedika and bhedika The verse is repeated as

vii 23 1

cW ^^ ^ ii

Death by hunger, death by thirst, kinelessness, childlessness -

through you, O off-wiper {apamargd), we wipe off all that

The translation implies the obvious emendation of anapadyatam (p.

anapadyatam) m b to -apatya-, which is read by the comm, and by three

of SPP’s mss. which follow him; SPP. very properly admits -apatya- mto

his text (but forgets to emend his pada-t&nX. thoroughly, and leaves in it

the absurd division anapatyatam) [Weber, however, discussmg avadya,

Berliner Sb

.

1896, p 272, defends the reading apadya-.l The comm says

nothmg of the sudden change here from sahadevi to apdmdrga, which

1 it (pEo c\.r ) i
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ought to be another plant (Achyranthes aspera a weed found all over

India, having very long spikes of retroflected flowers), but may possibly

be used here as a synonym or appellation of the other In his introduction,

he speaks of darbha, apamarga, and sahadevT as mfused in the

consecrated water

3TqTTTpf ^
Death by thirst, death by hunger, likewise defeat at dice -

through you, O off-wiper, we wipe off all that

Ppp omits this variation on vs 6

^ c5tnT^h:ii ii

The off-wiper is indeed of all herbs the sole controller (yasin);

with it we wipe [off] what has befallen (asthita) you; then do you
go about free from disease

Ppp (m book li.) as for b visvdsdm eka it patih^ combmes m c mrjmd
*"sthitam, and reads at the end corah, Asthitam (also vi.l4 1 and VS vi 15)

has perhaps a more special sense than we are able to assign to it, the

comm paraphrases by krtyadibhir dpatitam rogadikam,

18. Against witchcraft : with a plant

Found m Paipp v. (vs 6 before 5). Used by Kaus only m company
with h.l7, as there explained.

[^6 - SrTRPf ^]
I 3PtlMl4 dH-Wfd I

The same light with the sun - night possesses the same with
the 'day; I make what is effective (satyd) for aid; sapless be the

makers (f ) [ofwitchcraft]

Krtvaris at the end borrows a special sense from its relationship with
krtya [a case of “reflected meaning” - see note to liillS]. The
construction m the first half-verse (if there rightly imderstood) is

peculiarly mtricate : samam jyotis is, as it were, coordinate with the sama
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of samdvatT, as if it were samajyotismatl i e
‘

‘night has its light as good
as the sun s or the day s. Or else jyotis (R. ) is to be taken outright as
moon-light (— IsteT jyotsnd}. Ppp. begins with samu bhuTnis sii~, and

has m c sabhya for satyam One of our pada-mss (Op ), like one of
SPP’s, divides m b samavatl, the comm, defines the word by “of equal
length” (samanayama), and krtvarls by kartanas'ilds (takmg it from krt
‘cut’) In our text, the r-sign has dropped out from under the it-sign m this
word

^

Whoso, O gods, having made witchcraft, shall take it to the

house of one unknowing - let it, like a sucking (dharu) calf to its

mother, go back tmto him.

The comm , with one or two of SPP’s mss., reads ardt instead of
hardt m b, dhdrus he defines by stanapdnam kurvan There is a redundant
syllable m c unless we abbreviate iva to 'va

Whoso, having made evil at home, desires to slay another with

It - numerous stones make a loud crash when it (f ) is burned.

Ppp IS partly defaced m this verse, and it gives us no aid in solving

the difficulties of the second half The discordance between the masculine
yas and pdpmanam m a, b and the feminine tasydm is perhaps best

removed by supposmg krtya to have been mentally substituted for

pdpman (the comm, supplies krtydydm to tasydm); Grill violently emends
amd m a to dmdydm (sc pdtrydm*), and thinks that this raw vessel bursts

noisily m pieces when burnt; R conjectures that thick stones cracks when
the krtya is burnt, perhaps so as to wake the intended victim The comm,
paraphrases amd by anukula iva saha sthitah, i e an assistant or

confederate, and reads m c dugdhaydm “drained” or made ineffective;

the stones are produced by the counter-magic, and are called on to do
(karikrati ~ punah-punah kurvantu : a convement substitution of the

imperative0 damage (phat = hinsanam) to the krtyd-krL The translation

given above implies a threat of the destruction of the Jcrtyd by burning and
by stones tumblmg crash! (phat for phas^) upon it The harsh resolution

krtu-d makes the verse a full anustubh . [Bp. also has dugdhdyam^l
*[Oxytone, not penspome.]
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3rf^' -m fR^IT fW ta<3^ ITU'iSU

O you of a thousand abodes (7-dhamany

,

do you make them
lie (?) crestless, neckless, take back the witchcraft to him that

made it, like a sweet-heart (priya) to a lover (priyavant).

For vi^rikhan m a Ppp reads visSkhUm (our P MW E have vi^lsan,

our Bp I H visisan) In. b, SPP reports all his authorities as reading

^ayaya (p -ya); no such form has been noted among our mss [but Ppp
has sdyd tvam-, Benares ms R , chdyayd, and T , chayayd], in most mss y
andp are but unperfectiy distinguished, and, as some of SPP’s authorities

are oral, he is to be presumed right, and the translation implies sdyaya

[for the samdhi. Prat li 17]. The comm reads instead ksdyaya, from ksi (

= ksayam prdpaya). He rehearses the senes of diverse senses given by
Yaska to dhdman, and declares them all mtended by the word in a The
verse he regards as addressed to the sahadevl

I, with this herb, have spoiled all witchcrafts - what one they

have made in the field, what in the kine, or what in your men
(purusd)

Ppp reads m c and d the datives gobhyas and purusebhyas, the

comm explains purusesu as ‘‘m a place frequented by them”; for vd te

he reads vote hn the wmd’ A few of our mss (P.M.W ) have adudusan m
b. The Anukr. takes no notice of the deficiency of a syllable m d.

vs'jf o . ^ '?T9Traj ?i^

BtR f TT: U ^ U

He who has made has not been able to make; he has crushed

{sf) a foot, a finger; he had made what is excellent for us, but for

himself a burning (tapand).

The verse is repeated below as v 31.11, but with a different last pada,

which reads • abhago bhagavadbhyah Ppp’s version of a-b is ydm cakdra
na sasdkha ^aiirepddam afiguUm (omitting kartum)\ydm [sc. krtyam'^\ is

a preferable reading The comm, also has angulim-, our -rim is

authenticated by the comment to Prati.66 Ppp’s d reads as does our
V 3 1 . 1 1 d, but with abhagd for -go The verse is metncally defined m the
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same way as here at v 3 1 11 [the Anukr seems to scan it as 8 + 9 8 + 8

(cf ,
for example, m 8 4)], but kartum is evidently [as the accent of sasre

shows] to be reckoned to a, and the pada-mss, so divide [The suspicion is

natural that a sa has been lost between na and sasdka So ca has been lost

at IV 5 5 a (cf RV vi 55 6 a) If we are right m restoring sa^ and if we
pronounce sasr-e (as the Ppp readmg suggests), we should then scan 11 +
8 8 + 8 The accent of sasaka can hardly be more than a blunder. - The
comment to this verse seems to have failed of thorough revision at W’s
hands ]

%1|pT

Let the off-wiper wipe off the ksetriya and whatever curse

[there is]; [wipe] off, forsooth, the sorceresses, off all the hags

Ppp reads m c -dhanyas, rectifymg the meter The comm, here

defines ksetriya as hereditary disease (ksetram mdtdpitr^ariram

tatsakdsdt).

vs'ij?. ^raf'3rg2g:i

6 II

Having wiped off the sorcerers, off all the hags, O off-wiper,

with you do we wipe off all that.

Ppp. is defaced in this verse The comm, first explains apamrjya m a

mto an imperative, apamrddhi, but then, as an alternative, he allows it its

own proper sense

1 arqpTFf ^ crsu^m'Rbi]

19. Against enemies : with a plant

Found also, m connection with the two next preceding hymns, m
Paipp V. Used by Kaus only m company with hymns 17 and 18, as

described under h 17. [But vs 2 is reckoned to the abhaya gana,

employed as battle-charms, see Kaus 16 8, note ]

3^ ^rffelll 5tll

Both are you not relative-making, and now are you kin-

makmg; also do you cut off (7 a-chid) the progeny of the

witchcraft-maker, like a reed of the rainy season (yarsika).
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Or, perhaps, ‘a last year’s reed’ (but comm , varsdsu bhavam) The
first half-verse is very obscure, and the translation follows the text as

closely as possible (Ppp differs only by beginning ute 'va
’

57),
understanding a-bandhukrt^ and not abandhukrt (which would be
accented on -krt), possibly the sense is ‘'you make common cause with

some and not with others ” The comm takes -krt both times from krt

‘cut’ (which is not impossible) = kanaka or chedaka^ and he cites

RV IV 4 5 “slaughter you our foes, the related and the unrelated
’

’ Nadam
h.Q zs etatsamjnam succhedam trnavisesam IheAnukr seems to

sanction abbreviation to 'va m d

You are bespoken (?) by a Brahman, by Kanva son of Nrshad,

you go like a bnlliant army ('?), there is no fear (bhaya) there

where you arrive (pra-dp)^ O herb

Ppp has m a pariyukto and this is very probably the true form of
the word here used, the difiiculty is that neither yuj nor vac is anywhere
else found used with pan, prayukta [‘employed’] is what we should

expect. We have “Kanva’s plant” mentioned at vi 52.3 The imperfect

meter of b (which the Anukr fails to notice, as it does also the like

deficiency m d) gives a degree of plausibility to GrilTs suggestion that the

pada IS intruded on an ongmal anustubh The pada‘-mss, waver between
narsadena and ndrs- (Our Bp emends s to 5 ; Op is altered obscurely,

D K. have s), but 5- is certamly the true readmg, as required by Prat iv 83,

SPP. has wrongly chosen s for his pada-t&yit. The comm
,
with a couple of

SPP’s authorities that follow him, reads tvisimaie m c (our P MW E have
tvisimati ) The mss , without any stable reason, accent asti m d, and our
edition follows them, SPP strangely gives asti in samhita-, but asti m
pada-t&Kt. [Are not paryuktd and party uktd alike awkward phonetic

renderings ofpra-yuktd^ Cf Ppp sasire (— sasr-e), iv 18 6, and daddhire
(== dadhre, Roth, ZDMG xlviii.116) ]

iijdify fsdiRi II ^ II

You go to the head (agra) of the herbs, causing to shine (dip)

upon [us] as it were with light; also rescuer are you of the simple
(pdka), likewise slayer are you of the demoniac.

Ppp puts pakasya before trdtd ui c, the comm paraphrases it with
paktavya-prajnasya [‘one whose wisdom (prajna) vs yet to be matured’]
durbalasya.
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3T3rRiarr:n'!Sii

When yonder, in the beginning, the gods by you removed (nis-

kr) the Asuras, from thence, O herb, were you bom, an off-wiper.

Ppp has m b the older form akmvata^ and for c reads ta^mad dhi
tvam osadhe op- The comm, takes adhi in c as meaning upcxri

vartamdnah or sresthah san

% fwi

5rq^% fiT% W W ^ ^ II

Splitting apart (yi-bhid)^, hundred-branched “splitting apart”
by name is your father, in return (pratyak), do you split apart him
who assails us.

Ppp has sundry corruptions • vibhindati m a, vibinda m b, tarn tvd at

end of c The comm, omits vi in c. Pada c needs some such emendation as

to tarn tu-am

valid.

tq^qrq^^Rq^qjdfT^r^ll^ll

The non-existent came into being (sam-bhU) from the earth;

that goes to the sky, the great expanse (yyacas), let that, venly,

fuming abroad, come back thence on the maker

The translation implies the obvious emendation, made in our text, of
tad dydm for tad ydm^ which is read by all the mss. and by the comm

,

and retamed m SPP’s text, though m a note he approves our alteration, it

IS only another example of mistakmg an abbreviated for a fiill readmg {dy

for its grammatical equivalent ddy compare [i 22 1, and Roth, ZDMG
xiviii 104]). Ppp reads in b brhat vacas; and it has for c ud it vaco
vyadhumayati The comm gives bhumydm for -yds m a, and tvat for tat at

begmnmg of b. He renders asat by asatkalpam krtydrupam, or,

alternatively, by asobhanam krtydrupam. The accent -dhupdyat is

contrary to all rule, and doubtless false, MS (i. 10.20; p 160.1) has -pdyat^

which is correct. The general sense of the verse is obscure, but it appears

to parallel the return of the charm upon its producer with the action of

water m exhalmg from the earth and coming back as rain.

31% -qraqr isn^livall

1 Bhidir to cut
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Since you have come into being reverted ipratyanc), having

reverted fruit, do you repel (yii) from me all curses, [repel] very far

the deadly weapon

The verse is nearly repeated as vii 65 1 Ppp has for c, d pratlskrtya

amum krtyd-krtam jahi The comm reads in h-phala, vocative, regardmg,

of course, the apdmdrga plant as addressed

o . -qr TTir' 1^1% g-^arjRr wi

w i^r ajl'iUHqi c II

Protect me around with a hundred, defend me with a thousand,

may the forceful (ugra) Indra, O lord of the plants, assign force

(pjman) unto you.

Ppp has for d bhadro jmdnam d dadhuh It can hardly be that the

Avnter does not use here ugra and ojman as words felt to be related, but

the comm gives for the former his standmg and always repeated

udgurnabala^ and paraphrases the other with ojasvitva.

20. To discover sorcerers : with an herb

Found m Paipp viii (m the verse-order 1-4, 7, 6, 8, 9, 5) Reckoned
by Kaus (8 25) to the cdtandni; and by the schol. (8.24, note) added to

the mdtrndmdni with good reason, if we may trust the Anukr. (which
adds to what is given above . anena mdtmdmau 'sadhim evd 'staut), but

the comm says nothmg about it The hymn is used by itself (28 7) to

accompany the bmdmg on of an amulet of sadampuspa ‘ever-flowermg’

(or, as the comm and schol say, trisandhya) m a healmg ceremony (the

comm, says, against brahmagraha and the like).

O -

Tl^^ll^ll

He (?) looks on, he looks toward, he looks away, he looks the

sky, the atmosphere, then the earth- all that, O divine one (f ), he

looks at

Pp has the 2d sing, padyasi all the five times, and it is an easier
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reading (adopted by Gnil m his translation), especially in d, unless we
may emend devi to devt^ according to the comm

,
the subject throughout

IS ie wearer of the amulet, and the divine one, as is also mdicated by

Kaus ,
IS the sadampuspa plant, a plant evidently having something about

It that resembles or suggests eyes Ppp reads d for at in c [Read pra for

prati m a"^ Pronounce divantar- me]

Three skies, three earths, and these six directions severally - by

you let me see all beings, O divine herb.

Ppp has mahf (for -Ih) mstead ofprthak m b, and m the second half-

verse, tathd *ham sarvd ydtrna pasydmi. Some of our mss (P M.) give

pasydni m d Pada a is redundant by a syllable, unless we pronounce

prthvls [For the triplicity^ comm, cites RV ii 27 8 and AB ii 17 end ]

\3^ ^ . fgoSRgT ^ fiftr

Of that heavenly eagle are you the eye-pupil, you there have

ascended the earth as a weaned bnde (yadhu) a litter

Ppp puts divyasya after suparnasya The ground of the comparisons

made m the verse is altogether obscure, and the comm, casts no hght upon

them [Bloomfield discusses this vs , AJP, xvii.402 ]

vsk-if. m ^ ^ sn'^aRi.i

wqxfW 11 n

May the thousand-eyed god set it in my right hand; with it do I

see every one, both who is Stldra and [who] Aryan

Ppp has hast ’ ddadat at end of b, and, for second half-verse, tato

‘ham sarvam pasydmi adbhutam (sic) yac ca bhavyam Pasydni would be

an acceptable emendation m c The comm (with one of SPP’s mss ) reads

tvayd m c, he regards the “god” in a as Indra

MirMijW ^»pgrr:i

^ I
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Make manifest [your] forms; do not hide yourself away, then

may you, O thousand-eyed one, look upon the kimidins

Literally (in d) ‘meet with your look’ Ppp begins c with eva mstead
of atho, and ends d withpaiyamy ayata The abbreviation in c of the stem
-caksus to -caksu is one of those notedm the Prat, rules ii 59 and iv.lOO

cgr 'hj ^ 11

Show me the sorcerers, show the sorceresses; show all the

pi^acas with this intent I take hold of (d-rabh) you, O herb.

For second half-verse, Ppp has apasprg eva tisthantam darsaya mam
kimldinam

The eye of Kasyapa are you, and of the four-eyed bitch;

conceal you not the pisdca, like the sun gliding (srp) in the clear

sky (yldhrd)

That IS, allow him to be no more concealed than the snn etc Both
editions read -aksyas at end of b, but it is against the authority of the mss ,

all ofwhich (save fwo of SPP’s which follow the comm m giving the true

readmg) omit, as in numerous other cases, the y after the sibilant The
comm, regards Sarama as referred to; and, in futile attempt at explainmg
her possession of four eyes, says etend 'pradhrsyatvam uktam [Cf
Weber, Berl Sh , 1895, p 849, n 3.] He explains the reference to eyes by
the resemblance of the flowers of the plant m question, but this looks

rather like a plausible guess than like a statement on any authority Ppp
has for first half-verse kasyapasya caturaksas syantyds caturaksd The
comm, derives vldhra from vi-idh^ and glosses it with antariksa The
Anukr appears to approve the abbreviation to suryam \a m c

[Bloomfield thinks that kasyapa punnmgly suggests pasyaka ‘seer’, and
cites TA 1 8.8, kasyapah pasyako bhavati yat sarvam paripasyati ]

I have seized (ud-grabh) out of his shelter (parip&nd) the

sorcerer, the kimidin\ with it do I see every one, both Shdra and
Aryan
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Ppp. has m a, b -pdnam yatudhanat kimldinah The comm makes
tena refer here to yatudhanam^ and supplies graham to sarvam - evidently

without reason

^ ^UdyQldl

^^ ^ t fiivuri 3r ^ u

Whichever flies through the atmosphere, and whichever creeps

across the sky; whichever thinks the earth a refuge {ndtha) - that

pisdca do you show forth

Ppp has for b bhomls co *pasarpati, and m c divam for bhumim, and

its d IS tvam pi^dcam drse kuru The comm, (with a couple of SPP’s mss.)

has adhi- mstead of ati- in b, he glosses ndtham with svdmmam The
verse is not bhurij if we combine yo 'ntar- m a. [Correct the imsprmted

verse-number.]

Here, at the end of the fourth anuvdka^ with 5 hymns and 42 verses,

the old Anukr. says atha kurydd dvadasa

Here ends also the seventhprapdthaka.

21. Praise of the kine

This hymn is not found m Paipp , but it occurs in the Rig-Veda

(vi.28 1-7; vs. 8, m a different meter, is perhaps a later addition), and also

inTB (ii.8.8"'^^)- Itisusedby Kaus (19.1), with 1 4-6 and others m ante

for ailmg kine, and also (21.8 ff.) in one for the prosperity of kme, vs 7

being specifically mentioned as repeated when they go forth to pasture;

vs. 7 appears further to be quoted at 19 14, in a nte for the cow-stall, but

the comm declares two verses to be intended, and, if so, they must be

vii 75 1, 2, smce there is here no followmg verse. In Vait. (21.24), in the

agnistoma, the cows intended as sacnficial gifts are greeted with this

hymn The schol. (lvaus.16.8) reckons vs. 4 to the abhaya gana. The

comm, [and Kesava’s scholion to Kaus'. 27.34] declare hymns 21-30 to be

mrgdra-hymns (kaus. 27.34; 9.1) but the same would seem properly to

belong only to hymns 23-29, which form a related group, and are by the

Anukr. ascnbed to Mrgara as author

The Trine have come, and have done what is excellent, let them
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stay (sad) in the stall (gostha); let them take pleasure with us, may
they be nch in progeny here, many-formed, milking for Indra

many dawns.

The other texts have no vanants for this verse The comm
, after his

wont, turns the two aonsts m a mto imperatives, he renders ranayantu

alternatively by ramayantu and ramantam, and he takes “dawns” as

equivalent to “days” (divasan) [‘Full many a morning yieldmg milk for

Indra.’]

^ II

To the sacnficer and singer, to the helpful one (‘^), Indra venly
gives further, steals not what is his, increasing more and more the

wealth of him, he sets the godly man (devayu) in an undivided

domain (? khilya).

The other texts have in a the decidedly better reading prnate ca siks

ati of which ours is simply a corruption; the comm , heedless of the

accent, takes our s'lksate as a verb (= gdh prayacchati) In d they have the

better accent abhinne, and TB reads khille; most of our mss could be
better understood as khilpe than as khilye^ the comm defines khila as

aprahatam sthdnam, and khilya as tatrabhava, R conjectures “stone-

wall’ ’ for khilya All our mss , and part of SPP’s, read mukhdyati in b

^ w ^si^i

g Fni^: nil ^11

They shall not be lost; no thief shall harm [them], no hostile

[person] shall dare attack their track (‘^); with whom he both

sacnfices to the gods and gives, long venly with them does the

kine-lord go in company

Both the other texts accent vyathis m b, as does one of our mss. (O ),

and one of SPP’s. Before this word TB has nai 'nd amitro. The comm
explams vyathis as vyathdjanakam dyudham The pada is very obscure as

It stands [An earlier draft of the translator’s ms reads . ^'Nas'anti, by its

association, and its difference from nasyanti^ must be meant as

subjunctive (aor), notwithstanding its ending ” I am tempted to suggest
na id nasan, td (acc, pi fe ) na dabhdti taskaras. - BR, vi 1438, take
vyathis as ‘unbemerkt von,’ with genitive, dsdm But see Geldner’s
discussion of the combmations of vyathis with d-^dhrs, Ved Stud ii 29. -

Note that TB’s amitro (both ed’s read so m the text and both have a- in
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the comm ) is neither amitro nor amitro
] *[In TB , the pratikas of vss 3

and 4 stand m RV order at ii 8 8^^, but the vss are given m full at

11 4 69 ]

No dust-raising horseman (? arvan) reaches them, not unto the

slaughter-house (?) do they go; those kine of that sacnficing

mortal roam over wide-going fearlessness.

RV differs only by retaming the a of asnute m a, as do one or two of
our mss (O.K ) and half of SPP’s, and its pada-text divides samskrtatra
m b, while the AV pada-vass (except our Op ) leave the word undivided
(by an oversight, the AV Index Verborum gives the RV form) The
comm explams arva by hinsako vyaghradih, and -kakata by udbhedaka,
also samskrtatra by mansapacaka (because visasitam trayate pdlayati),

quotmg from an unknown source the Ime samskrtah syad visasitah

samskrtatras ca pacakah. The comment to Prat [iv.58] makes the word
come from the root kr TB. [also retams the a of asnute and it] has m d
martyasya. In our printed text, the upper accent-mark m renukakdto is

over the wrong k

ftrr 'm ^ pftrt ^ ii

The kine [are] Bhaga; Indra has seemed to me the kine, the

kme [are] the draught of first soma; these kine - that, O people, [is]

Indra; with whatever heart [and] mind I seek Indra.

The translation implies m a the RV. reading achdn, of which our

ichdt seems merely an unintelligent and unintelligible cormption, TB has

mstead acchdt^ and our O K. give the same Both the other texts add id

after ichdmi m d The comm translates m a
‘ ‘may Indra desire that there

be kme for me ’
’ [The latter part of c is of course the well-known refram

ofRV ii.l2.]

You, O kine, fatten whoever is lean; the unlovely (as'rird) one

you make of good aspect; you make the house excellent, O you of
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excellent voice; great is your vigor (yayas) called in the assemblies

(sabhd).

The RV version agrees at all points with ours; TB accents krsam in a

and has aslilam in b (its kmuthdt is a misprint, as its commentary shows)

The comm, reads kmuta m c, sabhdsu m d he paraphrases with

janasamuhesu

^ ^ #T iVii mwi: Tift' -it 155^4 n V9

n

Rich in progeny, shining m good pasture, dnnkmg clear waters

at a good watering-place - let not the thief master you, nor the evil-

plotter; let Rudra’s weapon avoid you.

The translation of a follows our text, though the false accent rusantis

(TB. has the same readmg) shows that the word is only a corruption of the

RV reading risantis ‘cropping grazmg’ The comm., though reading

rusantis

y

renders it tmam bhaksayantis, [The TB comm m both ed’s

reads risantlsl\ Both the other texts have m a suyavasanty and at the end
hetl rudrasya vrjydh (TB. vrnjydt) With our c, d compare also TS i.l.l

(differing only m the order ofwords in d {rudrasya hetth pan vo vmaktUy

which IS metncally much better than our AV. order, albeit the RV. order

IS as good as that of TS if we pronounce rudr-asya]) The comm,
supplies to aghasansas m c vyaghrddir dustamrgah [For IsatUy see Skt

Gram §615]

22. For the success and prosperity of a king

Found m Paipp. iii. (with vs 3 before vs. 2), and most of it also m
TB (li 4.7^"^). Used by Kaus (14 24) m a rite for victory m battle (the

editor of Kaus. regards the next hymn also as included, but evidently by
an error), and also m the ceremony of consecration of a king (17 28)
[Weber, iJd/arwya, p 142]; and the comm mistakenly regards it as quoted
at 72.7, givmg the pratika as imam indra^ instead of imam indramy as

Kaus. really reads (xii 2 47, evidently the verse intended) The Anukr
spreads itself at very unusual length over the character of the hymn :

imam indra vardhaye *ti vasistha amdrarh traistubham so Hharvd ks

atriydya rdjfie candramase prathamdbhih pancabhir
niramitrlkaranamukhyene ’ndram aprarthayad grdmagavasvddi sarvam
rdjyopakaranam ca tatah pardbhydm antydbhydm mdraupena svayam
eva ksatriyam rdjdnam candramasam d^isd prdnudad iti. Probably Vasist

ha IS the intended ra-name, and so Hharvd (one ms sauth-) a misreading
for something else
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- arfriil^RraT

[•agf^- sT^rar srsraf i ct^crr- sfft asi^ trt i ^rg^i]

\9^\9. gTjfe FT ^ ^1
ftTfr^R^OJlREr V5||WI< 14y«|TW|

Increase, O Indra, this Ksatriya for me, make you this man
sole chief of the clans (vis"), unman (nis-aks) all his enemies, make
them subject to him in the contests for preeminence

The comm (with one of SPP’s mss ) has m b the strange reading vrs

dm for visdm, and it treats aham and uttaresu m d as two separate words
He takes aksnuhi as from aks ‘attam’ (aksu vydptau), and so explains it

(nirgatavydptikdn kurii) [See Delbruck’s discussion, Gurupujakaumudt^

p 48-9 ] TB combmes a of this verse (reading ksatriydndm for -yam me)
with b, c, d of our vs 3 In our edition, an anusvdra is substituted for an

accent-mark over the syllable -nra- m d

4^ TfT^ 3T% ^
Portion you this man in village, in horses, in kine; unportion

that man who is his enemy, let this king be the summit of

authorities (ksatra); O Indra, make every foe subject to him.

Ppp elides the a of a?nitras in b, and m c has the better reading vars

man ‘at the summit,’ which is also offered by the comm
,
and by three of

SPP’s mss TB. has varsman^ but as first word of a very different half-

verse, our 111 4 2 c, d, which it adds to our first half-verse here to make a

complete verse, m a it has imam d mstead of e 'mam^ and m b nir amum
mstead ofms tam^ thus rectifymg the meter (the Anukr takes no notice of

the metrical irregularity of our b), and it leaves asya without accent at the

end Nearly half the mss. (mcludmg our P M W.I K ) have in d satrun,

and the comm, seems to understand satrun. [TB combmes yo "mitro,

agamst the meter ]

%?lt Jm\

-qfl grife -91^^

Let this man be riches-lord of nches; let this king be people-

lord of people; in him, O Indra, put great splendors, destitute of

splendour make you his foe.

As noted above, TB combmes the last three padas of this verse with

our 1 a. It reads asmai mstead of asmin at beginning of c The comm
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foolishly gives himself much vam trouble to prove that the epithets in a
and b are not repetitions

o
. ^ 5fTS!it

^ TT^iT fpr Trgprrwkt TTg^ii^sii

For him, O heaven-and-earth, milk you much that is pleasant

(yamd), like two milch kme that yield the hot-draught {gharma-Y,
may this king be dear to Indra, dear to kme, herbs, cattle

Ppp combines dughe *va in b, and has bhuyds in c, and at the end it

agrees with TB m readmg utd *pdm forpasundm TB further has asme m
a, and -dughe \a dhenuh m b [but see Prat i.82 n ]; and it prefixes sam to

duhatham Probably it is the loss of that prefix or of some other that

causes duhatham to stand m all the mss. without accent at the beginnmg
of the pada an inadmissible anomaly, though read m both texts, we
ought to have emended to duhatham The comm, explams that gharma- in

b signifies the pravargya [The meter requires the prefix.]

^3RRTg?r h h

I join to you Indra who gives superionty (luttardvani), by
whom men conquer, are not conquered; who shall make you sole

chief of people (jand), also uppermost of kings descended from
Manu.

Pp reads m a tarn uttaravantam indra. TB has in b jayasi and
parajayasai, and m the second half-verse sa tva ’kar ekavrsabham svanam
atho laj’ann utt- The comm explains uttaravantam by atisayitotkars

avantam

V9V9^. % 'mm % % ^

Superior [are] you, inferior your rivals, whosoever, O king, are

your opposing foes, sole chief, having Indra as companion, having

conquered, bnng you in the enjoyments (bhojand) of them that

play the foe.

Ppp. has m a adhare santv anye. TB. puts together a and c as first

half of a verse to the other half of which our text has nothmg
correspondmg, and it reads ekavrsd for ekavrsas. The comm takes prati

1 I cT^gi ^ u4'^m I
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and scitravas in b as two independent words, he paraphrases bhojandni by
bhogasddhandni dhandni

3if% wTsr^— —- W C\ ~N

Of lion-aspect, do you devour {ad) all the clans {visy, of tiger-

aspect, do you beat down the foes, sole chief, having Indra as

companion, - having conquered, seize you on {a-khid) the

enjoyments of them that play the foe.

Ppp has only the second half-verse, and reads for d satruyatam abhi
tistha mahdnsi (our vii.73 10 etc. see under that verse) The whole verse
is wanting in TB The comm , with one of SPP’s mss., reads apa for ava
in b He paraphrases addhi (which is a frequent expression for the action

of a ruler upon his subjects) very properly by bhunksva, and a khida, less

acceptably, by acchindhi

23. Praise and prayer to Agni
Found, *with the six hymns that follow, all together (but m the order

23, 25, 27, 26, 28, 29, 24), m Paipp iv. The seven are known by Kaus
(9 1) as the mrgara hymns (also by the schol , as by the Anukr

;
that the

comm to h 21 gives the name to 21-30 was there remarked, here he
speaks of “a heptad of hymns” as intended in 9 1); they are reckoned

(9 1) to the brhachdntigana, and also (32 27, note) to the anhollnga gana,
and they are employed in a healmg rite (27 34). In Vait the hymn
accompanies the kindlmg of the fire m the parvan sacrifices (2 11), and
vs 4 is similarly used (5 15) m the agnyddheya It was noted under the

precedmg hymn that the editor of Kaus mistakenly regards this one as

included in Kaus 14.24 The first and last verses [of each] of the mrgara
hymns are given also by TS (iv7.15), MS. (lii 16.5), and K. (xxii.15),

only the hymn to Bhava and Sarva (our 28) is omitted, and, on the other

hand, those texts have similar mvocations to the Asvms and to all the

gods And the comm, to our h 24 quotes also TS vn 5.22, where a

mrgdresti with ten oblations, to the divinities worshipped with the verse

in question, is prescribed. [See further, as to this litany, Weber’s note,

p 95 f. - The mrgdm-verses occur m TS and MS. at the very end of the

kandas (iv and iii.) concerned ] *[In the verse-order 1, 4, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7.]

[^- -jjTRi ^jararr- sifRi

'*^3135'^ ^ STRTITql^ I]
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vsvsif . WRg TITSEfSRI^ ffiriSTr ^5rfiFq^l

TT ^ ii3§MiPT:ll ^[l

I reverence (man-u) first the forethoughtful (pracetas) Agm,
him of the five peoples, whom men kindle in many places, we pray

to him who had entered {pra-vis) into clans after clans (vz^) let

him free us from distress.

Ppp has in b pancaj-\ the comm., pdncayajnasya, for which he gives

three different mterpretations^ the last one making -yajnasya equivalent

to -janasya Manve he paraphrases byjdndmi In a, MS has amrtdndm for

pracetasas, for b, TS.MS give yam pdncajanyam bahavah samindhate,

and, for c, visvasydm visi pravivisivdnsam imahe [The “absence of

reduplication” {Skt Gram, §803 a) is doubtless due to the oft-repeated

syllable vi to vis The pratika is cited, MGS i.5.5 - cf p.l45 ] The Anukr
,

at the end of the descriptions of the seven hymns, says that all the verses

contain - i.e end with - an anustubh pada. Its definitions of the meters m
detail are too inaccurate to be worthy of attention throughout

^ 5 SIT% IT ^ ii ^ ii

As you carry the oblation, O Jatavedas; as, foreknowing, you

adapt the sacrifice - so do you convey to us favour from the gods .

let him free us from distress.

Ppp offers no variants in vss, 2-4, but puts 4 next after 1 The comm
takes devebhyas m c first as dative and then as ablative

H if : II ^ II

Put to service at every course (ydman)^ best earner, sharer

(abhaga) at every rite, Agni I praise, demon-slayer, sacnfice-

mcreaser, offered to with ghi • let him free us from distress.

All the mss (and SPP. with them) make the division of the verse,

with obvious impropriety, before instead of after agnim ide, being
apparently led into the blunder by remembering the two words as

begmning the Rig-Veda The comm, gives the right division, as does also

our edition by emendation. Nearly all the mss (nor our LK ) read bahist

1 '^[W^z I ^
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ham at end of a; both editions give vah-^ with the comm The comm
paraphrases dbhagam by dbhaktavyam dsevyam evamgunavisistam [The
vs scans asll + 11 12

+

8 = 42 Even with the misdivision (11+7 8 +
8 + 8), it is no purastajjyotismati (44) ]

V9V9\9. Tpnt ^^rnt fi^i

The well-bom Jatavedas^ the mighty (yibhu) Agni belonging

to all men (yaisvdnara), the carrier of oblations, we call on : let

him free us from distress.

The verse, as already noticed, comes second in the Ppp. version of
the hymn. The comm, explains vibhu as “pervadmg” (yyapaka)

v9V9<i. % qpiT:!

TT ^ II ^ II

With whom as ally the seers made [their] strength shine out,

with whom they repelled the wiles of the Asuras; with whom,
Agni, Indra conquered the Panis - let him free us from distress.

Ppp makes in a the combination yena rs-, and reads in b idyotayan,

for the latter, the comm, (with two or three of SPP’s mss.) gives

ttddyotayan; a few of the mss. (mcluding our Bp K ) have -tayam.

V9\9<? . ^
^t^T: Tg3§?g]^:ll^il

By whom the gods discovered the immortal; by whom they

made the herbs rich in honey; by whom the gods brought the

heaven (svar) - let him free us from distress.

The comm takes amrta in a as meaning the drink of immortality,

more probably it sigmfies immortality itself.

V9^o . 'ilftdoq W

In whose direction [is] whatever shines forth (yi-ruc) here,

what is bom and to be bom, all of it - I praise Agni, [as a]

suppliant I call loudly on [him] - let him free us from distress.

TS. and MS. have quite different first half-verse : yasye ’dam pranan

1 SeeNirukta? 19
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nimisad yad ejati yasya jatam janamanam ca kevalam The comm renders

nathitas first by nathamaaah, phalam kamayam^ah, and they by nathah

svami samjato ‘sya.

24. Praise and prayer to Indra

Found m Paipp iv
,
with the other mrgara hymns, and used by Kaus

only as one of the group (see under h 23), its first and last verses occur m
the same Black Yajur-Veda texts (do.)*

-qail ^^ «n^:i

^ 335?^^: 11 ^11

We reverence Indra; constantly do we reverence him; these

praise-hymns (stoma) of the Vrta-slayer have come unto me; he
who goes to the call of the worshiper (dasvdns)^ of the well-doer -

let him free us from distress

Ppp. has in a indrasya manve sasvad yasya manvire, which is better,

in both sense and meter. TS. and MS. (agreeing throughout) read indrasya

manve prathamasya pracetasah m a; m b, upa mam upd 'guh; and, in c,

havam upa gantd. The verse is properly enough purahsakvari^ but there is

no reason why it should be called in addition sakvarlgarbhd.

He who, having formidable arms, is repeller (^yayu) of the

formidable ones (f); who battered the strength of the Danavas; by
whom are conquered the rivers,* by whom the kine - let him free

us from distress.

Ppp. has m a yo "grandm and omits yayus‘, and at end of b it reads

asasada The first ptda is full of questionable points, and probably
corrupt; the comm, explams yuyus (though SPP. says m a note that his

text reads yayus), and by ydvayitd prthakkarta', to ugrindm he supplies

satrusendnSm .

Trraiui :

1 f^. ^frrt^'si^T^rraT: ^?rg5r'^'^3io[%TlSrat: 1
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He who is filler of people (carsani-), bull, heaven-finder
(svarvid); for whom the pressing-stones proclaim [his] manliness,
whose IS the sacrifice with seven priests, most intoxicatmg - let

him free us from distress

Ppp has carsani instead of vrsabhas in a, and, for c, yasyd ’dhvaryus
saptahota mudicyut The comm renders carsani- by manusya-

W ^
TT ^

Whose are cows (yas'd), bulls, oxen; for whom, the heaven-
finder; sacnficial posts (svaru) are set up. for whom the bright

(sukra) [soma] purifies itself, adorned with sacred words {brahma)
- let him free us from distress

Ppp has in cyasmm s'ukraspravartate The comm explams vasa m a
as “banren cow” {vandhya gauh), and svaru as yQpdvataksanadakala,
used for yiipa [Cf. RV. vi. 16.47 ]

He whose enjoyment (justi) the offerers of soma desire, whom,
possessed of arrows, men call on in the cattle-raid (gavisti); on
whom depends song {?arka), on whom force - let him free us from
distress.

Ppp reads m b isuvantam Prat.u.23 teaches the form of gavisti The
comm explains arkas as arcanasadhanabhuto mantrah stutasastrddilaks

anah

^^6^. WT: ^ ^
He who was bom first for the doing of deeds, of whom first

the heroism was noted; by whom brandished (ud-yam) the

thunderbolt went at (abhi-i) the dragon - let him free us from

distress.

As in one or two other cases’, the mss. have in a yajne mstead of

jajne\ but one or two of SPP’s follow the comm., who readsjajne^ as does

also Ppp.; and both of the editions give this. In b the comm, with three of

SPP’s authonties, gives anubaddhami in c he derives dyata from root

yam, and renders it by ahinslt\ we might emend to abhydyato 'him and get
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a form from that root, which would yield a preferable sense [For the use

of abhi-i with vajra as subject and with acc , Whitney has noted the

excellent parallel, RV i 80 12 ] *[So x 10.1 8-]

vadvs. it -gf: prM
^ y^«3^«:nv9ii

He who, controlling, leads together hosts (samgramd) for

fighting, who mingles (sam-srj) the possessions (pusta) of the two
parties - I praise Indra, [as a] suppliant I call loudly on [him], let

him free us from distress.

Ppp. has m b pustyd nos. TS and MS read m a (as does also the

comm.) the smg. samgrdmam, and they put yudhe after vaij; at end of b
they give traydni instead of dvaydni. The comm, thinks dvaydni to be
strlpumsdtmakdm mithundni

25. Praise and prayer to Vayu and Savita

Foimd m Paipp iv. (m the verse-order 1-3, 6, 5, 4, 7 and after our

hymn 23). The Black Yajur-Veda texts (see under hymn 23) put their

passages corresponding to our hymn 29 (to Mitra and Varuna) between
those corresponding to our 24 and 25. For the use of the hymn as one of
the mrgdra hymns m Kaus , see under hymn 23; the comm further quotes

it as employed by Naks. K. 18, in a sdnti ceremony named vdyavya. The
metrical irregularities are not worth the trouble of detailing

[^ft-- TfTRI Ttf^l ^

va Wn^fcltl]

Of vayu, of Savita we reverence the counsels (yidathay, you
who enter and who defend what has life (dtmanvant); you who
have become encompassers of the all - do you free us from
distress.

TS and MS. read bibhrtas (for visathas) and raksatas in b, and TS
bahuvatus in c; and both have dgasas in the refrain. MS. further combmes
yd dt- in b, and has td no m- in the refrain. The comm, is uncertain as to

the sense of vidatha. [Geldner renders, “Wir gedenken des Bundes
zwischen V. and S.,” ZDMG.iii.746 : cf. Foy, KZ. xxxiv.226 ] Doubtless
it is a metncal consideration that causes the change from 3d to 2d person
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m the refrain of hymns 25, 26, and 28 [Grammar and meter favour
restoration of the older and longer form paribhuvd me- see Lanman,
JAOS x413 ]

Tm ^TF:grH^ ^^ ^ ii

Of whom are numbered the widths of the earth; by whom the

welkin irajasy is made fast (yup) in the atmosphere, whose
progress no one soever has reached {anu-af) - do you free us from
distress

Ppp has m a varimani parthiva, which improves the meter; also

gusthitam for yupitam m b, and prayam for prdyam in c Yupitam
(perhaps ‘smoothed out, spread imiforrnly’ [cf. Bloomfield AJP xii.418,

419]) the comm, explains by murchitam sad dharyate. The pada-text
divides m c pradyam, for which SPP., on the authority of only one of his

mss ,
imaccountably substitutes praayam (a number of our mss give

mstead-ya/z) [cf BR.v.1635].

vs^o. ^1^1? ^
^ ^ ^ Tg3a[fii^:n ^ n

In [conformity with] your course (yrata) people (jand) go to

rest, when you are risen, they go forth, O you of beauteous luster;

you, O Vayu and Savita, defend beings - do you free us from
distress.

Ppp has yachatas for raksathas at end of c, the comm , with a couple

of SPP’s mss., reads rdksatas\ and he paraphrases it, without a word of
remark, with palayathas.

^ wife fviRi'di ^

Away from here, O Vayu and Savita, drive (sidh) you what is

ill-done, away the demons and Simida; for you unite (sam-srj)

[men] with refreshment (urjd), with strength - do you free us from

distress.

Nearly all the mss. read in c srjatha (instead of -thas) The comm.,
with two or three of SPP’s mss , reads samidam (for simidam) in his text

1 I 1 ('fto 1
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in b, but explains samidham (by samdiptam krtydm ca); itas m a he takes

from root z, and paraphrases by gamayathasf Emendation m a to dus
krtam, ‘evil-doer% would be acceptable, the comm takes it as accented (=

asmadlyam pdpam)

% TTlt' -HflatcT -^gciT

Let Savita and Vayu engender (a-su) in my body {tanu)

wealth, prospenty, very propitious dextenty, do you put here

freedom from yaksma, greatness, do you free us from distress

Tanu m b is translated as a locative because so regarded by the Prat

(under i.74), as it is also by the conun. (= tanvam, asmadlye sarlre), it

might be nom. dual, or, yet better, it might be emended to tanudaksam
Ppp reads aveyaksmatam suhasmdsu dhattam for c The comm
paraphrases d suvatdm with prerayatdm prayacchatdm

isr 'dPirrak tjcgt

25^ ^ ^ II ^ II

O Savita, Vayu [give] forth favour in order to aid; you cause to

revel m the intoxicating jovial [soma], hitherward from the height

ipravaf) confirm you of what is pleasant (yama)\ do you free us

from distress.

The strong ellipses m the first half-verse are filled by the comm m
accordance with the translation Ppp reads m b madayetam, and m c

pravatd ni yachatas The comm makes pravatas ( = prakarsavatas)
coordmate with vdmasya, qualifymg dhanasya imderstood [Pischel, Ved
Stud, 11.74, takes it as acc. pi with vdmasya^ ^streams of vdma\ and
compares rdyo dhara, vasvo arnava, etc -Render the subjunctive m b by
‘cause you’ etc ?]

•«j|[dK‘'Er^ iff ^ <joc)dii^4i :nv9ii

The best blessings (dsis) have come mato us m the domain
(dhdmari) of the two gods; I praise god Savita and Vayu . do you
free us from distress.

Ppp. combmes to nd ’’-siso in a MS. reads ds'iras for ds'isas, for

dhdman in b it has dharmas, and TS dharme, for c, both give staumi
vdyum savitdram ndthito Johavimi, and, as in vs. 1, MS begms d with td,

and both end it with dgasas.
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The fifth anuvaka ends here m the middle of the mrgara group, it has
5 hymns and 35 verses, and the old Anukr. says aparah panca

[^- TfTRI SJT^-T3f§r4l \

26. Praise and prayer to heaven and earth

Found in Paipp iv. (m a somewhat different verse-order*), after our
hymn 27 The other texts (see under hymn 23) have but one verse that

represents the hymn, made up of parts of our vss 1 and 7 As to the use of
the mrgara hymns by Kaus , see under h 23 In Vait (15 13), this hymn
(or vs. 1) accompanies the offering to the udumbara twig m the agnist

oma *[Order, 1, 2, 4, 6, 3, 5, 7.]

gf||: ^ ^
I reverence you, O heaven-end-earth, you well-nounshmg ones

(subhojas)y who, like-minded (sacetas) did spread out unmeasured
intervals (yojana), since you became foundations (pratistha) of

good things, do you free us from distress.

Ppp omits the mtrusive and meter-disturbmg sacetasau (which, on
account of its accent, is reckoned to b m the translation, as it is also by the

pada-tQiLi)^ and, agamst rule, it combmes m bye 'prath- The comm , with

one of SPP’s mss , reads aprathetdm; and TS MS have the same,

followed by amitebhir ojobhir ye pratisthe abhavatdm vasundm they

have of the verse only these two padas, used as part of a closmg verse

The first half-verse is found also in the 'Nsigeysi-kdnda of SV (i 623 a, b)

this reads manye for manve, accents subhojasau^ omits (like Ppp

)

sacetasau, and ends with amitam abhi yojanam, its second half-verse is

our 2 c, d.

^ ^ ii

Since you became foundations of good things, you much
increased, divine, fortunate, wide-extended ones, O heaven-and-

earth, be pleasant to me : do you free us from distress

Ppp has m a babhuvathus (for abhavatam) The comm with a

couple of SPP’s mss. reads praviddhe ( = sutravat
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sarvajagadanupraviddhe) m b As noted under vs 1, SV has (omitting
me m c) the second half-verse, here earned on as refrain through vss 3-6
[In c, scan -prthvi sione ]

I call upon the not-distressmg, of excellent penance, wide,
profound, to be reverenced by poets O heaven- etc. etc

Possibly an antithesis is mtended between the first two (doubtfully
translated) epithets, both founded on tap ‘heat’ Ppp has the better

reading vam for aham at end of a

araigM ^ ^ g3ci5Tq-^:ii'«u

You who bear the immortal (amrtd), who the oblations; who
bear the streams (srotyd), who human beings (manusyd) : O
heaven- etc etc.

Ppp puts b before a.

% §fW i

gud ijiSie^

You who bear the ruddy [kme], who the forest-trees, you
within whom [are] all beings O heaven- etc etc.

Ope or two of our mss (H.I ), as the majority of SPP’s, make at the
beginning the false combmation ofj/a usr- The comm, declares usriya a
gondman

6 0 0 .^ gijqwr % ^ 1%^
WdifgQrdQ ^ ^ n

You who gratify with sweet drink (Jalala), who with ghi;

without whom [men] can [do] nothing whatever : O heaven- etc.

etc.

All the pada-vass. make in b the absurd division saknuvanti, as if the
word were a neut pi. from the stem saknuvant. Ppp has m a klldlais. The
comm mterprets kilala simply as anna.

6 0 ^. ^^
itftftr aicjiy%eJl ^ i^oc(dti^-u:iiv9ii
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This that scorches {abhi-suc) me, or by whomsoever done,

from what is human, not divine - I praise heaven-and-earth, [as] a

suppliant I call loudly on [them], do you free us from distress.

The verse looks as if broken off in the middle, to allow addition of
the regular close Ppp. has at end of b the more manageable readmg
pauruseyam na daivyam TS MS have the second half-verse added to

our 1 b, c, but they have also our 7 a, b (m the form yad idam md
'bhisocati pauruseyena daivyend) as first half of a similar verse to “all

the gods
’
’ The comm understands pdpdt as to be supplied m b, and takes

na as the particle of companson.

27. Praise and prayer to the Maruts

Found, with very slight variations, m Paipp. iv
, and its first and last

verses are represented m TS , MS , and K. (see under h 23), they follow a

similar passage to the Asvms, which follows our h 25 The use by Kaus.

is the same with that of the other mrgdra hymns (see under h.23) The
first pada of vs 4 nearly agrees with the second pada of a verse (the last)

given m kaus 3.3; and vs 4 is directed by Vait (12 12) to be used m the

agnistoma when one is ramed on, fiirther, vs. 7 (9 2), m the caturmdsya

sacrifice, with an evening libation to the Maruts And the comm, quotes

the hymn as used by Naks. K (18) m a sdnti-nXQ named marudgant

[^V9 - Tqrnrtr^ER

[^- TfTKl ^2RTT-

3Tfif ^ ^ I

The Maruts I reverence; let them bless me, let them favour this

steed (7vajd) in the race (^vajasatay, I have called on them for aid,

like easily-controlled swift [horses] : let them free us from distress.

Ppp. combines -sdta ‘vantu at end of b. Some of our mss
(P.M.W.E O.) read sHyamdn in c. The comm has an^un mstead of dsun m
c, and explains it as either “reins” or “horses ” Vdja and vdjasdta he

makes either “food” and “winning of food,” or “strength” and

“combat”. The version of the other texts is quite different; they have nas

for me in a, for b, pre ’mdm vdcam visvam avantu visve, for c, d^un have

suyamdn utaye, and at the end enasas.
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Who always open (yi-ac) an unexhausted fountain, who pour
in sap into the herbs— I put forward the Maruts, sons of the spotted

one : let them free us from distress

With a compare xviii 4 36 Some of our mss (P M.W I O ) read m c -

mdtrs. The comm explams utsam by megham, vyacanti by antarikse

vistdrayanti, andpr^m as the madhyamikd vdk

Co>i.W IWcTdT ^

^piTr ^ ^ II

You, O poets, that send the milk of the kine, the sap of the

herbs, the speed of the coursers— let the helpful (? sagmd) Maruts

be pleasant to us, let them free us from distress

Ppp reads invan at end of b, the comm renders invatha by
vyapayatha^ he also takes kavayas as nominative, and (with one of SPP’s
mss ) reads at beginning of c s'akmds, explaining it as =
sarvakdryasamarthds All our samhitd-mss. save one (E ) [R not noted]

combme na syon- m c

Waters from the ocean to the sky they carry up, they who pour

[them] from the sky upon the earth - the Maruts who go about

lording it with the waters let them free us from distress

The absence of accent of vahanti forbids us to make the better

construction of it with ye - which, however, the comm does not scmple to

adopt.

O ^ m^ 3g^^5riRTI

^ ^ ^o§cci^4( :iimi

They who gratify with sweet drink, who with ghi, or who
combme (sam-srj) vigor (vayas) with fatness; the Maruts who,
lording It with the waters, cause to rain : let them free us from
distress.

Ppp reads m a (as m 26 6 a) kdldlais; and it rectifies the meter of c

by omittmg adbhis The comm takes vayas first as “bird” (paksijdtam),
then as sariraparmdmavis'esas.
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^0^3. ^^ '

^5^^<|J|K I

If now indeed, O Maruts, by what relates to the Maruts - if, O
gods, by what relates to the gods, I have fallen into such a plight;

you, O Vasus, are masters (Is) of the removal of that let them free

us from distress

That is (a, b), apparently, “by reason of what offense” (aparadhena,
comm ), perhaps “if such a [mishap] has befallen [us]” (so ie comm ),

but MS iii 8 4, Tdrg u sa arisyati^ supports the translation as given, and
also mdicates that ara is here d-dra^ but the pada-X&iLl gives dra simply
[See also Weber’s citation from PB xiii 3.12 ] Several mss. (including our

Op.) have isadhve m c, as the comm reads Mdnusena for mdrutena in a

would be an acceptable emendation [See p 1045 ]

igftfiT -g^ ^ ^ lgsc(dM^-H :nv3U

A sharp front, known [as] powerful, [is] the troop (s'ardhas) of

Maruts, formidable in fights; I praise the Maruts, [as] a suppliant I

call loudly on [them] • let them free us from distress

The other texts have in a viditam^ for which our viditam ^
i a pretty

evident corruption, they also have dyudham for anlkam, in b divyam for

mdrutam and jisnu for ugram\ and m c they insert devan before marutas^

also endmg the verse (as well as vs. 1) with enasas.

28. Praise and prayer to Bhava and Sarva

Foimd in Paipp iv (next after our h26), but havmg nothmg
correspondent to it m the Yajur-Veda texts Having the same beginning

(bhavdsarvau) as xi.2.1, one cannot tell in many cases which of the two
hymns is intended by a quotation m Kaus.; but accordmg to the comm
(also to Kesava; Danla appears to think otherwise) this one is employed
in a healing ceremony at 28 8; it is also reckoned (26 1, note) to the

takmandsana gana,

[5rfir- TiTTn: 3T«raT i
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O Bhava-and-Sarva, I reverence you, know you that, you in

whose direction is all that shines out {vi-ruc) here, who lord it over

these bipeds [and] quadrupeds do you free us from distress

Ppp has, for b yayor vdm yad idam vitisthate, our vdm makes this

pada redundant. In c, some of the pada-mss (mcludmg our Bp.) have
asya (but asya, correctly, m 6 c) The expression m b corresponds with

that m 23.7 and vii 25 2 According to the comm ,
the name Bhava

signifies bhavaty asmdt sarvam jagad, and Sarva, smdti hinasti sarvam
antakdle.

^ ^ :II^U

You whose is whatever is on the way and afar, who are known
as best shooters among arrow-bearers, who lord it etc etc,

Ppp has vitatau for viditau (perhaps vfditau^) m b, and its c reads

bhavdscarvau bhavatam me syonau, which then continues to be (as in

26.2-6) part of the refirain through vs. 6, taking the place of our c The
comm., with a couple of SPP’s mss ,

has isubhrtau for -tdm m b He
explains abhyadhve by samlpadese Perhaps a means rather ‘on whose
way [is] even whatever is afar

*

I call on the (two) thousand-eyed Vrtra-slayers; I go praising

the (two) formidable ones, having pastures afar : who lord it etc.

etc.

One of die oddest pada-text blunders of the whole work is made m b
. stuvannemi is resolved into stuvan . nemi instead of stuvan emi, and
then one or two of the mss. (mcludmg our Op ) corrupt further to stuvat,

and the comm, to nemi (manufacturing for it two different, but equally

absurd, explanations after his manner [cf Festgruss an Roth, p 91]) Ppp-
has m a, b huve va durehetl sunemt ugrau. [Add avasdna-maik after

ugrau.]

You who have taken hold (d-rabh) of much together in the

beginmng, if you have let loose (pra-srj) the portent (abhibhd)

among the people (Jana) : who lord it etc. etc.
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The sense of the verse is very obscure All the mss without exception

have m b the absurd readmg asrastram^ which our edition emends to -r

am^ but which SPP retams, though the comm, gives -tarn, Ppp has the

better reading ugran for agre m a. The comm treats bahu sakam, m spite

of accents, as one word —janasamgham.

From whose deadly weapon no one soever escapes (apa-pad),

among gods and among men (mdnusa); who lord it etc etc.

Ppp. reads in a, b kim cana ’ntar devesu uta.

Whoso is witchcraft-maker, root-cutter (?), sorcerer, down on
him put [your] thunderbolt, O formidable ones; who lord it etc. etc

Ppp IS defaced m this verse, and omits mulakrt The comm takes --krt

in a both times as from krt ‘cut’, and mula- as “offspring, the root of

mcrease of a family”; the Pet Lex. conjectures “preparing roots for

purposes of witchcraft” [see Bloomfield’s note, p.407], one might also

guess murakrt [see Weber’s comment, p 1 14]. Most of our mss (all save

H p m K D.), and the majority of SPP’s, have the false, readmg dhattdm

m b, both editions give -tain

c . silsf ^ ft
ci^ y3erat^^T:l|V9H

Bless US in fights, O formidable ones; visit {sam-srj)^ with

[your] thunderbolt whoever is a kimldin\ I praise Bhava-and-Sarva;

[as] a suppliant I call loudly on [them]; do you free us from

distress.

Ppp. reads me for nos in a, and leaves -su ugrau uncombined [Its

closing half-verse is as m the Vulgate (as may be inferred from the note to

vs. 2).]

29. Praise and prayer to Mitra and Varupa

Found in Paipp iv. (with vs. 5 put before vs. 4). The first and last

verses also m the Yajus texts (see under h23), between those of our

hymns 24 and 25. For the use by Kaus as mrgdra hsnnn, see under h 23.
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- •qTtnr^'^]

TfTRl fTT5ITor^ (IfPT) I ^

Tqp% m ^ 3^1

TT %1% ^ ^ lJ3cl5Ti^:H ^11

I reverence you, O Mitra-and Varuna, increasers of right, who,
accordant, thrust [away] the malicious (druhvan); [who] favour the

truthful one in conflicts (bhara) . do you free us from distress

Ppp has for b satyojasau drhyaniyo nirete (cf its version of 2 a), m
c, yau for pra^ and havesu (better) for bharesu (= samgrdmesu, comm )

TS MS read m a -rund tasya vittam (as m our 28 1 a, and MS accents -

tarn), then, m b, satyaujasd (MS satyau-) drnhand (MS. durhrnd) yam
nudethe; their c is wholly different . yd. rdjdnam (MS. -nd) saratham
ydtha (MS. -tci) ugrd, and they end the refram with dgasas * MS further

accents mitrdvarund m a, the comm reads --rund rtdvrdhd Satydvan m c

IS perhaps rather a proper name (so the Pet Lex ), the comm, takes it as

appellative (= satyayuktam purusam) In our edition, the e of manve at the

beginning is broken off *[Both readmg td for tau ]

^ WsTt g^tUT ^
You who, accordant, thrust [away] the malicious; [who] favour

the truthful one in conflicts; who, men-watchmg, go unto the

brown soma - do you free us from distress.

The translation implies emendation m c of babhrund (our P M. have
babhrund"^) to babhrum d, the comm, understands “with your brown
chanot”; Ludwig takes the word as proper name : “pressed by Babhru.^’

Ppp. has for a satyojasau drhvani yo niredhe [cf its version of 1 b], and
again havesu for bharesu. The comm, (with one or two mss., including
our Op ) reads gacchatas in c. *[And W. has babhrund ]

fWePSUlT

^ ^ -s(fm ^ ^ ig5cig*ngvg :ii ^ n

You who favour Angiras,* who Agasti, Jamadagni^ Atn, O
Mitra-and-Varuna, who favour Kasyapa^, who Vasistha— do you
free us from disfress.

1
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The comm, reads in a agastyatn. He amuses himself with worthless
etymologies of the various names through the hymn

^ iWoneaTT

^ TgT<i^ ^ g3cRpq^:n>fii

You who favour Syavasva, Vadhryasva, Purumidha, Atri, O
Mitra-and-Varuna, who favour Vimada, Saptavadhn - do you free
us from distress.

Ppp substitutes gavisthiram for vadhryasvam m a

You who favour BharadvSja, who Gavishthira, Visvamitra,
Kutsa, O Varuna [and] Mitra; who favour Kakshlvant^ also Kanva
- do you free us from distress

This time, Ppp puts vadhryasvam m place ofgavisthiram in a

^ ^ f|?Tr4i fiiiricihungvi^i 'ggssr -gfti

TTtrTOWr:^ : II ^11

You who favour Medhatithi, who Trisoka, who Usanas Kavya,
O Mitra-and-Varuna, who favour Gotama, also Mudgala - do you
free us from distress.

Ppp reads usanam m b, and its c is yau mudgalam avatho gautamam
ca (our O.Op. also have gautamam [comm, to Prat iv 16 cites it as

gotama\).

Whose chariot, of true track, of straight reins, goes spoiling

against him who behaves (car) falsely - I praise Mitra-and-Varuna;

[as] a suppliant I call loudly on [them] : do you free us from
distress

TS MS. have yo vam ratha rjuraSmih satyadharmd mithus carantam

(MS. mithucar-) upayati dUsayani dien TS reads -rund in c, and MS td at

beginnmg of d; and both end (as in vs. 1) with dgasas.

[Here end the Mj-gara hymns.]

1

2

3

^siM. 4Ji<4=b1

3n^'inFh'5fTtWt^:l

See Nirukta 2 2

SlTo ? t.C)
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30. Self-laudation of Speech (?)

Not found in Paipp , but is, with a few insignificant variants,

RV.x 125 (but m the verse-order 1,3,5,4,6,2,7,8), a hymn ascribed by the

tradition to Vac Ambhml, or ‘Speech, daughter of Ambhma’, but there is

an utter absence m the details of anything distinctly pomtmg to speech,

and we can only believe that the attribution is an old conjecture, a

suggested solution of a riddle, which “space,” or “faith,” or “nght”
(rta) would have equally satisfied But the explanation is universally

accepted among Hmdu authorities, old and new, and hardly questioned by
European scholars The hymn is used by Kaus m the ceremony (10 16-9)

for generation of wisdom (medhdjanana\ being said over a child before

takmg of the breast, and also at its first use of speech; also m the same
ceremony as forming part of the upanayana (57 31) [so the comm and

Kesava * but the hymn is not included m the dyusya gand], and agam m
the dismissal [utsarjana, says the comm.] from Vedic study (139 15).

[With regard to the mtention of Kaus 139.15 the reader may consult

Whitney’s notes to the passages there cited by pratlka ]

[?o -

I eCSRIT- ^4^^^ >h44'=IH'M1 '^T^I

^ I]

I go about with the Rudras, the Vasus, I with the Adityas^ and

the All-gods; I bear Mitra and Varuna both, I Indra and Agni, I

both Asvins

There is m this verse no variant from the RV text The comm, says

that “I’ ’ is the daughter. Speech by name, of the great sage Ambhma, and
that she by her own nature knew the supreme brahman,

tIT RT^ : -gw ? il

I am queen, gatherer of good things, the first that has

understood the matters of sacrifice; me here the gods distnbuted

manifoldly, making me ofmany stations enter into many.

1 Eleven Rudras, Eight Vasus, and twelve Adityas
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RV (vs 3) differs only by reading at the end dvesayantlm The
comm makes yajniyanam in b depend upon prathama cikitusl being a

separate epithet this is, of course, equally possible

^ ^uTi(^ t firm t ^ »i

I my own self say this, [which is] enjoyable of gods and of

men; whomsoever I desire, him I make formidable, him priest

(brahman), him seer, him very wise.

RV (vs 5) has m b the equivalent devebhis and manusebhis. The
comm absurdly explains brahmdnam by srastdram, or tbe god Brahman

W ^ %Mv4fd maild ^
f

‘

nt ^ ^^ 'if 11

By me does he eat food who looks abroad, who breathes, who
indeed hears what is spoken, unknowing (^amantu) they dwell

upon me, hear you, heard-of one, I say to you what is to be

credited.

RV. leaves the a of annam m a imelided (making the pada a regular

jagatl our Anukr. takes no notice of its as such, but it would be an

extremely bad tristubh)^ has (as has also the comm ) the regular pr&niti m
b, and reads sraddhivam for sraddheyam in d. One of our mss (Op )

accents sruta The comm, understands a, b to mean “it is by me that any

one eats, sees,” etc, and takes Im as == idam\ amantavas as ajdndnd

madvisayajndnarahitdh^ and upa ksiyanti as samsdrena nihlnd bhavanti -

as if ksiyanti came from ksi ‘destroy’!

^ sgrr rRlftr i\

^ ^jRkr an m u

I stretch the bow for Rudra, for his shaft to slay the bhraman-

hater, I make stnfe (samad) for the people (Jana), into heaven-and-

earth have I entered.

RV. (vs 6) has no variant The comm, foolishly regards Rudra’

s

affair with Tnpura as the subject of the first half-verse

^ ^§^11 ^ li

I bear the heady (? dhanas) soma, I Tvasta, also Pusan, Bhaga;

I assign property to the giver of oblations, to the very zealous (“?),

the sacrificer, the presser of soma.
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RV. (vs 2) has m c the sing dravmam, and m d the dative supravye

(which IS implied m the translation given); in both pomts the comm
agrees with RV., and one of SPP’s authorities supports him But the Prat

(iv 11) establishes suprdvya as the true Atharvan reading The comm
gives a double explanation of ahanasam m a . as abhisotavyam and as

satrundm dhantdram The Anukr does not heed that the first pada is trist

ubh

ITT

I quicken (give birth to*?) the father in its (his?) head, my
womb (yoni) is within the waters, the ocean, thence I extend

myself (yi-sthd) to all beings, even you sky I touch with my
summit

RV reads in c bhuvana ’nu for -nani The comm , followed by one of
SPP’s authonties, had the odd blunder caste for tisthe m c He further

takes asya m a as meaning drsyamdnasya prapancasya, and pitaram as

prapancasyajanakam

6 ^ 0 . -grcf^ IT grftsyWMIW ^^1%
-qT Tgqr y(yc^dicidl qfgHi c ii

I myself blow forth like the wind, taking hold upon all beings;

beyond the sky, beyond the earth here - such have I become by
greatness.

RV has mahind mstead of mahimnd m d [cf Bloomfield, JAOS
XVI pxlvi == PAOS. Dec. 1894]. In our edition, divo m c is a mispnnt for

diva [End is hardly for enaya (Weber) : cf JAOS.x.333.]

With this hymn ends the sixth anuvdka, of 5 hymns and 36
verses, the Anu^ extract, sat^ is given by only one ms (D.).

Here too, by a rather strange division, ends the eighthprapdthaka

31. Praise and prayer to fury (manyu)
This hymn and the one followmg are RV. hymns (x 84 and 83), with

few variants, and no change m the order of verses. Both are foxmd also in

Paipp iv., but not together Very few of the verses occur in any other

Vedic text. The two are used together in Kaus. (14 26 ff) in the

ceremomes for success m battle and for determinmg which of the two
opposmg armies will conquer, they are also (14 7, note) reckoned to the

apardjia gana And the comm quotes them as employed by the J^anti K
(15) m the grahayajfia
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[^- ^oRTT- TT^I firftj,

V -- ^^1]

6 ^^, rW tRTt ?^Wttt tre^gi;i

an^ ^gfwm^ IT^ qff

In alliance (saratham) with you, O fury, battenng, feeling

excitement, excited, O companion of the Maruts, having keen
arrows, sharpening up their weapons, let [our] men go forward
unto [the foe], having forms of fire

This verse IS found further in TB (inu4.l'°) RV audTB read for b
harsamandso dhrsita* marutvah, at beginning of d, RV has the decidedly
preferable abhi for upa, TB. gives m d yanti, and this is also the reading
of Ppp - which moreover separates ttksnd is- in c, and combines -sdno
‘pa m c-d. Three of our mss (O Op K.) so far agree with RV as to read
dhrsitdsas m b, the comm has mstead rusitdsas. The comm, explams
manyus^ as krodhdbhimdnl devah ‘wrath personified as a god ’ *[In both
ed’s, TB. has the adverb dhrsatd.l

fellMd: ^ T^fin

Like fire, O fury, do you, made brilliant overpower, invoked,

O powerful one, do you be our army-leader; having slam the foes,

share out their possession {vedas), making (md) force, thrust away
the scomers (mrdh).

Many of our mss. (P.M.W E I H.p.m K ), with some of SPP’s, accent

sahasva m a; and m b some mss. (mcludmg our P MW ) read -mr nah.

Ppp has jitvdya for hatvdya m c. The abbreviation of iva to Va in a

would remove the bhurij character of the verse. The comm explams tvis

ita m a bypradlpta
^ ^ if*", .- ,-.

, -^ .A- , „ ^ , „ , _ ,

,

•Md'W srwiiihffiw i?ipi

t ^ -q^i^ ^11 ^ n

Overpower for us ('?), O fury, the hostile plotter, go forwaid

breaking, killing, slaughtenng the foes, your formidable rush (?

pdjas) surely they have not impeded; you, controlling, shall bring

them under control, O sole-bom one.

1 See Minikta 1 {) 7^
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The translation given follows m a the RV reading asme, which was
also received by emendation mto our text, all the mss and the comm
have mstead asmai, which SPP retams [Ppp. has abhimatim asmahe, our

mss R T , asmai ] Our P MW give m c rarudhre (or the equivalent -

ddhre^ which is assumed under Prat i 94); and SPP asserts that all his

authorities have it, and therefore receives it into his text, m spite of its

evidently blimdermg character, the comm reads rur- Several of our mss
(P MW E H ) read m d vasan, for nayasai, after it, RV has nayase The
comm explains pdjas m c by balam

You are the one praised of many, O fury, sharpen up clan

on clan (yif) unto fighting, with you as ally (ywy), O you of

undivided bnghtness (*^), we make a clear noise unto victory

RV. has at the end kmmahe, as has also Ppp The translation follows

in a the RV readmg ilitas, given also by the comm , and by one of SPP’s

authonties that follows him, Tdita would have to be something like

‘mciter, persuader to the conflict ’ RV. further reads yudhaye for

yuddhdya in b, and m a combines manyav f/-; our manya id- is quoted m
the comment to Prat i 81 as the AV reading. The obscure akrttaruk m c

IS explamed by the comm as acchinnadipti Besides bemg bhurij^ the

verse (12 +11 10+12 = 45) is quite irregular

Victory-making, like Indra, not to be talked down, do you, O
fury, be our over-lord here; your dear name we sing, O powerful

one, we know that fount whence you came {a-bhu)

The comm explains anavabrava as “speaking things - i e means of
victory - lhat are not new (a-navd) ” The verse 5-4 are not fulljagatis.

Bom together with efficacy (? abhuti), O missile (sayaka)

thunderbolt, you bear superior power, O associate; be you allied

{medin) with our energy (kratu), O fury, much-invoked one, m the

mingling (samsrj) of great riches.

RV. has in b abhibhUte mstead of the difficult sahabhute; and Ppp.
(ebhibhuta utt-) supports RV The comm explams kratva in c by
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karmand. One is tempted to emend m a (also m 32 1 a) to vajrasdyaka

‘whose missile is the thunderbolt’

'wW ^oisr

cJSTRT srg 1%

The mingled nches of both sides, put together, let Varuna and
fury assign to us; conceiving fears in their hearts, let the foes,

conquered, vanish away.

Instead of dhattam, RV and the comm have m b dattdm, Ppp. reads

dattam varunas ca manyo, RV gives bhiyam m c, Ppp has a peculiar d :

parajita yantu paramdm pardvatam. Certam of our mss (Bp.E I ) accent

at the end layantdm.

32. Praise and prayer to fury (manyu)

This hymn [which is RV.x.83] goes m all respects with hymn 31,

which see.

He who had worshiped you, O fury, missile thunderbolt, gams
(pus) power, force, everythmg in succession; may we, with you as

ally, that are made of power, overpower the barbarian, the Aryan,

with powerful power.

Ppp. has sadyo for manyo m a, and sahlyasd at the end. All the mss.

accent pusyati in b, and SPP. very properly so reads, our text was altered

to conform with RV., which in general is distmctly less apt to give accent

to a verb in such a position [Skt Gram §597 a] RV also ormts the

redundant and meter-disturbmg (the Anukr takes no notice of this) vayam

m c. Several of our mss (P.M.W.E.) give vidadhat mstead of ‘vidhat m a.

Sdhydma (p. sahydmd) is expressly prescribed by Prat iii.lS, iv 88; the

comm appears to read sahy-. The comm, renders dnusak by anusaktam

samtatam [For vajra sdyaka, see note to iv 31 6, and fox pusyati. note to

iv 13 2.]

Martyr ^^ tPrar ?

n

Fury [was] Indra, fury indeed was a god; fury [was] priest
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Qiotar), Vanina, Jatavedas, the clans (vii) which are descended

from Manu (manusd) praise fiiry, protect us, O fury, in accord with
fervour (tapas}

The translation assumes m c the readmg manyum (mstead of -yus),

which IS given by RV , the comm, (with one of SPP’s mss ), and TB
(ii4l") and MS (ivl2 3), the nomm. here appears to be a plam
corruption, though Ppp also has it TB gives in a bhagas for indras, and
devayantls for manuslr y&h m c, and sramena for sajosas at the end, MS
has avd for pahi at beginmng of d, both have vdvavedas at end ofb Ppp
reads yas fovyah before pahi

C'do, irqt tftRTT^ fk^
W ^ 4: II ^ u

Attack, O fury, being mightier than a mighty one, with fervour

as ally smite apeirt the foes, slayer of enemies, slayer of Vrtra, and
slayer of barbanans, do you bring to us all [their] good things

Ppp rectifies the meter of b (the Anukr does not notice its

deficiency) by msertmg iha before satrun [See above, p Ixxiv ]

w

Since you, O fury, are of overcoming force, self-existent,

terrible, overpowenng hostile plotters, belonging to all men (^-cars

am), powerful, very powerful - do you put in us force in fights.

RV has sahdvan for sahlydn m c MS (iv 12 3) gives svayamjas m
b, and sahdvan in c, and for d it has sa hdyamdno amrtdya gachat

afe 'm sErgr ’dfeeiW 3f^:i

t^ 5 T^'ll ^ II

Being portionless, I am gone far away, by the action (^kratu)

of you that are mighty. O forethoughful one, so at you, O fury, I,

actionless, was wrathful; come to us, your own self (tanu), giving

strength

RV. has at the end baladeydya me 'hi (p. md d ihi) In c it reads

jihida 'ham, and both the editions follow it (Ppp. and the comm have the

same), although the AV samhitd (all ours save O.), the pada-rass put
after the word their sign which shows a difference between pada and
samhitd reading, andjih- is twice distmctly prescribed by the Prat (hi. 14;
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IV 87) The comm understands the obscure first pada of gomg away from
battle, akratu he paraphrases by tvattosakarakarmavarjita

Here I am for you; come hitherward tmto us, meeting
(pratlclna) [us], O powerful, all-givmg one, O thunderbolt-bearing

fury, turn hither to us; let us (two) slay the barbanans; and do you
know your partner {dpi)

RV keeps better consistency by readmg ma for nas in a, and mam for

nas m c, at the end of b it has visvadhdyas In a Ppp has ma, like RV , m
c It reads upa nas, combmmg to na ”vav- The comm supplies satrun as

object of pratlclnas, and paraphrases the end of the verse with api ca
bandhubhutam mam budhyasva.

6>s'^. ^ ^ ^snfar

^ WIT ftferanv9ii

Go you forth against [them], be on our nght hand, then will we
(two) smite and slay many Vrtras, I offer to you the sustaining top

of the sweet (madhu); let us both drink first the initial draught

ipupdnsu)

Ppp has at the endpibeva RV has me instead of nas at end of a, and
combines ubhd up- in d The comm begins b with atha. Compare also

RV viii.lOO (89) 2, of which the present verse seems a variation, its a,

dadhami te madhuno bhaksam agre, is much more mtelligible than our

correspondmg c [In b, is not vrtrdni (neuter^) rather ‘adversaries,’ as in

V 6 4'?- In his prior draft, W. renders, ‘Tet us both dnnk first m silence

(‘^)»” “Initial draught” seems to overlook the gender ofupdnsu.l

33* To Agni : for release from evil

Found m Paipp. iv Is RV i 97, without a variant except in the last

verse, occurs also m TA (vill.l) Reckoned by Kaus. (9 2) to the

brhachdnti gana^ and also (30.17, note) to the papma gana, used, under

the name of apagha^ in a ceremony of expiation for seemg ill-omened

sights (42 22), m a women’s ceremony for preventing undesirable love

and die like (36.22), and m the after funeral ceremonies (82,4).

^]
[^- Wii a#qn
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. artr 5:

artr 5: '9TlP^ri§Hni;n ?ii

Gleaming {sue) away our evil (agha), O Agni, gleam you
wealth unto [us] * gleaming away our evil

This first verse is found a second time m TA (vi 10 1) The refram is

a mechamcal repetition of 1 a, havmg no coimection ofmeanmg with any

of the verses The comm explams apa sosucat by nasyatu^ and a

susugdhi^ by samrddham kuru [TA reads susudhya in both places in

both editions ]

i^rflnErr ’et

3Tif 9itT?i^rd

I

With desire of pleasant fields, of welfare, of good things, we
sacnfice - gleaming away our evil -

^:l
am

In order that the most excellent of them^, and in order that our

patrons (sun) - gleaming away our evil -

6'iic. 51 ^ilf| IT ^ 1^1
3Tcf 5:

In order that your patrons, O Agni, in order [namely] that we
may be propagated for you with progeny - gleaming away our evil.

As of the powerful Agni the lusters (bhdnu) go forth in every

direction - gleaming away our evil.

These four verses are (rejecting the intrusive refrain) one connected
sentence the pra 's m vss 3 and 4 repeat by anticipation thejdyemahi pra
of vs. 4 b; “we” are, in fact, Agni’s stlri’s, since we depute him to

sacnfice for us, just as our sun's procure us, the pnests; and our progeny

2 See Nirukta 5 2
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IS to increase and spread like the brightness of the fire TA spoils the

connection by putting vs 5 before vs. 4; and the sense, by reading

surayas for bhdnavas m 5 b Ppp. hasjdyemahe m 4 b One of our pada-
mss (Op ) agrees with the RV pada-text m dividing sugdtuyd in 2 a (the

rest read sugdtuyd).

For, O you tiiat face m every direction, you are [our]

encompasser on all sides : gleaming away our evil

^=0^ tnR^I

STT 3: ,|V9i|

Our haters, O you that face in every direction, do you make us

pass over as with a boat
.
gleaming away our evil.

Do you pass us over unto well-being, as [over] a nver with a

boat
.
gleaming away our evil

Ppp. agrees with RV. [and TA.] m reading navaya (which implies

sindhum ’va) mstead of navd at end of a, and our O has the same.

34. Extolling a certain rice-mess offering

Found m Paipp iv Used by Kaus. (66 6), m the sava sacrifices, with

the brahma- syaudana sava, to accompany the makmg of pools and

channels m the rice-mess, fillmg them with juices (rasa), and setting on

the ground, with sura and water, knob-beanng plants as specified in the

text Doubtless it is on account of this treatment that the nce-mess m
question is called vistann ‘out-strewn, expanded ’

Tn<n3[T ^ ^ i]
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The brahman [is] its head, the brhat its back, the vamadevya
the belly of the nce~mess, the meters [are] the (two) sides

(wings'^), truth its mouth, the vistdrm [is] a sacrifice born out of

fervour (Japas)

Ppp reads siras in a, and its d is vista vajfias tapaso 'dhi jatah The
comm explains brahman as signifying here the rathantara sdinan, and

also satyam in c as ‘The sdman so railed, or else the highest brahman''^

\

vistdrm he makes to mean vistJrvamdndvavava

T?Tf%Tlf^r

IT ^Jd#c^T: H ^ II

Boneless, purified, cleansed with the purifier, bright (suci),

they go to a bright world, Jatavedas burns not away their virile

member, in the heavenly (svarga) world much women-folk is

theirs

Ppp makes piitds and s'uddhds exchange places m a, and there is

confusion in its text The comm explains anasthds by na vidvate

asthyupalaksitam sdtkaiisikam sarJram esdm^ and strainam by strindm

samuho bhogdrtham, the “they” are the performers of the sava sacrifice

The Anukr does not notice the redundancy of a syllable in c [There

should be a space between pra and dahati - Regarding sensual pleasures

in heaven, see Muir’s note, 1 c, Zimmer, p413, Lanman, Skt Reader^

p 379 end, 380, and Weber’s note, cf also AB i 22^^ ]

SIT# II ^ II

Whoso cook the vistdf in nce-mess, rum {avarti) fastens not on
them at any time, [such a one] stays {as) with Yama, goes to the

gods, revels with the soma-drinkmg {soniya) Gandharvas

Ppp. has kutas for kadd in b, and saumvais m d The pada-i&xX writes

avartih without division, yet the comment to Prat iii 46 quotes the word as

exemplifying the combination of final a and initial the comm
understands and explains it as a~varttd somva he paraphrases with
somdrha The metrical irregularities (1 1 -f 12 10 4 11=^ 44) are ignored
by the Anukr

HrlPd TTfr'-gWIlfd #:l
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Whoso cook the vistarin rice-mcss, them Yama robs not oi

their seed, becoming chanot-owner, [such a one] goes about upon
a chariot-road, becoming winged, he goes all across the skies

Ppp has m c rathdvdn Ivate [In the metrical definition, the Anukr
seems confused here, but vs 4 appeals to be intended ]

ip- f^ddl

^ rTTtflf I

•pTW SJTg 3TT^ fqRdqHJ ^

This, extended, is of sacrifices the best carrier, having cooked
the vistarin^ one has entered the sky, the bulb-bearmg lotus spreads

(sam-tan), the bisa, sdlitka, saphaka, muldll * let all these streams

{dhdrd) come unto you, swelling honeyedly in the heavenly

{svargd) world, let complete (samanta) lotus-ponds approach you.

The mss (with the exception, doubtless accidental, of our P K.) all

read bahisthas at end of a, and this SPP retains, while our text makes the

obviously called-for emendation to vah-, the comm has vah- The things

mentioned in c, d appear to be edible parts of water-hhes the bulbous

roots, leaf-stems, and radical fibers, which in some specie'?, as the

Nymphaea esculenta, are savory, and which are eaten somewhat like

asparagus That they should be viewed as special gifts to the pious

indicates quite primitive conditions, and suggests a region abounding m
standing waters Either the pools and channels of Kaus are founded on
these specifications, or they are original and intended to be emblematic of

such products The kumuda is the N esculenta (kairava, comm ); and the

comm explams bisa (he reads visa) as the root-bulb of the padma
(Nelumbium speciosum) [cf Larnnan, JAOS xix 2d half, p 151 f ], s'dluka

as that of utpala (a Nymphaea), saj)haka as a hoof (5h/7Aa)-shaped water-

plant, and muldll as == mrndlT Saphaka occurs also at ApSS ix 14 14,

where it seems to signify an edible plant or fmit, perhaps a water-nut

Ppp differs widely from our text : it begins esa yajno vitato bahistho vist

ara pakvo div-, it omits c and d, for e and f it has our 7 a, b [with variants

see under 7]; then follow our e and f (g, upa samantdh, is wantmg),

with variants etas tvd kulyd upa yanti visvahd, and svadhayd for

madhumat But our c and d are found further on as parts of vs 7, with

pundarlkam for andlkam, and sdlukham and sapakhas It is doubtless by

an oversight that SPP has m b, m botli samhita and pada, the false accent

divam (but our, O, also gives it) The verse lacks one syllable of being a

full krti (80 syllables) The comm, ends vs. 5 with muldll, and begins vs 6

with the following refrain
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<i, H y<l<chl: ipit ^s^TI

y;;^!^ sirg ^ ^
': wf ftraTTRT 3tf ^

irr^ gtcBiloff: ^?TrRTT:ii^ll
•»— o ^ — —

Having pools of ghi, having slopes of honey, having strong

drink (surd) for water, filled with milk (kslra), with water, with

curds - let all these etc etc

Ppp agrees in a, b with our text (we should expect rather

madhukulvas), but for the refrain it has etas tvdm talpd upa yanti visvatas

svarge loke svadhaya madavantlh (the remaining pada again wanting, as

in vs 5) The refrain appears much more m place with this verse than in

vs. 5 The comm , as already indicated, makes its vs 6 of our 6 a, b,

preceded by the refrain of vs 5, the refrain of our vs 6 it omits altogether

The sura seems most probably to have been a kmd of beer or ale [so Roth
not distilled liquor, as Zimmer, p 280, suggests] A full atisakvarl (60)

calls for two more syllables

4^’?. IfT: ^STTI

IciT^csjT srm 3<T -spi wf fWinqT ^ ^
f?lg^ TpaRfrnrt:

•O nS — •—

Four vessels (kumbha), four-fold, I give, filled with milk, with

water, with curds - let all these etc etc

Ppp had the first two padas, as noted above, m its vs 5, reading for a

catuskumbhydm caturdhd daddti^ its vs 7 is our 5 c, d (with the variants

already given) together with the last two padas of the refrain, reading

svadhayd for madhumat in the former pada, and md for tvd in the latter

The comm (with one or two of SPP’s mss that follow him) has dadhdmi
in a

^T % TIT ^ wraj fWTRt %W»Tr Ij: tT

This rice-mess I deposit in the Brahmans, the vistdrin, world-
conquering, heaven-going (svarga), let it not be destroyed (ksi) for

me, swelling with svadha; be it a cow of all forms, milking my
desire.

Several of our mss (PM EW ) combine in d dhenus kam- Ppp has
for a imam odanam pacasi misraddhadhd.no, m b, lokajitiyam svargyam
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(tlie comm also has the betlci leadmg svarg^'am)^ in c, ksesia sadasLs

vamand^ for d, visvarupd kdmaclughd dhenur astu me The verse is

irregulai in metei 12+11 12+13 = 48

35. Extolling a ricc-mess offering

Not found m Paipp Used by Kaus (66 11) m the sava sacrifices,

with a sava for escaping death (atimrtvu), and, according to the comm
also in die ceremony of expiation for the birth of twin calves (109 1, he

reads vam odanam iti, instead of vamau janavati, which the edition has)

*[lhe Berlin Anukr reads dtimdrcyam ]

^51+5^ +rf3TT ipTpf w+lwraT iiint5+ig;i

^nrftT ^cgiTii ^11

The rice-mess which Prajapati, first-born of righteousness,

cooked with fervour {tapas) for Brahman; which, separator of the

worlds, shall not harm i^) - by that nce-mess let me overpass

death

For the obscure and questionable nd 'bhiresdt in c (no tense-stem res

a occurs elsewhere in AV ) the comm reads ndbhir ekd, Ludwig,

Ignoring accent and pada-iQXt (na abhiresat), understands ndbhi-resdt

“breach of the navel”, two of our mss (O Op ) read ndbhiresdm [and

Weber conjectured ndbhir esdm^. The refrain is found also as concluding

pada of a verse in Ap SS. iv 11 3. The Anukr. does not note that b is

jagati

tT+TT ^^1

4 wm li ^rofoT -5^11 ^ n

That by which the being-makers over-passed death, which they

discovered by fervor, by toil (srama); which the brahman of old

cooked for Brahman - by that rice-mess let me overpass death

T he comm, explains bhutakrtas as prdmn&m kart&ro devah, but rs

avas IS always the noun used with it

^ srefcTT^ t|^i> ^ n
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That which sustained the all-nourishmg earth, which filled the

atmosphere with sap, which, uplifted, established the sky with

might - by that rice-mess let me overpass death

The comm explains visvabhojasam by krtsnasya pranijatasya

bhogyabhutam

6 ^'^. wnf5rfiJ% aKViKri

4 HTrftrr

That out of which were fashioned the thirty-spoked months,

out of which was fashioned the twelve-spoked year, that which

ending days-and-nights did not attain - by that rice-mess let me
overpass death

SPP gives in c the /?a<^a-reading ahordtrah^ as required by the

participle pariyanias, all the pada-mss have Ard^ the comm has

parvantas^ but explains it as parvdvartamdnds^ and says nothing about the

abnormal form The verse (11 + 13 11+11= 46) is in no respect a

jagatJ, the ejection of vasmdt in b would make it regular

'HTifdtMdi: d'^ifoT

That which became breath-givmg, possessing breath-giving

ones (?), for which worlds rich in ghi flow, whose are all the light-

filled directions - by that rice-mess let me overpass death

The pada-tQXt does not divide pranadah^ and it makes the division

pranadavan, which the translation follows, our text (either by a misprmt
or by an unsuccessful attempt at emendation) reads -davan, -ddvd, as

nom of -davan, might be an improvement, the comm reads -davdm,
viewing it as gen pi ofprana-du, from da ‘burn’, and he explams it as

“moribund” (mumursu prdnairjigamtsubhih paritdpvantey

fdJ^di dTifui

From which, when cooked, the immortal (amrta) came into

being; which was the over-lord of the gayatrl; in which are

deposited the Vedas of all forms - by that rice-mess let me
overpass death
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Or amrta is to be taken as the drink ol immortaiity, the comm (who
simply adds dvulokastham) apparently so understands it

— — o ^

f%fer' TT^nfiT ^ |^:iiv3ii

1 beat down the hater, the god-msulter; what nvalb arc mine,

let them be [dnven] away, I cook the all-conquenng brahman-ncc-

mess, let the gods hear me who am full of faith

The comm reads in a devaplyun, brahmaudanam he explains as

brdhmanebhyo deyam odanain

The seventh anuvaka, of 5 hymns and 37 verses, ends here, the old

Anukr says sapta cd 'pi bodhyah

36. Against demons and other enemies

Not found in Paipp Not used individually by Kaus., but only as ont,

of the cdtanam (8 25) Our mss of the Anukr do not contain the expected
definition of the hymn as one of ten stanzas {dasarcam). *[The Berlin

Anukr reads sdtyaujasam ]

TirsfNrr 3Tf5^igTE]

^ ^ ^ SRlflRn^TH ^!l

Them let him of real force bum forth - Agm Vaisvanara, the

bull; whoso shall abuse and seek to harm us, likewise whoso shall

play the niggard toward us.

The comm paraphrases durasyat with dustan ivd ''caret . ^^mdsv
avidyamanam dosam udbhdvayet. The Prat. (in. 18) allows both i and / in

denominatives like ardtiy-^ and its comment quotes this word as exampiC

of the former

Whoso shall seek to harm us not seeking to harm, and whoso
seeks to harm us seeking to harm - in the two tusks of Agni

Vaisvanara do I set him

All the mss read in a dipsat, which is accordingly retained by SPP ,

our edition emends to dipsat to agree with vs. 1 c, the comm, also has
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dipsat, and it is favoied by the sapat of the parallel expression in vi 37 3

With the second half-verse compaie xvi 7 3.

SRITT

They who hunt m assent (7 agara), in counter-clamor

{"^pratikj^osa), on new-moon [day], the flcsh-catmg ones, seeking

to harm others - all those I overpower with power

The obscure words dgara and pratikrosa are here translated

mechanically, according to tlieir surface etymology The comm gets the

former from gr or gir ‘swallow,’ and defines it as yuddharanga, because

samantad bhajvate mansasomtadikam atra, the latter is pratikulaih

satrubhih krta dkrose, while mrgayante means “desire to injure us,” and

amdvasve “at midnight of a day of new moon”, he has no suspicion of

any connection with the doings at an eclipse, as half suggested by Grill

The line is quite unintelligible, and very probably of corrupt text Most of

the pada-mss have the false accent pratikrose The comm reads in c

dipsanti for -tas,

I overpower the pisdcas with power; I take to myself their

property; I slay all the abusers, let my design be successful

All the mss read in a-b sahasaisdm^ p sahasd esdm, instead of the

obviously correct sahasaisam, p, sahasd d esdm [cf note to in 14 3] it

is one of the most striking blunders of the traditional text The comm
understands the tme reading, and it is restored by emendation in oui

edition, SPP abides by the mss. In d, the comm has sam nas for sam me
The Anukr., by notmg no irregularity of meter, seems to imply a esdm m
b, but his descriptions are so little exact that the evidence is really of no
value

I

3^ ^ ^ II

The gods that hasten (Jkas) with him - they measure speed with
the sun - with those cattle (pasu) that are in the streams, in the

mountains, I am m concord.

Doubtless corrupt in text, and incapable of yielding sense Grill

regards the verse as interpolated [As for has, see Bergaigne, Rel
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Ved 1 200 n J The comm guesses two wholly discordant and equally

worthless explanations, m the first he takes devas as (from dlv ‘play’)

"'pisdcas and the like,” and hdsante as for jihdsante [printed jihcisvantel

‘seek to leave ’ One is tempted to find stends instead of tena in a The
deficiency (unnoticed by the Anukr ) of a syllable in d is an indication of

a corrupt text

cTtRt 3TfW fWErRT'^n^

W: ^ ^ -^oicRqil ^ II

I am a vexer {tapana) of the pisdcas, as a tiger of them that

have kme, like dogs on seeing a lion, they do not find a hiding-

place (nyaficand)

The comm reads anu instead of na in d The meter requires ‘smi m a

I cannot [bear] with pisacas, nor with thieves, nor with

savages (Ivanarguy-, the pisacas disappear from that village which

I enter

Our P M W read -vivesa for -vise at the end The comm has

nasyantu in c He paraphrases sam saknomi by samsakto ‘nupravisto

bhavami, or by samgato bhavami, and vanargu by vanagamm

^ wrorfew irm

Whatever village this formidable power of mine enters, from

that the pisacas disappear, [there] they devise not evil

The first pada lacks a syllable, unless we resolve gra- mto two

syllables [or read yam-yam^

% 'IT cdt^cn 'ffeR' yVI<*T

TTRf '1% 3TRT?T^fell 11

They who anger me, making a noise, as flies an elephant -

them I think ill off, like mites on a man (Jana)

The comm (following by a couple of SPP’s authonties) has hpitas (=

upadigdhah samkrdntdh) at end of a, the pada-vass read lapitd, which

1 wt'SFFTTfMr CPto ^ xys) {
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SPP in his pada-ttxi emends to -tdh, but, as the participle in ta from such

a root can haidly have an active sense, lapitva would doubtless be a better

alteration, the redundancy of a syllable, to be sure, would suggest deeper

changes Alpasavun in d, literally ‘petty lieis,’ is conjecturally rendered,

'in accordance with the comm {parimdnato ‘Ipakdydh savanasvabhdvdh

samcdraksamdh kltdh) SPP reads diirhitan j- (instead of -tan or -idn [see

note to 1 19 4], against the great majority of his mss as well as all of ours,

instead of it the comm has durhatdn

^ g^it II

Let perdition halter him, as a horse with a horse-halter (-

abhidhani), the fool {malva) that is angry at me, he is not loosed

from the fetter.

The comm (with one of SPP’s mss ) has at the end mucvase, but

explains it as a 3d sing impv mukto na bhavatu, an imperative would
be welcome, if honestly come by Malva he glosses with satru [As to

abhi-dha, cf iii 1 1 8 and note ]

21 . Against various superhuman foes : with an herb

Found (except vs 9) in Paipp xiii (m the verse-order 1-4, 7, 6, 5, 12,

8, 10, 11), but in a much defaced condition Used by Kaus with tlie

preceding hymn, as one of tlie cdtandni (8 25), but also independently

(28 9) in a remedial rite against possession by evil spirits And the comm
quotes it from Naks K 21 [error for Santi K, says Bloomfield], as

employed m a mahdsdnti called gdndharvJ [As to Badarayani, see

introduction to hymn 40 ]

'^fqqiVH

STOTTEPJ? 1 ^ 'yWR Vs

traq<i

cua^ ^Tr??iT:ii

By you of old the Atharvans slew the demons, O herb; by you
did Kasyapa slay, by you Kanva, Agastya

The comm explains that one or other of the specified plants, the

sahamdna etc , is here addressed
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By you do we expel {cat) the Apsarascs, the Gandhan^as, O
goat-horned one, drive the demon, make all disappear by [your]
smell

‘Drive’ {aja) in c is a play upon the name goat (aja-) in ‘goat-
homed ’ The comm declares the epithet to be equivalent to visanm
{Odina pinnata), and to be given on account of the shape of the fruit

[Dhanvantari, p 23, Poona ed , gives mesasrngi and visamka as synonyms
of ajas'rngt ] Ppp has in b cdtavamasi instead of -make

66 0 'yqcTcgr-ot^trT qprrawqi

Let the Apsarases go to the stream, to the loud O down-
blowing of the waters GuggulQ, Plla, NaladT, Auksagandhi,
PramandanI so go away, you Apsarases, you have been
recognized

[See Weber’s note and reference to Rumpelstilzchen
] Tara in b is

rendered “ciossmg”, but as this sense is found nowhere else, it seems
safer to take the word as the adjective, common later, the comm glosses

it with tdfayitdram, a worthless etymological guess After it, instead of
avasvasam, the comm reads iva svasam ( = susthu naupreranakusalam
vathd), and, strangely enough, Ppp has the same As everywhere else

where the word occurs, the mss vary between gulgulu and guggidu, and
wSPP reads the former and our edition the latter, here the decided

majority, with Ppp. and the comm , give galg- (our Bp H K have gugg-)

Padas c and d appear to be made up of names of Apsarases, all formed
upon odor-names gi^ggi^iu is fern to guggidu 'bdellium,’ and naladi to

nalada ‘nard’, pramandanJ is related with prafnanda "a certain fragrant

plant’, and auksagandhi means something like 'ox-smell’, but the comm
declares them to be pahea homadrawdni ‘five articles of oblation’, Ppp
reads prahandhini in d Most of our mss accent apsarasas m e, but SPP
leports only one of his as doing so," both editions read apsarasas The
comm makes a different division of the material, leckoning the refrain

(our e, f) as a verse with our 4 a, b, and omitting the refrain in 4 (much as

It treated 34 5-7 above), SPP follows the Anukr throughout (see under

the next verse) The comm reads m f pratibaddhas, pratibuddha

abhutana is found also as RV i 191 5 d. Ppp adds between our d and e

\at}d martv apsv aniah samudre rwunvari turvasl pimdarJka (not
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iollowcd by an avasana-%ign) The Anukr definition of the verse ought to

readjagail instead of tristubh [In the prior draft, W notes the suggestions

concerning avasvasam given by BR i 490 and OB i 126 and implying ava
= ‘away’, but i ejects them ]

Where [are] the asvatthas, the nvagrodhas, great trees, with

crests thither go away, you Apsarases, you have been recognized

The division and numbering in our edition of this verse and the two

next following is faulty, owing to the uncleamess of the mss first used,

the correct division, agreeing with the Anukr , is given by SPP , and our

translation follows it [and makes clear what it is], vss 3-5 all end with the

refrain tat pare ’td- etc , and this, with the number 4, needs to be added in

our text after sikhandmah In Ppp , the place of this verse is taken by the

addition reported above, under vs 3 The comm takes sikhandin as

meaning “peacocks”, he quotes TS in 4 8^ to the effect that certain

trees, including asvattha and nvagrodha, are the houses of Gandharvas

and Apsarases

^ crifdTmT^: Mil

Where [are] your swings, green and whitish, where cymbals

[and] lutes sound together - thither go away, you Apsarases, you

have been recognized

[Change the number 4 to 5 at the end of the first line of p 74 of the

edition ] The accent karkarvas as nom plur is false, and must be

emended to -r\^as^ as read by SPP with half of his mss ,
and a part

(O Op D.) of ours (our P M W give karkavas). Again nearly all our mss
,

with some of SPP’s, accent apsarasas in the refrain Ppp is quite corrupt

vatra vokhsd hariidrjund ghdtds karkarl asamvadanti The first half-verse

(13 + 11 8 + 8) IS irregular

Hither has come this mighty one {viryavanf) of the heibs, ot

the plants; let the goat-horned ardtakl, the sharp-horned, push oui
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[Put a simple avasdna-mork m place of the number 5 ] Aratakt seems
to be used here as specific name of the herb m question, but the mm
takes it as epithet, denvmg it from a-ra ‘non-givmg’ with a derivative

from at ‘go’, and meanmg hinsakdn uccdtayantif Ppp adds two more
padas * ape *te 'to ‘psaraso gandharva yatra vo grhdh

i^Rf^ ycchicjfll ^:nv9n

Of the hither-dancing, crested Gandharva, Apsaras-lord, I split

the testicles, I bind fast (?) the member

All the mss. reads m c api ydmi, which SPP accordingly retams, our
emendation to dydmi is unsatisfactory, both as regards the sense and
because ad is not elsewhere used with api (neither is ya), one might also

guess abhi ydmi “attack”, the comm, explams it by apigatam mruddham
karomi^ which is worthless The comm gives “peacock” as an
alternative equivalent of sikhandin with an implied comparison
“dancmg like a peacock.” Ppp begms with lyam vfruc chikh- [If the

defimtion of the Anukr (8 + 8:12) is right, pada c lacks a syllable ]

Terrible are Indra’s missiles (heti), a hundred spears of iron,

with them let him push out the oblation-eating, avafcz-eating

Gandharvas.

Half our mss., and the large majority of SPP’s, read at the end of this

verse rsata; both editions give rsatu^ as in the next verse. Avakd is defined

as a certam grass-like marsh-plant, Blyxa octandra^ the same with saivala

or saivdla^ the comm, defines it as jaloparisthdh saivdlavisesdh^ but

attempts no explanation ofwhy the Gandharvas should be supposed to eat

it He reads m b sataprtls (one feels tempted to emend rather to satabhrst

is), and m c abhihraddn (for haviraddn). The Anukr. takes no notice of

the redundant syllable m c (also in 9 c).

Temble are Indra’s missiles, a hundred spears of gold; with

them let him push out the oblation-eating, avakd-catin^

Gandharvas.
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This very slightly varied repetition of vs. 8 is wanting m Ppp All the

mss have rsatu at the end here

<s.<iiV9. mgcfnq^i

IT WII II

The avaka-Q&tm.g ones, scorching, making light (?) in the

waters - all the pisacas, O herb, do you slaughter and overpower

All our pada-xnss read in b jyotayamamakan as a compound, and it

seems very strange that SPP gives in both forms of text jyotaya

mamakan^ as two mdependent words, and reports nothing different as

found in any of his authorities; it is perhaps an oversight on his part

Either readmg being plamly untranslatable, the rendermg given implies

emendation to jyotayamdnakdn, as the simplest and most probable

alteration; several cases of such expansions of a participle m mdna by an

added -ka occur \Skt Gram §1222 g, f, cf Bloomfield’s note], one of

them (pravartamdnaka) even m RV. Ppp. reads as follows avakdsam
abhtsdco bicchi dydtayamdnakdm gandharvdn sarvdn osadhe kmu
tasvapardyanah, this supports the proposed readmg m its most essential

feature, -mdna- for -mama-, and further favors the version of the comm
,

dyot for jyot-, R., m the Festgruss an Bohtlmgk (p 97), had mgeniously
conjectured the word as a name for the will-o’-the-wisp, denvmg it from
jyotaya mam ‘give me light,’ by an added suffix -aka The comm
paraphrases by matsambandhmo gandharvdn udakesu prakdsaya [Cf
Whitney, Festgruss an Roth, p 91, also note to ii.3 1 ]

etc. ^r4^'?ra;:i

^^ Hi'vwmrg

One as it were a dog, one as it were an ape, a boy all hairy -

having become as it were dear to see, the Gandharva fastens upon
(sac) women; him we make disappear from here by [our] mighty
(viryavant) incantation (brahman).

In our edition, striyam at the end of d is a mispnnt for striyas, which
all the mss have, with no avas'd/ia-mark followmg, though distmctly

called for by the sense, and therefore supplied by us; Ppp., however, reads

striyam,, with sajate before it, and it omits the last pada f * which omission
would furnish an excuse for the absence of interpunction after striyas.

aPT ii
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Your wives, venly, are the Apsarases, O Gandharvas, you are

[their] husbands; run away, O immortal ones, fasten not on
mortals

All the pada-vass commit m c the palpable error of dividing
dhavatamartya(h) mto dhavata martyah, as if the a which follows

dhavat- were one of the common prolongations of a final vowel m
samhita, the comm , however, understands amartyah, and SPP admits
this by emendation mto his pada-t&ia Ppp has for c apdkramat purusOd
amartya, which supports amartyas m our text.

38. For luck in gambling ; by aid of an Apsaras

This and the two followmg hymns are not found m Paipp. Kaus. uses

It (doubtless only the first four verses) in a ceremony (41 13) for success

m gamblmg. Verses 5-7 are called harkdpravados and used (21 11) m a

nte for the prosperity of kme, and also (66.13) m the sava sacnfices, with

a karkl as sava', and they are reckoned (19.1, note) to the pustika mantras
The comm, attempts no explanation of the mutual relation of the two
apparently unconnected parts of the hymn; [but Weber, in his note to

verse 7, suggests a coimection ]. [As to Badarayani, see mtroduction to

h.40.]

rnf^ ^ii ^ii

The up-shooting, all-conquermg, successfully-playing

Apsaras, that wins (kr) the winnings in the pool (P glahd) - that

Apsaras I call on here.

The form apsard, instead of apsaras, is used throughout this hymn;
the comm, regards it as a specialized name for the Apsaras m this

character or office : dyutakriyadhidevatam apsarojdtlydm Udbhindatlm is

paraphrased by paiyabandhena dhanasyo ’dbhedanam kurvatlm, as if it

were the causative participle. The technical terms of the game are only

doubtfully translated, our knowledge of its method being msufficient,

glaha is taken as the receptacle, ofwhatever kmd, m which the stakes are

deposited; the comm, explains it thus grhyate panabandhena kalpyata iti

dyutakriyajeyo (mss. -jayd) ‘rtho glahah.
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^ IJrlTpf ^J4l4l4<gTt f%U ^ 11

The distnbuting (yi-ci), on-strewmg (a-kir), successfully-

playing Apsaras, that seizes (grah) the winnings in the pool - that

Apsaras I call on here.

The comm explams the first two epithets respectively by
“collectmg” (taking vi as mtensive) and “scattermg

”

6 ^-^. firT

TTT T: tnWi

TTTT:

She who dances about with the dice (*^aya), taking to herself

the winning from the pool - let her, trying to gain (^) for us the

winnings, obtain the stake (^praha) by magic {maya)', let her come
to us nch in milk, let them not conquer from us this riches.

The wholly anomalous sisati in c is here translated, m accordance

with the current understanding of it, as somehow commg from the root

san or sd [i e. if it were for the normal si-sd-s-ati considenng that the

consonant of the root sd happens to comcide with the sibilant which is

characteristic of the desiderative, we might be tempted to put sTsant sd
slksant • sah (Skt Gram §1030 a), but for the accent] . the comm reads

mstead ^esantl (= avasesayantf) The comm further has m b adabhanas
(explamed as = ddabhdnd : so SPP’s K reads), and in d prahdn (=
prahantavydn aksdn a false etymology and worthless mterpretation). He
explams ayds as ekadayah paficasamkhydntd aksavisesdh He divides our

vss 3-5 mto four verses of four padas each, without any regard to the

connection of sense, thus givmg the hymn eight verses, among our mss
also (SPP, reports nothmg of the kmd from his) there is more or less

discordance m regard to the verse-division, and some of them agree with
the comm [Our sTsati appears m W’s Index Verborum, p 382, at the very
end of the “unclassified residuum” ofAV. material ]

She who delights (pra-mud) in the dice (aksa), bnnging (phr)

pain and anger - the rejoicing, the delighting one . that Apsaras I

call on here
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The iianslation implies retention of bibhratl at end of b, read by all

the mss and by the comm
, and retained by SPP., and the emendation

instead in a to ya ’ksesu pramodate, which is metrically better, makes
better connection, and has the support of the comm , with one [or two] of
SPP’s authorities SPP’s note to bibhratl, “so read except by K who
follows Sayana”, is unintelligible, smce the latter has also bibhrati

[Delete the accent-mark under kuve^

c%'d. j -qr

They who (f ) go about (sam-car) after the rays of the sun, or

who go about after [its] beams (marici), of whom the rmghty
{^vajinlvani) bull from afar moves around (pari-i) at once all the

worlds, defending - let him come unto us, enjoying this libation,

together with the atmosphere, he the mighty one

According to the comm , the “they who” and “ofwhom” m a and c

are the Apsarases, this being apparently to him the tie of connection

between the two divisions of the hymn, and vajini is the dawn, and

vdjinlvant the sun all of which is very questionable, at least SPP reads

in d paryaiti, with, as he states, the majority of his mss., but with only two

of ours, the comm has paryeti, and it is also thus quoted by the comment
to Prat IV 8 1 . SPP further leaves the final n of sarvan unassimilated

before lokan, for the wholly insufficient reason that nearly all his mss so

read; the point is one that requires to be regulated by the prescripbons of

general grammar and of the PrSt ,
without heed to the carelessness of

scribes The passage is even one of those quoted under Pratii.35 as an

example of assimilation. The metrical definition of the Anukr is

maccurate, and perhaps corrupt, the verse (12+11:12 + 11 11 + 11 =

68) should be specified as of 6 pSdas and 3 avasdnas, like vs 3, it is not

bhurij, and for atyasti the [London, not the Berim ms ] reads yagafyasb.

[One is tempted to suspect the syllable sam- in a. Pronounce ydsarsabho

me]

fir ^ ^ 15^ t ^ II

Together with the atmosphere, O mighty one; defend you here

the karki calf, O vigorous one (vdjin); here are abundant drops

{stokd) for you, come hitherward, this is your karkv, here by your

mind
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The comm reads m a vdjinlvdn, as in 5 f, in b he has karkui vatsdn

(and one of SPP’s mss gives karkin), and, m d, namas instead of manas,

and SPP reports three of his four pada-mss as also having namas The
comm, explains karkl as karkavarna or subhra The minor Pet Lex
suggests the emendation of vatsdm to vasdm in this verse and the next

Three of SPP’s mss and one of ours (O ) separate karki iha in samhita in

d The Anukr ignores the deficiency of a syllable in b

^ ^ spr IrOT ft"

Together with the atmosphere, O mighty one; defend you here

the kai calf, O vigorous one; this is fodder; this is the pen, here

we bind {m-bandh) the calf; according to name we master you

hail »

The comm , with one of SPP’s oral authorities, has again vatsdn m b,

and also vatsdn in d (this time, with our P M.W.E ) Kaus (21 11) quotes

c and d, with the direction to do ‘^as directed in the text”, the comm
[Kesava] explains that a rope is to be prepared with twelve ties {daman'),

and that with c fodder is to be offered to tlie kme, and with d the calves

are to be tied to the rope If this is correct, the reading would seem to be

properly vatsdn in all cases, and perhaps karkyd(h) vatsdn in 6 b and 7 b

(thus fillmg out the meter) The mss. add (as directed by the Anukr ) a

second avasdna- sign after badhnfmah, and SPP. retains it. The verse (1

1

+ 10 8 + 8, 10 = 47) falls short of a full jagatl by the amount of the

deficiency m b, [I think karkyas, as a genitive sing, fern , ought to be

oxytone (JAOS x 385), but karkyas, pronounced karkio, might be better ]

39* For various blessings

This prose-hymn (the two concluding verses metrical) is, as already

noted, wanting in Paipp A similar passage is found in TS. (vii 5 23) The
hymn is used by Kaus. in the parvan sacnfice (5 8) with the samnati

offenngs, and vs . 9 and 10 earlier m the same ceremonies with two so-

called purastaddhomas (3 16), also the hymn agam in the rites (59.16) for

satisfaction of desires. Verse 9 appears m Vait (8 11) in the cdturmdsya

rites, with an offenng by the adhvaryu ’•'[The Anukr gives Brahman as

the rsi of 9 and 10 ]
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[^T^- srf^ I TT5# gfsT^, 3Tff^, -grj, 3FtTft^,

snfe^, v9-<i -^-^o 9f?7i, ^3ncT%^ ( srff^) i w^- Brq^

-y-WK ^fw, %-%o R^l]

6 9.^. STTSrf^l

w yiSiosnyiT^ qr qrr^u 5>n

On the earth they paid reverence {sam-nam) to Agni^ he throve

{rdK)j as on earth they paid reverence to Agni, so let the

reverencers pay reverence to me
The TS version reads thus agnaye sam anamat prthivyai sam

anamad yatha ’gnih prthivya (’)samanamad evam mahyam bhadrah
samnatayah sam namantu The comm explains sam anaman by sarvani

bhutani samnat^i upasannani bhavanti, and samnamas by abhilas

itaphalasya samnatayah sampraptayah The metrical definitions of the

Anukr for vs 1-8 are of no value, the odd verses vary from 34 to 37
syllables, and the even from 38 to 40 [We might have expected the

epithet tryavasana (3-av ) to be applied to the even.]

C9C.

-m %5f5qqT

sn^: wt TiW'^ q^TlTii 9 11

Earth [is] milch-cow, of her Agm [is] calf, let her, with Agni

as calf, milk for me food (15), refreshment, [my] desire, hfe-time

first, progeny, prospenty, wealth hail !

There is m TS. nothing to correspond to our vss 2, 4, 6, 8. Our
edition combines dyus pr-, because required by Prat 11 75, but the mss .

except one of SPP’s, have dyuh pr-, which SPP retams

<2.’^’?. sRffrllr yqqiR^T snsit^i

In the atmosphere they paid reverence to Vayu; he throve, '

in the atmosphere they paid reverence to Vayu, so let the

reverencers pay reverence to me
TS. has a corresponding passage, in the form as given above.
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O O

.

Sng: Tra^T WTTtt'ff^^?^T^II'8U

The atmosphere is miich-cow, of her Vayu is calf; let her, with

Vayu as calf, milk for me etc etc

The comm has tasya ‘of it (i e the atmosphere),’ mstead of tasyas

o i§oqif|rirR arrsr^i

W Igsqjigpqra -q^'-gqg: Tt^q^limi

In the sky they paid reverence to Aditya, he trove, as in the sky

they paid reverence to Aditya, so let the reverencers pay reverence

to me
The correspondmg TS passage has siirya mstead of aditya

o . -aWjwwi aiTf|?5it ir5r:i

m tr 3iTf|r^

sng: Jim Titt' WITH ^ ii

The sky is milch-cow, of her Aditya is calf, let her, with
Aditya as calf, milk for me etc etc.

[In the edition, sa is misprinted for sd ]

<? o ^ 3T{sTfi;i

TT ^nTfU^H

In the quarters they paid reverence to the moon (candra), it

throve; as in the quarters they paid reverence to the moon, so let

the reverencers pay reverence to me.

In TS , the astensms (naksatra) are here connected with the moon,
and there follow similar passages respectmg Vanma with the waters, and
several other divmities

cTT £[

STT^: 3Wt ^FSjt Titt' WITH C 11
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The quarters are milch-cows, of them the moon is calf, let

them, with the moon as calf, milk for me etc etc.

Both editions read duham in this verse, as m vss 2, 4, 6, following

the authority of nearly all the mss
, only our H D have the true reading,

duhrdm, which ought to have been adopted m our text

4444)]^Of TTOT ^ ttt ftfqi^ R II

Agni moves (car), entered into the fire, son of the seers ^

protector against imprecation, with homage-paying, with homage,

I make offenng to you, let us not make falsely the share of the

gods

That IS (a), ‘Agni is continuall> to be found m the fire ’ Three of

SPP’s authorities read manasd in c, thus ridding the verse of an

objectionable repetition, but both editions give namasd, which the comm
also has In d our edition has karmabhagam, following our pada~mss
(which read karmabhagam)-, but SPP has correctly, with his mss and the

comm (= md kdrsma), karma bhdgam More or less of the verse is found

in several other texts thus, m VS (v.4) only a, b ending b with

abhisastipdvd, in MS (i 2 7), with adhiraja esah at end of b, a wholly

different c, and for d, md devanam yuyupdma bhagadheyam, in MB
(n 2 12), only a, b with b ending as m MS ; m TS. (i 3 the whole
verse, b ending like MS , c beginning with svahdkrtya brahmand, and d

ending with mithuyd kar bhdgadheyam, in TB (ii 7 15^), the whole,

beginning with ^ydghro 'yam agnau car-, and ending b with -pd ayam, its

c and d agreeing throughout with ours; in ASS (viii 14 4) the whole, but

ending b* like MS and TS, and having for c, d tasmai juhomi havisd

ghrtena md devanam momuhad bhagadheyam-, [in Ppp , the whole verse,

just as m ASS , except that a ends with pravistd and that d has yuyavad

for momuhad and (unless mdm is a slip of Roth’s pen) mam for md] [See

Bloomfield’s discussion of mithuyd kr, ZDMG xlviii 556 ] The meter

(10+11 12+11= 44) IS irregular, but the Anukr. takes no notice of it

*[The Calcutta ed has avmdja esah, misprint for adhi-.}

<? o ^
.
fcjr^ TFrar ^
tikll44{p! ^ ^5^% TT 5!o II

Punfled with the heart, with the mind, O Jatavedas - knowing

1 '5g'#Jrrq ’53r:i ‘stmt (fo stio

StSTclfl^ -g I
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all the ways {vavuna)\ O god, seven mouths arc yours, O
Jatavedas, to them I make offenng - do you enjoy the oblation

Putam in a can only qualify hmn>am m d compare RV iv 58 6 b,

antar hrda manasd puyamdndh The pada-io^xX makes one of its frequent

blunders by resolving m c saptdsydm into sapta dsydni instead of into

sapta dsyani^ the designation of the accent in samhitd being the same m
both cases, according to its usual method SPP accepts the blunder,

readmg dsydni

It is impossible to see why these two concluding verses should

have been added to the hymn

40, Against enemies from the different quarters

Not found in Paipp Somewhat similar formulas are met with m TB
(lii 11 5) and ApSS (vi 18 3) Used in Kaus

,
with ii 11 etc

, in the

preparation of holy water for the counteraction of witchcraft (39 7), and
reckoned to the krtydpratiharana gana (ib , note) *[The Berlin ms of the

Anukr adds the expected astarcam - Weber, m a footnote, p 152, says

that the remarks of the Anukr on vs 8 suggest that the autlior of the

Anukr was a Vedantist Hence his attribution of hymns 37 and 38 to

Bldarayani ]

['Ho -

i 1 ^ ^ Jill i=w -Qm j
i d1

1]

They who make offenng from in front, O Jatavedas, [who]
from the eastern quarter vex us - having come upon (r) Agni, let

them stagger (vyath) away, I smite them back with the reverter

(pratisard).

Pratisara, the comm says, means pratimukham nivartata

dbhicdrikam karma ^nena^ and juhvati means homend 'smdn abhicaranti
The analogous formula in the other texts reads thus : prdci dig agnir
devata agnim sa disam devam devatanam rcchatu vo mai 'tasvai diso

^bhidasati (so TB , ApSS omits disam devam devatanam)

The verses have slight metncal irregularities which are ignored by
the Anukr

1 ^HHiq I ol^ (1^0 q 1
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^ Mlioc?) oqSRit jrftlfl^ul ^f=lT||':^H

They who make offering from the nght, O Jatavcdas, [who]
from the southern quarter vex us - having come upon Yama, let

them etc etc

The other texts make Indra the god of the southern quarter See
Weber’s note, p 153.]

trds^ oqsjRlt Mrl4jl4«4 3lRl^>u{

They who make offenng from behind, O Jatavedas, [who]

frdm the western quarter vex us - having come upon Varuna, let

them etc etc.

The other texts say Soma mstead ofVaruna.

^ McdJidid «(d4Aui ifScrii’^n

They who make offering from above, O Jatavedas, [who] from
the northern quarter vex us - having come upon Soma, let them etc.

etc.

Nearly all the mss. (all ours save O Op.; all but three of SPP’s)

strangely accent somam m this verse; both editions emend to somam In

the other texts, Mitra and Varuna are the divuuties mvoked for the

northern quarter.

#qiiqn

They who make offering from below, O Jatavedas, [who] from

the fixed quarter vex us - having come upon Earth, let them etc.

etc.

Here, agam, part of our mss (E.I.H.), and nearly all SPP’s, give the

false accent bhumim.', both editions read bhumim. The other texts associate

Adm with “this quarter,’’ or “the quarter here,” as they style it

qjd Jjrcq otWfdT fiqti=IF^3*f?r#nT #*111^11
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They who make offering from the atmosphere, O Jatavedas,

[who] from the midway (yyadhvd) quarter vex us - having come
upon Vayu, let them etc etc

The comm undeistands wadhva as “trackless” {vigatd adhvdno
vasvam) The other texts take no notice of such a quarter

coaRTi if=tniv9ii

They who make offering from aloft, O Jatavedas, [who] from
the upward quarter vex us - having come upon Surya, let them etc

etc

The other texts associate Brhaspati with this quarter

% Mo'ocii oMiiwr

They who make offering from the intermediate directions of
the quarters, O Jatavedas, [who] from all the quarters vex us -

having come upon the brahman, let them etc. etc

Several of our mss accent dighhyo ‘bhidas- The other texts have
nothing that corresponds to this verse

This, the eighth and concluding anuvaka of the book, has 5 hymns
and 47 verses, the quotation from the old Anukr is saptadasa *ntyah, to

which is added sadarcavac ca.

Here ends also the ninth prapdthaka.

One of our mss, (L) sums up the content of tlie book as 323 verses,

the true number is 324 [Observe that the last vs of hymn 20 is numbered
7 when it should be 9 ]

11^1%
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Book V
[The fifth book is made up of thirty-one hymns, divided into

SIX nm/vaA'a-groups, with five hymns in each group save the

fourth, which has six hymns. The Old Anukramanl appears to take

60 verses as the norm of an anuvaka The number of verses in each
hymn ranges from 8 to 18 The Major Anukramanl assumes 8

verses as the nonnal length of a hymn of this book (see p 142), but

there are only two such hymns (“hymns” 9 and 10 both, prose')

In fact.

There are in this book, 2426533321 hymns,

Contaming respectively 89 10 11 12 13 14 15 17 18 verses.

The entire book has been translated by Weber, Indische

Studien, vol. xviii. (1898), pages 154-288. This is the first book to

which the native commentary is missing ]

1. Mystic

Found also in Paipp vi Much and variously used by Kaus , but in

situations that have nothing to do with the meanmg of the hymn, and cast

no light upon its difficulties thus, it is employed with the following

hymn m a battle-rite (15 1), for victory; and the two hymns together again

in a ceremony (22 1) for welfare, while hymns 1 to 3 (and v.l 3

separately) are reckoned [19 1, note] to the pustika mantras, vs. 1 alone

(with VI 17 and anotlrer) appears in a ceremony (35 12) against abortion;

vss 2-9, m one (35 13 ff ) for tire benefit of a person seized by jambha,
vs 3 is further applied in a charm (21 12) for good-fortune in regard to

clothing, vs 4, in a women’s nte (34 20) for winnmg a husband, vs 5

(with iii.30, VI 64, etc.) in a rite (12.5) for harmony, vs 6, in the nuptial

ceremonies (76 21), on marking seven lines to the north of the fire, and

agam (79 1), with an offermg at the beginning of the fourth-day

observances; vs 7, in a remedial rite (28.12) for one m misery {amati),

givmg him a portion, and again, in the ceremony against false accusation

(46 1), with vii 43, vs 8 in a nte for prospenty (211 5), on occasion of the

division of an inheritance, and vs. 9, later (21.17) m the last-mentioned

ceremony.

The hymn is intentionally and most successfully obscure, and the

translation given is in great part mechanical, not professing any real

. understanding of the sense It is very probable that the text is considerably
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corrupted, and one cannot avoid the impression also that the lines are

more or less disconnected, and artificially combined

I ^aRiT- 1 ^

31c?# I]

3I^a5n^|#3nTRts^ 1|^ C^TSITT ^ftru ^11

He who came to (a-bhu) the womb (yoni) with a special sacred

text rdhanmantra), of immortal spirit {-asu)^ increasing, of good
birth, of unharmed spirit, shining like the days - Trita the

mamtaincr maintained three {tri, neuter).

The Pet Lexx render rdhanmantra by ‘Tacking speech”, Ludwig,
by “of distinguished meditation ” Ahe *va (p ahaiva) is perhaps rather to

be understood as ahahiva Ppp puts sujanma m b before vardhamanas
As elsewhere, part of our mss (Bp p m P M W ) read trtas in d The last

pada is two syllables short, the Anukr taking no notice of the deficiency

^ . 3Tr ^ swffnr

ztm 3tt % ciwMnRdi f|%dii ^ ii

He who first attained to (d-sad) the ordinances (dharmari)

makes thence many wondrous forms, eager (^^dhasyu) he first

entered the womb (yoni), he who understood (d-cit) speech
unspoken

In b the translation follows Ppp , which reads krnute for -use^ Ppp
also has a different c, yas ca yonim prathamd ’ \ivesa, and it ends d with
anucitdmjigdya

% i3% w:

i

sraf ^'dlR T3yTRTrq;il ^ II

He who left (ric) [hisj body to your heat {sokd), flows the

gold, his [men] are bnght {siici) after; there they (two) assume
{dha) immortal names, let the clans (yis) send garments for us

The first pada might equally mean “he who left your body (self) to

the heat.” In b, ksarat might equally be pres, pple qualifying hiranyam
In d the translation assumes the reading asme instead of asmai, nearly ail

the mss have the former (p asme iti, P MW have asmai, but doubtless
onlv by the not infrequent error of substitutmg ai for e), and oui

'
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understanding of the sense is too defective to justify emendations, Ppp.,

however, has asmi In c, Ppp reads atra dadhrse ‘mrt- The Kaus use of
the verse appears to be derived only from the occurrence of vastrani in d

'srat '2^ ^:'5gr3[

iysiW tTpnr

When these formerly went further forth, approaching each

unfading seat - the poet of the dry (P susa), the two licking mothers
- do you (two) send for the sister (jami) a capable {dhiirya) spouse

The translation is, of course, simple nonsense None of [our] mss
accent gus in a, P M accent purvyam before it, one (T ) combines -nto

juryam in b

^ I ^ victim

^rrtraf "git fls}^

This great homage, venly, to you, O broad-going one, do I a

poet make with poesy (kdvya)^ when the two (m ), going united

(samyanc) against the earth (fod), [then] increase here the (two)

great bank-wheeled (prodhacakra) ones (f ).

‘‘Bank-wheeled,” i e. rollmg on between their banks Tat in our text

(beginnmg of c) is a mispnnt for yat Prat iii.4 determines w, ii 97
determmes yayrdhete (p v^v-) is by m.l3 The Kaus use of the verse

seems suggested simply by samyancau The irregular verse (9+11.11 +
12 = 43) IS very imperfectly defined by the Anukr [The London ms of

the Anukr is here m disorder and perhaps we ought to read puro-brhatl

for para-.^

? o .w -g^: *ciijwdi^-wri |Tt +cti

sn+t'W*T ^W rT^ll S, II

Seven bourns (marydda) did the poets fashion, unto one of

these verily went one distressed, in the nest of the nearest (upamd)

community (pdyii) stood the pillar (skambha), at the release

(yisarga) of the roads, in the supports (dharuina).

The verse is a RV. one, from a mystic and obscure hymn (x 5 6), RV
puts id after ekam m b, and m c accents upamasya nlde, which alone is

acceptable, all our mss give upamasya, which our edition follows, and all

save one (D ) read nlde without accent, which we emended to nide. Ppp

gives in b tasdm anekdm, and omits, probably by an oversight, the second

half-verse “The life of mankind is compared to a race-track, on which
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the gods have marked many (seven) stations, each generation (yuga)

reaches only one such goal, getting as far as the place where the next

begins, there its road terminates ” R

Sd’m ^ 53RT I%^:llV91l

Also, of immortal spint, vowed (pvratd), \ go performing,

spirit, soul, of the body then (ptat) with kine (psumadgii), and
either the mighty one {sakrd) assigns treasure, or as the oblation-

giver pursues (?sac) with refreshment

This verse and vs 5 [4">] are the most utterly hopeless of the hymn,
even the conjectures of the comm respecting them would be welcome
Ludwig renders sumadgu by ‘‘erfreut gegangen ” For b, Ppp reads

asuras putas svadhaya samadgu^ in c, vd jyestho ratnd Fd m c in our text

IS a misprint for va The verse lacks only one syllable of being a full trist

ubhy and that deficiency might be made up by reading either sakras or

ratnam as tnsyllabic [A barytone vrata is unknown elsewhere ]

m i|rgT

Also son prays (Plcl) father for dominion, they called for well-

being him of the chief bourn may they see now, O Varuna,
those that are your shapes (visthd); may you make wondrous forms
of the one much rolling hither

The translation implies emendation in b to the compound jvest

hamaryddamp i e , ‘him who has received the best domain ’ In d our
avarvrtatas is for the -rvrat- of all the mss , it can hardly be tliat the text

of this pada is not further corrupt The verbs in c, d are augmentless
forms, and may, of course, be rendered indicatively Ppp begins the verse
with putro vd yat pit-^ and ends b with svasti The Kaus use of this verse
and the next is apparently founded on the occurrence m them of “son”
and “father” and “half” The second pada is properly jagati *pSro ms
has -dam ]

^[^5% -qw yvilJysfH 31^1

Half with half milk you mix (?prc), with half, O Asura {'>), you
increase [your] vehemence (‘^) We have increased the helpful
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{sagniiya) companion, Varuna, lively {isird) son of Aditi. poet-

praised wondrous forms have we spoken for him - the (two)

firmaments (rodasi) of true speech.

This translation implies several emendations (or, al least, alterations)

m b, susmam, which Ppp. has, mstead of the vocative susma^ and asura^

again with Ppp. (perhaps better amura* "not foolish’"^ cf 1 1 5, below), m
c, avTvrdhama^ which also Ppp gives, while one or two ot our mss offer

dvivrdhama (D ) and avivrdhama (Kp ) In f ought to be accented

avocdma, the pada-mss., as elsewhere m such cases, mark the pada-

division after the word, thus reckonmg it to e, which is obviously wrong
Some of our mss (O D K ) accent in a prnaksi^ which is the better

readmg, the case being one of antithetical accent Ppp. further has savasd

for payasd in a, vardhavase ‘sura in b, aditer in d, aryd -vacau at the end

The verse (11 + 11 11 + 11 10 (9"^) + 1 1 = 65 [647]) is more nearly an

asti than an atyasti. *[This is given by some of SPr s authorities ]

2. Mystic

Found also in Paipp v It is a RV hymn (x 120), and the first three

verses occur in other texts For the use of tlie hymn with its predecessor m
Kaus, 15.1 and 22 1 and 19 1, note, see above, under hi, it is further

applied, with vii 1, m a kamva nte (59.17), with worship of Indra and

Agni The various verses appear also as follows .vs 3, in a rite for

prospenty (21 21), vs 4, with vi 13 in a battie-nte (15 6), vs 5 in a

similar nte (15 8), vs 6, m another (15.9), and yet again, with vi 125, and

vii 3 etc., as the kmg and his chanoteer mount a new chariot (15 11), vs

7, next after vs. 3 (21 23), with the holdmg of a light on the summit of an

ant-hill, and vs. 8 in a women’s nte [34 21], next after v I 4 - all artificial

uses, havmg no relation to the texts quoted in them.

^
^ f^confl ^ ^ 5>ll

That verily was the chief among beings whence was born the

formidable one, of bnght manliness; as soon as bom, he dissolves

[his] foes, when all [his] aids {uma) revel after him

RV. reads m d anu yam visve madanty umdhy and all the other texts

(SV 11 833; VS.xxxiii.80, AA i 3 4) agree with it The Anukr ignores the

considerable metrical irregularities
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SJoJRiSEr ^ HcJ'd it

Increasing with might (savas), he ofmuch force, a foe, assigns

(dhd) fear to the barbarian, winning (n.) both what breathes not out

and what breathes out; brought forward (n.), they resound together

for you in the revelings.

Sense and connection are extremely obscure; but all the texts

(SV li 834, AA. as abo^e) agree throughout. Prabrta, of course, might be
loc. sing, of -ft'. Sasni in c is (with Grassmann) rendered as if it were
sasnis

^ f^
In you they mingle skill abundantly, when they twice, thrice

become [your] aids; unite you with sweet (svadu) what is sweeter

than sweet; may you fight against yonder honey with honey
(madhu)

RV. differs only by reading vmjanti visve at end of a, and SV.
(ii.835) and AA. (as above) agree with it throughout; as does also Ppp

,

TS (iii.5.10^) beings d with ata u su^ and ends it vn&iyodhi^ which looks
like a more original reading. [Cf. Geldner, Ved. Stud, ii.lO.]

If now after you that conquer riches in contest after contest

(rand) the devout ones (vipra) revel, more forcible, O vehement
one, extend you what is stanch; let not the ill-conditioned Kasokas
damage you.

RV. begins a with iti cid dhi tvd, and b with made-made, in c it reads
(with Ppp.) dhrsno for susmin, and at the end of the verse yatudhana
durevah\ Ppp. has instead dureva yatudhandh.

^aRif 10%

^ ^ ^ fviviifM W'nr q n

By you do we prevail in the contests, looking forward to many
things to be fought [for]; I stir up your weapons with spells

(yacas)-, I sharpen up your powers (vqyos) with incantation
(brahman).
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RV and Ppp have no variants

STT WR?T T^rTt' 4̂bftl
|
^'ll ^!l

You did set that down m the lower and the higher, in what

abode {durona) you did aid with aid, cause you to stand there the

moving mother, from it send you many exploits

RV and Ppp put the verse after our 7 Ppp has no variants, RV
reads in a avaram param ca, and for c, d, d matara sthapayasejigatnu ata

most karvara puruni a quite different, but httle less obscure version of
the text

‘

‘Indra checks the revolution of the sky, m order to gam tune for

his deeds.” R

<?^o. Idtlj loMH

i

H I

31T c(^ 3I'^i^3rf|tTR''?fefT:l|V9H

Praise you fully, O summit, the many-tracked, skilful (?

rbhvan), most active (ina) Aptya of the Aptyas, may he look on
with might, he of much force, may he overpower the counterpart

of the earth

The RV. version is different throughout : stuseyyam puruvarpasam
rbhvam inatamam dptyam dptydndm * d darsate savasd sapta danun pra
sdksate pratimdndni bhuri, and with this Ppp. agrees. The translation

follows our. text servilely, as it may be called, save in the obviously

unavoidable emendation of dptam to dptyam mb, O. is our only ms that

reads dptyam The verse is far too irregular to be let pass as merely a trist

ubh

^
These incantations (brahman) may Bnhaddiva, foremost

heaven-winner, make, a stram (susa) for Indra, he rules, an

autocrat, over the great stall (jgotra); may he, quick (7tura), nch in

fervor, send (?) all

The fourth pada is attempted to be rendered literally from our text,

although this is plamly a gross corraption of the RV. text • duras' ca vis'vd

avmod apa svdh RV. has also before it svardjas, and m a vivakti for

kmavat. Ppp agrees with RV throughout Svarsds (p. svahsdh) is

prescribed by Prat.ii.49
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^ wii ii

So has the great Bnhaddiva Atharvan spoken of his own self

{tanu) [as of] Indra, the two blameless, mother-growing sisters -

[men] both impel them with might {savas) and increase them

The second half-verse seems again a corruption of the RV version,

which has plurals instead of duals m c, and omits the meter-disturbing ene

(p ene iti) m d Ppp agam agrees with RV., but m b it has tanum for

tanvam Our text should give, with the others, mataribhvar- m c; ail the

mss have it [The vs is svardj rather than bhurij ]

3. To various gods ; for protection and blessings

Found also in Paipp v (m the verse-order 1-6, 8, 9, 11,7, 10) It is a
RV. hymn, x 128 (which has the verse-order 1, 3, 5, 4, 6, 2, 9, 8, 10),

with Its nme verses changed to eleven by the expansion of vs 5 mto two,

and by the addition at the end of a verse which is found also in the RV.
mss , but not as an acknowledged part of the text. The RV verses,

mcludmg this last, are found m their RV. order, and with unimportant
variants, m TS iv 7.14^“^

The h3^im is variously employed by Kaus in the parvan sacrifices

(1 33), at entenng on the vow; m ntes (12 10) for glory, in one for

prosperity (22 14, and it is reckoned to the pustika mantras, 19 1, note), in

one for avoidance of quarrels (38.26 : so Kes.), with tying on an amulet of
a kind of rope; and in a witchcraft process (49.15) agamst an enemy;
further, vs 1 1, with vii 86 and 91, in the indramahotsava (140.6) In Vait,
m the parvan sacrifices, it (or vs 1) accompanies the addition of fuel to

the three sacrificial fires (1 12); and vss 1-4 the propitiation of the gods
on commencmg sacrifice (1.14).

[^- 1 ^3FFT, ^

S> «:iTcTT, fHmm, ITf^clT,

5-0 aiferruT, 5^° t^nz^sFrati]

Be splendour mine, O Agni, in rival invocations (yihava); may
we, kindling you, adorn ourselves; let the four directions bow to

me, with you as overseer may we conquer the fighters.
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The other texts (with MS. i 4.1) have no variants m this verse. Ppp
appears to readprathema forpusema m b.

^ %?r: Tcift Tnft

^ fg^ciT ^ II

O Agni, pushing back the fury of our adversanes, do you, our
keeper igopd)^ protect us about on all sides, let our abusers

(durasyu) go away downwards; among themselves (amd) let the

intent of them awaking be lost

RV’s version of b, c reads thus . adabdho gopak pan pahi nos tvam
pratyonco yantu nigutah punas te^ and TS has the same But TS. also

reads agnis at the beginning, purastdt for paresdm m a, and prabudhd m
d Ppp. has prabudhd for mvatd m c, and for d, mamisdm cittam bahudha
VI na^atu The verse is properly svardjy b as well as c being jagatl

[Correct gdpdh to gopdh ]

TRW ^
Let all the gods be at my separate call - the Maruts with Indra,

Visnu, Agm, let the broad-spaced atmosphere be mine, let the

wind blow (pu) for me unto this desire

RV reads at the end kdme asmin, and Ppp. agrees with it, also TS
TS has further indravantas in b, and in c, strangely enough, vru gopam,

as two separate words

^ ^ ^ IcJTT 31^1

W -qt' chdMxi§m^ ^
Let what sacrifices I make make sacrifice for me; let my

mind’s design be realized {satya)-, let me not fall into (ni-gd) any

sin soever; let all the gods defend me here.

RV and TS read yajantu and havyd (for ista) m a, and, for d, vzs've

devaso adhi vocatd nah (but TS me) Ppp agrees with our text except for

ending with mdm iha.

On me let the gods bestow i&-yaj) property; with me be

blessing (O^is), with me divine invocation, may the divine invokers
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(hotar) wm that for us; may we be iioharmed with our self (tanu)^

rich in heroes

RV. has for c daivyd hotdro vanusanta purvey and TS the same,

except hotdra and vanisanta One or two of our mss. (Bp H ) read sums
am in c Ppp begins a with mahyam, and has mama for mayi both times

mb.

^ 4 . If Mrc?i£issarH,i

You six divine wide ones, make wide [space] for us, all you
gods, revel here; let not a portent find us, nor an imprecation, let

not the wrong that is hatefiil find us

Only the first half-verse is RV. material, formmg its vs 5 with our 7
c, d, the latter half-verse we have had already as i.20 1 c, d RV. and TS
begm with devis, and end b with virayadhvam, and TS. oddly combmes s

adurvis as a compound word, RV. reads nah after it, and TS. nah^ our
mss are divided between the two, but with a great preponderance for nah
(only E I.H. have nah), so that it is more probably to be regarded as the

AV reading. Ppp. gives wrw nas kardtha; it has the second half-verse of
the other texts Some of our mss accent urvfs in a (Bp P.M K ), and some
accent devdsas m b (PM ).

'wIm TF5Fj^nv3n

You three goddesses, grant (yam) us great protection, what is

prosperous (pusta) for our progeny and for ourselves (tanu), let us
not be deserted (ha) by progeny nor selves, let us not be made
subject to the hater, O long Soma.

All the mss. accent at the beginning tisras; our text emends to tisras

The second half-verse, as above noted, goes with our 6 a, b to make one
verse m RV. and TS., and also m Ppp , which has the variant dhanena for
tanubhis m c. For the present verse, Ppp agrees m the first half with our
text, only readmg me for nas, for second half it has . mdm visas

sammanaso jusantdm pitryam ksatram prta jdndtv asmdt The Anukr.
Ignores the extra syllable m a

% Trf|iT:

Let the bull (mahisa) of wide expanse grant us protection,
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having much food (-ksu), [he] the much-invoked in this

invocation; do you be gracious unto our progeny, O you of the bay
horses; O Indra, harm us not, do not abandon us.

RV. and TS read yamsad at end of a, and mrdaya at end of c (also

our O ), at end of b, RV. and Ppp have -ksuh^ while TS. agrees with our
text In d the pa^a-text has ririsah^ by Prat iv 86. The Anukr takes no
notice of the two redundant syllables m a.

arrfl^ t^T: wtr ii

The Creator (dhatar)^ the disposer (yidhatar), he who is lord of

being, god Savita, overpowerer of hostile plotters, the Adityas, the

Rudras, both the Asvins - let the gods protect the sacrificer from

perdition (nirrtha).

RV. and TS read dhatmam for vidhata in a, and nyarthdt at the end,

and have for c imam yajnam as'vmo "bha brhaspatir; in b, RV. has devam^

trdtdram, and TS. d. savitdram^ followed by abhimdtisdham [RV. -ham\.

Ppp. has vidharta in a, savitd devo *bhim-m. b, and brhaspatir indragni

a^yinobhd for c The combination yas patir in a is by PrS^t.ii 70. The
pada-toxt reads abhimdti-sahah m b. The verse (12 +11 : 9 + 1

^ ~ 43) is

much too irregular to be passed simply as a tristuhh.

%+ -gqcRT atg -0:^1

3Trf|rqT ^^ II

They that are our rivals - away be they; with Indra and Agni do

we beat (badh) them down, the Adityas, the Rudras, sky-reading

(^uparisprd), have made our over-kmg a stem corrector.

The other texts have tdn for enan at end of b, and akran at end of d,

and, for c, vasavo rudrd ddityd upanspr^am tnd, which makes better

sense; they also accent cettdram in d. And VS., which also has the verse

(xxxiv.46), agrees with them throughout Ppp. presents mstead a verse

which IS mostly foimd at TB.ii.4.3^ next before the verse correspondmg

to our 1 1 : ihd ’rydneam ati hvaya indram jaitrdyajetave asmdkam astu

vamam yatas kmout vtryam (instead of c, d, TB. has one p^da : asmdkam

astu kevalafi). [Our 10 occurs at the end of the hymn in Ppp., which reads

in a ye nos ^apanty upa te, m b apa bddhdma yonim, in c mdm for nah,

and ends with akran ]
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l4 ^^ -^#11 ^^11

Hitherward do we call Ifidra from yonder, who is kine-

conquering, nches-conqnenng, who is horse-conquering; let him
hear this sacrifice of ours at our separate call; of us, O you of the

bay horses, have you been the ally (jnedin).

The verse is found m TS ,
and m TB (as above), and is the first of a

long addition to RV. x 128. All these read alike m c, d vihave jusasva
*sya kurmo (RV. kulmd) harivo medinam tva\ Ppp. nearly agrees, reading
instead v j. *smdkam krnvo h m tva The Anukr, apparently balances the

redundancy of a against the deficiency of b

4. To the plant kustha : against takman [fever]

All the verses except 4 are found also in Paipp , but in two books
vss. 1-3, 5-7 in xix (and not all together), vss. 8-10 m li It is not
expressly quoted by Kaus , but the schol. (26.1, note) regard it as included
m the takmandsana gana, and (28 13, note) also m the kusthahngdSy and
so employed in a healmg nte against rdjayaksma, vs. 10 is separately

added (26.1, note) at the end of the gana

[>i -

You that were bom on the mountains, strongest of plants,

come, O kustha^ effacer (-nd^and) of takman, effacing the fever

{takman) from here.

The kustha is identified as Costus speciosus or arabicus. The pada--
text reads in c kustha a : ihi, and the passage is quoted as an example
under Prat in.38, which teaches the combination

^ Igqcid-wfi l

«I%f% ? 11

On an eagle-bearing (^-suvand) mountain, bom from the snowy
one (himavant); they go to [it] xvith riches, having heard (of it], for
they know the effacer of fever.
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‘From the snowy one,’ le ‘from the Himalaya’, we had the pada
above as iv 9 9 b Ppp begins with suvarnasavanC:, and has for c, d
dhanair abhisrutam hakti kusthed u takmandsanah

The asvattha^ seat of the gods, in the third heaven from here;

there the gods won the kustha, the sight (caksand) of immortality

(amrtd)

Or, perhaps, an image or likeness of the amrta (drink) This verse and
the next are repeated below as vi.95 1, 2, and again, with slight variations,

as xix 39 6, 7 The second pada occurs elsewhere m sundry places, as

ChU. viii.5.3, HGS ii.7 2 With c compare RV 1.13.5; 170 4

A golden ship, of golden tackle {-bandhand), moved about m
the sky; there the gods won the kustha, the flower of immortality.

Most of the mss. appear to read avarat in a, but doubtless only owmg
to the imperfect distmction of ca and va in most Sanskrit wiitmg So also,

for the same reason, in c, they could be read for the most part as either

pusyam or puspam (M has pusyam), the former was adopted in our

edition as bemg favored by the meter.

. IfTOW: WH 3TTl9lfT5nftr lipJWl

Golden were the roads, the oars golden, the ships were golden

by which they brought out the kustha,

Ppp reads hiranmay-^ and omits c (doubtless by an oversight) All

the mss. agree in accentmg aritrdni; but this should doubtless be emended

to ant-. In a we may emend topanthds or combmepanthdnd *

'san

This man of mine, O kustha - him bring, him relieve (nis-kr),

him also make free from disease for me.

With c compare the nearly identical vi.95.3 d E H read nih kuru.
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3riif^3n^5f%#4w% WlffcT:!

^r intriFT oqpn^ ^ V9 II

From the gods are you bom, of Soma are you set as

companion; do you be gracious to my breath, out-breathmg, sight

here.

E.H accentjato ‘5z in a (p jatah asi) Ppp. reads apdnaya for vyan-

m c, and at the end ‘sya mrda, which is easier [Cf Hillebrandt,

Mythologie, i 65 ]

f^q-ycT: •^r 3nS!jt #5% ^31^1

TI§ WImI^tIMIP ^f^ll C II

Bom in the north from the snowy [mountain], you are

conducted to people (jand) in the eastern [quarter]; there have they

shared out the highest names of the kustha

“The highest names” i.e the chief sorts of kinds [brands, as we
moderns say] The readmg udan m a is assured by quotation under
Prat iu.27. Ppp readspr&cyam in b

q ^ ^ ^ ^ Iwi

71^' ^ tpm fgtlR xnpt ^%ll II

Highest by name, O kustha, are you, highest by name your
father, both do you efface all yaksma, and do you make the fever

sapless

Ppp. has a wholly different second half : yatas kustha prajdyase tad
ehy anstatataye

-qf ^TRg
-^^^1^11 II

Head-disease, attack (? upahatyd), evil of the eyes, of the body
all that may kustha relieve, verily a divine virility (yrsij.ya)

The reading ms karat m c falls under Prat.ii 63. All the mss. give aks
os, but the proper reading is plamly aksyos, as the meter shows, the same
error is found also in other passages. The Anukr. imphes aksos, as aksyos
i-si-os) would make the verse a regular anustubh The Pet Lexx take
upahatydm as govenung aksyos, and so render it ‘blinding’. [Ppp has for
a ilrsahatydm upahatya, and for c kustho no visvatas pdd.l
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5. To a healing plant, laksa

Found also m Paipp vi (m the verse-order 1, 2, 4, 5, 3, 7, 6, 8, 9).

Not textually quoted by Kaus , but doubtless intended, as pointed out by
the schol , in the laksalifigds of 28.14, as employed in a healmg rite for

flesh-wounds

[V
3TST^ I elT^ 1

wr ^

Night [is your] mother, cloud (nabhas) [your] father, Aryaman
your grandfather; silaci, venly, by name are you; you are sister of
the gods.

Ppp has for c siladi ndma vd 'si. The last pSda is found also below as

VI 100 3 b, and cf. vii 46 1 b

He who drinks you lives, you rescue a man (purusa); for you
are a sustainer (bhartri) of all, and a hiding-place (Inyancanf) of

people

‘Of all,’ sasvatdm, lit. ‘of constant ones,’ i.e. of as many as

constantly come to you. Ppp. reads dhartn ca for bhartri hi in c, and, for

d, sasvatdm bhyatvamcanl.

Tree after tree you climb, like a lustful girl; conquenng

standing by {Iprotya-stha), winner (sparanf) venly by name are

you.

Ppp. reads, for d, samjayd ndma vd 'si.

If (yat) by a staff, ifby an arrow, or if by flame (pharos) a sore

IS made, of that you are relief; relieve you this man.
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The two examples of ms before k are quoted under Prat.ii 65. Ppp
reads in c, d: asi bhtsaji niskrtir noma vd *si cf. 6 d below

Out of the excellent plaksa you arise, out of the asvattha^ the

khadira, the dhava, the excellent banyan (nyagrodhd), the parna^

do you come to us, O arundhati

These are names of various trees. Ppp combines ne ’hi in d

You gold-colored, fortunate, sun-colored one, of most
wondrous forms; may you go to the hurt (? rutd), O relief; relief,

venly, by name are you.

Vapustame (p. vapuh-tame^ is quoted as an example under Prat li 83

In c, P. reads ruttam, and H (and Bp ?) rtam\ it might be from root ru

‘cry out’ : ‘come to our call ’ Ppp reads at the beginnmg hiranyabdhu^
an^ for d, se ’mam niskrdhi paurusam (thus exchanging 4 d and 6 d)

^ o

.

IpqT ^11

V

9 n

You gold-colored, fortunate, vehement (?susmd), hairy-bellied

one - sister of the waters are you, O Idksd; the wind was your soul.

Ldksd is not elsewhere met with as name or epithet of a plant : the

Anukr. takes it as the principal name : purvena [suktena] Idksdm astaut

Ppp. reads yuvate for subhage in a [Cf. Pischel, Ved. Stud i 178;
Bloomfield, ZDMG.xlviii.574 ]

SilacI by name - your father, O goat-brown one, is a maid’s
son; Yama’s horse that is dark brown (syOvd) - with its mouth
(?blood?) are you sprinkled.

The first line is translated m accordance with the text as it stands;

Gnll emends to kanlnS ’jababhrufi [accent. Gram. §1268 : ajababhru
could only be vocative]. The pada-text reads dsnd in d [SPP. asnd], but
asnah m 9 a; the translation implies ds- in both; Grill understands as- both
times. Ppp. has for a, b ghrt&cl ndma kdiuno 'ta babhrupitd tava
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1|^w 5 T^^-b^ldM % II

Fallen from the horse’s mouth, she invaded the trees, having
become a winged brook {">sard\ do you come to us, O arundhati.

BR [iv 405] take a to mean, ‘coagulated from the horse’s blood,’
understanding asnas^ with the padaAmX With c compare RV x 97 9
(VSxii83) slrah patatrinih sthana (TS iv.2 6^ and MS ii.7.13 read
sarah mstead). The word sisyade (p sisyade) comes under Prat.u.91, 103,
iv,82, 124 In the prmted text, sapatitd is a mispnnt for samp- [Ppp. has
for b sd parnam abhisiisyatah and combmes ne ’hi in d.]

The first anuvdka, 5 hymns and 48 verses, ends here. The
quoted Anukr. says dvisadbhir adyah (i.e. twice six short of 60
verses).

6. [Disconnected verses]

[Verses 9-14 are prose, and so is verse 4, in part.]

Found also (except vss 6, 7) m Paipp. vi The first our four verses

and the eleventh occur together m K xxxvin.l4. As this hymn has the

same first verse with iv 1, the quotation of the pratika m Kaus. does not al

all show which of the two hymns is intended, but the schol determine the

question by addmg the pratika of vs 2 also, and even, in a case or two,

that of vs 3, and the comm, to iv 1 agrees with them On this evidence, v
6 appears m a battle-nte (15 12) to show whether one is going to come
out alive; m the citrdkarman (18 25), with i.5 and 6 etc., on occasion of
going away on a journey (18.27), in a healing nte (28 15) for the benefit

of a child-beanng woman or of an epileptic [see p xlv. of Bloomfield’s

Introduction], and m a ceremony for welfare (51.7), with xi.2, it is also

reckoned (50.13, note) to the raudra gana

[3Efq-- arsraf i ^ w, ^ wft,

5^0 ^
^

-

5*^ 1 ^ ^ ^

X H-V9

RcfcicjwHT feq^i^ggq,

^ 51TOT sfer % ^:ll ^11
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The brahman that was first bom of old. Vena has unclosed

from the well-shimng edge; he mclosed the fundamental nearest

positions of It, the womb of the existent and of the non-existent.

The verse occurred above, as iv.l 1 [where visthas is rendered

‘shapes’]

3Rn<TT%^: WTT gjrjffnr

Who of you did what first unattained deeds - let them not harm
our heroes here, for that purpose I put you forward

This verse too has occurred already, as iv.7 7 Ppp combines ve 'tat

in d

^ ST^rT:!

cHE? ^ MjfVR: TT1% ^ II

In the thousand-streamed one they resounded (s'var) together,

in the firmament (naka) of the sky, they the honey-tongued,

unhindered His zealous {bhurni) spies wink not; in every place are

they with fetters for t5nng.

The verse is RV uc 73 4, and is of mystic and obscure meanmg RV.
reads -dhare ‘va [p -re avd\ (for -dharah iva^) m a, asya at begmmng of
c, and setavas at end of d Ppp begms with sahasram abhi te sam

3r shqr ^g^rfoT:!

RPnftT trrg

^ftii'^ii

Round about do you run forward in order to the winning of
booty, roimd about overpowering adversaries (yrira. n.); then you
go over haters by the sea (an^avd). Weakling (sanisrasd) by name
are you, the thirteenth month, Indra’s house.

The first three padas of the verse are RV.ix.llO 1 (repeated, with
trase for Tyase at the end, as SV.i 428; ii.714), which reads in a dhanva
(without lengthening of the final), and has for c dvisas taradhya mayd na
lyase; of this our text appears to be a simple corruption. [In the RV.
version, pra dhanva (cf ix.109.1 a) and mayd nah seem to be insertions

like those m AV ii.5.] Ppp. reads sahasrasas instead of sanisrasas m d,

and m c divas tad, which comes nearer to making sense. The verse, with
its prose endmg, is most naturally divided as 12 + 8; 12 + 7+11 = 50;
but the pada-xQss put the pMa division strangely after trayodasas.
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idwrrjgft ^ ?:iikii

Now (nof^) have you succeeded (radK) by that, you yonder

(asau) • hail * having sharp weapons, having sharp missiles, very

propitious, O Soma and Rudra, do you be very gracious to us here

For asau ‘you yonder’ is doubtless to be used the name of the person

addressed m practice = O so-and-so. pp reads for the first division of

the verse vttendvaitendmaitena rdtshlrar asau svdhd^ which seems

intended virtually to contam vss 5-7; it has m b, c tigmd- and susevd

‘gnlsomdv iha^ and it puts the verse after our vs. 8 The Pet Lex. makes

the pertinent suggestion [s v anu + rddh\ that nu at the beginnmg is for

anu, nu is nowhere m AV found at the beginnmg of a pada or clause -

nor m RV except as prolonged to nu Unhappily we get no help on the

subject from the sense [Whitney’s is not clear to me, unless it is

meant to suggest emendation to naitena = na etena. If we read anu^ we
must render, ‘You have succeeded by that ’ But does not the Ppp. readmg

suggest rather vi etena ardtsis*^^

WC,

You have failed {ava-radh) by that, you yonder; hail! having

sharp etc etc.

You have offended (apa-rddh) by that, you yonder ! hail'

having sharp etc etc

These two variations on vs. 5 are not given by Ppp. save so far as

they may be mtimatedm its beginning of 5.

V9 o . 81^11 6 II

Do you (two) release us from difficulty, from reproach

(avadhyd); enjoy you the offenng; put in us immortality (amrtd).

Some of the mss (Bp ) read asmdt instead of asman Ppp. has

asmat, and after it grbhlthdt.

fl^luil ^ rniw 1^1
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O missile (heti) of sight, missile of mind, missile of
incantation (brahman), and missile of penance* weapon’s weapon
(mem) are you, weaponless be they who show malice against us.

With this verse and the next is to be compared TB.ii 4.2* : c. h. m h
vSco hete brahmano hete yo ma 'ghayur abhiddsati tarn agne menyd
‘memm kmu, etc [Cf. Geldner, Festgrttss an Bohtlingk, p. 32.] The
Anukr omits any metrical defimtion of the verse [It seems rather to

regard it as mcluded under the general definition "‘^traistubham ”]

IwiTficSir W ^
^ WWTII ^o||

Whoever with sight, with mind, with intention, and whoever
with design, malicious, shall attack us - do you, O Agni, with

weapon make them weaponless • hail !

TB (as above) reads yo md caksusd yo manasd yo vdcd brahmana
'ghayur abhiddsati tayd ' gne tvam menyd 'mum amenim kmu Ppp has
m the last clause tvam agne tvam menyd 'memm k- The metrical

definition of this prose ‘"verse” is unaccountably wrong

w^ 3r ^ 31 fy'vnty :

Indra’s house are you; to you there I go forth, you there I

enter, with all my lane, with all my men, with all my soul, with all

my body, with that which is mine.

Ppp. reads sarvapaurusah

rl 31 -4% w iqi 31 fyvufy

'fiylwj 51 ^5% %4ll 11

Indra’s refuge are you; to you etc etc.

cl rqi 31 4% t^ 31

Indra’s defense are you; to you etc etc.
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^^ ¥ 11% ^ 3r "^raflqj ^Ir^:

^ %TII

Indra’s guard (yarutha) are you, to you etc. etc.

The accent-mark which belongs under iva m 12 and 13 is omitted m
our text, and m 14 it has slipped out of place and stands under tarn. The
metrical definition is worthless, though each of the four verses contams
not far from 40 syllables

7. Against niggardliness and its effects

Not found in Paipp. Used by Kaus. in the nirrtikarmcm (18.14), with
an offering of nce-grains; and, with iii.20 and vii.l, in a rite for good-
fortune (41 8); while the schol also adds it to vi.7 (46.4, note), m
removmg obstacles to sacrifice; of separate verses, vs. 5 (schol. vss. 5-10)
appears, with vii 57, in a ceremony (46 6) for the success of requests.

Vait has the hjmm (or vs 1) m the agmcayana (28.19), with the

vamvahana nte, further, vs. 6 m the parvan sacrifices (3.2) with an
oblation to Indra and Agni, and vs. 7 at the agnistoma (12.10) m
expiation of a forbidden utterance The hymn in general seems to be a
euphemistic offering ofreverence to the spmt of avarice or stinginess.

[V9 - STTlf^RlVl^

[^- 3781^1 ^arar- arofdTPtj?, v-h ^

Tnif 3RdTPTfW, V ^ ST^lRqRfi' I]

<?V9V9. 3TT ^ m trr trft' bt arol nr ^
^ cUrnkj qirf WcgrraiTii

Bring to us, stand not about, O niggard; do not prevent (?raks)

our sacrificial gift as led [away]; homage be to baffling (vfrtsd), to

ill-success; homage be to the niggard.

P M.W. omit ma in a. One sees, without approving, the ground of the

metrical definition of the Anukr

MfiflfilurHI

What wheedling (^parirdpin) man you put forward, O niggard,

to him of yours we pay homage : do not you disturb my winning

(yarn).
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The third pada can be read as full only by violence [See Gram
§1048]

. IT xrrf W’ET

Let our god-made winning progress (pra-klp) by day and by
night; we go forth after the niggard, homage be to the niggard.

Bp ^ reads vas for nas m a; m c Bp ^ P M.K read aratim^ and H E I

ardtimi our text should doubtless have adopted aratim. The third pada is

redundant by a syllable

Sarasvatl, Anumati, Bhaga, we going call on, pleasant (ju^ta)

honeyed speech have I spoken in the gold-invocations of the gods

^ ^Txritqg ^TclT -^^T^clrqi

dH£i ^ ii

Whomever I solicit (ydc) with speech, with Sarasvatl, mind-
yoked, him may faith find today, given by the brown soma

‘Faith given,’ i e. ‘confidence awakened’ With b compare 10 8,
below [See Bloomfield, AJP.xvii 412; Oldenberg, ZDMG 1 448 ]

-qr^m a?T

^ -afif l^ll ^ II

Do not you baffle our winning nor speech Let Indra and Agni
both bring good things to us Do you all, willing today to give to
us, welcome the mggard

That IS, probably (if the reading is correct), give a pleasant reception
that may win favor The mss vary between vlrtsis and vfr-; theoretically,
the former is decidedly to be preferred, for, if i + i make f, then afortiori i

+ r see note to Prat in 56 In c, H.E O.K read no after sarve The first

half-verse is very irregular

Go you far away, O ill-success; we conduct away your missile.
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I know you, O niggard, as one putting (^miv) down, thrusting

down.

The fourth pada lacks a syllable.

^SRTTl

3TO^ %Tr ^11 C II

Likewise, greatly making youmelf naked, you fasten on (sac) a
person in dreams, O mggard, baffling the plan and design of a man
(purusa)

It seems as if nagna bobhuvatl were the equivalent of mahdnagnl
bhavantl ‘becoming a wanton,’ the intensive element bemg shifted from
the adjective to the verb. The pada-text reads svapna-ya, by Prat iv 30

^ fSFOT oilWVl

I

rTT# qW: II II

She that, being great, of great height (-unmdna), permeated all

regions - to her, the golden-haired, to perdition have I paid

homage

II t>o U

Gold-colored, fortunate, gold-cushioned, great - to her, the

golden-mantled, to the niggard have I paid homage.

The tenth prapathaka, the first of the three very unequal ones into

which this book is divided, ends here.

8* Against enemies : to Indra and other gods

Found also (except vs. 7) m Paipp. vii Not quoted in Vait
,
and m

Kaus only once, in a witchcraft ceremony (48.8), after iv 16, with the

direction "‘do as specified m the text.’’

[6 - ?lpT9R

[^- 3T2Rf 1 ^ ^1 ^

5^ 3TRcnTT%, Sgfeiuq^
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mm ^1
3T% m If 17^5 TRt sn vi

With fuel of vikankata do you carry the sacrificial butter to the

gods, O Agm, make them revel here; let all come to my call

The vikankata is identified as Flacourtia sapida, a thorny plant Ppp
reads sadaya, which is better, in c, and combines sarvd “yantu m d

^ 66 ,^ tnfl ^ chRbyift dT^^uji

fir

Mil; 'dld^^'W'jcifvp^n n

On Indra, come to my call; this will I do, that hear you; let

these over-runneis (^atisara) of Indra’s bnng to pass (sam-nam)

my design; by them may we be equal to (sak) heroism, O
Jatavedas, self-controller.

The obscure atisara is rendered etymologically, bemg found
nowhere else, the Pet Lex. conjectures “start, effort ” For idam karisydni

m b IS probably substituted m practical use a statement of the act

performed The Anukr takes no notice of the redundant syllable m the

pada.

^ 37^:

•qr dWlPq|s£7 ^ 37^ ql4 ^ II

What he there yonder, O gods, being godless, desires to do -

let not Agni carry his oblation; let not the gods go to his call, come
you only (eva) unto mj call.

Some of the mss (Bp^ pjn.Bp I D.) read cildnsati m b We may
make the contraction devd ‘sya m d, though the Anukr does not sanction

It

^ ^ o . 37fq tSlWdlfd47il ^1

37fq ^ ^ qS5% T7 % 771 Trlfe M iumwifc}

qgRril'iill

Overrun (ati-dhav), you over-runners; slay by Indra’s spell

(vacas), shake (math) you as a wolf [shakes] a sheep, let him not
be released from you alive; shut up his breath.
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The end of the verse is different, but without sense, in Ppp. An
accent-mark has dropped out under the ta of mathnlta m our text [and
under hata there is one which should be deleted] The Anukr. apparently
forbids us to make the famihar contraction vrke ‘va in c, and then
overlooks the deficiency of a syllable m d [Cf Bergaigne, Rel ved.ih.7-

8 ]

^ ^ ^ 1 3ro^
'

4^ifii -g^ii ^ II

What brahman they yonder have put forward for failure

{apabhuti), [be] he beneath your feet, O Indra, him I cast unto
death.

Brahman : probably performer of an incantation Ppp. reads
abhibhutaye in b

TTftmnf ^ 4^11 ^11

If they have gone forward to the gods' strongholds (-puraX
have made incantation (brahman) their defenses - if (7yat) making
a body-protection, a complete protection, they have encouraged
themselves (upavac) : all that do you make sapless

The verse is found again below, as xi.10.17,* but without

commentary. Brahman may have here one of its higher senses, possibly

upa~vac is to be understood as = upa-vad ‘reproach, impute.’ For kmvana
yad upacire, Ppp. reads simply cakrire^ with paripanani before it The
verse is plainly a pathyapankti^ but the pada-mss support the

misconception of the Anukr by puttmg the pada-division after krnvdnds.

The Anukr. ought to say dstdrapahkti^ but it not very rarely makes this

confusion *[Vol. m.p. 195, of SPP’sed]

What over-runners he yonder has made, and what he shall

make, do you, O Indra, Vrtra-slayer, turn (a-kr) them back again,

that they may shatter (p'K) yon person (jand).

Wantmg (as noted above) in Ppp. [For tmahan, see Gram §687 ]

R®arr =5%

r:
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As Indra, taking UdvScana, put [him] underneath his feet, so

do I put down them yonder, through everlasting (sasvaf) years

isamd).

Udv&cana is heard of nowhere else, and the name looks so

improbable that the Pet Lexx conjecture udvancana, Ppp has mstead
udvatanai it puts this verse at the end of the hymn. The redundancy ofd is

passed without notice by the Anukr

feri

sg WJT iT^II R II

Here, O Indra, Vrtra-slayer, do you, formidable, pierce them m
the vitals, just here do you trample upon them; O Indra, your ally

am I; we take hold on you, O Indra, may we be in your favor

Some of the mss (H I O K ) read atrai 'nan m a, and some
(P.MW O ) reckon the last two padas as a tenth [or separate] verse

Marmdni in b m our text is a misprint for marmani. The Anukr appears

to count, without good reason, only 7 syllables in d as well as m b

9. For protection : to various gods

[This piece is prose ] Neither this piece nor the next is found m
Paipp This one is quoted m Kaus (28 17) in a remedial ceremony,
together with vi 91, and it is reckoned (8 23, note) to the vdstu gana and
(26.1, note) the takmandsana gana

To heaven hail

!

To earth hail

'

To atmosphere hail >
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To atmosphere hail

!

^OOO.f^ '^rCtl^l'limi

To heaven hail '

5»oo^.

To earth hail !

[The invocations of vss 4-6 are those of 1-3 with changed order ]

T'MsrRruvan

The sun my eye, wind my breath, atmosphere my soul

(atman), earth my body; unquelled (astrtd) by name am I here, [as]

such I deposit myself for heaven and earth to guard {goplthd).

311rM -Med' ^ 'TT f|fTrgH^il 6 II

Up life-time, up strength, up act {krta), up action (kriyd), up
skill (jnanlsd), up sense (indriya); O life- (ayus-) maker, O you
(two) mistresses of life, rich in svadhd [m ], be you my guardians,

guard me, be my soul-sitters; do not harm me.

The nouns with ‘up’ are accusatives, but what verb should be

supplied for the construction it is not easy to see. Perhaps ayuskrt (p.

ayuh-krt) should be -hid, as dual; at any rate, all that follows it is dual.

Apparently the Anukr. would divide vs. 7 as 9 + 12 10 + 7+10 = 48;

and vs 8 as 9 + 11 . 20 • 11 = 51; but the descnptions are blind and

maccurate. [Weber discusses the pecuharities of gender.]

A passage corresponding to this hymn is foundm K.xxxvii 15.

10. For defense from all quarters

[This piece is prose.] This piece, like the preceding, is wanting m
Paipp. Parts ofvss 1-7 are apparently used by Kaus m a magic nte (49 7-

9); and certamly those verses are quoted m a ceremony (51 14) for the

welfare of the house with burying [five] stones in its comers [and middle
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and putting a sixth above it], and the hymn is reckoned (8 23, note) to the

vOstu gana, while vs 8 appears, with vi 53 and vii 67, in the savayajnas

(66 2) In Vait. (29 11) the verses are addressed to the stones of enclosure

m the agnicayana

[^o -

[^- WT I 1 w^- ^q^«zn^rqr^FiFT^, vs

o'g. ^ -qr 3irE5rf

gcRi;'?! ^11

My stone-defense are you; whoever from the eastern quarter,

malicious, shall assail me, this may he come upon (rcK)

o q . ^ -CIT ^f||tITF?T

My stone-defense are you; whoever from the southern quarter

etc. etc.

My stone-defense are you, whoever from the western quarter

etc. etc.

o V9.

g.dcl^'^T '^53n^ll'«ll

My stone-defense are you; whoever from the northern quarter

ete. etc.

looc. 3iv*i«44 %w
gcTSt. q II

My stone-defense are you; whoever from the fixed quarter etc.

etc.

g^^ sJt^iq^ji ^ II

My stone-defense are you; whoever from the upward quarter
etc. etc.
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It IS possible to read these verses as 7 + 12 (or 13 [or 14])

25 [or 26, vs 2])

5 = 24 (or

My stone-defense are you, whoever from the intermediate

quarters of the quarters etc. etc.

O is the only ms that fills out the paragraphs between 1 and 7; and it

leaves aghdyur unehded m all the verses In paragraph 7 of our edition,

the accent-mark has dropped out imder the va of as'mavarma The Anukr
reads 7 + 16 : 5 = 28 syllables

tg^^ intiimjql i

•gterqr c n

By the great one (brhat) I call unto mind, by Matansvan, unto

breath and expiration; from the sun [I call] sight, from the

atmosphere hearing, from the earth body, by Sarasvatl, mind-

yoked, we call unto speech

The verse divides most naturally as 9 + 9 16 16 = 50, the metrical

defimtion of the Anukr fits it very ill. [For c, cf. v 7 5.]

The second anuvaka ends here, and contams 5 hymns and 49 verses,

the old Anukr says adyatpara ekadadahtnasastih

11. [Dialogue between! Varu^ia and Atharvan

Found also m Paipp viu It is used by Kaus only once, and in a

connection which casts no light upon it, namely at 12.1, in a^jite for

general welfare (one eats a dish of rmlk-rice cooked on a fire of

widrfdnaJta-sticks). It is not quoted at all by Vait The interpretation in

detail is difficult and far from certain.

[n -
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How unto the great Asura did you speak here ^ how, with

shining manliness, unto the yellow {hari) father ? having given, O
Varuna, a spotted [cow] as sacnficial fee, you have with the mind
intended (? cikits) re-bestowal O.

The second half-verse is probably meant as what was ‘'spoken ”

The translation of d implies Aufrecht’s acute emendation (m Muir) of the

readmg to punarmaghatvam The sense ofpunarmagha is very doubtful

Roth “greedy”, Muir (Aufrecht) “to take her back,” and “revokmg”;
neither seems to belong properly to the word, which ought to mean
somethmg like ‘bountiful m return’ . i.e. Varuna is expected to give back
to Atharvan the cow the latter has presented to him (or another and better

one) One might conjecture m c varune ‘to Varuna,’ and understand cihts

as ‘impute’ or ‘expect’ Roth regards the verse as spoken by Varuna;
Muir, by Atharvan; the former is more acceptable Ppp begms katha diva

asurdya bravdmah kathd^ and reads prsnih in c [R takes hari as

‘wrathful ’]

^ cET% i|=nWr qgifj ^
^ 5 ^ in II

Not at pleasure am I a re-bestower; for examination (?) do I

dnve home this spotted [cow]; by what poesy (kdvya) now, O
Atharvan, [are] you [poet]? by what that is produced (jdta) are you
jdtavedas ?

The rendermg of b implies the necessary and obvious emendation of
sam cakse (P MW -fave) to samcakse, mfinitive. Kamena seems taken
adverbially = kdmdya, kdmam, kdmdt; the god is not to be moved to

counter-liberality by the mere desire of his worshiper, but challenges the

latter’s claim on him. Jdtavedas, lit ‘having for possession whatever is

produced (or bom),’ ‘all-possessor.’ B.P.M accent atharvan m c; one
might emend to atharvd, ‘m virtue of what poetic merit are you Atharvan
?’ The verse belongs of course to Varuna Ppp. reads in b samprcchi and
updjet.

I verily am profoxind my poesy; verily by what is produced I

am jatovedas; not barbanan idOsd), not Aryan, by his might,

damages (mi) the course which I shall maintain.
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Muir ascnbes the verse to Atharvan, Roth, better, to Vanina; the god
asserts that it is he himself to whom wisdom and possession belong, his
worshiper is comparatively nothing. Ppp begms with satvasam and reads
mahitvam m c, and hanisya at the end. The Prat, (iv 96) establishes the
long f ofmlmaya as a/>ada-reading The Anukr. absurdly calls the verse a
pafikti, although it is an evident tristubh, not less regular than a great
proportion of the verses so called [The me m c is easier rendered m
German than m English ]

wr TT in#

None else than you is more poet, nor by wisdom (medha) more
wise (dhird), O Vanina, self-ruling one (svadhavanty, you know all

these beings; even that wily man (jana) now is afraid ofyou.

Ppp reads m a vedha. anu (for medhaya), and has at end of b the
more antique form svadhdvasi as second half-verse it gives tvam anga
visvdjanmani vettha matam na tujjano mam bibhayah.

Since you venly, O self-ruling Vamna, know all births, O
well-conducting one - is there anything else beyond the welkin
(rajas) ? is there anything below what is beyond, O unerring one (^

amura) ^

The version given implies that kim is interrog. particle in c, d, as best

suits the answer in the next verse : else, ‘what other is beyond’ etc, Amura
m b is understood as amura, as required by the meter : cf v.1.9. Ppp.

agam reads svadhdvas in a, and, m b and further, janmd sraddhadani te

Jam mend rajasas paro *sti Jam avarena avaram asura. The majority of
mss (B P.M H.s.m O. etc

,
only I.E.H.p m K. have asti) accent asti at end

of c [For the combmation end paras = ‘beyond’, in 3d pada, see BR.
IV 494 I suggest for d, Ts there (Jam) (anything behmd, avaram, i.e.)

anythmg beyond that (end, substantive pronoun) which is beyond
(parena) ?’]

^ Tshr ipiT HT qcliR

There is one other thing beyond the welkin; there is something,

hard to attain, hitherward from what is beyond : this I Varuna,
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knowing it, proclaim to you. Be the panfs of degraded speech, let

the barbarians creep (srp) downward to the earth.

The translation implies emendation of varuna to varunah m c, which
seems necessary, as the verse evidently belongs m Vanina’s mouth, both

Roth and Muir so understand it In d is implied adhovacasas, which all

the mss read; alteration to -varcasas might be welcome, but is hardly

called for Ppp. is considerably different; it reads . ya ekam end rajasas

pare *sti pare * kena dudahyam tyajan yat tat tve acchovacasas dasa yd
upa sarpantu riprd. The meter of a would be rectified by omittmg the

superfluous end, that of b, by a like omission (which the Paipp text also

favors), or, so far as the meanmg is concerned, better by readmg end
parena dur- etc. The descnption of the verse by the Anukr. as an

atisakvarl (though it still lacks one syllable of sixty) helps to authenticate

the text as the mss present it,

[Whitney, on the revision, would doubtless have made clear his

views as to b. Both sense and meter mdicate that the end in a, and the end
in b are intmsions, they have blundered in from 5 c Omittmg them, I

render "There is one other thing beyond the welkm, [and,] beyond [that]

one thmg, [is] something hard to get at (durnasam cit) [if you start] from
this side [of them] ’] [I imderstand tat tve acchovacasas to mean merely
that Ppp reads tve for te and acchovacasas for adhovacasah - not that it

omits the rest from te to nlcair ]

•qV f ^ ^3RTO:nV9n

Since you venly, O Varuna, speak many reproachful things

among (as to?) re-bestowers, do not you, I pray, belong to (abhi-

bhu) suchpacts', let not people call you ungenerous (aradhas).

The rendering implies emendation of bhut to bhiis at end of c, which
IS made also by Roth and Muir. The pada is corrupt in Paipp

Let not people call me ungenerous, I give you back the spotted

[cow], O singer; come you mightily (sacibhis) to every song of

praise (stotrd) of mine, among all human regions

Roth’s suggested emendation of diksu at the end of viksu "settlers,

tribes,’ accepted by Muir, is unquestionably an improvement of the text,

Ppp. has imfortunately a different reading : d ydhi janesu antar devesu
mdnusesu riprd Diksu is read in Prat, iv 34 c.
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f^i

^ I % 31^ aife ^ •gr^Ttig: wrftru <? ii

Let uplifted (ud-yam) songs of praise of you come, among all

human regions Give now to me what you have not given me; you
are my suitable comrade of seven steps

That IS, apparently, ready to go seven steps (or any indefinite

distance) with me Roth suggest as an unproved reading adattas ‘has

taken from me’ in c, and Muir so renders Both words are alike, and
equally, wrong grammatically, using the passive pple in the sense of an

active, adattam asti would be correct, and at this Ppp perhaps points .

dehi tarn mahyam yadi tatvam asti yadyo nas saptapadah sakhd "sah

Ppp also begms with yd te stotrdm bandhandni ydm^ and apparently has

diksu m b

31^ 3rfw

0 us two, O Varuna [there is] the same connection, the same
birth (fci)

1 know that which is of us two this same birth, I give that which I

have not given you; I am your suitable comrade of seven steps -

It seems necessary to divide this verse between the two speakers, and

doubtless Roth’s assignment of only the first pada to Atharvan is better

than Mmr’s of the first half-verse With Roth’s division the nau is called

for m a as in b, and Roth’s emendation to samdno bandhtis, though it is

read by Ppp (whose testimony on such a pomt is of little value), is hardly

acceptable; better samb nau. Ppp. reads also, for b, vada vaitad \adam

samd jah\ and for c, daddmi tubhyam yadi tatvam asti, and it onuts d.

[The translation implies adattam asti as in 9 ]

^ ^ 1

rlW i W. 151^ W3J ^ ^
A god, bestower of vigor on a singing god; a sage (yipra), of

good wisdom for a praising sage.

Since you, O self-ruling Varuna, has generated father

Atharvan, connection of the gods, for him do you make well-

extolled generosity; our comrade are you, and highest connection.

The first Ime is here (with Muir and Zimmer, p 205) taken as
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belonging to Vanina’s reply given m the preceding verse. We must
emend at the end either to paramas ca or to bandhu All the mss leave

stuvate m b unaccented, as if it were a verb-form Ppp reads svadhavam
m c, visvadevam at end of d, ur^dyus kmuhi pras- m e, and, for f, sakha
no 'sti varunas ca bandhuh The Anukr. makes no account of the extra

syllable in e. In b, the vertical over su- is gone. [Padas c-f are not part of
the dialogue.]

12. Apri-hymn : to various divinities

This is a RV. hymn (x 1 10), and foimd also m VS.(xxix 25-6, 28-36),

MS. (iv.l3 3, 5), and TB (m 6 3), with almost no variants from the RV.
text. Paipp. does not contam it Kaus. apphes it (45 8 : but the pratika,

simply samiddhas, might designate any one of several other verses m the

text) in the vasasamana ceremony to accompany the offering of the

omentum; and m the parvan sacrifices (2 36) occurs a pada resemblmg 2
b In Vait (10.11 • the pratika is unambiguous) it goes with the prayaja

offerings m thepasubandha

a#;?! ^ tT%|]

3n ^ fcT: 3i^:n

Kindled this day in the home of man (manus), you, a god, O
Jatavedas, do sacnfice to the gods; and do you bring [them],

understanding it, O you of friendly might, you are a forethoughtful

messenger, poet.

The only variant m this verse is that MS. omits the pecuhar and
problematic accent ofvaha in c

^ ^:ii ^ ii

O Tantinapat (son of yourself ?), do you, anointing with honey
(madhu) the roads that go for nghteousness (rtd), sweeten them, O
well-tongued one; prospenng (rdh) with prayers (dhi) the

devotions (manman) and the sacnfice, put (kr) you also among the

gods our service {adhvara).

The mss. accent, without assignable reason, svadayd in b, but the
edition emends to svadayd, in agreement with the other texts
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The three Yajus-texts insert between this verse and the next an
alternative invocation to Narasansa (RV vii 2 2)

^ •graanr

Making oblation do you, O Agni, to be praised and to be
greeted, come in accord with the Vasus. You are invoker Qiotr) of
the gods, O youthful one (7yahva); do you, sent forth, skilled

sacrificer (yajlydns)^ sacrifice to them

Ajuhvdna in a is perhaps to be understood as passive (=^dhuta\

‘receiving oblation.’ There are no variants. The Anukr. absurdly calls this

verse a pafikti^ because, by omitting resolutions of semivowels etc., it is

capable of being read as 40 syllables The Anukr’s of RV. and VS. both

reckon it as tristubh

^ . 3ir#T

^
The forward barhis, through the fore-region of the earth, is

wreathed on this dawn (vastu), at the beginning (agra) of the days;

it spreads out abroad more widely, pleasant to the gods, to Aditi.

‘Forward’ and ‘fore-region’, i.e ‘eastward* and ‘east*. All our mss.

read vrjyase in b, but the edition makes the necessary emendation to

m accordance with the four other texts, and the translation given implies -

te.

^o:?V9.

Expansive let them open (yUsri) widely, like wives adorned

for their husbands; you great, divine, all furthering doors, be you
favorable to the advance of the gods

Our parfa-text divides the last word as su-prdyanah, while the RV,
pada has supraayandh; the meter appears to indicate that supraydndh is

the true original reading

^ * 3ilT ’QCJctiH’di 3^TOpTT?rr 4lci[dJ ft

31% -few

Let Dawn and Night, dripping (? susvay-), worshipful, close,

sit down here in the lair (yoni) - the two heavenly, great, well-

shining women, putting on beauty (sri) with bright adornment.
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The other texts differ from ours only by accentmg up&ke. [The
comment to Prat ii 91 cites susvay as a case of reduplication; and BR
vii.1142 coimect it with su ‘impel’ But see Weber. He renders & by
‘Reran.’]

^ ^ .
^sqj igtcikr Trgqr fimhi^

gf^vri fgVMi' iitan

The (two) invokers of the gods, first, well-voiced, shaping
(md) the sacrifice for man (manus) to sacrifice, urgmg forward at

the councils (yidathd) the (two) singers (JaSru), pointing out
forward light through the fore-region.

These are no vanants. [Gnffith, after Mahidhara, takes the “light” as
the Shavaniya fire.]

t>o ^ o , arr ^ -

M 1

1|# WWdl: WTO: 6 II

Unto our sacnfice let Bharat! come quickly, let Ida, taking
note here in human fashion; let the three goddesses, well-working,
sit upon this pleasant barhis - [also] Sarasvatl.

The translation implies m d the reading sarasvatl, given by
RV,VS.MS

, TB. [both ed’s, Bibl Ind and Poona] supports AV m
reading -tik, which, however, can hardly be anything but a blunder. The
four other texts have at the end sadantu. All our mss. have manusyat m b
[and so have all SPP’s authorities], and this form is authenticated by
Prat.iv 65, the comment explainmg how it is derived from manusyavat
As being, therefore, the mdubitable AV reading, it should not have been
altered in our edition to -svat, to conform with the four other texts, even
though doubtless a corruption of -svat [SPP also alters it.] [In c, correct
davir to devir.]

^war IfSFiii ii

To him, god TvastS, who adorned (pis) with forms these two
generatresses, heaven-and-earth, [and] all existences, do you
today, O invoker, sent forth, skilled sacrificer, sacrifice here,
understanding it

VlRlni^ fst 1^11 n
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In your way (^tmanyd) anointing them, pour you down upon
(upa-ava-srj) the track of the gods the oblations in due season, let

the forest-tree, the queller {samitar), god Agm, relish (svad) the

oblation with honey, with ghi.

‘Forest-tree’, doubtless a big name for the sacrificial post That the

‘queller’ is a separate personage is shown by the plural number of the

following verb. [E Sieg discusses pathos, Guruptljakaumudl, 97 ff , later,

Oldenberg, ZDMG. liv.602 ]

c[rf%r

At once, when bom, he determined (vi-md) the sacrifice; Agni
became foremost of the gods; at the direction of this invoker, at the

voice of righteousness irtd), let the gods eat the oblation made
with ^^hail

The other texts read in c the nearly equivalentpradisi,

13. Against snakes’ poison

Found (except vs. 1) also in Paipp viii. (in the verse-order 3, 2, 4, 6,

5, 7-1 1). It is not quoted m Vait, but in Klaus. 29.1-14 all the verses are

brought m their order, in connection with a ceremony for healing poison-

wounds; verse 1 (or the hymn) is also used at 48.9, m a witchcraft nte.

[The London Anukr , m 6 places and for 7 poison-hymns, gives Garutmd
(not -main) as rsi ]

cf^l WZi- 3131% R 3TR^

H

Ruiift ^ 1|w%i

HTbu’il'Mprf'f ^11

Since Varuna, poet of heaven, has given [lliem] to me, with

formidable spells (yacas) do I dissolve your poison, what is dug,

undug, and attached (saktd) have I seized; like drink (ira) on a

waste has your poison been wasted (ni-jas).

The epithets in c are of obscure application . probably buried in the

flesh by the bite, or unbuned but clinging.

wfir % WgdraTi ftW %II ^
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What waterless poison is yours, that of yours have I seized in

these I seize your midmost, your upmost juice (rasa), also may
your lowest then disappear for fright.

‘These’ in b is fern (etasu), doubtless ‘waters’ is to be supplied Ppp
reads m a padakam (for apod-), and in b tat tabhir. Yat ta mam our

edition is a misprmt for yat te. Kaus (29 2) calls the verse graham [For

nesat, see Skt Gram §847 end, and §854 b ]

^ cTtRf Ti II ^ II

A bull [is] my cry, like thunder through the cloud (nabhas),

with your formidable spell do I then drive it off (badh) for you; I

have seized that juice of his with men like light out of darkness
let the sun anse.

One is tempted to emend nabhasa m a to -sas or -sdm^ ‘the thunder

of the clouds’. Ppp reads tarn (which is better) vacasd badhaitu te m b,

grabhis for the strange nrbhis [Weber, ‘kraftig’] m c, and jyotise ’va

tamaso *dayatu sdryah in d The z of iva is uncounted m the meter of d
Kaus. calls the verse prasarjanl

^ \9 . ^

With sight I smite your sight; with poison I smite your poison,

die, O snake, do not live, let your poison go back against you
All the mss [mcludmg SPP’s] read ahes at begmnmg of c, but our

edition makes the necessary emendation to ahe Ppp has for a balena te

balarh hanmiy its b is wholly corrupt; for c etc it reads rsana hanmi te

vidam ahe maristd md jlvl praty anveta vd visam [As for d - the later

Hmdus thought that snake poison did not hurt a snake, cf Indische
Spruche, 3001 But see the interesting expenments of Sir Joseph Fayrer,
in his Thanatophidia ofIndia^ London, 1874, p.74-5. My colleague, Dr
Theobald Smith, Professor of Comparative Pathology, has most kmdly
examined for me the recent literature concemmg the auto-toxic action of
snake-venoms. The evidence is not conclusive as yet, but pomts to the

immunity of snakes to snake-poison. Cf. vii 88, below ]

TcnMWqfM gTctWraTT^ fq ^ II

O Kiratan, O spotted one, O grass-hunter (?), O brown one ^

listen you to me, O black serpents, offensive ones ! stand you not
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upon the track (7staman) of my comrade; calling out (d-sravay)^

rest quiet in poison

It IS hardly possible to avoid emending stdmdnam m c to sthdmdnam
[‘station’] or srdmdnam [‘course,’ from sr ‘run’ - but not quotable], Ppp.

IS very corrupt m c, d, but seems to mtend no variants It reads upatarm
babahrav in a, our babhra is by Prat i 81, and this passage is quoted m the

comment on that rule. It further mutilates to asitallkd in b The accents in

our text [and SPP’s] on astids and allkds are against all mle, and
doubtless to be regarded as misreadmgs, the translation implies their

absence In c correct to sakhyuh (accent-sign lost over u) A number of
[our] mss (P M.H I O ) [and five of SPP’s] read mise for vise m d (and

nimise ‘at a wink’ would be an acceptable emendation), MW end with
rabhadhvam. [Gnffith identifies kairdta with karait, the Hindustani name
(now well knovm in the Occident) of an awfully venomous little serpent.

This would be most mterestmg, if certain, but fhend Gnerson writes me
that it is improbable on phonetic grounds We should expect m Hind.

kerd^l

Of the Timatan (?) black serpent, of the brown, and of the

waterless, of the altogether powerful (?), I relax the fury, as the

bow-stnng of a bow; I release as it were chariots

The translation is as if the readmg at end of c were manyum * The
paJa-reading m c is sdtrd-sahasya^ accordmg to Prat in 23 Ppp has

tayimdtasya m a, and in c upodakasya ‘water-hauntmg,’ which is better.

[Whitney would doubtless have revised this carefully The divergences of

the translators reflect the uncertainties of the exegesis ‘I slacken as it

were the cars of the wrath of etc. Gnffith, ‘I release (you) from the fory

or etc Bloomfield. ‘Des Asita... des Manyu Streitwagen gleichsam

spanne [ich] mir ab’ or ‘die Streitwagen des Gnmmes des Asita’ etc.

Weber For d, ‘as the strmg from off (ava) the bow ’] *[Ppp. reads

manyum ]

W ftcTT WW
1% e{iRisq«(llV9U

Both ahgl and vihgi, both father and mother - we know your

connection (bandhti) completely; sapless ones, what will you do ^

The wholly obscure words in a (p. d-ligi, vi-ligi) might also be nom
m of stems m -in, but them accent is against it. Ppp reads, for a, b, dlaka

ca vyaca luptva yas te mdtd The Anukr makes no account in b of the two

syllables that are lackmg to make an anustubh pads ,
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c ii

Daughter of the broad-knobbed one (?), bom of the black

barbanan (f )
- of all them (f,) that have pierced defiantly (‘^) the

poison [is] sapless.

The translation conjectures in a a relationship of -gw/a to guda and
gola^ and implies for b emendation to dasya asiknydh - smce something
had to be done to make the Ime translatable [One of SPP’s authorities has
asiknydh ] Ppp begms with udakuldyd ‘of the water-bank’, the rest of its

version is “without meaning.” The first word is quoted by the

commentary to Prat m 72 m the form uru-guldydh (so the ms ) [uru~

[W’s version ‘pierced’ implies reference to root dr (not drd ‘run,’ as m
Index) For pratankam, both here and at iv 16 2, he first wrote ‘rapidly’,

and then mterlmed ‘defiantly ’ Why BR take it as gerund, ‘of all that

have run glidmg’ i e , I suppose, ‘that dart along on their bellies’*^]

The eared hedgehog said this, coming down from the mountain
whichsoever of these (f ) are produced by digging, of them the

poison IS most sapless

This verse, which is rather out of place here, seems like a variation of
RV 1191.16 kusumbhakas tad abravid gireh pravartamdnakah
vrscikasyd "rasam visam Ppp begms with kanvd [For the dimmutive, cf
iv.37.10 and xiv 2.63 ]

-if^ ^ ^^

Tabuva, not tabuva\ venly you are not tabuva', by tabuva [is]

the poison sapless

Ppp. has instead tavucam na tdvucamn aher asiktam tavucend ’rasam
visam With this verse, according to Kaus. (29 13), one sips water from a
gourd

Tastuva, not tastuva, verily you are not tastuva; by tastuva [is]

the poison sapless.
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Ppp has for a, b, tastuvam na harisiktam tastuvam But for the

[unligualized] n of tastuvena^ the word in our mss. might be equally read
tasruva [SPP. reports this readmg]. With this verse, accordmg to Kaus.
(29 14), one ‘‘bmds the navel [Weber, Sb. 1896, p.68i (see also p 873),
gives an elaborate discussion of these two verses He deems tabuva a
misread tathuva (root stu = sthd), ‘stopping, banned ’ But see Barth,

Revue de Vhistoire des religions^ xxxix 26.]

14. Against vvitchcraft : with a plant

[Part of verse 8 is prose.] Found also (except vss. 3, 5, which are

wantmg, and 9, 13, which occur m li ) m Paipp vii (m the order 1, 2, 8,

12, 4, 10, 11, 7, 6) Quoted m Kaus (39 7) with li 11 and several other

hymns, m a ceremony agamst witchcraft; vs 9 also separately m 39.11.

Not noticed m Vait.

5*-:? i w^- 37^%

-flrq^rarRti^

An eagle (suparnd) discovered you, a hog dug you with his

snout; seek you to injure, O herb, him that seeks to injure; smite

down the witchcraft-maker.

We have had the first half-verse already, as u.27 2 a, b. Ppp. has, for

d, prati krtyakrto daha.

Sra tirfl

Smite down the sorcerers, smite down the witchcraft-maker;

then, whoever seeks to mjure us, him do you smite, O herb.

Ppp. omits, probably by oversight, the first half-verse.

TTftgTRt TlftfRg Tift*^:l

Having cut around out of [his] skin a strip (parl^Osd), as it

were of a stag, fasten, O gods, upon the witchcraft-maker the

witchcraft, like a necklace.
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That IS, apparently, with a thong cut out of his own skin, like a buck-
skin thong As usual, the mss vary m a between rsy- and ris'y-, E even
reading risy-, but the majority have which is imdoubtedly the true

text, and should be restored m our edition Three times, m this hymn (vss

3, 5, 12), the Anukr insists on regardmg iva as disyllabic, and therefore

reckons the verses as bhurij
I « 1 t

3TT^W
Lead you away the witchcraft back to the witchcraft-maker,

grasping its hand; set it straight before (samaksam) him, that it

may smite the witchcraft-maker

Ppp. has for b, pratiharanam na hardmasi (our 8 c), but in book ii it

has the whole half-verse just as it stands here.

^ ?pi8r:

Be the witchcraft’s for the witchcraft-maker, the curse for him
that curses, like an easy chariot let the witchcraft roll back to the

witchcraft-maker

^ O O
.^ ^ ^

Ifwoman, or if man, has made witchcraft in order to evil, it we
conduct unto him, like a horse by a horse-halter

The Anukr doubtless scans d as asvam iva 'svdbhidhanya, instead of
a^vam 'va

'svabhidhama, as it should be

^ orrftr ^ fidn

If either you are god-made, or if made by men, you, being
such, do we lead back, with Indra as ally.

Ppp has a very different version of this verse yd krtye devakrta yd
vd manu^ajd ’si tarn tvd pratyan prahmmasi pratlcl nayana brahmand
The n in punar nayamasi is prescnbed by Prat-iii 81. Tam at beginning of
c is a nusprint for tdm

?>o

3^: c ii
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O Agni, overpowerer of fighters, overpower the fighters; we
take the witchcraft back to the witchcraft-maker by a returner.

Ppp reads m b prati instead of punar, thus making a better

correspondence with pratiharana in c. The Anukr’s definition of the

“verse” is purely artificial; the first pada is distinctly unmetncal, and the

third hardly metncal

O practiced piercer ('?), pierce him; whoever made [it], him do
you smite, we do not sharpen you up to slay (yadha) him who has

not made [it].

This verse is found in Ppp. in book li., much corrupted, with, for d,

vadhaya sam samimahe Krtavyadhanl may possibly be the proper name
of the herb addressed : cf. krtavedhana or -dhaka, “name of a sort of

fennel or amse” (Pet. Lex ).

^^ igrit' "*1^ "efyn

TfW '3^;u li

Go as a son to a father, like a constnctor trampled on, bite; go,

O witchcraft, back to the witchcraft-maker, as it were treading

down [your] bond.

That is, apparently, escaping and treadmg on what has restramed you
Ppp. combines in b svajaiva, and reads for c, d, tantur ivOvyayamnide

kriye krtydkrtam krtdh Though the verse is a perfectly good anustubh, the

Anukr., reading tva three times as disyllabic, turns it mto a defective

brhatl.

Up, like a she-antelope (enf), a she-elephant (Ivarani), with

leaping on, like a hind, let the witchcraft go to its maker.

A verse of doubtful interpretation; but it is altogether probable that

the animal-names are co-ordinate in construction with krtya m c; and they

are feminme doubtless because this is feminine, the krtya is to overtake its

perpetrator with their swiftness and force But the Pet. Lex. takes vOrani

as ‘shy, wild,’ quahfying eni. Ppp. combines enai ’va and mrgai 'va, and

reads vdruni, and -krandam for -skandath, -krandam seems rather

preferable The unaltered s of abhisk- in b falls under Prat.ii.l04, and the
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example is quoted fhetre. Thou^li the verse is a fairly regular gayatrt^ the

Anukr. stupidly accaunts it a samni tnstubh^ as if it were prose, and
contained only 22 syllahles

t laMi

•m t ii

Straighter than an arrow let it fly O heaven-and-earth, to meet
him, let it, the witchcraft, seize again him, the witchcraft-maker,

like a deer.

Ppp. reads, for c, d, sd tarn mrgam iva vidat krtyd krtydkrtam krtd

Let It go like fire up-stream, like water down-stream; like an
easy chariot let the witchcraft roll back to the witchcraft-maker

‘Up“Stream% i.e contrary to the natural direction (pratikulam), or
upward, Ppp. has the verse in book ii., and reads at the end of d(cf. its

version of 12 d) tah (for krtd) The meter is svaraj only by twice refusmg
to abbreviate iva to ’va.

15. For exorcism : to a plant

Found also m Paipp viii Used by Kaus. (19 1), with several other
hymns, for the healmg of distempered cattle, and its verses and those of
hymn 16 are referred to as madhulavrsalingdh agam in 29.15, followmg
the use ofhymn 13.

sfe^f'Siw siidwR -qf tt xrpnr ^:u vi

Both one ofme and ten ofme [are] the exercisers (apavaktar)
O herb; you bom of right (rta), you rich m right, may you,
honeyed (madhuld), make honey for me.

Ppp. omits throughout flie second wie in a, and reads for d madhu tvd
madhuld karat. The Anukr says madhuldm osadhlm astaut.
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^ ^ ^ tT irsiraW 3Tt^i

Vkd'jtw ikdwR Tqf ^ TTpiT ^:n ^ li

Both two ofme and twenty ofme [are] etc. etc

^ 0 ^ 0 . ilW ^

sEfhnf •4'dkR % iipiT ^:u ^ II

Both three ofme and thirty ofme [are] etc. etc

^ ridw xTc^iR^ItJ TTsM^ThR arl^i

•i€d''5nd ^ TCrpiT gRtll^fll

Both four ofme and forty ofme [are] etc. etc

^ ^ . gSET ^ % MocIJVItxI TT^T^grRH ait^l^l

jfed^HId didto ^ ^:imn

Both five ofme and fifty ofme [are] etc. etc.

O D accent panca, the rest, against the usual way, panca. and our

edition follows the latter.

jltd^ dtdigR "Rltdr ^:U ^11

Both SIX ofme and sixty ofme [are] etc. etc.

This verse ought to be reckoned by the Anukr as mart, not less than

5 etc as bhurij.

ydfd^ ^rSTrarER

^riraft tif ^r ^tii'sii

Both seven ofme and seventy ofme [are] etc. etc.

^ Ttstra^

sfect'Jlid ^nic»R *1^ ^ H^cdl

Both eight ofme and eighty ofme [are] etc. etc.

The reckoning of this verse as bhunj implies the (improper)

restoration of the elided a of asUis,

dt:diciR ir ^:ii ^ ii
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Both nine ofme and ninety ofme [are] etc. etc.

^ ^ TT ^ TTStrarBR

5lid<in§ Tlf Tt -qiHT ^:n Ro II

Both ten ofme and hundred ofme [are] etc etc

5>o

^

w ^ ymgrRR srra^i

^cfSiTl aEcite Tif ^ ^:n ?i?ll

Both a hundred of me a thousand [are] the exorcisers, O herb;

etc. etc.

Without any regard to the connection between this hymn and the

next, the third anuvdka is made to end here, containmg 5 hymns and 57
verses; the quoted Anukr says accordingly tisrbhis trtlyah

Here ends also the eleventh prapdthaka

16, Exorcism

[Not metrical ] Found also m Paipp viii Referred to only m Kaus
29.15, m company with the precedmg hymn, as above reported.

[3gfir- 1 I TTFTt

Ifyou are sole chief, let go; sapless are you

We have ekavrsa, lit. ‘one bull,’ in other passages (iv.22; vi.86), but
dvivrsa etc. only here, and they are plainly nothing but schematic
variations of it, not admitting of real translation. Perhaps the hymn is

directed agamst msect pests, through their leaders, whether few or many
The definition of the Anukr implies fourteen syllables; perhaps as yadi
ekavrso asi srja araso *si (or srjd 'rasa asi) Ppp has yas for yadi m all

the verses [See Weber’s note ]

1>o \9 o
.^ ^ II

If you are twice chief etc. etc.

Or perhaps rather ‘double chief,’ ‘triple chief,’ etc., or ‘one of two,’
‘one ofthree,’ etc.

5{o\9^. fsn^sRni^ II

Ifyou are thnce chief etc etc.
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If you are four times chief etc. etc.

If you are five time chief etc etc.

o \9 ^ 1

1

If you are six times chief etc. etc.

^ovst^.^ '^'JiH'Hlsftruvsii

7. If you are seven times chief etc. etc.

8. Ifyou are eight times chief etc etc.

V9\9
.^ ^ II

9. Ifyou are nine times chief etc. etc

^o\9 <s. '^^anr^sf^ii ^©n

Ifyou are ten time chief etc. etc.

V3 . 'qtra5I5^y% ^5Ml<ehtiRiu ^ ^11

Ifyou are eleven-fold, then you are waterless.

All the elided a’s must be restored m this verse to make out the

fifteen syllables called for by the Anukr. Ppp. has yupodako ‘si srja ’raso

‘si

17. The Brahman’s wife

Found in part (vss. 1-7, 9-1 1 in ix.., also 18, m another part of uc.) m
Paipp The hymn contains (m vss. 1-3, 6, 5, 10, 11) the seven verses of
RV X.109, none of which occur elsewhere than m tiiese two texts. Vait.

takes no notice of it, but it is used n Kaus. (48.11), next after hymn 13, m
a witchcraft ceremony, while vs. 4 is quoted also in 126 9, on occasion of

the fall of a meteor.

[atft- ^ZR!T- W^StPTtl
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^040 .

itr iraw ^cT^ii ?ii

These spoke first at the offense against the Brahman
(brahman-) - the boundless sea, Matansvan, he of stout rage (-

haras), formidable fervor, the kindly one, the heavenly waters,

first-bom ofright (rta).

RV. reads ugras m c, and rtena at the end Ppp reads -haras and -

bhuvas in c, and apas m d The first pada is properly jagatl, though the

Anukr takes no notice of the fact.

\o c TFiiT Wit 1

3i!#§Pqi|f?n ^ 11

King Soma first gave (jpra-yam) back the Brahman’s wife, not

bearing enmity; he who went after [her] was Vanina, Mitra; Agni,
invoker, conducted [her] hither, seizing her hand

Ppp reads mitro d- in c Anvartitar [Gram §233 a] is doubtful,

perhaps ‘one who disputes possession’ : cf. MS iii.7 3 (p.78 1).

^041?. tit^ aijSriw

^ cRtT W ^ n

To be seized by the hand indeed is the pledge adhi) of her,

if one has said “"[she is] the Brahman’s wife”; she stood not to be
sent forth for a messenger : so is made safe (jgupita) the kingdom
of the Kjshatnya.

The sense of a and c is obscure; perhaps we ought to read haste (or -

tend) nai Va m a, ‘nothing of hers is to be meddled with, when once she
is declared the Brahman’s., The mss. vary between grdhyas (B.), grahyas
(E.), and grahyas (the rest). RV reads avocan m b, and adds lyam before
iti, by omitting which our text damages the meter (but the Anukr does not
notice it) RV. also has in c prahye for praheyd\ the two readmgs are of
virtually identical meaning; emendation to dutydya is desirable. Ppp
reads ddirm a.

TIT ^ ^^
The misfortune, descending (ava-pad) upon the village, of

which they say “this is a star with disheveled han’’ - as such, the
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Brahman’s wife bums up the kingdom, where has gone forth a

hate ^sasa) accompanied with meteors (ulkusl-).

That is, such apparent portents are really the woman, that has been
misused A very awkwardly constructed verse. Ppp. reads m a tarakam
vik-, and, in c, tinotu for dunoti. It is, of course, tibe reference to meteoric
portents that causes the verse to be quoted m Kaus 126.

\ocyi. ’ERff ^

The Vedic student (Jbrahmacarin) goes about serving (yif)

much service; he becomes one limb of the gods; by him Brhaspati

discovered the wife, conducted by Soma, like the sacrificial spoon,

O gods

In d RV has the doubtless better readmg devas, ‘as the gods
[discovered] the sacrificial spoon/ For nltdm Ppp. reads mhatdm. Though
called a tristubh, the verse has twojagatl padas.

\oc^.^ ^
^3TRir ^(anrfw wT sittnjii ^ li

The gods of old venly spoke about her, the seven seers who sat

down with penance (tapas); fearful [is] the wife of the Brahman
when led away, she makes (dhd) discomfort (durdhd) in the

highest firmament (yyoman).

Our mss. (except P.MW ,
which often agree m a misreading) give

apanlta. (mstead ofup-X) m c, and this is to be regarded as the proper AV.

text, and is imphed in the translation; our edition reads upon-, with RV.
RV differs also m having tapase, an easier readmg, m b; and it has no vai

m a, the mtrusion of which defaces the meter, though unnoticed by the

Anukr. Ppp. has ajayanta (for avad-) in a, combmes saptars- in b, and

gives brdhmanasyd ‘pimhitd in c.

dlFSTrar 'cIT^HVaU

What embryos are aborted (ava-pad), what living creatures

(jagat) are tom away (apa-lup)^ what heroes are mutually shattered

- them the Brahman’s wife injures.

B. reads nrtycinte in c, P.M. trhyutey D. nukyante That is, all this

mischief is the consequence of her ill-treatment. Ppp. combines garbhd

'vap- m a, and reads abhilupyate in b, and hanyante m c
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^o<i\9.§rr^TqR^r ^ai§niroTT:i

IW ^ 4 II

And if [there were] ten former husbands of a woman, not

Brahmans - provided a Brahman has seized her hand, he is alone

her husband.

This verse is wanting m Ppp

5>o^d.

Tng^:U R It

A Brahman [is] indeed her husband, not a noble {rajanya\ not

a Vaisya • this the sxm goes proclaiming to the five races of men
(manavd).

The Anukr. does not notice the deficient syllable m a (unless we are

to syllabize br-ah-y which is very harsh) Ppp. combmes brdhmane Va in

a, and puts the verse at the end of the hymn

TFSTR: wr ^if[RT II u

The gods verily gave back; men (manusyd) gave back; kings,

apprehending (grah) truth, gave back the Brahman’s wife.

RV. has uta instead of the repeated adadus in b; and it gives the
better reading krnvdnds in c. And in both points Ppp. agrees with it [but

with -no for -nds}.

^0 ^ 0 .

Having given back the Brahman’s wife, having brought about
(kr) freedom of offense with the gods, sharing (bhaj') the
refreshment (tlrj) of the earth, they occupy (upa-ds) broad space
(urugdyd).

RV. has the more antique forms krtvl and bhaktvOya m b and c
P.M.W. read nakilb- in b.

Not on his couch lies a beautiful himdred-bringing {-vdhi)
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wife, in whose kingdom the Brahman’s wife is obstructed through
Ignorance.

Literally, ‘in what kingdom’, ‘obstructed/ le ‘kept from him.’
‘Hundred,’ i e., probably, ‘a rich dowry’ (so the Pet Lex.). The mss
have, as is usual in such cases, acityd.

A wide-eared, broad-headed [ox?] is not bora in that dwelling,

in whose etc. etc.

Muir understands a “son” of such description.

A distributor (ksattar) with necklaced neck goes not at the

head ofhis crates (Isund) [of food], in whose etc. etc.

The meaning is not undisputed : Muir renders “charioteer” and
“hosts” (emendmg to send), Ludwig, “^ksattar” and “slaughter-bench.”

^tujchaif^
A white, black-eared [horse] does not make a show (mahiy),

harnessed to his [chariot] pole, in whose etc etc.

qrR5^ tiirat

Not in his field [is] a lotus-pond, the bulb (?bisd) of the bulb-

bearing lotus is not produced (Jan), in whose etc. etc.

Compare iv 34 5, and note; Sndika and bisa are perhaps rather to be

rendered independently.

^V9||

Not for him do they who attend to (upa-ds) her milking milk

out the spotted [cow], in whose etc. etc.

In b, P. begins yo ‘syd. I.H. ye ‘syd.
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wpnfr tt1| qprmii "

Not his [is] a beautiful milch-cow, [his] draft-ox endures not
the pole, where a Brahman stays a night miserably (papaya)
without a wife (-jam)

Ppp reads for a na tatra dhenur dohena. [See BR vi.l023.]

18. The Brahman’s cow
Found also in Paipp.ix (except vs 7, in the order 1, 2, 4, 13, 5, 6, 14,

3, 15, 9, 8, 10-12) Not noticed m Vait
, but quoted m Kaus 48.13 with

the next hymn (as the “two Brahman-cow” hymns), just after hymn 17,
m a witchcraft rite.

[ "^1
[^- I 3131%

K, t^l]

tiT ^ BRiar%n

Her the gods did not give you for you to eat, O lord of men
(nrpati); do not you, O noble, desire to devour (ghas) the cow of
the Brahman, that is not to be eaten.

An accent-mark imder the nya ofrajanya in c has been lost

3PT 31TWRirjd : 1

II -qr ii

A noble hated of the dice, evil, self-ruined (-pardjitai) - he may
eat the cow of the Brahman : “let me live today, not tomorrow.”

Le., if such is his wish Ppp. reads, for b, papatmam aparajitah- [Cf.
Isaiah xxu.l3; I Cor xv.32.]

o . ^n^fadjsriidMi xpjuii i

HI iM-ii 'jfhRrarn ^ ii

Like an ill-poisonous adder enveloped with [cow-] hide, this
cow ofthe Brahman, O noble, is harsh, not to be eaten.

That is (a, b) a poisonous serpent in disgmse. At beginning of c, md
in our text is an error for sd
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^ ^ lTrg% I^T^ ll >gn

Venly it conducts away his authority, smites his splendor; like

fire taken hold of it bums up all, he who thinks the Brahman to be
food, he drinks of Timatan poison.

Or ‘she’ (the cow), or ‘he’ (the Brahman), mstead of ‘it,’ m a, b. Ppp.
reads m b alabdhah prtannota rdstam, and has a wholly different second
half-verse, nearly agreemg with our 13 c, d . yo brahmanam
devabandhum hinasti tasya pitmdm apy etu lokam The Anukr. reckons
the verse unnecessarily as bhurij, smce iva m b is to be shortened to *va.

Whatever insulter of the gods, desirous of riches, not from
knowledge, slays him, thinkmg him gentle, in his heart Indra

kindles a fire; both the firmaments (nabhas) hate him as he goes

about.

Ppp. has m a endm, which is better. The pada-text absurdly reads ye
mstead ofyah at the begmnmg. The Anukr. seems to combine ubhai ‘nam
m d, as the meter demands, although ubhe is even a pragrhya, part of the
mss (M W.I H.O.) read ubha e-.

cjranrai^ ^ ii

The Brahman is not to be injured, like fire, by one who holds

himself dear; for Soma is his heir, Indra his protector against

imprecation.

The Pet Lex suggests the (acceptable, but unnecessary) emendation
of b to agneh priyd tanux iva, this, however, is favored by the reading of
Ppp., agnes priyatamd tanuh. The expression seems to be mcomplete *

“as fire [is not to be touched] by one” etc Ppp. also combines indro 'sya

m d. It is strange that the pada-tcxt does not divide dayadah [BR. ddya +
ddd\ as a compound word.

ydmigj ^ f?Rf| w ^ i|r:%5h,i

^ V9 II

He swallows down what (f.) has a hundred barbs; he is not

able to tear it out - the fool who thinks of the food of Brahmans “I

am eating what is sweet.”
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The verse is wanting m Ppp. (as noticed above) The mss read

nihkhidan at end of b, our edition has made the necessary emendation to -

dam The cow, of course, is meant in a, b. Many mss (B M E.I H D K

)

accent malvah in c

His tongue becomes a bow-string, his voice an [arrow-] neck,

his teeth [become] shafts (nadika) smeared with penance; with

these the Brahman (brahman) pierces the insulters of the gods,

with bows having force from the heart [and] speeded by the gods

Pada d lacks a syllable, though the Anukr takes no notice of it

Hrdbalais is a questionable formation; Ppp has mstead mrjalais, which
may contam hidden a better reading [R. nirjyais ‘without bow-strmg’?].

The Brahmans have sharp arrows, have missiles; what volley

(s'aravyd) they hurl, it is not m vain; pursmng (anu-hd) with
fervour and with fury, they split him down even from afar.

Ppp has te tayd at the end, instead of enam. [Pada b is of course

jagati ’

% dvi^di 5cri

% wipiw -m ii

They that ruled, a thousand, and were ten hundreds, those

Vaitahavyas, having devoured the cow of the Brahman, penshed
(pard-bhu).

Sahasram is taken as in apposition with ye, since raj properly
governs a genitive. Ppp. has a different c, tebhyah prabhravTmi tvd A
syllable is lackmg in a, unnoted by the Anukr

The cow herself, being slain, pulled down those Vaitahavyas,
who cooked the last she-goat ofKesaraprabandha (?).
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The second half-verse is totally defaced m Ppp. The pada-Xtxl reads

m d carama ajam, the accent is anomalous, and the sense unacceptable,

Ludwig’s translation, ‘Tetztgeboren,” implying emendation to carama-
jdm^ suggests a welcome improvement of the text Kesaraprabandhayds
has Its long d of -prd- m pada-tQT^X. noted in Prat iv 96. Ppp. reads ivd

*carat m b

troqsiv^ii II

Those hundred and one fellows (Ijanata) whom the earth

shook off, having injured the progeny of the Brahmans, penshed
irretrievably

Bp accents properly viadhunuta m b, but all the samhitd mss give

vyadh-, and D has correspondmgly viadh cf 19 11 Ppp reads vai for

tas m a, and bhurniryd m b

gt f|=I% ^ TT tl

The insulter of the gods goes about among mortals; he
becomes one who has swallowed poison, [becomes] mainly

composed of bones; he who injures the Brahman, the connection

of the gods, he goes not to the world to which the Fathers go.

Garaglrna is an anomalous compound, but its meanmg is hardly

doubtful, it IS so mterpreted by the comm to ASS.ixS.l; asthibhuydn,

virtually ‘reduced to a skeleton.’ Ppp exchanges our 4 c, d and 13 c, d,

givmg the former here without a variant.

IW-
1^:ii

Agni verily our guide. Soma is called [our] heir, Indra slayer

of imprecation (?) . so know the devout that.

Ppp reads, for second half-verse, jayatd 'bhisasta indras tat satyam

devasamhitam Pada c plamly calls for correction (pada has abhisastd),

Zimmer proposes abhisastam, the Pet. Lex. [vii 1515] abhisastim,

abhisastydSj gen., or even abhidastipas (cf. vs 6), might be suggested as

yet more probable.

fl^sTr^
w w tail TflFjfcr:ii ^mi
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Like an arrow smeared [with poison], O lord of men, like an
adder, O lord of cattle - that arrow of the Brahman is terrible; with

It he pierces the insulting

Ppp reads digdha instead ofghord in c The Anukr does not call the

verse bhurij, although the full pronunciation of the iva in a would make it

so In the first half-verse doubtless the two lower castes are addressed

19. The Brahman’s cow

A part of the verses of this hymn are found also in Paipp ix (namely,

and m the order 1, 2, 3, 7, 4, 10, 8, 12, also 15 m another place) Van
does not refer to it, but it is noted at Kaus 48.13 with the precedmg hymn
(as there mentioned)

[^- i ^

^ 1]

They grew excessively; they did not quite (iva) touch up to the

sky, having injured Bhrgu, the Srinjayas, Vaitahavyas, penshed.

Ppp reads, m c, d mrga hinsitvd brahmim asambhavyam par- cf
18 12 c, d The verse is found also m JB i 152, with vad for ud m b, and
mdhend asamheyam (for srn- vait-) in c, d a much corrupted text The
pada-toxt strangely divides smjaydh (the word is left undivided m the TS
pada, VI 6.2) [Griffith cites Mbh xiii 30 1 ( = 1940) ff. for the story of
the Vaitahavyas See Weber’s notes ]

The people who delivered up (Parlay-') the Brahman
Bnhatsaman, descendant of Angiras - a he-goat with two rows of
teeth, a sheep, consumed (av) their offspring (tokd).

The translation implies emendation in c to ubhayadann (nom of -

dant), as suggested m the Index Verborum, and, indeed, assumed also by
Zimmer and Muir Ppp is so mutilated that nothing is to be learned from
It. The defimtion of the verse given by the Anukr. corresponds with its

present form; but a invites emendation.
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^fe^(refa4lfe> l

|5cR(i44j: %vu4 <§K'd arra^n^ii

They who spat upon a Brahman, or who sent [their] mucus at

him - they sit in the midst of a stream of blood, devouring hair

Ppp reads asmai m b, and combines -nta
'

‘sate m d. Read m our text

Isire at the end (an accent-sign lost under si)

-^nf^T %3|^|

^ ^^ ^3rh%

The Brahman’s cow, being cooked, as far as she penetrates (P),

smites out the brightness (tejas) of a kingdom, no virile {vrsan)

hero is bom [there].

Jangahe is doubtful m meaning, although it caunot well be referred

to any root but gdh, derivation from a root janh^ proposed m the major
Pet Lex , IS apparently withdrawn m the minor Ppp reads pumdn m d.

The separate accent of abhi m b is a case fallmg under Prat iv 4, and the

passage is quoted in the commentary to that rale.

Cruel is the cutting up of her, harsh to eat (‘^) is her prepared

flesh (pi^itam)-, in that the miUc (Jcslrd) of her is drunk, that verily

IS an offense against the Fathers

The translation imphes emendation of asyate m b to asyate, as

suggested by Zunmer, Ppp. unfortunately lacks the verse

trg ^ ^ ^ u

A king who thinks himself formidable [and] who desires to

devour a Brahman - that kingdom is poured away, where a

Brahman is scathed (Jyd).

Yaj jighatsati in b is an error foryoj- ‘Pour away,’ doubtless a figure

from the pouring off onto the ground of worthless liquid. With a, b

compare RV li 23.12
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^ ^ V9 II

Becoming eight-footed, four-eyed, four-eared, four-jawed,

two-mouthed, two-tongued, she shakes down the kingdom of the

Brahman-scather

Ppp reads, m c, dvijihva dviprunu bhutvd, and omits brahmajyasya

at the end

Wo.

It leaks verily into that kingdom, as water into a split boat

(nau'); where they injure a Brahman, that kingdom misfortune

smites

Ppp puts bhinndm before ndvam in b, and has for c brdhmano yatra

jlyate (like our 6 d) Zimmer and Muir prefer to understand in a a subject,

coordmate with udakam m b “rum flows mto that kingdom” [W
doubtless means to imply that it is not competent to base upon the phrase

m b an argument about shipwreck and ocean commerce But cf Hopkms,
AJP, xix 139 ]

W'l- 1 aw ff#i

Him the trees drive away, saying “do not come unto our

shadow,” who, O Narada, plots against that which is the riches of

the Brahman.

Or, ‘against the real (sat) nches’ etc , emendation of sat to tat (BR
V 515) seems uncalled for The verse reads as if taken from a collection of
adages

^ TIT ^ WTR ^1^11 II

King Varuna called that a god-made poison; no one soever,

having devoured the cow of the Brahman, keeps watch in the
kingdom

That IS, guards successfully his realm : jagara, as such passages as

xiii i 9, xix.24 2, 48 5 plainly show, belongs to gr (jagr) ‘wake’, and nor
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to jr ‘waste away, grow old,’ as claimed m the mmor Pet. Lex. Ppp. has

jagara, and dugdhva. m c

Those same nine nineties whom the earth shook off, having

injured the progeny of the Brahman, penshed irretnevably.

The verse is nearly the same with 18 12 above, and the various

accentuations of vyadhunuta are precisely the same here as there

-^r^THT ^^ 11

The kudi which they tie on after a dead man, as effacer (‘^) of

the track, that venly, O Brahman-scather, did the gods call your

couch (upastarand).

Kudl, which occurs several times m the Kaus (see Bloomfield’s

edition, p xliv [where read Kaus 21 2, 13], and AJP xi 355), is identified

by the scholiasts with badarl ‘jujube ’ For the habit of tymg a bunch of

twigs to a corpse, see Roth m the Festgruss an Bohtlingk, ^>.98 [and

Bloomfield, AJP xii 416].

3T8|fqr

t ^ ^^ II

The tears of one weeping (krp), which rolled [down] when he

was scathed, these verily, O Brahman-scather, did the gods

maintain as your portion of water.

Vdvrtus (p. vavrtuh) is quoted as example under Pratm.13; iv.84

P M.W. readjivasya in b

-gif

t ^ ^ ^ 5t'«M

With what they bathe a dead man, with what they wet (ud)

beards, that verily, O Brahman-scather, did the gods maintain as

your portion of water.
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The rain of Mitra-and-Varuna does not ram upon the

Brahman-scather, the assembly (samiti) does not suit (kip) him, he

wins (m) no fnend to his control

Ppp. reads m b -jydm With c compare vi 88 3 d.

20- To the war-drum
Found also m Paipp ix (m the verse-order 1, 2, 4, 3, 5, 8, 6, 7, 9-12)

This hymn and vi 126 are quoted together by Kaus 16.1 and Vait 34 1

1

by the former, in a battle-nte for mfusmg terror into a hostile army, by the

latter, with beatmg of a drum in a sattra sacrifice

o -

#3cr §ftRnfir:i

The loud-noised drum, wamor-like, of forest-tree, brought
together (sambhrtd) with the ruddy [kme], whetting the voice,

dominating our rivals; thunder you loudly against [them] like a
lion, about to conquer.

That is (b), made of wood and bound and headed with cowhide The
mss made awkward work of wntmg ksnuvdnas\ nearly all have ksunu-,

only Bp.^ kmuv-, and E ksuv-; but there cannot well be any question as to

the true readmg In d, also, most of the mss have the obviously wrong
jyesyan^.only H E jes- The Anukr strangely reckons the verse (iough it

IS a perfectly regular tristubh) as a jagatl^ apparently only on account of
the mmecessary full readmg iva (for Va) in d . or can it perhaps count
also ksunuvano as four syllables ^ Ppp. has khanvdnoi m d it reads simha
iva dvesamn ( = hresann ?) abhi tanstanayati

^ ^ u

Like a lion has thundered the wooden one, stretched (vf-

bandh), like a bull roanng at a longing cow; virile (yrsari) [are]

you, impotent your rivals, Indra-like [is] your vehemence isusmd),
overpowenng hostile plotters.
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The translation implies emendation to vdsitdm m b, as made in our
edition, the mss vdsitdm All the samhitd-mss (after their usual custom
see my Skt Gr § 232) abbreviate in a to -nidruv-^ and many of them
(P M W.E HO) have the misreadmg -nidhruv-. The pada-tQXt does not

divide druvayah, but the case is quoted in the comment to Prat iv 18 as an
exceptional one, vaya being regarded as a suffix added to dru Ppp reads

at the begmnmg sinhaivattanldruvayo, and combines susmo 'bhi in d The
Anukr notes no irregularity m the verse - as if it abbreviated iva to Va m
both a and b

"SFi ^ II

Foiind iyidand) suddenly (sahasd) like a bull m a herd, do you,

seeking kine, below (ru) at [them], winning booty, pierce you with

pain the heart of our adversaries; let our foes, leaving their villages

go urged forth (pra-cyu).

Ppp. reads m ayictham saha sa-, and m c viddhi The Anukr notes no
irregularity m the verse, although d is clearly ayagatr-pada, and to resolve

vidhia in c IS contrary to all analogy

^|erT

Wholly conquering the fighters, shrill-crying, do you, seizing

those that are to be seized, look abroad on many sides, respond

("^a-gur), O drum, devout, to the voice of the gods; bnng the

possession of our foes.

Vedhas is as superfluous to the sense in c as it is redundant m meter

The Anukr takes no notice of the irregularity, nor of the deficiency m a

(urdhua- bemg very harsh, and not found m RV.) The pnda-text reads

grhyah m b, prtands is apparently to be understood with it The voice of

the gods (or ofheaven, daivl) is apparently the thunder

qfecTT

qrff^ qkf ^ mi

Hearing the uttered (pra-yam) voice of the drum speaking, let

the woman, suppliant, noise-wakened, run to her son, seizing his

hand - our enemy, frightened in the conflict of deadly weapons.

One might conjecture m a prayatam ‘of [us] advancing ’ This verse

and 6 and 9 are really the only regular tnstubhs of the hymn
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^ ’ST ^ ^^ f^ETtlR: I

^^ Tpcrra^ii ^ n

May you first (purva), O drum, speak forth your voice, on the

back of earth speak you, shining (rwc); opening wide the jaws
(jabh) on the army of our enemies, speak you clearly, O drum,

pleasantly {sUnrtdvaf)

That IS, 'what is pleasant to us,’ apparently Purva in a might also

mean ‘ in front, m our van.’ Ppp reads m a, b visahasva satrun vada
bahu rocamdnah, and it makes the second half-verse exchange places

with 8 c, d

^

Let there be noise between these two firmaments (nabhas),

severally let your sounds (dhvani) go swiftly, roar at [them],

thunder, truculent (‘^), resounding (slokakrf) unto the victory of our
friends, a good partizan

Mitra m mitraturya has to be taken as subjective mstead of objective

genitive. It is only with difficulty (iantu that b can be made metrically

complete [unless we read tava for te\ Ppp reads at the end draddhl
[Bloomfield discusses utpipdna, AJP. xii 441.]

|ifr: 3r

Made by devices (dht), may it speak forth its voice; excite you
the weapons of the warriors, allied with Indra, call in the warriors;

by fnends smite mightily down the enemies.

‘By devices’ • i e , apparently, with art. Emendation of vadati to

vaddsi m a IS very desirable, Ppp has the 2d pers. bharasva mstead; and,
as noted above, it substitutes our 6 c, d for the second half-verse. There is

a syllable lacking in a.

: Tr^i<f»< ^|grr ii 1

fk IT fs^u ^ Ii

A vociferating herald (^pravada), with bold army, making
proclaim m many places, sounding through the villages, winning
advantage, knowing the ways, do you distribute (vi-hr) fame to
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many in the [battle] oftwo kings.

The verse seems to relate to the proclamation of victory and of the

desert of those to whom it is due see Roth, Festgruss an Bohtlingk, p 99.

Ppp reads prasraveno for pravado in a, and bhaja for hara m d [For

vayuna, Pischel, Ved Stud. 1.297.]

Aiming at advantage, conquering good things, very powerful,

conquenng a host, you are sharpened by brahman, as the pressing-

stone on the [soma-] stalks m the press, do you, O drum, dance on
[their] possession, seeking booty (gavyan)

The translation implies emendation of gavyam (read by all our mss )

m d to gavyam, as made m our edited text, but gavyam vedas mig^t
perhaps mean ‘their possession in kme ’ Prat ii.62 prescribes srevahketas

(not -yask-) Bp alone reads adhrih m c, which Pet Lexx. prefer, adris is,

to be sure, superfluous beside grdvd, and can hardly be translated

has, for b, mitram dadhanas tvisito vipascit, and it reads adhi (not dm) in

d. The first pada is defective, unless we make the violent resolution sr-e-

at the begmnmg; m the third we have to read Va [or ‘c/n/z]

Overpowering foes, overpowenng and putting down,

overpowenng hostile plotters, seeking kine, overpowenng, up-

shooting, bring forth your voice as a speaker (yagvm) his discourse

(mantra), speak up force (?«) here in order to the conquering of

the host.

Samgram- m our text is a misprint for samgram-. Ppp offei. to

variants. The words satrusat and nlsat (both imchanged in pada-text) tai

under Prat.ii 82; iii 1; iv 70. Gavesana (p goesanah) is by Pr5t.ii.23. The
second pSda is defective by one syllable.

Stirring (cyu) the unstirred, going often into contests,

conquenng scomers, going in front, unsubduable, made safe by

Indra, noting counsels (? vidatha), burning the hearts of our

adversaries, go you quickly
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The abbreviated combination hrdyo- for hrddyo- has led here, as at

i22 1, to the /?aJa-reading hrdyotanah m d The defective meter of a

(which IS not to be honestly removed by resolving cy into ci) makes the

reading suspicious (perhaps samadsane^) Ppp has prtanasat for puraetd

m b, and klptas for guptas m c Vidatha in c, perhaps "the gathermgs of

our enemies’; [see Geldner, ZDMG lii.746]

21. To the war-drum

[Padas 11 c, d and 12 a, b appear to be prose ] Not found m Paipp

Not noticed in Vait., quoted by Kaus. (16 2), m a battle-rite (next after the

precedmg hymn). *[Cf. extracts from Anukr. under h 20 ]

WTI snf^c^rui I

H Rqf -flpqr^ WT«5!Tr i]

Division of hearts, division of minds speak you among our

enemies, O drum, mutual hate, confusion, fear, we put into our

enermes; smite them down, O drum.

Pada a might also be understood as ‘heartlessness, mmdlessness ’

Kasmasa (in c occurs here only, and is very possibly only a misreadmg
for kasmala, as equivalent to w^ch it is here translated.

"tFrOT rTi

tsn^ |^n ^ ii

Quaking with mind, with sight, emd with heart, let our enemies
run feanng with alarm (pratrasd) when the sacnficial butter is

offered.

Thepada-xass unaccountably read utvepamdnd (instead oi-ndh) m a.

Made of forest-tree, brought together with the ruddy [kine],

belonging to ail the families (^gotra-), speak you alarm for our

enemies, being smeared with sacrificial butter.
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The metncal structure is very irregular, though the right number of
syllables can be forced out, if the divisions of pSdas be overridden, the

Anukr takes no heed The first three words constituted 20 1 b. [The usual
sign of pada-division to be expected after sambhrta is lackmg m Bp In c,

we may pronounce pratrdsdmit- ]

amiRiT;

As the wild beasts of the forest are all in a tremble at man, so

do you, O drum, roar at [and] alarm our enemies, then confound
their intents.

Read m c ‘mitrdn m our text (an accent-sign lost over tra)

^ 3r yi^tmvai iyfnPr -qti^Tnmi

As the goats-and-sheep run greatly feanng the wolf, so do you,

O drum etc etc.

Or ‘run from the wolf, greatly fearmg ’ A sign of punctuation is

omitted in our text after bibhyatXh

W MdRial:

As the birds (patatrin) are all in a tremble at the falcon, day by

day, as at the thundering of the lion, so do you, O drum etc. etc.

Pada c [as the sense shows] seems to have dropped m here by
accident out of vs. 5 (or possibly 4), where alone it fits the connection

Ahardivi occurs again m Paipp v 3 1, 3 : indragnl tasmdt tvai 'nasah pan
pdtam ahardivi The Anukr. calls the verse simply jagatl (on account of

its 48 syllables), but probably by an accidental omission of the epithet sat

padl^ ‘of six padas,’ which it usually adds m such a case

Away have all the gods alarmed our enemies by the drum and

the skin of the gazelle - [the gods] who are masters of the host.

MshlscI

t\l6U
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With what foot-noises Indra plays together with shadow, by
those let our enemies be alarmed who go yonder m troops

(amkasas).

The playful tactics of Indra here are not very clear

qTl'to n

Let the drums, with bow-stnng noises, yell toward all (yas) the

quarters - the armies of our enemies going conquered in troops

Or jyaghosos (as indicated by its accent) is independent noun, ‘the

noises of the bow-stnngs ’ The verse seems rather out of order

srraifi

O Aditya, take [away their] sight; you beams, run after, let

them that have foot-fastenings fasten on, the arm-power Q-viryd)

being gone away

We should expect a passive verb in c, if patsanginis, as seems
necessary, refers back to sends m 9 c It is apparently the enemy who are

to be hampered in going, after losmg their power of arm

o . 3r -gxiTtf

TTSIT TRT gr^f(^:ll ^^11

Do you [who are] formidable, O Maruts, sons of the spotted

mother, with Indra as ally, slaughter our foes

King Soma, king Vanina, the great god, also Death, Indra -

The first half-verse is repeated below as xiii.l 3 a, b The verse is

translated by Muir (iv^ 333) The Anukr correctly reckons c as a brhatl-

pada, but takes no notice of the redundant syllable in a, or of the deficient

one m d, perhaps reckoning them as balancmg one another The second
half-verse would be better treated as constitutmg one paragraph
(unmetQcal) with our vs 12

TT^cRT:!

Let these armies of the gods, sun-baimered, accordant, conquer
our enemies : hail '
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This bit of prose, since it counts 24 syllables (6+9 9), is called by the

Anukr a gdyatrl, and ill descnbed as yavamadhya, although its padas b
and c are equal It is enumerated m the ganamald (see Bloomfield’s note

to Kaus 14 7) as belongmg to the aparajita gana.

This fourth anuvdka has 6 hymns, with 83 verses, and the

quotation (found only in Bp and D ) is ekatrisastis tiyasUih, of
which the first part is obscure

22. Against fe^ (takman)

Found also (except vss 2, 11) in Paipp Most of it is in xiii, m the

order 1, 3, 4, 8, 5, 6, 7, cd 10, then (begmnmg a new hymn), 12, 14, 8 cd,

9, but vs 13 IS m 1 Used by Kaus. (29 18) among various other hymns, m
a healing ceremony, reckoned m the ganamald as belongmg m the

takmandsana gana (26 1 , note)

-qsqT I]

ywicirfgd: 551^:1

Let Agni drive (badh) the fever away from here, [let] Soma,
the pressing-stone, Varuna of purified dexterity, the sacrificial

hearth, the barhis^ the bnghtly gleaming {sue) fuel; be hatreds

away yonder

Amuyd ‘yonder’ has always an implication of disgust or contempt In

our text apa and badhatam should have been separated m a. Ppp reads m
b marutas putadaksat, m c samsisdno, and m d raksdnsi Sosuednds may
mean ‘causmg great pam,’ and it may qualify all the persons and things

mentioned.

^^q^. ^ qt ^Rdi4

You here that make all [men] yellow, heating (sue) up like fire,

consuming; now then, O fever - for may you become sapless - now

go away inward or downward

Or nyan ‘inward’ is another ‘downward’ The mss mostly omit to

double the n of nyan^ and several (P.MW H ) read nyang, P M.W. have

adharag Ppp. has our vi 20.3 mstead of this verse
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-qip-: ^^TOot:!

'
d<swi^ ' f%s5rra^^jfgTi3§w ^ii ^ ii

The fever that is spotted, speckled, ruddy like a spnnklmg, do
you, O you of power (-vF. a) iri every direction, impel away
downward

The last half-verse occurs again as xix 39 10 c, d ‘Rough, rugged’

would be more etymological renderings ofparusa and pdruseya cf. vdjl

vajineyas, RV. vi 26 2 Pada b, virtually ‘as if sprinkled with red ’ The
address is probably to some remedy Suva at the end is a misprint for

Suva. In place of this verse, Ppp has takmam sdktinam icchasva vas'l san
mrdaydsi nah (our 9 b), yathe ’hy atra te grhdn yat purtesu damyatu
[Then, as its vs 4, Ppp has our vs 3 ]

TT qrf:

'StlWT "3^

I send [him] forth downward, having paid homage to the fever,

let the fist-slayer of the dung-bearer ('^) go back to the Mahavrsas

Ludwig (and Grill after him) takes the obscure sakambhara m c as a

proper name We may conjecture that the Mahavrsas are a neighboring

tribe, looked down upon as gatherers of dung for fuel, on account of the

lack of wood m their territory. Ppp makes the meter of b easier by
readmg krtvdyo.

Its home (okas) is the Mtijavants, its home is the Mahavrsas;
as long as bom, O fever, so long are you at home among the

Balhikas.

The Prat rule 1 46 applies, ifwe may trust the comment, to the name
m d, and proves it to be balhika, and not bahlika [cf Weber, as cited

above], the mss vary between the two, the majority givmg -Ih, but the

testimony of no ms. is of any authority on this particular pomt; Ppp
appears to have -hi- Some of our mss (I.H O.D ) accent takman m c*, its

omission would rectify the meter of c; the Anukr gives a correct

(mechamcal) defimtion of the verse as it stands. We should expect either

yavdn or tdvat *[So do 1 1 of SPP’s ]
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O fever, tnckish one, speak out ("?), O limbless one, keep
away (?), seek the fugitive (?) barbanan woman; make her meet ^

thunderbolt

Various points m this verse are very doubtful, m a, a vocative vigada

seems much more probable, if only a suitable meaning could be found for

It; and, if so, one may suspect the same character m bhuriydvaya (perhaps

bhurydvaya ^pamflil,’ connected with avf), the translation is mechanical,

and follows the traditional text, since emendation yields so little

satisfaction Ppp reads vakada for vi gada In mstakvarlm is doubtless to

be seen a word-play on takman, but the sense is only conjectural, the

word is quoted as an example xmder Pratii 85.

ggfinvaii

O fever, go to the Mujavants, or to the Balhikas, further off;

seek the wanton Sudra woman; her, O fever, do you shake up a bit

(iva)

Some of our mss. (O R K.) read tans m d, as if the word were tan

instead of tarn Ppp. has girim gaccha girijd'si rautena mayuso grhdh,

ddsfm rtyuccha prapharvyam tdns takman nf \a dhunuhi

^ W fJTTU 6. li

Going away, eat you your connection (bandhu), the Mahavrsas

[and] Mujavants; those [fields] we announce to the fever, others’

fields venly [are] these.

‘Your connection,’ i.e ‘those with whom you have a right to

meddle’, ‘fields,’ i.e. ‘temtones’; d, “these territones here belong to

some one else ’’ Pada b is corrupt in Ppp , for d, it reads ‘nyaksetram

vayasam, and it has fiirther on this verse : narkavindam narvidalam

nadlyarh rvatukavatlm praja m takmane brumo ‘nyaksetram vd yumdm
At Ppp. v 5 1 ,

2 we find • takmann imam te ksetrabhdgam apdbhajam

prthivydh purve ardhe.

tlfiltilfg «lJ^chT5Tll II

In another’s field you rest (ram) not; being in control, may you

be gracious to us; the fever has become ready (?), it v/ill go to the

Balhikas.
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The pada-rQZ.dm.% m c is praarthah, pra-ar~ would better suit the

meaning given, ‘ready to set out,’ lit ‘having an object in front’ (comm
to PB XI 1 6, prakarsena lyarti gacchatl "ti prartho 'nadvan 0 Pada b is

identical with vi 26 1 b, Ppp has mstead sahasrakso 'martyah, in d it

reads bahlikam

trft' ^:ii n

In that you, being cold, then hot (rura\ did cause trembling

together with cough « fearful are your missiles, O fever, with them

do you avoid us

Ppp bemgs with yas for yat^ and leaves atho unehded m a Most of

our mss. have tabhi sma m d

»Tr

Do not you make them your companions - the baldsa^ the

cough, the udyuga (2), come not back hitherward from there : for

that, O fever, I appeal to you

Zimmer (who translates vss 10-12, at pp. 381-5) understands udyuga
m b as ‘sich anschliessend’, Ludwig as ‘angestrengt,’ qualifymg kasam as

adjective, perhaps it means ‘hiccough’, baldsa may be ‘expectoration ’ In

c the paJa-text has d aih (Bp d e/z), accent on the verb-form bemg
false [SPP’s mss have d with aih, aih, eh and eh ]

qrtqr ^ qFrqii ii

O fever, together with your brother the balasa [and] your sister

the cough, together with your cousin the scab (paman), go to you
foreign people.

Ppp. begins with this verse a new h3Tim, and has, for c, d apam
bhratrdtrvyena nasye ’to marayamm abhi. Read in our text at end of h
saha (an accent-sign shpped out of place) [Without note of variants, SPP
gives papmd in both texts mstead of our pamna, and our H reads
papmand. In spite of the possibility of taking pdpmd as mstrumental (cf.

drdghmd, rasmd, JAOS x.533), we must deem pdmnd the true readmg
and pdpmd a blunder, due perhaps to the Sequent collocation pdpman
bhrdtrvya, AB. etc.]
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VIKc^HJ

^W ^TffWlTIl II

The fever of the third day, of two days out of three, the

constant, and the autumnal, the cold, the hot, that of the hot season,

that of the rainy season, do you cause to disappear.

In a the intermittent phases of the disease, of course, are referred to

The pada-text divides sadamdim in b, perhaps lit ‘ever-bmdmg ’ Pada c

lacks a syllable, the Anukr takes no notice of it; we might add ca at the

end Ppp has in b hayanam mstead of saradam^ and m c visvasdradam
instead ofsltam ruram

diWH

To the Gandharis, the Mujavants, the Angas, the Magadhas,
like one sending a person a treasure, do we commit the fever

The translation nxiphes in c the easy emendation to presyan (pra-is

yan)^ the accent and pada-r^z.dm% (praesyan) view the word as future

from pra-i, the translators assume -syam, and reach no acceptable sense

The comm to Prat ii.ll correctly quotes the case as one of the

assimilation of final n to imtial j. The Anukr this time takes not notice of

the extra syllable m c if we should read iva instead of Va Ppp reads

gandharibhyo maujamadbhyas kdsibhyo mayebhyah jane priyam iva

sev- [As to the proper names, cf. JRAS 1890, p 477.]

23. Against worms
Found, except vss 10-12, in Paipp vii (vs 9 commg before vs 6)

Used by Kaus (29 20) m a healmg ceremony against worms, part of the

last verse (13 c) is specially quoted (29 24) with the direction “do as

prescribed in the text ” [Cf hymns 3 1 and 32 ofbook ii ]

% end5%^ sitciT^ 'y<4:^d)i

Worked in (ota) for me [are] heaven-and-earth, worked m [is]

divine Sarasvatl, worked in for me [are] both Indra and Agni to

the effect
‘

‘let them (dual) gnnd up the worm ’ ’
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Here, as everywhere else, the mss vary with the utmost diversity

between krimi and krini, no attempt will be made to report their

variations The first three padas of the verse are repeated below as vi 94 3

a, b, c The pple ota (p auto) [‘woven on, worked in’ (d +vd)] seems to

mean ‘brought m for my aid’, a root u is insufficiently supported [see

Whitney, Roots etc ] For its forms Ppp reads in a osate, in b okata, m c

okato; Ppp also has at the end imam for iti

srdrra' twii ? ii

O Indra, lord of nches, smite you the worms of this boy,

smitten arc all the niggards by my formidable spell (yacas)

Ppp reads in b krmim, and m c, d visvd ’rdtayo ‘grena varasd mimd

^ TTg^ Wf| itWt ^ II

What one creeps about his eyes, what one creeps about his

nostrils, what one goes to the midst of his teeth - that worm do we
grind up

Read in c, d in our text gachati tarn (an accent-sign slipped out of
place) Ppp has in a, b ''ksau and ndsau [and in c apparently gacchasi]

Ifsr Ijf: % liH'tll'lill

Of like form two, of various form two, black two, red two,

both the brown and the brown-eared, the vulture and the cuckoo
(koka) - they are slain

In d, the rass are divided between te (B I H s m T ) are te

(P M W II p m O R ), and either reading is acceptable enough Our text

gives te, the translation above implies te Ppp makes sarupau and
vinlpau exchange places, and has m d kokds.

o . if fsRxfiT: ^ f^lldell^ci: |

% % 4 <il«4'MIMn:lll t^ll

The wonus that are white-sided, that are black with white
?rms, and whatever ones are of all forms - those worms we gnnd
up

The Aiiukr docs not notice the deficient syllable of c Ppp. reads in a
' ’J.i^’uksds^ and in b sitabdhavas
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Up in the east goes the sun, seen of all, slayer of the unseen,

slaying both those seen and those unseen, and slaughtenng all

worms.

The first half-verse is RV i.l91 8 a, b, without variant Ppp. reads for

a ud asau suryo agad, and m b adrnha [the n is wntten with the

anundsika-s\%rv or candrabindu inverted]

^gsr

The yevashas, the kashkashas, the stirrers, the sipavitmikas -

both let the seen worm be slain, and let the unseen be slam.

The pada-Xoxt divides ejatkdh, but not sipavitnukdh^ both according

to Prat iv 25, [For ejat-ka^ cf. avat-ka^ ii3.1 and note, also bhinna-ka^

note to 11 32 6, and the frequent Pah forms like m-panna-ka, Jataka,

li p 7^^
] Ppp has, for a, b, yavdyavd khdsaskaski sydmo dhuksamas ca

panvrknavah and, for d, adrstas co *ta hanyatdm.

MfcMMIcbi

Slain IS the yevasha of the worms, slam also the nadaniman I

have put them all down, smash (? masmasa)^ like Ma/va-grains

with a millstone

Nadaniman might mean somethmg like ‘a buzzmg,’ coming from a

nadana, root nad. The last pada is identical with ii 3 1 1 d. Ppp has

instead : hato yavakho hatas ca pavir hato sam ganavUn uta hata visva

’rataya anena vacasd mama (cf. 2 c, d)

The three-headed, the three-humped {-kakud), the vanegated,

the whitish worm - I crush the ribs of it; I hew at what is its head

The last three padas are identical with ii 32 2 b-d, above. Some of the

mss. (P.M W.H p.m ) read in a traikak- Ppp. has for a, b yo dvislrsas

caturaksas krimis carngo arjunah (cf the Ppp. version of ii.32 2), and in

d apa for api The deficiency of a syllable (unless we read a'sia') in c is
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noticed by the Anukr neither there nor here The three following verses

are the same with ii 32 3-5

Like Atn I slay you, O worms, like Kanva, like Jamadagni,

with the incantation ofAgastya I mash together the 'worms.

.fcTt TTSrr BhM^UIIgW

^^11

Slam IS the king of the worms, also the chief of them is slam;

slam is the worm, having its mother slain, its brother slam, its

sister slain.

t^ngf gWW: Tjpi^vra:l

^ ^ ^^ ^ grIT:ll II

Slam are its neighbors, slam its further neighbors, also those

that are petty, as it were - all those worms are slam

%RI5t?iRT •'

Both of all worms and of all she-worms I split the head with a

stone, I bum the mouth with fire

Ppp. reads asmind in c

24. To various gods as overlords

[Not metrical ] In Paipp. xv is found a correspondmg piece, but one
differing considerably m detail; it contains counterparts to our vss 1 , 2, 4,

7-12, 14, 15, 17, but not at all in the same order, and mterspersed with
nme other verses of similar tenor (L mitrah prthivydh, 6 vasus
samvatsarasya, 7 samvatsara rtiindm, 11, visnuh parvatdndm, 12 tvastd

rupdndm, 15 samudro nadlnam, 16 parjanya osadhlndm, 17 brhaspatir
devanam, 18 prajdpatih prajdndm) Similar passages occur also in other
texts thus, in TS. in 4 5 (and the part corresponding to our 15-17 is

repeated again, with slight variations, at iv3.3^; and the same part, with
variations, is found five times as a refram in MS ii.7.20), m PGSa.5 10
(which closely follows TS iii4.5), and m ^SS iv 10 1, 3 (with nothing
corresponding to vss 15-17) The hymn is used by Kaus. m a royal
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coronation (17 30), in the nuptial ceremonies (78 11), and in the
ajyatantra (137-42) And many of the verses appear also m Vait

,
with

oblations to the various divmities mentioned, in different ceremonies
thus, m the agrayana, vs 7 (8 7), m the caturmasyani vss 1-3, 6, 7
(8 13), 4 (8 22), 9 (9 27), m the agnistoma, vss 8 (19 2), 5 (19 3), 11

(19 11)

3T?T^ I ^ ^ 3Tf5H, -gw,

H PlpllcltiU!, ^ V9 4 -Wg, •^F?[ITT,

-qTl, 5^^ tqcRtTUI, -dcTT fqcTFFl, rldlH^I

pfcfW^) I 3^- Slew'd, tpm<l ^\3

1%^ !?r4oi'0
1]

. ^gtim WWJ^IsiMld: ^ -qraf I

f^Tdg^iMi4'r«^w4^i4ltvi4i'Wi 331^11

Savita (""the impeller’) is overlord of impulses; let him favour

(av) me, ipn this worship (brahman), in this rite (karman^, in this

representation (purodhd), in this firm-standing, in this intent, in

this design, in this benediction (dsis)y in this invocation of the gods
* hail !

This is the tenth item m Ppp., TS (with PGS.) and SSS have the

same The Ppp- order of actions is different, and mcludes fewer members
: brahman, karman, purodhd, devahuti, akuti, dsis (dsisas [so ! twice]

svdhd); TS. and PGS. give brahman, ksatra, dsis, purodhd, karman,

devahuti, MS., brahman, purodhd, karman, dsis, devahuti, SSS

,

brahman, ksatra, karman, dsis, pratistd, devahuti. The Anukr text is m
part confused and doubtful, and the maccuracies of its metrical definitions

of the parts of the hymn are not worth tracing out and noing. In our

edition, the accent mark under the first syllable of dkutydm is a misprmt,

and to be removed.

Wo. ^ -qraji

slfgsrsrff^

Agni is overlord of forest-trees; let him favour etc etc.
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This IS the eighth item m Ppp In TS and PGS., Agni is made lord of
beings ibhutd)^ m SSS., of tlie earth

ch4u^^i ig^srrafcR^it

Heaven-and-earth are overlords of givers, let them favour etc

etc

Literally, ‘are overladies’ (adhipatm) Neither Ppp nor the other

texts have anythmg correspondmg to this verse As m a number of other

similar cases, the mss make very awkward work of wTitmg the tr of
datrnam, the majority (Bp P M.W H E T ) giving mstead tre, one (I ) ttr,

one (K ) ttr, and a few (O D R ) correctly tr^ the edited text has wrongly
trd.

lET tiraf

I

l%-^g
'

^im<j?rtj lM4:^l4 l fVI ’=jj^i W^ll'ifll

Varuna is overlord of the waters; let him favour etc. etc

This Item stands second m Ppp, TS has it also, but in SSS , Varuna is

addressed as overlord of ordmances (dharma).

rfir 'nkcii»ii

f^T^im-wiMi^jrMiM'WiMifvitMWi w^iimi

Mitra-and-Varuna are overlords of ram; let them favour etc.

etc.

This Item is wanting m all the other texts. The mss all read vrstyd

"dhip (p vrstyd adhip-), the error doubtless origmatmg in a double
samdhi^ such as is extremely frequent m Ppp

HW: trra^i

srduqrwH,^4aqvtii n'fdSKjiM'Wi
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The Maruts are overlords of the mountains; let them favour
etc etc.

According to Ppp (11) and TS , Visnu is overlord of tlie mountains,
TS sets the Maruts over the troops (gnna), and SSS gives them no place

^ tncifi

ilflyidtj-wi

Soma IS overlord of plants; let him favour etc etc

In Ppp (14) Soma is overlord of milks (payasdm), m TS and SSS ,

of herbs

^rfdymi'gw

<0

r Mfdywwwi

Vayu IS overlord of the atmosphere; let him favour etc. etc.

Here Ppp (3) and the other texts give the same overlordship

n4vMiy4;iJtyi«*rdlMWlMjfVl4J'^i W^ll II

The sun (surya) is overlord of sights (or eyes ; caksus); let him
favour etc. etc.

In Ppp. (4), the sun is called overlord of heaven (div), and so also m
TS ; but SSS sets him over the astensms.

TT^irafi

9i^'ujjPw< cfa4u MldywiirWi

T^TflTIl n

The moon is overlord of astensms, let him favour etc etc

This item comes fifth m Ppp.; TS. has it also, m SSS. the moon is not

mentioned, while the astensms, as noted above, are put under the sun

^ TTtrrafi

cfa4ugw MfdaidiM-i^i
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Indra is overlord of heaven, let him favour etc etc

In Ppp (9) Indra is overlord of acts or ntes (karman), m TS and
SSS , of chiefs (jyestha)

o

.

^ Tikf I

'

^^'u^nrtl^ ch4u4^ j-^iapqmw ife'mTM'Wi

vM 1y 4^ Itn'4r4l ii I WITH II

The father of the Maruts is overlord of cattle; let him favour

etc etc

In Ppp (13) and in TS , this overlordship is ascribed, equivalently, to

Rudra, it is wanting m SSS

"5^: TT TTraf)

^[fwT cb4ijiiwi Mtisyi’Miywi iflgT^rmw

I'q -WI *TI^^

I

H WIHjfvi’?!W WITH II

Death is overlord of creatures (praja), let him favour etc etc

In Ppp (18) It IS Prajapati instead of death, and so also in SSS , TS
has nothing corresponding

grr; fti^uimRltlld: TT prf^l

M^iaraw-wi Ti'flBi'ylHwi

f^liT^TJMl4bifiy'WlHlfVI44'Wi WITH ^>il[

Yama is overlord of the Fathers; let him etc. etc

This Item is number 19 m Ppp ; but in SSS it is wantmg, and in TS
Yama is set over the earth Here, agam, the reading pitrendm is found in

one ms. (Bp.)^ Additional items in TS are brhaspatir brahmanah, mitrah
satydndm (SSS the same), samudrah srotydnam, annum sdmrdjydndm,
tvastd riipdndm (SSS tv samidham rupdndm), SSS has only those
already given

fllT:

iflBi'srmw

1^Tw'i(^mi4riHH^i4i(viw4wi l^fgqj with ^imi

The upper (para) Fathers - let them favour etc. etc.

IIT t Tng;fl
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?ff|Fr^nwrr

(^T**ly'Wi^i^^iy.wiMjIvi4i'Wii wfrii ii

The lower iavara) Fathers (tatd) - let them favour etc. etc.

l^irsifgwrcn^^^ngT^Fnl^r^^ w?th ^vati

The Fathers {tatd)y the grandfathers (tatdmaha) - let them
favour etc etc

The translation implies emendation to tatds at the beginning of vs

17, as the sense seems to require, and as the other texts suggest. Ppp
combmes vss 15-17, reading pitaras pare *varas tatas tadamahas te md
etc ,

TS (ill 4 5 and PGS.), pitarah pitdmahdh pare 'vare tatds

tatdmaha iha md etc
,
TS.iv3.3^, pitarah pitdmahdh pare *vare te nah

etc
,
with winch MS agrees Two of our mss (O D ) begin vs. 17 with

tatas tat-y the rest have tataSy and our printed text follows them,

25. For successful conception

Found (except vs 2, and some end-repetitions) also m Paipp xiii (in

the verse-order,!, 5, 3, 4, 7, 10, 8, 6, 9) The hymn is quoted in Kaul
(35 5) m the ceremony for male conception (pumsavana)y and vs. 7

(unless it be rather vi.95,3, which the comm to vi 95 holds) m Vait.

28 20

TT^' yu1fM<ar vi

Brought together from the cloud (P parvata), from the womb
(yoni) of the sky, from every member, let the vinle organ, seed-

placer of the embryo, set (a-dha) [it] like the feather on the shaft.

Or, ‘from the sky [as] womb.’ That which is ‘brought together’ is the

thin£ (seed) to be ‘deposited’. The translation of d imphes emendation to

sarau; Weber conjectures tsarau. The insertion of the feather in the

arrow-shaft is elsewhere also the subject of comparison as a work of

effecUve skill; cf. RV x 18.14 b The verse is cited in Ppp. with its pratika
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and itv ekd added, as if it had occurred earlier m the text, but it has not

been discovered anywhere The resolution of -tat to -tadt m a is necessary

to fill out the meter

Tg.-gr t^^ l%ii ^ ii

As this great earth receives the embryo of existence, so do I set

your embryo, I call you to its aid.

The first half-verse occurs again below as vi. 17.1 a, b, and
also m the second verse of the addition to RV x 184, but with the

reading uttdnd for bhutdndm (the RV verse is also found m an

addition to AGS.i 14 3 see Stenzler’s translation, p.36), and in

MP [i 12 4] Wintemitz, p 93) with tisthanti for the same [Cf also

MGS.ii.l8.4bandp 154]

wc.
gw ^ II

Place the embryo, O Sinlvall; place the embryo, O Sarasvaii,

let both the Asvins, garlanded with blue lotus, set your embryo.

The verse is RVxl84 2 and MBi4 7 and MP [il2 2), where
however is read m c asvinau devdv. Ppp reads both limes (m a and b)

dehi SB (xiv 9 4^°) follows RV (but with prthustuke at end of b, andpus
karasrajau m d). HGS (i 25 1) differs from our text only by having
a^mav ubhav a Cf. also HGS i.6.4; MB i 5.9. [Cf MGS.ii 18 2 k and
p.150]

wf'1 wf' qiw ^gif ^1 1 1

1

Your embryo let Mitra-and-Varuna, [your] embryo let god
Brhaspati, your embryo let both Indra and Agni, your embryo let

Dhata place.

Ppp. reads rdjd varuno for mitrdvarunau m a

O O . Wtwqi WST fg:?lf I

wr gwq'idgjdi wtf* ^ii mi

Let Visnu prepare the womb (yoni)-, let Tvasta adorn the

forms, let Praj^pati pour on, let DhatS place your embryo.
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The verse is also found, without vanant, as RV.x 184.1 and
SB xiv 9 HGS. i.25.1, MB i 4 6, and MP [i.i2 1] [Cf. MGS.ii 18.2 i

and p-156.]

o I#
mr% fqqil ^ U

What king Vanina, or what divine Sarasvatl knows, what Indra

the Vrtra-slayer knows, that embryo-maker do you dnnk.

One or two of our mss (P W.) read -bhamkar- m d. Ppp. has for b
veda devo brhaspatih, and c puts yad after indras. [See von Schroeder,

Tubinger Katha-hss

,

p.36 ]

^ fNh?5r Tst siTtiivau

Embryo are you of herbs, embryo of forest-trees, embryo of
every existence; may you, O Agm, set an embryo here.

Compare vi.95.3, with which the verse is in considerable part

identical. It is found also as Vs.xii.37, and in TS.iv.2 3^, MS.ii.7.lO, in all

with a different d : agne garbho apam asi; MS. further combmes in a

garbho 'sy; and in this last point Ppp. agrees with it [See p. 1 045.]

Mount you; play the hero; set an embryo in the womb; virile

(vrsari) are you, that has virility; for progeny do we conduct you

hither.

Ppp, has kranda (for skanda) in a, and for c, vrsanam vrsnyavantam.

The verse occurs also in SGS. (i.l9.6), which reads kranda vllayasva in a,

sddhaya (for yonydrri) in b, vrsdnarh vrsann d dhehi for c, and havdmahe

at the end. Our O. has skandha vlday- m a. The retention of the dental s of

skanda is by Prat ii.l04-

o -if . 1%

Go apart, O Baihatsama; let an embryo lie imto your womb
(yon/); the gods, soma-drinkers, have given you a son partaking of

both.
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Ludwig understands the last epithet as meaning ‘belonging to us

both,’ which IS not impossible, Weber, ‘der doppelt schafft’, it is literally

‘possessmg what is of both ’ Ppp has for c dadan te putram deva
Bdhatsdme (p -hatsd-) is an anomalous formation a stem -md is agamst
all analogy as fern of a vrddhi-derivative, while -mi (which Ludwig
assumes) is equally wrong as a femmme; Ppp has the same form, it

doubtless means ‘daughter of Brhatsaman ’ To make c of full meter is

impossible without harshness.

^ *11% \o a

O Dhata, with best form, m the two groins of this woman do

you set a male (pumdns) son, to be bom in the tenth month.

This verse also (like 2, above) occurs in the additions to RV.x.184

and to AGS. i.l4 3 [p 37, transl ] and m MP [i.12.6], with the variants •

v/5'72o/z'*‘for dhatah in a, and asydm ndrydm gavinydm (MP -nydm [m mss
E and W , -nydm m the Oxford text]) for b, AGS has putrdn and MP
garbham in c. Ppp begins here a new hymn readmg savitus-^sresthena 1;

srestena 2; visnoh sresthena tvastuh sresthena 3, The other texts omit

any such variants of vs. 10 [Cf also MGS. ii.l8.4 c and p 156, s v.

noh.] [^Oxford text, visno.] [Or else bhaga or bhagah. Roth sent W three

notes on this vs and they do not seem to agree. In b Ppp has ndbha for

ndryd.}

fRTO prtiT iHt

O Tvasta, with best etc. etc.

pm iffi II

O Savita (‘impeller’), with best etc etc.

^ n

O Prajapati, with best etc etc.
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The Anukr , though taking no notice of the extra syllable in 12 a,

feels that it cannot pass over the two in 13 a, and defines accordingly,

with mechanical correctness

\y^- WT 1 ^ ^ 'ii

^ ^ V9 4 c^, SlfM^TTR,

1 W^— fS’T^r i4t'i|l4rqi ^

1%^ JC ( ti;:i*>(c(yni ), ^:?TTOfcRra^

"SFr^ I]

26. Accompanying a sacrifice

[Partly unmetncaL] Found also m Paipp. ix (in verse-order 1-3, 5, 4,

6-8, 11, 10, 9, 12) Quoted in Kaus 23 1, m a ceremony of consecration

of a new house, and given in the paddhati (see note to Kaus, 19.1) among
the pustika mantras. Used in Vait 16.6 in counteractmg an enemy’s

soma-offermg (agnistoma); and vs 12 a, b m 19.4, also m the agnistoma,

with a cup for the Asvins Neither treatise teaches us anythmg whatever as

to the real meaning of the hymn The matter is in considerable part

metrical, thoughm part also too irregular to be so called.

The sacnficial formulas (yajus) at the sacnfice, the fuel, hail !

let Agni, foreknowing, here join for you.

Or ‘jom (yuj) you ’
‘Join’ is probably used in the sense of ‘duly use

or apply’ (Ludwig, “anwenden”) The verse is plamly composed of two

tristubh padas, but the Anukr refuses to resolve sudha, and so reckons

only 21 syllables.

Let the heavenly impeller (Savita), the bull (mahisa),

foreknowing, join [them] at this sacrifice . hail

!

Ppp. reads, prajdnam, yajne sayujas svdhd The Anukr , in this and

many of the followmg verses, simply counts 20 syllables (prdj brhati),

without heeding the fact that each contains a tristubh pada

wirn^ii
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Let Indra, foreknowing, at this sacnfice join songs and revels

(ukthamadd)^ the well-joined ones (?) : hail !

Ppp- reads and combines sayujas ^v-. The mechanical definition of
the Aniikr. implies a division into 7 + 7 + 8 syllables There is some
blundermg of the mss. over ukthamaddniy B. appearing to read ukya-m-^

and P.W. uktam-. Suyujas^ here and m vss 7-11, may be genitive ‘of the

well-joined one% it does not agree in gender with the nouns that precede

[aside from

W?Tf|TST: ^tCT:II>{U

The directions (praisd) at the sacrifice, the notices (jtivid) :

hail ! taught by the wives, carry you here, joined.

Ppp. readspraisa mvida priyo yajunsi sistdh etc.

^ +5?r: ^
The meters (chandas) at the sacrifices, O Mamts : hail ! as a

mother her son fill you here, joined.

The meter and its treatment by the Anukr are the same as in the case

ofvs. 1.

dWml<{d:

Here hat come Aditi, with barhis, with spnnkliLig [waters],

extending the sacrifice : hail!

A perfectly good pair of tristubh padas.

Let Visnu join variously the fervors (tapas) at this sacrifice,

the well-joined ones . hail!

Ppp. again gives sayujas sv-.

Let Tvasta now join variously the forms at this sacrifice, the
well-joined ones : hail !

All tbe samhita mss. read rupa asmin, as in our text, the pada-texX
having rupdh f Ppp., on the other hand, gives bahudhd virupd ‘smin.
Probably it is a case of anomalous samdhi (with hiatus), which should
have been included in Prat, iii.34 (see the note to that rule); but one may
also conjecture that the true reading is bahudhd ‘nurupah.
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»[f^^ 3l%sr^

WITH 11

Let Bhaga join now for him the blessings (dsis), at this

sacrifice let him, foreknowing, join the well-joined ones • hail !

Ppp combines asmd ‘smin, and reads sayujas, as above The Anukr
evidently reckons three padas, of 1 1 + 7 + 8 syllables

wfru n

Let Soma join variously the milks ipayas), at this sacnfice, the

well-joined ones ; hail'

Vi P^: qgi^ni VU

Let Indra join variously the heroisms, at this sacnfice, the

well-joined ones : hail

!

^ O . sit^RT

w^tnT '5# ^ srsrqiqw

O Asvins, come you hitherward with worship (brahman), with

va^aj-utterance increasing the sacrifice O Brhaspati, come
hitherward with worship; this sacrifice [is] heaven (svar) here for

the sacrificer : hail '

Ppp has mstead, for d, yajham vayam svaritam yajam&naya dhehi

svdha. The Anukr. would have us read the last pada as 15 syllables, and

calls the verse ajagati because amounting to 48 syllables, though the first

three padas are regularly tnstubh

With this hymn ends the fifth anuvaka, of 5 hymns and 69

verses, the Antto citation is navd ‘parah; and Bp.D. and further

apard saste navd ‘parah (Bp -ram ca cd ‘nuvdkaK).

27. AprI-hymn : to various divinities

This peculiar and half-metrical dprl-hyxrm occurs also in several

Yajur-Veda texts namely, in VS. (xxvii.l 1-22), in TS. (iv.1.8), and in

MS. (ii.l2 6), further, in K (xviii.l7), and (acc. to Schroeder’s note) in

Kap S The versions m VS and TS. agree very closely throughout, in

readings and in division; there is m all the verses a more or less imperfect

metrical structure, of three tristuhh-\ik& padas to i verse. MS also m
genet al agrees with these, but has an inserted passage m its vs 5 which
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dislocates the division of vss. 2-4 Ppp has the same hymn m ix
, and

follows pretty closely the Yajus-version In our text the proper division is

thrown mto great confusion, and there are many readings which are

obviously mere corruption’s The Anukr supports our mss at all pomts
The division of Vs. and TS , as bemg necessary to any understandmg of
the hymn, is noted m brackets m the translation below

The hymn is not used as an dprf-hymn in the liturgical literature, but

is quoted in Kaus (23 7) in the ceremony of consecration of a new house,

and agam (45.8), m the vasdsamana nte, to accompany (with the kindred

hymn v 12) an offering of the omentum of a cow, while (19 1, note) the

paddhati reckons it among the pustika mantras Vss 1 and 2 (with the

division as m our text) are used by Vait (10 13, 12) m the pasubandha
ceremony.

[^- ^i (foST, i ^

'Brgq; ^ ^ If#, w#
^ TfFi#, -flqrgT

3rE5r ifirai i

Uplifted becomes his fuel, uplifted the bright burnings of
Agm, most bnlliant; of beautiful aspect, with his son, -[2 ] son of
himself (tanunapdt)^ asura, many-handed,-

All the Yajur-Veda texts agree m ending the verse with the third

pada, and in reading at the end suprafikasya sunoh; of this our text is a
palpable corruption, and apparently made after the addition to this verse
of the following pada, in order to help their connection Ppp also has -

kasya sunos^ and at the end of a bhavantu, it and the Yajus-texts read
visvavedds mstead of bhUripdnis The description of the verse by the

Anukr [ifwe pronounce urdhud m a] is correct, counting the second pada
as of 9 syllables.

ahfe II

[2 b]. A god among gods, the god anoints the roads with honey
(madhu), with ghi

The end of this verse is the proper end ofvs 2, MS. however, adds to

it the first pada of our 3, and it reads for a devo devebhyo devaydnan In
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b, VS MS have anaktu^ TS , d *nakti^ and VS.TS set the
next before pathasW W 1^; ^gf|RTT

f|^siR:ll^U

With honey he attains the sacnfice, pleased, the praised of men
{nards'ansd), Agni the well-doing, the heavenly impeller {Savita),

having all choice things

All the other texts, mcludmg Ppp , read m a prindnas, of which our
pram- is doubtless to be regarded as a blundenng corruption VSTS.
have before it naksase, and, m b, agne, with mterpunction after it, Ppp.
omits agne (or agnih), MS adds as third pada the first pSda of our and the
other texts’ vs 4. Our pada-iexi nghtly divides the verse mto three padas
[10 8 : 9], though the Anukr acknowledges only two

5;^ ^ 'If
. ^

Here he comes with might {^avas) unto the various ghees,
praising, he the earner, with homage,-

It needs the first part of the next verse to end off this, and the other

texts so divide They have also the much easier readmg ghrtena for ghrtd
cit, Ppp gives ghrtena Ide vahnim namasd 'gnim sruco etc. (addmg 5 a).

VS.TS have a smgle mterpimction after namasd-, MS makes its verse out

of our 4 b and 5 a, b, with mterpunction after 5 a [VS.TS MS. accent

Iddno ]

[4 c]. Agm, unto the spoons, at the sacrifices (adhvard), the

proffenng (prayaj) [5.] May he sacnfice his greatness, Agni’s,-

The Yajus-texts have, at the beginning agnim (also Ppp * see under
vs. 4), and later prayatsu (which the TS. pada~t&xX divides prayatsu\ ours

gives prayaksu), MS’s verse is made of ours with our 4 b prefixed.

55^ ^ ^ cj^siidwn ^ II

[5 b]. [He] crossing (^) among pleasant proffenngs; both the

Vasus stood and the greater bestower of good (vasu)

This whole verse m our text is corrupt, and the translation, of course,

only a mechamcal one The Yajus-texts have sa tm (TS. i) mandra
suprayasah (Ts mandrdsu prayasah : this variation shows how uncertain

the tradition was as to the sense of the passage); and MS. makes here the
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insertion spoken of above, reading suprayasa starlman barhiso

mitramahah, all tlien finish the verse with vasus' cetistho vasudhd- tamaS
ca Ppp is spoiled, but appears to read at the beginning svenamindrasu

The makers of our texts perhaps understood -dhataras as plural of -dhatr,

the pada-dwision vasudhataras is specially prescnbed by Prat.iv 45 The
metrical definition concerns only the number of syllables 8+ 12 = 20

[Ppp ends with dhatamas ca ]

^ . irff 1%^' It VS II

[6] The heavenly doors all defend always after his course

(yratd) -

This verse is doubtless corrupt in its second half, the Yajus-texts, and

also Ppp , read mstead vrata dadante agneh (Ppp. ‘gnehy, and MS has

before it vi^vd, and Ppp vdved. The Anukr. ignores the evident tristubh

character of a

arr •4:n d.n

[6 c]. Lording it with Agni’s domain of wide expansion, [7 ]

dripping, worshipful, close, let dawn and night favour this our

inviolable (7adhvara) sacrifice.

The other texts (including Ppp ) read •‘Vyacasas, omit agnes and read

patyamanas m a, and they have a entirely different b, namely te asya yos
ane divye na yonau, what our text substitutes was found as vs. 12 6 a

above The Anukr name for the meter, samstarapankti^ is wholly

misapplied, since it has to be read as 12+11 8 + 7

1|r^ ^ ’piTj^nu ^ 11

[8] O heavenly invokers, sing you unto our uplifted sacrifice

(adhvard) with Agni’s tongue; sing in order to our successfiil

offering [9 ] Let the three goddesses sit upon this barhis, Ida,

Sarasvatl, BharatT, the great, besung.

We have here two complete verses combined mto one, but the

division goes on after this correspondmgly m all the texts The three

Yajus-texts, and Ppp., begin with daivyd hotdrd (the accent hotdras in our

version is agamst all rule), and MS. inserts imam after Urdhvam m a, for

b, c they read 'gnerjihvdm abhi (but MS. jihvd ’bhi) grnltam ; kmutarh
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nah svistim (MS. -tam)i further on they have sadaniu for -tarn (but MS
instead syonam)^ near the end, VS TS put mahi after bhdratl; MS. has a

sign of mterpunction after mahh Ppp. reads mahabharaii The pada tisro

devir etc. is the same with RV.m.4.8 d (which reads sadantu) The
deflmtion of the Anukr. fits the meter very badly; the padaA&xt notes

only 5 padas, nor is a division into 6 well possible; they would count 11 +
9 + 8 11 + 14 = 53, mechanically a bhvrig atijagatl.

That wonderful seminal fluid (turipani) of ours, abounding in

food, O god Tvasta, abundance of wealth, release you the navel of
it.

The other texts (includmg Ppp.) omit deva and read tvasta (but MS.
tvastar\ adding after it suvlryaTYi^\ all also have at the end asme instead of
the senseless asya^ and all but MS. have ^atu for sya\ their mark of
mterpunction is set after stmryam (or before rdyas) Compare also

RV.ii.40.4, iii.4.9. Our Bp.^ reads in a, by an oversight, adbhum (emended
in Bp. to adbhutam)\ but D.K. have atbhutam as pada-text. This and the

two following verses have small right to be called purausnih; this one
counts 11 : 8 + 7 = 26 syllables Re?d at the end m our text asya (an

accent-sign shpped out of place). *[But TS. suviram.\

O forest-tree, let you loose, bestowing; let Agru [as] queller

willingly sweeten the oblation for the gods.

Ppp. reads sumand for tmana; also, at the end, sddaydti, with the

Yajus-texts. The latter also have (except MS.) devesu for devebhyas, and

after it they all put their mark of mterpunction. The Yajus and Ppp.

version of the last pada is identical with RV.iii.4.10 b [save that RV. has

havis\. This ''purausnih'^ counts 11 : 9 + 7 = 27 syllables.

O Agni, hail ! make you, O Jatavedas, the sacrifice for Indra;

let all tbe gods enjoy this oblation.

The Yajus-texts put the pause in its proper place before vidve. For

yajnam, TS.VS. read havyam, and MS. has devebhyas; Ppp. has bhdgam.
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This '^‘‘purausnih" counts (if we divide the last two padas as indicated m
the pada-X&ySC) 11 * 9 + 7 = 27 syllables.

28. With an amulet of three metals : for safety etc.

[The second half of 1 is prose 1 Found also (except vs 2 and vss 12-

14) in Paipp i Used by Kaus twice, m company with i 9 and i 35, m a

ceremony (11 19) for obtammg one’s desires and m one (52 20) for

winrung splendor, and vss. 1, 12-14 m one (58 10, 11) for gainmg length

of hfe

1
(sffiTf snf^) I w^- ^ •q^qciifdiijicioi'G,

Syuirfcl% : TT ftte ^Jd^TfrdFTI

^foT

Nine breaths with nine he combines sam-md), in order to

length of life for a hundred autumns, in the yellow (haritd)^ three,

in silver, three; in iron (? ayas), three - enveloped with fervor

‘Yellow,* doubtless ‘gold.’ Ppp reads rajasd for tapasd in d The
second half-verse can hardly be called anything put prose, though the

Anukr. takes it as good tristubh meter. It appears doubtful whether this

verse belongs with the rest, and whether the nine prdnagrahas^ or the nme
verses of the trivrt stoma, are not rather intended in it

Tif^pn Tn i|^ ^ ii

Fire, sun, moon, earth, waters, sky, atmosphere, directions, and
quarters, they of the seasons in concord with the seasons - let them
rescue (paray) me by this tnple one.

The verse, as was noted above, is wanting in Ppp. One and another
ms., here as later, reads trvrt To fill out the meter of c we have to make
the harsh and imusual resolution ofthe first d ofdrtavds

tpiw

Let three abundance’s iposd) resort to the tnple one; let Ptisan
anoint it with milk, with ghl; affluence of food, affluence of man
(purusd), affluence of cattle - let tihese resort hither.
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Ppp reads m a trivrtas', in c anyasya, and bhaumd both times (bhu- m
d) We need m a to resolve tr-ayah.

O Adityas, sprinkle this man well with good (yasu); O Agni,

do you, yotirself increasing, increase him, unite him, O Indra, with
heroism, let the prospering tnple one resort to him.

Ppp has, for c, d, yasmin tnvrc chetam pusayisnur imam etc (our c).

Our mss. vary at the end betweenposayisnu and -nuh, the majority havmg
-nuh (only B.O.I. -nu)-, our text should be emended to -nuh [But SPP.
reads -nu and notes no variants.] The Anukr , as usual, does not note that

a IS ajagati pada.

-qri 1^:1

Let earth, the all-beanng, protect you with the yellow one; let

Agni rescue [you] m accord with the iron, let the silver one

(arjund), in concord with the plants, bestow {dhd) on you
dexterity, with favoring mind.

Ppp. reads m c virudbhis te arjuno sam-. The meter is like that of

verse 4.

|grqt^ t ^ a

Triply bom by birth [is] this gold : one was Agni’s dearest;

one fell away of Soma when injured; one they call the seed of

devout waters; let that tnple gold be yours in order to life-Ume.

Instead of vedhasdm m d, a much easier readmg would be vedhasas

nom. (as tacitly emended by Ludwig), and this is favored by Ppp., which

has vedaso reta
‘

‘hus; it fitter gives in e trivrtdstu te. With bed compare

TB.i.1.3* The name atisakvari given to the verse by the Anukr. demands

60 syllables, but only (11 + 11 + 12:11 + 12) can be fairly counted.
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Triple life-lirDe ofJamadagpi^ Kasyapa’s triple life-time, sight

of tiae irmaortal {amria) triply, three life-times have I made for

you-

Ppp. reads tnyayusam; and, at die end, nos krdhi for te" karam.

JUB.iv^3-l has this versicai ; Sriydyusam kcLfyapasyajamadagnes triyayus

am trJny amrtasya puspam tnn dyunsi me "Iqmoh, and several of the

Grhya-Sutras (SGS.L28, HGS i.9.6; [MP.ii 7.2, MGS.i.l.24( cf p.l50)],

MB.i.6.8) give the first half-verse, with a different ending; [also VS lii 62.

GGS ii.9.21 gives the praUka.'l There is no reason for calling the meter

kakummatu

When the three eagles (supamd) went with the triple one,

becoming, mighty ones {sakra), a smgle syllable, they bore back

deathalong with (sakam) the immortal, warding off (antar-dhd) all

difficulties.

‘Warding off,’ literally ‘interposing [something between] themselves

[and]’; ‘along with,’ doubtless = ‘by means or (cf. vii.53 1 : xii.2.29)

‘Smgle syllable,’ or ‘the one mdissoluble’ ; probably the syllable om is

intended.

From the slq^ let the yellow one protect you; from the midst let

the silver one protect you; from the earth let that made of iron

protect [you]; this [man] has gone forward to strongholds of the

gods.

Ppp. combines at the end -ptird ‘yam. This verse also is called

kakummati by the Anukr. without any reason.

fgpt 4arii u

These [are] three strongholds of the gods; let them defend you
on all sides; .bearing these, do you, possessing splendor, become
superiOT to dhern that hate you.

It needs only the tisual resolution tu- am in c to make this verse a
regular anustubh.
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. it' %<a4 ^ 3Tr|^ aitfi

ci^^^ TTT^: iRrai tTh ^^ii

The stronghold of the gods, deathless {amrtd) gold, what god
first bound on in the beginning, to him I pay homage, [my] ten

extended [fingers]; let him approve my binding-on the triple one.

Ppp has at the end trivrtd vadhena The translation implies in d the

readmg manyatdm, which is given in our edition, though against part of
the mss., that read manyantam. [‘Let him (or it) assent to my bindmg-on%
dative mfimtive.]

3IT T^T i^T ffJWfd:!

Let Aryaman fasten (crt) you on, let Pusan, let Brhaspati, what

is the name of the day-bom one, therewith we fasten you over.

For the obscure third pada compare m 14 1. The verse is a regular

anustubhy if b is properly read, as d pvsd d brhaspatih (so the padaA&yit)

This and the two followmg verses, which are not found m Ppp., seem to

be independent ofwhat precedes.

13. You with the seasons, with them of the seasons; you unto

life-time, imto splendor; with the brilliancy of the year - with that

we make [you] of closedjaw (? samhanu).

The verse is repeated as xix.37.4 [in our ed., but SPP’s repeats

iii.lO 10 instead] It is found also in HGS i 11.2, with tva omitted at the

end of b, and for c, d samvatsarasya dhayasa tena sann anu grhnasi' this

gives us no help toward understanding the obscure last pada, the

translation implies emendation to samhanum, and understands the verse

as directed against mvoluntary opening of the jaws (divancatio maxillae

infenoris) : cf. viii 1.16. The Anukr. foolishly calls the verse ^purausmh.

fjrraratrw Tlif TfNmFTu

Snatched (lup) out of ghi, anointed over with honey, fixing the

earth, unmoved, rescuing, splitting [our] rivals, and putting them

down, do you ascend me in order to great good-fortune
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The verse agrees nearly with xix 33.2. The mss read bhindant (p
bhindan) for bhindat in c A corresponding verse is foimd m a, RV khila

to X 128 ghrtdd ulluptam madhumat suvarnam dhanamjayam dharunam
dhdrayisnu rnak sapatndn adhardns ca kmvad d roha mam mahate
saubhagdya [Given also by von Schroeder, Tubmger Katha-Yiss

, p 36 ]

29. To Agni : against demons

Found also (except vss 10, 11) in Paipp xm No notice is taken in

Vait. of any part of the hymn, but in Kaus. 8 25 it is reckoned among the

cdtana h3anns, or as belonging m the cdtana gana^ and two or three of its

verses (2-4) are separately quoted, as will be pomted out below.

[jgfir- ^^TTcR I 1 H

ch^4-Hd)

m fwi; fcrRTftr

Joined in front, carry you, O Jatavedas, know this, O Agni, as

[it is] being done, you are a physician (bhisaj)^ a maker of remedy
(bhesajd)^ by you may we gain cow, horse, man (purusa)

That is (b), take notice of this nte performed m your honor The verse

IS found also in HGS. i 2.18, which m a puts (as does Ppp ) purastdt at the

end, inserts m b karma after viddhi, and reads m d gd asvdn purusdn.
Kaus (3.16) quotes the verse, in company with several others, at a certam
libation m theparvan ceremonies.

TO
^ ^5^W^ 3^ tlRigrajdl'fd ll ? li

So, O Agni, Jatavedas, do you to this, in concord with all the

gods : he who has played [against] us, whosoever has devoured
(ghas) us, that this enclosure ofhis may fall.

The sense of c appears to be ‘whoever has pillaged us m or by play ’

The sense of the imprecation in d is obscure. Ppp. reads as follows . tvam
for tat in a, for b, c ‘nena vidvan havugd yavi^thah pisdco ‘syatamo *

dideva. ‘sya m d; and, as e (or as 3 a), yo ‘sya tad eva yatamo jaghdsi
Kaus. 47.9 quotes the verse (the scholiast says, vss 2, 3) as
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accompanying the offermg of portions of sacrificial butter m witchcraft

ceremonies The Prat
, m ii 77, prescribes the combmation -dhis pat- m d.

’‘'[Haplography for 'syayatamo cf 4 c]

That this enclosure of his may fall, so, O Agm, Jatavedas, do

you do that, in concord with all the gods

Ppp reads yathd somasya paridhis patatih tatha tvam agne

5if% Tifl t u-^ii

Pierce you into his eyes, pierce into his heart, bore into his

tongue, destroy (pra-mr) his teeth; whatsoever pisdca has

devoured of him, that one, O Agni, yoimgest [god], do you crush

back

Ppp reads for a moksau na viddhi hrdayam na viddhi and pisaco

syatamo m c, and yavisthas m d. Kaus. (25.24) quotes the verse in a

remedial ceremony.

-ggrrm ^ ii h ii

What of him is taken [or] taken apart, what is borne away,

whatsoever of himself is devoured by the pisdcas, that, O Agni, do
you, knowing, bring again; into his body we send flesh [and] spirit

(asu).

Ppp. reads for d s'arTre prdnam asum eraya sum sfjema. The Anukr
defines the meter correctly, according to its methods

k ^ 5^1

ftiviixn ^ ii

In raw, in well-cooked, m mixed (? sabala), in ripe, what

pisdca has mjured (dambh) me in the partaking - that let the

pis'dcas atone for (7vi-ydtay) with self [and] progeny; be this man
free from disease.
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Ppp. has for a our 8 a (reading tvd for md\ and for 8 a ydme sap

savale vip,, further, for b odane manthe diva ota lehe, and here and m the

verses that follow, it varies between dadambha and didambha

dcy^N^n wsm ftRirar vs u

La milk (kslrd), in stirabout whoever has injured me, who in

gram growing uncultivated - in the partaking [thereof] - that let the

pisdcas etc. etc.

Ppp. reads m a ksire tvd manse, andm b -pdcye.

dcydiHT ^rsrar fM^Urn ^ -m

I

d^^ i c ii

In the drinking of waters whatever flesh-eater has injured me
lying (si) in the lair (sayana) of the familiar demons (ydtu) - that

let the pisdcas etc. etc.

We are tempted to emend (with Ludwig) saydnam to saydnas at end

of b. Ppp. reads here, in a, b, nearly our 6 a, b, a with the three variants

given above, and b with imam for yo md, and with '/awe, and it adds our

10 c, d instead ofthe refrain.

5W fu?(rai

By day, and night, whatever flesh-eater has injured me lying in

the lair ofthe familiar demons - that let thepisdcas etc. etc.

Ppp reads tvd for md in a, and m b skravydd ydtus sayate pisdcah
ud agne dvdn prthak . ^rnthy apy enam dehi nirrter upasthe In c of the

refrain of all these verses is a syllable lacking, unless we make a harsh

and unusual resolution.

fiivTO ^
The flesh-eating, bloody (rudhira), mind-slaying pi^aca do

you slay, O Agni, Jatavedas; let the vigorous Indra slay him with
the thunderbolt; let bold Soma cut [off] his head.

The Auukr takes no notice of the lacking syllables in b and c, the

latte ofwhich, indeed, is easily made up for by resolving va-jr-e-na.
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^Rk\9. ^n|siRT^^^ wng ^pf:i

^ li55H% ^ ^ %zrkr:ii

From of old, O Agni, you kill the sorcerers; the demons have

not conquered you in fights; bum up the flesh-eaters together with

their dupes (?); let them not be freed from your heavenly missile.

This verse is repeated below as vm.3 18, in the midst of the RV.
hymn ofwhich it forms a part : see the note upon it there,

wKrrst tBrfsram^u u

Bring together, O Jatavedas, what is taken, what bom away; let

his members (gdtra) increase; let this man fill up like a soma-stalk.

Ppp. begins with sam&bhara, and has jagdham for hrtam in b. The
Anukr. refuses to sanction the abbreviation 'va m d.

31^ faiftyij fig II

Like a stalk of soma, O Jatavedas, let this man fill up; make
him^ O Agni, exuberant, sacrificial (medhyd), free from yaksma%

let him live.

Ppp. IS illegible in the last half of the preceding verse and the first of

this; it reads at the end jtvase. Our mss. are uncertam about virapdinam

B.E.H. having -psi-, I. -ptrd-, O. -dpi-.

WIT ^3nrf^:u ^'kii

These, O A gni, are your />is<2cfl-grinding pieces of fuel; them

do you enjoy, and accept them, O Jatavedas.

The irregular and defective meter of this verse is very maccurately

described by the Anukr.; it counts as8 + 6: 5 + 11 syllables, havmg thus

a fcflfad>/i-element (b), but no brhatl.

tsjfig *om|i4 ^ sfel gTO ril^'4(dll ^kll
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The pieces of fuel of tarstagha, O Agni, do you accept with

flame (arcis), let the flesh-eater who wants to take this man’s flesh

(mansd) quit his form

Or ‘of trstaghd’ (a), this name, however, seems not to be met with

anywhere, the pada-t&xi reads tdrsta aghlh

30. To lengthen out some one’s life

Found also m Paipp ix Used twice by Kaus (58 3, 11), with a

number of other hymns, in a ceremony for length of life, and reckoned

(54 1 1 , note) as belongmg to an ayusya gana

SFTcft, Vi y -WITqlrR, -tliqqi -sn^i]

^ q . aijcidw arraRT : otradTRi an^: i

^ 3TT 5 ^ TTT "OT: ^ ^11

Your nearnesses [are] nearnesses, your distances nearnesses,

be just here; go not now; go not after the former Fathers; your life

{asu) I bind fast

The first two padas are obscure, the two nouns in each can also be
both or either ablatives (so Muir) or genitives sing. Ppp. reads paravatas
instead of the second dvatas^ thus rectifying the meter of a; as it stands,

we need to resolve a-dvatas [or read tava for te\ Ppp. also has gatdn for

pitrn in d.

^ ^ii ? ii

In that men have bewitched you, one of your own people [or] a
strange person - deliverance and release, both I speak for you with
my voice

The translation implies emendation to purusds m a, all the mss. have
-SOS. [SPP’s texts have -sas without note of variant We may construe it

with the second yat ‘If they (subject mdef ) have bewitched you, if a
man ofyour own’ etc. - supply abhicacdra ]

^5[ifTT ^ II

In that you have shown malice (druh), have cursed at woman
[or] at man through thoughtlessness, deliverance and etc. etc.
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3^%335%5^ 5^ ^^rfiT %n>fii

In that you are prostrate (si) from sin that is mother-committed
and that is father-committed, deliverance and etc etc.

Grohmaim and Zimmer (p 395) understand here ‘sin committed
against mother or father’ . doubtless wrong

%3r Ijnrrfir mi

What your mother, what your father, sister (jami), and brother

shall infuse (^sarjatas) - heed (sev) you the opposing remedy, I

make you one who reaches old age.

Sarjatas is a puzzle, as regards both form and sense, ‘give’ [Ludwig)
and ‘offer’ (Muir) are wholly unsatisfactory; ‘weave witchcraft’ (Pet

Lex.) IS quite too pregnant Ppp gives no help, it reads in c chevasya after

pratyak The translation takes the word as a root-aonst subj from srj,

. fllir tptot ^1

^ -gtRg Tig Tjj ^11 ^ 11

Be you here, O man, together with your whole mind; go not

after Yama’s (two) messengers; go unto the strongholds of the

living.

The Anukr takes no notice of the defective first pada, the addition of

eva (cf 1 c) after iha would be an easy and natural filling-out Ppp. has

for a ehi ehi punar ehi, and reads hi for ihi m d

^ d . Slfe: W: I

3i]<l^U|ipiq(jT vd^cl^'dl^dllS'SRqil 11

Being called after, come you again, knowing the up-going of

the road, the ascent, the climb (akramand), the course (ayana) of

every living man.

^ . *IT qfTBqftr

dii

Be not afraid, you shall not die, I make you one who reaches

old age, I have exorcised (nir-vac) theyaksma, the waster of limbs,

from your limbs.
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Ppp. reads for bjaradastir bhavisyasi

^ W: II

The splitter of limbs, the waster of limbs, and the heart-ache

that is yours, the yaksma has flown forth like a falcon, forced (sah)

very far away by [my] voice.

The form sadha is noted in Pratm.7. Ppp. has for a dirsarogam

angarogam, combines syenai 'va m c, and reads nuttas for sadhas in d
[and vaca The Anukr ignores the abbreviation of iva to ’va m c.

rft ^ Sljor^ ^ ||

The two seers, Wakeful-and-Vigilant, sleepless and he that is

watchful - let them the guardians ofyour breath, watch by day and
by night.

Ppp. reads, for c, d, te te prdnasya goptaro diva svapanam ca
jdgratu Paefa-text bodha pratlbodhau, by Pr5t.iv.96 [Cf. viu 1.13,

MGSii.15.1 andp.153, s.v bodha-^

This Agni [is] to be waited on, here let the sun arise for you;

come up out of death’s profound black darkness.

In c, udehi is a mis-reading for udehi, which is found in all the mss.
except Bp.^

ddlKU|4^ ^^ ^ slRadldJill Vi II

Homage to Yama, homage be to Death; homage to the Fathers,

and [to them] who conduct [away]; that Agni who understands
(yid) deliverance (utparand) do I put forward (puro-dha), in order
to this man’s being unharmed.

With b compare viii.i.8 b, A’hich appears to give the clew to the

meaning; utparana is the action-noun to ut-pdray (viii.1.17-19; 2.9). The
verse, though by number of syllables a vir&dJagatt (46 syll.), has plainly

five p5das [12 +11 :8 + 7 + 8, ind, read tam-tam for tarn as at iv.30.3?]

Ppp onuts the last pada.
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Let breath come, let mind come, let sight come, then strength;

let his body assemble (?sam-vid); let that stand firm with its (two)

feet.

[In a, b, the order of the items of the return to hfe is (if mverted) m
noteworthy accord with that of the items of the process of death, both in

fact and also as set forthm the Upamshads - e.g ChU.vi 15 ]

m 5 TTpqr 5 ip^ii ^'ifii

With breath, O Agni, with sight unite him, associate (sam-

Iray) him with body, with strength; you understand immortality

(amrtd) : let him not now go; let him not now become one housing

in the earth.

Most of our mss (not B I.T.K ) appear to read tu instead of nw in d
Instead of nu gat m c, Ppp gives mrta, and it has mo su for ma nu in d
both are better readmgs.

. TIT ^ :3tT <*^41 arqpTtsftf %l

Let not your breath give out, nor let your expiration be shut up,

let the sim, the over-lord, hold you up out of death by his rays.

Ppp reads md 'pdno in b, and -yachati in d.

Ksm ^ frtffer ii ii

This much-quivenng tongue, bound, speaks within; by it I

have exorcised the yaksma and the hundred pangs ofthe fever.

Ppp. reads for b, c ugrajihvd pamspadd tayd romam nir aydsah

Our edition reads tvayd, with all the mss., at the beginning of c. but it

must of course be emended to tayd, as translated. The Anukr takes no
notice of the lacking syllable m a, which no resolution can supply. Pams
padd m b is prescribed by Prat iv.96.

f|g:
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TTT^ -ggrr: it

This [is] the dearest world of the gods, unconquered Unto

what death appointed, O man, you were bom here, we and it call

after you . do not die before old age

By one of the most absurd of the many blunders of the pada-Xext, we
find purusa jajmse in d treated by it as a compound Ppp reads, for c-e,

tasmai tvam ihajajnise adrstas purusa mrtyave tasmai tvd ni hvaydmasi

31. Against witchcraft

Not found (except vs. 12) in Paipp Not notices in Vait The hymn is

reckoned as belongmg m the krtyd gana or krtydpratiharana gana (see

note to Kaus. 39 7), and it is quoted with several other hymns m
Kaus 39 7, in a ceremony for counteracting magic

. -qt ^ Tn|-m =5^f§srsn^i

^ 3rf^ §<.'1% cTF^^ii ijn

What [witchcraft] they have made for you in a raw vessel,

what they have made in one of mixed grams, in raw flesh what
witchcraft they have made - I take that back again

That IS, doubtless, ‘back to its maker’ cf iv 18 4, and, for tlie whole
verse, iv. 1 7 4 The Anukr makes no account of tlie redundant syllable m
c

o .^ ^ -sn ^
siotif ^ m 3iRf iTTf^ ^ ii

What [witchcraft] they have made for you in a cock, or what m
a kiirira-weanng goat; in a ewe what witchcraft they have made - I

take that back again

Geldnei discusses kurlra ‘hon,’ Ved Stud i 130

3iRf 111% ^ il
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What [witchcraft] they have made for you in the one-hoofed,

in the one with teeth in both jaws, among cattle; in a donkey what
witchcraft they have made - I take that back again

^ ^ 35: 3rf#

What [witchcraft] they have made for you in a rootless [plant],

or [what] secret spell (pvalagd) in a naracl\ in your field what
witchcraft they have made - 1 take that back again

The pada-Xsxt does not divide valagam

vn^rkr m h ii

What [witchcraft] they have made for you m the householder’s

fire, also, malevolent (duscif), in the eastern fire; in the dwelling

what witchcraft they have made - I take that back again.

'^Tt ^ TEWrat ^

What [witchcraft] they have made for you in the assembly

(sabha), what they have made at the gambling-board, in the dice

what witchcraft they have made - I take that back again

%Trqt

^

fJrETT^ 35: 3lf#lTT%?Trq[l|V9H

WTiat [witchcraft] they have made for you in the army (sena),

what they have made in arrow-and-weapon; in the drum what

witchcraft they have made - I take that back again.

To make the meter complete in the two preceding verses, we need to

make the unusual resolution -ya-am at end of a

W 1^: uM irrfH ^11 II

What witchcraft they have put down for you in the well, or

have dug m at the cemetery, in the seat (sadman) what witchcraft

they have made - I take that back again
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The indefinite ‘seat’ may be used for ‘dwellmg,’ or for ‘place of
sacnfice ’ The Anukr. takes no notice of the metncal irregularities m a, b

Ti# FnfH mqii ^ ii

What [witchcraft] they have made for you m the human-bone,

and what m the destroying (7samkasuka) fire, [what] dimming, out

-burning, flesh-eating one - 1 take that back again

‘Human-bone’ (if not a corrupt readmg) is perhaps an epithet of the

funeral fire = ‘the fire which leaves of the human body nothing but

fragments of bone ’

^ fgnqfei

31^ ^wRif^foarru u

He has brought it by what was not the road; we send it forth

from here by the read, he unwise, O men, has brought [it] together,

out of thoughtlessness, for the wise (dhfrd).

The translation implies the reading maryah dhlrebhyah * m c,

instead of marya dhlrebhyah, as given by the pada-mss , the emendation
is suggested by BR v.1668, but cf maryddhairya (jnaryQ[h] dhanya^) in

MS i48(p56, 1.18) The lingual n m endm at end of a is given by all the

samhita-mss , though the Prat, does not prescribe it. Even the padaAext
has hinmasi (as hinmah) afterpra, here as elsewhere.

He who has made has not been able to make; he has crushed a
foot, a finger, he, fortuneless, has made what is excellent for us
[who are] fortunate ones.

The first three padas are identical with iv.18.6 a-c, and our d here is

read by Ppp m that hymn [but with abhagS for -go] The Anukr. gives

the same false definition ofmeterm both places [See notes to iv.18.6 ]

The witchcraft-maker, spell-hider, root-possessor, worthy of

cursing - let Indra smite him with his great deadly weapon; let

Agni pierce him with a hurled [arrow].
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This verse is found m Ppp.i., where, for c, d, is read • indras tu

sarvdns tan hantu sattvaghnena bhavdm iva.

The last or sixth anuvaka contains 5 hymns and 70 verses, the old

Anukr. says . sasthe tu navai 'kd ca para tu sasthe. One or two of the

mss sum up the Book correctly as 31 hymns, and 376 verses

With the Book ends also the twelfthprapathaka.

trsent gjTot



Book VI

[The sixth book consists mainly of hymns of 3 verses It is

divided into thirteen anuvdka-groups^ which have ten hymns each,

except the third, seventh, eleventh, and twelfth groups, which have
eleven hymns each, and the thirteenth, which has eighteen It thus

contains one hundred and forty-two hymns : and of these, one
hundred and twenty-two have 3 verses each; twelve have 4 verses

each; and eight have 5 verses each. On account of the intrinsic

interest, the variety, and the convenient length of the hymns of this

book, they have been favorite subjects of translation and comment.
Over half of them (79) have been translated by Ludwig m his Der
Rigveda^ vol viii (Die Mantra-litteratury, over half of them (74)
also by Bloomfield m Sacred Books of the East, vol. xlii ; over a

third (1-50) by Dr. Carl A, Florenz in Bezzenberger’s Beitrage zur
Kunde der Indogermanischen Sprachen^ vol xii 249-314, and
nearly a quarter (34) by Grill in his Hundert Lieder.l

[The hymns of 4 verses are hymns 16, 17, 38, 63, 76, 83, 84, 107,

111, 121, 128 and 130. The hymns of 5 verses are hymns 34, 108, 122,

123, 132, 133, 138 and 139. At the beginnmg of its treatment of this

book, the Anukramanl calls it the ‘‘book of hymns of 3 verses” or
trcasuktakanda^ and adds that “that number is the norm”: tatra

trcaprakrtir itard vikrtir iti. The possibilities of critical reduction to this

“norm” are frequently illustrated among the twenty hymns just cited

Thus the reduction may be effected by omission of some of the reframs
and combmation of the remainders, as in hymns 38, 107, 130 (this the

commentator actually so reduces). Again, the intrusions are sometimes
mdicated by the meter, as in hymns 111, 123. Or, agam, they are

mdicated by their absence in other versions : thus hymns 16, 17, 34, 63,

83, 108 and 128 consist m fact of only 3 verses m the Paippalada text For
the sequence of the books with reference to the normal lengths of their

hymns, see the table on p. cxlvm See p clii, end.]

1. Praise to Savita

Found also m Paipp. xix; and m ASS. vii.l 18, the first verse, too, is

SV.i 177 Used by Kaus first (23.2) in a rite for good fortune on building
a house, with offenng a second oblation, then (50 13) for success m
traffic, with vi 3-7, 59, 93, 107, 128 and [ix 2 - so comm and Kesava]
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with offering thirteen different articles, and again (59 25), m a rite for

universal dominion (comm), worshipmg Atharvan; further (note to

42 11) a schol adds it to vu20.6, to wm wealth by Vedic knowledge
Vait has it m the agnistoma(\7 2), repeated by the adhvaryu, as he looks

at the udgatar None of the Kaus uses seems at all characteristic.

'SRcft,

Sing at evening;' sing greatly, put clearly, O son of Atharvan^;
praise god Savita.

All the mss. and SPP
,
following them - put the avasdna-maA after

dhehi^ thus falsely dividing the irregular gdyatrl into two padas [12 : 12];

hence, of course, they accent dtharvana, and most of the pada--mss (all

save our Bp ) read -nah (as if the combination -na st- were made by the

common and allowable loss of the final h before st * but many of our

samhita-mss also have nah SPP makes no such report as to his).

Both the other texts make the proper division, after dtharvana^ and so

does Ppp
,
readmg also gdya for the obscure dhehi Both SV and ASS.

have d *gdd (which is better) for the first gdya^ and SV gives

dyumadgdman for dyumad dhehi. The comm explams doso [i.e. dosd
(mstr ) u\ by rdtrdv qpi, imderstands brhat as the sdman of that name, and
supplies dhanam to dyumat in b. In our edition, the accent-mark over the

sa ofsavitdram in c is lost.

yrUM ^e|R*r^SJ<5rra ^11

Praise you him who is withm the river, son of truth (satyd),

[him] the young, ofunhateflil speech, very propitious.

Again all the mss. spoil the structure of tiie verse by putting the

division-mark after siinuh In both verses, SPP’s text follows the mss.,

while ours emends in accordance with the true sense- which is now
further supported by the other text, and by Ppp. An easier reading is

1 ^troi^TlfsTcirati

2 3TST^- *3FrR^ aT«T5lf (clo lio
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offered by ASS., mamely tarn u stuhy antahsmdhum siknum satyasya

yuvanam adrcn Indraifs called '‘‘son of tnitk^’ in RV.viii 58 (69) 4, the

descriptions of the verse suit Savita ill The comm understands ‘the nver
(sindhuY as “the ocean (samudra)^ m the midst of which the snn is seen

rismg,” and foolishly gives as alternative sense oiyuvan “repeller (yu) of
darkness ’’ The Aniikr apparently scans 11 6 + 8 = 25.

May he, indeed, god Savita, impel (su) for us many amrtas,

both the good praises, unto welfare.

The division of the mss is this time that also of our text, but the

meter is pretty hopeless (bhuri amrtd would rectify b), and c apparently

corrupt. Ppp. has for b, savisad vasupatir vasum (making a, b nearly

equal RV.vii 45 3 a, b), and ASS the same with omission of vasum In c,

Ppp. ends with sugatum (perhaps ‘to smg well both good praises*); ASS
reads ubhe suksitt sudhatuh The Pet Lex. [vn 1045] suggests, for c,

ubhe srutl su gdtave . cf RV.ix.78 2, the varieties of reading show that

the pada was virtually unintelligible to the text-makers The comm, takes

sustuti first as the brhat and rathantara sdmans^ and then, alternatively, as

the stuta and dastra Of course, if the verse is to be taken (as seems
necessary) as a spoiled gdyatrl, we ought to read sdvisat^ with accent. The
Anukr. seems to scan 1 1 + 6 * 9 = 26 [See p.lxix, note 2.]

[^- aitsraf I ^aRTT-#fT, I

2. Praise and prayer to Indra

Found also m Paipp xix (m the order 1, 3, 2) The second verse is

used by Kaus. (29.27) m a remedial rite agamst demons, while partaking
of a nce-mess boiled over birds’ nests Vait. (16 13) has the hynrn m the
agnistoma^ when the soma is turned into the large wooden vessel.

€ng?Ti

For Indra, O priests, press the soma, and add the water; [Indra]

who shall hear the praiser’s words and my call.

Or, ‘the words and call of me the praiser ’ With b compare
RV.vii,32.6 d. Ppp has, for b, c, srnotand tu dhdvata stotriyam havam
^fjiavad dhavam tu nah. The comm regards d dhdvata as referring to the
nrocess called ddhdvana, performed for the addbhya graha^ and refers to
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ApSS. xii 8 2 or, alternatively, to the general purification of the soma
The concluding four syllables of each verse seem like secondary
appendages

Unto whom enter the drops of soma-plant (andhas) as birds a

tree; you exuberant one, dnve away the demon-possessed scomers.

Ppp. reads tva for yam m a. The comm takes andhasas as nom. pi

,

explaining it by annabhutds

^ ^ #5trT% ^uf i

^ 5^:11 ^ II

Press you the soma for the soma-drinker, for the thunderbolt-

bearing Indra; young, conqueror, lord [is] he, greatly praised

The first two pi.das are RV vii 32.8 a, b, SV i 285 a, b Ppp. reads in a
-pdvane, humonng the meter

[^- sT^raf I ^ amidMici,

TTT^, WT, 37p^, ^-SfRcTHl'^qR,

dm-HHWi, csrgn ^

3. To various divinities : for protection

Found also m Paipp. xix In Kaus (50.13) hymns 3-7 (pdtam na iti

panca, the comm says it means ‘with five verses’) are duected to be used

with VI. 1 etc for success m traffic (see under h 1) Hymn 3 is connected

with i.26, 27 and vi.76 at the beginning of the welfare-ntes (50.4), and it

is reckoned (note to 25.36) to the svastyayana gana. By Vait. (16.^),

hymns 3-6 are muttered in the agnistoma by the hotar after the

prdtaranuvdka^

grqf wwr iid %
Protect us, O Indra-and-Pti?an; let Aditi, let the Maruts protect;

O child of the waters, you seven rivers, protect; let Visnu* protect

us, also the heaven.

1
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The accent of c is in part against all rule and analogy, and doubtless

corrupt, we ought to read sindhavah sapta pdtana.

^ TTT^ TITI

qif % ^|«T»TT % 3TW

Let heaven-and-earth protect us m order to assistance (abhisti)

let the pressmg-stone protect, let Soma protect us from distress; let

the fortunate goddess Sarasvatl protect us, let Agni protect us - the

propitious protections that are his.

Ppp has suhavd instead of subhaga m c The comm, explams abhist

aye by abhyesandya (takmg it from root is) or abhimataphalaprdptaye In

c, devo in our edition is a misprmt for devl.

^ . TTRiT^ ^:gT%TT 4

Let the divine Asvins, lords of beauty, protect us, let dawn-
and-night also make broad for us; O child of the waters, in case of
any detriment to [our] household; O divine Tvastar, increase [us]

in order to our completeness.

Ppp. has, in a, sudansasd for subhas pair, and m c, d it reads vihvrti

kayasya cid devo 'suvandadhite sarma yacha nah The comm partly

agrees with it m reading abhihvrtl and kayasya (explainmg it as for

kasya); it also has at the beginmngpdtam, and takes the nouns that follow

as vocatives. It understands abhihvrtl (p. -tt iti) as a locative (= -hvrtau or

-hvame), as is done m our translation [cf JAOSx.389] The accent

requires amendment, to abhihrutl. Florenz suggests the substitution of

abhihrutas, which would be an easier readmg.

4. To various divinities : for protection

Found also in Paipp xix. Used by Kaus. (23.9) in a rite for prosperity

m connection with the division of inherited property; and twice (124 6,

135.10) m the chapter of portents, when two crowns appear on some
one’s head and when the house-beam breaks; and it is reckoned to the pus
tika mantras (note to 19 1) and to the svastyayana gana [note to 25.36]

For its employment with vi 1, 3 etc., see under vi.l; and m Vait with vi.3

etc., see under vi.3.
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['tf-STTtqTfiftR

[^fw- 3T8I^ I s[?nwifq, 3lf^; sf^T,

sFfRT, arf^, ^tr^^Fi; ^ 'sitf&Tm i ^s=qi ®[^, ^

^TMR if^, ^ fpR^ I^^Tirq^i]

o o . ^gsT ^^ m4-4J 4^'ui^d:i

Tvasta [protect] my address (yacas) to the gods, [also]

Paijanya, Brahmanaspati; with sons, with brothers, let Aditi now
protect oiir hard to surpass [and] saving power

The verse is found also m SV. (i-299), which has no for me m a, and,

at the end, trdmanam vacah, thus rectifying the meter of the last p^da
Ppp. ends with tramane savd. The form trdmanam seems to be a bastard

neut ,
correspondmg to the masc trdmanam [cf JAOS x 522, 530 * there

seem to be no man-stems used as adjectives m the neuter], and to have
been avoided m AV by the substitution of trdyamdnam, of the resultmg

metncal disturbance the Anukr. takes no notice.

Let Ansa, Bhaga, Varuna, Mitra, Aryaman, Aditi - let the

Maruts protect [us]; may the hatred of that injurer pass away; repel

the foe from near by.

The accent ofpantu (if correct) shows that only marutas is felt to be

its subject; but Ppp. reads instead aditih pdtv anhasah. In c, the comm,
has abhihvrtas The last pada is obscure, and at least m part corrupt The
want of accent of yavayat is wrong, and its form is unmotived;

emendation to ydvaya or -yan can hardly be avoided. A ’ntitam (for which

Ppp. gives anthitam) is read by all the mss., and occurs again at vm 5.1 1,

so that it must be regarded as the real AV. reading. It is emended m our

edition to anti tarn-, and the comm, also so understands it (tarn eva satrum

antikdt). It IS translated as if emended to antitas; or antitam might be an

anomalous equivalent ofantikam The verse (12 + 8 . 12 + 8 = 40) is not

properly a samstdrapankti.

o ^ 3?^ TIT

^'^fuTtrqfoRI ^ II

Unto knowledge (? dht), O Asvins, do you aid us, make wide
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for us, O wide-goer, unremitting; O heaven, father, repel whatever

misfortune.

The begiimmg of the verse is probably corrupt, but Ppp. gives no
various reading, merely prefixing deva tvastar (apparently out of 3 3) .

compare RV i.l 17 23 b, visva dhiyo cisvind pravatam me In c, the great

majority of mss., which SPP follows, have the true accent dyaus (i e di~

aus, the word requiring to be pronounced as two syllables * see my Skt.

Gram 3 14 b); exceptions among our mss. are only Bp. and 1 Several of
our samhitd-m.ss, have h before pitar (viz. P.M.E H ). The meter lacks a

syllable in a. [Correct the ed. to dyaus\.

5. For some one’s exaltation

Found also m Paipp. xix , and m VS. (xvii.50-52) TS. (iv 6.3^), MS.
(ii 10.4). Used m Kaus. (4.9) in the parvan sacrifice, with an oblation to

Agni; and agam (59.7), with vi 6 and vii.91, by one desirmg a village; and
for success in traffic, see xmder vi.l. In Vait. (29 15) the hymn
accompanies the laying on of fuel in the agnicayana^ and vs 2, in the

parvan sacrifice (2,14; 3.3), two offerings to Indra; for the use in Vait.

16 9, see under vi.3. The comm further points out vs. 2 as addressed to

Indra m the Naks. K.14.

TTlfCcT igrB]

^1% wsraf w If ^11

Lead him up higher, O Agm, [you] to whom oblations of ghi

are made; unite him with splendor, and make him abundant with
progeny.

VS TS. have m a the later form uttaram. In b, ghrtena presents the

rare case of an mstrumental dependent on a vocative, and ought, like a
genitive in the like construction, to be unaccented; it is so in all the three

Yajus texts. Ppp reads ghrtebhir ahutah. VS.TS. exchange 1 c and 2 c;

and TS has dhanena ca for bahum krdhi at the end. Ppp has, for d,

devanam bhagadhd asat (cf. TS. 2 d). This first verse occurs also in Ap.
VI 24.8, which has, for a, ud asmdn uttardn naya^ agrees with VS. and TS.
in c, and reads bahun in d

O Indra, put this man for forward; may he be controller of his
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fellows; unite him with abundance of wealth, conduct him unto

life (jivdtu)^ unto old age

In a, VS TS have again piatardm; VS.MS have naya for krdhi, for c

(as already noted), VS.TS. have our 1 c, for d, MS. has devebhyo
bhagada asat^ VS and TS nearly the same, VS. substitutmg devandm,
and TS. -dha^ Ppp has, for d, our 1 d. The meter of d might be rectified

by abbreviatmgyfvdrave to -tvai (a form found m MS and Ap ), or by
emendmg it tojlvatum

O ^ ifg# Ksrq\

^ adir ^ ?r?npqf^:ii ^ II

In whose house we make oblation, him, O Agni, do you
increase; him may Soma bless, and this Brahmanaspati.

The three Yajus texts have, m a, kurmas for kmmas. and VS MS.
(with Ppp.) put havis after grhe. In c, all three have deva adhi bravan (but

MS. bruvan) The last half-verse occurs below, as 87.3 c, d
(correspondmg to RV.x 173 3 etc ).

6. Against enemies

Foimd also m Paipp xix For the use of the hymn by Kaus. 59 7, see

under the precedmg hymn, by Kaus 50 13, see under vi 1, by Vait. 16 9,

see imder vi 3

[sSf^r- 3Tsq^ I 1

_ 'V I I -v -s r-' K

Whatever godless one, O Brahmanaspati, plots against us -

every such one may you make subject to me the sacrificer, the

soma-presser.

Ppp has abhidasati at end of h.

Whatever ill-famed one, O Soma, shall aim at us of good

fame, smite upon his face with the thunderbolt, may he go away

crushed (sam-pi§).

Notwithstanding the direct antithesis with duhsaAsa, all the mss. in a
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read susansinas; both editions emend to susansinas^ which is also read by
Ppp

,
and by the commentary [Unless I misunderstand R’s note, Ppp

again reads abhidasati at end of b In d, SPP’s ayati is a imsprmt for

ayati^

3R^ gft4yrmin ^ ii

Whoever, O Soma, shall assail us, of the same kindred and
also a stranger - draw (tr) away his strength, like the great sky,

even now (?).

Ppp reads, m a, ye na soma 'bhidasatah. The verse is RV.x 133.5,

which reads indra for soma m a, ava for apa m c, and adha tmand at the

end For this last, the vadhatmana (not divided m the pada-X^y£) of all the

AV mss. seems merely an unintelligent corraption (altered m our text to

vadha tmand) The comm however, naturally makes no difficulty of
understandmg it as = vadhdtmand (explainmg it by asanirupend) and as

qualifying dyudhena understood The emendation mahlm *va would give

a better sense ‘as the sky [subjects] the earth ’ [To my thmkmg, it is licit,

without emendation, to interpret mahiva as a correct graphic

representation of mahim iva with “elision and crasis” (see references

under this head m my Noun-Inflection, JAOS x.599, and p 331 top), as in

RV iv 1 3, rathyeva = rathiam iva ]

7* For blessings

Found also m Paipp. xix The hymn appears in Kaus (46.4) as a help
ih removmg obstacles to sacrifice, or an expiation for sacrificmg for an
improper person; and it is reckoned (note to 25 36) to the svastyayana
gana, for its use by 50.13, see under vi 1

[V9

o ^ ^ wfgarr ^ ^^4:1

^ ^11

By what road, O Soma, Aditi or friends go, not hostile, by that

do you come to us with aid.

The comm understands mitrOs ‘friends’ to mean “Aditi’s twelve
sons, Mitra etc.”; i e. as the eqmvalent of adityOs, which is not
impossible. [The description as mcrt belongs rather to 8.1 .]

^ % a?l8f II
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By what, O Soma, overpowering one, you shall make the

Asuras subject to us, by that do you bless iis.

Ppp has, for a, yebhis soma sahantya, and, for c, tena no ‘vita [that

IS, avitd^ bhuvah, thus relieving the embarrassing change of number [m
the verb] from a, b to c : emendation to vocatatm our c would accomplish
the same result

By what, O gods, you did repel (vr)*the mights of the Asuras,

by that do you yield refuge unto us.

Ppp. begins with ydni^ and has conespondmgly tebhis for tena in c.

This facilitates the rendering of avrnldhvam by its natural meaning ‘did

choose’, there is no other known example of a na-form from vr’repel
’

The comm renders it tatah prthakkrtya yuyam sambhaktavantah [Ppp

has for c tebhir na adhi vocata ]

[4 -

8. To win a woman’s love

Not foxmd m Paipp. Used by Kaus (35 21), m the rites concerning

women, with vi 9 and 102 and ii 30, for brmgmg a woman under one’s

control.

. W
•ggrr TRtW ^ cb|fIi-£J4llW TTjfnW 3Rf:ll w

As the creeper (libujay has completely embraced the tree, so

do you embrace me - that you may be one loving me, that you may
be one not going away from me.

The refram of the hymn is found twice above, at the end of 1 34 5;

11.30.1. SPP here agam, in opposition to his mss , gives the pada-reading

apa gah m e. The Anukr. takes no notice of the metncal deficiency of a

[but see note to 7 1]

T33T Rr W tit W wqrTT SW:!! ‘R II
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As the eagle, flying forth, beats down his wings upon the earth,

so do I beat down your mind - that you etc etc

The comparison here is a stnkmgly meffective once, and the attempts

of the translators to give it aptness are to no purpose

in: 5^ W wvqi 3Tn:ll ^ II

As the sun goes at once about heaven-and-earth here, so do I

go about your mind - that you etc. etc

Part of SPP’s mss. read paryaiti in b. The comm gives sighram

‘swiftly’ as the meanmg ofsadyas

9. To win a woman’s love

Found also m Paipp., but m ii (not in xuc., like the hymns that

precede and follow) Used by Kaus (35.21) with the precedmg h3mm, for

the same purpose

[<? - cHTlIrtn

^wTrgr: qr %

Want (yanch) you the body of me, the feet, want the eyes;

want the thighs, let the eyes, the hair of you, lusting after me, dry

up with love.

Ppp puts tanvam not -am) afterpOdau m a, reads vaccha m b, begms
c with akso, adds osthau after kesas, and ends with asyat&m Read aksyau
in c in our text (an accent-sign onaitted over the aiC). [Delbruck,
Vergleichende Syntax, 1 386, joins mam with kamena so Gregoire, KZ.
XXXV 83 ]

w -qg ^ n

I make you cling to my arm, cling to my heart; that you may
be in my power, may come unto my intent.

The second half-verse is the same with iii.25.5 c, d, and nearly so
with i 34 2 c, d [cf vi 42 3, note] Ppp. reads, for a, b, mai tva dus
animrgam kmomi hrdavasprgam, and begins c with mame 'd apa kr-.
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?!V9. wm ^ 1^1
TTT^ ^cFCT ^ ^ii ^ ii

They whose navel is a licking, in [whose] heart is made
conciliation - let the kine, naothers of ghi, conciliate her yonder to

me.

The comm reads amus in d, and so is able to understand at the

begummg as relating to “women” understood, and not to gdvas; and he
explains arehanam by dsvadanlyam *something to be enjoyed by tasting

’

The obscure and difficult first pada is perhaps corrupt

10. Greeting to divinities etc. of the three spheres

This prose hymn is not found in Paipp In Kaus. (9.3, 5), it is quoted

after each ^dnti gana, to accompany a pouring out of water three times {iti

tnh pratydsincati\ the comm, does not notice this use), and agam (12.3), it

is prescribed m all ntes for success; bemg further (note to 8.23) reckoned

to the vdstu gana.

[^o -

To earth, to hearing, to the forest-trees - to Agni [their]

overlord, hail

!

It IS not easy to read 22 syllables in the verse.

n- ^qpEI%5iifqRt% -^^11 ? II

To breath, to the atmosphere, to the birds - to Vayu [their]

overlord, hail

!

It is strange that in this verse the sphere is placed after the human
faculty.

^’tll^llyMd^ Wpll^ll

To the sky, to sight, to the asterisms - to Shrya [their] overlord,

hail

!

The first anuvaka, of 10 hymns and 30 verses, ends here The

quotation is simplyprathama (or -ma) : see imder the next anuvBka.
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11. For birth of sons

The hymn is found also m Paipp. xix. Accompanies in Kaus (35 8) a
nte for conception of a male child (pumsavana); fire is generated between
saml and asvattha^ and is variously applied to the woman,

3Rnfn I ? TRrqfcr i

^11

The asvattha [has] moimted upon the sami^^ there is made the

generation of a male; that verily is the obtamment of a son; that we
bring into women.

Some of SPP’s mss read, with the comm., pumsavanam in b Ppp
combines asvattha in a, and for c, d has tad eva tasya bhesajam yat
strlsv aharanti tam^ ^that is the remedy of this - namely, that they put this

into women.’

In the male, indeed, grows (bku) the seed; that is poured along

into the woman; that verily is the obtainment of a son; that

Prajapati said.

Several of our mss (Bp P.M.W.E.H.) read pumsi at the beginning
SGS. has (i 19) a nearly corresponding verse : pumsi vai puruse retas tat

stnydm anu sincatu tathd tad abravld dhatO. tatprajOpatir abraVlt

n ^ n

Prajapati, Anumati, Sinivall has shaped; may he put elsewhere
woman-birth; but may he put here a male.

Ppp has in c trisuyam ‘tnple birth’ (or for strtsuyam ?) Two of the
Prat rules (ii.88, iv.83) mention straisuyam (p. straisuyam). 1§GS has for
this verse also a correspondent (LI9) ; prajdpatir vy adadhat savita vy
akalpayat strfsuyam anydnt sv (anydsv 5') d dadhatpumdnsam d dadhdd
iha

1 ( sr^: ) 3I«c«Tr?sqt 311^: I ‘^TRI^ I 3T«c«T: 'gqpf I tt ^
'SSPT 3cMIc;(a|4 I 3qp%

I

(^osfTo
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12. Against the poison of snakes

Found also m Paipp xix Used by Kaus (29 28) m a remedial nte
against the poison of serpents

-gft inf%

I have gone about the race of snakes, as the sun about the sky,

as night about living creatures other than the swan (hatisd);

thereby do I ward offyour poison

It would appear from this that the hansa is regarded as exempt from
the dommion of mght, doubtless as remammg awake cf. Pliny, Nat Hist

X 23 But Ppp. reads, m c, d, rdtraujagad ivdm ni dhvansdd avddlr imam
visam The comm reads and explains janim dgamam m b, and m c

derives hansa from root han^ and makes it mean the soul (atman)^ to

which alone poison does not penetrate^ The Anukr. does not heed the

redundant syllable in c [Ppp combmes ahindm, without elision.]

What was known of old by pnests (brahman), what by seers,

what by gods; what is (bhma), is to be, that has a mouth -

therewith do I ward offyour poison.

Ppp has uditam for viditam m b, and asunvat at end of c The comm
explams asanvat to mean asyayuktam teno 'ccaryamanamantrosahitam

^ . wm tr^ fiR% iqf i

-91 1^11 ^ 11

With honey I mix (prc) the streams; the rugged (Pparvata)

mountains [are] honey; honey is the Parusni, the Sipdla; weal be to

your mouth, weal to your heart.

The comm, reads at the beginning madhv a prhce; he takes the

streams for the Ganges etc., the mountains (par\>ata) for the Himalaya

etc., and the hills (gin) for their foot-hills, the parusni for the great nver

of that name, and sJpala as adj , ‘rich in water-grass’ (s'aivala) all these

are to pour on (d sihcantu) poison-removmg honey. The Ppp text is quite
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different : abhi nd prksa nadyas parvatai *va girayo madhu, madhu prsti

sipdld samdste 'stu sam hrdaya Perhaps parusni signifies here an
‘eddying’ brook, and sipdld a pool ‘nch m water-plants’ [Considering

that the effect of snake-bite upon heart and blood must have been well

known to even the most unlettered Hmdu, I am tempted to suggest

emendation of dsne to asne ] [In R. and W’s ed , correct nadyoS to

nadyaih ]

13. To the instruments and ministers of death

Found also m Paipp xix The hymn is variously employed by Kaus
m a nte for victory (14 25), with in 26, 27, and agam (15 6), similarly, in

favour of a Vaisya, m the preparation of the house-fire (72 13), with an
offermg; four times in the chapter of portents once (104 3) when
Brahmans quarrel, again (105 1) when images play pranks, yet again

(113 3) when a cow suckles an ox (these three in company with i 19),

once more (123 1), when animals touch sacred thmgs, and it is further

reckoned (note to 25 36) to the svastyayana gana

[^- 3T8raf 1 I

qirf ^
^11 ^11

Homage to the weapons (yadha) of the gods, homage to the

weapons of kings; likewise the weapons that are of the Vaisyas - to

them of yours, O death, be homage.

Ppp has vi^vandm m c.

I^ II ^ n

Homage to your benediction, homage to your malediction;

homage to your favor, O death; this homage to your disfavor.

Ppp omits the first half-verse, doubtless by accident The comm
takes the datives m a and b as nomina agentis

Homage to your sorcerers; homage to your remedies, homage
to your roots, O death, this homage to the Brahmanas.
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14. Against the balasa

Occurs also m Paipp. xix. Used by Kaus. (29.30) in a remedial nte
agamst catarrh (slesman), with variously adrninistermg prepared water to

the patient.

[Vi -

The bone-dissolving, joint-dissolving, settled {dsthita) heart

disease, all the balasa^ cause you to disappear, that is seated m the

limbs and in the joints.

SPP. adopts m a the samhitd-xe2idm% parusransam (p paruh
sransarn), with nearly all his mss , and with the comm. The majority also

of our mss [not E O ] omit the h but the Prat, authorizes no such
abbreviation, and the point is one m regard to which the usage of the mss ,

however seemmgly accordant, is not to be tmsted. Ppp reads, m ms
krdhi for ndsaya. The comm takes the two words m a as names of
disorders, which is perhaps preferable, and regards them as occasioned by
phlegm (Jlesman)\ baldsa he defines as kdsasvdsdtmaka slesmaroga [For

dsthita^ see note to iv.17.8 ] [Delete the accent-sign over -sam in c.l

^

^11 ^ u

The balasa^ of him that has balasa I destroy like a muskara; I

cut Its bond like the root of a gourd.

The accent urvdrvds is noted m the commentary to Prat,m.60, Ppp
reads ulvdlvo yathd The comm defines urvdru as ‘the fruit of the

karkatf (Cucumis utilissimus) and explains the comparison to be with the

stem of this firmt, which becomes loosened of itself when ripe • cf.

XIV. 1.1 7. Ppp. and the comm read puskaram in b. Ppp also has kmomi
mstead of formomi, a preferable reading (BR pronounce ksinomi “false”,

but ww-forms of this root occur m Brahmana and Sutra; aksnomi^

however, would be better in place). [See BR v 1348 and 838 ]

P»4ki%rr: 3r wi
^^ fTirakiTu ^ li

1 1
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Fly out forth from here, O balasa, like a young asumga; then,

like the [last] year’s bulrush, scud away, innocuous to heroes.

Ppp. has for b, supamo vasater iva [cf. RV i 25 4] ^like a bird from
its nesf * a much easier readmg The comm, explams dsumga as an

ordinary adjective, ‘swift-going’, and, mstead of sisuka, reads ^usuka “a
wild animal so called ” For c, d, Ppp has adhe *ta ivd 'hano ‘padrahy

avairaha The comm, reads itas [that is itas\ pple of root i, for itas in c

The Anukr. appears to sanction the contraction ite Va in c.

15. For superiority

Found also in Paipp xix. Kaus. applies (19.26) in a rite for

prosperity, with vi. 142.3, using an amulet of barley. It is also reckoned
(note to 19.1) to thepustika mantras.

^ ^ ^^ %5Rr£f: I

You are the highest of herbs; of you the trees are subjects

(upasti); let him be our subject who assails us.

The verse is RV.x.97.23 (with which VS.xii.l01 precisely agrees),

which has, for a, tvam uttamd *sy osadhe^ and accents upastayas upastis.

Ppp elides the a of asi m a, and m c, d has upastir asmdkam bhuydd yo
"smdn The comm regards thepald^a tree as addressed.

X, * - * i _ ^

Whoever, both kindred and not of kin, assail us, ofthem may I

be highest, as this one of trees

The Ppp version of i 19.4 a, b is (as pointed out at that place) nearly
our a, b here. In this verse Ppp. reads samb- and asamb-, and its c is

sabandhun sarvdns tin tva.

ifW ii^:i

5OT9TT ^ ii

As of herbs soma is made highest of oblations, as the talasd of
trees, [so] may I be highest.

Ppp. reads, for b, c, uttamam havir ucyate (which is better) : yava
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tvam aiva vrksanam. The comm has palOsa m c. If talasa is a good
readmg, it may mean the same as tailed (Flacourtia cataphracta).

<=b3?^d1 3l1cJgI RFT^ l]

16. To various plants (?)

Found also in Paipp. xix Appears m Kaus. (30.1), m a healing rite,

explained as intended for disease of the eyes, with various use of mustard
plant. Verse 4 is quoted alone later (51 15), in a rite explained by Kes
simply as one for welfare, by the comm, as for welfare m connection with

food (annasvastyayand) : and the comm, reads m Kaus anna- (not ala-)

bhesajami the three saldfijdiagram of 51.16 the comm , explains as

sasyavallTs.

The whole hymn is totally obscure; that it relates to a disease of the

eyes, as assumed by the native comment, there appears no good reason to

beUeve.

asRT^TW 3!r siTCRiti

3IT ^ gjwraftrii

O dbayu, non-dbayu [ your juice is sharp {ugrd), O abayu f

unto your broth do we eat.

The hymn is umntelUgible, and the translation only mechanical. Ppp.

and the comm, read dv-, andv- in a, b (Ppp combining ugrd *

V-); and the

comm, derives the words from the verbal stem dvaya, with suffix w, and

renders ‘being eaten’ (adyamana), ‘not being eaten* (abhak^amdna),

understanding ‘mustard’ (sarsapa) to be addressed. Ppp. has, for c, yd te

karmam a^mahi [and, in a, elides ‘ndvqyo].

^ ^14 % ^ %wi

Vihalha by name is yoxir father, maddvatl (‘intoxicated’) by

name is your mother; for you are he, not yourself, you tiaat did

consume yourself.

SPP. reads in a vihahlas. The translation of the second half-verse

implies the altered division and accentuation of c that is made in our

edition; the mss read sa hina (not divided in pada-XexH) tvam asi; and

SPP. follows them. Ppp. has for c sevas tvam asi (its d is like ours), but it

omits a, b, and, on the other hand, adds at the end babhru^ ca
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babhrukarnas ca mldkalasdldsavas pascd^ The comm, reads vihanla for

vihalha (which is supported by the commentary to Prat i 46) m a, and
regards hi na as two words m c. The verse as it stands (8 + 9^6 + 8 = 31)
IS very improperly passed as a simple anustubh, [An asi between hi and
na would mend the meter of c if such stuffwere worth mending.]

O tauvilikd, quiet down, this racket has quieted down; both the

brown and the brown-eared one : go away, O nirdla !

It IS perhaps by a imspnnt that SPP reads ava : ilaya (for z/-) m the

pada-text of a (though our D has also z/-). To the comm, tauvilikd is the

name of a pisdci that produces disease, aitaba, a kind of disease of the

eyes; babhru and babhrukarna^ causes of disease, and nirdla, also a
disease The translation imphes the emendation of nir dla to nirdla."^ Ppp
has a peculiar text : taulike Ve laya *vd imailavailai . ihas tvdm dhutim
jusdno manasd svdhd, but part of this belongs perhaps to the following

piece [The Anukr scans as 8 + 9 : 8 + 6,] *[Comm reads nirdla, R has
mr dsala, and T. has nilddala. Comm, has further apaihi ']

Alasdld are you first; sildnjdld are you after; nildgalasdld.

This verse is wantmg in Paipp. (save so far as its last word is found in

that version of vs. 2) The comm understands the three obscure words it

contams to be names of gram-creepers {sasvavalli); he gives the second
the slightly different form saldfijdld. The comment to Prat iv.107 quotes
alasdld "si as instancing the mdispensableness of the pada-^tcxt to a
student; but what good it does him m this mstance is quite unclear Our
Bp gives the third pada thus : mldgalasdle li nildgalasdld. The verse is

capable ofbemg read as 8 + 7 .

6

17. Against premature birth

Found, except vs, 1 (in the order 4, 2, 3), m Paipp. xbc. Used by
Kaus. (35 12) in the nte for securing the foetus against abortion.

[^V9 - W4^U|

[^- 3T«raf I t

O TT4in§ilri

If Unrat 313^
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As this great earth receives the embryo of existences, so let

your embryo be maintained, m order to birth after pregnancy

The comms reads anusutram for anu sutum The first half-verse has

already occurred, as v 25 2 a, b [where the note gives the parallel

passages] The comment to Prat ii 103 notes the non-lmgualization of the

S' of sutum after anu - which is wholly superfluous unless it read

anusutum.

-ffl;# -git

As this great earth maintains these forest-trees, so let yours etc.

etc.

Ppp begins yaf/ze 'ya/M urviprthivl, and reads, m c,d, garbha anu and
suvitave

As this great earth maintains the rugged (parvata) mountains,

so let yours etc etc

^ISTR

^ ^ ag^ 11

As this great earth maintains the various (yisthitd) living

beings, so let yours etc etc.

18. Against jealousy

Found also in Paipp xix. Used by Kaus (36.25), with vu 45 and

74.3, in a nte against jealousy.

[^6 - ^]
[jgfq- arqqf I ^igRTT-f^lfflRRR I

fcqlqT §n1^ 3rgqt

The first blast of jealousy, and the one after the first, the fire,

the heat of the heart - this we extinguish for you.

Ppp. has readmgs m part better . for b, madhyamdm adhamam uta;

for agnim in c, satyam^ at end, nir mantraydmahe The comm explains

dhrajim by vegayuktdm gatim.
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tR:ii ^ II

As the earth [is] dead-minded, more dead-minded than a dead

man, and as [is] the mind of one who has died, so of the jealous

man the mind [be] dead.

“Feeling” would be in this verse an acceptable equivalent for manas
‘mind.’

^ -eRi; ^ %tr 173^

clrhir ^ II

That fluttenng mind (manaskd) that has found place in (srita)

your heart - from it I set free your jealousy, like the hot vapor from
a bag of skin.

The translation implies at the end the emendation (first proposed in

BR.) of the apparently senseless nrtes mto drtes^, which the comm reads,

and which SPP. has accordmgly admitted into his text, the result of
fermentation, escapmg when the vessel is opened, is apparently mtended
Ppp

,
however, has nrtes, although it gives sundry various readmgs (m

part mere corruptions) for a, yad yan me hrdi srukam, m b, prathayis
nukam, m c, tarn te risydmi mu-. The comm divides b mto manas kam
patayisnu kam.

19. For ceremonial purification

Found also m Paipp. xix Translated by Ludwig (p431) Quite
various use is made of this hymn m the sutras. In Kaus. it is mcluded
(9 2) in the brhachdnti gana; it is associated (as are vi.23, 24, 51, 57, 59,

61, 62) with 1 4-6 etc. m a nte for good fortune (41 14); it appears m the

savayajfids (66.16), with the pavitra sava, and the comm declares it and
vi51, 62 to be mtended by pavitrais at 61.5, also m the savayajna
chapter In Vait it accompanies a purifying rite (11.10) in the agmstoma,
and (with vi.69 etc) the pouring out of the sura m the sautramani
ceremony [30.13), and vs. 2 m the agnyddheya (6.1 1), with an offermg to

Agmpavamdna

- -m-clUH

[^- S'RIlId I wit),

WTR; ^ WTFT, ^ I ^ SJ^SR^l]

-m ^ci^Hi: -qq^ i|qTl

5^=1 ^5^% wkn: Trrii
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Let the god-fold punfy me; let men (manu) pnnfy me with
prayer {dhi), let all beings pimfy me; let the punfymg one purify
me

Ppp reads at the end mdm The verse is found in sundry other texts,

with considerable varieties of reading : the first pada is the same m all

(only RV has mam)^ m the second, RV. (ix.67.27) has vasavas for

manavaSy while VS (xix 39) reads manasd dhiyaSy and TB (i4.8^) and
MS (ill 11 10) agree with AV., in the third, VS. agrees with AV., and
MS differs only by givmg bhutd md^ while TB. has visva dyavah, and
RV visve devdh punlta md, the fourth is oimtted in TB. and RV VS. have
jdtavedah punihi md, while MS differs only by pundhi. The readings of
K (xxxviii 2) I have not. The conun. explains dhiyd in a by buddhyd
karmand vd, andpavamdnas m d as either wmd or soma.

. -crdwR: TRT ^^^1

Let the purifying one punfy me, in order to activity, dexterity,

life, likewise unharmedness

Ppp arranges a as pundtu md pavamdnah It gives for c, jyok ca
suryam drse (cf our i.6 3 and xii 2 18), and this is also the readmg ofMS.
(lb ), which alone of all the other texts has a correspondent to this verse

^ RfgiKtT

With both, O divine impeller (Savita), with purifier and with

impulse, do you punfy us in order to seeing.

This verse is found m all the texts that have vs. 1. RV. (ix.67 25) VS.
(xix 43) have, for c, mdm punihi visvatah, and MS. (as above) the same
save pundhi; TB. (i 4.8^) gives instead idam brahma punimahe,

20- Against fever (takman)

Only the last verse is found in Paipp., m book xiii Appears in Kaus.

(30 7) in a remedial rite for bilious fever, and is reckoned (note to 26.1) to

^e takmandsana gana.

o -

^ y-wKqRfi, ^ 'm: Rf^i]
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Of him as of burning fire goes the vehemence (*?), likewise, as

it were, shall he crying out go away from me; some other one than

us let the ill-behaved one seek; homage be to the heat-weaponed

fever.

The translation given implies the easy emendation ofsusmmas to sus

mas^ which eases the meter,* and helps the sense out of a notable

difficulty The comm, and the translators imderstand (perhaps preferably)

mattas in b as pple of mad, instead of quasi- ablative of the pronoun ma,

as here rendered (“he flees, crymg like a madman,’’ R.) The comm
takes avratas as mtended for an accusative, -•tam The verse is really a

jagati with one redundant syllable in a. *[The metrical difficulty is in the

prior part of a; the cadence of a is equally good with susmmas or with sus

mas.'l

Homage to Rudra, homage be to the fever, homage to king

Vanina, the brilliant {p;islmant), homage to the sky, homage to the

earth, homage to the herbs.

The Anukr scans the verse asl2+12:9 + 6 = 39 syllables.

^ w. ^oTtfR ^ u

You here who, scorching greatly, does make ail forms yellow -

to you here, the ruddy, the brown, the woody takman, do I pay
homage.

Ppp- reads, m a, ruras for yasi its c, d are arunaya babhrave
tapurmaghavaya namo 'stu takmane. The comm, understands vanydya in

d as gerundive of root van — sarhsevydya * perhaps ‘of the forest,’ i.e.,

having no business in the village. The verse (9 + 11 • 9 + 12) is too
irregular for the metrical definition given [cf. viii.2 21].

The second anuvdka ends here, having 10 hymns and 32 verses, and
the quotation from the old Anukr. is simply dvitiyau, which ought to

combme with the prathama of the first anuvdka - only one does not see

how, as the two are not equal in number ofverses,

21. To healing plants

Found also in Paipp 1. Used by Kaus. (30.8) in a remedial rite for
growth ofhair.
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[5gf%- 1 1 s=?-3T^^i]

piT^nf^^: g ^fil-b^m i

diWMlsi eg#^ «kt "^rg ^snwg^ii ^i»

These three earths (prthivi) that there are - of them earth

(bhumi) is the highest; from off their skin have I seized a remedy.

Ppp. elides the initial a ofaham m c, and its d is sam uJagrabha bhes
ajam. [See Griftnh’s note ]

## «PT^ sn^ wu ^ ii

You are the most excellent of remedies, the best of plants, as

Soma, lord (Ibhagd) in the night-watches (yamd)^ like Varuna

among the gods.

The comm takes ydma m the sense here given (ahordtrabhdgesu

sadhyesu), and Soma as ‘moon’, which is doubtless tme, but he renders

bhagas by ‘and the sun,’ Ppp. exchanges the place of ‘remedies’ and
‘plants’, and reads yq/na^ for somas in c The Anukr appears to authorise

bhage Va in c.

O you wealthy (revant) ones, doing no violence, desirous to

bestow you desire to bestow; both are you hair-fasteners, and also

hair-increasers.

Ppp. exchanges the place of -dmhams and -vardhants, and reads the

equivalent sisdsantis for sisdsavas Anddhrsyds in a would seem a better

readmg. The Anukr. overlooks the deficiency m a; insertion of stha after

revatis would rectify it

22* To the Maruts

Found also in Paipp.xix. Used by Kaus. (30.11) in a remedial nte

against protuberant belly etc. Kes and the comm, read further in the rule

the prattka sasrusts of hymn 23, and detail a second lengthy process in

the same rite as performed with the two. Hymns 22-24 are also explained

as among the apdm suktdni (7,14 and note). In Vait (9.5) this hymn
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appears m the caturmdsya sacrifice as addressed to the playing (krldin)

Maruts

^ ^jFTcfl' l]

l|qR fqtnt ciWRi

^ 3iic|i^5i Tg%^ sg ^:n

Black' the down-track, the yellow eagles, clothing themselves

in waters, fly up to the sky; they have come hither from the seat of

nghteousness (rta); then, forsooth, with ghi they deluged the earth.

The verse comes from the mystic and obscure hymn RV.i.l64

(vs 47), and is found again twice below (ix. 10.22, which see, xiii.3.9). It

is also foimd m several of the Black Yajus texts : TS. (iii.1.11'*), MS.
(iv.l2 5), K. (xi.9, 13) RV.MS. end with prthivi vy tidyate\ TS. has

asitavamds (for krsnam niyanam) m a, mihas (for apas} in b, sadanani

krtvd in c, and, for d, ad it prthivl ghrtair vy udyate, Ppp. agrees with

RV MS. at the end of the verse, and it combines, m its frequent way,

suparnd 'po.

You make the waters rich in milk, the herbs propitious, when
you bestir yourselves, O golden-backed Maruts; do you lavish

(pinv) both sustenance and good-will there, where, O manly
Maruts, you pour honey.

The first, third, and fourth padas are found as b, c, d, of a verse in TS.
ui 1.11®; Ts reads krnuta (as does also Ppp.), and it omits sivds; it also

has, with the comm., pinvatha m c (which is better). Ppp. further reads

yamOs for sivOs, and ejati for -thd; [and sincatd for -fAd].

Iggcil

T3jin% ''Rff ^ a

Water -swimming [are] the Maruts; send you that rain which

’ito I
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shall fill all the hollows; the glahd shall bestir itself, like a girl that

is thrust, thrusting the erw, like wife with husband.

The text of this verse is hopelessly corrupt, and all attempts to make
coimected sense of the second half must apparently be (like that of Pischel
in Ved. Stud i.81 ff ) forced and unsuccessful. [Baunack, KIZ. xxxv.532,
may also be consulted.] The version of it presented in TS. (ui.l.ll^)

rather sets off its difficulties than gives any help m solvmg them. It makes
maruts vocative m a, and the comm, also imderstands the word as

vocative, not heeding its accent; the preferable readmg would be udapruto
marutas, both vocative The comm, then takes tan together with
udaprutas as qualifying meghan ‘clouds’ understood. Ppp., with the

majority of SPP’s authorities and some of ours (P.M ), reads udaplutas

Then tan (pada-text tan) is read by all the authorities in both texts,

although the sense necessarily requires (as in our translation is assumed)
tdm^ as antecedent to yd. But here, again, all the pada-texts have yah,

which completes their confusion. TS. has, for b, the wholly different and
doubtless secondary phrase vrstim ye visve maruto junanti, making of the

line ‘O Maruts, send those water-swimming ones who, [namely] all the

Maruts, hasten the rain ’ The comm, understands yd, but then also visvd,

as neut. pi. (yrijiyavddisasyam), while all our pada-A&xXs have correctly

visvdh; the comm, then is obliged to supply a ca ‘and’ after nivatas. In c,

d TS reads kro^dti for ejdti^ garda for glahd, perum for erum, and
tunjdnd for tunddna (some of the mss., mcluding our O.D R., have

tudana)’, the comm, also has tunjdnd, but gahld (so printed, but it should

doubtless be galhd, since he derives it firom root garh ‘chide’ ; one of our

mss. (W ) and three of SPP’s have galhd) mstead of glahd or garda, he

translates it ‘thxmder.’ These changes on glahd and eru, at least, are

plamly no real variations of reading, but bhnd blunders over an

unintelligble text. Ppp. is corrupt and hardly legible • perhaps ye jahdti

ktahnd kanye Va dunnonam dunnamd patye \a Jdydm. R suggests that

the line c-d belongs to a gambling hymn, and that we are to read glahas

and drum, a comparison bemg made between the shaking of the dice-

holder and the agitatio of a female at the coitus.

23. To the waters : for blessings

Found also m Paipp. xix Reckoned by Kaus. (9.2) to the brhachdnti

gana and also (note to 7.14) to the apdm suktdni; and agam (41.14), with

vi.l9 etc., used in a rite for good fortune ; as to its combination (30.11)

with the preceding hymns, see that hymn In Vait (4.14) it accompanies

in the parvan sacrifices the pouring out ofwater.

- sitri^wr ^i^]
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l%ii ??ll

Flowing on, devoted to it, by day and by night flowing on; I,

of desirable activity, call upon the heavenly waters

The verse is found as a khila or appendix to RV x 9, as vs 10 to that

hymn It reads there, m a, tadapasas, which is an obvious and called-for

emendation of our text, and assumed in our translation, in c, -kratuSy

which is also an improvement (our P. has it, but apparently only by an
accident); and, for d d devlr avase huve. Ppp has, for a, ahupo devlr upa
bruve The first pada lacks a syllable, unless we resolve sa-sr-u,

3Tt?IT3n4: Tjurfa^l

Let them release here the worked-in waters of the ceremony
for conducting forward; let them at once make [them] to go

The translation implies emendation of dpas m a to apas, or else the

use of the former as accusative, as in more than one other passage OtaSy

lit ‘woven m’ i.e. brought m as part of the ceremony. But the comm
reads utdSy and explains it as = samtatds or avicchedena pravahantyah
[In a, b, the reading of Ppp appears to be like ours; but m c it has
bhavantu etave ] [Cf v.23.1 for otds ]

^ f|raT:n^u

In the impulse (sava) ofthe divine impeller {Savita) let men do
their [sacred] work; weal to us be the waters, the herbs propitious.

Ppp reads kmvanti in b Here, to preserve the balance of forms, apas
has to be imderstood as nominative

24. To the waters : for blessings

Found also in Paipp xix. Reckoned in Kaus. (9.2) to the brhachanti
gana, and (note to 7.14) to the apclm suM&nv, used in a rite for good-
fortune (41.14) with vi.l9 etc : see imder 19, and also (30 13) m a
healmg ceremony for heart-bum, dropsy, etc.

31W{^

siFlf f ^11
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They flow forth from the snowy (mountain); m the Indus
somewhere [is their] gathering; may the heavenly waters give to

me that remedy for heart-bum.

Ppp. reads for a, b, himavalah prasravatas ids sindhum upagachatah.
In d, the tme reading is of course hrddyo-, and SPP. so reads, though
doubtless against his mss., as ceitainly agamst all ours; it is a very rare

thmg to find the fiill form written in such a case (and hence the pada-XexX
blunder hr-dyota m 1 .22 . 1 ).

SUM Tjf' II ? II

Whatever had burnt (d-dyuf) in my eyes, and what in my heels,

my front feet, may the waters remove all that - they of physicians

the most excellent physicians.

The collocation of suffering parts in a, b is very old; Ppp. seems to

read for a, yad aksibhydm and, for b, pdrsnibhydm hrdayena ca^ for

d, tvastd ristd ivd 'nasah. One or two of our mss. (P.H.) agree with some
of SPP’s m readmg karat at end of c; and two of his have nih before it.

The pa(ia-division subhisaktama is taughtm Prat iv.46.

You whose spouse is the Indus, whose king is the Indus, all

you streams that are - give us the remedy for this; for that would

we enjoy you

Ppp exchanges the place of the two epithets in a The comm, reads

stana at end of b Before sthana most of our mss retam the final h, as

usual; SPP does not note anything as to his authorities.

25. For relief from pains (?) in neck and shoulders

Found also m Paipp. xix. Used in Kaus (30.14) in a healmg nte

against gandamalas, with kindling fifty-five parasu (comm., -du) leaves

by chips.

w lanr: M<«u9rBE{

frRdT: Traf' 45^1=3 %l\
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Both the five and the fifty that gather against those of the nape
« let them all disappear from here, like the noises (^vakd) of the

apacits

Manyds etc may of course as well be nom, and the comm so

understands them, supplying gandamalas ‘pimples, swellmgs’ for them to

agree with, abhi would then be left without object, or with mdefinite

object, ‘one,’ understood The comm, renders vdkds by vacanfyd dosah^

and takes apacitdm as accus fe. ppl * “as blameworthy faults leave an
honored woman”! Under VSxvn.57, the comm, renders vdkds by
vdkydni.

Icrerr: r ii

Both the seven and the seventy that gather against those of the

neck - let them all etc. etc.

Part of the mss. (includmg our D R.) accent sapta at the beginnmg,
and SPP with good reason adopts that in his text.

w^ ^firi

fcRcrr: 3iyR4difMc(ii ^ ii

Both the nine and the mnety that gather against those of the

shoulders - let them all etc. etc

Ppp , in these verses, exchanges the numbers of 1 and 3, omits yds
every time in a, and combmes manyd 'bhi, graivyd ’bhi, skandd ’bhi

26. Against evil

Foimd also m Paipp xix Used m Kaus. (30 17) m a healmg nte
against all diseases, and reckoned (note to 26.1) to the takmandsana gana
The comm, finds it quoted also m the Naks K. (15), m a ceremony
against nirrti.

WIT I Hl‘^i I

SIT Tff TTfcq^^^R|^dH,U

Let me go, O evil (pOpman); being m control may you be
gracious to us; set me uninjured in the world of the excellent, O
evil
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All the mss leave pdpman unaccented at beginning of d, and SPP
follows them The second pada occmred above as v 22.9 b Ppp rectifies

the defective meter of c, by readmg d md bhadresu dhdmasv atve dh-

The comm gives sam mstead of son m b. The Anukr overlooks the

deficiency oftwo syllables.

wig oqrar%s^ -qjcqg Traill ^ n

You who, O evil, do not leave us, you here do we leave, along

at the turning apart of the ways, let evil go after another

The comm understands anuvydvartane as one word m c. Ppp
exchanges the place of 2 c, d and 3 a, b, readmg, for the former, patho vya

vydvartane mspdpmd tvam suvdmasi, [and it has md for nah in a]

Elsewhere than [with] us let the thousand-eyed immortal one

make its home, whomsoever we may hate, him let it come upon
(rc/z); and whom we hate, just him do you smite.

Ppp , as above noted, has he first half of this verse as its 2 c, d,

reading corruptly nyucya for ny ucyatu^ its version of c, d is yo no dvesti

tarn gacha yam dvismas tarn Jahi. The comm renders ny ucyatu by
nitardm gacchatu

27. Against birds of ill omen
Foimd also m Paipp xix With 28 1 and 29 1, it constitutes RV x 165.

[MGS 11 17 1 a-e is made up of our vi 27, parts of 29 1 and 28 3 and 28 1

• see also the pratikas m Knauer’s Index] Hymns 27, 28 and 29 are

employed together m Kaus. (46 7) agamst birds of ill omen (the comm to

AV. reads patatribhyas forpatitebhyas of the edition ofKaus.)

Krm srafiT ftwH ^ srg f|q| ^ vi

Seeking what, O gods, the sent dove, messenger of perdition,

has come hither, to it will we sing praises, make removal, weal be

[it] to our bipeds, weal to our quadrupeds.
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RV. has precisely the same text m this verse Ppp begins with devas

k- Some of the mss (mcluding our PM W.T.) read nihkrtim m c The
verse lacks two syllables ofbemg a fulljagati.

Trfr ]5%nTt ^ ^ ii

Propitious to us be the sent dove, harmless, O gods, the hawk
(s'akuna) [sent] to our house, for let the inspired (yipra) Agni enjoy

our oblation, let the winged missile avoid us

Ppp agrees with RV in the better reading grhesu (for grham nah) at

end of b [One suspects that “hawk” may be too specific.]

TTt«f ^ % 3R| "IIT ^ ^ If

inircf:ll^ll

May the winged missile not harm ns; it makes its track on the

hearth, in the fire-holder; propitious be it unto our kine and men;
let not the dove, O gods, injure us here.

The form astri (p astrl iti) is quoted under Prat i.74 as an example of
a locative m f (pragrhya), RV has the less primitive form dstryam; the

cormn. explains it by vydptdydm aranydnydm. For c, d, RV. has a slightly

different text : sam no gobhyas ca purusebhyas cd *stu md no hinsld iha

devah kapotah The AV version spoils the meter of c, but the Anukr
does not heed this

28. Against birds of ill omen etc.

All the verses foimd also in Paipp., but not together; 1 . occurs after

the preceding hymn m xix , 3 at a later point in xix ; 2. m x., and there is

no internal connection perceptible among them. Used by Kaui^., with the

preceding and the following hymn, against birds of ill omen (46 7), and
vs 2 IS especially quoted as accompanying the leading of a cow [and] fire

three times around the house [Vss. 1 and 3 occur at MGS. li 17 1 - see

under h.27 ]

[^6 -

[^- Pr^Scri ^ ^

Tit ^ErUT:!
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With the praise-verse (rc) drive you the dove forth

(pranodam); reveling m food (is) we lead a cow about, breaking up
tracks hard to go in; leaving us (our?) sustenance shall it fly forth,

swift-flying.

Pranodam, ht ‘with forth-driving’, a quasi genindial cognate
accusative RV. (x.165.5) has nayadhvam at end ofb, a better reading In

Ppp , b, c are omitted. For c, RV. has sarnyopayanto duritdni vifvd. In d,

both RV and Ppp. (also the comm) end with pra patat patisthajh, of
which our readmg can only be a corruption; pathisthah (p pathisthah)

mdicates a confiition with pathistha [the non-division and accent also

pomt to patisthah as true reading] [Ppp. has hitvdm for hitvd na.)

These have taken fire about; these have led the cow about,

they have gained themselves fame (sravcis) among the gods - who
shall venture to attack them?

The RV. has the same verse at x 155 5 (also VS., xxxv.18, precisely

the same text with RV.), readmg for a, b, part "me gam anesata pary

agnim ahrsata Ppp transposes a and b and reads pary agnim aharsata (a

false form). The arsata of our text is plamly nothing but a corruption; and

part of the mss. (includmg our P M.W.I ) have instead ariscta [or arfsata;

K. risatu],

i|q% ^
He who first attained (d-sad) the slope [of heaven], sp5ang out

the road for many, who is master of these bipeds, who of the

quadrupeds - to that Yama, to death, be homage.

With the former half-verse is to be compared RV.x.14.1 a, b :

pareyivdnsam pravato nuxhtr anu b.p. anupaspasdnam (which is AV.

xviii.l 49 a, b), d is the last pada also of RV.x.165.4 (of which a, b are

found here in 29 1); c is nearly equal to RV x.121.3 c (our iv.2.1 c;

xiii 3.24 c). Ppp follows RV. m c m putting is'e before asya (reading Is'ay

asya). Ourpada-text accents asya ide, in RV. also asya is accented The

verse lacks two syllables of bemg a full jagatl. [Pischel discusses the

verse, Ved Stud ii.73 cf 66.] [Ppp. haspravatdsasdda ]
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[^f%- ^1 ^grar- "JW, 5iif% I w^- fgne ^

29. Against birds of ill omen
Not found in Paipp Used by Kaus (46 7) with the two preceding

hymns.

^oTtfdii

Them yonder let the winged missile come upon; what the owl
utters, [be] that to no purpose, or that the dove makes its track
(padd) at the fire

The second and third padas are RV.x,165.4 a, b (we had d m the last

verse of the preceding hymn), RV. omits va m c, its addition damages the
meter of the pada, but the Anukr overlooks this [Padas b, c also occur at
MGS.ii. 17.1 d - c£ under h 27 ]

Your two messengers, O perdition, that come hither, not sent
forth or sent forth, to our house - for the dove and owl be this no
place.

The comm reads etau for etas m a; he renders apadam by
anadrayabhutam

May it fly hither in order to non-destruction of heroes, may it

settle {a-sad) here in order to abundance of heroes, turned away,
do you speak away, toward a distant stretch {p.samvaf), so that in
Yama’s house they may look upon you [as] sapless, may look
upon [you as] empty idbhukd).

The sense would favour the accent avairahatya m a, and
avJrahatydyai, which the comm reads, would be a further improvement
The comm also has papadyat at end of a, and, for c, param eva
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paravatam. He explains dbhukam by dgatavantam. At the end of e, grhe
ought, of course, to be grhe, but most of the mss. (all of ours that are

noted) have grhe, and SPP also has admitted it mto his text [As to

Yama’s house cf Hilldbrandt, Ved Mythol

,

i512. For cakasdn, see
Gram §1008 b]

30. To the saml plant : for benefit to the hair

Found also in Paipp. xix. Verse 1 is wholly unconnected in

meaning with the others, nor do these clearly belong together.

Used by Kaus. (66.15) in the savayajnas, at a sava called

paunahsila (paunasira, comm ), and vs. 2 (2 and 3, comm.) in a
remedial nte (311)

[^o - ^]
[^- I ^gcTT- TPft 1 ^

-sn^ #nTf^: TOBf: c|lmj?if 5^:

This barley, combined with honey, the gods plowed much on
the Sarasvatl, in behalf of Manu (?); Indra, of a hundred abilities,

was furrow-master; the liberal (7sudanu) Maruts were the

plowmen

Ppp has this verse only by citation of its pratlka, as if it had occurred

earlier; but it has not been found elsewhere m the text. It occurs also in

TB. (li 4 s’; exactly repeated in ApSS vi.30.20, PGS.u 1 6), MB.iii.l 16,

and K. (xiii.15) The TB version begins with etam u tyam madh- (so MB
also), it gives in b sarasvatyas and manav : cf. mandv adhi, RV vm.61.2,

IX 63 8, 65.15; and the translaUon follows this reading; MB. has vandva

carkrdhi The comm , too, though the reads manau, explains it by manus
yajdtau. In a, he has samjitam (for samyutam). He explains acarkrsus by
krtavantas, as if it came from root kr ! [SPP. reads manau, without note of

variant ]

^ fff II ^ II

The intoxication that is yours, with loosened hair, with

disheveled hair, wherewith you make a man to be laughed at - far

from you do I wrench [out] other woods; do you, O /ami, grow up

with a hundred twigs
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lEven Ae lines of Ais verse seom morelated. Ppp. has, m a, mado
vikeBoj^o vikesyo,mkd^^ dare diflb:col; : bhrunaghno varivdna

janitvcm tasyn te pTujayas suvamz kesam. SPP- i^ads satavalsd m d, with

a part of Ae mss (mcluffing our P.MJK..Kp-)- The comm, explams vrksi

by vrscdmi; but its counectioii and form, m Ae obscurity of Ae verse, are

doubtful. [W. Foy Ascusses root vrj^ KZ. xxxiv. 241 ff., and this vs at

p 244 ] R writes "‘The fruit ofAe sami^ Ae pod or kernels, is regarded

(Caraka, p 182, 1.6) as mjunous to Ae hair; and from Ae designation

kesamatham m Rajan.8.33 is to be mferred Aat it makes Ae hair fall out

But nothing is said of an mtoxicatmg effect. To Ae two trees usually

identified wiA sami^ Prosopis spicigera and Mimosa suma^ belongs

neiAer Ae one nor Ae other effect Nor is eiAer ‘of great leaves ’ [The
Dhanvantariya Nighanto, p.l88 of Ae Poona ed , also speaks of saml as

kesahantrl and of its fruit as ke^andsana ]

O you of great leaves,^ blessed one, rain-mcreased, righteous!^

as a moAer to her sons, be you gracious to the hair, O saml
It is possible to read sixteen syllables out of Ae second half-verse

(accenting Aen mrda\ but Ae descnption of Ae Anukr. implies 8 + 8.8
+ 6 = 30 syllables [as does also Ae position of Ae avasdna-msc^k, which
IS put after mrda] Ppp eases Ae siAation by-msertmg nas before s'ami m
d; it also reads Urdhvasvapne (for varsavrddhe) m b.

31. At rising of the sun (or moon)
Found also m Paipp xix., as m RV (x.189.1-3), SV (li 726-8)* VS

(iu.6-8), TS. (1.5.3'), K. (vii 13), MS (i 6 1) Used by Kaus' (66 14) in the

savayajnas, wiA a spotted cow as sava And by Vait. m Ae agnyddheya
ceremony (6 3), as Ae sacnficer approaches Ae dhavanlya Ae, and agam
m Ae sattra (33.28), spoken by Ae Brahman-priest to Ae hotar^ after Ae
mdnasastotra. *[Also in 1.631-3 “ Naigeyasakha v.46-8.]

I ^eJdl-+ 1 •'TW^n I]

1 -RfifScr 4gin;iiPi -quifPr itr i

2 ^ -STT iTgl% 1 3fe
-
di^R i
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Hither has stridden this spotted steer, has sat upon his mother
in the east, and going forward to his father, the heaven (svar)

Ail the texts agree m this verse, except that TS has asanat andpunah
m b, while Ppp. has prayat m c. It seems to be a descnption of the rising

of a heavenly body, the comm, and the translators say, the sun, but the

epithet ‘‘spotted,” and the number thirty m the third verse pomt rather to

the moon. The “mother” is of course the earth, upon which it seems to

rest a moment.

He moves between the shining spaces, from the breath of this

outbreathmg [universe]; the hv}l(jnahisd) has looked forth unto the

heaven (svar).

RV. (with which, through the whole hymn, SV and VS entirely

agree) reads (as does TS ) apdnaii (p. apa anatt) at end of b, in c, it reads

divam for svah, TS. inverts the order of a and b, and has the same c as out

text, on the other hand, MS. has our b, but arnave (for rocana) m a, and a

wholly peculiar c : prati vdm suro ahabhih Ppp. has (nearly as TS ), for

a, b, yasyaprandd apdnaty antas carati rocanah; and divam (with RV ) at

the end. The sense of the verse is very obscure, made so by the

unmtelligible second pada; Roth suggests apdnati [as 3d smgular], with

rocand “stars” as subject : “They die at his breath” * but this teems with

difficulties [In Geldner’s note, anati was taken as 3d plural.] Our
P.M I.R.T.K , and all SPP’s authorities, separate rocand asya m samhitd

(the pada-Xoxl readmg -nd), and SPP. has accordingly, properly enough,

adopted it m his text : see the note to Prat.iii 34 [Ppp also has vydkhyan ]

Thirty domains (dhamari) he rules over; voice, the bird, has set

up, to meet the day with the lights of morning

This translation is one of despair, and ofno value, like the others that

are given of the verse. Taken by itself, the first pada is well enough, and

seems most naturally (as noted above) to refer to the thirty days of the

moon’s synodical revolution, or spaces of the sky traversed by it in them,

to understand it of the thirty divisions of the day (muhurtd) looks like an

anachromsm; and thirty gods (Ludwig) is wholly senseless pRoth

observes : Ushas, m returning to her pomt of departure, traverses thirty

yojanas (RV.i 123.8): the path of the light around the world thus appears

to be divided into thirty stages.] The variety of readmg of the texts
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Cwito sy vs ) has, for b, vakpatamgdya dhlyate, TS and MS havepatamgaya, but TS follows it with disriye, and MS with huyate Ppnreads -gaya susriyat In c, RV (etc ) reads aha, particle, for ahas and£
while MS substitutes our 2 c, m its RV version, having givenIts wholly independent version of this as 2 c, (see above), Ppp hafaf endivi In a, MS reads trinsaddhama, as compound, the other texts fandtoee of SPP’s authonties) have tnnsad dhama (the W^reSmi isdhamd). Both TS. and MS , it may be added, put vs. 3 before 2

With this hymn ends the third anuvaka, of 1 1 hymns and 33 verses

32. Against demons

for vii^
^ * Kaus. has the hymn

( vss 1, 2) m a remedial nte agamst demons (31 3), the fire is

(no^o"^
^ reckoned

to AA
^ itself reckoned (note to16 8) to the abhaya gana, and also (note to 25.36) to the svastyavanagana. [Ppp then has a thud verse, whose a = vi 40 la, and wh^e b iscorrupt Roth’s note seems mcomplete.]

[^- ^la^, ? 3TST^I s;

3rf^^ ^ tjf ^fiuiiyij ^dmRni

1,batfo'*^“ti?®u?T®’ sorcerer-destroying
libation with ghi; from afar. O Agni. do you bum against fofdemons, may you not be hot toward oiu houses

but b?^ T' accent juhutd m a;

the ^ ^J^hutd. The comm, understands atfoe begi^g nntnr ddve as two separate words, and that is a preferable^d probably foe true, reading The gen. in d is peculiar, we should expeclwith titapati, m impers sense . ‘may there be no sickness befallmg ourhouses. Ppp reyis ghrtam nah at end of b, and. for d, md ’smdkamvasu
(10 + 10 . 12 + 11 = 43) is ill-defined as a mere
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^ SI^T^fqVirai: ^ojl^ ^l^^HCI

1|rarai#qt

Rudra has crushed (sr) your necks, O pisdcas', let him crush in

(api-sr) your nbs, O sorcerers; the plant of umversal power has

made you go to Yama.

A few of SPP’s authorities (also the Anukr., m citing the verse) read
asarlt in a Some of our mss accentpisacdh at end of a (P M.I.p.m ), and
yatudhanah (P.M I ), all the pada-TS\s&. absurdly have visvatah vlryah at

end of c. Ppp. has, for a, b, sarvo vo grivdy adaris pisdcd vo ’pa dmaty
agnih, and in d it gives mrtyund fox yamena. [The “verbal forms with
suspicious ai” in the AV, (s'arais etc., asaparyait : cf. Gram. §555, c, 904
b, 1068 a) have been treated by Bloomfield, ZDMG, xlviii.574 ff., and
Bdhtlingk, ibidem, liv.510 ff. Cf also note to xviii.3.40 ]

Fearlessness, O Mitra-and-Varuna, be ours here, drive you
backward the devourers with your gleam, let them not find a

knower, nor a foundation ipratisthd), mutually destroying one

another let them go unto death.

The verse occurs also m AGS. (iii.10.11), which has, in a, b, -na

mahyam astv arcisa satrun dahatam pratltya, in c, vindantu', in d,

bhmdanas. The latter half-verse is found again as viii 8.21 c, d PSda a

has a redundant syllable unheeded by the Anukr.

33. Praise to Indra

Found also in Paipp.xix., and in AA. (v.2.1) and SSS. (xviii.3.2); and

the first verse, m the Naigeya supplonent to SV i. (i.3; or SV.1.588).

Kaus. quotes, m the section relating to house-buildmg, markmg cattle,

etc., with the simple direction ity dyojanandm apyayah (23.17); the schol.

and the comm, declare it to relate to the rite for success in plowing {krs

ikarman)-, the details of the process described by them have nothing to do

with the expressions of the Atharvan text. Again, it appears in a kamya

ceremony (59 18), with vii2, 6, etc. (by a sarvaphalakama, comm.); and

the comm holds it to be intended (106.1,8) in the portent-nte for the

colhsion of plows. It is further reckoned (note to 19.1) to the pustika

mantras^
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[3gf^- I ^EgdT- F5 i 3=5- ^

Of whom the welkin (rajas) here [is] the allies, [who] thrusts

(?) people, the wood, the heaven - great [is] Indra’s gladness.

This is a mechanical version, not pretending to sense; the verse

appears to be too corrupt for anything else. The other texts bring plenty of
variants, but no real improvements of reading. All agree m c, also in

yasye *dam at the beginning of a, between, SV. has drajo yujas tuje jane
vanam svah% AA. has drajas tujo yujo vanam sahah; SSS. has oja drujas

tujo yujo balam sahah. Ppp. reads tutejanam svah, and, for the rest of 1

and 2, indrasya ndgnikesavah vrsdnarh dhrsadas savas purd yathd

dhistinah indras ca rantyam mahat. The comm, explains tuje by tojandya

satrundm hinsandya, takes d yujas as a verb = samnaddham karoti,

vanam as vanamyam, svar as susthu prdptavyam, etc. all the purest

nonsense.

ffiRT: W:l

[He is] not to be dared against; [his] might, dared, dares daring

against [others]; as, of old, his fame [was] unwavering, Indra’s

might [is] not to be dared against.

The (provisional) translation given implies emendation of text, m a,

d, to ddhrse, in b, to dhrsdnam dhrsitam, and in c, to ^vyathu AA’s
version of the whole is nd "dhrsa d dadharsa dddhrsdnam dhrsitam
savah purd yad Im ativyathir indrasya dhrsitam sahah, [Cf. iv.21.3 and
note, and Geldner, Ved, Stud, li 29.] SSS. has nothing correspondmg to

the second half-line; for the first, it reads anddhrstam vipanyayd nd *

"dhrs

a adadharsayd dhrsdnam dhrsitam savah. The reading of Ppp. was
given under vs. 1. The comm, has vyathi in c.

Let him give us that wide wealth, of reddish (pi^anga-) aspect;

Indra [is] most powerful lord among the people.

Ppp., also the comm., and one of our MSS. (H.) read dadhatu m a,

AA and SSS. and the comm, have tarn for tdm; Ppp. gives no instead;
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instead of urum m b, SSS. has puru^ and AA repeats rayim In c, both
AA and SSS. read tavastamas; the comm , tuvittamas Our tuvistamas in

vouched for by two rules of the Pratisakhya, lii 96 and iv 59 Further, the

comm, m b reads -sadrsam That the verse is usnih and not gdyatrt

appears not to be noted m the Anukr. [SSS omits d at the end ]

34. Praise and prayer to Agni

Only vss 1, 3, 4 foimd m Paipp. xix It is also a RV hymn, x 187
(with exchange of place between vss 2 and 3); m other texts is foimd only

Ihe last verse. As m the case of certain previous hymns with a refram, one
may conjecture that, with omission of the refram, and combmation of the

remaining parts of verses, it was made mto or viewed as three verses, but

the case is a much less probable one than those we have had above [Cf

Oldenberg, Die Hymnen des RF, 1 245.] The hymn is employed by Kaus
(31 4), with vii 114 2, in a remedial nte agamst demons, and it is added

(note to 8 25) to the cdtana gana

[^>5 - '^]

[^- ^ricRI 3#^1

Send you forth the voice for Agni, bull of people (ksiti) may
he pass us over our haters.

?r^:

He who bums down the demons, Agm, with sharp heat (socis)

: may he etc etc.

RV. has vrsd ^ukrena at beginning of b

8F9Tf|Rl^i

He who from distant distance shines over across the wastes .

may he etc. etc.

Ppp. reads, for c, tiro visvd ’dhirocate..
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Who looks forth upon and beholds together all beings : may he

etc etc.

Ppp reads mpcdyati in a

Who, the bnght Agni, was bom on the further shore of this

firmament (rajas) may he etc. etc

Nearly all our mss (all save O D K ), and the great majonty of SPP’s,

read ajOyata, without accent, at end of b, both editions give aj- RV has

asya^ unaccented, m a The verse is also found in TS (iv 2.5^), TB
(111.7.8^), and MS. (u 7 12*), all beginning a with yat and c with tat, and
havmg, mstead of sukro agnir, sukram jyotir (but MS. maha^ citram

jyotir)-, all accent ajdyata, and TB MS accent asya with our text *[Also

at m 2 4, with the same reading, saveparisad ]

35. Prayer to Agni Vaisvanara

Found also in Paipp xix , and m the ^rauta-Sutras of Asvalayana
(viii.ll 4) and Sankhayana (x 9 17), the first verse, further, m VS. and
MS This hymn and the one followmg are called by Kaus (31 5)

vadvdnartya, and used m a general remedial rite, and verse 35.2 is

reckoned (note to 32 27) to the anholinga gana. In Vait. hymn 35 appears

alone in the agnicayana (29 5), with i 21 and vii.84, accompanymg the

covermg of the first courses of bricks

[^^ -

[^fq- cbiRich I 'IwTCI qWill I]

^11

Let VaisvSnara, for our aid, come forth hither from, the

distance - Agni, unto our good praises

A!§S has this verse precisely as m our text, and so has VS at xvui.72

[and ^^S. has the pratlka, a], but VS xxvi 8 has agam the first two p3idas,

with agnir ukthena vdhasd (see under the next verse) for third; and MS
m 16 4 has the latter version, with the further variant of utyd pra (i.e.,

doubtless, utyd d pra) at the end of a Ppp. has the bad reading utdyd pra;

It further exchanges the third padas of 1 and 2, and reads as 2 c upe ’mdm
sustutim mama.
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Vaisvanara, our ally (sajus)^ has come unto this our offeru*^ -

Agni, at our songs, in our distresses

The two Sutras have for c agnir ukthena vdhasd (found in VS MS m
combination with 1 a, b), Ppp., as also noticed above, has for c o^'t 1 c

The translation given implies that anhasu (which is read by all the mss.

without exception, and is quoted so m the commentary to Prat, iv 32) is

the same with the usual anhahsu^ no stem anhan is found anywhere else;

the comm foolishly explams it by abhigantavyesu^ adj to ukthesu. The
translation, moreover, represents the pada-tQyX readmg of agamat in a as

a agamat, but it seems altogether likely that the true meaning is a

gamat ‘may he come ’

^ ^ II

May Vaisvanara shape the praise and song of the Angirases;

may he extend to them brightness (dyumnd) [and] heaven {svar).

Of the two Sutras, S^S supports our cakdpat (comm cakrpat) in

sense by readmg jijanat, ASS has the better readmg cakanat ‘take

pleasure m ’ ASS also has afigirobhyas m a (both preserve the a of ang-),

Ppp has no angirobhis. In b, Ppp and SSS. have yajnam for uktham,

ASS has stoma for -mam, and m c omits d (if it is not a misprmt); Ppp
has pra mstead of ai *su.

36. In praise of Agni

Found also, imperfect, m Paipp xix, and m other texts, as SV
(ii 1058-60), etc

,
mentioned under the several verses For the use of the

hymn with its predecessor by Kaus (31,5), see under the latter,

[^fq- srsqraf I 3#q|

o . sltdWR

To Vaisvanara, the nghteous, lord of right, of light, we pray

for unfailing heat (gharmd)
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The Stoiaa version, as also that m VS. (xxvi.6), MS (iv. 11.1), and

ASS (viii 10 3), IS precisely accordant with ours, that m SSS, (iii 3 5) has

bhanum instead ofgharmam m c

3riw Tirct^ 1^'

^ ^ II

He shaped himself unto all things, he, the controlling one,

sends out the seasons, drawing out the vigor (yayas) of the

sacrifice.

The verse is corrupt in Ppp , but the second and third pSdas in it

exchange places, as they do in the SV. version SV also reads, for a, ya

idam pratipaprathe, and has svar for vayas in c; it and all the other

versions read rturiy our rtunr is quoted m Prat.ii.29, and in the comment to

i 68 The comm reads in a visvdh and cakrpe, and some of our authorities

(P I K.), with the great majority of SPP’s, also have visvdh, but SPP gives

visvd m this text, as we have done ASS. (viii.9.7) and SSS (x 11.9) read

instead visvam, and cdklpat TB. (ii4 19’^^) makes an anustubh verse of

our 3 b, c and 2 a, b, it reads, for our 2 a, sa idam prati paprathe

Ni ! M I

Agni, in distant domains, the desire of what is and is to be,

bears rule as the one universal ruler.

Or, it may be (so Florenz), ‘Agni, as Kama, rales over what has been

and IS to be,’ etc., the comm explains kdmas as kdmayitd kdmaprado vd.

SV (also VS.xii.ll?) reads priyesu for paresu m a, ASS (viii 10 3) has

mstead pratnesu. SSS. (iii.5.8) has our text without variant, also TB (see

above), m b, c. [Cf iii.21 .4 and Mmr, v 403.]

37. Against curses

Foimd also m Paipp. xx Quoted by Kaus (48.23) in a witchcraft

ceremony (against the effect of an opponent’s sorcery, comm), with

givmg a pale lump (pindam pdndum the comm, explams it as a lump of

white dirt) to a dog; and vs. 3 is, doubtless correctly, regarded by the

comm as mtended at 48.37 (the pratika would equally designate vii,59),

with the laying on of fuel from a tree strack by lightning. The hymn is

further reckoned (note to 25 36) to the svastyayana gana.
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[^V9 - WTRTFT'^]
[^Efir- arsT^i ^^gr- iw^-

^"8 o ^ . OT imTRi;

?n?n^iT%^-q5^ gg idtid) pi^n

Hither has come forth, having harnessed his chariot, the

thousand-eyed curse, seeking after my curser, as wolf the house of

a sheep-owner.

Ppp has, in a, abhi (which is better) for upa, in c, yati for mama;
and, in d. It combines vrkai 'va - which contraction the Anukr. appears to

ratify. Yuktvdya would fill out b more acceptably.

Trfr'tiTt ^^381 ^rqar mypiificii

^TRIT^ ^^ : n ^ 11

Avoid us, O curse, as a burning fire a pond; smite our curser

here, as the bolt from heaven a tree.

The distmction of hr and hra in manuscripts is so slight that some of
our mss. might be viewed as reading hrdam in b, and SPP. estimates most
of his authorities as giving it (and the comm. idam\ though he also

accepts hradam in his text Ppp- reads iva in b, and tvam for nos m c, and
divyd for dwas m d.

^'80 ^ ^ 5: vnil^vlud: ?r<f^W 3^:

Whoever shall curse us not cursing, and whoever shall curse us

cursing, him, withered (?), I cast forth for death, as a bone (??) for

a dog.

The first half-verse is repeated below, as vii.59.1 a, b, with a different

second half, it is also found, with still another ending, in TB. (iu.7.6^),

TA (ii.5.2^'), and Ap.(iv.l5.1): these three put sapatas in b next before

sapdt. The meaning of both pe^pram (for which cf. iv.12.2) and avaks

Smam in c is extremely doubtful, and the translation of the line must be

regarded as only tentative. [Bloomfield takes ava-ks&mam as ‘down upon

the ground’: on the score of form and accent (Gram. §1313 b, 1310), this

is admissible; but I can hardly cite an example of ava thus used, except

Pauini’s ava-lomam.\ The comm, reads pestam, explaining it by pist

amayam khodyam; avaksamam is glossed with avadagdham. Ppp. gives

the verse the same second half as our vii. 59.1. The Anukr appears to
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ratify the contraction ’-tram Va m c. [Pada d = v 8 5 d Compare also
iv.36.2 a, b.]

38. For brilliance

Found also m Paipp ii (in the order 1, 2, 4, 3); and m TB. ii 7 7^"^ (m
the order 1, 4, 2, 3) and K xxxvi 15 (in the order 3, 2, 1, 4). This hymn
and Its successor axe employed together by Kaus (13 3-6) m a nte for

glory, with the navel-hairs of sundry creatures [cf Weber, Rajasuya^ P-99,
n 3], and splmters of ten kmds of trees; and they are reckoned to both
varcasya ganas (notes to 12.10 and 13.1) They are further mcluded
[139 15] with several others (i 30, iv 30, etc ) in a rite (called utsarjana,
comm.) in the ceremony of entering on Vedic study

[^6 -

[jEfsr- 3T2Rf I ^gRTT- 1

oqpgr 2IT feftiV-A sir^nt

-ziT ^ I% ^1^ ?>ii

What brilliancy (tvisi) is in lion, in tiger, and what in adder, ^ in

fire, in the Brahman, what is the snn ; the fortunate goddess that

gave birth to Indra - let her come to us, in union with splendor.

Ppp. reads vavardha forjajdna m c, and sd d nai ’tu m d TB. has in
the refrain d ‘gan (or d gan) for ai ’tu.

What brilliancy is in elephant, in leopard, what in gold, in
waters, in lane, what in men (purusa) : the fortunate goddess etc
etc.

Ppp. and TB. agree in reading a^esu purusesu gosu m b

o ^ ^ 5^3^% gignrw -^1

^ '^if^^ll ^ II

In chariot, in dice, in the bull’s strength (vdja), in wind, in
rain-god, in Vanina’s vehemence isu^mci) : the fortunate goddess
etc. etc.

1 ^
I <a ii^3nfiR^ i
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Ppp inverts the order of vate and parijanye m b, TB [and comm ]

read vrsabhasya m a

^ Tn^i

In a noble (rdjanya), in the dram, in the drawn [arrow], in the

horse’s vigor, in man’s roar (*>) : the fortunate goddess etc. etc

Ppp and TB agree m prefixmg ya at the beginning of the verse, and
TB has krandye for vaje in b, while Ppp has, for b, tvisir asve mayam
stanayitna gosu ya Mayu is not properly used ofpurusa ‘man,’ and the

expression is obscure and doutbful The comm takes ayataydm as =
atadyamanayam and qualifying dundubhau f [For the meaning here

assigned to it, see note to vi 65 1 ] In this hymn, agam, it appears as if the

equivalence to three verses were recognized, the refram of vss 2, 3 bemg
left out of account But the Anukr acknowledges four verses, and each of

the four has its refram m TB

39. For glory

Foxmd also m Paipp xix. Used by Kaus always m connection with

hynrn 3 8 see imder that hymn.

[As] glory (yas'as) let [my] oblation increase, quickened by

Indra, of thousand-fold might, well-brought, made with power; me,

proceeding mightily onward unto long sight, [me] with my
oblation, do you increase unto chief-hood.

Ppp has, for b, sahasratrstis sukrtam sahasvat, m c,jivase (which is

better) for caksase, in d, it omits ma, which improves the meter The

comm, has suvrtam m b The ‘‘‘jagatl” (11 + 12 12 + 13 = 48) is an

irregular one. [Cf RV v.44 3, where we have the mtensive of sr with

anu-pra ]

^ ^ W ^^ will R 11

Unto our glorious Indra, nch in glory, would we, rendering
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homage, with glones pay worship; do you bestow on us royalty

quickened by Indra, in your bestowal here may we be glorious

This verse is found m Ppp in a different connection, further on m the

same book, and with quite different readings vayam for nas in a, for b,

yasasvmo havisai *nam vidhema, m c, dadhad for rdsva, for d, tasya rdtre

adhivdke sydma

gw 3T3Tn?rri

Glorious was Indra, glorious was Agni, glorious was Soma
bom; glonous, of all existence am I most glorious

Ppp combines yasd *gnirm a This verse is repeated below, as 58 3

40. For freedom from fear

The first two verses are found also m Paipp. i
,
much altered Used,

according to Kaus (59 26), by one who desires absence of danger, with
V1.48, with worship or offering to the seven seers m as many directions;

and Kesava and the comm regard it as further mtended by 16 8, in a nte

for courage m an army, vss 1, 2 are reckoned (note to 16 8) to the abhaya
gana, and vs 3 (note to 25 36) to the svastyayana gana\ the comm notes

Its application according to 139 7 m the rite for one beginning Vedic
study,

[>£o ~

I ^ -€irc<TjfsT^,

. 31^ aiigT^cJt Tprfgrn- 4 : gjortgi

31^ ^ ^r 3r?§ii ^ii

Let fearlessness, O heaven-and-eaith, be here for us, let Soma,
Savita, make us fearlessness; be the wide atmosphere fearlessness

for us, and by the oblation of the seven seers be there fearlessness

for us

In d, saptarsTnamis read by one or two mss. Ppp. has only the first

pada of this verse i'ieither vs 1 nor vs. 2 is a good jagati, easy
emendations would make both good tnstubh.
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For this village [let] the four directions - let Savita make for us
sustenance, well-being, welfare, let Indra make for us freedom
from foes, fearlessness; let the fury of kings fall on {abhi-ya)

elsewhere.

Ppp. rectifies the redundancy of b by reading subhutam savita

dadhatu; m c, it reads asatrum and omits nasi for d, it has madhye ca vis

dm sukrte sydma. The comm, reads adatrus in c

Freedom from enemies for ns below, freedom from enemies

for us above; O Indra, make freedom from enemies for us behind,

freedom from enemies in front.

Or, these four directions admit ofbeing understood (so the comm.) as

from the south, from the north, from the west, in the east The verse is

found also in the Kanva version of the Vajasaneyi-Samhita (iii.n.6), with

me adharag in a, udak krdhi in b, and pascan me m c; further, in K.

(xxxvii.lO).

41. To various divinities

Not found in Paipp., nor, so far as observed, m any other text. Used
by Kaus- (54,11), with ii.15, m the godana ceremony, as the youth is

made to eat a properly cooked dish ofbig rice (mahavrihi)

3?T

#rErf \n

To mind, to thought, to device (dhl), to design, and to

intention, to opinion (mati), to instruction (sruta), to sight, would

we pay worship with oblation.

The meter in b would be rectified by reading dkutyai. [In his note to

i.1.1, W. took s'ruta here as ‘sense ofhearing.’]

srpTRET wong

gggii ^ ii
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To expiration, to perspiration (yyand), to breath the much
nourishing, to Sarasvatl the wide extending, would we pay worship

with oblation

ariW Ti?#‘3T% T: fltapgin^#fT irat ^:u ^ ii

Let not tlie seers who are of the gods leave us, who are self

(tanuy protecting, self-bom of our self; O immortal ones, attach

yourselves to us mortals, grant life-time (ayus) in order to our

further living

With the first line is to be compared AB. ii.27.7 : rsayo daivyasas

tanupavdnas tanvas tapojdh (Florenz). Tanu (lit. ‘bodyO ‘self apparently

refers throughout to ourselves This verse is translated by Muir,

OST V 296 [Ma hdsisur rsayo daivia nah would make good meter ]

The fourth anuvdka ends here, having 10 hymns and 33 verses; and
the old Anukr says of it and its predecessor together trtlyacaturthau

trayasirinsakau {trtiya- given above, not here).

42. To remove wrath

Found also, with considerable variation, in Paipp. xix Used by Kaus.

(36 28-30), m the section of rites concemmg women, for the appeasement
of anger : with vs 1, one takes a stone on seeing the angry person, with
vs. 2 one sets it down toward the same, with vs. 3 one spits upon it

{abhimsthtvati the text would suggest rather abhitisthati). The hymn is

reckoned also (note to 26.1) to the takmandsana gana In Vait. (12 13) it

is employed in the agmstoma in case of an outbreak of anger

MiWRl^cincbiUI -grli]

w ^rarr TErafkln vi

As the string from the bow, do I relax (ava-tan) fury from your
heart, that, becoming like-minded, we (two) may hold together

(sac) like friends

The Ppp. version is m many pomts different : avajydm iva dhanvina^
susmam tanomi te hrdah adha sammanasau bhutvd sakhike ’va

sacavahe The first half-verse occurs [at MP ii.22 3, with hrdas
transferred to the beginning of b,] also in HGS. (i.l5.3), with dhanvinas
(like Ppp ), and with hrdas transferred [as in MP ], and with dyam for
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jyam In this verse and the next, the Anukr does not allow the
abbreviation ’va after sakhayau.

# -ptii

H

We (two) will hold together like fnends, I relax your fury; we
cast in your fury under a stone that is heavy.

Perhaps better ‘your fury that is heavy’; but the version of Ppp. [with

the comm ] decidedly supports the translation as given asmand manyum
gun^nd 'pi ni dadhmasi Ppp’s version of a, b is this : vz te manyum
naydmasi [cf MP ii.22 2] sakhike 'va sacdvahai.

I trample upon (abhi-sthd) your fury, with heel and with front

foot, that you may speak not uncontrolled, may come unto my
intent.

[I do not see why prapada may not here be rendered by ‘toe ’1 Ppp.

reads, for b, parsmbhydm prapodabhyam-, and, for c, d, para te dastyam

vadham para manyum suvami te [The second half-verse recurs at the end

of the next hymn. Pada d is a stock-phrase : see i.34 2, m 25 5; vi.9 2,

43.3.]

43. To assuage wrath

Foimd also'm Paipp. xix. In fCaul (36.32), the h3mm appears, next

after hymn 42, in a rite for appeasement of anger, darbha being treated as

an amulet osadhivat).

^ ^ ’dKUrw lETI

3^11 ^11

This darbha [is] fury-removing, both for one’s own iman and

for a stranger; and this is called a fury-removing fiiry-appeaser of

fury.

The translation implies the emendation of vimanyukasya m c to -kad

ca (as proposed by Grill, and virtually by Florenz) Ppp. supports the

change, reading vimanyako manyusamano ‘stu me, it has vimanyakas also

in a
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<:1^5t4gJdb(dl

j%<5qT ^355^11 ^ II

This that is many-rooted, [that] reaches down (ava-sthd) to the

sea, the darbha^ arisen out of the earth, is called a fttry-appeaser.

Ppp. reads, m hyprthivydm ‘in the earth,’ instead ofsamudram ‘to the

sea’; end of c, and d, nisthitas sa ce ‘stu vimanyakah. The Anukr. takes no
notice of the deficiency of a syllable in a.

^ iggsqt ^h!% tgw

We conduct away the offense (? sarani) of your jaws, away
that of your mouth, that you may not speak uncontrolled, may
come unto my intent.

The last half-verse is a repetition of vi.423 c, d [which see]; it is

wanting in Ppp., perhaps as result of a lacuna. Most of the mss. have the

false reading mukhyan in b, but SPP. also emends to -dm, being supported

by the comm. The latter explains saranim by hinsdhetubhUtdm
krodhdbhivyanjikdm dhamanim.

44. For cessation of a disease

[Partly prose - vs 3.] The verse 1, 2 are found also in Paipp., 1 a, b in

iii.; 1 c, d and 2 in xix. Used m Kaus. (31,6) in a remedial rite against

slander (apavdda; but the text [cf. Bloomfield, p.xlv.] reads apavdtaX
with help of a self-shed cow-hom properly prepared.

[x'jf -

gft 'i%ai ^inb.1

^ ^11 ^11

The heaven has stood; the earth has stood; all this living world
has stood; the trees have stood, sleeping erect; may this disease of
yours stand.

The peculiar epithet urdhvasvapna was applied by Ppp. to a tree also
in its version of 30.3, above. [“Stand,” i.e. ‘come to a standstill.’]
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^ . -gcT w ferrf^ ^ ^dil^ ^eri

^5r5T •d’Fir^f^u ’R II

What hundred remedies are yours, and [what] thousand,

assembled - [with them you are] the most excellent remedy for

flux, the best effacer of disease

Ppp has yat for ya m a, and sambhrtdni (for -gatani) in b, instead of
c. It reads tesdm asi tvam uttamam andsrdva saroganani^ (= ii 3 2 c,

m d, -stha The Ppp reading, and n3.2, suggest supplying rather ‘of

them’ than ‘with them’ between the half-verses. The comm understands

a, b as addressed to the patient (yyddhita) *[Intendmg, presumably,

andsrdvam aroganam ]

%«|rupfiT w srf^ fqgw ^ ii

Rudra’s unne are you, the navel of the immortal (amrta); vis

anaka (‘homy’) by name are you, arisen from the root of the

Fathers, an effacer of the vdtlkrta.

This prose-stanza is reckoned by the Anukr as if metrical. V&tlkrta,

like vatlkara, is too doubtful to render, its derivation from v&ta ‘wmd’ is

extremely imsatisfactory, and Zimmer’s connection of vata with our

“wound” etc is also questionable, the comm understands vatl

krtanasam (yati = asrdvasya rogasya sosayitri). The name visanakd

points to some use of a hom, such as is mdicated m the Kausika

(svayamsrasta gosrnga ‘a self-shed cow-hom’). [Note that the epithet

“deciduous” {svayamsrastd) coroborates the etymology of vtsdna as set

forthW at 111 7 1 ,
note ] The verse (7 + 6 8 + 8 + 7) does not at all agree

with the description of the Anukr

45. In atonement of offenses

Found also m Paipp. xix This hymn and the one next followmg are

used together by Kaus (46 9) m a nte against bad dreams, and they are

both reckoned (note, ib ) to the duhsvapnanasana gana

3lf^-^(3l%Tr), 3I%1T, 3WI ^:gcIT- 1

•qaqiqfe, R

xr^ q^ <441% ^ ’Ttj % TFT: II Rll
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Go far away, O mmd-evil* why utter (sans) you things

unuttered? Go away; I desire you not, do you frequent (sam-cara)

trees, woods; in houses, in kine [is] my mind

The combination manasp&pa is expressly prescnbed by Prat ii 79,

and the anomalous conversion of the final of vrksan to anusvara by
Prat li 28 Ppp has, for a, ape ’hi manasas pate (which RV has at the

begummg of x 164.1), and omits e The comm regards manas and papa
as two mdependent words in a, and reads s'ansati m b, and vrksavanam m
d

MyvralmRTT

^FOT^^snglRlI

If (yat) by down-utterance, out-utterance, forth-utterance we
have offended (upa-r)^ waking or (yai) sleeping, let Agni put far

away from us all disagreeable ill-deeds.

The verse corresponds to RV. x 164 3, which reads m a yad dsasd
nihsasd "bhisasd, of these words the first and third have usage elsewhere,

and a determinable meanmg, ‘wish^ or ‘expectation’ and ‘imprecation’.

The Atharvan substitutes occur only here, and the root sans is not met
with combmed with either ava, ms (except in the doubtful aniMasta^ RV.
once), or pard^ so that it has been necessary to render the words
mechanically above TB. (m7.12^) has a only, with nisasd (instead of
nihsasd), which is equally unsupported.* The comm, regards all the

words as contammg the root sas ‘cut,’ paraphrasmg it by hins ‘mjure’,

updrima he renders by updrtdh ptdita bhavema, turning the active mto a
passive [Pada b recurs at vi 96 3 ] *[TB has yad dsasd nisasd yat
pard^asd, blendmg RV. and AV. readmgs ]

31^ ^ : II ^ II

If (yat), O Indra, O Brahmanaspati, we also proceed falsely, let

the Angirasa, forethoughtful, protect us from difficulty, from
distress.

The verse is RV x 164 4, which, however, has the better readmgs
abhidroham for apt mrsa m b, and dvisatam for dunt&t in d Ppp. reads,

for d, dvisataspdtu tebhyah

It is probably only on account of the occurrence m it of the word
svapantas (2 b) that this hymn is m our text put in connection with the
one that follows
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46. Against evil dreams

The first and third verses are found also m Paipp. xix ,* but not in

connection with the hymn which here precedes The first two “verses”
are pure prose, and their descnption as metncal gives the Anukr much
trouble, with unsatisfactory result The hymn is used by Kaus (46.9) with
the preceding . see under the latter; fiirther, in the same ceremonies
agamst bad dreams appears (46 13) a pratlka which might sigmfy either

vs 2 or XVI 5 1 the comm holds that the former is intended (as mcludmg
vss 2 and 3). *[Roth reports xix 57 1 (= vs 3 here) as occumng in Paipp
u]

3I%TT, ^ 1 ^gctr- 1 ^

You who are not alive, not dead, immortal-embryo of the gods

are you, O sleep; Varunanl is your mother, Yama your father;

Aram by name are you.

Ppp. reads yamas pita The mss. are much at vanance as to two

pomts in this verse * whether asi or asi after -garbhas^ and whether ararus

or ararus As regards the foniier, they are nearly equally divided, both

prmted texts give asi^ which is doubtless preferable In the other case, the

great majority of authorities have ararus^ which is accordingly adopted in

both texts (our Bp E T.K read ararus) but TB (u.2.9'^) and MS.
(iv 1 10), which have a legend about an Asura of this name, accent araru,

and this was probably to have been preferred

We know your place of birth (janitrd), O sleep; you are son of

the gods’ sisters (-Jdmi), agent ofYama; end-maker are you; death

are you; so, O sleep, do we comprehend you here; do you, O sleep,

protect us from evil-dreammg.

This verse is repeated below as xvi 5.6 The comm, renders -jdmi by -

strt.
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^ ^ 11

As a sixteenth, as an eighth, as a [whole] debt they bring

together, so do we bring together all evihdreaming for him who
hates us

‘Bring together,’ i.e. ‘pay off, discharge ’ This verse is RV viii 47 17

a-d, where, however, is read sam’-naydmasi also at end of b (instead of -

yanti)^ and dptye for dvisate m d, it is also found again below, with slight

differences, as xix.57 1. ‘Eighth’ is literally ‘hoof (saphd), from the eight

hoofs of cattle etc. The sixteenth or eighth is possibly the interest All the

authorities, for once, agree m reading yat/za rnam (instead ofyatha mam),
and It IS accordingly received m both published texts

47. For blessings : at the three daily libations

Found also m Paipp. xix and in TS. (li 1 9^’^), and KSS Not used by
Kaus , appears m Vait (21 7) m the agnistoma, with vi.48 and ix 1 11-13,

at the savanas

^ W^TII ^11

Let Agni at the morning libation (savand) protect us, he that

belongs to all men (yais'vdnara), all-maker, all-wealful, let him,

the punfier, set us in property (draviria); may we be long-lived,

provided with draughts.

Ppp ends b with pathikrd visvakrstihL, and TS. has mahma, KSS
(ix3.21) mahlndm, and MS (i 3 36) visvadrls, for vis'vakrt, all have
dravinam (for -ne) m c; and MS reads prdtah savandX m a [As to the
morning mvocation of Agni, see Bloomfield, JAOS xvi.lO ] The comm,
explams sahabhaksds by samdnasomapdndh putrapautrddibhih
sahabhojand vd

-Mkr Wttii ^ II
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May all the gods, the Maruts, Indra, not leave us at this second
libation; long-lived, speaking what is dear to them, may we be m
the favour of the gods.

Neither Ppp nor TS nor KSS (ix.14.17) have any variant m this

verse.

This third libation [is] of the poets (kavi), who rightfully

(rtend) sent out the bowl; let those Saudhanvanas/ who have
attained heaven, conduct our happy-offering unto what is better.

That is (a), of the Ribhus, one of whose merits, leading to the

conferral of immortality upon them, was their service to the ceremonial in

connection with the libational bowl, which they made four. [For this the

comm, gives ample citations, e.g. RV. i. 16 1.2.] Ppp combines, in c,

saudhanvana "mrta "’nasdnds, and ends the verse with nayatha, TS. has
the insigmficant variants of suvar in c, and vastyas m d; KSS. (x.3.21)

reads trttyasavanam m a, and no "bhi vasiyo n- in d

48. To the deities of the three daily libations

[Not metrical.] Not found in Paipp , but occurs in (xii 3.4^'^), TS
iii2.l\ PBi.3.8 and 5.12, 15, GB. (i.5.12-14), SI§S (vi.8.10-12), and
KSS. (xiii.1-11). Used by Kaus. (56.4), in the upanayana ceremony, as

the teacher gives and the pupil accepts a staff; and again (59.26) in the

kdmya rites, with vi.40 : see the latter; [and again (59.27), alone, with

delivering a staff to one consecrated or to a Vedic student;] and Kes
[schol. to 16.8] regards the hymn as going with hymn 40 m the battle

incantations. In Vait. it is employed with the preceding hymn (see the

latter), and also (17.10) at an earher part of the agnistoma^ with the

suvanas [in the verse-order 1, 3, 2].

['€6 - 'WRdctW'i

"Ml

A falcon are you, with gayatra for meter; I take hold after you;

carry me along to welfare at the close (udrcy of this offering :

hail!

1 gcFSFT "gsiT: (i^o I
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All the other texts read sam paraya for sum vaha^ and

SB TS PB.GB K6S end there, SSS adds our further refrain, but with

udrcam (for -ci), and omitting svahd, SSS also adds patva after asi at the

beginnmg, m all the three verses The comm regards the sacrifice itself as

addressed in each verse. He says of udrci uttamd \asdnavartiny rg

udrk The metncal definitions of the Anukr. are so far correct that the

verses can be read as 28 syllables

ag^ ^^1

T5[f^ ITT ^ ^ II

A Ribhu are you, withjagat for meter, I take hold etc. etc.

All the other texts put this verse last, as it properly belongs

SB TS.GB end all three verses m the same way; SSS omits the refiram

after the first verse, but states that it is the same in the others, KSS. ends

also with -chandds in the second and third verses Instead of rbhur asi,

TS has saghd *si (and jagatichandds\ GB. and PB have svaro 'si gayo
'si, and SI§S. has sakhd *si patva.

A bull are you, with tristubh for meter; I take hold etc etc.

At the beginning of this verse the authorities vary greatly

SB.TS KSS have suparno "si, S§S. the same, with patva added (as m the

other verses); PB vrsako 'si, GB samrad asi. The comm identifies the

“bull” with Indra.

49. To Agni etc.

Found also in Paipp xix Further in K. (xxxv. 14-15), and the first

two verses m ApSS xiv.29 3, the first in TA (vi 10.1) and JB. (ii.218), the

last in RV (x.94.5); they seem to be three uncoimected verses Their very
obscure and questionable content is explained by the comm, as

accompanymg and referrmg to the fire that consumes a deceased teacher,

the hyim is to be spoken by a pupil this the Kausika prescribes (46.14).

In ApSS , the two verses are two out of six with which a consecrated
person is to accompany six oblations offered m case he spills his seed.

Parts of the hymn relate to the action of the pressing stones in crushing
the stalks of the soma-plant.
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[^-^1 ^ TjfTTcft, ^ f^WT^i]

. gf| ^ 3T«^ -^inHy -q^:!

Stirely no mortal, O Agni, has attained the cruelty of your self
(tanii) The ape gnaws (Jbhas) the shaft (tejana), as a cow her own
after-birth.

That IS, perhaps (a) had succeeded m inflicting a wound on you Ppp.
differs only m reading martyam at end of a For tanvas in a, TA Ap. have
the equivalent tanuvav, for dnans'a in b, TA cakdra, Ap dnds'a-, for svam
in c, TA punar The comm has bibhasti m c (also 2 d [which see]).

Like a ram, you are bent both together and wide apart, when in

the upper wood [the upper] and the lower stone devour; exciting

{ard) head with head, breast (apsas) with breast, he gnaws the

soma-stalks (ansu) with green mouths

In a, ‘ram’ (mesa) perhaps means somethmg made of ram’s wool or

skin, or the action of the stones is compared to that of a ram, butting and
drawmg back. K (of which I happen to have the readmgs m this verse)

gives mesa iva yad upa ca vi ca carvati, and Ap. the same, except the

blundering earvari for carvati. The comm has ucyase for acyase, Ppp’s a

IS tvesai \a sinca itaror varnyate. In b, which is the most hopeless part of
the verse, K. reads yad apsaradrur uparasya khddati^ and Ap. doubtless

mtends the same, but is corrupted m part to apsararuparasyc^ The comm
has aparas for uparas. In c, K has vaksasd vaksa ejayann, Ap. the same,

and also, blundenngly, girau for siro Ppp has apsard 'pso. In d, K
begins with ansum, Ap. has the same and also gabhasti^ the comm agam
bibhasti The comm, has two different conjectures, both worthless, for

uttaradrau, [Pischel discusses apsas, Ved Stud i 308,ff., and this vs. at

p312. Aufrecht discusses the roots bhas, KZ xxxiv458. Hillebrandt

discusses this vs ,
Ved MythoL i.l54 ]

fq ^ H ll

The eagles have uttered (kr) their voice close m the sky; in the

lair (dkhard) the black lively ones have danced; when they come
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down to the removal of the lower [stone] ^ they have assumed

much seed, they that resort to the sun

In c, RV. has nyan (p. nyali^ ni yanti^ for which our reading is

evidently a corruption - as is probably also niskrtim for RV. niskrtam, and

suryasritas for RV. -svitas at the end. The comm, has divi instead of dyavi

m a. Ppp- has a very ongmal d . puro vdco dadhire suryasya. There is no
reason for reckoning thisjagati as virdj.

50* Against petty destroyers of grain

Only the second verse is found in Paipp., in book xix.; and no
occurrence of any part of the hymn has been noted elsewhere. Its intent is

obvious. In Kaus (51.17) the hymn is applied in a rite for riddmg the

fields of danger firom mice and other pests : one goes about the field

scratching lead with iron (? the comm, reads ayahsisam gharsan); and it

is reckoned (note to 16 8) to the abhaya gana.

[k o «

3T«T^ 1 -qaqiqRb |]

it ^
Smite, O Asvms, the borer, the samanka^ the rat; split their

head, crush in their ribs; lest they eat the barley, shut up their

mouth; then make fearlessness for the grain.

All the mss. accent asvma, as if the word began the second pada
mstead of ending the first, and SPP. follows them; our text emends to asv-

. In b, SPP. reads, with most of the mss., chintam^ which is better, being
prescribed by Prat.ii.20. The comm, reads at the beginning of c yuvam
ned adat. Tarda perhaps denotes a special kmd of dkhu or rat. The comm,
regards samanka as adj. to dkhum and = samancanam bilarh sampravifya
gacchantam,

t t IT

Hey, borer! hey, locust! hey, grinder, upakvasa! as a priest

(brahman) an unfinished oblation, not eating this barley, go up
away, doing no harm.

1 (f%o I
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Ppp’s version is quite corrupt . tarda hem patanga hem jabhyd
upakvasah anadanta idam dhdnya hinsanto ‘podita . The comm leads
apakvasas m b (explaimng it by adagdhah santah), and brahma (mstead
of brahma) m c, and anudantas at begmnmg of d The first two padas are
deficient by a syllable each [I think Roth mtended hi twice, not hem ]

yasilWCTT SIT vju ild ^1

O lord of borers, lord of vaghd'sl with and jaws do you (pi

)

listen to me what devourers (yyadvara) there are of the forest,

and whatever devourers you are, all them do we gnnd up.

In vyadvaras^ some of our mss blunder the dv mto ddh or dhv^ even
ddhv, but most of them, with all SPP’s authorities save one, have
vyadvaras^ which is accordingly, doubtless with reason, admitted by SPP
mto his text as the true reading, and our vyadhv- is to be corrected

accordingly [For vy-advara, vy-advari, see note to in 28 2 But at

HGS 11 16 5 we have vyadhvara with masaka; cf note to ii 31.4.] Some
mss appear to read vatyapate m a, but SPP gives vagha- as supported by
all, his authonties, and the comm, also has it, givmg it a fictitious

etymology from ava-han% he explains it by patahgddi Pada b is

redundant, unless we contract -hha ' ’srnota

51. For various blessings

Found also m Paipp. xix., in the verse-order 1, 3, 2 The hymn is

reckoned by Kaus. (9 2) to the brhachanti gana, it is used (25 20) m
healmg rites against various diseases, and (25 21) especially agamst

disorders arising from soma dnnkmg; and (41.14), with h^ymn 19 and

others, in a ceremony for good fortune, it is further (note to 7 14) one of

the apdm suktdni, Vait (30 7) has it m the sautrdmanl ceremony with the

preparation surd for one disordered by soma [Kesava (to 61 5) counts

this hymn (not 57) to a pavitra gana ]

[^- ^ERIT- 3TTT, ^ WTl ^

^ ^ -^sTncTti]

nfsiihir sif# |?r:l

'fSf: TTGrril^ll

Purified with Vayu’s punfier. Soma [has] run ever opposite

(pratyan), Indra’s suitable companion.
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The translation implies, at the end of b, ati drutas (or atidrutas^ as the

comm appears to read), which SPP has rightly m his text In most mss
dru and hru are hardly distmguishable (and not easily distinguishable

from du and hu), and hru was unfortunately adopted in our text, because

the first mss consulted favored that readmg Ppp has mstead adhisrutah

The verse is found twice *m VS (x 3 1 d; xix. 3 a), twice in TB (ii 6 1^"^

two immediately successive versions), and thnce in MS (ii 3 8, and

iiiTl 7 two immediately successive versions), and, what is unusual, with

differences of reading m the different versions VS differs from our text

[see note*] m b, havmg m x atisrutas, and m xix atidrutas TB has both

times vdyus at the beginnmg, but m b the first time prank and the second

pratyank both times atidrutas MS has m ii. vayos (doubtless a misprmt

for vayos) and atisrutas; m in., the first time vdyus, prdk, and atidrutas,

the second time vayos, pratyak and atisrutas. The Atharvan readmg,

according to the Prat phonetic rule ii.9, ought to be pratyank before a

followmg s, but (as explained m the note to that rule) the mss read simple

n, and both printed texts adopt it. [Cf. Weber, Rajasuya, p 101, n7]
*[Should be “thnce . W overlooked that at xix 3 also there are two
immediately successive versions, the first with pratyank atidrutah, the

second with prank atidrutah Moreover, VS has m x (like TB

)

vdyuh.l

few ^^ ^ xffTTII ^ II

Let the mother waters further (sud) us, let the ghl-punfying

ones punfy us with ghi; since the heavenly ones carry forth all evil

(ripray, forth from them, indeed, I come clean, punfied

The verse is found also as RV x 17.10, with the single vanant
sundhayantu at end of a; the comm, gives to sud- the same meaning (ks

dlayantu pdparahitdn suddhan kurvantu). VS (iv.2) also has it, precisely

in the RV version, and MS (i 2 1), with md for asmdn and nas m a and b,

and with -vahantu m c. Ppp has -vahantu likewise, and at the end it reads

putay emi, which, cunously enough, Schroder notes as read by two of his

mss and by the Kapisthala text Ppp. has further the phonetic p graphic]

vanant ghrtapuvas m b.

Whatever, O Varuna, that is hateful to the people of the gods

1 MPT-tTOl I (f%o V I
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human beings practise here, if without intention we have
obstructed your ordinances (dharman), do not, O god, harm us for
that sin

The verse is RV vii 89 5, which, however, reads at end of b
caramasi, and at beginning of c acittlyat tava etc. TS (in 4 11^) and MS
(iv 12 6) agree precisely with RV

The fifth anuvaka, 10 hymns with 30 verses, ends here, the Anukr
quotation, pancama, has to be combmed with that to the next anuvaka

Here ends also the thirteenth prapathaka.

52. For deliverance from unseen pests

Also found m Paipp xix (in the verse-order 1, 3, 2). The first two
verses are RV i 191 9, 4 Used by Kaus (31 8) m a remedial nte agamst
demons

[jgftr- I ^g?rr- ^ ^^ ^ i si^i]

1|gr ^
3Trf|r5T: Sl^glTlI ^11

The sun goes up from the sky, burning down in front the

demons; he the Aditya, from the mountains, see of all, slayer of the

unseen.

All the mss read -jurvat at end of b, but both editions make the

nearly unavoidable emendation to -van, which the comm also reads The
first half-verse in RV is very different ud apaptad asau suryah puru

visvdni jurvan (should be visvd nijurvan ^ [rather, visvani nijurvan'^l)

Ppp has visvdm jurvan, and, for c, ddityas parvatdn abhi The “unseen”

in d are, according to the comm , the demons and pisdcas and the like

[Whitney’s M reads -jurvan ]

The kine have sat down in the stall, the wild beasts have gone

to rest (ni-vis), the waves of the streams, the unseen ones, have

disappeared (ni-lip)

For c, RV has m ketavojananAm, and again Ppp agrees with it The
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comm takes alipasata as impf of the desiderative of root iabh {nitaram
labdhum aicchany

sWfW ft’ ^ II

The life (ayw5)-givmg inspired (yipa^cif), famous plant of
Kanva, the all-healing one, have I brought, may it quench this

man’s unseen ones

Ppp begms a with ayurvidam, and c with aharsam SPP. has, in c, d
'bhansam, although it is both ungranunatical and unmetrical, because
nearly all his authorities read so (the comm gives -rsam), as do part of
ours (H D.R.) [As to Kanva’ s plant, cf iv 19 2 ]

53. For protection : to various gods

Found also in Paipp xix
,
and m other texts as noted under the

several verses. Kaus uses the hymn (31 9) m a remedial nte agamst boils
etc , also, in the kamya ntes (59 28), with worship of heaven and earth,

when valuables are lost, and in the savayajnas (66.2), with v 10, vii 67, in
a response, and, accordmg to the comm (the prattka might also designate
XU 1 53), m the medhajanana [10 20], with vi 108, to accompany the
partakmg of some dish (milk-rice, comm ) and worshiping the sun And
vs 2 occurs m the god&na ceremony (54 2), with vii 67, with wipmg (the
razor, comm ) thnce, and vs 3 m the upanayana (55 20), with vii 97 2,
on releasmg a cow In Vait

, vs 2 is employed m the agnistoma (11 15),
near the beginning of the ceremony, and vs 3 twice m the parvan sacnfice
(4 8, 17), once with the patnlsamyaja offenngs, and once as the sacnficer
strokes his face with his wetted hands.

[aEfir- 3^, 0(15, ^

sg frijchd] tn§ "^rflRrr ^ii

Let both the sky now and the earth, forethoughtful - let the
bnght (^ukrd) great one, by the sacrificial gift, rescue (pr) me; let

the svadha favour (anu-ci) [me, let] Soma, Agni; let Va5ai protect
us, [let] Savita and Bhaga.
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For the embarrassing ma idam m a; Ppp. reads simply md, which is

better TB , m its version of the verse (namely of a, b, c, ii 7.8^ 16^ each
has a different d) has tvn mstead, and inserts it agam before pipartu, it

also reads pracetasd at end of a, and brhad daksma m b “The bnght
one” is doubtless soma', the comm explains it as surya, and to daksmaya
supplies disa [Cf. Bloomfield’s remark on b at AJP xvii.409 ] The
combmation anu-ci, elsewhere unknown, must be the equivalent of anu-
jnd or anu-man (the comm , anujanatu). Three of the padas are tnstubh,

but a has 13 syllables unless we contract me ’dam

IW1R11

Again let breath, agam let soul (atman) come unto us, again let

sight, again let spirit (asu) come unto us, "let Vaisvanara, our

unharmed body-protector, stand between [us and] all difficulties

Compare TA 11 5^^, MS 1 2.3, Ap x 18 3, all ofwhich have a different

(and TA a much longer) enumeration in a, b, with the verb d 'gat ‘has

come ’ In c, MS. and Ap omit nas, TA reads mstead me, m d, antas tist

hdtiy TA and Ap have ava bddhatam^ MS apa h-. Ppp agrees nearly

with MS by readmg m a punar manah punar dyur na md " gan, m c it

has adbhutas for adabdhas; its d is antas tisthdsi duritad avadydt, [and it

combmes tanupdntas’] [Cf also MGS i 3 2 and p 152, s v. punar me^ and

MB i 6 34 ]

TT igfwbrff tfrit

We have become united with splendor, with fatness (payas),

with bodies (tanu), with propitious mind; let TvastS make for us

here wider room; let him smooth down what of our body is tom

apart.

This verse is found also in many other texts, is first half generally

without variation, only PB. (i 3 9 this half-verse alone) has tapobhis for

tanubhis at end of a VS (ii.24 et al ) has for c, d tvastd stulatro vi

dadhatu rdyo ‘nu marstu tamo yad vilistam, and the rest follow this

rather than our text, only TA (li 4 1) has no atra m c, and TS (i 4 44) no

atra vanvah kmotu, MS. (i 3 38 et al.) and S^S (iv 116) add nas (like

AV.) after anu m d, and MS ends with vinstam (TS., of course, has

tanuvas). Ppp. has, in c, sudatro varivas kr-, differmg from all The

comm renders anu marstu by hastena sodhayatu [Cf von Schroeder s

Tubmger Katha-hss , p 72.]
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54. To secure and increase some one’s superiority

Found also in Paipp. xix Used by Kaus (48 27), m a sorcery, with

vii 70, with the direction ity dhitagmm pratinirvapati, vs 2 appears also m
the parvan sacrifice (4 19), with an offering to Agni and Soma. And vs 2

appears m Vait (3 4), in the parvan sacrifice, with a silent offermg to the

same gods

^^ >3TRftr5

spPT^ "Hit

Now do I adorn this man as supenor to his fellow, for

attainment of Indra, do you increase his authonty, his great

fortune, as the rain the grass.

The first half-verse is very obscure, and the rendering given only

tentative * it implies the emendation of tat m a to tarn, or else of idam to

imam (as antecedent to asya m c), and the understanding of yuja as for

yujas, instead ofyuje, which the pada-Ao'^X gives for it both here and m 2
d, to read further indra (voc ) m b would much lighten the difficulty here,

and also furnish a subject for the appeal m the next line. A dative with
uttara is a construction perhaps unknown elsewhere. The comm
comfortably explains yuje as a verb yojaydmi ” Ppp reads yujam
(probably a mere error of the transcriber), and, for b, the corrupt yene
'ndram sumbha nv istaye, m c it has yesya for asya The Anukr, seems to

allow the contraction vrstir \a m d [Roth’s collation gives yugam in a,

and jwga m 2 d; but it may be a mere omission of the accent by which he
distmguishes the palatal sonant (g — our j) from the guttural sonant (g) ]

[Plate 453^^ reads yugam,
'I

For him, O Agni-and-Soma, maintam you dominion, for him
wealth; in the sphere of royalty make you him supenor to his

fellow.

Two or three of our mss have m b the bad reading dhdrayatam\ and,
in c, even the majonty of them given -vargre (as Bp at lii 5.2, and B.Kp.
at xi.2.4 : but SPP. reports nothing of the sort in his authorities) Ppp has
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yasya for the first asmai, and asya for the second, and vardhayatas for
dhdrayatam m b, also aho for imam m c

jtT

Whoever, both related and unrelated, assails us- every such

one may you make subject to me, the sacrificer, the soma-presser

The first half-verse is also 15,2 a, b, above, the last half-verse is also

6 1 c, d Ppp has, for b, yo jdto yas ca mstyah^ it further puts d before c,

m the form sarvam tvam rlradhasi^ nah

55. For various blessings

Not found m Paipp
,
but in TS (v 7 2^'^) etc as noted below. Used by

Kaus (52 1) m a nte for welfare, on gomg away; and vs 2 is reckoned
(note to 50 13) to the raudra gana. With vs 2, according to Vait.2 16, are

offered the praydjas m the parvan sacrifice, and with vs,3 (8.5), the initial

and final homas in the dgrayana,

[rt- wri ^ -^1 15^-

^ TTfr' Vi

The many paths, traveled by the gods, that go between heaven-

and-earth - whichever of them shall carry [one] to unscathedness,

to that one, O gods, do you all here give me over.

The first half-verse is also lii 15 2 a, b. TS. begins ye catvarah

pathayo, and ends b with viyanti (metrically better), its c is tesam yo

ajyanim ajltim avahat; and m d it has nas for md, and datta for dhatta

PGS (lii 1 2) agrees with TS except m this last pomt, and in combinmg
yo ‘jyanim m c, MB. (ii 1.10) [also agrees with TS. save that it] has ajljim

for ajttim The comm, has datta, like TS., and it is the better readmg. Both

this verse and vs. 3 are mcomplete asjagatl

^ ^
31T % TTtf WtTIl "R 11

1 (fto ^.^^) I
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Hot season, winter, cool season, spring autumn, rains - do you
set us in welfare {svitd), portion you us in kine, in progeny, may
we verily be in your windless shelter

TS. and MB (ii.l 11) read uta nas for sisiras m a, end b with suvitam

no astu, and have, for c, d, tesdm rtundm sata^draddnam nivdta esdm
abhaye sydma [See also MGS ii 8 6 a, and p 158, s v. hemanto PGS.
(ill 2.2) follows TS except that it ends with vasema and has for b sivd

varsd abhayd saran nah.]

W -gflraTqprftf^ ^ «

To the zJa-year, the pan-year^ the sam-ycaVy pay you great

homage; may we be in the favour of these worshipful ones,

likewise in their auspicious welhwilling

TS. begins with the idvatsara or id-y^ar (in the form iduvaU')^ and
has, for d^jyog ajitd ahatdh sydma; MB (ii.l.l2) differs from it only m
the form idvaU; PGS (lii 2 2) also agrees except in givmg m a the whole
senes of five year-names of the cycle : samv-, pariv-, iddv-, id-vatsardya^

and vatsardya. Our latter half-verse occurs repeatedly in RV. (e.g in. 1.21

c, d*), and once more in AV. (xvm.l 58 c, d) Ppp xvii.6 15 enumerates
m succession rtavas, drtavds and idd~, anu-, pari-^ and sum- vatsards. The
comm, quotes from an unknown source the following verse • cdndrdndm
prabhavadlnam pancake-pancake yuge * sam-parl- *dd- *nv-id-

ityetacchabdapurvds tu vatsaras *[With slight changes; and verbatim at

X 14 6]

56. For protection from serpents

Found also in Paipp. xix (m the verse-order 1, 3, 2) Used by Kaus.
(50.17), m a nte for welfare, with m.26, 27 and xii.l 46, agamst serpents,
scorpions etc

, and again (139 8), with various other verses and hymns, in
the ceremony for commencing Vedic study. In Vait (29,10), m the
agnicayana, it and other passages accompany oblations to Rudra

ifinilfci I ^gciT- I
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Let not the snake, O gods, slay us with our offspring, with our
men (purusd), what is shut together may it not unclose, what is

open may it not shut together homage to the god-people

Padas c and d are found again below as x 4 8 a, b [Read samyatam
yan na vi sparad, viattam yan na etc *?] Ppp reads m b sahapaurusan, and
omits the concludmg pada The comm has vi sphurat m c, he understands
the ‘open’ and ‘shut’ of the snake’s mouth, doubtless correctly MB
(ii 1 5) has a parallel phrase • samhatam ma vivadhlr vihatam ma
’bhisamvadhlh

•W'4i4 ^ qtif

Homage be to the black [snake], homage to the cross-lined,

homage to the brown constnctor; homage to the god-people

Ppp. reads haye for astu in a The comm, explams svaja ‘constnctor’

as “self-bom” [and Aufrecht as the “natural” color, that is, “green”]

I smite your teeth together with tooth, your (two) jaws together

with jaw, your tongue together with tongue, your mouth, O snake,

together with mouth
Ppp reads at the begummg sam te dadami dadbhir datas, omits u m

b, and ends with asndhasyam. The comm, understands “your lower teeth

with yours upper tooth,’’ and so in the other cases but this is very

unacceptable; and more probably the tooth, jaw, etc are said of some
object or instrument usedm the incantation

57. With a certain remedy against disease

Found also in Paipp xix Used by Kaus. (31.11) m a healing nte,

while treatmg a bruise ["? aksata cf Bloomfield, Introd p xliii] with

foam of unne, and vs. 3 is reckoned (9 2) to the brhachdnti gana, and

employed, with vi.l9 etc. (41 14), in a nte for welfare

[kV9 -
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This venly is a remedy, this is Rudra’s remedy; wherewith one
may spell away {apa-bru) the one-shafled (^-tejand), hundred-

tipped arrow.

The comm has at the end upabruvat He regards the remedy as used
against the vranaroga, and the arrow of c, d as that of Mahadeva, used
tripurasamhrtisamaye

vdlHJ^oitg %3Ercn

'TT ^ >1

Pour you on with thejdldsa^ pour m with thejdldsa, thejdldsa

IS a formidable remedy; with it do you be gracious to us, unto life

(jTvas)

Ppp has, for second half-verse, jdldse bhadram bhesajam tasyo no
dehi jivase^ which is better The comm reads jal- in all three cases, and it

has the RV form mrla m d, it understands the foam of cows’ unne to be
intended byjaldsa [see Bloomfield, AJP xii 425]

[Be there] both weal for us and kindness (mayas) for us, and
let nothing whatever ail (am) us, down with [our] complaint
(rapasy be every remedy ours; be all remedy ours

Pada b and the first two words of our c occur at RV x.59 8 e, d, 9 f, e,

10 f, e, where, however, we have mo su te instead of ma ca nas, and

dyauh prthivi before ksamd rapas^ making a complete pada [Cf also RV
viii 20 26.] The comm explams ksamd by ksdntir upasamo bhavatu Our
b occurs also elsewhere (as AV x 5 23 c, and RV. ix.ll4 4 d [this time

with mo ca /la^']). The first pada lacks a syllable [unheeded by the Anukr :

read sdm cdstu wo^]. [The Anukr scans as 7 + 8. 12 + 8. but perhaps the

“12-syllabled pada” contams, as the RV hints, the damaged renmants of
two (8 + 8) ] [Ppp omits our last pada, sarvam etc.]

58* For glory

Found also, except vs. 3, in Paipp. xix. The hymn is reckoned (note

to Kaus 13,1) to the varcasya gana, and is employed (59 9) among the

kdmya ceremonies by one desinng glory; also (139 15), in the

mtroduction to Vedic study (utsarjanakarmani^ comm.), it appears with

various other hymns (vi,38, 39, etc.), with an oblation to Agm.
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- ^r^Trirrfcfr

[^f^- 3T«T^ I ^gciT- fWFrfcT C sn^njfMt, ^ 3#q,

#fT)
I R 3R^ ^ '3T3gH^l]

"g^Ef^ ^RtlTl^ g||ctilj{^cf) ^ ^1
w 1^: yfgdi ^nrlf fert ^gg^^ftriFtr ff Wg;ii ^ii

Glonous let the bounteous Indra make me; glonous both
heaven-and-earth here, glonous let god Savita make me, may I be
dear here to the giver of the sacnficial gift.

Ppp reads me indro maghavd m b, for b, yasasam somo varuno
vdyur agnih, and ends with -ndyd sydm aham The comm has dhdtur
instead of dd- m d Asjagatl, the verse is both irregular and deficient

3Ttq^

l^rr gjT TI% WTJI -R It

As Indra is possessed of glory in heaven-and-earth, as the

waters are possessed of glory in the herbs, so among all the gods

may we, among all, be glorious

Ppp omits yasasvatis in b, and has, for c, d, yathd visvesu devesu evd
devesu yadasah sydma The verse (11 + 12:8+11) is very ill defined by
the Anukr.

1911^^
Glonous was Indra, glorious was Agni, glonous was Soma

bom; glonous, of all existence am I most glorious.

This verse is a repetition of 39 3 above.

59. For protection to cattle

Found also m Paipp. xix Reckoned by Kaus. (9.2) to the brhachdnti

gana, and used (41.14), with vi.l9, 23, 24 etc
,
for good fortune, and also

(50 13), with VI 1.3, etc , m a similar rite

- art^lir

aisraf 1 ^[giiT- I ai3gq;i]
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To the draft-oxen [to you] first, to the milch kine [do you], O
arundhati, to the non-milch cow, m order to vigor {vayas), to four-

footed creatures do you yield protection.

For the arundhati cf iv 12 and v 5, the comm, identifies it with the

sahadevl Instead of tvam m a, Ppp reads nas, which is better The sense

of c IS very doubtful, Gnll conjectures avayase, to fill out the meter as

well as ease the translation; the comm explams vayase as a cow or horse

or the Idee under five years old; perhaps the corruption of the reading is a

deeper one A 'dhenu may sigmfy young kine, not yet yieldmg milk Both

this verse and vs 3 are defective by a syllable

Let the herb, the arundhati^ allied with the gods yield

protection, may it make the cow-stall rich m milk, and the men
(purusa) free from disease (yaksmd)

The translation implies the emendation of saha devts m b to

sahadeviy this the comm gives (it is conjectured also by Grill), it may be

here simply the name of the plant, but yet probably with pregnant

implication of its etymological sense. Ppp., m d, reads -mam and paurus

dm

^ ^^ II ^ n

I appeal to the all-formed, well-portioned, vivifying one; let it

conduct the hurled missile ofRudra far away from our kine

The comm, understands, m b, achd vaddmi, and explams jivalSm as

jlvanam Idti dadati.

60. For winning a spouse

Found also in Paipp. xix. Used by Kaus. (34.22), m a women’s nte,

for obtammg a husband, with an oblation to Aryaman (it is added, purd
kdkasampdtdt, which the comm explams by kdkasamedratpurvam)
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[^o -

[^1%- 3Tai^ I ^g?Tr- i

t>>f V9 ^ : I

Here comes Aryaman, wititi locks [stupa] loosened in front,

seeking a husband for this spinster, and a wife for a wifeless one.

Ppp reads in b visatastugah (i e visitastukah). Our edition has -

srupah^ the manuscnpt distinction of sru and stu being always doubtful,

and the majority of the authorities here giving as plamly sru as it is

possible to give it The comm explams visita- as visesena sito baddhah,
and as used of the “rays” (stupa-) of the sun (aryaman) m the east

(purastat). Aryaman is perhaps properly rendered here by ‘suitor, match-
maker’ (‘Brautwerber,’ Weber, Gnll); but doubtless at any rate the

address implies an identification of such a functionary wi^ the god
Aryaman. The /7a<sto-reading m b, visita stupah, is quoted under
Prat iv 77 In c, asya whan is the chosen example in the Prat commentary
(under ii 21 et al ) of the samdhi it illustrates, although the meter shows
^at the irregular combination asye *chan requires to be made, and the

Anukr apparently winks at it. Ppp has the corrupt readmg sa vai chayad
ag- [mtending sa vai ^ched'^] [Correct the ed to stupah.]

TEPR •5^1

This woman, O Aryaman, had toiled, going to other women’s
assembly; now, O Aryaman, shall another woman come to her

assembly.

Ppp. reads in c nv asya ’’ryaman The comm, has samanam m b and d,

and anu for nu in c. He makes no difficulty in takmg ayati (p a ayati) as a

3d pi
,
which it is not, we ought to have either ayan (a ayan), or anya

mstead of anyah ; the translation implies the latter. The proper pada
readmg would be a ayati. [For samanam [‘wedding-assembly,’ see

Bergaigne, iJeZ Fed. i. 159, n 3 Comm, renders anga by he; Bloomfield,

“without fail.”]

. STIR qiR urgcT ^g^i

qraiw «[it T?ft ufengn^ii ^ ii

The creator (dhatar) sustains the earth; the creator [sustains]

the sky and the sun; let the creator assign (dhd) to this spinster a

husband that is according to her wish.
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Ppp, combines asyd 'gruvai m c, and reads dadatu m d.

61. Prayer and boasts

Found also in Paipp xix , and in K xl 9 Reckoned by Kaus (9 2) to

the brhachanti gana^ and used (41 14), with vi 19, 23, 24 etc , in a nte for

good fortune, m the kdmya ceremonies (59 10), for splendor*, also, m the

chapter of portents (133 2), on occasion of one’s house burning down, it

IS further (note to 50 13) included in the raudra gana. In Vait (2 17) vs 3

accompanies, in the parvan sacnfice, two offerings of butter of Agni and

Soma "^[Varcas so the comm , but Bloomfield reads vyacas^ which
accords better with 1 d of the text ]

^]
[^- STSRf I I ^

TIfr 1<T cn^W irfelT STR^II VI

To me let the waters send what has sweetness, to me the sun
brought [it] in order to light, to me the gods, and all those bom of

penance - to me let god Savita assign expansion [vyacas^

Ppp has, for b, mahyam suryo bharaj jyotisd gam^ and, m c, samotd
for tapojd K. has, m c, mam for mahyam, and anu for uta, and ends with
bhdt C^) Abharat m b cannot well be correct, we might conjecture mstead
bhavatu The Amikr. disregards the deficiency of a syllable m d

?'iiV9V9.^ W
^ ^ qft qrt i^TOii ^ n

I expanded (?) earth and heaven, I generated the seasons, seven
together, I speak true what is untrue; I encompass {pari) divine

speech and people {visas).

For the doubtfol viveca m a, Ppp has dadhOra, and K. astabhnam.
Some of the mss read ajanayan m b (also m 3 b); K has ajanam (if the
readmg is correct), Ppp subsUtutes sindhun sasrje (for rtunr aj-). The
second half-verse in K is quite different • aham vdcam pan sarvam
babhuva ya mdragnl asanam sakhdyau (the last pada is parallel with our
3 d) The sense of c is obscure, and the rendermg given only tentative; it

implies vaddmi mstead of vadami • perhaps, T declare what [is] true [and
what] untrue.’ The comm reads vi^am for visas at the end He
understands viveca m a as ‘winnow, separate’ (parasparavivikte
asamkimarupe krtavan asmi).
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^rSTO^ '21^ c(c*ijH si''4l<^mcj'3^ ?R1T5ITII ^ II

I generated earth and heaven; I generated the seasons, the

seven nvers, I speak true what is untrue (?) [I] who enjoyed Agni-
and-Soma as companions

Ppp reads, from b, on,'** as follows aham vdcaspatis sarvd ^bhi svhca
aham vinejmi prthivim uta dydm aham rtun srje sapta sdkam aham

vacam pan sarvam babhuva yo "gnisoma viduse sakhdyuh K. has, for

jajdna ajanayam (a, b), dydvaprthivi a babhuva aham virvd osadhis;

and, for c, d, mahyam visas sam anamanta daivlr aham ugras smatahavyo
babhuva *[Perhaps this is an error of Roth for 2d If so, 3 a would begin
with aham vinejmi.l [See p 1045 ]

62. To Vaisvanara etc. ; for purification

Found also m Paipp, xix (but the first verse is given only by its

pratlka, and has not been found elsewhere), and its first two verses in

other texts, as noted below Agrees in use with the preceding hymn as

regards the ganas to which it is reckoned (Kaus 9.2, and note to 50.13;

Kes [to 615] and the comm [page 37 end] further have it, with vi 19 and

51, m a pavitra gand)^ and (41 14) in the nte for good fortune, and it

appears (41.15) in another similar nte, with worship of the nsing sun, and
IS added (note to 41.13) m one for luck m gamblmg.

Let Vaisvanara (Agm) by his rays punfy us, the wind, lively

with mists (?nabhas), by his breath; let heaven-and-earth, nch in

milk, righteous, worshipful, purify us by milk.

The verse is found also m TB (i 4 8^) and MS (u.l 1 10). They read

ma for nas in a and d, mayobhus (which is deciedly better) for nabhobhis

at end of b, widpayobhis forpayasvatim c PEda c isjagatl.

Take you hold upon the pleasantness of Vaisvanara, of which

the regions are the smooth-backed bodies; with that, singing in

joint revelings, may we be lords ofwealth (ol.).
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The sense, especially of b, is obscure, and the version mechanical, b

is perhaps a remmiscence of RV.i.162 7 b. Found, considerably altered m
a, b, in VS (xix.44), and TB MS (as above). They read for a, b

vaisvadevi punati devy d *gdd yasydm, (TB yasyai, MS. yasyds) imd
(TB MS omit) bahvyas (TB. bahvis) tanvo (TB. tanuvd) vitaprsthdh, all

have madantas for grnantas in c, and TB.MS -madyesu - this last an

alteration plainly called for by the meter, and the Anukr does not

describe the verse as nicrt Ppp has at the begiimmg vaisvadevyam^ for b

a wholly different text, suddha bhavanta sucayas pdvakdh (our 3 b), and
m c, corruptly, -nta sasada adayema. The variants indicate, as often

elsewhere, ^e hopelessness of a rendering

ViC fsRff 3Tr Mlfcfil: I

^ n

Take you hold upon tlxat (f.) of Vaisvanara m order to

splendor, becoming cleansed, clear, purifying; here, reveling in

joint reveling with Ida, may we long see the sun going up

The first half-verse is nearly identical with xii 2 28 a, b. Durga to Nir
V1.12 (Calcutta ed’n, iii.187) quotes vaiscadevlm sunrtdm d rabhadhvam^
showmg that sunrtd is meant here also, as in vs 2. Ppp reads in a

vais'vdnaryam, combines varcasd *'rabh-^ [has for b our 2 b, combming
yasyd ""sds;] and begins c with frfe *hasadh--

63, For some one’s release from perdition (nirirti)

Found also (exceptmg vs. 3) m Paipp. xix , the fourth verse not in

company with the others. For other correspondences, see under the verses

Used by Kaus (46 19) m an expiatory nte for incontinence, fastening on
a rope of darbha% and in ntes for welfare (52 3), with vi 84 and 121, to

accompany acts of release, vs 4, further (46 22), in an expiatory nte for a

spontaneously kindled fire Vait has the vss 1, 2, and 4 smgly m the

agnicayana (28.27, 26; 29 8), with the laying of bricks consecrated to

nirrti etc.

[^- If^l 3TP^1 ^ arfWT^,

Tn^:n tjii

The tie that the divine Niirti (perdition) bound upon your neck,
[and] that was unreleasable, that do I untie for you, in order to long
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life {ayus), splendor, strength; do you, quickened (jjra-su), eat
umnjunous (*?) food

Ppp reads in b avicrtyam, omits varcase, which is metrically
redundant and probably mtruded, m c, and has, for d, anamivam pitum
addhi prasutah, thus gettmg nd of the extremely obscure adomadam
(made more obscure by the occurrence of adomadha m vui.2 18). The
comm takes adomadam as two mdependent words, and renders it

‘producmg pleasure for a prolonged tune.’ The translation given is that of
the Petersburg Lexicons A corresponding verse is found m VS (xii 65),

TS (iv 2 5^), and MS ii 7.12. VS and MS have, in a, b, yam pdsam,
VS ends b with avicrtyam, TS MS with avicartyam (all omittmg yat) In

c, for tat te, VS.MS. have tarn te, and TS idam te tat, VS TS. end it with
ayuso na madhydt, MS with -so nu madhye For d, TS MS. have athd
jlvah pitum addhi pramuktah, VS athai ‘pitum addhi prasutah The verse

has nojagatl character

Homage be to you, O Nirrti, you of keen keenness, unfasten

the bond-fetters of iron. Yama venly gives you back to me; to that

Yama, to death, be homage.

The “you” of the second half-verse is doubtless the person on whose
behalf the spell is uttered The first half-verse is found combined with our

3 c, d mto one verse in VS. (xii 63) and TS.MS. (as above) They all read

su for astu m a, and for tigmatejas TS has visvarupe (Ppp. has visvavdre)i

their b is ayasmayam vi crtd bandham etam Ppp. has -ydn pra mumugdhi
pds'dn for b, and for c, d our 3 c, d The whole verse is nearly repeated

below, as 84.3 Only the last pada isjagatT

'gi^l

You were bound here to an iron post (drupada), bridled with

deaths that are a thousand. Do you, in concord with Yama, with the

Fathers, make this man ascend to the highest firmament.

We have the same change of address here as m the preceding verse,

and it proves that the make-up of the material as given by the Yajus texts

IS more original and correct They read, in c, d yamena tvam yamya

(TS MS -ya) samviddno ‘ttame (TS -mam) ndke (TS. -kam) adhi rohayai

'nam (TS. -ye ’mam). Ppp , as noticed above, has c, d of this verse as 2 c,

d, readmg -ddno ‘ttame ndke (hke VS.MS.). The last pada is found also as
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that of 1.9 2, 4; XI 1 4 With the contraction bedhise 'ha, the verse would
be a good tristubh [The vs recurs at vi 84 4 ]

sfTi

You collect together for yourself, O Agm, bull, all things from

the foe (?), you are kindled in the track of sacnfice (id), do you
bring to us good things

This is a RV. verse, found at x 191 1 (vss 2-4 are out next hymn),
and IS also to be met with at VS xv 30, TS ii.6 1 and MS ii 13 7 - m all

Its occurrences offermg precisely the same text It was noticed above that

It occurs m Ppp., but not m connection with the three precedmg verses of

this hymn - with which, mdeed, it has nothmg to do as regards sense It

was pointed out m the note to Prat.ii,72 that the prescription in that rule of
s as the final of only idayas before pada seems a strong mdication that

this verse was not a part of the AV text as recognized by the Prat The
comm explams idas by iddyd bhumydh [For consistency, sam sam ought

to be printed sam-sam ]

64. For concord

The first two verses are found m Paip xix The whole hymn is

RV X 191 2, 3, 4, and is also read m TB ii 4 4"^’^, and (with the order of
the verses mverted) m MS ii 2 6 In neither of these texts does the first

verse of the RV hynm (our 63 4) stand m connection with the other

verses, and as the situation of the RV hymn is one that calls for three

verses only, it is pretty evident that the first verse (which also has nothmg
to do with the others m point of sense) is a later addition, and has also, by
an extremely cunous process, not paralleled elsewhere m our text, been
added at the end of our 63, m order to stand m its RV relation to the other
verses See Oldenberg, Die Hymnen des RV, i 244 The hymn is used by
Kaus (12 5) m a nte for harmony, with iii 30, v 1, etc

[^>S -

^ TT ^ MnRdTH,l

WttW^ 5ill

Do you concur; be you closely combined; let your minds be
concurrent, as the gods of old sat concurrent about their portion.

The other texts begin sam gachadhvam sam vadadhvam (but MS.
jantdhvam); at the end, TB reads (if it be not a misprint) upasata, the
purve gives, at any rate, a past meamng to -te. [Poona ed. has -ata ]
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»T^: TirMfrI: '^nTR ft ff 1%pfTTfmt^l

^ liw ^^rqpt STf|Rif^i?i6^ii ^ ii

[Be] their counsel {mantra) the same, their gathenng the same,
their course iyrata) the same, their intent alike (saha), I offer for

you with the same oblation, do you enter together into the same
thought (cetas)

The other texts differ from ours m the first half-verse only m this,

that RV TB. read manas mstead of vratam m b, but our c is their d (TB.*
have samjnanena for samanend)^ and their c agrees nearest with our d
TB readmg s keto abhi sam rabhadhvam, RV 5* mantram abhi mantraye
vah^ and MS s kratum abhi mantrayadhvam Ppp has, for b, samanam
cittam saha vo mandnsi^ and omits d The Anukr omits to describe the

verse as a tristubh *[TB has also yajdmas forjuhomi.]

I" •^TORT ^:l

Be your design the same, your hearts the same, your mind the

same, that it may be well for you together

MS has, for a, samdnd vd (i e vas) dkutdni The comm appears to

understand su saha as two independent words m d [See MGS i 8 10 and

p 156, s V samdnd ] [Pada a lacks a syllable, easily supplied ]

65. For success against enemies

Found also (vss 1, 2) in Paipp xix Used by Kaus (14 7), with i 2,

19-21, VI 66, 67, 97-99, in a nte for victory over enemies; belongs (note

to 14 7) to the apardjita gana.

[^- I arsT^-CRMTI

TTO^R W^ Milof % T^PTT ^jfiril ^11

Down (ava) [be] the fury, down the drawn [arrow], down the

two mind-yoked arms O demohsher (parOsaray, do you vex (ard)

away the vehemence (susma) of them, then get us wealth

One can hardly help emending manyus m a to dhanus ‘bow’ For

1 WTt^ 1
(f^o ^ ^o)

I
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dyatd used pregnantly of an arrow ready to be launched, cf vi 38 4 and
XI 2 1 and vi 66 2 The combined idea of crushing and removing m
pardsara cannot be briefly rendered, the comm regards it as an epithet of
Tndra. For adhd nas in e, Ppp reads better arvdficam^ as antithesis to

pardncam^ the comm has atha instead of adha

^ II

The handless shaft, O gods, which you cast at the handless

ones - I hew [off] the arms of the foes with this oblation

Apparently the oblation itself is the “shaft,” called ‘handless’

(nairhastd) because it makes ‘handless’ (nirhastd) so the comm Ppp
has for second half-verse our 3 c, d Our second half-verse is identical

with lii 19, 2 c, d, above

Indra made the handless one first for the Asuras Let rny

wamors conquer by means of stanch Indra as ally (medin)

The last half-verse, as noted above, is found in Ppp as 2 c, d

66. For success against enemies

Found also m Ppp xix [but confused with h65]. Used by Kaus
(14 7) in a battle nte with the preceding hymn, which see, and reckoned
to the apardjita gana

SISTcif
1 ^srarr-^ l

1gf^:ll 5>ll

Handless be the assailing foe - they who come with armies to

fight us, make them, O Indra, collide with the great weapon, let

their evil-doer aghahdra) run (drd), pierced through

The comm to SV explams aghahara by atipratyavara, ours, by
maraualaksanasya duhkhasya prapayita

^ gr^i
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You who run (dhav) stringing [the bow], drawing [the arrow]
(a-yam), hurling - handless are you, O foes; Indra has now
demolished you.

[For a-yam, cf vi 65 1.] Our text reads at the end -sarait, on the
authority of Bp E I.R.T and O ; all SPP’s authonties [save his B , which
has -sarin] give -s'arit^ which be has accordingly rightly adopted, as the
better supported as well as the regular form [cf vi75 1] Ppp. has para
*sari [With regard to these az-forms, see the note to vi 32 2,] SPP ,

contrary to his usual practice, retains the h of satravah before sth- The
comm has stana m c [“Demolished” stands in rapport with
“demolisher” of 65.1 ]

Handless be the foes; their limbs we make to relax (mid), then

will we, O Indra, share among us their possessions hundred-fold.

All our mss. but one (D ), and nearly all SPP’s, read satravas,

vocative, m a; both texts emend to sat-

[^- I ^ 3TST5IT ^3T3g^l]

67. For success against enemies

Not found m Paipp Used by Kaus (14.7) m a battle nte with the two
preceding hymns (and reckoned with them to the aparajita gana) • see

under 65, also (16 4) in another rite of the same class, for terrifymg

enemies, with vi.98, with the direction “the kmg goes thnce about the

army ”

^ k . Tift ciwTfSr

%Tf ?ii

Everywhere about the routes Indra and PQsan have gone; let

yonder armies of our enemies today be confounded further away.

That is (a), to prevent access to our villages. The comm
parastardm as simply = atisayena.

^ t I

r:i

takes

Go about confounded, you enemies, like headless snakes; of

you there, confounded by Agni, let Indra* slay each best man
(yard).
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This verse is SV ii 1221, and one of the supplementary verses to a

RV hymn (RV X 103 15) SV has, for a, b, andha amitra bhavata ’dirs

ano 'haya iva, and, in c, agninunnan&m The RV version (see Aufrecht’s

2d edition, ii 682) accents amitra, reads -sand ah-in b, and, m c,

agmdagdhanam agnimulhanam The translation implies the emendation

amitrds instead of amitrds, which latter is given by all the authorities, and
hence accepted m SPP’s text The comm understands amitrds, voc , and
he explams b to mean as snakes with their heads cut off can merely move
about, but not do anythmg m particular

vs . 1^1

tpnffqf ? n

Fasten you, as bull, the skin upon them; make the fear of the

fallow-deer; let the enemy hasten (es) away; let the cow hasten

hither to us.

The sense of a is very obscure One is tempted to combme vrsajinam

mto one word. The comm makes harinasya (= krsnamrgasya) depend on

ajinam, which cannot well be right, though it may be questioned whether,

as dependent on bhiyam^ it is subjective or objective genitive * He
explains the “skm” as sued fox somamanivestana^ and the “cow” (d) as

the enemy’s wealth, m cows and the like The combmation of upa esatu

mto upesatu falls under Prat lii 52, and the case is quoted in the

commentary to that rule [Correct nahya to nahya (accent mark slipped

out of place).] *[In a margmal note,W compares mitra-turya, v 20 7 ]

[^6 -

3RFlf%; ^ llferr, ^ -cigTsq^i

r r"' -

68. To accompany the act of shaving

Found also m Paipp xix. (m the verse-order 1, 3, 2), and m part in

various Grhya-Sutras, as noted under the several verses. [Further m MP
u 1 1-3; and MGS 1.21.2, 3.14, 6 (cf also Knauer’s Index, p.l48, x.v us
nena, p.l46, and p 154)] The hymn is used by Kaus , as was to be
expected, m the goddna ceremony (53 17-20), vs. 1 bemg addressed to

the vessel of water used, vs 2 accompanymg the wetting of the youth,
and vs. 3 the parting and cuttmg of the hair. Further, in the upanayana, at

the beginning of the whole ceremony (55 2), with the directions “do as
directed in the text’ ’ etc
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3Tr^TR^nFr?rf§crr ^n[|tui4 qn^

STri?^ ^ -^tlTW TT^ W
M^dfl:ll 5?ll

Savita here has come with razor, come, O Vayu, with hot
water, let the Adityas, the Rudras, the Vasus, wet [him] in

accordance, do you, forethoughtful, shave [the head] of king
Soma

‘Wet,’ corresponding to our ‘lather’ Digruty is sought to be given to

the operation by identifying the participants m it with vanous diviniUes.

The second pada is given, without variation, m AGS i. 17.6 and
PGS 11 1.6, the first and second are fond m GGS ii 9 10, 1 1, MB i 6 1,2,

with agdt in a, and -kenai ’dhi m b Ppp. has, in b, vdyav udakena ehi, and
omits undantu m c The combmation vdya ud- is quoted under Prat ii 21,

24, 111.35, -kene
”

'hi, under iii 3 8, 66 [Hillebrandt, Ved Mythol

,

i.472,

may be consulted ]

RiRbrMd =£1:^11 ? II

Let Aditi shave the beard, let the waters wet [it] with splendor,

let Prajapati nurse (cikits) [it], in order to length of life, to sight.

Ppp’s version of c, d is dharayatu prajdpatih punah-punah
suvaptave AGS (i 17.7) has a, b, reading kesdn for smasru and varcase

for -sd^ PGS. (ii 1 6) has adite kesdn vapa^ parallel to our a

With what razor the knowing Savita shaved [the head] of king

Soma, of Veiruna, therewith, you priests (brahman), shave [it] now
of this man, be he rich m kine, in horses, m progeny

Ppp reads, for d, asydmodlyur ayam astu virah AGS (i 17.10) and

PGS. (ii.l 11) have our a, b, c without variant, but add as d, dyusmdh

jaradastiryathd 'sat TB. (ii.7 17^) also has the verse, diffenng only in d :

drje’mam rayyd varcasd sam srjdtha, and w'lth this HGS (ii 6.10) agrees

throughout. The SGS. version [i.28] differs throughout yend ’vapat

savitd smadrv agre ksurena rdjho varunasya vidvdn yena dhdtd

brhaspatir indrasya cd ’vapac chirah tena brahmano vapate 'dam adya
’

’yusmdn dlrghdyur ayam astu virah (agreemg at the end with Ppp.) MB.
(i 6 7) has a still other text yena pusd brhaspater vdyor indrasya ca
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"vapat tena te vapami brahmana jivatave jivanaya dirghayustvaya

varcase. The verse (10+11 11 + 12 = 44) contains no atijagatl element

[Ppp. combmes asyd 'sydmodiyur, and R notes that c, d appears m Ppp
ii]

69. For glory etc.

Verses like the first two are found m Paipp , m two different books (1

m ii , 2 in xix ), but perhaps correspond rather to the nearly equivalent

verses ix 1 18, 19 It is employed by Kaus (10 24) at the end of the

medhajanana ceremony with in 16 and ix 1, on rising and wipmg the

face, also twice (12 15 and 13 6) m varcasya rites, with the same two
hymns (and is reckoned to both varcasya ganas : notes to 12 10 and
13 1), further, m the ceremony on beginning Vedic study, with vi 38, 39,

58 and others (139 15), and vs 3 m the savayajnas (68 7), as expiation

for an error m the ceremomal In Vait., m the sautramani (30 13), the

hymn accompanies, with vi.l9 and ix.l 18, the pouring out of the sura.

^^W:l

fTrat ruTsyMNwi c^Hi^ "Ilf cFqfirn ^11

What glory [is] in the mountain, in the aragardtas, m gold, in

kine, in strong-drink when poured out, [what] honey in sweet-

dnnk, [be] that in me.

The verse corresponds nearly to ix. 1.18, below; but the latter has a
quite different first half, and with it Ppp. precisely agrees. What our
aragardta's are is wholly obscure, and the word is most probably a
corruption. The comm, explains it m two alternative ways : as kings that

‘go’ (ata) in ‘spoke (<2ra)-swallowers (gar),’^ i.e, chariots; or, as ‘shouts’

(rata) of soldiers that ‘go’ (ga) at the ‘enemy’ (ara = ari)\

w ^ ad” ^ ”

O you Asvins, lord of beauty! anoint me with the honey of
bees, that I may speak bnlliant words among the people.

The verse is found below as ix. 1.1 9, with the difference of a single

1 smrit t«r-

1

cR 3^^PcT att'Kiei: -Mijifw-il <nih: i sto:

aiw:^ «rar: i
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word (yarcasvatim for bhargasv-}. The comm reads avadami in d [SPP
gives the fuller spellmg anktam cf Gram §23 1 a ]

cRTf^ infiig' ^ II

In me [be] splendor, also glory, also the fatness (payas) that
belongs to the offering, let Prajapati fix (dmk) that in me, as the
heaven in the sky

The verse corresponds to lii 1 in the Naigeya supplement to the
Sama-Veda (or SV i 603), which, however, rectifies the meter of c by
reading paramesthi for tan mayi “Heaven” and “sky” in d are the same
word; the comm renders the latter by “atmosphere” The Anukr does
not note the deficiency m c

70, To attach a cow to her calf

Not found m Paipp. Used by Kaus (41.18) m a nte for producmg
mutual attachment between cow and calf

[v9o - 3T5S5T

[^- I 31^1

W 'qrffw^ 1

As flesh, as strong-dnnk, as dice on the gambling-board, as of
a lustful man the mind is fastened (ni-han) on a woman - so let

your mind, O inviolable one (aghnyd), be fastened on your calf.

The verses are six-pSda jagati 6x8 = 48). [The stanza is wrongly
numbered.]

wn^ cFr:!

As the elephant strains foot with foot of the she-elephant, as of

a lustful man etc etc.

The obscure first Ime is with mtention rendered obscurely, the

Petersburg Lexicon conjectures ‘hastens after, step with step,’ which then

Grill follows The comm takes udyuje as = unnamayati, ‘ ‘bends up, for

love (premnd), her foot with his foot
”
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o ^ .w q«T w«3i«fi

W tR:!

g^ ^ 3rE% "JRtsiif Pr ^ ii

As the felly (pradhi), as the nm (upadhi), as the nave upon the

felly, as of a lustfol man etc etc. [See p xcii ]

The first line is again obscure, both m its internal relations and m its

relation to the refrain (in this resembling 1 a, b) BR define upadhi as "the

part of the wheel between the felly and nave,’ but this ought to be ards

"the spokes’ . the comm explains it as "the circle, bound together by the

felly, that is the bmder together of the spokes’ (nemisambaddhah arandm
sambandhako valayah) - i e a sort ofnm mside the felly Probably a solid

wheel, without spokes, is had m view We should expect some other

preposition than adhi ‘on’ to express the relation of the nave to the felly

71. Against harm from improper food

Found also m Paipp ii (m the verse-order 1, 3, 2), and vs 1 a second
tune m xx [For Yajus versions of vss 1 and 3, see vs. Schroeder’s Zwei
Hss

, p. 16, and Tubinger Katha-hss
, p.77 ] Used by Kaus (45 17) with

ill 29, vii 67, etc , m a nte (following the va^dsamana)^ explained as for

obviating ill effects from acceptance of gifts and the like, also (57 29), m
the upanayana, accompany an offermg by the pupil from the food
obtamed by beggmg And Vait (4 16) has it m the parvan sacrifice, as the

pnest eats his portion.

W 1 3#?f, ^ ^

ova. ^|qT iW?

What food of vanous form I eat often times (bahudhd) - gold,

horse, also cow, she-goat, sheep, just whatsoever I have accepted -

let Agni the offerer (hotar) make that well-offered.

Ppp has, m c, kim cit, and for at vi^dd agadam k TA (u 6.2”)

has pSdas a, b, c as a, b, d of a verse of five pddas : m b it inserts vdscs

(Ppp. vausu) before hiranyam and omits (not Ppp.) asvam after it, after b
it inserts yad devdndm caksusy dgo asti, in c it contracts -jagrahd ’ham

mto -jagrdham, and it ends with agnir md tasmdd anmam kmotu. The
comm (unless it is a misprint) readsjagrdha m c. The last pada is x 9.26

d The first two vss. are mixedjagatl and tristubh.
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^5tW% ir liOTtgll ^ II

Whatever, offered [or] unoffered, has come to me, given by
the Fathers, assented to by human beings (manusyd), what my
mind IS as it were excited at - let Agni the offerer make that well-

offered

The comm reads rdrajltu m c, but explains it as an indicative The
mss. are divided between manusyaih (which both editions give) and -ydth

at the end of b (our Bp.P M.H T K. have the latter) Ppp mserts yat after

hutam m a [W has here overlooked a part of R’s note, which (if I

understand him) means that our vs. 2 contmues m Ppp thus (b) yasmaJ
anna manaso 'drdrajimi^ (c, a corruption of TA’s c given under vs. 1

above) yad devanam caksusdkaslnd, (d) etc.]

qfljRI ^ II

What food I eat unrighteously, O gods, and promise, intending

to give [or] not intending to give - by the greatness of the great

Vaisvanara let [it] be propitious honeyed food for me
TA (ii 6 2^^) has the first half-verse, addmg the same three padas as

above (see under vs 1). For the doubtful samgmdmi it reads vd karisyan^

and Ppp has the same, also onuttmg (perhaps by accident) adasyan The
second pMa is nearly repeated as 119.1 b, below. The comm renders

samgmdmi by pratijdndmi. The Das. Kar cites (to Kaus 57.29 see the

note to that mle) the three verses in full, but substitutes for 3 c, d our 53.2

c, d, vaisvdnaro no ad-^ etc

72, For virile power

Found also m Paipp. xx. Used by Kaus (40.16, 17) in a nte for

sexual vigor, with an amulet. The arka- thread spoken ofm 16 may find

its explanation m the peculianty reported by Roxburgh (Flora Indica,

ii 3 1). “A fine sort of silky flax is in some parts prepared from the bark of

the young shoots.”

[V9

-

ctivsHChi'll

[^- 3T«rc|f%n 1 ^ ^

ag tttWi

gw % ^11
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As the black snake spreads himself at pleasure, making
wondrous forms (yapus)^ by the Asura’s magic (mdyd), so let this

arka suddenly make your member altogether correspondent
(^sarhsamaka), limb with limb

The conun reads sitas instead of asitas in a, and explains it as ‘a man
that IS bound.’ He takes arka as ‘an amulet of ari-tree’ (Calotropis
gigantea, of which various medicmal use is made) In d he reads sam
samagam and paraphrases the latter with ‘of like gomg’
(samanagamana) The Petersburg Lexicon conjectures for samsamaka
‘jomed to one another ’ The verse is mixed tristubh andjagatl

As the member of the tayadara is made big by the wind - as
great as is the member of the parasvant, so great let your member
grow.

What creature the parasvant is is unJknown (Pet. Lex “perhaps the
wild ass”); the tayadara is yet more obscure, bemg mentioned only here
The comm reads tdyodaram, and defines tde tayodara as ‘a kmd of
animal’, the bha of sthulabha he takes as representmg a verbal root
sthaulyena bhdsam&nam.

\\ W-rad ^
ywcpy-w ii ^ n

As much of a limb as is that of the parasvant, that of the
elephant, and that of the ass - as great as of the vigorous {yajin')

horse, so great let your member grow.

The comm reads and explains yavad anginam at the begmnmg as
two independent words, the metrical irregularity, as well as the
anomalousness of the word as a derivative and compoimd, suggest
emendation to yavad angam (angam = pasas). [Cf Pischel, Ved Stud ,

1 83, with reference to the ass ]

The seventh anuvaka, havmg 11 hymns and 34 verses, ends here, and
the mss. quote the old Anukr to dus effect . catasrbhir adhikas tu
saptamah sydt.

73. To assure supremacy
Found also in Paipp xix. (with the verse-order 1, 3, 2) This hymn

with lii 12, vi 93, xii.l, is reckoned by Kaus. to the vdstospatyani (8 23)
or the vdstu gana, and it and the following hymn, with others (12 5), to
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the sammanasyam; also, by the schol (note to 19 1), to the pustika
mantras, and vs. 3 [so comm not vii.60.7] by itself (23 6) in the
ceremony of entering a new house

[^- 3T8T^ I ^[gcIT- -Sim, ?

^g3fMT:U ^>11

Let Vanina come here, Soma, Agm, let Brhaspati with the

Vasus come here; come you together, [his] fellows, all of you,

like-minded, imto the fortune of this stem corrector (ugra cettr).

Ppp. reads abhi- instead of upa- in c, and has at the end sujdtas. The
comm explams cettr as “one who properly understands the distinction of
what is to be done and what is not to be done”; in this word cit seems to

take the value of ci or cay : ‘one who notes and visits or requites.’

TCRf^ 3l^STI

ifW y^Tcfl iHfdcif ST^II ^ 11

The vehemence (susmd) that is within your hearts, the design

that has entered into your mind - that I frustrate with the oblation,

the ghi; in me, O [my] fellows, be your satisfaction (ramati).

Intended to restrain intending emigrants, apparently, as also vs. 3. All

the mss., and both editions with them, read tdn at the beginning of c,

although it is unquestionably an error for tdm, referring to dkutim, as the

comm, correctly reads and understands. Only one ms (our Bp.^) has

srivaydmi^ all the rest srTv-, or its phonetic product, chriv-; but SPP. quite

unaccountably (against the sense, and agamst the use of Vs'fv, which has

no causative conjugation quotable before the Lahta-Vistara) adopts

sivaydmi from the comm. (= parasparasambaddhdn karomi) : Ppp. has

srevaydmi, and in d (as in 1 d) sujdtds The Anukr. should have noted the

verse as mart. [Readyo vo 'sti m a?]

^ ^ n

Be you just here, go not away from us; let Phsan make [it]

pathless for you m the distance; let the lord of the dwelling (yastu)

call aloud after you; in me, O [my] fellows, be your satisfaction
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Ppp. has, m a, ^ *haydta md *pa, at the beginning, it rectifies the meter

of b by omitting vas^, in c, it reads yam ahvan forjohavitu^ m d, it agam
has sujdtds

74. For harmony

Found also m Paipp.xix (m the verse-order 2, 1,3) Reckoned
by Kaus. (12 5), with the preceding hymn and others, to the

sdmmanasydm.

[^- 3T2rafl ^gRTT- -HinH-R, f5|-aTFn I W^- ^

?r WqrPTf|%: ^ ^ ^11

Together let your bodies be mixed (prc), together your minds,

together your courses; together has this Brahmanaspati, together

has Bhaga made you come.

Ppp has, for d, somah sam spar^aydtu mam. The conun renders

samprcyantam by paraspardnurdgena samsrjyantdm

Concurrence of the mind for you, also concurrence of the

heart, also what of Bhaga is wearied (srdntd) - therewith I make
you concur.

Ppp. has, m d, sam jnapaydti mam. It is one of the most peculiar and
unaccountable of the occasional peculiarities of the pada-f&xX that m d it

reads sam jnapaydmiy combmg the preposition with the verb, though the

former has the accent Of all the mss. noted, only one of SPP’s has the

usual reading * Srdntam in c seems an impossible readmg, but even Ppp.
gives nothmg else. The comm, explams it as ‘toil-bom penance’
(sramajanitam tapah). Emendation to sdntam ‘tranquilized’, i.e

tranquillity, would be very easy, and tolerably satisfactory. *[Whitney’s
collation certainly notes also D Kp as reading sam : jnapaydmiy probably
his eye rested on the sam jnapanam of b (which m his collation-book
stands just above the sam jnapaydmi of d), when he wrote the above
statement I suspect that the avagraha ofsamjnapaydmi has blundered m
from the sam jnapanam of a and b by a similar mistake of the scribes.]

[Cf. thepada reading upa sekima at vi.l 14.2.]
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^5i^'^4^Qs('bill art^aft^PTRT:!

-g^ ilniTm?(fTjft^rqR ^ ii

As the Adityas, severe (ugrd), not beanng enmity, united with
the Vasus, with the Maruts, so, O three-named one, hot beanng
enmity, do you make these people here hke-minded

Ppp. reads, m a, vasavas instead of vasubhis, and, in c, d, -yamdnam
imam jand sammanasam krnu tvam^ which is better m so far as it makes
ahrn- adjunct of the object rather than of the subject m the sentence, our
text desiderates ahrntyamdndn. The verse is found also in TS (ii 1 1 1^),

which has, m b, marudbhi rudrah (our readmg seems a corruption of this)

samajdnatd *bhi^ and, m c, d, -yamdnd vi^ve devd.h samanaso bhavantu
A god trinaman appears to be met with only m this verse; the one meant
IS probably Agm, as conjectured by BR , and also explamed by the comm

75. To eject a rival

Found also m Paipp xix (with the verse-order 1, 3, 2), and in TB.
(ill 3.11^'^) and Ap (iii 14 2) [TB andAp agree with Paipp in the verse-

order and several other pomts ] Used by Kaus (47 10) m a nte of sorcery,

and agam similarly (48 29-3 1), with strewmg of darbha grass

cB^i ^[arciT- ^ -sFrali]

35 wfr '?T: 33^1

I thrust you man out of home, the rival who fights [us], with

the oblation of ejectment; Indra had demolished him.

One of our mss. (O ) reads at the end also here (cf 66 2 , above [and

note to 32 2]) -sarait. Ppp , also TB Ap , have mrb- at the beginning of c,

and TB Ap have enam m d (the two agree m every pomt through the

hymn) [Ppp. parasarl, as at 66 2 ]

? o . cT 35m?Ti

^ ^rRT«r:IRI

Let Indra, Vrtra-slayer, thrust him to the most distant distance,

whence he shall not come back, through constant years (sama).

Ppp TB Ap. read tvd for tarn in a, and TB.Ap nayatu for nudatu m
b, while Ppp has, for b, indro devo acikdpat; all three have -yasi at end of

c
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1|F^: M-UcJd 135

135 %Fr^ ^

?rac7bf5: 3TO^f|f^n^ii

Let him go [beyond] three distances; let him go beyond the

five peoples, let him go beyond the three shining spaces, whence
he shall not come back, through constant years, so long as the sun

shall be in the sky.

Instead of etu TB Ap have three times ihi, and they omit padas d, e,

RV (viii 32 22 a, b) agrees with them in padas a, b. Ppp reads anu for ati

at end of b, and has, for c, the corrupt iha ca tva tu rocana\ it omits d, e,

like the other texts The pada-tcxt reads rocand (not ~ndh), maintaining

the usual and proper gender of the word, although, bemg qualified by
tisras, it is apparently taken here as feminine, and should be rocandh The
mark of punctuation added after d m our edition is not m the mss ; it was
heedlessly introduced m gomg through the press, and the accent of
s'asvatibhyas is misprmted

76. For a ksatriya’s security from death

Found also in Paipp. xix. Used by Kaus. (50.4), with i.26, 27
and vi.3, by one desirous of success in conquest, and for other like

purposes.

[V9^ -

[^- ^5rFWTTff?l 3T3g^l]

^ ^ . "ST^

They who sit about him, who pile on [fuel] m order to

beholding [him] - let Agni, fully kindled, with his tongues arise out
of [their] heart.

The sense is somewhat obscure. In b, caksase probably ‘that he may
become conspicuous’; the comm very strangely renders it ‘for mjury’
Qiinsayai) and regards the “they” as demons and the like Ppp. begins
yene ’dam par-, and elides the a ofagnirm c.

Of the heating (p.s&mtapand) Agni I take hold of the track
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(Ppada), in order to length of life (ayus) - out of whose mouth the

soothsayer (addhati) sees the smoke arising,

Ppp reads, for c, d, dhatur yasya pasyata mama dyantas sritah^

corrupt The comm explams pada as either ‘place’ {sthdna) or ‘sound’

(sabda)

He who knows the fuel of him, piled on by the ksatriya - he
sets not the foot (pada) m detnment unto death

Ppp elides the initial a of asya in a, and begins c md vihvare To t^e

comm ,
abhihvara is ‘a roundabout crooked cause ofmeetmg death

’

^ ^ ^ tTW 31^

\\>£u

They that go about (parydyin) do not slay him, he goes not

down to the dead (psanna) - the ksatriya who, knowing, takes the

name ofAgni unto length of life.

Ppp has, m b, evam for ava, and, in c, visvd for vidvan. The comm
understands sanndn as ‘(the enemies) even when m his neighbourhood’,

Ludwig, ‘die [im Hmter-halt?] gelagerten’* cf TB ii4.7^^ sanndn md 'va

gata

[A supplementary note from Roth says that Ppp. has, inserted just

before iv 9 7 of the Vulgate, the followmg nai "nam ghnantu parydyano

na manvdm iva gacchati jane mana pramiyate yas tvdm bibharty dfijana

(cf IV 9 5 d) ]

77. For recovery and retension ofwhat is losti

[^19 -

[jEf?r- I 'did^<i (a#^) I ar^i]

The heaven has stood; the earth has stood, all this li\^ing world

has stood; on their base (asthana) the mountains have stood; I have

made the horses standm their station.

1 Translated Ludwig, p 468, Gnffith, i 286, Bloomfield, 106, 496
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The first half-verse is 44 1 a, b, above, the second is nearly vii 96 1 c,

d, below But Ppp. is different m c, d, and partly illegible, tistha ime

sthdmann asvd' ransata can be read The comm mserts ‘you, O woman’
in d, and regards asvdn as an mcomplete comparison 'as they bmd
vicious horses with ropes’! Prat iv 96 prescribes the unchanged pada^-

readmg atisthipam. [Most of SPP’s authorities have asthuh m samhitd']

%IT Srff 1 ^ II

He who had attained the going away, he who has attained the

coming in, the turning hither, the turning in~ he who is herdsman,

on him I call

The first half-verse is nearly RV x 19 5 a, b, and the second exactly

lb 4 c, d. Rv reads vydyanam for pardyanam m a, and parOyanam for

nyOyanam m b. The comm appears to read nyayanam

cT ^ II

O Jatavedas, cause to turn in; be your turners hither a hundred,

your turners this way a thousand; with them get for us again

Ppp has, for d, tdbhir enam ni vartaya, thus defining the object of all

this recovering action to be some male person or thmg The comm
mterprets it all through as a woman who has escaped or wants to escape
RV X 19 IS aimed at kine PMas b and c are found m VS xii 8, which
also ends with Punar no nastam a krdhi punar no rayim a krdhi Santi
would be a better reading m b.

78. For matrimonial happiness

Foimd also m Paipp xix. [and at MP-i.8.6, 7, 10] Employed by
Kaus. twice (78.10, 14) m the marriage ceremonies, with other passages,
with anointmg the heads of the married pair, malong them eat together
etc

.
- grroifaMi^w i

[^- 1 1;^- tPt («FT) ^ wr i

By this actual (pbhutd) oblation let this man be filled up again,
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the wife that they have brought to him, let him grow supenor
{abhi-vrdh) to her by essence (rasa).

Ppp has bhutasya for bhutena m a, and inverts the order of words m
b Gnll acutely suggests bhutyena in a, ‘for prospenty (bhuti),’ and the

comm paraphrases it with samrddhikarena ‘prospenty-malong.’ Abhi m
d, and m 2 a, b, seems to have a meamng like that which it has in abhi-

bhu The comm makes no difficulty ofrendenng the neuter vardhatam as

if It were causative. Ppp takes away the difficulty of the expression m
this verse by the very different readmgydydm yam asma ’vidam sd rasena
'bhi vardhatam

Let him grow supenor to [her] by fatness (payas), let him
grow superior to [her] by royalty; by wealth of thousand-fold

splendour let these two be unexhausted.

Ppp has, m a, prajayd mstead ofpayasd. The accent stdm is read by
all but one (O ) of our mss and by all but one [or two] of SPP’s.

Tvastar generated the wife,* Tvastar [generated] you as

husband for her; let Tvastar make for you two a thousand life-

times (dyus), a long life-time

[Ppp adds dadhau afterpatim m b, which is better, has, m c, sahasra

ay-, and, m d, mam for vdm ]

79. For abundance at home

[“Verse” 3 is prose ] Found also in Paipp. xix , and m TS iii 3
8^'^

Kaus uses the hymn m a nte [21.7] for prosperity (for fatness m gram,

comm), and it is reckoned (note to 19.1) to the pustika mantras Vait

(3 1 4) has it m the sattra, on the ekastakd day, with offermgs to the two

deities mentioned

[V9^ -

[jgfir- 3181^1 TTPFRi ^ yi^mrin^spniti]

1 csrsr 4^ ingHHi do ^.4 -i^) i
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^ WBHf
314ltn(ri ^^:ii^ii

Let the lord of the cloud (nabhas) here, the fattener, protect us,

[grant] unequalledness (?) in our houses.

For the obscure asamati m c, the minor Pet Lex. conjectures

asamarti ‘unharmedness,’ which TS. has m the correspondmg pada,

makmg an anustubh of the verse, with grhanam asamartyai bahavo no
grha asan for second half, the comm, explams it as ‘absence of division

(pariccheda)*' of the gram lying m our storehouses’; Ppp. is defaced, but

appears to have read somethmg different TS. fiirther has nabhasd puras
for -saspatis m a Most of our samhitd mss (except E H s m O ) read nah
after grhesui SPP. reports nothing of the kmd from his authorities The
comm regards Agni as mtended by the “fattener ” *[I think the comm
mtends rather ‘absence of determmation or measure’ i.e “may the gram
be abundant beyond measure ”]

SIT ^a^ccir

Do you, O lord of the cloud, maintain for us sustenance (urj)

in our houses; let prospenty, let good {vasu) come.

TS. prefixes sa at the beginnmg, and has, for b, urjam no dhehi

bhadraya, then running off mto an entirely different close. The comm
regards Vayu as addressed

^ TRf TTW ^^ WnTn ^ U

O divine fattener, you are master of thousand-fold prosperity,

bestow upon us of that; assign to us of that, of that from you may
we be sharers.

In the first clause, Ppp. corrupts to sahasrapofisei it omits tasya no
rasva, and has bhakslmahi for bhaktivansah sydma TS. has sahasrap-,
and, after the division-mark, sa no rOsvd 'jy&nim etc. (an entirely different

close) The last part of the verse is found in K. v.4, which reads at the end
bhaklivdno bhUyasma', and TB lii 7.5^ has the last phrase with \tasyds te\

bhaksivanah sydma a curious set of variants, all irregular or anomalous.
The verse, accordmg to the comm , is addressed to the sun.

80. The heavenly dog and the kalakanjas

Found also in Paipp xix (with the verse-order 1, 3, 2) The use of the

h5nim is Kaus. and Vait. is obscure and mdefinite : the former applies it
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only (31 18) m a healing rite for one who is paksahata (‘wounded m the
side’? [BI suggests hemiplagia or paralysis.] The comm, reads m the
Kaus text afigam mantroktamnukaya for mantroktam cankramaya of
BI’s ed ); the latter has vs 3 m the agnistoma sacrifice, accompanymg
(23 20) the avabhrtha isti etc

[CO «

[^- ^ ?3RcIR^l]

^ ^ trail fegf

% ffw f^w ?»ll

He flies through the atmosphere, looking down upon all

existences; what the greatness is of the heavenly dog, with that

oblation would we pay worship to you.

The first half-verse is RV.x 136 4 a, b, which differs only by reading

rupd mstead of bhutd in b; it is part of the hymn that extols the powers of
the mum. Ppp. has a very different version of b, c, d svar bhutd

vyacdcalat sa no divyasyai 'dam mahas tasmd etena havisdjuhomi.

1|fw^^ I

^ 11

The three kdlakdnjas that are set (sritd) m the sky like gods -

all them I called on for aid, for this man’s unharmedness

In explainmg this verse, the comm, quotes firom TB (i.l.2'^^) the

legend of the Asuras named kdlakdnja, whose efforts to reach heaven

Indra thwarted by a trick, except m the case oftwo of them, who became
the heavenly dogs; a corresponding legend is found m MS.i 6 9 (p. 101, 1.

1 ff.) The different numbers in our hymn, as regards both dog and

kdlakdhjas, are important, and suggest naturally the dog of our sky (Cams
major or Sirius . so Zimmer, p 353) and the three stars of Orion’s belt,

pomtmg directly toward it. The Anukr. does not notice the deficiency of a

syllable in a

^ V9
.^ t ;ii4 ^ ^

In the waters [is] your birth, in heaven your station, within the

ocean your greatness, on the earth; what the greatness is of the

heavenly dog, with that oblation would we pay worship to you.

Ppp substitutes [for c, d] again its own refiam, sa no divy- etc., as in

vs 1 The comm regards the verse as addressed to Agni
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81. For successful pregnancy : with an amulet

Fovind also in Paipp xix Applied by Kaus (35 11) in a nte for

conception of a male, with the direction iti mantroktam badhnati, and the

schol. (note to 35.26) quotes it also m a women’s rite.

[^- STStraf I ^gcTT- 3nfs[c^T, ^ I W^-

You are a holder, you hold (yam) the two hands, you drive

away the demons Seizing (grah) progeny and riches, this has

become a hand-clasp (panhastd).

In Ppp , the a of abhut m d is ehded The comm reads kmvanas m c,

he understands Agni to be addressed m a, b

SIHf STRT^I

^ ^ winiirn ^ ii

O hand-clasp, hold apart the womb, in order to placing of the

embryo; O you sign (7marydda)^ put in a son; him do you make to

come, you comer (?dgamd).

The obscure words maryadd and dgamd are apparently epithets of the

parihasta, the comm, understands the [first] of the woman maryadd =
marya + d-dd ‘taken possession of by men’, [and he takes dgame as =
dgamane sail ‘when sexual approach takes place,’ which would be
acceptable if it did not wholly disregard the accent]. One might conjecture

maryadds ‘giver of a male.’ Ppp has at end -gamah.

The hand-clasp that Aditi wore [when] desiring a son - may
Tvasta bind that on for her, saying “that she may give birth to a
son ”

Ppp. reads suvdt in d For Aditi desiring a son, compare xi 1 1

.

82. To obtain a wife

Found also m Paipp.xix Used by Kaus (59 11), in a kamya nte, by
one desmng a wife, and agam, m the nuptial ceremonies (78.10), with
VI 78 etc.
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[6'R - sgrB]

qnr Tg^[TRji^d :i

^ gragnPT TOB^rii

I take the name of the arriving, the arrived, the coming one,

Indra the Vrtra-slayer I win (van), him of the Vasus, of a hundred-
fold power.

The construction of van with a genitive is apparently elsewhere
unknown, and is of doubtfiil sense Ppp has instead rajno ‘of the king’,

which makes the correctness of vanve very doubtful Ppp. also combines
agachatd ’

'gatasya m a The comm reads at the end satakrato, vocative,

he apparently takes dyatas m b as dyatas, from yam (niyato ‘hatri) [or,

alternatively, with indrasyal

: Wl
%5r W w^rnrr ^^djRfdii -r ii

By what road the Asvins carried SQrya, daughter of Savita, by

that, Bhaga said to me, do you bring a wife

In b, asvino
’

’hatus is perhaps better to be taken apart of advind d-

dhatus, but the pada-te-xX has no d. [Cf. Bergaigne, Rel Ved., ii 486-7 ]

cl^rql

The good-giving, great, golden hook that is yours, O Indra -

with that, O lord of might (sad-'), assign you a wife to me who
seek a wife.

Ppp. retains the a of ankusas, and has, for d, tvam dhehi satakrato

The comm, reads, in a, vasudhdnas

The eighth anuvaka, contammg 10 hymns and 31 verses, ends with

this hymn, the old Anukr. says • ekatrinsakam astamam vadantL

83. To remove apacits

[Part (vs. 4) prose ] Found also m Paipp. i (but without the added vs.

4) Kaus. (31 16) employs it in a healmg nte, with vii76 (against

gandamdld, schol , comm ); vss. 3 c, d and 4 are specifiedm the sequel of

the nte (31 20, 21); the comm, treats vs 4 as beginning ofhymn 84; it is
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applied by Klaul m Ae teatoemt dfa'sarc ofiUBlaai3Wii origin (ajndtarus .

catuspada ganda^ comm }

[^- arf^^i ^cRiT-^, ? WNuii) I

1|[q^

O apacits, fly forth, like a bird {suparnd) from its nest; let the

sun make remedy; let the moon shine you away.

It was Bloomfield (in the article referred to above) who first

mamtamed that the apacit is a pustule or sore The comm, directly

identifies the apaciis with the gandamalas, “scrofiilous swellmgs of the

glands of the neck” (BR.), and explams all the processes implied m the

hymn as referring to such His etymology of the word under this verse is

‘gathered offward by reason of defect’ (dosavasad apdk ciyamdndh)^ and
he describes them as ‘beginning from the throat [and] proceedmg
downward’ (galda drabhya adhastdt prasrtdh). The accent of krnotu m c

is the usual antithetical one, SPP makes a wholly unnecessary and very
venturesome suggestion to explam it.

One [is] spotted, one whitish (syeni), one black, two red, of all

have I taken the name; go you away, not slaying [our] men.

The comm explams enl as isadraktami^ra^veta.

. ^fd'^bT

3r cIldKlId ^ ^l%EqfdU ^ II

Barren shall the apacit, daughter of the black one, fly forth; the

boil (glau) shall fly forth from here, it shall disappear from the
neck (?galuntas)

The translation here given ofgaluntas is the pure conjecture, as if the
word were a corruption ofsome form ofgala (our W.O D. read galantas),
with ablative-suffix tas. It might contam gadu ‘excrescence on the throat’,

mdeed, the comm etymologizes it as gadttn +V tas ! He understands na
s'lsyati as two independent words. Ppp has sakalarh tena s'udhyati (or sus
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yati), perhaps ‘thereby it dnes wholly up ’ For rdmdyani^ compare
vii 74 1

Partake (vf) of [your] own oblation, enjoying with the mind,

hail' as now I make oblation with the mind

This verse, which breaks the uniformity of the book, is evidently an
mtrusion, and has no apparent connection with the rest of the hymn,
although It is acknowledged by both Anukr and comm The latter

curiously mixes it up with vs. 1 of the next hymn, reckonmg it with 84 1

a, b as one verse, and reckonmg 84 1 c, d and 2 as the followmg verse,

thus [making 83 a trca and 84 a caturrca] [An drey anustubh would
seem to be 24 syllables ]

84. For release from perdition

This hymn is not found in Paipp Kaus applies it (52.3), with vi.63

and 121, in a nte for welfare The comm takes no notice of this, but

regards the hymn as implied in 31 21 see imder the precedmg hymn In

Vait (38.1) it IS found used m a healmg nte m the purusamedha this

also the comm overlooks

]

[^- 3T%1T1 13=^- ^ BlTcdll

gRgiRcT arrel?^
tSRj rqit TlfT' 5>||

You in whose terrible mouth I make oblation, in order to the

release of these bound ones, people think of you as “earth”, I

know you completely as “perdition” {mrrti)

The verse is found also m VS (xii.64), TS (iv.2.5^), andMS (ii 2 1).

In a, for asani ghore, VS MS"' have ghora asan, and Ts krura dsan;

before it, TS mserts asyds, while MS. begins yad adya te; m b, all (also

our comm ) read bandhanam, which is better, MS has after it

pramocanaya, and all omit kam-, for c, d, VS MS. have ydm tvd jauo

bhumir iti pramandate nirrtim tva’ham pan veda visvatah, while TS.

agrees nearly with our text, though havmg simply jand vidur for

abhipramanvate jandh, and at- hie end vidvatah The chief result for our

text IS the demonstration of manvate as probably a corruption of mandate.

It was noted at the end of the preceding hymn that the comm, mixes up
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the end and beginnmg of the two hymns. The metrical definition of the

Anukr is very poor

TgrgTiRii

O earth (?), be you nch m oblations, this is your share which is

in us, free these [and] those from sin . hail!

The translation follows Ludwig’s suggested emendation of bhute at

the beginnmg to bhUme

o
. ^ cRirajVTr^i

^ ^ 1^1 • ^ »

So, O perdition do you, free from envy, kindly unfasten from
us the bond-fetters of iron. Yama venly gives you back to me, to

that Yama, to death, be homage

All of this verse except the first p&da is a repetition of 63 2 b, c, d
above The comm explams aneha by anahantrl. The fourth is the only

jagati pada

•5% Ttg%TjT3[^ll'8n

You were bound here to an iron post, bndled with deaths that

are a thousand; do you, in concord with Yama, with the Fathers,

make this man ascend to the highest firmament.

This verse is a repetition of 63.3, above

85. For relief from yak$ma
Found also in Paipp xix. Used by Kaus (26 33-37) is a healing nte,

with VI. 109, 127 and others, m 37 with the direction mantroktam
badhnati; and reckoned (note to 26.1) to the takmanddana gana And the
first halfofvs 2 is part of a verse given entire m 6 17.

[5efir- 3T«T^ I -sR^fd i

The varana, this divine forest-tree, shall ward off (ydray-)-, the
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yaksma that has entered into this man - that have the gods warded
off

The verse is repeated as x 3 5. An amulet made of: varana is used, as
the comm pomts out [Sumlar word-play at iv 7 1 -see note.] The
deficiency of a syllable m a is not noticed by the Anukr

^ ^ n

With the word (yacas) of Indra, of Mitra, and of Vanina, -with

the voice (vdc) of all the gods, do we ward off yoxxryaksma.

^ ftTT anwrerwT f|raraf

^ -51^' %T^Tlf ^R^II ^ II

As Vrtra stopped (stambh) these waters [when] going in all

directions, so, by means of Agni Vaisvanara, do I ward off your
yaksma.

For visvadhd yatls, m b, the comm reads vi^adhayanis. Ppp
combmes, m a, vrtrai ’md 'pah

86. For supremacy

Found also m Paipp.xix. Employed by Kaus. (59.12), m a kdmya nte,

by one who is vrsakdma (sraisthyakdma, comm ), and the schol (note to

140 6) adds it to v 3 11 and vu.86, 91 as usedm die indramahotsava

aT«raf I ^grlT- I

^ f^pah?T

Chief (yrsari) of Indra, chief of heaven, chief of earth is this

man, chief of all existence; do you be sole chief

“Chief,” ht’Ty ‘bull’ : foremost, as the bull is of the herd. Indrasya

in a can hardly stand; rather aindrasya, or, we may conjecture, idhrasya

(cf. idhriya, vidhra).

H ^ -Wctdlyri^:

^11

The ocean is master of the streams; Agni is controller of the

earth; the moon is master of the astensms, do you be sole chief.
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Ppp. has, m c, suryas instead of candramas\ the latter makes a

redundant pada, unnoticed by the Anukr

Universal ruler are you of Asuras, summit of human beings,

part-sharer of the gods are you, do you be sole chief.

The comm understands ‘part-sharer" to mean “havmg a share equal

to that of all the other gods together,” and applies it to Indra

87. To establish some one in sovereignty

Found also m Paipp. xix [This hymn and verses 1 and 2 of the next,

from one continuous passage in the RV (x 173.1-5). see Oldenberg, Die
Hymnen des RV ,

i 248-9, and cf introduction to our lii 12 ] It is further

found m TB (ii 4 2®“^) and K. (xxxv 7). This hymn and the one next

followmg are used together by Kaus- in a kdmya rite (59 13), by one

desiring fixity {dhrauvya or sthairyd), m a nte of expiation for

earthquakes (98.3), with xii 1; and the comm regards them (and not

lii 12 1, 2) as mtended by dhruvau at 136.7 (and the same should

doubtless be said of43.11), in the rite against the portent of broken sacred

vessels; further, they appear m the indramahotsava (140.8), 87.1 c bemg
curiously specified in addition. In Vait (28 16), this hymn alone (or vs 1)

appears m the agnicayana, at the raismg of the ukhydgni,

[4V9 -w:

ailT

I have taken you; you have become within; stand you fixed,

not unsteady; let all the people (yisas^ want you; let not the

kingdom fall away from you.

The RV. version has, in a, edhi for abhUs, and RV TB. (also

VS xii.ll) have -cdcalis at end of b; and so has TS. (iv 2 1''), though it

reads [m d asmm for ma tvat and draya for bhrasat]; while MS. (ii 7 8)

agrees with our text m a, b, c, but gives for d asme rastrdni dharaya The
comm, explains antar abhiis by asmakam madhye ‘dhipatir abhavah,

which reminds us of modhyamestha and madhyamail [see note to iv.9 4]

[Our c is the c of iv.8.4 (see the note thereon), of which the TB version

has our d here as its d ]
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JTnr ^^tlST: ^|(^‘t:IWH<I

pf^ld wi ^ II

Be you just here; be not moved away; like a mountain, not

unsteady, O Indra, stand you fixed just here, here do you maintain

royalty,

RV.TB. have again -cacabs at end of b, and TB has vyathisthas for

apa cyosthds; m a The metncal contraction parvate Va is not opposed by
the Anukr. At beginning of c, RV.TB Ap. have the better reading indra

ive 'ha (to be read indre 've 'ha : whence, doubtless, the AV version); and,

as the comm, gives the same, SPP has adopted it m his text, against ail

his authorities as well as ours The AV version (found also in Ppp ) is not

to be rejected as impossible, the person is himself addressed in it as Indra

: 1 e., as chief. Ppp. has m for « in d ApSS (xiv.27.7) has the RV.
version, except yajnam for rdstram m d In our text an accent-sign has

dropped out under the sthe of -sthe 'ha m c-d,

^ o
.^ ffWi

Indra has maintained this man fixed by a fixed oblation; him
may Soma bless, and Brahmanaspati here.

RV begins imam indro ad-, and has, in d tasmd u for ayarh ca TB
(also Ap^S. xiv.27.7, which agrees with it throughout [except bruvan for

bravan\) has enam for etam m a, and tasmai devd adhi bravan for c [Our

c, d occurred above, 5.3 c, d ]

88. To establish a sovereign

The hymn does not occur m Paipp ,
but its first two verses are

RV.X.173 4, 5 (contmuahon of those corresponding to our 87) For its use

by Kaus with ttie precedmg hymn, see under the latter.

3T«raf I \

fcR ^3Ph,l

1^: W ^11

Fixed [is] the sky, fixed the earth, fixed all this world of living

beings (jagai), fixed these mountains; fixed [is] this king of the

people (yi^dm).
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RV vanes from this only in the order of padas, which is a, c, b, d
TB (ii 4 2^) and ApSS (xiv 27 7) follow our order, but have dhruva ha
for dhruvasas m c, MB. (i 3 7) has our a, b, c.

I TMT

5 Tft «nT?rat 1^11 ? II

Fixed for you let king Varuna, fixed let divine Brhaspati, fixed

for you let both Indra and Agni maintain royalty fixed

The RV verse differs in no respect from this

^rqf cfir^UdlfH^II ^ 11

Fixed, unmoved, do you slaughter the foes; make them that

play the foe fall below [you]; [be] all the quarters (dif) like-

minded, concordant (sadhryanc), let the gathering (samiti) her suit

(kdp) you [who are] fixed.

With d compare v 19 15 c The comm, reads p&tayasva at end of b
The last pSda is jagatT. The comm, renders kalpatdm by samartha
bhavatu

89. To win affection

This hymn also, like the precedmg, is wantmg in Paipp. Kaus
(36.10-11) applies it m a women’s nte, for winnmg affection, addressmg
the head and ear, or wearmg the hair, of the person to be affected. *[The
Anukr. text is confiised here, but the Berlm ms seems to add
manyuvin&^anam.^

[6^ -

[^- arssraf
I (^) ^ 1^, firarq-bm i sigg^i]

: Tift 3F3n'rlg ^TftRPlftril ^||

This head that is love’s (7premX virility given by Soma - by
what IS engendered out of that, do we pain (socayd) your heart.

Preni is as obscure to the comm, as to us; he paraphrases it by
premaprapaka ‘that obtains (or causes to obtam) affection.’ He takes vrs

nya as adj., treats pan prajdtena in c as one word, and supphes to it

snehavi^e^ena. [Whitney’s O combmes tatasparil\
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gnt f<Tfcr^

We pam your heart, we pain your mind; as smoke the wind,
close upon it {sadhryanc), so let your mind go after me

The sign in our text denoting kampa m sadhryan should have been,
for consistency’s sake, 1 (as in SPP’s text) and not 3, the mss , as usual,

vary between 1 and 3 and nothing. The comm reads sadhrim.

TT^' iqr TiWRrnR^ii ^ ii

Unto me let Mitra-and-Varuna, unto me divine Sarasvatl, unto
me let the middle of the earth, let both [its] ends fling (sam-as)

you

The comm renders samasyatdm by samyojayatam

90. For safety from Rudra’s arrow

Found also m Paipp. xix (m the verse-order 2, 1,3) Used by Kaus.

(31 7) in a healing nte agamst sharp pam (sula), also reckoned (note to

50 13) to the raudra gana

fa[^' ^irqirni

The arrow that Rudra hurled at you, at your limbs and heart,

that do we now thus eject asimder from you

Ppp, has, for c, imdm tvdm adya te vayam The comm, imderstands

the infliction to be the sularoga (colic '^) [In c, idam^ ‘thus’ or ‘herewith'’

1 e ‘with this spell’?]

^ d.
.
-siT^ ?nT I

crraf t ? ii

The hundred tubes that are yours, distributed along your limbs,

of all these ofyours do we call out the poisons

Ppp reads hiras for satam m a, and sdkam for vayam in c The

comm, takes ni'wis&ni as a smgle word m d (= visarahitani) [Cf. i.l7 3 ]
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^ PlMlddT^n^n

Homage to you, O Rudra, when hurling; hoxnage to [your

arrow] when aimed (pratihita); homage to it when let fly; homage
to It when having hit.

Ppp has, in b, pratihitdbhyas, in c, d, visrjyamandbhyo namas
trayatabhyah '(but in i., where the verse is also found, mpatitdbhyah). The
verse is usnih only by number of syllables

91. For remedy from disease

Found also m Paipp. xix Used by Kaus (28 17-20) m a healing nte

against all diseases (m 17 with v 9, m 20 alone), with bmdmg on of a

barley amulet, also reckoned to the takmandsana gapa (note to 26 1).

[^- I ? 3TFT: I W^~

wiSTsM:

W % rp#i. siirn

This barley they plowed mightily with yokes of eight, with
yokes of six; therewith I unwrap away the complaint (rapas) of
your body.

The last half-verse is defaced m Ppp.; it appears to end pratlclna

apahvayatd.

^^ -R;IR II

Downward blows the wind; downward bums the sun;

downward the inviolable [cow] milks; downward be your
complaint

This verse is RV.x 60.11; the latter rectifies the meter of a by
introductmg ova (Va) before vdti [or rather, by not being guilty of the
haplography which spoils our AV. text : cf note to iv.5.5]. The Anukr.
ignores the deficiency ofour text.

. an?^ ^ aT4\^riid4^ :i

frnraFf ^ ii
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The waters venly are remedial; the waters are disease-

expelling, the waters are remedial of everything; let them make
remedy for you.

The first three padas are the same with those ofm.7 5, above, and the
whole verse corresponds with RV x.l37 6, which diffecs only by reading
sarvasya for vi^vasya in c. Ppp. has a wholly origmal second half-verse :

apah samudrarthOyatlspara vahantu te rapah

92. for success of a horse

Found also in Paipp xix. Applied by Kaus. (41.21) in a nte for

the success of a horse, and by Vait (36.18) in the asvamedha, as

the sacnficial horse is tied

1 cIT^ I W^- ^

^ -qilt 3rg%

rcjl 311 % cggi ^11

Be you, O steed (vdjm), of wind-swiftness, being harnessed

(ym)> go in Indra’s impulse, with mind-quickness; let the all-

possessing Maruts harness you; let Tvasta put quickness in your

feet.

The verse is also VS ix 8, where, for b, is read indrasye’va daksinah

s'riyai’dhi Ppp puts bhava after vdjm m a, and reads daivyasya for

visvavedasas m c. The comm gives an alternative explanation of

visvavedas, as often of its near equivalent jatavedas visvadhanah

sarvagocarajfiano vd. The Anukr , as often, takes no note of the tristubh

ptlda d.

^^ gtriciK ^ mu
The quickness, O courser, that is put in you in secret, also that

went about committed to the hawk, to the wmd - with that strength

do you, O steed, being strong, win the race, rescuing in the

conflict.

This verse also is foundm VS. (ix.9 a), with considerable variants at

the beginning, yavo yas te vdjin; for b, ^ene parltto acarac ca vdte\, m c,

nas for tvam; for d, vdjajic ca bhava samane ca par- Ppp resembles this

m b ^yene carati yas ca vdte Half SPP’s authorities end with -isnu, I
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have noted no such reading among our mss The Anukr, ignores the

irregularity of this verse and of vs. 3 [The vs is discussed by Bloomfield,

JAOS. XVI. 17 or Festgruss an Roth^ p 154 For d, see Pischel, Ved Stud
,

11.3 14, and Baunack, KZ xxxv 516 ]

eyxrq gn^^
31^^ ^ f|e0[§ : WTT ^ II

Let your body, O steed, conducting a body, run pleasance

{vama) for us, protection for yourself; uninjured, great, a god for

maintaining, may he set up his own light in the sky, as it were

This is translated literally according to the AV text, although

comparison with the corresponding RV verse (x.56.2) shows that its

readings are m part pure corruptions So, m b, RV makes [the meter good
and] the sense easy by givmg dhdtu for dhavatu, in c it has devan for

devas (the comm gives mstead divas)i and, m d, mimiyds (a mimlydt =
dgacchatu, comm.). Ppp has, for a, aste vdjin tanvam vahantw, m c,

avihvrtas, m d, svardnaslvdm The verse is probably ongmally addressed

to Agni, and added here only because of the occurrence of vdjin at its

beginning. The comm understands tanvam in a of a nder : arudhasya
sddinah sartram.

The ninth anuvaka^ of 10 hymns and 32 verses, ends here, the

old Anukr. is thus quoted : dvyadhikdv apacit.

93* For protection : to many gods

Found also in Paipp xix Reckoned by Kaus (8.23) to the vdstos

patydni, and also (9 2) to the brhachdnti gana^ used (50 13), with vi 1, 3,

59, and others, m a nte for welfare, further added (note to 25 36) to the

svastyayana gana

sFiHiTr, wrr, o[(ciq4-M ) i filial]

-girt

Yama, death, the evil-killer, the destroyer, the brown ^arva*,

the blue-locked archer, the god-folk that have ansen with their

army - let them avoid our heroes.

1 ^ *FTTfcr fr-resKcl -^T^: I
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All the authorities read astra m b, both editions make the necessary
emendation to osta, which is also read by the comm, and by Ppp Ppp
further, in b, has bhava instead of babhrus, and ends with -khandl, m c it

has vrnjanti (its exchange of -ti and -tu is common).

t>^V9V9 . TRW ^ ^^1

With mind, with libations, with flame (Pharos), with ghi, unto
the archer Sarva and unto king Bhava - to them (pi.), who are

deserving of homage, I pay homage, let them conduct those of evil

poison away from us

The pada-isKi, m d, reads agha-visah, doubtless accus pi fern , and
belongmg to isHs ‘arrows’ understood, but the comm, supplies mstead

krtyas. por c, ‘to the homage-deservmg ones, homage to th’m I pay.’]

Save you us from them of evil poison, from the deadly

weapon, O all you gods, you all-possessing Maruts; Agni-and-

Soma, Varuna of purified skill, may we be in the favour of Vata-

and-Parjanya.

The third pada m our text is made up of nommatives, coordinated

neither with the vocaUves of b nor with the gemhve of d Ppp has, for b,

c, agntsoma marutah putadaksah vis've deva maruto vaisvadevas, which

may all be vocatives The Anukr. takes no notice of the metrical

irregularities of the verse

94. For harmony

The first verse (= iii 8 5; the four precedmg verses of iii 8 occurred

elsewhere) is found m Paipp xix The comm regards it as mtended by

Kaus 12 5, m a rite for harmony, as, in almost identical terms, he had

above (imder ui.8) declared iii.8 5, 6 to be mtended

- lETraFIW^]

[^- 3T«T^ff^l I WS,- ^ f^ne^PTcTll]

. TT^ icnr

We bend together your minds, together your courses, together

your designs; you yonder who are of discordant courses, we make

you bend [them] together ere.
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Ppp m d apparently samjnapay&masi

*IH T^rfll ^ li

I seize [your] minds with [my] mind; come after my intent

with [your] intents; I put your hearts in my control; come with

[your] tracks following my motion.

These two verses are a repetition ofm 8.5, 6. In our text, -rete at the

end of b IS a misprint for reta [As to the meter, see note to ui.8 6.]

-5 'Htwldll ^ II

Worked in for me [are] heaven-and-earth; worked in [is]

divine Sarasvati; worked in for me [are] both Indra and Agm; may
we be successful here, O Sarasvati.

Save the last pada, this verse is a repetition of v.23 1 The comm,
paraphrases ota by abhimukhyena samtata orparaspararh sambaddha

95. For relieffrom disease : with ku$tha

The hymn is not found in Paipp As m the case of the precedmg
hymn, the first two verses have already occurred in the AV text namely,
as V l-J, 4 The comm regards this hymn as mcluded in the kusthalingas

of Kaus. (28 13; and vs. 3 (instead ofv 25 7) as intended in Vait 28.20, m
the agnicayana.

[<?k -

^8ke|>c|d ll ^11

The a^vattha, seat of the gods, in the third heaven from here;

there the gods won the kusfha, the sight of immortality.

^kd^. fgwg# 1|f^i

ddjiddw |gT:
-

faMd-cid ii ^ II

A golden ship, of golden tackle, moved about in the sky; there
die gods won the kustha, the flower ofimmortality.
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SPP. reads in c pu^am, wilh, as he claims, all his authmities save
one; as the verse is r^eated from a book to vdiich the comm, has not
been found, we do not know how he read. [See Ws note to v.4.4. But a
note in his copy ofthe printed text here seems to preferpuspamj.

You are the young (garbhd) of herbs; the young also of the

snowy [mountains], the young of all existence; make you this man
free from disease for me.

The comm, understands the third verse as addressed to Agni^ but

much more probably the kustha is intended. From garbho in c the

superfluous accent-mark above the line is to be deleted. [Our a, b, c are

nearly v-25.7 a, b, c; and d is nearly v.4-6 cj

96. For relieffrom sin and distress

Found also in Paipp.xix. (for other ccxrrespondences, see under the

verses). Employed by iCaus. (31.22) in a remedial rite against reviling by
a Brahman, against dropsy, etc. (the direction in the text is simply iti

mantroktasyau ’sadhibhir dhupayati)y making incense with heibs; and it is

regarded (note to 32.2T) as included among the anholingds.

^ Tipq^]

The herbs whose king is Soma, numerous, of hundred-fold

aspect (?vicaA?a/ia), impelled by Bfhaspati - let them ftee us fiom

distress.

The first half-verse is RV.x.97.18 a, b (with o?adh3s) [vihich makes

better meter] for -dhayas) and VS.xiL92 a, b (like RV.); TS. iv.2.6* agrees

only in a (wifii -dhya^. The seccmd half-verse is RVjc.97.15 c, d and

VSjdi.89 c, d and TS. in iv.2.6^ c, d, and MS. in iL7.13 ^.94.12) c, d - all

without variation. The ccnnm. e^Iains SatavicakstafOs by

satavidhadiMrdandf^, nSndvidhafndnopetSh. [MBJtL8.3 a, b follovra the

RV. version ofour a, b.]
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W |?ri

Let them free me from that which comes from a curse, then

also from that which is of Varana, then from Yama's fetter, from
all offense against the gods.

The verse is repeated below, as vii 1 12 2 It is RV x 97 16, VS xii 90,

which have sarvasmat^ m d, and Ppp reads the same, and LSS ii.2 11,

ApSS vii 21.6 are to be compared. Whether padbisat or padvlsdt should

be read is here, as elsewhere, a matter of question, our edited text gives -

h-, but most of our mss read -v-, as also the great majority of SPP’s
authorities, and he prmts (rightly enough) -v-; Vs has -v-, RV -Z?-, the

comm has -h-.

STEcf

If iyat) with eye, with mind, and if with speech we have
offended (upa-f) waking, if sleeping, let Soma punfy those things

for us with svadha

Compare vi.45.2, of which the second pada agrees with ours Ppp
mserts another yat before manasd in a, and has, for c, d somo md tasmdd
enasah svadhaya pundti vidvan.

97. For victory

Fond also m Paipp xix The three hymns 97-99 are used together m a
battle nte, for victory, with vi 65-67 and others, by Kaus.(14 7), and they
are reckoned to the apardjita gana (note to 14 7), and noted by the comm,
as therefore intended at 139 7; they are agam specifically prescribed in
the mdramahotsava (140.10) a full homa is offered, with the kmgjommg
in the act.

arsraf i i

^ ^5FRft, ^

^rar: ^ywUcji ^ ^11

An overcomer (abhibhu) [is] the sacrifice, an overcomer Agm,
an overcomer Soma, an overcomer Indra; that I may overcome
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(abhi-as) all fighters, so would we, Agni-offerers, pay worship
with this oblation.

The comm, paraphrases agnihotrds by agnau juhvatah [The Anukr
balances the deficiencies of a, b by the redundancies of c, d ]

Be there svadha^ O Mitra-and-Varuna, inspired ones; fatten

(pinv) you here with honey our dominion, nch m progeny, drive

off perdition far away; put away from us any committed sin.

Ppp. has in a, b, parjdpatis for vip praj
, m c, dvesas for duram; and,

for d, asmai ksatram vacd dhattam ojah. The second half-verse is

RVi.24 9 c, d, also found m TS (i4 45^) and MS. (i.3 39), all have
bddhasva and mumugdhi; 2d sing., for duram in c, RV has dure, TS.

(like Ppp ) dvesas, and MS. omits it, prefixing instead are to bddhasva
The comm, takes svadha m a as havirlaksanam annam. Only the first

half-verse isjagati

Be you excited after this formidable hero, take hold, O
companions, after Indra, the troop-conqueror, kine-conqueror,

thunderbolt-armed, conquering in the course {ajmari), slaughtenng

with force.

This verse appears agam as xix.13.6, in the midst of the hymn to

which It belongs, and which is found also in vanous other texts The verse

corresponds to RV.x. 103.6, SV li 1204, VSxvii.38, and one in

TS.iv 14 6.4^, MS.ii.10.4. They all reverse the order of the two half-

verses, begin our c with gotrabhidam govidam, and have, instead of our a,

imam sajdtd anu vlrayadhvam\ TS. differs from the rest by reading ‘nu

for anu m our b. The comm, explams ajma by ajanasilam ksepanasllam s

atnibalam [The word “in” were better omitted from the translation of

d.]

98. To Indra : for victory

Found also in Paipp. xix Besides the uses in Kaus of hymns 97-99,

as stated under 97, hymn 98 is further applied, with vi.67, in another

battle nte (16.4); and the schol. add it to vii.86, 91, etc., m the

indramahotsava (note to 140.6). Vait. also (34.13) has it in the sattra,

when the king is armed.
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'SRntIf ^W v44idf siferrat TFi%

May lodra conquer, may he not be conquered; may he king it

as over-king among kings; be you here one to be famed, to be

pocaised, to be greeted, to be waited on, and to be reverenced.

The verse is found also in TS. (ii.4.14^) and MS. (iv.12.3), but with a
very different second half : c, TS. vi^vd hi bhuyOJi prtana abhi^ttr, MS.
vi^vd abhi^fih prtandjayaty, d, both uptisadyo namasyo yathd ‘sat. In the

firsthalf atendofa,MS.7m«ire; at end ofb, TS. r&jayOd, MS. -yate. The
last p3da occurs again as iii.4.1 d. The comm, regards the king as

idmdfied widi Indra through fhe hymn. |MS. hasjccyati forjayOti^

You, O India, are over-king, ambitious {srav(isyu)y you are the

overcomer of people; do you rule over these folk (vi^as} of the

gods; long-lived, unfading (ofora) dominion be yours.

The verse is mutilaled in Ppp. MS. (in iv.12.2) has a corresponding
verse : tvam indrd'sy adkirdjas tvam bhavd*dhipatir jandndm : daivfr

visas tvam utd vi rdjaujasvat ksatram ajca^am te astu. The metrical

definition ofthe Anukr. is not very successful.

Ctf the eastern quarter you, O Indra, are kiug; also of the

ncHihem quarter are you, O Vitra-slayer, slayer of foes; where the

streams go, that is your conquest; in the south, as bull, you go
worthy ofinvocaticm.

The verse is found in TS. (n.4.14') and MS. (iv.12.2). Both begin
with prStydrii dvSiy and have u^cydm (without [the meter-disturbing]

dzsoA) in b, aiding wiOi vrtraha'sii in d, TS. has (better) edhi for efd, and
MS. die sami^ with havyas before it. P^. is mutilated, but Has evidently

prOcydik didi. The third pSda evi<teitly describes die wes^ that does not
suit die basin ofcentral hidia.
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99. For safety : to Indra
[Partly prose, “vs.” 3.] Foxmd also in Paipp xix No use of the hymn

IS made by KauS. except in connection with its two predecessors, as
explamed under hymn 97 But Vait has it in the agnistoma, as whispered
itotra (18.16).

3181^ I ^SRIT- ^ ^(cidl 1 313g%

Unto you, O Indra, on account of width, you against (purd)

distress I call, I call on the stem corrector, the many-named, sole-

bom.

In spite of its wrong accent (cf. ammatas, sthavimatas*) varimatas is

probably an adverb in tas. The comm mterprets it, doubtless correctly,

“for the sake of width” (urutvdd dhetoh) : i.e., of free space, opposed to

distress or narrowness [The derivatives of anh and uru are in frequent

antithesis, as, eg, at RV.v24.1] [Sole-bom,’ ie. ‘unique’ Ppp ends b

with anhuranebhyah. ^[MS iii.lO 4, p.l35, 1.4.]

^ ? II

The hostile (^senya) weapon that goes up today, desiring to

slay us - in that case we put completely about us Indra’ s two arms.

Ppp reads at the beginning yo ‘dya, and at the end pan dadmahe,

which rectifies the meter of d. Thepada mss strangely xe&Ajighansam m
b, both editions make the necessary emendation to -san, which the comm
also has The comm, further has the better reading dadhmas, as have three

of ours mss (Bp M T.), and this [which, in connection with the Ppp

reading, suggests the emendation dadhmahe] is adopted in our text,

though not m SPP’s The metrical irregularity of the verse should not

have been overlooked by the Anukr [Cf. 1.20.2 a, b ]

M ^ -qr^ ^ n

We put completely about the two arms of Indra the savior, let

him save us. God Savita! kmg Soma ! make you me well-willing.
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in order to well-being

In this verse, only our Bp M read dadhmas, but it is adopted in our

text The comm agam gives it Ppp has dadman, and in d it reads, for

krnu, krnutam, which is preferable for sense, though it makes the verse

still less metncal The verse is brhatl only by count

100. Against poison

From also m Paipp xix Used by Kaus (31.26) in a remedial nte

against vanous poisons, with aid of earth from an ant-hill etc., and the

comm [considers this (and not xviii.4 2) to be intended at 81 10] when
the sacrificial cake is laid on the breast of a deceased sacnficer on the

funeral-pile

[?>oo -

[sEfSr- fF5rRT^I cFTPlfd (3IT^ I 3T3P;i]

The gods have given, the sun has given, the sky has given, the

earth has given, the three Sarasvatls have given, accordant, the

poison-spoiler

Ppp combmes devS’duh m a, and has sarvas mstead of tisras m c

The comm renders the first verb correctly, by dattavantas, but the others

as imperatives

The water which the gods poured for you, O upajTkds^, on the

waste, with that, which is impelled by the gods, spoil you this

poison.

All the authorities* read upajikds, vocative, which was, without good
reason, altered to upajikds in our edition The comm., however, with his

ordinary disregard of accent, understands devas as vocative, and upajiMs
as nommative. He quotes from TA.v 1 4 the passage which describes the

upadikas (so called there) as ‘penetrating to water, wherever the dig^;

they are a kind of ant : cf note to ii.3.4. Ppp. reads upaclkd, and
combmes -kd'*sincan\ also, m b, dhanvann *[But SPP’s Bh has
upajikds
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^ . 3r§<iuii ^ -^(mi

-Jfix %^u ^

u

You are daughter of the Asuras; you, the same, are sister of the
gods, arisen from the sky, from the earth, you have made the
poison sapless,

Ppp. omits sd m b, and reads jajnise mstead of sambhutd in c The
second pada is found also as v.5 1 d The comm, has, in d, cakarsa
mstead of cakartha^ he regards earth from the ant-hill (yalmfkamrttikd) as
addressed m the verse

101. For virile power
Not found m Paipp Used by Kaus (40 18) m a nte for sexual vigor,

after vi 72

- cnvjnchiui

[^- 3Tsrc|If^-<l I wwrirf I 3^-

o o . aiT

Wf ^11

Play you the bull, blow, increase and spread, let your member
increase limb by limb, with it smite for woman

The comm takes yathd and angam m c as two separate words, and

many of SPP’s samhitd mss accent yat/id *ngam. Accordmg to the comm.,

the amulet of arka-v/ood is the remedy here used [Cf. also the Bower
Manuscript, ed Hoemle, Part I, p.5, sloka 60, and p.l7, where

pomegranate rmd and mustard oil take the place of arka ]

tujficll tnqRff -TO:IRll

Wherewith they invigorate one who is lean, wherewith they

incite (/») one who is ill - with that, O Brahmanaspati, make you

his member taut like a bow.

Our Bp. reads vdjayanti in a The second half-verse is nearly a

repetition of iv 4.6 c, d The comm reads vasam for h'^am in a

o . snt cRlfw W

I make your member taut, like a bowstring on a bow; mount.
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as It were a stag a doe, unrelaxingly always.

This verse is a repetition of iv 4.7. The Anukr. passes unnoticed the

abbreviated iva both here and in vs.2.

102. To win a woman
Found also in Paipp. xix. Used by Kaus. (35.21) m a rite

'Concerning women, with vi.8, 9, etc., for reducing to one’s will.

Verse 3 is also reckoned (19.1, note) to the pustika mantras.

[^o

^CRIT- aT3g^l]

O ^ . ^laipi ^ g
'qpn 7imf5T % 714: ^ ^11

As this draft-horse (vdha), O Asvins, comes together and
moves together [with his mate], so unto me let your mmd come
together and move together.

The comm paraphrases vdhas with su^iksito 'svah, ‘a well-trained

horse,’ but regards the driver (ydhakd) as the unexpressed object [?or

adjunct] ofthe verbs - which is also possible.

aiT? fbldifM ^ Twf TRW;

^i%biw^ 7^4 % 7i4:ii 1? li

I drag along (d-khid) your mind, as a king-horse a side-mare

(?); like grass cut by a whirlwind, let your mind twine itself to me
Some of SPP’s authorities give prsfhydm in b; but m general the mss.

caimot be relied on to distinguish sty and sthy. The Pet. Lex. understands
the word with th, but the imnor Pet. Lex. with t, m the sense here given,

which Gnll (following Roth) accepts. [Cf W’s note to xviii.4.10 ] The
comm, explains the word as ^ankubaddhdm ‘[a mare’] timed to a stake (to

the pole of the chariot‘d)’, rdjdsva as advasresthd, and d khiddmi as

madabhimukham utkhandmy unmdlaydmy dvarjaydmi. The reading trnma
in c, which our edition wrongly accepts, is that of only two of our mss.
(Bp Bp.^). [Read therefore imam ] The comm, explains resman as re?ako
vdtydtmako vdyufi. Ppp. ends b withprstydmaya}}.

o ^ . anssRW wi
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Of ointment, of madugha, of kustha\ and of nalada2, by the
hands of Bhaga, I bring up quick a means of subjection.

The construction of the genitives in the jSrst half-verse is obscure.
The conam. makes them depend on anwodhanam, and so also Grill. They
are perhaps ladier die means by which die anurodhana (= anulepana,
comm.) or gaining to one’s purposes of the desired person is to be
brought about, and so are coordinate with Bhagasya, the latter’s ‘hands’
taking the place of die ‘means’ or ‘aid’ which would have better suited

them. Turas in c is possibly genitive, ‘of quick’ (or poweafiil) Bhaga (so
the comm.: = tvaramO^asya). Ppp. reads (as in othar places) madhugasya
in a; the comm, madhughasya. Ppp. has also S, for ud in d. Several of our
mss. (P.M.I.O.T.) accent dnu rodh-, [and so do six of] SPP’s authorities.

The tenth artuvakoy of 10 hymns and 30 verses, ends here; the

quoted Anukr. says simply dasama.

Here ends also the fourteenthprapdfhaka.

103. To tie up enemies

Foimd also in Paipp. xix., in reversed order of verses. Used by Kaus.

(16.6) in cormection with the following hymn, m a battle rite for victory

over enemies : fetters, as the comm, explains, are thrown down in places

where the hostile army will pass.

[ssfr- I ^RIT- ^ tifddi, 3pfqT,

o ^ ^ Tifarar

^ ^11

Tying-together may Brhaspati, tying-together may Savita

makf- for yoti; tying-together may Mitra, Aryaman, tymg-together

may Bhaga, the Asvins [make].

Instead ofimtro aryamd, Ppp. has, in c, indrad ca ’gnid ca.

rtMA TOT

1 . Costus root (Sassuria Lapppa)

2. Anmdo Kaika. linn
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I tie togeliier the highest, together the lowest, also together the

middle ones; Indra has encompassed them with a tie, do you, Agni,

tie them together

The comm, reads paramdm, avamam and madhyamdm m a, b,

supplying satrusenam m each case [The r of ahar is prescribed by
Prat.11.46.]

^ in ^ u

They yonder who come to fight, having made their ensigns, m
troops - Indra has encompassed them with a tie; do you, Agni, tie

them together.

The comm glosses anikas'as with samghasas

104. Against enemies

Found also in Paipp. xix., in reversed order of verses Used by Kaus.

(16 6) in connection with the precedmg hymn, which see

[^o'tS - VlfHIVH ^]

^nrprr ^ 4m Tnurr ^ii

With tymg-up, with tying-together, we tie up the enemies; the

expirations and breaths of them, lives with life (asu) have I cut off.

The traaslation implies acchidam at the end, instead of -rfa/i, which
all the authorities (and hence both editions) read, save the comm., which
has -dam. Ppp- lists in c, d, tesdm prdndn samdsun amamasutam (corrupt).

One might conjecture asind for asund m d.

arfiqr 5: SITW cgFUJI ^ li

This tymg-up have I made, sharpened up with fervour by
Indra, our enemies that are here - them, O Agni, do you tie up.

Ppp. reads mdriyena dansitam in b, and, for d, metOn adOn dviSato
mama.
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^W XT %fMfl

Let Indra-and-Agni tie them up, and king Soma, allied, let

Indra with the Maruts make tymg-up for our enemies

Ppp has for b the better version rdjnd somena medind (the

construction of our medinau being anomalous); also me for nos at the end.

Some of the pada texts (mcluding our D Kp ) read endm m a, and the

samhitd mss generally endm mstead of endn, &e comm gives endn The
comm, explams medinau badly by medasvmdv asmdbhir dattena havisd

madyantau vd

105. To get rid of cough

Not found m Paipp. except 2 a, b m xix. Employed by Kaus (31 27)

m a remedial nte against cough and catarrh

[?>o^ -

1 cfiWl I

g^T ^ IT

As Hie mind with mind-aims flies away swiftly, so do you, O
cough, fly forth, after the forth-dnvmg (?) of the mind.

The comm paraphrases manasketais with manasd buddhivrttya

ketyamdnair jndyamdnair durasthair visayaih, and the obscure

pravdyyam with pragantavyam avadhim.

g^ w 3r yi^'cxrr sg ^ n

As the well-sharpened arrow flies away swiftly, so do you, O
cough, fly forth, after the stretch (?) of the earth.

The comm explams samvat by samhatapradesa, which at least

shows his perplexity

ginr^ 3r ^ u

As the sun’s rays fly away swiftly, so do you, O cough, fly

forth, after the outflow of the ocean.
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In all the verses, all the authorities anomalously accent the vocative,

kOse, our edihon makes the called-for emendation torfeSse; SPP. reads

kOse

106. Against fire in the house

Found also m Paipp. xix. (with the verse-order 2, 1, 3). Kaus.

employed the hynm (52.5) in a rite for welfare, to prevent conflagration

ofthe house : a hole is made inside, and water conducted into it, etc. And
vss. 3, 2 appear in Vait (29.13), with others, in the agnicayana, in the rite

ofdrawing a frog, water-plant, and reed over the site of die frre-altar.

[^- 3Rl^l I W^-

3?^^m ^STRRlt W ^11

In your course hither, [your] course away, let the flowery

durvd grow; either let a fountain spring up there, or a pond rich in

lotuses.

The verse corresponds to RV.x 142.8; where, however, the words in

b are all plural, and c, d read thus : hrada^ ca puridartkani samudrasya
grhd ime SPP., against the majority ofhis authorities, strangely adopts in

his text the RV. version of b; it is read also by the comm., and apparently

by Ppp ; we have noted only one of our mss. as having puspimli (0.s.m.)-

The comm, says : anend^gnikrtab&dhasyd*tyantdbhdvah prdrthitafi,

^11 ? II

This is the down-course of the waters, the abode (nives'and) of
the ocean; in the midst of a pool are our houses : turn your faces

away.

The first half-verse is RV. x.142.7 a, b (also VS.xvii.7 a, b;

TS.iv.6 1^; MS. ii.l0 1), wifliout variation. The last pSda is by the comm,
regarded as addressed to the fire (one of whose common epithets

vi^atomukha ‘having fiices in every direction’); perhaps rather ‘the

pomts ofyours arrows’ : cf. VS.xvL53.

VS. IgRW^
^g'«IH,ll^ll
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With a fetal envelop of snow, O house, do we envelop you; for

may you be for us having a cool pond; let Agni make a remedy.

The first two padas correspond to VS.xvu 5 a, b (also in TS iv.6.l\
MS 11.10 1), which, however, has agne instead of sale; a RV khila to

X 142 differs only by dadatu for kmotu m d, Ppp. has, m c, -hradaya foi--

hradd hi, and, in d, also daddtu for krnotu None of our mss., and very
few of SPP^s authorities, read agnis k- in d, though it appears to be called

for Prat.ii.65, and both editions accept it. The comm, explains the

envelop to be avakdrdpena ^aivdlena. [Ppp combmes bhuvo *gnir ]

107. For protection : to various divinities

Foimd also m Paipp. xix. Reckoned by Kaus, (9.2) to the brhachdnti
gana; and used (50,13), with vi,l, 3-7, etc., in a nte for welfare. The
metncal definition of the Anukr. is forced and bad; although the number
of syllables is each time not far from 32 (29-33).

[^o\3 -

iiiwunll -qr

ijpriTig will ^11

O all-conqueror (yisvajit), commit me to rescuer; O rescuer,

protect both all our bipeds, and whatever quadrupeds*are ours.

Ppp begins trdyamOne sarvavide mam-, it omits nos before raksa in

the refram All the bemgs addressed are doubtless female; the comm, has

nothing to say in explanation of them otherwise than that they are

divinities so named.

O rescuer, commit me to all-conqueror; O all-conqueror,

protect both all etc. etc.

Ppp has sarvavide instead of visvajite. The comm, prefixes visvajit at

the beginning

^ o > cfatrqPi^ rq

%qpcEr will ^

u

O all-conqueror, commit me to beauty; O beauty, piotect both

all etc. etc.
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Ppp has sarvavid visvavid instead of visvajit at the beginning

^

0 beauty, commit me to all-possessor, O all-possessor, protect

both all etc etc.

Ppp. reads trydyamandyai instead of sarvavide, and raksata instead

of no raksa Sarvavid might, of course, mean ""all-knower.’

108. For wisdlom

Paipp XIX has vss 1, 2, 5, thus reducmg the hymn to the norm of
this book Found used m Kaus (10 20), with vi 53 [so the comm but

Dmla understands xii.l 53 as mtended], m the medhajanana ceremony;

and also (57 28) in the upanayanu:, with worship ofAgni.

[^- « SifrJTI 3Tgg%

^ ^ qswTlf Igcft 1]

Tf^lrf^FR^ qlf ^11

Do you, O Wisdom (medha)^ come first to us, with kine, with
horses, you with the sun’s rays, you are worshipful to us

The comm, explams medha as srutadhdranasdmarthyarupini devl^

and finds in c an elliptical comparison (Juptopama) “as the rays of the

sun quickly pervade the whole world, so come to us with own capacities

able to pervade all subjects.”

WTt siuac»d)i

3nfht ? II

1 call first, unto the aid of the gods, wisdom filled with
brahman, quickened by brahman, praised by seers, drunk of ('?) by
Vedic students

Ppp onuts brahmajut&m m b, without rectifying the meter, which can
only be saved by leavmg out the superfluous prathamOm in a It avoids m
c, the doubtful prapltOm by«reading mstead pranihitam-, and it has avasa
(for avase a^) vrne m d prapltam should perhaps be imderstood as
commg from pra-pt or pra-pya, the comm takes it alternatively * both
ways, paraphrasing it with either sevttam or pravardhitam The Anukr.
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reckons brahmanvatXm to b (so do the pada-mss ), and passes without
notice the deficiency of a syllable m a; in fact, pratham&m is intruded,
and the verse otherwise a good anustubh. *[That is, he refers it to pibati
by sevitam and topi orpya byprovardhitam ]

^ ^ i|[5:

1

The wisdom that the Ribhus know, the wisdom that the Asuras
know, the excellent wisdom that die seers know - that do we cause
to enter into me.-

It IS the intrusion of bhadrdm in c that spoils the anustubh, but does
not make a regular brhatl.

'iSW. ^ 1|jg: 1

mu Tirgw TOU'jsu

The wisdom that the being-making seers, possessed of
wisdom, know - with that wisdom do you make me today, O Agni,

possessed ofwisdom.

Many of the mss. (includmg our P M.H I K.O ) leave vidus

unaccented at the end of b. The second half-verse is VS. xxxii 14 c, d
(which has kuru for krnu); [so also RV. khila to x 151]

^

^

-qfTi

Wisdom at evening, wisdom in the morning, wisdom about

noon, wisdom by the sun’s rays, by the spell (yacas), do we make
enter into us.

Ppp. IS corrupt in c, d : medham suryeno ‘dyato dhlrand uta stvama

109. For healing : with pippall

Found also in Paipp xix Employed in Kaus once (26 33)with vi 85,

127, and other hymns, and once (26 38) alone, in a remedial nte agamst

various wounds

- IxpucMwr^]
I f¥q^, I msi-

m tarr:
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The berry (pippaUy, remedy for what is bruised (?ksiptd)\ and
remedy for what is pierced - that did the gods prepare (sam-

kalpay-), that is sufficient for life.

As elsewhere, the mss waver between pippali and pispall (our

Bp E O.R p.m read the latter) All the pada-m.ss. stupidly give jivita vai

as two mdependent words Ppp has, m a, ksupta- for ksipta-, and, for b,

uta ca visvabh-, further, for d, alamjivatavd yati"^. In the kampa between

a and b, SPP. unaccountably reads u3ta instead of ulta, the fact that his

mss happen in this case all to agree m giving iiSta is of no account

whatever, smce they are wildly mconsistent in this whole class of cases;

among our mss are found u3, ul and u3 The comm, gives two

alternatives both for ksipta- and for atividdha-. for the former tiraskrta (of

other remedies) and vdtarogavisesa, and so on. *[Intending -tavai

The berries talked together, coming from their birth :

whomever we shall reach living, that man shall not be harmed.

The second half-verse is the same, without variant, as RV.x.97.17 c,

d (found also as VS xii.91 c, d, and in TS. iv.2.6^ and MS.ii.7,13 . the

latter readmg -make m c), while the first half is a sort of parody of the

corresponding part of the same verse' avapatantlr avadan diva osadhayas
pan, our -vadantd ' yatis is probably a conruption of-vadann dy-^ There is

agam, m a, a disagreement among the mss. as to pippalyas, our Bp.E.LO.,
with a number of SPP’s authorities, giving pisp-. The comm, explams the

word by hastipippalyadijdtibhedabhinndh sarvdh pippalyah; and their

“birth” to have been contemporaneous with the churmng of the amrta
[Ppp ends withpaurusah ]

The Asxiras dug you in, the gods cast you up again, a remedy
for the vdtikrta, likewise a remedy for what is bruised.

The comm understands vOtlkrta as vatarogdvita^arlra [Cf. vi.44.3.]

[In Ppp., d IS wanting, perhaps by accident.]

1 Piper Longum
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110. For a child bom at an unlucky time
This hymn is not found in Paipp Kans. (46 25) applies it for the

benefit of a child bom under an inauspicious agf«^'stw

[5d®r- arsraf I arP^i ^

Since, an ancient one, to be praised at the sacrifices, yon sit as

hotar both of old and recent ~ do you, O Agni, both gratify your

own self, and bestow (d-yaj) good fortune on us.

The verse is RV viiidlJO (also TA Our text has sev^al bad
readings, which are corrected m the other version : kam m a should be
kam, satsi should be satsi^ andpiprdyasva should be -pray- (TA. has, in a,

pratnosi, which its comm explains by vistdrayasif): this last the comm,
also reads, but renders it djyadihavisa puraya The verse is not at all a

panktU although capable ofbemg read as 40 syllables.

(e|Tydi4tl>W Tift'

Bom in jyethaghnl^ , m Yama’s two Unfasteners (yicrt) - do

you protect him from the Uprooter (mulabarhamiy^ may he

conduct him across all difficulties unto long life, of a hundred

autumns.

The consecutiveness of the verse is very defective, inasmuch as

‘bom’ (jMas,nanx^ m a can hardly be understood otherwise than of the

child, while Agm is addressed in b, and spoken of in third person in c, d.

Three asterisms are here [and in 1 12] referred to, all in our constellation

Scorpio: Antares or Cot Scorpionis (either alone or v/ith c, x) is usually
called jyestha ‘oldest’, but also (more anciently*?), as an asterism of iU

omen, jyesthaghnl ‘she that slays the oldest’*; mula ‘root,’ also in the

same manner mQla-barhanl [or -na], lit. ‘root-wrencher,’* is the tail, or in

the tail, ofwhich the terminal star-pan, or the sting (X,, v), has die specific

1 cPTOI 31^ vkJbiIsM ‘
1

(^O -sTTo ^.^.R.<') I

^ ^2
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name vicrtau. [See note to li 8 1 ] The comm tdikos yamasya as belongmg
to mulabarhandt By a misprmt, our text begms with jyai- (read jye-)

*[See TB i.5.2* ]

TJT m TTpTt IT ^ n

On the tiger day has been bom the hero, asterism-bom, being

bom rich in heroes; let him not, increasing, slay his father; let him
at V

not harm his mother that gave him birth.-

We should expect at the beginning vyaghrye or vaiyaghre\ the comm
paraphrases the word with vyaghravat krUre [In d, read sa ma m&taram ?

As to minit, see Gram §726.]

111. For relief from insanity

This hymn, like the preceding, is wanting m Paipp. Kaus
(8.24) reckons it as one of the mdtrnamdni (with ii 2 and viii.6),

and the comm quotes a remedial nte against demons (26.29-32) as

an example of their use

I a#?Ti ^

if 31% Tit

Free you this man for me, O Agni, who here bound, well-

restrained, cnes loudly, thenceforth shall he make for you a
portion, when he shall be uncrazed.

Nearly all our mss , and the great majority of SPP’s, have the false

accent atas at beginnmg of c; both editions give alas. The comm, reads
yatha for yada. m d. The comm paraphrases suyatas by susthu myamito
niruddhaprasarah son. Pada b has a redundant syllable.

Let Agni qmet [it] down for you, if your mind is excited
(ud-yu), I, knowing, make a remedy, that you may be uncrazed.

The comm, reads udyatam (= grahavikdreno *dbhrdntam) mstead of
udyutam in b.
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Crazed from sin against the gods, crazed from a demon - I,

knowing, make a remedy, when he shall be xmcrazed.

A few of the authonUes (including our O ) accent yadd m d : yathd
would be a preferable reading [Bloomfield, “sin of the sods ”
AJP xvii 433, JAOS , etc ]

35!^: ]3g4»T:i

May the Apsarases give you again, may Indra again, may
Bhaga again; may all the gods give you again, that you may be
uncrazed.

The samhita reading m a and c would, of course, equally admit of fvd
aduh ‘have given you,’ Mid this would be an equally acceptable

meaning; the comm so understands and mterprets. In our text, readpunas
at begummg ofc (the sign for u dropped out)

The difference of meter tends to pomt out vs 1 as an alien addition
by which this hymn has been mcreased beyond the norm of the book.

112. For expiation of overslaughing

Found also in Paipp. xix (vs 3 in 1.). Used by Kaus. (46 26), with
vi.l 13, m a spell to expiate the offense ofparivitti ‘overslaughing,’ or the
marriage of a younger before an elder broker [see Zimmer, p 3 15].

mvrtnxw

Let not this one, O Agni, slay the oldest of them; protect him
from uprooting; do you, foreknowing, xmfasten the bonds of the

seizure (grahi); let all the gods assent to you.

The allusions in this verse to the same trio of asterisms that were
mentioned in 1 10.2 are very evident. According to the comm., “this one”
m a IS the parivitta [which he takes quite wrongly as the overslaughter »

see comm, to vs. 3 a] Ppp- reads praja nas at end of c, and has, for d,

pitdputrau mdtarcafi munca sarvdn (our 2 d).
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qiyit^&cWa^^
^miiT: ^ ^qrar ^qgif^iRii

Do you, O Agni, loosen tflae lb<M»ls of them, tire three with

which they three* were tied do you, ifoieknowing, unfasten the

bonds ofthe seizure; i&ee .aKi— &iiaer, son, uaotiii^.

The comm reads uMt£tas for ittsOOsm h; the word is, strangely, not

divided mto ut sitah in Sfhe padm-Hesst, wMdi [non-division] would be
proper treatment for -and ipart <ofdue nass. (iiK^iuding our H.I.O )

read utthitOs. The second ’half-vecse is warttmg in l^p. (save as d is found
m it as 1 d : see above).

tiT^:

With what bonds the owrslaughed one is boimd apart, applied

and tied up on each limb - let them be released, for they are

releasers; wipe off difficulties, O Pusan, on the embryo-slayer.

The comm, again commits the violence ofunderstanding parivittas m
a as if it were parivettd ‘the overslaugher.* The participles in b are nom.
smg. masc., applying to the bound person. The comm, again reads

utthitas^ agaia supported by a few mss. (includmg our H.I.), and the pada-
text again has utsitafi, undivided All our mss. save one (K.X and all but
one of SPP’s, read te (without accent) in c, the translation given implies

the emendation to re, which is made m SPP’s text, also on the authority of
the comm. After it, SPP. reads mucyantdm^ with, as he claims, all but one
of his authorities; of ours, only D.Kp.T. have it, and K. mucyatdm, all the

rest muncantdm, as in our text. In Ppp , this verse is found in i., in this

form : ebkis pdsair mudiisau patir mbaddhah paropardrpito ange^-ange vi

te crtyantdrh vicrtdm hi santi etc (d as m our text).

113. For release from seizure (grahi)

In Paipp. [i.] is foimd only the first half-verse, much corrupted. It is

employed by Kaus (46 26) in company with the preceding hymn, which
see. Verse 2 c, d is'^ecifiedm the course of the rite, as accompanying the
depositing of the ‘^‘upper fetters” in nver-foam.

- mmivH
[sEfir- arsraf I ^g?iT- -^i ^

1 qT^:l
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^ rqr TTlffcR^ rlt ^^ WlUT ^yTiM>§n

On Tnta the gods wiped off that sm; Tnta wiped it off on
human beings; if from that the seizure has reached you, let the
gods make it disappear for you by the incantation {brahman).

SPP. properly emends the name, here and m vs 3, to trita^ though all

his authorities, like ours, read tHa\ he also, with equal reason, emends

enam to enat {enan) m b. TB. has (in lii. 7.12^) what corresponds to the

first three padas, readmg both trita and enan^\ for c it has tato md yadi
kim cid dnase. The comm reads tnta and etat. He also quotes from TB
iii.2 some passages from the story, as there told, of Ekata, Dvita, and
Trita, and of the transference of gmlt by the gods to them and by them to

other bemgs. A similar story is found in MS. iv.L9 (where read kruram
marks-, twice) The TB. verse relatmg to this is m our text adapted to

another purpose. The comm holds the “sm” .to be still that of
overslaughmg, as in the preceding hymn. The Anukr. disregards the

irregularities ofmeter. *[And mdmtje^

Enter you after the beams, the smokes, O evil, go unto the

mists or also the fogs; disappear along those foams of the rivers ;

wipe off difficulties, O Ptisan, on the embryo-slayer

The last pada is a repetitioii of 112.3 d, and discordant with the rest

of the verse. Some of SPP’s authorities read nafyan at end of c. The

comm, has mstead viksva. The comm, explams marlcir by
agnisuryadiprabhaviies&r, ud&ran by ardhvam gatan meghatmand

parinatdns tdn (dhumdri), and nlhdrdn by tajjanydn avasydydn.

^^ ^^ ^ 11

Twelve-fold is deposited what was wiped off by Tnta - sins of

human beings; if from that the seizure has reached you, let the

gods make it disappear for you by the mcantahon.

‘Twelve-fold’ : i.e. apparently, in twelve different places, or classes,

or mdividuals, TB. (l.c) specifies eight offenders to whom the

transference was successfully made; and the “twelve” is made up,

according to die commentator, of die gods, Trita and his two brothers, and

these eight. [The vs. is no pankti.]
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This h3rmn is the last of the 11, with 37 verses, that constitute the

eleventh anuvdka, the Anukr. says prak tasmat saptatrmsah

114. Against disability in sacrifice

Found also m Paipp. xvi Kaus (67.19), in the savayajna chapter, uses

hymns 114, 115 and 117 with the offermg of a “full oblation,” the giver

of the sava taking part behind the priest, and, according to the schol and
the comm., the whole anuvdka (hymns 114-124) is called devahedan^,

and used in the introduction to the savayajnas (60 7), and m the expiatory

nte for the death of a teacher (46 30), and the comm, quotes it as applied

m Naksatra Kalpa 18, m the mahasdnti called ydmyd^ m the funeral

ceremony And hymns 1 14 and 1 15 (not verses (1 14.1, 2) are recited with

an oblation by the adhvaryu in the agnistoma^ according to Vait. (22.15),

and agam in the same ceremony (23 12) in an expiatory rite, also 114

alone (30 22), m the sautrdmam sacrifice, with washing of the mdsara
vessel

TgrK]

[^-w I 1%%^ I

^efraafTHt

"JScRril

O gods! whatever cause of the wrath of the gods we, O gods,

have committed - from that do you, O Adityas, release us by right

of right (rta).

The whole hymn is found in TB. (m ii 4.4*^), with md for nos m c as

the only variant in the verse Then this verse occurs again with a
somewhat different version of c, d m TB. ii 6.6^, with which a version in

MS.iii 11.10 precisely agrees; and yet again, more slightly different, in

TB.ui.7.12^, with which nearly agree versions in TA.ii.3.1 and
MS.iv.14.17 In TB ii 6.6^ (and MS.), the second half-verse reads thus :

agnir md tasmdd enaso vidvOn muncatv anhasafi, in TB. iii.7.12*, it is

ddityds tasmdn md muncata rtasya rtcna mdm uta (TA. ita for uta [cf. v.

Schroeder, Tiibinger Katha-hss., p.68]; MS. omits md in c, and has, for d
rtasya tv enam d'mutaJj., wdth variants foi the last two words). VS.xx.l4
has our a, b, without variant [and adds the c, d of TB.ii 6.6]. [In b,

MS 1V.14 17 has yad vdcd’nrtam odvma (accent! Katha udimd)^

WsiT 4:1

By right of right, O Adityas, worshipful ones, release you us
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here, in that, O you earners of the sacrifice, we, desirous of
accomplishing (s'ak) the sacnfice, have not accomplished it.

Both editions read at the end, as is necessary, -sekima, although only
two* of our mss (I D-), and a small minority of SPP’s authorities, accent
the a (the pada mss. absurdly reading upa Sekima). Ppp. has instead, for
d, siksantu uparima TB. has md for nas at end of b, yajnair vas for
yajnam yat in c, and, for d, dsiksanto na sekima, which is better.

Yajitavahasas would be better as nominative. The comm, explains siks

antas by nispddayitum icchantas [For the pada blunder, cf vi.74.2.]

[Whitney’s collations seem clearly to give BP.^p.m.I.H.D as reading -

sekima^

WTRT:

Sacrificing with what is rich in fat, making oblations of
sacrificial butter (aj'ya) with the spoon, without desire, to you, O
all gods, desirous of accomplishing we have not been able to

accomplish.

Part of the mss. (includmg our P.M.I.) accent vi/ve in c, an the

decided majority (not our Bp.MW R SJn.T.) accent Sekima at the end (by

a contrary bltmder to that in 2 d), which SPP., accordingly, wrongly

admits into his text. TB. has (also Ppp ) ajyena in b; also it reads vo visve

devah m c, and, of course, sekima at the end; Ppp. ^esima.

115. For relieffrom sin

Found also in Paipp. xvi. For the use of this h3uan by Kaus., and in

part by Vait. with the preceding, see under that hymn; Vait. has this one

also alone in the dgrayana i^ti (8.7), with ii 16.2 and \.2A.l', and vs. 3

appears (30.23) in the sautrdmanl, next after h3rmn 1 14.

^ ^ WtW.II

If knowing, if unknowing, we have conomitted sins, do you

free us from that, O all gods, accordant.

The readmg sajo^asas at the end in our text is, though evidently

preferable, hardly more flian an emendation, smee it is read only by our

P.M.T.; SPP. gives sajosasas; the comm, takes the word as a nominative.
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Wilh die verse may be compared VS.vm.l3 f (prose). The redundant

sjdlaUe in a is ignored by the Anukr.

^ tq <i5g w ^^drq ii ? n

Ifwakmg, if sleeping, I sinful have committed sin, let what is

and ntdiat is to be fiee me from that, as from a post (drupadd).

The verse nearly corresponds with one in TB.ii.4.4®, which reads in a

y. diva y. naktam. akarat at end of b, and muncatuti i-tu?) at end of d.

ISWflr a, b is to be compared VS.xx.l6 a, b, which has svapne for svapan,

and, fcK- d enOnsi cakrnui vqyam. Our svapan in a is an emendation for

svt^any which all die authorities read, and which SPP. accepts in his text.

The pada mss. mosdy accent enasyah in c (our D. has -ah, the hue
readhig), and SPP. wrongly admits it in his pada text The comm,
esqilains drupada, doubdess correcdy, bypadabandhanartho drumafy-

^ II ^ II

Being freed as if from a post, as one that has sweated from

filth on bathing, like sacrificial butter purified by a punfier - let all

cleanse (sumbh) me of sin.

This verse is found in several Yajus texts : in VS. (xx.20), TB.
aL4.4®), KL (xxxviii.5), and MS. (iii.11.10). TB.MS. add id after iva in a;

in b, jfor sndtvOy VS. gives sndtas, and MS. sndtxn; in d, TB.MS. read
munamtu fiwr ^umbhantu, while VS. reads (better) sundhantu and before
it iqHMs instead of Ppp. reads vv^dn muncantu\ and it further has
widhu fear svmnas in b. This time the comm, gives kdsthamaydt pdda->

bandkandt as equivalent of drupaddU The Anukr. passes without notice
the excess of syllables in a. [The vs. occurs also TB.ii.6,6^, with id again,

and widi d as in VS. And the Calc. ed. of TB. prints bo& times svinna
sndtvo.J [As to sumbh^ see BR. vii.261 top.]

116. For relieffrom guilt

Found also in Paipp. xvi. The hymn is used by KnuS. in the chapter of
poftenls (132.1), in a rite for expiation ofthe spilling of sacrificial liquids.

As to die whole aiznvdfcci, see under hymn 114.
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^ qr fisdfl

ill'aift ^rilw ^11

What that was Yama’s the K^slvanas^ made^ digging down in

the beginning, fcK>d-ac?qiiiring, not with knowledge, that I make an
oblation unto the king, Vivasvan’s son; so let our food be
sacrificial (yaJniyaX rida in sweet

Peihaps better emmd at beginning to Perhaps better emend at

beginning to yady dmam [Bloomfield makes the same suggestion,

AJP xvii.428, SBE,xlii.457]; the comm, explams by yamasambandhi
kruram. The kdrsivanas are doubtless the plowmen, they ofthe kmdred of
krslvan (= krstvala) ‘the plower’ : whatever offense, leading to death or to

Yama’s realm, they committed in wounding the earth. The comm, calls

the krsivanas Madras, and their workmen the kdr^ivanas, in b, he reads na
Vidas for annavidas. The metrical irregularities are ignored by the Anukr.

H

Vivasvant’s son shall make [lis] an apportionment; having a

portion of sweet, he shall unite [us] with sweet - whatever sin of

[our] mother’s, sent forth, has come to us, or what [our] father,

wronged,* has done in wrath.

For bhdgadheyam m a, Ppp- reads bhesajSni. The two half-verses

hardly belong together. The comm, explains aparOddhas by

asmatkrtdparddhena vimukhah san "“[In his ms. Whitney wrote “guilty”

(which seems much better) and then changed it to “wronged.”]

If from [our’ mother or if from our father, forth from brother,

from son, from thought (cetas), this sm has come to [us] - as many

Fathers as have fastened on (sac) us, of them all be the ftiiy

propitious [to us].

In most of Ihe pada-mss dgan at end ofb is wrongly resolved mto d

agan, instead of dgan (our Kp. has d agon). Cetasas the coinin.

understands to mean ‘our own nund’, we should be glad to get rid of the

word; its reduction to ca, or the omission of bhrdtur cnc putrdt, yfovlA

rectify the redundant meter, which the Anukr. passes of bhrdtur or
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putrat^ would rectify the redundant meter, which the Anukr passes

unnoticed. The comm paraphrasespan m b apparently by anyasmad api

parijandt ’

117. For relief from guilt or debt

Found also m Paipp xvi The hymn [not 1 cd, 2 cd] occurs m TB
(ill. 7.9^“^), and parts of it elsewhere, see imder the verses. [For 1 and 3,

see also v Schroeder, Tubinger Katha-hss , p 70 and 61 ] Hymns 117-

1 19 are used m Kaul (133.1) in the nte m expiation of the portent of the

bummg of one’s house, and Kes (to Kaus.46.36) quotes them as

accompanying the satisfaction of a debt after the death of a creditor, by
payment to his son or otherwise; the comm, gives (as part of the Kaus
text) the prattka of 117. [For the whole ariuvaka, see under h 114 ] In

Vait (24.15), m the agnistoma, h.l 17 goes wit the bummg of the vedi

arjtiTt ^ ^ii

What I eat (?) that is borrowed, that is not given back; with
what tnbute ofYama I go about - now, O Agni, I become guiltless

{anrnd) as to that, you know how to unfasten all fetters.

The translation implies emendation of asmi to admi m a; this is

suggested by jaghasa in vs. 2, and is adopted by Ludwig also; but
possibly apratlttam asmi might be borne as a sort of careless vulgar
expression for “I am guilty ofnon-pajonent.” More or less of the verse is

found in several other texts, with considerable variations of reading : thus
TS. (iii.3 8^'^), TA. (ii 3.1®), and MS. (iv.14.17 have padas a, b, c (as a, b,

d in TS.), m a, all with yat kustdam for apamityam and without asmi, and
TA.MS. with apratltam, and TS. ending with mayi (for yat), and TA.MS.
with maye’ha' in b, all put yena before yamasya, and TA.MS. have
nidhina for balind, while MS. ends with cardvas; in c (d in TS.), all read
etat for idam, and MS. accents anmas (c m TS. is ihdt ’va san niravadaye
tat : cf. our 2 a), d m TA. isjivann eva prati tat te dadhdmi, with which
MS. nearly agrees, but is corrupt at the end : j.ep hastdnrvdni TB.
(ui 7 9®) corresponds only in the first half-verse (with it precisely agrees
Ap^S. in xui.22 5) thus, ydny apdmitydny cqn-attttdny asmi yamasya
balind cardmi; its other half-verse corresiionds with our 2 a, b. MB.
(ii.3.20) has yat kusldam apradattam maye’ha yena yamasya nidhind
cardni . idam tad agne anrno bhavdmijlvann eva pratidatte daddm. [

This
suggests bhavdni as an improvement m our c. [Finally GB. (ii.4.8) quotes
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the pratika in this form : yat kusldam apamityam apratitam Ppp reads
for a, b apamrtyum apratitam yad asminnasyena, etc

, and, for d,jlvanna
ena prati dadami sarvam (nearly as TA. d, above) The comm, takes

balina as = balavata.

TJ# T3;q^i

ri^ sifnit ^raifirii ^ il

Being just here we give it back; living, we pay it m (ni-hr) for

the living, what gram I have devoured having borrowed [it], now,
O Agni, I become guiltless as to that.

With the first half-verse nearly agrees TB (as above, also ApSS., as

above), which reads, however, tadydtayamas for dadma enat The comm,
has dadhmas for dadmas in a; he explains m haramas by nitardm

niyamena vd 'pdkurmah. Ppp. has etat at end of a, m c, apamrtyu again

also (c, d) jaghdsd agnir md tasmad anmam krnotu Apamttyam in this

verse also would be a more manageable form, as meanmg ‘what is to be

measured (or exchanged) off,’ i.e m repayment Jaghdsa in our text is a

misprint for -ghas-

Guiltless in this [world], guiltless in the higher, guiltless in the

third world may we be: the worlds traversed by the gods and

traversed by the Fathers - all the roads may we abide in guiltless

The verse is found in TB (m7 9®'^, TA (u.l5^), and ApSS
(xiii 22 5), with -mins tr- at junction of a and b (except m TB as pnnted),

with uta mserted before pitry&nds and ca lokds omitted after it (thus

rectifymg the meter, of which the Anukr ignores the irregulanty), and

with kslyema (bad) at the end. Anma means also ‘free from debt or

obligation’, there is no English word which (like German schuldlos)

covers its whole sense. The comm pomts out that it has here both a

sacred and a profane meaning, applymg to what one owes to his fellow-

men, and what duties to the gods * Ppp. combmes anrna’smin m a, and

has the readmgs ofTB etc m c, and adlma for a ksiyema at the end

STJFTT ’ (to^o h) I
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118. For reKef from guOt

Found also in Paipp. xvi [The Katha-version of vss. 1 and 2 is given

by vs. Schroeder, Tubinger Katha-hss , p.70 fj Is not used by Vait., nor

by Kaus. otherwise than with [the whole anuvdka and] hymn 117 : [see

under hymns 1 14 and 1 17].

If (yaf) with our hands we have done offenses, desiring to take

up the course (?) of the dice, let the two Apsarases, fierce-(wgra“)

seeing, fierce-conquering, forgive today that guilt (rna) of ours.

Our mss., like SPP’s, waver in b between gatnum and gattum or

gantunty but it is a mere indistinctness of writmg, and gatnum (which not

even Bohtlmgk’s last supplement gives) is doubtless the genuine reading,

as given by SPP; our ganam is an imsuccessful conjecture. The comm
paraphrases the word with gantavyam sabdasparsddivisayamy and
upalips- with anubhavitum icchantah ‘desinng to sense the sound,
feelmg, etc.’; our knowledge of the ancient Hindu game of dice is not
sufficient to enable us to translate the pada intelligently The verse is

found also in several Yajus texts, TB (iii.7.12^), TA. (ii4.1), and MS
(iv.14.17); all read cakara in a, and vagnum (MS. vagmum) for gatnum in

b, and TB.TA. end b with upajighnamdnah (while MS has the corrupt
readmg avajighram apah}; in c, d, TB.TA, have the version dUrepasyd
(TA. ugrampasyd) ca rdstrahhrc ca tdny apsarasdv anu dattdm rndm,
and MS., very corruptly, ugram pasydc ca rastrabhrc ca tany apsarasdm
anu datta'nrrLdni, The comm., heedless of the accent, takes the first two
words in c as vocatives. Ppp. reads, m a, b, kilvisam aksam aktam
avihpsamdndb-

O fierce-seeing one ! realm-bearing one ! [our] offenses what
happened at the dice - forgive you that to us; may there not come
in Yama’s world one having a rope on,desiring to win from us debt
Crna) from debt.

Two of the other texts (TA.MS., as above) have this verse also, and
with unimportant variations in the first half : TA. simply omits nas m b.
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thus rectifying the meter; MS- does the same, but it is also corropt at the
begmnmg, reading ugram pa^yed rdstrabhrt k-. Ppp. reads u. rasp'obhrtas
kilvisarfi y a a. attan vas tea. But in the difficult and doubtfid secemd halt
the readmgs are so diverse as to show themselves mere cornet guesses :

thus, TA nen na man mava it sam&no y.La aya; MS. nemna (p. net :

nah) man rriavdn IpsamOno y.l. nidhir ajarayar, Ppp. (c) nrnvOno nrnva
yad ayacchamdno. The comm, explains man (nah) as either for man or
for mdt; the pada-text gives the latter, of course. Thepodh-text does not
divide erts-, as it doubtless should, mto a Irts-, in c; the comsm. reads

mstead ecchamdnas (= mean greihltttm abhita iceAem) and explains

adhirajjus by asmadgrahanOya pdsahastah. The other texts, it wfll have
been noticed, mentioned rctsp'abhrt instead of ugreyit as secfHid Apsaias
m the first verse. The irregularities of meter are passed unnoticed by the

Anukr. [Bohtlmgk, ZDMG, lii.250, discusses the vs. at lei^ilh. He
suggests for c, mavno no na mam ertsamdno, or perhaps ned mam.}

TRtif^ 71^ ^ %gr:i

To whom [I owe] debt, whose wife I approach, to whom I go
begging (ydc), O gods - let them not speak words superior to me;

you (two) Apsarases, wives ofgods, take notice !

Ppp. has a different version (mostly cormpt) of b, c, d : yam
yajamdnau abhyemahe • vate vdjin vdjibhir mo’ttardm mad devtqnam

apsarasdpaditam. The comm, reads abhyemi in b. By analogy with

abhyaimi, the poda-text understands upaimi as upaaimi in a. Ourpada-

mss. also leave md unaccented in c. The comm, paraphrases adhl’tam

with madvijndpanam citte ‘vadhdrqyatam.

119- For relieffrom giiflt or obli^atiLon

Found also in Paipp. xvi. (in the verse-order 1, 3, 2). All tte

verses occur, but not together, in TA. [See also v. Schroeder, Zwa
Hss., p.l5, for vss. 2 and 3; and Tubinger Katha-hss., pp-70, 75 for

1, 2 and 3.] Is not used by Vait., nor by Kaus. otherwise than with

[the whole anuvdka and withjhymns 117 and 118; see under

[hymns 1 14 and 1 17].

[^- -kwR ^iw^-f^Q

I^htT^ 3rf|9T m
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If (y«0» not playing, I make debt, also, O Agni, promise (sam-

gr) not intending to give, may Vaisvanara, our best over-ruler,

verily lead us up to the world ofthe well-done

Ppp. puts aham before mam m a, and reads urum for ud it m d. The
first half-verse has correspondents m TB. (iii 7.12^) and TA (ii.4.l'). In a,

TB. reads cakdra and TA. babhiiva for kmomi and TB puts yat afita'

rnam-, for b, TB reads yad vd ’ddsyant samjagdrd Janebhyah, and TA
aditsan vd saifijagaraj [Forb, cf vi.71.3 b.]

^ TT ^ II

, I make it known to Vaisv^ara, if [there is on my part] pr6mise

of debt to the deities; he knows how to unfasten all these bonds, so

may we be united with what is cooked (pakva).

The first three padas have correspondents in TA. (ii.6.1^), which
reads, in a, b, veda-ydmo yadl nmam^ and, in c, pdsdn pramucan (i e -

cam) pra veda; Ppp. also has pra veda instead of veda sarvdn. Our d,

which seems qinte out of place here, occurs agam at the end of xii.3.55-

60, which see (TA. has instead sa no muficdtu duritad avadydt). The
comm, explains pakvena here as panpdkvena svargddiphalena^ or the

ripened finiit of our good works The Anukr. seems to allow the

contraction sai *tdn in c.

Wqi4j^ rtl% 31?^ ^ U

Let Vais^vSnara the purifier purify me, if (yat) I run against a

promise, an expectation (ds'd), not acknowledging, begging with
my mind; what sin is therein, that I impel away.

The whole verse, this time, has its correspondent in TA (ii.6.1^),

which, however, reads for a v. pavc^dn nafi pavitrair (Ppp means the

same, but substitutes pdvayd nos); and has, m d, atra for tatra and ova for

apa. Ppp. has scahgalam near beginmng of b. The comm, reads -dhdvdni
m b, and explains by dbhimukhyena prdpnavdnv, the minor Pet. Lex.
suggests emendation to ati-dhdv- ‘transgress’. Ludwig emends dsdm to

asdm (referring to devatdsu in 2 b); the reading and pada division d ddm
are vouched for by Prat.iv.72, to which rule the word is the counter-

example; the comm, explains it by devddlndm abhildsam [Bergaigne
comments on root su, Rel. Ved. iii 44.]
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120. To reach heaven
Found also m Paipp xvi [Von Schroeder’s Zwei Hss

, p 16, and
Tubmger Katha-hss

,

p.76, may also be consulted for all three vss ] Not
used by JECaus otherwise than with the whole anuvdkci . see under hymn
114

I 3#T 1

'^
1^, ^

5>. in tfWfW

^

^ Fteril Vi

If (yat) atmosphere, earth, and sky, if father or mother we have
injured (hins), may this householder’s-fire lead us up from that to

the world of the well-done.

The first half-verse is foimd, without vanation, in a number of other

texts m TS. (i 8 5^), TB (hi 7 12''), TA (ii 6 2®), MS..(i 10 3), ASS.
(u 7 11); they do not agree entirely m the second half which they put in

place of ours. Ppp agrees with some of them, readmg agnir ma tasmad
enaso gdrhapatyah pramuncatu Only b is reallyjagatl.

viuPi^icii nm ^ n

May mother earth, Aditi our birthplace, brother atmosphere,

[save] us from imprecation, may our father heaven be weal to us

from paternal [guilt], having gone to my relatives (jami), let me
not fall down from [their?] world

The verse is found also m TA (u.6.2®), which reads at end of a

abhis'asta enah; and, m c, d, bhavasijami mitva (j&mim md vivitsi

lokdn : the variants are of the kmd that seem to show that the text was

unintelligible to the text-makers, and that we are excusable m findmg it

extremely obscure Ppp. brmgs no help.* Our translaUon implies m b

abhisastyds, but the pada readmg is abhi sastyd, as if mstr , the comm,
understands -tyds Our pada mss also leave md unaccented m d Ludwig

and Grill supply lokdt to pitrydt “from the paternal world.” The comm,
divides alternatively jdmi mrtvd andjdmim rtvd. The verse is a good tnst

ubh, though capable of being contracted to 40 syllables *[Grill reports a

Ppp. readmg trdtS for bhrdtd, although I do not find it m Roth’s

collations Might it represent a trdtv antariksaml]
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fw' 1^3:

^m w pT=i;ii ^ n

Where the well-hearted, the well-doing revel, having

abandoned disease of their own selves, not lame with their limbs,

undamaged in heaven (svarga)- there may we see [our] parents and

sons.

[The first half we had at iii.28 5 ] The verse corresponds to

TA 11 6 2^®, which reads madante at end of a, tanvdm svdydm at end of b,

aslondngair (so Ppp. also) m c (also ahrtds, but this is doubtless a

misprint [the Poona ed reads m fact ahrutdsj), and pitaram ca putram at

the end The comm reads tanvds m b, with part of the mss (mcluding our

P MJ O ), and asronds m c. [For the substance of the vs., cf Weber, Sb
1894, p 775]

121, For release from evil

Found also in Paipp. xvi [For vss 3, 4, cf v Schroeder, Zwei Hss ,

p 15, Tubinger Katha-hss
, p 75 ] Used by Kaus. (52 3) with vi 63 and 84,

m a nte for release from various bonds; [and with the whole anuvdka -

see under h 1 14]

[sefir- I ^ ctr%i 3755^(^1]

%tuuii akriT an'^IT %l

IfRTPT ^ri!chH,il

An untier, do you untie off us the fetters that are highest,

lowest, that are Varuna’s, remove (nis-su) from us evil-dreaming
[and] difficulty, then may we go to the world of the well-done.

Visdna (p. VI Sana) is doubtless ‘antler’ here, as at m.7 1, 2 [which
see] (though neither Kaus nor the schol. nor our comm make mention of
such an article ' as used here); but it was necessary to render it

et3miologically, to bring out the word-play between it and vi sya-, the

comm treats it as a participle (= vimuncati), disregardmg, as usual, the

accent (really visa + ana [5fe Gram §1150 e]). The second pSda is the

same with vii 83 4 b The proper readings in c are (see note to PrSt ii 86)
dussvapnyam and nissva, which the mss. almost without exception *

abbreviate to dusvap- and msva, just as they abbreviate dattva to datvd,

or, m vs. 2 a, rajjvam to rajvam (see my Skt Gr §232). SPP here gives in
his samhita-text ni sva, with all his authonties; our text has nih sva, with
only one of ours (O ) doubtless the tme metrical form is nis suvd ’ smat
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[Cf Roth, ZDMG. Xlvm 119, note] Ppp lacks our second half-verse,
havmg mstead 2 a, b. *[That is, ifwe take the occurrences of the words as
a whole m AV ]

^ ^ ^ gSEi%W
If (yat) you are bound in wood, and if in a rope; if you are

bound in the earth, and if by a spell (vac) - may this householder’s

fire lead us up from that to the world of the well-done.

The second half-verse here is the same with 120 1 c, d, and seems
unconnected with the first half Ppp. reads, m a, darund and rajya^ and
omits the second half-verse, thus reducmg the hymn to three verses, the

norm of the book

^ ^ ^ WrIsI

Ansen are the two blessed stars named the Unfasteners; let

them bestow here of immortality (amrta); let the releaser of the

bound advance.

The first half-verse is the same with li 8 1 a, b, compare also m.7 4 a,

b The verse corresponds to TA li 6 1^, which has, for a, ami [AV lii 7 4,

amu] ye subhage divi, and, m d, etad for prat ’tu

^ w. Ti# sg 1^11^11

Go you apart; make room; may you free the bound one from

the bond; like a yotmg fallen out of the womb, do you dwell along

all roads.

A correspondmg verse is found in TA (li 6 1^), which has, for a, vi

jihirsva lokan krdhi* 2̂ d, at the end, anu sva (also pathos after sarvari).

Ppp reads at the end anu gacha, and this is what the comm gives as

paraphrase of anu ksiya. The Anukr. seems to authorize the contraction

yonye 'va in c. *[In c, yones for yonyas ]

122. With an offering for offspring

Verses 2, 3 are found m Paipp. xvi. [For vss. 1-3, cf v Schroeder,

Zwei Hss

,

p 15, Tubingen Katha-hss., pp. 15-16I\ It appears m Kaus ,
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with the hymn next following,* m the savayajnas (63.29), accompanying
the offermg of samsthitahomas, and the comm regards vs 5 (instead of
XI 1 .27 , which has the same pratlkd) as intended at 63 4, m the same
ceremomes, with distnbution of water for washmg the priests’ hands
Vait (22.23) has both hymns m the agnistoma, with vii 41 2, as recited by
the sacnficer [For the whole anuvdka, see under h. 114] *[And with
X 9.26]

[•agft-- ^1 ^gciT- tsFRfti]

This portion I, knowing, make over [to you], O Visvakarman,
first-bom of right, by us [is it] given, beyond old age; along an
unbroken line may we pass (tr) together.

The connection m this verse is obscure; prathamajas ‘first-bom’ m b
can only qualify “I” grammatically, doubtless it should be vocative,
belonging to Visvakarman The comm connects dattam directly with
bhdgam, which he e^plams by pakvam annam havirbhdgam va The
second half-verse corresponds to TA ii 6.15 c, d (m immediate connecUon
with the two precedmg verses of our text also), which differs only by
readmg at the end carema, and this the comm, also reads The first half-
verse in TA is as follows sa prajQnan pratigrbhnlta vidvan prajdpatih
prathamajd rtasya\ and Ppp. apparently mtends a similar readmg, it has
tarn prajdnan ity ekd, as if the verse had occurred earlier m the text; but it

has not been found

^ ^ crd% "W ftrsqtn i

^ "ggril ^ II

Some pass along the extended line, of whom what is the
Fathers’ [was] given in course (7dyanend), some, without
relatives, giving, bestowing - if they be able to give, that is very
heaven.

The TA (ii 6 2*^) has this verse also, with variants . anu samcaranti
for taranti (besides the preceding anu) m a, dyanavat at end of b, -

yacchdt at end of c (Ppp. has -yachdn), s'aknuvdnsas* for diksdn and e§dm
for eva m d Both comm’s understand mam ‘debt’ with pitryam, and
abandhu (which appears to be used adverbially) as equivalent to
abandhavas • thou^ without descendants, they too reach heaven as
reward of then gifts Ppp has also te for cet in d. [The Calc, ed seems to
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have sdknuvunscih sv-. Does it mtend saknuvon (or suknav&n - see Grcim
§701) sa sv-‘7]

^c[f 5^^ Tjfrfarg^TRft ir «{%8n^n^n

Take you (both) hold after, take hold together after; to this

world they that have faith attach themselves (jtzc); what cooked
[offering] of yours is served up m the fire, combine you, O
husband and wife, m order to the guarding of it.

The verse is found m TA (ii 6 2"^), with great differences of text

anu- IS omitted at the beginning, aim, second tune in a, is accented, anu,

b, IS samanam pantham avatho ghrtena, pUrtam forpakvam is read (also

by Ppp.), and yad inserted before agnau, m c*, d is tasmai gotrdye’ha

jayapatt sam rabhetham The reading pUrtam is against our understanding

pakvam of the body prepared by fire for the other world. The comm
explains parivistam by praksiptam, the TA. comm bypariprOpitam, both

apparently taking it from root vis. The verse is found repeated, with a

different beginnmg, as xii 3.7. It is too irregular to be called a simple trist

ubh *[Thus rechfymg its meter.]

<P4|dl ^ WTlii' Tq^U'«II

The great sacrifice, as it goes, with imnd, I ascend after, with

fervour (?tapas'), of like origin; being called upon, O Agni, may
we, beyond old age, revel in joint revelingm the third firmament.

The connection of manasd, in a, is probably with anvdrohdmi; that of

tapasd IS possibly with sayonis', but the comm understands “connected

with the sacrifice in virtue of penance”; he guesses two different

mterpretations of the half-verse. Some of our mss. (P.M.H pjn.O.) make

m c the combination upahutd 'gne which the meter demands. Neither this

verse nor the next [save its a] has anythmg of S-jagatt character.

^rflraf pir umiT

-g^cqp^^ ^i\

^

II

These cleansed, purified, worshipful maidens I seat in separate

succession in the hands of the priests {brahmcin)\ with what desire

I now pour you on, let Indra here with the Maruts grant me that.
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Tlie verse occurs £^am, wtfli a sla^t vanaHioa at die end, as xi. 1 .27,

and, with much more important differences, as x 9,27. In the latter verse,

mstead of the figurative appellation “‘‘maidens,” we have “the divme
waters (fern)” themselves addressed

123. For tfie success of an offering

[Partly prose, 3 and 4 ] This hymn and the one following are not

found in Paipp. Its uses by Kaus and Vait with hymn 122 are explamed

under that hymn And vss 3-5 appear also m Vait (2 15), at the parvan

sacrifice, m the ceremony of pravarana [For the whole anuvdka^ see

under h. 114.]

[^- ^1 ^5^- ? tSW

M.+ICI-HM1 fgq^ RRrqrqT

^FgnrjRTT W*iR: tw v\

This one, O you associates (^sadhastha), I deliver to you,

whom Jdtavedas shall cany [as] a treasure; the sacrificer follows

after well-being; him do you recognize in the highest firmament.

The verse is found also m VS (xvm 59) and K. (xl.l3). VS. reads, in

a, sadhastha and te (for vas), in b, it puts sevadhim after dvahdt; in c, it

reads a yajnapatir vo atra. The comm explains sadhasthds as meaning
‘the gods’ Csaha tisthanty ekatra svarge loke sthdne yajamdnena saha
nivasanti).

^FqFp^JT WJR: ^ ? II

Recognize you him in the highest firmament; you divine

associates, you know [his] world there; the sacrificer follows after

well-being; make you what he has offered and bestowed plam for

him.

This verse is found with the preceding m VS. (xviii.60) and K (xl

.

13), and also in TB (iii.T.lS^'^), but with considerable variants • at the
beginning, etamjOnatha (TB.ydnadf) par--, in b, TB. vrkds for devds, both
VS. and TB. sadh- unaccented, which is better, but VS. vida, which is

bad, and both rupam asya (for lokam atra), which gives a better sense; for
c, both yad dgachdt pathibhir devaydnais; in d, both istdpdrte, and VS.
kmavdtha, but TB. kmutdt, both without sma.
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ftRTT:

O gods ' O Fathers! O Fathers! O gods' who I am, he am 1.

The comm, with his usual carelessness of accent, takes the vocatives
here for nominatives Some of SPP’s authonties (also our O.s m ) omit
the accent of the first asmi

^ . Iff Tfxrrf5 ^^ ^ grlFUT II

He do I cook, he do I give, he do I offer, [as] he, let me not be
parted from what is given.

That IS, from my gifts, or their reward The comm counts and
explams these two quasi-verses, 3 and 4, as one But the Anukr. reckons
this hjmm (as it reckoned the precedmg one) as one of five verses

(pancarcd), and SPP’s edition as well as ours so divides. [‘As that one, I

cook’ etc would be an equally accmate translation, and the English of it

IS not so harsh.]

'ff^liqil

In the firmament, O king, stand firm; there let this stand firm;

know of what we have bestowed, O king; do you, O god, be well-

willing.

The comm understands the addresses of this verse as made to Soma,

which is very questionable; and the “this” of b to be the istdpUrtam,

which (or dattam, vs.4) is ri^t. It must be by a corruption of the text that

the Anukr does not define me verse as an anustubh

124. Against evil influence of a sky-drop

This hymn, like the preceding, is not found m Paipp It is employed

by Kaus. (46 41) m an expiatory rite for the portent of drops of ram from

a clear sky. In Vait (12.7) it is used in the agnistoma when one has

spoken in sleep; and vs. 3 separately (1 1.9), m the same ceremony, when

the man who is being consecrated is anomted [For the whole anuvdka,

see under h 1 14 ]

[^- apsraf I ^2Rff- 3nff: I f^l]

-wicbi

-piclf f^ll 5111
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From the sky now, from the great atmosphere, a drop of water

has fallen upon me with essence (rasa); with Indra’s power, with

milk, O Agni, [may] I [be joined], with the meters, with offerings,

with the deed of the well-doing.

The verse is found also in HGS 1 16 6, with sundry variants . md for

mam m a, apatac chivdya at end of b, m c, d, manasd'ham d'gdm
brahmand guptah sukrtd krtena^ these are m some respects

improvements, especially m relievmg the embarrassing lack of a verb in

our second half-verse. The comm paraphrases antariksdt by dkdsdn

nirmeghdt^ and supplies samgaccheya (as m the translation) It is a little

strange that the fall of water out of the air upon one is so uncanny and
must be atoned for (akasodakapldvanadosa^anti)

WRWsinif

If from a tree it has fallen upon [me], that is fruit; if from the

atmosphere, that is merely Vayu; on whatever part of my body,

and what part of my garment, it had touched, let the waters thrust

perdition away

This verse also is found with the preceding m HGS , which m a reads

vrksdgrdd abhyapatat and omits tat; and m b reads yad vd fox yadi and tat

for 5a, for c, it has yatrd vrksas tanuvai yatra vdsah^ and m d bddhantdm
instead of nudantu The comm, paraphrases the end of b thus :

vdyvdtmaka eva nd *smdkam dosdya The third pada is reallyjagatl.

Idtif n ^ u

A fragrant ointment, a success is that; gold, splendor, just

purifying is that. All purifiers [are] stretched out from us; let not
perdition pass that, nor the niggard

That is, the uncanny drop is all these fine things. The comm, renders
pHtrimam m b by suddhikarant', and adhi in c by “above.” The second
pSda IS redundant by a syllable

With this ends the twelfth amcvska, of 11 hymns and 38 verses; the
old Anukr. says astatrmso dvodasah.

125. To the war-chariot : for its success

Found also m Paipp. xv. (in the verse-order 2, 3, 1). This hymn and
the next are six successive verses of RV (vi.47.26-31) and also of VS.
(xxix 52-57), TS. (iv.6.6* ''), and MS (ui 16.3). In Kau^. (15.11) it land
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not X11.3 331 IS used m a battle-nte, with vii.3, 110, and other passages, as
the king mounts a new chariot (at Kaus 10.24 and 13.6 it is ix.l 1 that is
intended [so SPP s ed of the comm to iii.l6], not vs. 2 of this hymn). In
Vait (6 8), vss. 3 and 1 are quoted m the agnyOdheya, accompanymg the
sacrificial gift of a chariot, and the hymn (or vs. 1), in the sattra (34.15),
as the king mounts a chariot

^^ 6 ^. ^ IcRTir:

^

O forest-tree ’ stout-limbed verily may you become, our
companion, furtherer, nch m heroes; you are fastened together

with kme; be you stout; let him who mounts you conquer things

conquerable.

There is no difference of reading among ail the versions of this verse.

GB. (i 2 21) quotes its pratika [and so does MGS at i 13.5, cf p 155],

MB (i 7.16) has the whole verse “Kme,” as often elsewhere, means the

products of cattle, here the strips of cow-hide; and “tree” the thmg made
of Its wood [cf. i.2 3, note ]

JNtrnfrsqR Tift TTtftRTflfiF^ 'm ^11 ^ II

Forth from heaven, from earth [is its] force brought up, forth

from forest-trees [is its] power brought hither; to the force of the

waters, brought forth hither by the kine, to Indra’s thunder-bolt,

the chanot, do you sacrifice with oblation.

Or all the nouns (“force” and “power” in a, b as well) are to be

taken as accusatives with yaj ‘sacrifice to.’ Ppp. reads dbhrtam at end of

a, znd pansambhrtam in b. All the other versions have the better reading

avrtam at end of c, and so has the comm., followed by three of SPP’s

mss.; and it is accordingly adopted in SPP’s text. MS. reads avrtam also

m b, and antariksat instead of oja udbhrtam in a. TS.VS have divah p- at

the beginning. The comm refers to TS.vi.1.3^ as authority for idenUfymg

the chanot with Indra’s thunderbolt.

mRi:i

TT i*iT ^ ^ ^ n

Indra’s force, the Maruts’ front (anikd), Mitra’s embryo.
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Vanina’s navel— do you, enjoying this oblation-giving^ of ours, O
divine chariot, accept the oblations.

All the other versions have vajras for ojas m a, and Ppp. agrees with
them All, too (not Ppp ), combine se *mam at beginning of c, against the

requirement of the meter The GB quotes (i 2 21) the pratika of this verse
m its form as given by our text [Ppp. has dharunasya for var- mb]

126. To the drum : for success against the foe

Found also m Paipp. xv.* (but 1 c, d and 2 a, b are wanting, probably
by an error of the copyist), and m the same other texts as the preceding
hymn (RV VS TS MS : in MS. the three verses are not m consecution
with those of 125). Applied by Kaus (16 1) in a battle nte, with v 20, as
the drums and other musical instruments of war, duly prep^ared, are
sounded thrice and handed to those who are to play them Vait (34 11)
has It (also with v.20) m the same ceremony as the precedmg hymn, as
the drum-heads are drawn on. *[Seems to be an error for Paipp. Vii ]

-5^1

-at ^ Igrfw

aPT% ?>ii

Blast you unto heaven and earth; in many places let them win
for you the scattered living creatures (/agat); do you, O drum,
allied with Indra [and] the gods, drive away our foes further than
far

The second pada is translated according to the reading of our text,
whose vanvatam, however, can hardly be otherwise than a corraption of
the manutam of the other texts; Ppp has instead sunutSm, which is yet
worse, the comm, has vanutdm. MS has, in d, drat for durdt.

slgMlMilI 5“ SIT SJT "5^ ^Rru ; I

Resound you at [them]; may you assign strength [and] force to
us; thunder against [them], forcing off difficulties; drive, O drum,
misfortune away from here; Indra’ s fist are you; be stout.

1
1: I
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The other texts have, m b, mh sanihi for abhi stana^ and, m c, protha
tor scdhu^ and the plural duchunds (save TS , which gives -ndn^ in padu-
text -nan).

ifiRf ^51^11 ^ II

Conquer you those yonder; let these here conquer, let the drum
speak loud [vavad-^] [and] clear, let our horse-winged heroes fly

together, let our chanot-men, O Indra, conquer.

All the other texts have, for a, d'mur aja pratydvartaye'mdh^ and
vavaditi at end of b, m c, for patantu, caranti (but MS carantu), while
Ppp reads patayanti Amum beforejaya doubtless means amun, and is so
translated above; but the pada-text understands it as amum, and the

comm, supplies satrusendm The Anukr. contracts the first pada into 9
syllables

127. Against various disease : with a wooden amulet

This hymn is not found m Paipp Kaus apphes it (26.33-39), with

11 7, 25, vi 85, 109, vm 7, m a healmg nte against various diseases (with

this hymn specially the person treated is to be smeared by means of a

splinter of palds^a, ib 34, and the head of one seized by Vanma is to be

anomted, ib 39), and it is reckoned (note to 26 1) to the takmanasana

gana.

[sgfir-

<iV9 . ^^Rq^l

^11 ^11

Of the vidradha, of the red balOsa, O forest-tree, of the

visalpaka, O herb, do you not leave even a bit (?pisitd).

Or lohitasya may be a separate disease (so rendered by Zimmer . the

comm, takes it as either “red” or “[a disease of] the blood”)- The form

visalpaka is given here on the strength of SPP’s authorities (among which

living repeaters of the text are included), and of the comm ,
which derives

it from root srp (yividham sarpati), with substitution of / for r, no

manuscript is to be trusted to distmguish Ipa and lya, and, as the word is

unknown save m this hymn and m ix 8 and xix 44, there was nothing to

show which was the hue readmg. The comm. takes
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caturafigulapaldsavrksa to be the tree addressed, and vidradha as

vidaranasilo vranavisesah; also pisita as nidanabhutam dustam mansam,
and baldsa as kasasvasadi [Our P M E I O R.K. combine visalpakasyos

adhe in samhita m c, and this SPP adopts m his text, and reports nothing

to the contrary from his authonties ]

The two testicles that are yours, O baldsa, laid away in yours

armpit (Tkaksa) - I know the remedy for that, the cipudru, a

looking-upon.

By a blundering confusion of c and / m transcnption, in our text and
in the Index Verborum founded upon it, the form sipudru mstead of cl-

has been adopted for this verse The comm reads cipadru, and calls it ""a

kind of tree having this name”, perhaps cipudu is the true form We
should have expected rather upa- or api- than apasritau m b (= apakrstam
dsritau, and kakse = bdhumule, comm ) [^‘Testicles” perhaps swellings

of the auxiliary “glands ”]

W ^ymRlII ^ II

The visalpaka that is of the limbs, that is of the ears, that is in

the eyes - we eject the visalpaka, the vidradha, the heart-disease,

we impel away downward that unknown yaksma.

128. For auspicious time : with dung-smoke
Except the third verse, this hymn occurs also m Paipp xix • Besides

the ceremony reported under vs 1, Kaus has the hymn (50.13) in a
general rite for good fortune, with vi 1, 3-7, 59 etc etc , and also, in the
chapter of portents (100 3), m a expiatory ceremony on occasion of an
eclipse of the moon (somagrahana, comm ), vs.3, too, is specially quoted
in the astaka ceremony (138 8), as accompanying a nmeteenth
[oblation*^]

- TF3iT^]

[3dir- 3T2raf%7T I ^[gciT- -#11,
i 3135^.0

O . Igld^ q:^{5[T% TKirigHj>4d l
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When the astensms made the ^akadhuma their king, they
bestowed on him auspicious {bhadra-) day, saying “This shall be
[his] royalty ’ ’

Sakadhuma (with irregular but not unparalleled accent see my Skt
Gr §1267 b) means primarily ‘dung-smoke’, i e. smoke ansmg from
burning dung (or else the vapor from fresh dung) Accordmg to the
comm , It signifies here the fire from which such smoke arises, and then,

“on account of mseparability from that, a Brahman”, and he quotes
Ts V 2 8^'^ “a Brahman is mdeed this Agni Vaisvanara ” The Kausika-
Sutra, in a passage (50 15, 16) also quoted by the comm , says that, with
this hymn, ‘havmg laid balls of dung on the jomts of a Brahman friend,

one asks dung-smoke, “what sort of day today"?” He (of course, the

Brahman*) answers “propitious, very favorable ” Prof. Bloomfield takes

sakadhuma to be out-and-out the title of a Brahman , “weather-prophet”;

but this seems not to follow from the Sutra, also not from the Anuli , and
least of all from the hymn The Paipp. version differs considerably from
ours (but nearly agrees with one m an appendix to the Naksatra-kalpa •

see Bloomfield, AJP vii 485) it reads yad rajdnam s'akadhiimam naks

atrdny akrnuta bhadraham asmai prd ’yachan tato rdstram ajayata. The
accent of as&t m d is not explamed by any known rule *[So Kesava to

Kaus 50 16 ]

% 31^'^ "=^1 ? II

Auspicious day ours at noon, auspicious day be ours at

evening, auspicious day ours in the morning of the days; be night

auspicious day for us.

That is, may each of these tunes be free from omens and influences

of ill-luck The Ppp version runs thus • bh astu nas sayam bh prdtar

astu nah bh asmabhyam tvatn sakadhuma sadd kmu(y.s m the appendix

to the Naksatra-kalpa just cited)

From day-and-night, from the astensms, from sun-and-moon,

do you, O king sakadhuma, make auspicious day for us

This verse, as aheady noted, is wantmg m Ppp ,
but its second half

nearly agrees with that of the Ppp version of <vs 2 The accent in b should

be emended to suryacandramasabhydm, as is read below [see W’s note]

m XI 3.34 The first half-verse is metrically irregular
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^ ^ -qFT ^IPTS^ f^l

^ ^ '^isbgj^ ^:ll'JJII

You who have made auspicious day for us at evening, by
night, also by day - to you as such, O sakadhuma, king of the

asterisms, [be] always homage

Ppp reads akarat at end of a, and prdtar for naktam in b All the mss
leave akaras unaccented, and SPP. accordingly gives akaras in his text,

ours emends to akaras

One may conjecture that it is the Milky Way, which is not unlike a

thm Ime of smoke drawn across the sky, that is the real king of the

astensms, and that its imitation by a column of the heavy smoke of
bummg dung is what was relied on to counter-act any evil influences

horn the astensms, or the behaviour of such smoke, as rising upward or

hangmg low, may have been really a weather-sign

129. For good-fortune : with a sihsapa amulet

Found also in Paipp xix (m the verse-order 1,3,2) Used by Kaus
(36.12), with VI 139 and vii38, m a nte relatmg to women, for good-
fortune . one binds sauvarcala on the head after the fashion of a herb (-

amulet ? Kes and the comm explam as the root or flower of the

sankhapuspikd) and enters the village

- ^rsnfcei

Me with a portion (bhagd) of ^insapa, together with Indra [as]

ally, I make myself portioned; let the niggards run away.

The mss blunder over the word s&nsapena. SPP. reports only
saniaphzna as variant (read by two of his); ours have that, and also
^ansayena and safisayena; our text reads wrongly ^dn^ayena [correct to

sdnsapend] The comm gives samsaphena, and etymologizes it

accordingly as sam + sapha' Ppp has sdnsapena The ^insapd is the
Dalbergia sisu, a tree distinguished for height and beauty The comm,
understands bhaga throughout the hymn as the god Bhaga. [The refrain
recurs at xiv 2.11] The Anukr. overlooks the lack of a syllable m c.

^ ^ ^ If I

^ ttt ^ II
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With what portion you did overcome the trees, together with
splendor, therewith make me portioned; let the niggards run away

Ppp reads quite differently atha vrksdn adyabhavat sdkam indrena
medina evd md etc

TIT gfiR u ^ II

The portion that is blind, that is reverted (punahsara)^ set m
the trees— therewith make me portioned, let the niggards run away

Extremely obscure There must be some special connection, unclear

to us, between bhaga and sinsapd The comm, understands the god
Bhaga, and explains the epithet ‘blmd’ m this verse by refemng to

Nirukta xii 14, and ‘reverted’ as relatmg to his consequent mability to go
forward, he reads dhatas in b for dhitas^ and pictures the blind Bhaga as

running against the trees along his way^ The sense is, perhaps, the fortune

or beauty that lies invisible and withdrawn m the trees Ppp. ends b with

vrkse sdrpitahy and has, for c, bhage m rdme *stu sdnsapo

130. To win a man’s love

Hymns 130-132 are not found m Paipp Hymn 130 and the next two
are used by Kaus (36.13-14) in a women’s rite (dust

astrlvasikaranakarmani^ comm and Kes), with strewing of beans

(comm and Kes read mdsdn, not mdsasmardn)^ burning of arrow-tips,

and [comm and Kes ] piercing of an effigy

[^1^0

[jgfq- I W I sggq, ^ 1^11^ l]

3r #gcr

Of the Apsarases, chariot-conquering, belonging to the chanot-

conquering, [is] this the love (smara) ' you gods, send forth love;

let yon [man] bum for (anu-suc) me.

Our pada-mss. (and three of SPP’s) make m a the absurd division

rdihajite ylndm, for which the comm reads rathajite dhlndrft (= rathena

jetavye mdsdkhye osadhi, and dhydnajananmdm). The two terms (of

which one is an evident derivative of the other) have so little applicability

to the Apsarases that Gnll resorts to the violent and unacceptable measure

of substituting arthajitdm drthajitlndm. Perhaps nothmg more is meant

than to mark strongly the all-conquenng power postulated for the
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Apsarases m this spell. Ludwig renders smara by "‘love-charm ” The
comm , m spite of priyas m 2 b and amusya in 3 b, thinks it a woman
whose love is sought

1|pTr ^

IT fwoTcf iFgT5^ Tcrraj ^ h

Let yon [man] love (smr) me, being dear, let him love me
you gods, send etc. etc.

At the end of padas a and b is added iti, not translated, it appears to

indicate an expression of the purpose for which the gods are to despatch

love The comm combines vss 2 and 3 mto one verse, thus restormg the

norm of the book, but the Anukr calls the hymn one of four verses, and
that is plamly its value in the present state of the text [Here the comm

,

alternatively, allows that it may be a man whose love is sought ]

^^9 9 .w Tw ir?r

3T fftgcT n ^ II

That you [man] may love me, not I him at any time, you gods,

send etc etc

SPP’s pada-text, probably by an oversight, leaves amusya
unaccented, the comm, undauntedly explains it by amum striyam.

^V3 o o .

Craze (un-maday-) [him], O Maruts; O atmosphere, craze

[him], O Agm, do you craze [him], let yon [man] bum for me.

131. To win a man’s love

Not found in Paipp. (like the preceding and the following hymn)
Used by Kaus. only with the preceding and the following hymn (see
under the former).

[^- STSraf I ^5RTT- T=RR I 3fggtJ^|]

o ^ Irkifir

IT intg n s*n
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Down from the head, down from the feet, your longings {adhi)

I draw down You gods, send forth love, let yon [man] bum for

me
Again tlie comm stupidly (see vs 3) understands a woman to be

addressed

51 Wy-Hl trrqj ? 11

O Anumati, assent to (anu-man) this, O design {akuti), may
you constrain (sam-nam) this You gods, send etc etc.

‘Design’ (akuti) is evidently here a personification

(samkalpdbhimdmnl devata, comm), as is often anumati ‘assent.’ No ms
reads namas, without accent, and SPP accordingly prints namas in his

text, ours emends to namas, the comm takes the word as a noun, idam m
a he explains by madabhilasitam The Anukr heeds not that the first pada
is tristubh

o ^ ^ Sllcjfe tNV'jR

dd-M 55ntnf ^ sw: fwii ^ ii

If (yat) you run three leagues, five leagues, a horseman’s day’s

journey, thence shall you come back; you shall be father of our

sons.

The proper division of dyasi in c is doubtless d ayasi, which is,

however, read only by one of SPP’s pada-mss., the others give d ayasi

(cf. d ayati at vi 60 2) or d ayasi, and this last is adopted by SPP quite

unaccountably, since such accent and such division do not properly go

together in any pada-ioxi.

132. To compel a man’s love

Like the two preceding hymns, not found in Paipp Used by Kaus

only with its two predecessors (see under 130) The metrical definitions of

the Anukr arc artificial and worthless

[^- 3Tsro(f 1 Wl SP?- ^

t ^ entniTil 5>ii
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The love that the gods poured within the waters, greatly

burning, together with longing - that I heat for you by Vanina’s

ordinance (dharman).

t ^ ritnff si^oiw «nfoTru ^ ii

The love that all the gods poured etc etc.

^V9o^. 'nfr^rait

w ^ rnuft gifWii ^ II

The love that Indrani poured etc. etc

^\so\9. ^fl|
'^^ ggisoTi

t ^ irmfw gnfinrii'ifii

The love that Indra-and-Agni poured etc. etc.

^v9o<i.^ ^wpani

t ^ cnn% srfWimu

The love that Mitra-and-Varuna poured etc. etc.

133. To a girdle : for long life etc.

Found also m Paipp v Used by Kaus. (47.14-15) m a nte of sorcery,

with the following h5mm, for due preparation of girdle and staff; vs 3

also alone in the same rite (47.13), with la5dng fuel of bodhaka on the

fire, and vss 4 and 5 twice in the upanayana ceremony (56 1, 57.1), with
tymg on a girdle.

aiWiT I Atsliril I W^- ^ 3^31%

^V9 O ^ ^ pit tldtH ^ ^ ^|%3TI

"JTPT ^=1^: TT ^ % 1%

33^11^11

The god that bound on this girdle, that fastened [it] together
(sam-nah), and that joined (yuj) [it] for us, the god by whose
instruction we move - may he seek the further shore, and may he
release us
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Ppp. has in c the singular carami. ‘Furflier diore’ is a femtliar

expression for the end of a difficult or dangerous act or process
(prdnpsitasya karmanah samaptim, comm.). Tasya at beguming of c in
our text is a misprint for yasya. [The Anukr. refuses to sanction flie

contractionye ’mdm.]

^ H

Offered to are you, offered unto; you are the weapon of the
seers (r^iy, partaking (pra-af) first of the vow (vrato), be you a
hero-slayer, O girdle.

For the first p2da Ppp- has only the single word dhuta (perii^w by
accidental omission); in d it reads avlraghnf. The comm, explains vrata as

either ‘vow’ or, by the usual secondary application, ‘milk etc.’ (far

Irddikamy to abhihutd in a it prefixes an e^lanatoiy sampdta-.

agiqrd

Since I am death’s studoit (brahmacdrin), soliciting finom

existence (7bhuta) a man (punisd) for Yama, him do I, by
incantation (brahman)^ by fervor, by toil, tie with this girdle.

It is the duty of a Vedic student to beg provision for his teacher. Pri-
begins b with bhutau nirydcan. The comm, reads nirydcam, explaining it

as first person sing. (= yace)\ The result he takes to be “by this bindmg
on of a girdle I impede die progress of my enemy.” Pada c has a
redimdant syllable.

. wsraf ifldT rl5#5fir 1^1

TIT «h| ^ irt| rTT

Daughter of faith, bom out of fervor, sister of the being-

making seers was she; do you, O girdle, assign to us thought

(mati), wisdom; also assign to us fervour and Indra’s power.

All the mss. (and bodi editions) accent babhuva at end of b, as if a

relative were expressed or implied in the line somewhere. The verse is

really mixed tri^ptbh andjagatt; [a isjagatl only by count; no in c looks

like an intrusion]. [As to the combination -sa rs-, see note to Prllt.iii.46.]

^ r5T^
lift' W iimi
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You whom the ancient being-making seers bound about, do
you embrace me, in order to length of life, O girdle

134. To crush an enemy with a thunderbolt

Found also m Paipp v Used by Kaus (47.14) m a nte of soicery

with the preceding hymn (which see), and also later m the same rite

(47 18), with smitmg down the staff three times. *[The Anukr. text is here

confused and defective Its readmg (with the probable omission supplied

m brackets) is, antya bhurik [anustubh, dvittya bhurikl trpada gayatrl ]

Tftarr: ir

Let this thunderbolt gratify itself with right (^rtasyd)^ let it

smite down his kingdom, away his life, let it crush [his] neck,

crush up his nape, as Sachipati of Vrtra.

Ppp reads vratena instead of rtasya in a, meaning perhaps mrtena^
which would be a welcome improvement, suggesting emendation of our
text to -tdm mrtasya *on the dead man/ anticipating the result of the

action imprecated m the next pada Ludwig translates as if it were
amrtasya^ which is to be rejected The comm, renders it simply ‘truth, or
sacnfice% and regards a staff (dhdryamdno dandah) as intended by vajra^

m b he apparently overlooks and omits ava. The /^arfa-reading at end of c
IS usnihd, as if for -hau, dual, the comm reads which is doubtless
the right form. Ppp leaves off the last pada, but whether it ends c with us
nihdh I am not mformed Ppp. also has jlvam for jivitam in b, and
skandha for grlvds in c. [The Anukr ignores the jagati rhythm of a and
c]

Beneath, beneath them that are above, hidden, may he not
creep out of the earth; let him he smitten down by the thunderbolt.

[The mark which should divide a from b is not noted m W’s
collation-book.]

. -Jit fgqrfl ^ I

^3^^ xiRFiu ^ a
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Whoever scathes, him seek you after, whoever scathes, him
smite, the crown of the scather, O thunderbolt, do you cause to fall

following after

The last pada is very obscure, it is rendered as if it meant an
involving of the offender’s crown (slmanta —siraso madhyadesa,
comm ) m tlie fall of the thunderbolt (but the comm explams anvancam
by anulomamf) Ppp reads sdyakas for tvam m c The Prat, gives an
obiter dictum (iii 43) on the denvation of simanta (or slmant) The
metrical definition [bhurig anustup] seems to be omitted m the Anukr.

135. To crush an enemy
Found also m Paipp. v Used by Kaus. (47 20) m the same rite of

sorcery as the two preceding hymns, with the direction “do as stated m
the text

”

^1 sfwi 3^-

When (yat) I eat, I make strength, thus do I "ake the

thunderbolt, cutting to pieces (s'ai) the shoulders of him yonder, as

^achlpati of Vrtra.

Skandha ‘shoulder’ is always plural [in AV ], and so is not precisely

equivalent to the word used to render it. Ppp. has for b, vajram

anupdtayati Pada b is deficient unless we read va-jr-am.

SjjUIRggT ftiwUTt^ ^ II

When I drink, I dripk up, an up-drinker like the ocean;

drinking up the breath ofhim yonder, we drink him up.

Ppp. combines samudrai’va in b, and reads, m c, d, sampivdm

sampivdmy aham pivd.

MjUIR^ ^ PKIHt^ 1^11 ^ II

When I swallow, I swallow up, a swallower-up like the ocean,

swallowing up the breath ofhim yonder, we swallow him up
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¥pp, reads, for c, d, prdtmm sam^aih samgiramy aharh

gp^aiiL Hie accent girdmi in out text is douMess wrong (read girdmi), but

it is read by all the authorities, and accordingly is adopted in both

editionsL

136. To £asten and increase the hair

Not found in Paipp. Used by Rails. (31.28), with the following hymn,
in a remedial rite for the growth ofthe hair.

- a^i4sui^
R y F*=IT ^f?clT I]

O
.^ ^g|w|gf ^spr

titW igpiniftru ^ii

You are bom divine on the divine one, [namely] the earth, O
herb; you here, O down-stretcher, we dig in order to fix the hair.

The comm, explains the plant addressed to be the kdcamdci etc

;

nitaUmi is apparently not the name, but an epithet, ^^sending its roots far

down” (nyakprcisarancisild, comm.).

Fix you the old ones, generate those unborn, and make longer

those bom.

The ctMum. strangely divides vss. 2 and 3 dififerently, adding 3 a, b to

2, and leaving 3 c, d to form by themselves a verse. [The Anukr. scans as

9 + 9. The “verse” seems to be prose.]

What hair of yours falls down, and what one is hewn off with
its root, upon it I now pour writh the all-healing plant.

The conun., as well as all the mss. (and both editions), has the false

f<nm vacate (for vrscyate).

137. To fasten and increase the hair

Of this hymn only the second verse is found in Paipp. (i.). It is used
by Kau&. only with the preceding hymn, as there explained.
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[^^V9 -

[^- 41‘d^o4

1

^arar-PldcHl -gTOffi i

m tj|«st:h ^ii

[The herb] which Jamadagni* dug for his daughter, [as] haxr-

mcreaser, that one Vltahavya brought from Asita’s houses.
•

Or vltahavya may be understood (with the Anukr.) as an epithet,

‘after the gods had enjoyed his oblations ’ The comm takes it as a proper
name, as also asitasya (= krsnake^asyai *tatsamjhasya muneK)

%5fTT gST^ srf^: Hft'll ^ II

To be measured with a rem were they, to be after-measured

with a fathom : let the black hairs grow out of your head like

reeds.

^

The Ppp, version, though corrupt, suggests no different readmg. The
comm ,

startled at the exaggeration implied m abhisu^ declares it to mean
“finger.” In d, asitds is read by all the mss , and consequently by both

editions, it apparently calls for emendation to asitas, and is so translated

(krsnavarnah, comm.) The Anukr. seems to admit the contraction

nade Va in 2 c, 3 c

ggr 3i%n~: iift'ii^ii

Fix you the root, stretch the end, make the middle stretch out,

O herb; let the black hairs grow out of your head like reeds.

Yamaya, m b, is yamaya in pada-XsrfX, by Prat iv 93.

138. To make a certain man impotent

Found (except vs 5) also in Paipp. i. Used by Kaus (48 32) m a rite

of sorcery, with wrapping, crashing and burymg urine and faeces

1 ^d(c|t<i’4g4raR(CpRo I

2 1 (^HFm)
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[^^6 -

[=Ef^- siqgrf I f^raFft oiHFifa I ? -qssiFffei]

llacl*Trf^dH5Tih^l

f>t ^^ IJ&II ^11

You are listened to, O herb, as the most best of plants; make
you now this man for me impotent (Jklibd), opasa-^w&^.nv^g

The opas'a is some head-omament worn distinctively by women
(comm strlvyanjanam) Geldner holds that opa^a, kurira (vs 2), and
icumba (vs 3) all mean alike ‘horn ’ Ppp reads paurusam m c The
comm does not attempt to identify the plant addressed.

^V9 \3 . fifin

3TSp^ ?ll

Do you make him impotent, opasa-'weaxing, likewise make
him Arwrfra-weanng, then let Indra with the (two) pressing-stones

split both his testicles

Ppp. gives krtva for krdhi m a (combining krtvo*p-)^ and reads

throughout kliva and opasu; m c, d it has ubhdbhydm asya gr indro

bhinattv d The comm explains kurira as = kesa^ and quotes from
TS IV 1.5^ the phrase sinlvdli sukaparadd sukurird svaupasd, and also,

from an unknown source, stanakesavati stri sydl lomasah purusah
smrtah

Impotent one, I have made you impotent; eunuch (yadhr), I

have made you eunuch, sapless one, I have made you sapless; the

kurira and the kumba we set down upon his head.

The comm explams kurira here as ‘a net of hair’ (ke^ajdla) and
kumba as ‘its ornament’ (tadabharanam), and he quotes from Ap^S x 9 5
the sentence atra patnldirasi kumbakuriram adhy uhate. Both words
plainly signify some distinctively womanish head-dress or ornament Ppp.
reads (as also our P.s m ) kumbham in e; and, for c, arasam tvO. 'karam
arasd’raso ‘si

^ If aifir u •« u
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The two god-made tubes that [are] yours, m which stands your
virility, those I split for you with a peg, on yon women’s loins
{muskd).

Ppp combines amusya*dhi m d (but perhaps the true samhitd-
reading*^) [Ppp has a gap m the place where our samyayd stands ]

5>V9 ^ o .W gt

As women split reeds with a stone for a cushion, so do I split

your member, on yon woman’s loins

In this and the preceding verse, the comm, strangely connects mus
kayos with the precedmg noun (nadyau, Repos') and supplies sildyds with
amusyas

139- To compel a woman’s love

The hymn is wantmg m Paipp. Kaus (36 12) uses it m a women’s
iite, with VI. 129 and vii 38 . see under the former.

[^- 3T«rgf i |;gcIT-cHWRi 1 g^->qct^Ri

TptjchfuB iriTi

^ #5RnfiT

Nyastikd has you grown up, my good-fortune maker; a

hundred [are] your forth-stretchers, three and thirty your down-
stretchers. With this thousand-leafed [herb] I make dry your heart.

The great majonty of mss. (mcluding of ours all but Bp D R.Kp.)

read sabhagamk- m b, and this appears to be probably the true samhita-

readmg, with -bhag- for pada-reading, although neither the PrSt. nor, its

commentary notes the case, SPP’s edition, like ours, reads -bhag- The

coram. explains nyastikd as nitaram asyantt ‘castmg downward’ (namely,

any omen of ill-fortune). OB. takes it as a fem. of nyasta-ka ‘stuck in’,

perhaps rather dinunutive of nyasta, as if ‘somethmg thrown down, cast

away, insignificant.’ The comm, understands the plant mtended to be the

s'ankha-pu^pikd (Andropogon aciculatus “creeping; grows on barren

moist pasture-ground. Of very coarse nature I never found it touched by
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cattle ” Roxburgh). The comm, ends vs.l with the fourth pada, addmg the

other two to vs 2.

^ t i'4!nwf

Let your heart dry up on me, then let [your] mouth dry up,

then dry you up by loving me; then go you about dry-mouthed.

Read perhaps rather mdm-kdmena To pSdas coimt an extra syllable

each.

Slf ^5 -qt g TT^WT ^ 11

A conciliator, a love-awakener (?), do you, O brown,

beauteous one, push together; push together both yon woman and

me; make [our] heart the same.

The mss hardly distingmsh sy and $p, but ours, in general, seem, as

distinctly as the case admits, to read samusyala in a, yet SPP has -uspa-

(noting one ms. as readmg -usya-), and as he has livmg scholars among
his authorities, the probabihty is that he is nght. Save here and at xiv 1 60
(usyaldni or uspa-), the word appears to be unknown. The comm gives a

worthless mechanical etymology, samyak uptaphald sail [Is samubjald

(root ubf) intended, as a marginal note of Mr. Whitney’s suggests?] Our
P.MT read amum at beginning of c.

^ 'If

.

^ ^ ’elTU'ifU

As the mouth of one who has not drunk water dries away, so

dry you up by loving me, then go you about dry-mouthed.

The third p^da has a redundant syllable.

^ ^JqTrqfl I

As a mongoose, having cut apart, puts together again a snake,

so, O powerful [herb], put together the divided of love

This capacity of the mongoose is unknown to naturalists, nor have
any references to it been noted elsewhere.
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140. With the first two upper teeth of a child

Found also in Paipp. xix. Used by Kaus (46.43-46) in an expiatory
nte when the two upper teeth of a child appear first; it “ is made to bite
the things mentioned in the text; and both it and its parents are made to
eat of the gram so mentioned after it has been boiled in consecrated
water.”

15I^ ^ I]

^ ^«|c(ciV4 'irat' XTI

^ ^r^rcTRJ# TfjTj ''j|id^^:|| ?;n

The (two) tigers that, having grown down, desire to devour
father and mother - those (two) teeth, O Brahmanaspati, make you
propitious, O Jatavedas.

Our P.M W. reads krriuhi in d. Ppp., instead of d, gives the refram of
2, 3 : ma hiiis- etc.

gf wnt ^ m iW qrat'

’Em ^11

Eat you (two) rice; eat you barley; then beans, then sesame;

this IS yotir deposited (nihitd) portion for treasuring, you (two)

teeth; do not injure father and mother.

Instead of atho md^am in b, Ppp. has masdm attam; it begins c with

sa for efa, and reads -dheyam in d The comm, paraphrases ratnadheydya

by ramanlyaphaldya. The verse (8 + 8:8 + 7-1-11 = 42) is but ill-defined

by the Anukr [It is really an anustubh with d catalectic, and with a trist

ubh refrain.]

^

Invoked [are] the two conjoint, pleasant, veiy propitious teeth;

let what is terrible of your selves (tanti) go away elsewhere, you
teeth; do not injure father and mother.

Ppp. reads aghorau sayujd samviddnau, and add at the end anyatra

vdm tanvo ghoram astu The comm, reads tanvds in c. The defimiUon of
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the Anukr fits the verse (7 + 8 13 + 11) very ill [Whitney ’'s notes show
that he had suspected sayujau to be a misreading for suyujau, and the

latter is the form actually given by the Index Verborum, but further notes

show that Bp. and the Anukr read sa- With them agree SPP and the

comm and Ppp Correct the Index accordmgly ]

141. With marking of cattle’s ears

Found also m Paipp xix (in the verse-order 1, 3, 2). Used by Kaus
(23- 12“ 16) m a ceremony for welfare called citrdkarman after due

preparation and ceremony, the ears are cut with vs 2, and tlie blood is

wiped off and eaten (by the creature, comm ) with vs 3 The hymn is

reckoned (note to 19 1) to the pustika mantras The schol also uses vs 2

m the ceremony of letting loose a bull (note to 24.19)

^ ^ ?ll

May Vayu collect them; let Tvasta^ stay fast in order to [their]

prosperity, may Indra bless them, let Rudra take care for [their]

numbers.

Samdkarat (p sam dkaraf) might, of course, also be indicative (sam-
d-akarat) Ppp , m c, combines indra

*

*bhyo, and reads bruvat^ m d, it has
'va gachatu for cikitsatu. The comm, renders dhriyatdm by dhdrayatu^
and d by padasyadirogapariharena bahvlh karotu

WSRTT ^11 ^ II

With the red knife (svadhiti), make you a pair (mithund) on
[their] two ears; the Asvins have made the mark; be that numerous
by progeny.

The comm, explains mithunam as strlpunsatmakam cihnam, and
regards it as applied to the calfs ears. [If the comm, is correct on this

point, as is altogether likely, this marking the cattle’s ears with marks
resemblmg the genitals is a bit of symbolism most interesting to the
student of folk-lore ] The ‘red’ knife is doubtless of copper [so also the

1 ‘ (toqo 'if t
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comm.]. Ppp. reads laksmi m c (but laksma m vs. 3) MB. (i.8 7) has the

first half-verse, with krtam for krdhi

w W T13W irTI

FR?TTf%Rni ^ II

As the gods and Asuras made [it], as human beings also, so, O
Asvins, make you the mark, in order to thousand-fold prospenty

142. For increase of barley

Not found in Paipp Used by Kaus (24 1) in a nte of preparation for

sowing seed, and reckoned (19 1, note) among the pustika mantras^ vs 3

also appears (19.27) m a nte for prospenty, with bmding on an amulet of
barley.

^1
Tjoftfl Tii5iT% -qr wf (^oqiviPicSiylci^ii ^ii

Rise up (ut-s'ri), become abundant (bahu) with your own
greatness, O barley; rum (mr) all receptacles, let not the bolt from
heaven smite you.

Instead ofmmXhi in c, the comm reads vrnlhi, which he says is, ‘by

letter-substitution,’ for prnlhi ‘fill’* Pmlhi would be an easier reading,

and was conjectured by Ludwig, and before him by Aufrecht (KZ.

xxvii 218) [Griffith and BL, ‘fill them till they burst ’]

^W ^|r^ra2[Tq1%l

H ^ II

Where we appeal unto you, the divine barley that listens, there

itaf) nse up, like the sky; be unexhausted, like the ocean

The comm., in b, reads tatra and achavad

yui;# y-cc((^'dl:ll^u

Unexhausted be your attendants {Hupasad), unexhausted your

heaps; your bestowers be unexhausted; your eaters be

unexhausted.
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The comm, explains upasadas as here rendered (= upagantdrah
karmakardh); the translators conjecture ‘piles,’ a meanmg which caimot
properly be found m the word.

By a strangely unequal division, the thirteenth and last anuvdka is

made to consist of 18 hymns and 64 verses; the quoted Anukr. says yah
parah sa catuhsasph

The fifteenthprapSfhaka ends with the book.

Some of the mss. sum up the book correctly as containing 142 hynms
and 454 verses.

11^W diiu^ TPnPRfiJII







The Vedas are the most important recoids of the religion and

the institutions of the Aryans The last and the latest Veda is the

Atharvaveda, which is addressed with many other names such

as- Amrtaveda, Atmaveda, Angiro Veda, Athaiwangirasa,

Bhrgvangirasa, Ksatra, Bhaisajya and Chandoveda, etc

Atharvaveda describes the application of both type of

ceremonies viz peaceful affirmation and the witchcraft

(Abhicarika) ceremonies

The most cryptic mysteries of universe, the divine prays,

applications of offerings, cure for the ailments, marriage,

reproduction, family, administration, social pattern and self-

protection, education, harmony-sense of unity, pharmaceutical,

witchcraft applications, women welfare, etc. all aspects of the

universe and the human life are embedded with it

The oldest Bhasya of Acarya Sayana too is available in this

Samhita Many translations on Atharva are availaKle, but entire

subject-matter on Atharvaveda was translated with critical and

exegetical commentary by W. D Whitney in English and it was
edited by Charles Rockwell Lanman dunng 1905. The translation

of the present edition is based on this edition, and included

Sanskrit text. Its old usage has been supplanted with

corresponding usage ofmodem English

In the last we have have given the contains of mantras in

DevanagarT for the ready reference of the readers Whitney's

translation is not available on 20* Kanda, we have completed it.
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